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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE 

No apology is needed for introducing this book to English readers. 
In the review to which Professor De Viti de Marco refers in his 
preface to this translation, Dr. Frederic Benham stated the book's 
claim to attention from an English audience better than I could 
hope to state it: 

'This is probably the best treatise on the theory of Public Finance 
ever written. In its more restricted sphere, it is comparable to the 
Principles of Marshall. Like the Principles, it is the product of many 
years' thought; like the Principles, it can be read again and again, 
and brings fresh illumination each time; but, unlike the Principles, 
it has not had the influence it deserves, except in Italy, where its 
effect has been profound, and possibly in Sweden ... The lack of an 
English translation is a great misfortune and lOss to all students of 
Public Finance in English-speaking countries.'t 

This translation is based on the definitive edition of the PrinciPii, 
published at Turin in 1934. Books I, II, and V are presented in 
their entirety, with a few very minor changes, most of them sug
gested by the author, and all of them approved by him. At his sug
gestion, also, or with his approval, several sections have been omitted 
from Books III and IV. since their discussion of the details of the 
Italian tax-system was deemed of minor interest to non-Italian 
readers. 

My sole aim in this translation has been to render the author's 
meaning with the maximum of fidelity. I have made no attempt to 
soften or· modify the peculiarities of the author's style; if I had 
attempted. for example. to provide a substitute for the abrupt 
transitions or the short, brusque paragraphs, I should have con
veyed an impression entirely different from that conveyed by the 
Italian original. ,. 

The author has seen and revised the whole of the translation. I 
have attempted to incorporate his suggestions even in cases in which 
I myself should have preferred what seemed to me a more elegilnt 
rendering; but I trust that I have admitted no barbarisms. In order 
to minimize the danger of misunderstanding wherever questions of 

1. Eeonomita for August. 193-4. pp. 36.t. 367. 
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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE 

nomenclature are involve<f" I have added a series of footnotes in 
which the translated phrase is given in the Italian original. 

I must acknowledge my debt to my husband, Professor Arthur W. 
Marget, under whose supervision the translation was made. 

Minneapolis 
January, 1936 
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PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION 

To the Reader: 
I HAD intended to write a preface to this English edition which 
would take account of such reviews of my book as have appeared -
especially those which appeared in German publications - and 
would answer some of the criticisms that were made in those 
reviews. 

But when I began to write the preface, I realized that the major 
criticisms do not derive logically from the premises on which my 
treatment is based, but arise from a different conception of the theory 
of Public Finance. They derive, that is to say, from the common 
notion that the phenomena of Public Finance give rise to problems, 
not of theory, but of practical statecraft. For the solution of these 
practical problems each writer then has recourse to his personal 
ideals of social justice, on the basis of which he offers gratuitous advice 
to the politician, often without noticing that the latter accepts the . 
advice and follows it only in so far as the precepts that were developed 
within the scientific or supposedly scientific field happen to coincide 
with the interests that the politician is defending in the political 
field. . 

It is for this reason that, on the fundamental issue, my critics and 
I proceed along parallel lines which never meet. 

In fact, I treat Public Finance as a ilieo.retical science, assigning 
to it the task of explaining the phenomena of Public Finance as they 
appear in their historical setting. Hence it is necessary, on the one 
hand, to go back to the causes of these phenomena, and, on the other 
hand, to trace their effects. 

From my point of view, therefore, the phenomena of Public 
Finance are variable. Thus, the Public Finance of~.J>- ~ddle Ages is 
not the Public Finance of modem times; the Public'Finance of States 
based upon slavery and absolutism differs from that of free and 
parliamentary States. The resulting treatment is a complex one, 
which passes from the abstract to the concrete; the method involved 
is not an easy one, since it borders upon different disciplines; but at 
any rate it is a treatment which is objective, impersonal, and 
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PRtFACE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION 

theoretical, in contrast with an approach founded on a priori canoO! 
of absolute justice, which does not exist. 

Ii ll; also logical that the basic premises of the theoretical reason. 
ing should be deduced from the historical riiilieu to which tht 
phenomena belong, since Public Finance· cannot stop with tht 
abstract, but must proceed to the concrete problem. 

Now, we hold that in modern society all income is produced as 
the result of the free activity or free choice of. the citizens, and that 
these incomes are, as a matter of fact, qualitatively equal - that is, 
that they are homogeneous economic quantities - since they repre~ 
sent the maximum that each individual is able to produce under 
given conditions. From this is derived the juridical premise of equal 
fiscal treatment of allincomes;i and from this it follows also that, as 
'we pass from the abstract to.the concrete, eVery deviation from this 
principle - whatever the cause of the deviation - is an acknowledg-
ment of the presence of a political factor, the nature of which 
must be ascertained and the relative influence of which must be 
evaluated. . 

And here I stop, because Ido not wish to repeat myself ad 
infinitum. 

While holdiqg firmly to my premises, I am prepared to regard 
as useful and even welcome, for. purposes of discussion, all the 
criticisms directed against my p.articular· ·theories; but I prefer, 

. for the present, to leave these criticisms t-o the judgment of the 
reader. 

I have greatly desired this translation, particularly because I hope 
to find among English economists, who maintain faithfully the tradi
tion of theoretical treatment of economic problems, an easier 
understanding of the method that I have tried to apply, mutatis 
mutandis, to the problem' of Public Finance. . 

And now that the translation' is appearing, I am anxious to 
express my gratitude to those who have helped to bring it into 

'being: to Professor Arthur W. Marget, who charged himself with the 
responsibility of finding a translator and publisher; to Professor 
Lionel Robbins, wh() graciously offered' to include .the volume in the 
series in which it appears; to Dr. Frederic Benham, who was kind 
enough, in a review of this book in its Italian and German dress, to 
call for an English translation, and thereby, I suspect, encouraged 
the publisher to assume the risk involved (which I hope will turn out 
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PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION 

to have been not too great); and, above all, to my translator, Mrs. 
Marget, who, with the generosity of true friendship, so readily 
consented to undertake a difficult and trying task. To all these I can 
only express my heartfelt thanks. . 

A. DE VIn DE MARCO 

Rome 
December 24th, 1935 



INTRODUCTION 

THIS book, now presented in a definitive edition, is one of the 
representative works of contemporary Italian economics. The 
international reputation of its author, AntOnIo. aeviti de Marco, 
does not yet correspond to the estimate of him asfacile princeps which 
is held by the scholars of his own country; just as, indeed, it often 
happens that men whose reputation at home is no more than 
average enjoy a great reputation beyond the borders of their own 
country. It is therefore to be hoped that this translation of his book 
will make known outside of Italy one of the most independent and 
original spirits that grace Italian economic science. 

For more than for!! years Antonio de Viti de Marco was ·a re~ 
nowned professor of Public Finance at Rome. Yet he has always 
been very much more than a mere professocHe is a true nobleman, 
a statesman, a thinker. He is also one of the group of men who, 
between 1885 and 1900, published in the pages of the Giornale aegli 
Econ7ffiilsti contnbuhons to the Ere theory of economics so important 
that they made the period which was knOWn as that of the Lru.wmne: 
School, but which should really be called that of the Italian School'l 
tomparable with the most brilliant epochs in the history of our 
science. Of the men who made up this group, Pareto is perhaps the 
best known; but the others - Pantaleoni, Barone, and De Viti
have equal, if not greater, claims to distinction. 

One is perhaps less quickly attracted to De Viti than one was to 
the others. The fine face, with its distinguished features, the inviting 
yet slightly ironic smile, the slow speech, hesitating sometimes as it 
gropes for and finally hits upon the precise expression it wishes, the 
easy manners of a grand seigneur - aJ.Uhese reveal at once hjs ilri§!9~ 
cratic orisin. Born of a J!2ble family of landed proprietors in the 
south ofItaly, he belon s to the tiny ou of me -,,, have co~~ 

• 0 pu c servIce ecause bem economically 
ey ee It t eir duty to serve their coun without 
or emselves or or lDterests ey rrug t re resent. 

1~ was to em at, in countries un er par lamentary governme~~. 
the power belonged up to the mi~dle of the nineteenth century. 
They were always few, however, in. Italy, where, for the most part, 
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the chambers were crowded with professional politicians or repre
sentatives of economic interests. It was almost as rare in Italy that 
a member of the aristocracy who was still attached to his ancestral 
estates should devote himself to scholarship. 

It is impossible to speak of the share which peViti has 'had in 
a;dvancing the subject of Public Finance without associating if with 
his general intellectual position and his activity in public life. His 
position was that of a liberal of the classical period. When, in 1899, 
he' opposed the bill fo~trol ,of the press which the government 
introduced. after the riots in Milan, he took the position that the press 
is noconcer~ate, ~and that the State has no right to pre
sCrI1.JeTtS-tenor nor to discipline it; that, on the contrary, every 
citizen has the right to say and to write in the newspapers whallle 
thinks, with the understanding that he is ,subject to the conseq'uences 
which his action may have in accordance with the gen.erallaw of the 
land. He wanted fo see adopted in Italy that definition of freedom 
of speech which had been established by'English authorities on con
stitutionallaw: 'the right to say and to write what will not befound 
improper by a jury pf twelve citizens' . To be sure, one doc::s not in 
this way obtain a 'legal' definition of what one may and what one 
lpay riot write. Yet he regards as worthy of pity a society which 
. believes that it must defend itself against its members by legal 
'definitions and prosecutions. Free expression of opinion and sharp 
criticism show where existing evils lie, and facilitate their abolition. 
If one believes that the twelve members of a jury will acquif the, 
a.uthors of political pamphlets and 'political offenders, then there is 
no other way to salvation than to change public opinion. and the 
ideas . which are widely diffused and regarded as sound in the 
society in which the twelve members of the jury live. The free ex
change of opinions and not violence isthe~ethod by which we must 
proceed in order to transform society. . 

In his capacity as one of the editors, beginning with July 1st, 1890, 
of the Giornale degli Economisti, and as deputy to Parliament during the 
war, De Viti fought notable battles against all forms of privilege and 
on behalf of freedom: against privilege-demanding protectionism, 
in favour of a reorganization of the banking system, in favour of the 
equalization of the tax-burden as between different groups and 
different regions, in favour of the independence of constituted 
authorities, against the privileges of public enterprise, -the 
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INTRODUCTION 

co-operatives, .and the socialistic organizations. After the war, the 
excesses of the class~organizations and the disintegration of the social 
structure led to the tenants' taking. the place of the landlords, the 
seizure of land by those who were not capable of cultivating it, the 
occupation of factories by workers who had no capital and were not 
trained to manage them. and to the plundering of shops on the pre~ 
text of forcing -a lowering of prices. At that time he belonged to 
those who attacked the inaction of the government. He attacked the 
dictatorship of the bureaucracy, which had existed before the war, 
but had grown to enormous proportions during the war -- a bureau~ 
cracy which, exploiting its supposed familiarity 'with the techni
calities of administration and the unfamiliarity of the ministers with 
those technicalities, impO$ed itself upon the successive governments 
and upon parliament, and regarded the State as its own property, 
the tax-payers being regarded as subjects who have to pay t~es for 
their benefit. Though his criticism, up to the very last (1922), was 
designed to arouse the conscience of the country against all inter
ference with the right of the individual to freedom and against 
interference with the parliamentary system" his chief aim was 
always the strengthening of the liberal, democratic state. 

The rise of Fascism, with whose action against the dissolution of 
the state De Viti and his group had at first been in accord, prevented 
further public activity on his part. It is clear that Fascism was 
irreconcilable with a political confession of faith that wished, to be 
iure, a strengthening of the State, but wished also that the State should 
be democratic and liberal. It wished, that is to say, a state that is 
so organized that it completes the individual and makes him freer. 
Thus, in 1922, De Viti and his group 'had to step aside, and their 
voice was stilled. 

The thinker, however, remained; and he took advantage of the 
political retirement into which he had voluntarily withdrawn to pre
pare the book which is now presented to the public. 

Perhaps it is duel to his retiring character - n~ ~ghty, yet not 
found encouraging by most young people - thaf De Viti has not 
formed what is usually called a 'school' of students of Public Finance. 
Nevertheless all of us who have studied the problems of finance 
during the last thirty years regard him as '\he' master. He has 
attained this position naturally, as the result of a spontaneous and 
universal recognition. It does not always occur to scholars to study 
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INTRODUCTION 

the boo'kSof others when troubled by a problem in the theory of 
Publi.c Finance; but almost always it seems natural to them to ask 
themselves: what does De Viti think about it? 

The. premises of the Principles are to be found in an essay pub
lished in 1888 under the title The Theoretical Character of Public Finance 
(II caratlere teoneo. delf economia jinanziaria). Those were fruitful years 
for the science of Public Finance in Italy. While the four men 
mentioned at the beginning of this introd.uction· advanced general 
economic science, it was two of them in particular - Maffeo Panta
leoni and Antonio de Viti de Marco - who from that time on exer
cised their talent on the special problems of Public Finance. To 
their names, in this particular field, must be added that of U go 
Mazzola. All three felt a sense of dissatisfaction as they surveyed that 
sorry mixture of practical precepts, . rambling discussions of philo
sophic and political themes, comments on legal texts, and loose 
applications of definitions and economic laws which made up, and 
to a great extent still make up, the literature of Public Finance. 
When one recalls the pages in which were presented a mixture of 
abstract reasoning and concrete discussion, theoretical schemes and 
historical examples, deductive reasoning and empirical illustration 
oflegal instances from this or that country, one sees again the master's 
ironic smile. 'This is not science,' De Viti would announce as he put 
the book down quietly. 'The fellow's an ass!' Pantaleoni would cry, 
in brutal condemnation. <He knows no economics and he never will 
learn any!' What Mazzola would have said, I do not know, for I 
dB not know him personally. His was a fine talent, equal to that of 
his friends. But he was cut off prematurely from a scientific career, 
and his contribution to its progress was less than it might have 
been. 

Mazzola's book entitled Tile Scientific Data of Public Finance (I dati 
scientifici della finanza puhblica, Rome, 1890), published shortly aft.er 
that of De Viti, gives evidence of the strong feeling these men had, 
to the effect that Public Finance must be given a predominantly 
theoretical character. Mazzola's mind had been stirred by the 
appearance, about that time (1882), of Sax's great work, Grundlegung 
tkr theoretischen Staatswirtschoft, popularized with amazing success in 
Italy by Giuseppe Ricca Salerno. But Sax's habit of drawing a shaip 
contrast between individualism and collectivism; and his habit of 
postulating certain collective aims, which could in fact be distin-
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guished from individualistic aims only with difficulty, and then not 
clearly, was not a method which suited the clear minds of our 
theorists. Mazzola built his logical structure more directly, There 
exist, in the first place, the aims of the individual. To attain theSe, 
however, it is necessary to accomplish other aims, which represent 
the Mcessary f!nditwn for the accomplishment of the final aim, and 
which cannot be obtained otherwise than by collective co-operation. 
Man does not set as his ultimate or direct aim such things as national 
.defence or general secuMty. He wants to accomplish his material 
aims of life, or his spiritual aims in the field of moral or intellectual 
improvement. He cannot arrive at these ends, however, unless he is' 
able to live in such a way that he feels secute against his foreign and 
internal enemies and is prepared to co-operate with other men for 
the achievement of aims denied to men who live in a state of isolation. 
Therefore the 'public' aims are distinguished as being 'conditional' 
to the attainment of the ultimate aims of man and as being attainable 
only' through political co-operation. The voluntary association of 
private individuals would not serve the purpose; what is needed is. 
rather a political co-operation which is really 'a form of ~~ii 
Having defined public aims, Mazzola, following the same gener 
line, defines public 'goods' as those that serve to satisfy the pubJic 
'need', so-called because it arises from the necessity or the wish to 
attain public 'ends', In this way, Mazzola showed that the science of 
Public Finance is an autonomous science, different from the scien 

ect matter - ublic ends ublk 
. different and is c earl to be 

as different from the sub'ect matter of eneral 
econorrucs. t must be remembered that the science of Public 
Fmance llad up to that time been regarded as merely a chapter of 
economics, studied apart from the mother science merely for the 
practical reason of division of scientific labour that was made 
necessary by the fact that professional economists found it impossible 
to include along with general economic phea--:na the very 
numerous and important phenomena which are ISsociated with the 
life of the State. Only then will one fully appreciate the theoretical 
importance of the attempt of that courageous band of young Italian 
economists to give the science of Public Finance its own peculiar 
content, different from that of general economics. It is from this 
period that we date the beginning of a type of analysis and 
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description' of financial phenomena which regards the latter as 
autonomo~s and distinct from economic phenomena. 

Having written a classic study in economic theory on the subject 
of The Theory of Tax-Shifting (Teoria della traslad-one dei tributi, Rome, 
188~)rMaffeo Pantaleoni turned his attention to another problem in 
Public~ Finance, ~ontributing to the Rassegnii italiana of 1883 his 
Contribution to the Theory of the Distribution of Public Expenditures 
(Contributo alta teoria del riparto delle spese pubbtiche, re-published. 
in Pantaleoni's Scritti varii di economia, Patlermo, 1904). He there 
applied to the distribution of public expenditures those criteria that 
Jevons and Wa:lras had found useful in clarifying, from the point of 
view of the individual, the laws of the distribution of a given quantity 
of money between various kinds of goods, present and future. 'In 
approving any item of expenditure,parliament cannot hClp feeling 
that if the total quantity of .available resources remains unchanged, 
many other expenditures, which had been equally possible before the 
expenditures actually current were approved, were eliminated by the 
very act of approval. For this reason expenditures must be judged in 
advance of the act of approval from two points of view: first, from 
the standpoint of the inherent utility of the eX'penditure,.on the basis. 
of which it is placed on a list of possible expenditures; and second, froIn 
the standpoint of the utility of the e:xpenditure under consideration 
as compared with the utility of other expenditures that are equally 
possible, on the basis of which it comes to be a preferred expenditure.' 
In 1f381;Pantaleoni published anotherstudy in economic theory on 
the !lubject of the . Theory of the Tax Burden (Teoria della pressione tribu
taria, Rome; laterre-published in the Scritti cited above), in which he 
investigated the effects of taxation o~ earned income and on income 
from capital. Thus was planted the''£ruitful seed from which was to 
develop a whole literature on the consideration of and the choice 
between the various forms of public expenditures and taxes. 

Most of the writers who followed held that Pantaleoni, ,Mazzola, 
and De Viti erred in' positing as the foundation of the theory of 
Public Finance a conscious judgment reached upon the basis of a 
calculation of advantage of the sort associated with the concept of a 
homo economicus. As a matter of fact - so these objectors argued
decisions are made' by governments and parliaments, organs of 
classes and groups that legislate in their own interest - often not 
only against the judgment, but also to the detriment of a majority 
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of the country's citizens. They insisted, therefore, that a decision 
taken in the field of Public Finance differs from a decision taken in a 
strictly economic field not because it is an economic decision applied 
to collective ends, but because it is a political decision. 

If this criticism were true, it would force the science of Public 
Finance back into the chaos from which those Italian writers of 
18B0-90 had tried to rescue it. For to call a decision 'political' 
amounts to calling it a 'synthetic' one, based on a vast number of 
conflicting interests as between individual classes and parties, on 
passions, sentiments, and prejudices, which vary from place to place 
and moment to moment. If some order is to be brought out of chaos, 
it is necessary first to classifY, to catalogue, to rank these bases for the 
making of decisions; secondly, by means of successive approxima
tions, to deduce, by a process of abstraction, truths of a very general 
kind; and then, step by step, to deduce truths that are more concrete 
and nearer to reality. It was this that Pantaleoni had done in the 
fundamental essay cited above, with his eyes turned realistically on 
the Italy of his time, applyingJevons's rules concretely to the budgets 
presented by contemporary Italian Ministers of Finance . 

. De Viti's own contri:bution in that period, so creative in the field 
of the pure theory of Public Finance, was the construction of two 
limiting schemes or hypotheses for the interpretation of facts. Who 
feels the burden. of the costs of government and who obtains satis· 
faction from public goods? Who decides on the levying of a giver 
group of taxes and their distribution among the various branches 0 

public expenditure? The State. But in what sense may the State bl 
thought of as a sentient being? To which of the known types of 
economio individuals can we compare it? Here De Viti offers his 
hypotheses - not as representations of a concrete reality fully 
attained at a given time and in a given place, but as interpretative 
tools designed to throw light on the confused mass of facts in the 
field of Public Finance. In this the statesman joined hands with the 
thinker. The student who thinks of the science if "':..~lic Finance 
solely in terms of politics no longer has a guide when he comes to 
philosophize about his subject. For he expects inspiration from 
politicians; and he explains the facts,. which he must classifY and 
systematize, by the various changeable, vague, and contradictory 
reasons which inspire the actions of politicians from time to time -
.these reasons, in turn, being the result of a direct and sfnthetic 
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intuition:, on the part ofthe politicia.ns) with respect to the sentiments 
and wishes of the ruling classes and the governed masses. De Viti, 
however, saw in aU these things.:.- the. tangle of facts, the special 
interests of groups, orders, and classes, the variety of tax. systems 
Cl'eated in various times and places - certain vital points of orienta
tion. The political history of the nineteenth century seemed .to him 
a transition from a type of government in which a privileged group 
'held the power to a type of government in which the power was in 
the hands of all. The history of Public Finance was the reflection, in 
the field of taxes, fees, revenues from puh1icdomains, a.nd of.public 
debts, of this transformation. Yet theory is not identical with history. 
Although it is more concrete, or. nearer. to reality, than is pure 
economic theory, the theory of Publlc>Financemust abstract from 
the 'many> concrete facts 'some' . fundamental types, and must ask 
what public finance would be. like if we start from tne hypothesis 
tha.t a given 'type' exists jn l'ea1ity. Hence his conception of the two 
fundamental types of state ~ the monopolistic and the c()-.operative-
and his study of their financial procedures. . 

It is idle. to object to this sort of analysis on the ground that the 
two types do not correspond exactly to reality, which. is of course 
morc varied and rich. It was not DeViti's intention to construct Ii 
science. of complete reality. No one !las ever known or perhaps will 
ever succeed in constructing such a science. So long as one's 
reasoning. is Iltraightforward, one's logical construction remains 
valid. So long as De Viti's two 'types' abstract from reality some 
features of that reality which are true - so long as they represent) as 
they unq1!tstionably do, two genuine aspects ofhistoricreaITty, his 
construction, in addition to being perfe<;tly logical, is not a futile 
one; on the contrary, it ill fun ofllutgestions for further work in the 
field. Anyone who wishes to conceive another type of state may 
build another theoretical structure, which will likewise be perfectly 
logi.cal and anything hut futile. What De Viti has done has been to 
construct the theory of Public Finance for the mon~te - I 

the state of the Clne or the few - and for the co-operative state
'the state of the whole body of citizens. Someone e'iSe-may con)truct 
a different theory for a different type of state. Up to ~ow, however, 
this has not been done; for what other ideal can seem better in the 
eyes of the student of Public Finance than that of a state dedicated 
to the service of the general interest, in the present and in the 
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future, of the whole nation? The statesman who, when he reads, 
looks, not for minute rules of daily life, but for a guide which, like a 
beacon. will direct him in the choice of the road wmch he seeks, and 
which he will later traverse in very different ways according to the 
changing phases of history, will always be grateful to De Viti for 
having offered two guiding lights. One of these he will certainly 
wish to avoid; for no one wishes to govern peoples for one's own 
sake or for that of the group to which one belongs. The other 
beacon Bashes a hope of arrival in a port which will represent a 
gain for all, the attainment of that goal which is best suited to the 
whole nation . 

.,? Every science is the more fruitful as a science in proportion as it 
is not dominated by insistence upon immediate practical applications. 
It was not De Viti's primary intention to give advice to those who 
govern. What he did was to study, in a logical manner, what would 
be the actions - and the consequences of the actions - of those who 
govern, according as the latter are assumed to be bent upon benefit
ing themselves, on the one hand, or the whole nation, on the other. 
It is precisely because D;Yi!L wish.~f\.to re_main in the abstt.~.£~...1k!d 
of science that his book is a precious guide to the practical man. 

-wIiit then are the two hypotheses, the two instruments for the 
interpretation of historic reality, that he offers to students of Public 
Finance? 1'1 ...... "po\·".tie 

We have, at one extreme of historic reality, a monopolistic;;_state, 
characterized b the fact that the decisions with res ect to taxes and 
pu IC expenditures are In the hands of a victorious class, 0 a caste, 
oftbe 'estates' that have the power and use it for their own benefit. 
Speaking broadly, we have, as -examples of this type, the feudal 
states and the absolute or oligarchic states. Under this hypothesis, 
the producers of public services 1lre distinct from the consumers 0; 
these ·services. The former, represented by those who govern, an 
exempt from contributions toward the support of public burdens, 
since it is impossible to imagine a producer's payiz-"-:mself for the 
wares that he himself produces. Since the domrtiating produCing 
group can sell its wares at a price fixed arbitrarily by itself, and since 
if"can force consumers to buy gooas to an amount which, like their 
price,· is determined by it - these are the universal technical 
characteristics, in every era and every ty of state of the distribJl
t!,on of public expen ur~ -It w act toward these consumer~ 
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from whom it is -quite distinct, as a perfect monopolist would act. 
The price of public services will be a: monopoly price in which, in 
addition to the cost 04rod'uctk>tl, will be included a<t!ciximum 
~:t>the p:~ucer.~ n fixing prices, the, monopolistic stcrte ~ll 
~ot run up agaInst'ihe1imltatIons WfilCfi Famper the private m.Q!!.o
poliSt, who must take accou!!!. of the competition of substitutes, of 
the potential competition oEother pro(iucers who may not yet be 
in existence, and of the possible r~tric~f con~!lmptiQn. In the 
case of the State, the only restrainiiig10rCes are-rebeliWil,enugrationz 
or the complete exhaustion of the sources of the nation's private 
wealth. c..,. .. r"su'\,,~ 'a\-... Iii. 

, At the other limit of historic experience', there is the co-operative 
state - a modern andliiiCeftaIn con uest which has been completed 
only after centUries 0 s g~. n this type 0 state, all the citizens 
participate In the adIDlrustration of public affairs. A2!. the PEUtucers 
of ublic services are also consumers, and vice versa;, and t ere is 
no onger any anta orusm weeI!. e rUling and the s~bject classes. 
In this type of state, also, taxes are levied by compulsion; nor can 
the individual citizen refuse to consume the amount of' public se!rice 
upon which tne legislature has decidea. The compulslOn to pay and 
~he amount whIch is to be paId are technical characteristics which 
~annot be separated from the idea of.a tax. Nevertheless, even though 
the fact of compulsion remains, one can no Ion er spe of a m no 01 

ce an 0 t e maxImum pro w IC the sub ect c ass must a 
to t e ruling c ass. e woe nation is at one and the same tim 
PrOducer and consumer, and suc a nation cannot a itself profits.: 
It ~~om IS that, In con emporaI"¥5..9cletIes ... the peop e, t en 
as a collectIve economic unit, pay a 'net costofproduction' for their 
Ipublic services. This collective unit decides for itself the extent of 
public services and the amount of the national tax-burdep,. and 
setdes for itself the method by which this burden is to be distributed 
·among the individual economic units who make up the, larger col
lective unit. The .personnel which administers public affairs, how
ever. has. predOminandtli"the character of an agent entrusted with 
executive pOWers; and, e system of compulsion which it may use 
kCoes not E!esume, as/was the case with the monopolist. to impose 
(on the nation'tlle extent of public servIce and the .burden or' cost...of 
p;oaUction which CoiTeij:>Onds to this amoUntof publlcservice .. Ii 
u~n1y to a~~~ to individuals '1ho are recal-
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citrant in the observance of the social compact, within the limits 
of the mandate which has been given it, and up to the point 
which represents afLProper share in the carrying of the national I 
burden." -
---USing this tool of research and building logically on the basis of 

the concepts of the monopolistic state and the co-operative state, 
De Viti de Marco has constructed a theoretical system of Public 
Finance which ~ Quite his OWD. It was first made available to 
students and scholars in the form of mimeographed lecture-notes
the first draft of which appeared in 1886-87 when De Viti was at 
Pavia - and later, in 1923, in the form of printed lectures, carried 
over in 1928 into the volume entitled First Principles of Public Financl 
(/ primi principii dell'economiajinanziaria), to which was added in rg3~ 
an appendix on 'Extraordinary Public Finance' (Finanza straordinaria) 
Step by step the theory became enriched and perfected; so that i 
would have been interesting to study the successive variations from 
one draft to another, ifit were not impossible by this time to find the 
mimeographed versions. Yet if one compares even the first printed 
edition of 1923 with that of 1928, one finds several new things, the 
most striking one being perhaps the importance given, in the theory 
of the shifting of taxation, to the idea that one must not consider a 
given tax as a net loss for the producer affected, as it is considered 
in the doctrine which is widely accepted, but must study it as a 
means for realizing an advantage for the taxpayers. This is perhaps 
a concept that is not entirely new. Traces of it - neither small nor 
perhaps even the earliest - can be found in the writings of the 
physiocrats; and the present writer, drawing his inspiration from the 
Pantaleonian type of analysis. had occasion in 1919 to illustrate this 
idea from other points of view. Yet it was De Viti who, by applying 
the idea to the subject of the shifting of taxation, demonstrated how 
fresh and far-reaching in its stimulating quality the notion ·really 
was. 

To-day the Principles of De Viti are given to s~.-s In a new 
dress. The author has revised the text on almost iV.:.ry page and is 
pleased to consider the present edition as definitive. We want him 
to live so much longer that there will be time enough for him to gq 
over his pages again with a fresh mind, and to make his readers 
sha.re in his meditations through other new editions. By this time, in 
any case, De Viti's system is entirely clear to his readers; because it is 
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the theoretic~ system begun in 1888 which is presented in a com
pleted form in this edition of the Principles. That part of reality which 

. is included in his system is significant, illuminating, and perfect in its 
logical construction. This, after all, is a boast which can be made 
only on behalf of books which, through their power to arouse both 
assent and dissent, point out to the scholar a new road for him to 
follow. 

LUIGI EINAUDI 

Turin 
Marek, 1934 
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CHAPTER I 

THEORY O""F THE PRODUCTION OF 
, PUBLIC GOODS 

Summary: The problem of Public Finance - The logical method of in-
• vestigation.-- Collective needs and their cl~ification - Th~ active 

5ubject-The absolute State and the popular State - Public s,::rvices
Division of labour -between public and private enterprise<- The 
necessary !=cononUc cOIlflection between the two 

The Problem of Public Finance 

I.. THE phenomena of public' finance or taxation present concrete 
problems which are .Y~ty.f~mRle?l. since their solution requires the 
aid of several disciplines, each of which studies a single phase of the 
subject) 

These phenomena represent, first of all, a factor of the very 
greatest importance in the history of peoples. It may'be ,possible 
to write dramatic histories which will describe wars and revolutions 
without understanding or taking into account the phenomena of 
Public Finance; but it is not possible to explain those wars and 
revolutions unless we do take these phenomena into account. 
Without an understanding of taxation, for example, one could not 
explain the economic and financial aspects, long in preparation, of 
the French Revolution; one could not explain the tenacious and 
century-long struggles waged on behalf of representative government 
against the English Crown by the people - represented, .in different 
periods, by different social groups; one could not explain the struggle 
between lay authority and the Vatican for tempor3.1power, the 
latter consisting, in large part, of taxing privile~es;, nor could one 
explain the War of Independence of the Uni". -,tates. which was 
fought under the slogan 'No taxation without representation"J 
~~~ , 

With the attainment of representative government, .moreover'J 
taxation has corne to be covered by positive provisions in the 
constitutions of modem states, with the result that the ties" between 
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the~science of· finance and constitutional law have become much 
closer. 1 

1 The discipline which give~ the really necessary ,and fundamental 
explanation of the ·phe~omena of ,Public. Finance is, however, 
economics., 

, The acts of the State, in thl?field of finance are, above all, acts 
of an economic nature. , 

(What may be called(ppvate Etonomics) studies" the activities- of 
,the individuiil, in so far asilieyare directed toward the satisfaction 
of ir,tdividual..wao.ts. -(What may be called Public Economics, or the 

• Economics of P:ubJkFinance,studies the P!octubtive activities of the 
State, which are directed. toward the satisfaction of colle£tiy~ts) 

trhis comparison may be regarded as providing a fir~t approxima-

ti°rnI'~ P . E',,· d' . . . r. n ,nvate conomlCS, pro _ uctIve actIvIty -arIses trom a want-
~hat is~ a feel~ng ofdissatisfattion r which in\pels the indivIduiiI to 

stcquire, at ::£ -fiven time and in a given quantity, 'economic goods' 
whi~"he considers likely to satisfy the 'want and to rid him of his 
original feeling of dissatisfaction; and such activity comes to an end 
when the individual acquires - or, according to others, when he 
acquires and consumes"':" the goods which he desires" Economic 
'science,' proceeding, upon the assumption that the individual is 
Idominated, in such actio.ns, by the desire,to maximize his satisfac~ 
~ions, or to minimize his" dissatisfaction" studies the laws which 
regulate this type of economic activity. It asks: 'Which. goods will 
the individual prefer to produce? In -wli"at quantity?' etc. 

, We have itn analogous situation in Public Finance. (The-economic • 
~ac" of the State arises from collective wants'f- that fs, from feeI-
ings of dissatisfaction on t e part of t e individuals who make up . 
the social organism-which impel them to produce the goods that 
they think are adapted to satisfy these collective wants; and it comes 
\ 1 Thus in Article 24 of the Italian Constitution: 'All citizens, whatever their title 
'1'r rank, are equal before the law.' ' 
~ Art, 25: 'They contribute, without distinction, to the support of the State, in 
proportion to their property.' ,', 

b' Art. 30 : 'No tax ~ay be assesse~ or collected unless it has i?een assented to by the' 
hambers and sanctIoned by the KIng.' ' 
, Ar~, 3~: 'The public debt is guaranteed.' 
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to an end with the periodic production of these goods in the quantity 
desired. ~ 

, Just as individual wants represent the factual presuppositions 
underl 'ng the al economic problem, so 'Collective wants 
,repr:~~e actua resuppositions underlvintL!-~-.Nobl~ms of 
P blic Financ - L--::": 

bnthe-pure theory of Public Finance, one assumes, first of all, 
that man is impelled to act, in the production orp~blic gQods,..!>y 
the same moti es that induce him to function in the rod tion of 
private goods. It is upon this assumption that we attempt to discuss 
the1aws which regulate the "economic activity of the social groupj , 

<This is the hedonistic premise.) The citi:zen, in participating in 
the finaDclaI acuVJty of the State, acts toward the other members 
of society just as he acts to~ard his neighbour in his own economic 
affairs. It, is, to be sure, not impossible that the egoism of the 
individual may be moderated to a greater extent within the social. 
group than it is within the fidd of private economic activity. 
Indeed, when we take account of the fact that to the egoism of the 
individual one must add that of the species, and of the further 
circumstance that here everyone acts in harmony with others, 'and 
therefore with a greater degree of assurance that a sacrifice by many 
will attain an object for which a sacrifice by an individual would 
have been in vain, we are led to believe that \here is, lin Public 
7inance, a broader field for the development of altruistic motives on 
he part of in~viduaIS:fNhenever this happens, however, and in the 
iegree to which it happens, it requires a concrete demonstration iz: 
every case; for it cannot be anything but a deviation from the 
general principle! 

\On the basis of what has been said, it would be better to ~ay down 
t~ries which may be taken as premises for our investigation .. 
We ~sJ!!!l.,e:) '. ., • . 
(/(a) that the members of society agree m deslnnz that public 
goods shall be produced accordin~ to the l~~ .. ~ - because 
the lower the cost, the smaller w1l1 b~t~ ~u.t~en; 

I That is to say: one does not discuss what collective wants should be, or what they 
.hould 110' be. This does not mean, however. that these wants should not be analysed 
for what they are. . 

• This obsenation is addressed especially to those who compare political socleo/ 
to the family and assert • priori that the member of the former be~ves ~~d his 
asaociatea as the member of the latter behaves to those who make up ,his family. . 
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_ v~· (b) that _every .citizen tends to maximize, his ~'!...mption of 
"-:public ,goods, at t~~ time attemptirig topay-the least poss!J2le 

amount as com"p'ared with his neighbours. ~ . 
, V(I'he scien~6 or1>ublfcFi~ce,then, transfers' the principles of 
th~ theory of value from Priyate .Economics into the field of Public 
Economics~ It inve~tigates the conditions to which the productive. 
actiVity of the State must be subjected in order that the ch.tJW oJ.Lhe 
public;.services..!!!!!i£~e to be produced, the determination of their respecti!l.e 
'!-~ §.tribution '0 the cost among the consiimers, etc., may take 
place, according to the princip es of ~e eory 01 value - that is,. , 
with theaeast possible .waste of priv:ate wealth, in order to attain the 
greatest satisfactiOIr of collective ne~s:~&""'-'-

t Our conClusion, thep., is that the phenomena of Pubiic Finance I 

enter into the 'framework <f_a )'theory of the production and con
sumption of public go6ds'f Just as economic' phenomena enter into 
the frameworko~ a 'theory of the production and the consumptioll 
of private goodst 

•• For the individual, ·the active subject in the latter 
case, we substitute the State, and in place of the wants of individuals 
wh putcollecti~ewants: ) .' , . '. 
" Starting from the analogies which exist between every pheno
'meno~ of Public Fjnance and the particular economic phenomenon 
whic.h corresponds thereto in ,the economic activities of individuals, 
we proceed to study.~he differeD:ces~ . , 

§3' 
I. .. . 

The' Methodological Nature of Public Finance 
, . " . 

) (['he difference wi~ which it is perhaps best to start has to do with 
the character and method of the, two fields of theoretical investigatioIj. 

~Public Finance is a c.Q!!~r~t~ science.>- ~at is, it must be broug~t 
down finally to real ph~!;~na.( .EconoInlcs, on th~ ~~er ~and. IS 

an abstract scienc<,;},in that it st~~J>!..2.~!.J?y !solatmg the 
parhcUiar principle wnose laws it seeks - that is.!.. !:>'y.~~s~~£i1}.{.fro-In 
other -arcumstancei'fliat complIcate],t in historical and political 
realltyyr ._----- .-.--- , - . 

1 I call attention here once and for all to the fact that I use the words 'abstract' and 
concrete' in the technical meaning which is given them by Spencer in his Classification 
If the Sciences, and by Cairnes in his Character and Logical Method of Political Economy, 
Ind which was already adopted and illustrated by me in my Theoretical Charocter 
" Public Finance (CaTattere teorico cleU'economigJimm~aria; Rome, 1888). 
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,'Science, as sqch, doe.tnot concern itself with givinll~les ofactiin;:· 
it seeks rather to establish the reasons whYI or the conditions under 
which, people act iii a giveDWay:-dts aim i;' simply to understand, 
to knowi Hence it studies certain facts objectively, and seeks to 
explain them by discovering the relationships that connect these 
facts with other phenomena by which they seem to be d'etermined, 
or with other phenomena to which they seem to give ,rise" or with. 
still others with which they seem to be correlated. The science of 
economics, for example, has nothing to say against or in favour of 
free com etition mono pol , rotectionism, etc.; it sim 1 ascertains ihe 
cfE!:!!s that bring a out the one or e 0 er system and the etreCis 
to which they give rise, as well as the relationships that conn~c:;t them 
with other phenomena. 

Similarly/,Public Finance studies objectively tile phenomena of 
State finance, without apTioTi preferences and With91.l1 wishing fo 
provide rules ror eolitical action.) Th~ statement that Publicl'inance 
steIS, in its investigations, to.approach as near as possible to reality, 
and therefore ,makes an effort to study real phenomena, taking into 
account all the factual elements of which the latter are composed, is 
to be taken simply as meaning that it is a concrete_s~, as opposed, 
to other sciences that are more abstract .. Fronlt1lls conclusion we' 
derive an important methodological c.orollary: viz.,.that(Public. 
Finance cannot use logical abstraction ,to the same extent as does 
general economics.! 

$4-
Collective Wants 

(,The second difference is that which exists between individual 
wants, on the one hand, and 'collective wants, on the other.'I 

First of all, ~co~ctive wants ~es~ppoit the existencc:.~~ c~~
munity;' that is, they anse from t e fact t at people live togetner In 

socle~'So long'as man lives in isolatio~, one.--.;onceive of the 
existence only of individual wants; when man pl"sses from a state of 
isolation to life in society, there then arise and are added to the 
individual wants already existing a series of requirements that did 
not exist before. For example, the individual will feel the need that 
his person and his goods should be defertded against the attacks of 
other members of his social group; in addition, he will feel the need 
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of resolving in some way the disputes thaJ. arise between him and 
other individual~ to whom ,he is bound,by economic, ethical, o~ 
politicaf ties; and fiqally - /Js one passes from ,the communal life oj 

'the various social groups within a political aggregate to the communal 
life of the various political aggregates which make up the larger inter
national communitYi~ he will feel the need fat-national defence and 
for die systematization of the relationships whi;-h'OOnnect'Ihmwith 
other· nations\ Wants~ or needs? of. this type, which are b?rn in a 
grovp)rom the very fact of ~oclal life, we shall call collectzve wants'l 
But in' the 1.ast analysis, thes~ col\ectiv« wants, also, are felt by the 
'ind~vi?uaL Wf must ?O,t ~L!ow the word collective to deceive us into: 
behevlllg that~t;are qISCUSSlllg needs,that are felt by the group taken 
as a wl],ole, <I;~ if this· groupy.r'~fe~7a 'sentitmt or~anism, capable of 
feeling pleasure .. or pain. ' 

Only the individual can fe.el pain or pleasure; in this respect, the 
w~nts. of the group at a whole do not differ from individual wants. 
~ince both have thelr origin 5n.the individual. An individual may 
fear, for example, that his neighbour covets his property; but the 
neighbour may also reel the same (ear with respect to him. And both 
may have . the' same feeling toward others, who repay them with the 
same coin. Thus a series of individual .needs is transformed into a 
cq,llective need for th~ defence of an individual's property a,gainst a 
possible attack by thieves. " 

In.dividual needs, on the other .harid, are those which arise and 
remain within the life of a man' who is . isolated or who believes him
self to be isolated. He' has :fio ne~d to' defend his property against 
robbers, who do not exist so far; as he is concerned; he does feel, 
however, the pangs .of hunger and thirst, and he Cioes require bread 

.anq water. ' • . 
~LThe second chara'cterisiic of collective wants is that they arise 

I
from a certain 'conflict' o£intereli.ts)between the groups that make up 
the national and internationa,l social structure; ... hence it has ~lways 
been said that 'the ,State intervenes in order to regulate and'make 
possible the co-exIstence of the antagonistic activities' of such groups.V k If one bears in mind these two fundamental characteristics, it is ' 
easy to avoid confusion ofcolleaive want~!~,~,!!r_al wants) The" 
latter.arehoJ.?!QE11n8ous for all the individuals who make up the social 
group; thatlS0:hey 'are fhe !!lith~um QQndj.vid!!.l!1.YYf!.nts.l. The 
n<;~d for bread, for example, is'iVeTi general one, and is measured 
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by the ~!I!r:n.etical sum. of the need for bread felt individually by 
each of the consumers.. . ---
(COi1~ctivewa~ts, on the other hand, precisely because they arise 

from a conflict of interests, are not homogeneous for all.> Therefore 
they are represented, not by the arithmetic sum of individual needs, 
but by an algebraic sum of positive and negative quantities - that is, of 
the positive-nteds which some feel for the production of a certain 
service, and of the negative needs that others feel for the prevention 
of the performance of that service, or for its performance in a.degree 
different from that ,which others 'would prefer, because those who 
dpmand this service differ in their estimates of its util~ty. \. 
. It is imperative that these conflicts be either eliminated or re

conciled, ifwe are to arrive at a determination' of the collective need 
for the satisfaction bf which we wish to provide. 
"'" \.Hence arises the following difference between what we have 
called Private Economics, on the one hand, and Public Finance, on 
the other: viz., iliat, in the former, every.individu~ want is satisfied 
in proportion to the demand of every individual, and the total: 
demand is the arithmetic sum of individual demands; whereas in 
Public Finance the collective demand is the resultant of the co~ict
ing evaluations pf various groups and)nilividualsJThus the l.att~ 
produces exactly as many hats as there are individuals requiring 
them; but he does not take into ac~unt those who do not wear hats_ 
The State, 110wever, if it furnishes headgear to its soldiers, must pro
duce as many hats as there ~re soIdi.m, including those who do not 
ask for them. 1 "\ 

1 I should like to warn the reader that the concept of collective wants which is 
presented here does not coincide with certain current definitions, nor with that adoptedJ 
by Professor Pantaleoni (Erotemi di EcOflomia, yol. II, pp. 1-44; Bari, 19as). The latte~ 
takes as the basis of distinction the choice of 'a means by which one may realize the 
hedonistic postulate, 80 that those wants rna¥, be regarded as individual which will be 
satisfied with the least sacrifice or with the greatest satisfaction if every individual acts 
by himself and for himself. and those wants are to be regarded as collective, if the same 
condition i. brought about by concerted effort.' _ _ 

I consider erroneous the fundammtum divisionis, which hall" .enceto the most 
economical means of producing the goods, without attemptirlf'.o analyse the nature 
of the consumer·. want preceding production. The nature of the need does not change 
.8 the result of entrusting production to individual enterprise, on the one hand, or 
concerted enterprise, on the other. 

Let me .dd that concerted effort may .Iso be carried on by a private enterprise. 
One would not say, ,urely, that the need for bread represents an individual want if the 
moat economical means of production is the housewife, baking at home, and that it 
becomes 8 collective want if for the single housewife is substituted/a co-operatiye 
society of all the housewiyes of the country I II .... 
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§5 
Cldssification of Collective Wants . 

. The oldest ·colkctive wants, 1;he sfi~~factioi1 of which represeI,its 
a function that hasJong been necessary in all s~ates, ancient and 
modern, are the(n~ed for defence)of·the people and their goods 
'agains~ intep~al enemies, ~the. need' for defence of national 
territory against foreign enemies:) This is the first group of collective 

'1\ ~, '. __ ,~_,_. "-'" 

. wants. These wants become part of the life of e,very state; but their 
sphere to-dar is generally more ample and tends to extend more and 
more, ~recisely b,ecause, with the incr!:asingc?mpleXity of soci~ life, 
,t~ce ca:u:sesof~r~ctionlincrease, and the conflict ofintere~ts among the 
members of socIety becomes !!lore and more e(!.syand frequent. ! Tht: 
activity of tl},e State, thetefore, is no longer limited to the defenc~ of 
the people and their goods; but can.enter wherever there are con
:flicting~nterests whi<;h it is necessary to conciliate in order that they 
may exist side by side. , 

'In fact, to this first group of wants there has; been added at second 
category'ofcolle'ctive wants, whi.ch were originally individual wants, 
~l!l\whlchhave'beenkodified,by the fact 'that.peqple live together 
in society:, Thusi~efsonal and.g9:ql.esti~J).ygie!l.e>are individual needs 

, that even isolated ffiafiT~els;but in. social life they acquire an addi
tional collective character because of their effect on society when there 
-is danger of con~agion. Th~ State interVenes to defend the community 
by 'pr,eventing infected persons and things from becoming a source qf 
epidemics; and it does :SQ either by imposing rules of hygiene on 

',pp,vateindiviq.uals, or by. itself providing 'hygienic services. 
),. A third group of ~ollective needs is made tip of those that were 
briginallY"individual and remain such in. social life,. but acquire a 
collective element because of the. growing divislop: of labour, as a 
fl'esult of which the producing group someti~es finds its elfin (9.llasi-, 
It;no!lQP9Ji~.!!f..positioI1) :while the consuming g~oups are at its mercy. 
Water", unquestionabfy, satisHes an individual nee9.;· bp.t if, in a large 
cTty~there emerges a group -Which distributes water to all the houses, 
and if the hitter no longer have reservoirs of rain yvater and are there4 
'fore powerless to provide any form of competition, the producer; 
becomes a' 'de facto monopolist, for a longer or shorter period. 

, This ,relationship of dependerice as l?etween the producer and the 
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consumers gives rise to a !»nBict of interests which may provoke the 
intervention of the State.;·in such a case, the State intervenes, not'as a 
producer and distributor otwater, but as an~rgan for the defence ot 
!910ited groups .against an. expl?iting group~ ... 
:r \To conclude) In the classIiiGatlon of collectlve wants, It IS pOSSIble 
to construct a scale of such wants according to their degree of 

! urgency for man in society. beginning with the defence of territory, 
without which no autonomous social aggregate can exist, and en9iog 
with the hygienic defence' of the community against the dan~ers'pf 
contagion. as well aS,economic defence against private monopoly. 

§6 
'" I.{ . The Active Subject 

\The State, as the active subject in Public .Fina1'l.Ge, is not a 
phfsical person. as is the homo economicus of general economics. It is a 
juridical person; it is the political organ that sometimes summarizes 
in itself, sometimes represents, and in every cas~rks in the'inter<:st 
of, the whole communitY \ 
~ The motives and the wants that induce the S£ate 10 produce 

public goods are a resultant of the motives and the needs of incj.i
viduals and groups who have actually contributed tOward the forrpa
tion of the State's .calculation or financial advantage and dis ad
vantag1 For this reason, theoretical inquiry must, as far as possible, 
break down the State's calculation into the(economiQ calculations of 
the individuals or the groups which represent the constituent 
elements of the State's calculation.) . 

(This is a fundamental principle~ IQ or.der to do t4is; however, it 
• It cannot be aaid, however, that this pri~iple is currently accepted by those whfi I 

like to define the need. and ends of the State as being something unconnected with 
individuals. , 

Now, it is impossible to conceive of evaluations which are not a result of individual 
evaluations. 

This doe. not mean, as aome seem to believe, that the utilitari9- ~Uations which 
regula.te t.h~ economic conduct of individ~l~ CIInnot undergo mo'9'- .tions when these 
lIIlrne mdlvlduals act as members of a poltttcal group. ' 

It is well known, on the contrary, that the economic evaluations of \lvery individual 
change, or are modified, according to the environment in whicll the same individual 
linda himself. And the environment of the Economics of the State is not identical 
with that of Private Economics. . 

In any ease, it is easy enough, for the purposes of theory, to recognize that the !3tste's 
calculation of financial advantage and disadvantsge is a resultant of the indivi,d.ual 
tvaJuation. of the members or a part of the members that make up the polltlClll 
rroup, and not of moral precepts or dicta, on the one hand, and the imposition of 
~xternal force, on the other. 
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is necessaI'Y" :,first of all, to take account of the political constitution 
that is in force~in a given country at a given time, in order to know· 
which wants and which individual and group interests help to form 
the State's calculation of advantag~ and disadvantage,. and which 
wants may happen to be excluded from this calculation. c 

<...In history, we know two opposing tendencies, which lead to 
two different types.of political constitutions: viz., that of the a1;lsolute 
state - eith.er personal or o~garchic - and ~at of the p<2Eu1&rs~~~9' 

Qn th.efirst) the soverelgn or the dOmInant cast~ has excluslve 
power and uses it under cOQ.ditions of monopoly, bY-law or in fact. 
This gives it the power, in producing public goods, to choose those 
that redound to its exclusive or chief advantage, and to put the 
burden of the cost exclusively or chiefly on. the subject classes. 

In other words, mutatis mutandis, l(he~e is reproduced, in Public 
Finan~e, the case of private monopolY)}n various forms - w!J.ich 
will be analyzed and defined - the governing class obtains, and the 
governed classes pay, mop.opoly pt1«es.·l • 

:' -Over against the absolute or monopoliStic State may be set the' 
.popular State, with respect to which, instead of assuming that one 
~dass- has by law or in fact a .monopoly of government, we establish 
the~remise that, through the tree competition of social groups and 

~
rties, .~very .class can attain powe. r, and, having attained it, ,Jllust 
main under the continuing control of the community) 
crhus are realized, at least in pure theory, the typical conditions of 

~ee c~~on~ Jndeed, the characteristic element' of free compe
tiiiOYlcQnsists of this-viz., that at any given moment(one may 
substitute for a produ~irlg group another group. which comes from the 
mass of consumers).The easier the substitution, the more easily is 
the condition of free competition realized:) Now, in the democratic 
state, in which eV,ery social group, in the form of a party, is supposed'" 
to be able to achieve power, we find repeated an' almost simifar 

1 What we have called monopoly prices are the so-called 'political prices' of thos~\ 
economists who continue to follow the outmoded practice of considering the problems 

~
f Publi~ Fi~nce as being theoretically dissociated from the phenomena of Private 
conorrucs. . 

, Such econoiriists would be more logical if they were to deny that a monopoly 
rice itself is an economic price, reserving the latter designation only for competitive 
nd' cost-pricesl 
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phenomenon oC alternation and of reciprocal substitution, which 
.brings to power the group that is judged by the community, at a 
given moment, Cto .be better fitted for the production of public 
~~ices.J " . 

/Now Ciom this con~ of substitution we may pass easily to the 
concept oC the 'co..::gperativ~ s9ci~!y'\ Indeed, we have merely to 
imagine that the alternation of the g~oups in control of the govern
ment takes place with sufficient rapidity, and we finally come to 
consider as practically identical the groups that areln turn governing 
and governed. This brings out exactly th~ concept of the c!2=Pp~ra
tive society, the essential characteristic of which lies in the.pe~~2!!.tU 
identiry ofp~ut:!!!.".O:..nj C01lSJl.mu$~; Hence, we may regard the demo
cfatic--St~te as t~t which res~mbles th.e economic pattern of the 
co-operative.\ln the democratIc State, m fact, we <;10 assume that 
there is personal identity between producers and consumers, since 
the citizens Who pay taxes are also the citizenS who consume the 
public services:~,\ .. 

This theoretical concept has its historical' basis in the principle . 
adopted by all modern constitutions, according to which (the tax-~ 
payers vote the taxes') j . 

lUnder both hypotheses, it.necessarily follows tha,t the PfPular, Or, 
co-operative, state furnishes public services at cost price. i 

§8 

.' . Thes~' two forms of political coqstitution are extreme types that 
we take as two abstract hypotheses, or two limiting cases, between 
which would be included all t.he possible combinations that can. be 
found in the concrete reality of history. \In pure theory, the 
phenomena of Public Finance can be studied either on the hypothesis 
of the absolute political constitution, or on that of the popular constitu
tion. (In the application of theory to concrete instances, h~~evc:;r,if 
we are to explain the phenomena of Public Finance,'. ~ usually 
necessary to have recourse to a combination of the two premises; 
since~n reality there does not exist an absolute government in which 
the will of the sovereign does 'not experience some modifying 
influence from the environment, nor a democratic constitution in 
which the class that governs does not have a· position of relative 
monopoly. 
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Nevertheless, one may note that,f.;:u; a matter of historic evolu~ 
tion, the monopolistic state does not represent 11 point of rest, of 
quiet, of equilibrium. )The dominant cltiss has always -ended by 
exploiting its pos~~n of political monopoly in order!O maximize its 
own u~lic consum tion at the ex ense of the commllIllty. \ F'rom 

's if follows at tile monopolistIc posItIon 0 the dominant group 
tends to provoke a reaction on the part of the subject social groups 
and to give rise to a struggle which, sooner or later, and by more or 
less violent means, according to the tc:mperament of the particular 
,reople involved, leads' to the fall of ,the monop()listic enterprise. 
:{e911ks move, therefore, toward a popular or!@nization~ward the 
c()-operative state, which constitutes in Public Finance a point of 
lfrrival and of political equilibriumll -
~ccepting tills datum as a matter of fact, we shall study the 
phenomena of Public Finance first of all upon the hypothesis that 
we a~e ~e~ling with the.c.?:~pc::~a~v~ typ~, of ~tateJ and shall treat 
the factor of monopoly as a dlStur\;lmg forc1l 

It must be noted, h<?wever, that this last premise is not a necessary 
condition for the COI;1Struction of a theory of Public Finance; $ince 
whenever we are dealing with, an investigation of historical reality, 
''f.re must always, r~late the phenomena of. Public Finance to that 
combination of the two operating causes which "actually ~ts at any 
given time and place. ' 

§9 

Public Services :: 
" " 

, ... , , 

. :\rri'the goods, that the State produc~ in order to satisfy the needs 
6f the community, )et us give the name of public services.) By this 
designation we mean to refer to the fact that the.:!~,goqgs )".re pr~ 
duced by a public agency - not that they serve the public. 

-lrne-con:ceprotahMicgood or service corresponds to the concept 
ot ~~nective W!!!!J;. The one is felt by the community, the other is 
produced by the State.) , 

~ve!Y.~~t bf inteoren~n on the part of the State which tends to 
. .. ~ -. ~ - .-1. _ -- -- --

1 Sometimes people speak of a 'publie want'; but the expression is not com~ct, 
unless it be used in an elliptical sense to mean that what is involved is a 'collect1ve 
"ant which the pubI,ic agency undertakes to satisfy': 
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satisfy a collective want gives rise: to the prodllctign of a public 
5em,ce -or public-good1 It is not necessary. that is to say, that the 
State should displa,ce private enterprise entirely; it is enough if the' 
State inteJVenes .to regulate in some way the functioning of private 
enterprise .. Thus, for example, if railroad companies fail to make 
provision at grade crossings for the safety Ol'people and animals, if 

. they mishandle their rate-schedules in such a way as to' favour some 
branches of traffic and damage others, the State may inteJVene to 
eliminate these specific abuses. !t is not necessary, in order that the 
abuses may be eliminated, to nationalize the railroads. r,IQ every. 
case, then, of either partial inteJVen,tion or complete nationaliza
tion, we shall say that the St<l.t~ produ~s a J.>,:blic se!Yi~ or ~ public 
good or a public satisfactjo~ . • 
.. \This is only a definition of the terms employed. It does not follow 

logically from what has been said that the State is' or must be the 
~clu~e producer of the goods destined to satisfy-.e!1...so11ective wants, 
nor that private enterprise is or ¥tould be the exclusive producer of 
the goods destined to satisfy all individual wants. No such clear-cut 
division oflabovr exists in reality)~ince at times the State produces 
goods destined to satisfy individual wants, and at times private 
enterprise produces goods destined to satisfy collective wants. 
Indeed, it may be pointed out that there scarcely exists a public 
seJVice the germ of which one does not find in private enterprise, 
ready to develop, if only as a ~omplementaryagency, whenever the 
State proves itself insufficient. The old companies of adventurers, 
modem companies providing night watchmen, the .institution of the 
private detective, arbitrators, constables- all are notable examples, 
precisely because'tbey belong to that group of public seJVices repre
senting elementary {unctions which have by this time been assumed 
by every modern state. . 

, Even more numerous, however, are the(ed.I!!Pl~'''- -.- can he 
drawn from the second group of public seJVices, whict ~re OIl the 
way to assuming j4 --Eef!Dal!!;IJ.t~~in the busines~~ of tqe Stat~.
such as ~ad con~~ruction and mail'ltenance, post~! SQI.IUIiUnications, 
public lnstruction; and still more numerous are those that are 
found m the group of public seJVices which. ar~ .~t_ t_ll~ :mar,gill 
and which, at the present stage in his,tory, are sowetimes produced 
by the State and sometime~ b~ p~vate enterprise: tel~~?nes 
telegraphs, raikoads, stea~pip lines, etc. 
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.~Now, if we wish to discover the laws controlling the division of 
productive labour as between public and private enterprise, it is 
necessary to determine the conditions under which the production 
of a good has actually passed, or tends "to pass, from prjvate to public 
enterprise, and vice versa:( 

§IO 
The Division of Labour between Public and Pn"vate Enterprise 

(Let us first use as ,our hypothesis a State that is" essentially 
P9puJa~ in"which there do not exist conflicts of intere,st between the 
governing class ahd the governed; or let us assume that the governing 
class is concerned only with the interest of the governed class - \hat 
is, let us suppose the absence of disturbing political fiactors. It 
fol~ows. that o~l~ _~~~ _ economic F!~ciple ~f D?aximu~....E!.~t cll:nl 
determme the'divlSlon of productIve functIons as between pubhc' 
and private enterprise. It is this principle that governs the division 
oflabour in gen.eral, with the following difference: viz., thal.\~~~e~s 
in a p,rivate ~.changeecorio~y" ~e Ji~it t~ the~~ivision of labo';lr ~sl 
set by the m~!!lum cQ!fI.pf!:r~l~'l!!.p.I.f!.fit, ~n a puklic economy, the limIt, 
is set by 1lleiUaximum absolute j>rofit.)tFor here we are dealing with a' 
collective consumers' enteiP:dse~ "wnich 'can allocate to itself the 
produ~t1~n of all goods in which it can realize an,absolute advantage 
as compared with private enterprise. " . 

(Having established this general principle,we can now describe 
precisely how it·works concretely with respect to the three groups of 
collective services~ ' ......... 

I. For wants of the first categ<;>ry, the principle ofleast cost' arises 
from the nature of the conflicts that divide the members of society, 
to whom the State presents itself as the organ which, standing outside 
of and above th.e cont~din:g groups, is mere apt to reconcile their 
interests. The same could not be said of general wants. Therefore it 
comes. about that the handling of national ,defence, the administra
tion of justice, and the handling ofinferna~bIic safety liave always 
been conSidered ,pubUC:::Sernc~-whicn by this time-have become a 
part of the business of every modern state. 

These are limiting cases, the cost of which is disc;u~~~<;\ not with a. 
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view to entrusting ot not entrusting" the production of the relevant 
service to a private concern that might spend less, but only in order 
to keep the expenditure made by the State at the level of that which a 
private enterprise migh!_!p-ake. ' 

, 2. For the second and third categories of collective wants, 
however, the expenditure that the State makes, as compared with that 
made by private enterprises, becomes a: positive and decisive element 
of the problem. When one has weighed the quality of the service 
and its cost as between public and private enterprise, the result 
decides whether it is better that production should be carried on by 
private enterprise, or assumed by the State. 

3. An important element in this calculation is a judgment as to 
whether the private enterprise, if left to itself, would succeed in 
establishing a monopolistic position; for if we admit that the State 
sells at cost price, the latter will destroy the monopolistic price of the 
private enterprise, to the benefit of the community. This is true even 
in the casein which the private monopolist isa better producer than I 
the State - on the condition, however, that the greater cost of the' 
State enterprise does not exceed the surplus profit of the private: 
monopoly. So long as there exists a difference between the price of' 
the private monopoli~t and cost-price of the public enterprise, this 
differenc~ diminishes the price for the service in question, to the 
advantage of the community.' 
, If the State then charges the consuming citizens the same price 
as the private monopolist, this difference will benefit the public 
trel\$ury, and thc:refore, 'indirectly, the community itself. 

, There ar~' those who, taking society as a whole, attempt to show that the SUb-/ 
atitution of the more costly state enterprise for the more economical private enterPrise 
imJhies an absolute destruction of wealth. This is obvious; but this consideration, used 
to defend privatI! monopoly against public enterprise, distorts the 'problem, because, I, 
in taking account of production, it forgets distribution, which is an integral and decisive I 
part of the concrete problem. ("-'-

Let us suppose that the private monopolist obtains a net product . 100 with the . 
expenditure of 60, while the State spends 70 for the same product. It is obvious that : 
the State has destroyed wealth by 10; but it cannot be denied that, in the first case, 
the gain of 40 goes to the exclusive advantage of the monopolist alone, whereas in the 
lecond, the gain of 30 is divided among all the members of the community. 

It is therefore uselesa to discuss whether it is preferable that national wealth should 
increase by 40 to the advantage of a few, or increase by 30 to the advantage of all; 
aince one can foresee that the first solution will prevail if the State is dominated by a 
monopolist, and the second if it is dominated by the mass of consumers. 

For the rest, there is no difference in the case presented by a co-operative sqciety, 
which can be. and usually is. more costly than private enterPrise, but nevertheless 
lucceeda in being advantageous to the members, provided that it ae11s below the price 
of the private monopolistic enterPrise. 
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"When these three conditions coincide, the current of public 
,opinion becomes irresistible for the transfer of tlre production of 
goods from private enterprises to the State.) 

.§ II 

(Vice versa,) we may 'consider as fa corollary of the preceding 
1rins:iple)the fact that when the conditlons just outlined ,are for some 
eason lacking; the opposing current asserts itself, being founded on 
he economic ,advantage of returning to private production from 
jroduction by the State. 

Similarly, we must consider as~ co.rollary of the same principle 
the second aspect of the problem~ viz.'( the case in which the State 
produces goods destined to satisfy individual needs: Other condition! 
being equal, the production of these goods tends t~ss from publi( 
to private enterprise. The most important inst,ance Dnliistype'o 
case is t6 be fOUI1.(Hii the sale of the government property of modern 
states, of wl}ich a more complete theory will be given in the following 
ch~ter. 
". , ,We may no.w conclude that, in the absence of disturbing political~: 
factors, public enterprise tends to. specialize in the production of: 

, goods destined. to satisfy collective wants, on the condition .that, and, 
in 'So. far as, it produces more economically than private ente!prise\: 

I {fhis delimitation is not marked by a line that fixes permanentIY 
and a priori thC? productive functions of the State.> If we consider 
es~ecial1y t4e developmen~~ col1~ctive wants of ~he se,con? ~nd 
thIrd groups, we see that~ere eXISts at the margma contmumg 
interflow between the two types o.f enterprises and the boun(iary line 
is' continually being shifted. according to the,:;pJ;i!1~iple .9( least cost; 
which regulates the, division oflabout among all enterpz:ises insuch a 
way' as 10 rendet'most 'econoniiCaf the,'eniiieorganism fQ!:.J;!J,e 
proa:~~!lo~.ofgoods: '",hether £.1l.blic.-'>I private. " .. ' 

The StateTs one of these businesses specializing in the productior 
of a given category of goods. 1. 

1 I. l wish till warn the r~der against the critical obse~ations directed against m 
by Professor Pantaleoni (see Erotemi di Economia, vol. II. p. 3 D. and ff,), who accuse 
me of: (a) wanting to confine activity in the field of Public Finance to the satisfactio 
of all collective wants and only collective wants, to the exclusion of private enterprisj 
(b) of having wished to determine a priori or to give to the State a norm with resp~ 
to the productive functions which should be regarded as belonging to it. 

If these criticisms had any foundation, they would put me in a strange contradictic 
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vI_ 
§12 

"'. 

The PoliJical FIUM 

We have till now reasoned on the hypothesis that the principle of 
maximum economic profit is not disturbed by the intervention of· 
political factors. As a matter of fact, however,~ political element, • 
more or less influential, almost always plays a part in the concrete 
phenomena of Public Finance,\and therefore account must be taken I. 

OCiL\ ' 
In the states oC the old regime, the financial management of --. 

government property presents a typical example of the disturbance 
that political factors exercise with respect to the action of economic 
Cactors. For the government property of a state - as will be seen 
Curther on - is often kept intact in the political interest of the 
dominant class. even when the economic-interest of the community 
would urge its sale to private owners. 

In modem states also one finds an analogous case, although an 
attenuated one, in the struggle that is being fought more or less 
eveJ'}",here in favour of, or against, the nationalization of property" 
"..jth my own doan-, apounded in 1888 in the volume The TJuordicol ClrorocteT Of 
Pt.bIic Fi_ (C.attere t«wico tklr ~fi1Ul1lZiorio), the fundamental principle 
of which i8 euctly thi8: IMt coli«live f«mls "/WeurrI (l ftlChlal presupponiitm tnuhrlying 
UN «ortOfffic tIClit.';'y oj 1M Slate. Let me quote several decisive sentences: 'Just as it is 
DOt necaeary for the ecooomist fO discuss which "......,ts man should satisfy and which 
be ahould not. eo it is \1IIDeCleSS8rY for the theory of Public Finance to discuss the wants 
of the State - that is, ita functions and the apenditures that it ahould or should not 
make.. The apendirura are taken as data; since, in actual fact, activity in the field of 
Public rananc:e an- in order fO meet any apenditure whatever, - that is, for the 
echiewment of any goaJ whatever.' •.. 'The diversity of public functions as between 
diffn'Ult epochs and different countries is (l JIlCt and it is likewise a fact that the 
fiDanciai activity in every case is carried on by the State' (p. 59). 

I am unable, therdore, fO nplain how the misunderstanding arose, - unless it be 
that it is one thin .. fO recognize that the sphere of public goods is a fa~-~tum of 
financial activity, wberea it is anotha- thing fO analyse and explain th • ..de faet, in 
order fO led! the law of ita existence and its nolution. 

From the coneepr that collective needs are a J«huII premise of activity in Public 
rJJJllllCe, atbet' writers have believed that one could deduce the conclusion that all the 
gooda which the State u. JIlCt produces are public 600Js. Now, aince the State, in feet, 
produces grain on ilB estates in competition with private growers, and produces cheese 
in the dairiee connected with schools of cheese-making, aball we perhaps have public 
grain and private grain, public cheese and private cheese, just as we may have a public 
and a private postal system? . 

It i8 unnecaeary fO labour the point in order fO ahow the enor infO which one falls 
-hm one wishes fO awid conaideration of the nature of the want - collective or 
individual - for which one wishes to provide: 

We must start from the concept that there nists a II«Ie88IIiy relationship between 
the producth .. activity of the State and a giveD category of col1ective wanta, and, 
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t'According to the principle of maximum profit, nati~nalization 
ought to come about whenever it can be shown that publiQ:,-4imter
prise is more economical. Instead, the proposal is opposed, a priori, 
by representatives ~a..£~l in their own particular interest, and is 
defended, a prio"ii;'by representatives of labour in their own interest. 
For this reasonjt may happen either that the act of nationalization is 
not carried out when it would be advantageous to the community, 
or that it is carried out when it would not be advantageous to do 50,

according as.~he action of the. ~tate is dominated by the politieal 
power of capItal, or by the polItical power of ,@,bo.ur. " 

In bot~caSes, it is the general com~uI!ityJhat will have t9 bear 
th;'J~~~~x:..~?!t2JJ>!"9d~~!ion, p~..Yi~g, in the first case, a higher f 
P~-.PnY~J~,~!1ter.pfise and, in The second, grea!~D~~§..,to, public 
en!Srpriset . 

'The same is true in the case of public expenditures made as a 
result of pressure by group'-interests (a military caste, those desiring 
public workS, a bureaucnn:y;-eoc:) .. These are usually called U!!pIO

ductive expenditures, merely to indicate that they are relatively less 
,produc'tlVeUiiin they would have been had the money been spent to 

.. ~atisfy other collective or individual wants. 
recipIocally, between the productive activity'of private enterprise and another given 
category of individual wants. In a second approximation, to be sure, it is to be granted 
that the line of demarcation varies, as we stated in the text. 

II. Now it appears that Pantaleoni wished, by means of this criticism, to emphasize 
his well-known view to the effect that the essential characteristic of Public Finance lies 
in the fact of authoritarian control over human actions by a political superi{w, - that is, 
by the State. 

I have never been able to agree with this notion, since there is always an element 
of compulsion in every legal association of individuals, at least within the limits of its 
governing statute and for the duration of the contrfll:t. It exists in business organiza
tions, in which the individual member of the .organization must be'subject to the will 
of the majority; it exists, all the more clearly, ,and tends to become greater, in trade 
unions, in partnerships, in the church, ill the community, and in the State, where it 
reaches maximum dimensions with respect to the power with which, and the period 
for which, the compulsion is exercised; but this difference of degree i~ not sufficient to 
justify characterizing the problems of Public Finance as being different ,from others, 
so far as their theoretical content is concerned. 

It may be further noted that there are public goods in the production and con
sumption of which we do not find a degree of compulsion differing from that involved 
in the case of a private monopolist. Here I have in mind the entire group of so-caIJed 
special' public services. Where is the element of compulsion in the service provided 
by the postal system? • 

On the other hand, I note with satisfaction that Pantaieoni, after having distin
guished three possibilities, - viz., that the political authorities may govern either in their 
own eltclusive interest, or in the interest of the governed, or as the delegated agent of 
the latter - recognizes that in the last case the State may be regarded, in the field of 
economic activity, as a co-operative regime. We had disagreed on this point for fort) 
years! 



~ .. PRQDUCTION OF PUBLIC GOODS 

I The deviations from the principle of maximum economic 
advantage which are due to political factors increase the price that 
thew.payers are called upon to pay for the production of public, 
services: but they do not alter the fact that the State tends to specialize 
in the production of a given category of goods, just as private enter· 
prise does. 

It is precisely this fact that shows the error of treating the 
phenomena of Public Finance as if they were dissociated from Private 
Economics. In fact, of course, they form an integral part of the 
general organism of production, exchange, and consumption of 
goods., 

V Jirn of all, the S~ takes part in exchange by burittg and sellin~ 
pri~ate goods. It has already been observed that the St3.te~ilIDuy 
iron, grain, construction materials, services of labourers and 
engineers, as do private businesses, and thereby helps to determine 
prices and gen..eraLeconomic ~~rium. This, however, is still not 
the problem of Public Finance, so far as we are concerned; for the 
latter problem arises frorp a second step, viz., when the State trans
forms the iron and personal s<:rvices into public goods. T,his trans-: 
formation is, in itself:, an eco.1lolJlU;J:Xch~nge. The citizens contribute· 
private-gOOds which the State transforms into public goods; and for 
this reason the relationship which connects the State as producer 
with -the citizens as consumers is one of exchange; for it cannot be 
anything else.· This exchange will find a point of equilibrium; but 
the equihorium point will depend on all the exchanges which are 
included in the budget of every taxpayer, since he distributes his 
total income over all his items of consumption, whether they are 
public or private goods. 

/ There is, finally, a third step whereby publi_c gopds - after they 
have been produced - come tQinfluence proo.ucuYn, ex<i"'- 6e, and 
the consumption of private goods, aDa thus form part, by this route 
alsO, of general economic equih'brium. The fact to be noted here is 
that the equilibrium of production and of exchange as between 
private individuals is different according as one has a good or bad set 
of roads, an efficient or an inefficient system for the defence of 
property, a protectionist or a liberal economic policy, and so on. ' 

• It will be --=-ry 10 returD 10 this idea. which, in spite of all evidence, is denied 
by thc.e who do DOt like 10 treat the obligation 10 pay taxes as a necessary result of the 
right 10 receive public &en'ices, This n:ca11a, in attenuated form. the daya in which 
taxa represented the II'ibuU that the conquered paid 10 the conqueror, . 
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With reference to this third step, it should ~ _po~ted out that 
there are cases in whicA one may, for methodological reasons, 
separate the privatel!conomic problem from the pubiic .one, if 
one proceeds by way of abstraction. ThWi, one may abstract from. 
the .service of providing public security if one assumest and if the 
assumption corresponds to the facts, that the amount of security 
provided is equal for all private productive enterprises fhat exchange 
their products. Thus it is as if one were to cancel a common term in 
the two terms of an equation. 

~ut if the problem involves a comparison between two states or 
between· two regions of a state in which the amount of safety pro
vided is not unifonn, or between enterprises that utilize public 
services in different degree, one would be reasoning badly in abstract
ing from the quantity involved. l 

'. I~To sum up: the phenomena of Public Finance represent an 
integr\I part of general economic phenomen,t> 

. t The error of the opposed view is due to $O-CIllled classical economics, whicl 
,::onsldered taxes as a subtraction from. and a definitive' destruction of, wealth by th, 
·State. Taxes were re~ed as a sort of hail that destroys part of the crop. TherefO., 
the use to whicll the tax was put, after its payment, was not studied at all. The con 
sequence was that tues were regarded, without further ado, as being accompanied b: 
a contraction in the supply of ¥BiJable goods, with all the mistaken consequences 0 

this mistaken premise. -
The hail does diminish the supply; a tu transfonns it into other goods. W 

shall return to this matter at a 1a~ point. See Book 11,_ Chapter IV, on the Econmm 
Distributitm of the T_ Burdf' (II, The Theyry of Sill/ling). 



CHAPTER. II 

THEORY' OF PATRIMONIAL REVENUES 

Summary: The financial capital of the State - Ordinary and extra
ordinary revenues and expenditures; subordination of expenditure 
to revenue - Classification of revenues - Transformation of patri
monial goods into domain goods - The economic and legal charac
teristics of domain goods - The patrimonial finance of the old 
regime - The disappearance of patrimonial revenues and the pre
dominance of contributory finance in modem states - The increase of 
public expenditure. 

f FoR. the production of public goods the State needs oi: huge. 
quantity of private goods, which form or are transformed into the 
fixed and circulating cap~ ~ of the ~tatef 

The State constru<;ts streets, railroads, ports, fortresses, schools, 
courthouses, m\1sevms, libraries, warships; it sets up postal, telegraph, 
and telephone systems. 'lJtese ate examples of fi.xed.ot..ln..Y.§tment
capi,tal. 1n addition, the State needs circulating capital for the 
payment of salaries and wages, interest, amort,ization ch/!rges against 
fixed capital, for ordinary rep~, treasury expense, heat, light, 
publications, and so on. 

The State obtains its capital just as any other enterprise does. It, 

I We do Dot wish to mter hen: upon discussions concerning the 'capital' concept;
It ia aufficient for our preaent purpoae to give the word the sense in which it has come 

• to be uaed currently in any private enterprise. There are those who regarci8!l capital 
the finst payment of direct gooda (mOIVjI) which is made by the subscril .0.) a com

- pany', 'capillll'. On the other hand, there are those who regard. IS capi the factory, 
the machine equipment, the human effort, and the raw materials which serve tech

lRicaUy the productive purpoae of the company, and into which the subscribed goods 
haft been transformed. I) 

Similarly for the State: one may regard as 'capital' the tollll amount of private goods 
which the citizens pay as ta%ea, or the iron, the buildings, the work of employees, etc., 
into which the State transforms these private goods. 

The definitioD of 'capillll' is, of alI definitions, the most ~ic, and aUows the 
rreateat freedom of choice. Therefore it • important, above all, to fix the meaning in 
which the word ia used and not to modify it even inadvertently in the course of 
the argument. In order to avoid misunderstandings, it is better to refer directly to 
certain fundamental concepts, wch as, for example, the DOtion of instrumcm!!! and 
~~ rather than to the warda tbemselvea. -. -.- -
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may, firsr of all, have an ~tiginal pattj~,gnY) from which it will' 
draw an annual income. In the second place, if may have recour~ 
tg!i!orro~n~ it may have recourse to an extraordinarvJ.eyy aG 
percentage of the citi,tens' prop.erty; or'to an ailnJa'l levy of' a pcr
centa~Et TIigr~me. J:hus, in olfering for the consumption ~f 
citizens. the public goods produced annually, the State exacts. a 
corresponding payment, with which it reconstitutes its working 
capital and begins a ~ew productive cycle. , 

f'rhe r.,esources ,which the State annually p!:Q!:_urC$ for itself and 
annual~y • ..w~ds are recorded in its budget as 'rev~~ues' and as 
~expen~.ures~. The year is .!.he unit oftim«:ior which private budgets 
~nd State budgets are made up,>,' 

§2 

:' lFro~ .a~ acc?unting poi~t of view, reven~es and expenditures are 
;,fmlther dlStingUlshed as ori.!nary 'or extrao..r4znary~ , l' According to dne type of accounting usage, ordinary rCTI!nucs 
a d eXt~tures are those which arise from pq:roanent causes or 

, ~ome aOuU!:.CL11Uhe porPlal course ~f administriltion; all. o~ art: 
extraordi£lary.) The diStinction IS a vague one;/it depends more on 
theoplnIorl of whoever draws up the budget thad upon anything else. 
One might, therefore, adopt the following formpla: tOn the supposition 
of a continua1lf!e of the conditions prevailing at the time tile budget-estimate iJ 
made, we may call ord@arr the reY.SQ.ues and expenditures destined td 
be repeated in future fiscal periods; e~traordinary, those destined, tc . r---------~ -..... -..w--.....z,....-" .. --~--.""' .. - ". '"". .. •. 
ce~.')(\ .' 
_ Whhher a given item in the budget iii to peclassified as 'prdinary' 
or 'extraordinary' sometimes depe~dscin, the origi~and the.. n~ 
of the revenue ~thoutreference to ,the expend~ture, or, Vice vers~, 
on the. nature of the expenditure without ):'ef~ente to the revenue. 
At other times, however, when iUs a question or quantity, one cannOt 
igIJoie ,the reciprocal rela#otl between revenue and expenditure. 

"Thus, the patrimonial revenue'ofthe State is, in its very nature, 
an ordinary revenue and remains such even if it is used for an extra
ordinary. exp~diture.) The s~e of the State patrimopy, on, the 
other hand, gives rise to a revenue which is, in its very nature, e~a-

1 See, 'for example, article 37 of the ItlJlian 'General Regulations for Governmental 
Accounting'. 
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o~n~, be~e i~ can be realized only once, and it r~m~ns an I 

extraordinaiY..,revenue even if it is used for an ordinary expenditure, 
, The expenditure for the administration of justice, for the a.mD', 

for the maintenance of roads, etc., i.i.J)xdina.ty, but must be kept 
within certain quantitative limits which depend on the amount oftqe 
State's revenue. Under conditions of equilibrium, the corresponding' 
revenue is also ordinary. On the other hand, a levy on the 'property 
of citi;z:ens which j.s adopted to provide for, the cost of wa,r is iln 
example ot:A.,Dwenue that is extr~ rtot only becaUse of its \ 
natU(e as ajQ:¥, but Also because it serves to cbver an ~xtraordinary' , 
exp~iture. In this case, it might seem that ~~, ~OUl;J~ of.ih,e. 
r~ventM: .deptndum-the...amounL~ expendit\lr~, and not vicQ 
versa. We are here dealing with an extreme case, in which people ~e 
prepared),o make extreme sacrifices in order to wage and win the, 
war; yet, even so, the possibility of waging and winning the wa,r 
depends, in the ultimate analysis, on the means at the disposal of thi;. 
State. 

Wor this reason one may lay down the .follQwing general principle: 
tM extent of expenditure is r:onditio~a b)l that of revenue, not vice versa.', " 

(This truth, which is obvious in dealing with the buagets ofppyate' 
individuals, seems to. meet with an exg;ption in the case of a St<Ut' 
budget, for which the prevailing principle seeins to be tliat\!rsNhe 
expenditures are voted, and th~n the fevenue is provided.) This latter 
prinCiple is, hdwever, merely formal,land is based only upon 'the 
facts ofparliameo.tary procedure."In reality', thibudget of the State: 
in modem cpuntries ~jtb t:epresentative goverqment, ii derived from 
the pri,:ate budgets of the citizens, and is tied up with them. When, 
therefore,. the 'cititen demands pI' assents t6 a public expenditure, the 
question of the ,revenue corresponding 'to the expenditure is already 
resolved within -his 'private budget. Let.us .uppo~e th~ A-ritizen 
himself produceS the, goods A, B, C and D, and that he t'~Jl decides 
to pass on to.~e State the production of D., It is clear that lat~r he 
will also have to give the State the already existing means for the 
production' of this service. In s~ort:(we assume that the'citi~en who 
demands a public service already has. the means necessary to pay 
for it) I 

The principle accOl:ding to which the determination of expendi-' 
tures precedC$ the determination of r.evenues, has been liable' to 
exaggeration and'distortion in those countries in which (he governing 

." ." 
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J. N q!>:~jl ,F~'(j~~ '~;r~ T~' rftd!~IR:·!J .f.Nl?'.FE E S' 
~i<?tlP.Jas.~~~:a~ tntcr~~ \n .'pt:ev~IttiJ;t, g. O~A W,' ~a~~n,i,ng,co~tro} hy t~e 
.tarc-pa,y€rs" wh~ JeI,l(i:;to redqc;e efC.pendl~~res', ~, , ' 

. ~ I- '. ..a.-

.... /_ ; • 4 • ~ • 

~ ~ "f<id~4~~ r~tt~~: ~aY).?t:.}~~t4e~ "pati!.~o~ia(t"~~p~~s ',~a\fed, 
:<.!",IsA W;.ZltP"",z.. 1)v,t!Pfes7~, .,or.' 'l,efl~ •. r~e.,!lue!l ,(~~lled, also \ der~ved 
',even~s;:). , '. ", ~ ~ ", ' " , ',."'" I, .,' 

" 'tfhe ri\.ed~':"il)~~e'~f:'tlfe first'tvbeof rev~~~e.;g~~'e blt;itio 'it.'.. 
-..,:-,.. ,l1'~ ~f ',,. ,II.",. I r . ". '1'" .. U,Y 
~~atrim~!n~nc-e' q~ th,e pe?lay.val ~tt..tes; thy su~s~quent.pre" 
'tiominance".of ]l}e second type 9!,te've~tJ.e p:9i:4IOled,waat.ma'y'ee,; 
r:tf!le'~ tpe '<X?rttribti!?!i .. ~att~~" of h¥.?1eni' S~at~B:::., .".' " ... 
t; .. fatiimom~l ... re"en~es ,COnsISt ~.t!!~ mcon\~ thatth~ Sta~~ derlv<;s 
}-1fnua}I~from_ U.s 'pat.riIllonyl.,Jt.·l~ .incdIJ1~ ~ha't. ¥.prp~u~~d by th~ 
~~tate lit Its c~ara<;ter t>fa \>us~ness: entt![pnse.r; " .. • ... .. , : ->. :t~~~ep.\, ~~e~ue~ , ~on~is\ of th~ 'p'~r<;enlfl-~e ~~Lth~ inc~~e, ~f the 
Cltizen~ -vVhlc1}. tl'ie..?late dedl1c~ .l;lnp~ally .. b.Y d'i.6aJ.'!S O,I!!Vles. 
,~ L1J1il$, inthJ(ir turn, !pay'be ei~~rfe~sa or l¥esl'· ", (\" ",~' • 
'~osuill,iUi;:'patriw1>P4~l, re~nue~;' !'¢ES~' a~t1~ are ~ the three 
great'8.9~ eleady ~tinguiSiiea;i>ranah~~ '()fbtd~nart .re.venueJ ' 
- \ ·Th~".'p.at~ny' bf the ~ta.te fon~sJ~,:~f fhe! ~iJ~d{ and' ind~st~a~ 
J>ropeIty':w.hJ~h ~e State Pos§..~sse(andl-amih!.strates; ~ndfr~t;n whIch 
it derlyes'a.n)hc6me, just as WQuld.l!-llY fhiivate FroPI~etd~ or indJ,lstri.: 
.alist;f6r!:the·~,ta.te 'llatnmonY'. 's suJ>jt~s:£to ;g,en~ral j~rid\cal la,;", 
· "" ",' ~ • '. . " .. ' • ~"~. ~.. ".. '. JIa, ,.. . I 

• ' • ," 11.. , ,'f.." I." .~"l'. • 
1 A tyPlC¥ example ot this d~rence m pOllit of'viey,t luis bdeJI pr, ecendy by' 

the difference in the rnethocJ,.Jollow~d id England. lind "that' followed ,~ t~ly for thel 
reduction of bureau~ratic: expenditqres, whlcb p!ctel\Sed extraordih!lrily ~urin.\f the war ,I 

. In ~e .post-war periOd. there ar.s«; evl!rywhere thil prpplem «>f reducmd these 
bureaucratic expenqi4:utllB jn order tq, get them iptb . eQ.uilibrj~,with revenue,. which 
the war 'haq dtasticallt redllceql in: cotnparison wltp the <pre-war period.: ~' , 

In EnglaQ.d the Ch4nGeJlOt of the Ex.cheq/ler, in'presenting the budget for 19~I
'r.9~z,said: 'Tht!'r~venues m~t nat be abov"'£91",Ooo,bqo; therefore w~ must bring 
th~ expenditures ofcivi\ and militarY services witbin thlse' limits.' And ,Il conunission 
was, named wilbiM ~eci;e'instr\lction!\ ~o ,prt'lpose the. reduction. of expenditures by 
'I1..tOtp,l aItlount Of, £175,006,000;' ,1:hqs It 'WillS recognlzed tha~l1: was necessar1-tc 
subordinato elCilelld,iture to,income.'" "f·'." • 
• JIl: :Italy' the comnaission name<1 fplj the t>Urp0S~, was wrged wi~ studyiPg th~ 
possillility of. making economies, 'Since, ' however, IlO governmc;nt knew how to over· 
come,.th_ reSoil\tence of intereste(j.parties, the expenditures remained, anc;l taxes wer. 

· raisM, ther"by su~ordinating income- to' expenditur«;7 - • - .... ' 
• II' [Italian;, tass)! ;- T,ransIlItor's not_] " • , ,'~ 

a [I~an~ i~os1;e ~ T~sl!,!o~'s not~], •• '! • 
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• .,. ", "I t -" .,".... -. ." '" '. ,.;. . 
which' regulateSl~ rights :of .p~peity ,fo~ all 'citii~; an4 t~ , 
general ~onomic.l!lw':"'h4:h·controls 'the formation of th:.PP~ 9' 
private goodt: '.,. ' '4 -' .... , ' , , '. 

: J t Is oot'pecessary. despito w'{lat ls ~ep -allegal, that this economi~ , 
law 'be ·that.'b'hic~. pm-tillS Und~r. amditio'tlS of free~compe.titioir- : 
, Evo1 ifd:ieStateurrjesop F industry Underroa4!tio.I1f of~onoPo'ly;' 
th~ loduStry< will. be a patrimohial good .aqd the reve.nlJC WiU h$! a 

~ ... '.. .... .,,;. ... , ',. 
patnmorp~ revenue, m,.o • .fat <l$.~l.Its metivCs; ':Jlleth~/~d les~,,, 
the State .. cbmp~Pl.e to a .priv~~c;-~onQP()l~ti •• .',. . ·t., 

{The. '~n~ tha~ Q patnmonial re~nue, ~ Q.un~ over 'to ~, 
Tr,easw-y; it lodir-.·pat.pmorijat.ciaraftD ~dI b.!:o~es. a,p~bl¥ 
rtMllul\j U~ as Is uie case wi1h the perc~tage ·t>f priv,ilte income wmch 
,eVery catUeri 'p&)1 ill the form ora'Suk le\ty, As sqop uthe private" 
inc~e'Of dtixtunu\d that o~ the ~te "en~Q iPto'the public ~~foUiy~ . 
· ~t prdd~~v~ ~ti;vitr of the ~t:i~e,b'e~.·,". ,':' .. 

~W~l1: res~~t~, ~ens. ot<f 'OI'}gmal .. e~uC$, the' I,DOd~ S~t~ 
accomplishd two ·illi.(mc~, lipu;dOn1:). ' " .' "'. . , ., 
,.+ (~~no'is a p~~on~1im.qiop~. \Y~~hptoc.t!eqs. fro¥..~e. 
managemen.t.of5tate pr:o~~ '01' the runhin,K. or S!ate }m;lustnes 
to ,the i~aIiz.~ti~ of"tlle I[~IfdP~ndin~ IP,S.oIJlC from ~~ ~opertY 
or fipn. ~e oW1lers~p or industry. ' • , ~ • , • 

( .... (b), the otfld- is a' pu1.>lit econoniic.Iunct.i<;>n, an~ 'Coiisisu· b~the 
subseque!lt tamsforjlaFo~ ofprivllte ittCC?me intolUl~...s..qylces. ,

(ThcJ:o-existence, or \.he fusion,' of these tWo productive fimctio~ 
· 'in tM pe~i1 of.the ~ta~e' ~ the, f?UJ¥iation of the' tlleofy 'of, 'Pa:tri-

mon:ial ~ance' _, " . • .: . ., • -

',§4 
" -

· ,.pus ~ it ~ible to c'btUYt ti't>~ ~ c;coporpl~ p~'r' .... 
the di.s~tiOn betwec;n' dctni~ and pa'trimonial " 

. ,- ,'''-". ft' ~ l . 
• ,. .. ..... c • • ~ •• , '.! 

, 1 In ia merelY kgal aspects. tI* diatinctioz.znay &>e _ i,n the tbllcfwing BrUcles' 
, of the IWiaJl civil code: •• ' .. ' ' ,. • • • . . • • • 
• An. ~6~ ... TI-~ of the State u. di~ iJ110 p~lii d6maiD end parnmonial JOOda. -"'ID--~ . .,.. . ... 7 t • 1# r . ... .. 

'. 4rt. '~:" Natio':w'JOida. til. coast, ~ bay., beac:hcS.iivers and to~ents. 
gala, walla. dUchea. aud butiona tli lortificaQons arid.fo~ are part of the public 
do~ • ",. • , •• '. .. '.' f"· • ,. .: . 

. ~ 4Z8! E~ othtr type of IJOOfI &elonging to.the State ts 'part 0{ iIB ~y. 
\. An. 430: 'l'he ~ of the public domaiIl an: iJ1 their Danae inali_blerthose of 

the Stat,'. ~J<:an be a1ipa~ only iJ1 conformity.with the .a- that apply 
1Othan. • ., .. • ~: • ".. _,. 

, .!7· 
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INCOME F·ROM STATE PROPERTY AND 'FEES 
; • it· t ~ 

, The distinctiDn derives directly' from the; function performed by 
• the State in q,ansforming privategDDds into. public' gDDd~.l If the 
St~te prDduces grailJ: Dri its own lands, sells the grain ~nnually, and 

• ~en ;U,ses the 'J>roceeqs to. construct a .road~ the rDad may rightly be ' 
talled a domailJ: good. We may. say that the State has transformed 
'the grain; 'tvhich i~aestined to satisfy individual needs, mto a road 
wh,ich is destineq to" sat.isfY a collective need. ' 

, Fot;. thisreasDn, tlomain goods may be said to be merely a group. 
,wifum', 0:r:a pift. of, the general category of public' goods: 

(It is on the basis of this fact that the fundamental economic 
'h~rafXeiistics '.of th~ 'Stat~ do~ain and the State pat~imony may be 
distinguished. ) 

: ~.: :J?o_maid goods ~re the "result of the pro?uctive ac~vity of the 
.stat~ -'-:, that is;' they ,are' irit~.!l~~~ . direct satisfaction ,of 
collective needs) /Andjust asTn Eco:y.t>mics we-:aassuy'as gODds Dfthe 
Mt'-orde-r those' which contribute to the direct satisfaction "Df an 
cindividual want, so. in1'ublic F.inance we m,ay cpnsider«lDmain gODds! 
as ~0!lds Dnhe first Drder .. ~s direct or quasi-direct &oDds.)" -
" 'i. PatrimDnial gODds, on the other hand, which may be direct 
goods in so. far as they satisfy individual· needs, ·are always' instru

'mental go~ds trow the poin~ o~.vie)v. 'of ~ublic,Fin~Il~~ m s;;-tar as 
the-~tate must t,tansform the~ mto public goodS.h 
, Vice versa, when domain goods come to be' used by private 
.mdividuals, they acquire the character 'of instr;umeqtal.' goods, 
because the means of communicatiqn, th~ agencies for the main-

• tenanci! of order,. and so on, are formS of capi~a). destined.to assist 
in th<f production ,ot private wealth~ Thus, also,/fue·pat.rimonial 
goods o(the State, such as grain, oil, etc., whi<J1 :tr6n»ths:'!itandpoint 
of the State are instriimental goods, are, from the" standpoint of 
p'riyate individuals, ,direct goods.. ;,':' ." ~~" .' .'. .' 
, L<fq. sum, up: domain..K0_od~ ace *g9ocfs ~hich are, 'respectively, 
goods of the pst orqer from th~ 'Sictnttpojntof the St4te, ,and .instru-
menta! goods fr.om, t:tt~ sfflpdpoinblOf.!-1\eipdiVi9ual;L,·: • 

On' this classificati~n. we are. dtf3:ling with uJilj.ties. and n6t with 
things') The latt~t would be the basis" of a l~gal elassification:.1n fact, 
howeve~, it ,is n,pt ]l.lwa:ys ,possible to 'assign,'some tl~.ings to ,the 

. f .. . .,. 1.' ~ • 
I 1 A fuller treatment ~f this matter was given by me for the first time in the Giornale 
degli Economisti, vol. 9 (1894). The paper was republished m. my Essays.on Economics 

>and Finance (Saggi di economia ejinanza, Rome, 1898). 
, •.• . ' 58 " .. . . 
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category of public goods;and others to the category of private goods. 
(,pne must investigate, in every cas~, to see whether the utility,which 
is .obtained f~oIl1 a given good is a public or a private one) 

( lJIence· we may distinguish :'}bree categories of goods.) One 
cjltegory includes goods from which'is obtained a lliihty which is of 
significance to Pr!vatt!!ll:!ividuals -such a~ !rolin. Anoth&r includes 
goods from which is obtained a utility which is of significance to the 
com.!!!!!nity - such as fortllkations. A third includes goods from 
which is obtained a utility which is par.!~y the one and partly the 
other. Goods of this third type would therefore be at one and'the 
same time d~m~o~and_~~imo~ds. Examples of such 
are fw:ests, mooel farms, a factory Ofartistic ceramics, etc. 

~JJS:"in broad outline, is tIleeconoffiic-theory of the matterS: 
.' 

.§5 

"'1 This dOe! not cpincide with the theory current among -jurists. ' 
The econo~c theory may, however, help to clear up some elements 
of the legal theory, including the distinction made by the jurists to 
the effect' that patrimonial goods ~!~!"p.ductive, whereaS ~main 
goods are supposed to be unproductive. , 

ITaking as a point of reference the~omniunity, or the State in so 
far as it represents the cotl].munity, all go<;>ds - whether pammOxU'lr 
or .,gQmain - are produqiye o( u~ty: the former of indill:cLYtility, 
the latter of ~ And if the transformation of the one into the. 
other was economic, the marginal utility of the domajl!.EQods - for
example, roads - is grea'm'"'thllfl-tne marginal utility of the patri
monial good,- for eXimple; grain - that was transformed into the 
roads.) '. 

The further fact that one cannot value domain_ g09clS4- -,4QD.e)C, 
whereas one can so value patrimonial goods, is a matter ofSecondary 
importance. " 

With respect to the second characteristic emphasized by the 
jurists, according to which patrim~t:JJ~L~QQds are declared to be 
alienable, whereas domain g~;are held to be in~able, we may 
saythat the statementli true if it is confined withiq the limits- of the 
theory stated above. 

In fact, if one admits. that domain g~2~s are goods of the ~rst ' 
order and therefore alreaqy devot&t1O the's~tisfaction of a collective 

- '5~'" 
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need~ it follows that they are not alienabie, inasmuch as the public 
administration. is not empowered to withdraw 'them from their 
deStined use. But inalienability is a common characte~tic of every 
direct good even if it is a private good, once the latter has entered into 
the consumer's, budget, since then it cannot be withdrawn from its 
destined use. 

Let us imagine, for example, a proprietor who decides that a part 
of the wine he has produced shall be sold - that is, transformed into 
other goods - and that a part shall be kept for consumption by 
himself and his family. This second part is inalienable, so far as its 
econopllc destination is concerned. If, now, we assume that the 
proprietor has an administrator, we may suppose that he will 
authorize the latter to sell the first part on certain conditions and 
will forbid him to sell the second part. In'this way arises the concept 
of a mandate. 

This ~andatory re~hip,)which is present in every private 
, enterprise and which contains both an economic and a legal element, 
gives us, when it is carried over into state enterprise and is adequately 
'developed, the complete explanation of the inalienability of domain 
goods. So long as a furtress . serves for the defence of national 
territory, it cannot be withdr~wn from its destined use and the public 
authority does not have the right to sell it. But if it ceases to be a 
dire~t good from the standi>omt of Public Finance, it becomes a 
patrimonial goo'd and therefore alienable. Alienation is merely one 
of the ways of proc;luciIig goods. 

§6 
• • , The Sale of Patrimonial Goods 

• ~If one examin~ the budgets ofinodem states over a series of 
years, one observes that the rev~ues from eatrimopial good,Uend 10 
~pJ>earjin contrast with the SItuation, unaer the old regime, in 
which pa~monial goods represented the almost exclusive source of 
public .revenues. 

, The disappearance of patrimonial revenues is the res~ 
long(historic pro~es9. The economic and political forces operating 
in this proc-esS"will give the most convincing explanation of tht! fact 
itsel£ . 
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One mwt go back to the Middle Ages, and, above all, to the 
reudal period, to find the typical structuie of patrimonial finance. 

Its point of departure is the right of overlordship, or of eminent 
domain, which the sovereign claims and Which little by litd~e 
succeeds in establishing - more or less thoroughly, dependJig up~n· 
the particular country involved - over all the territory ~ over all 
the people of his State. Eminent domain has not been a right exer
cised in fact or with equal efficacy by the sovereign in all countries. 
Everywhere, nevertheless, it has served as a theoretical principle 
upon which jurists have built the theory of patrimonial finance. 

With the establishment of the b~..!>~rian monarchy begap the 
transformation of the Roman land-tax, or public census, which was 
paid by proprietors to the State, into the feudal census, paid to the 
overlord as a private, or quasi-private, transaction - that is, as a 
consideration for a concession of lands. 

With the establishment of feudalism ... the original distinction 
between the two institutions disappeared, in fact if not in theory. 
The typical process by which the merging of the public census with 
the private census was effected was as follows. The proprietors of 
freehold land, or allodium, on which they owed the tax or public· 
census, when the security of their occupation was threatened by the 
barons, by the great proprietors, and even by the functionaries of the 
king, had recourse to the expedient of selling the free lands to these 
various trouble-makers in order to buy back their protection, with 
the understanding that Jhe former proprietors would get the lands 
back as feudal concessions. Thw the public census was in fact trans
rormed into, or became merged with, the private census. 

This process became more and more perfected, in proportion as 
the convents, the bishops, the dukes, the counts, and the barons 
succeeded in taking the place of the king in the collectioy -:rown 
levies, and in merging the latter with the feudal contrib~ons of a 
patrimonifll character due them within the fief. 

The resWt was that the pro"'p~et()1'$ . of free lands bec.ame.con
sidered as 'concessionaires' or 'wS-Qwm:rs'. 

The trwTormation --of· the levy on landed property into a 
patrimonial revenue was extended logically - in the further develop
ment of the theory - to the other fiscal rights which were attached 
to the exploitation of mines, lo hunting, fishing, the we offorests and 
pastures, of pavigable riven, and of roads; and still more easily, it 
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was extended to the operation of mills, bakeries, fisheries, and 
industries in general, all of which were monopolies of the feudal lords. 

Little by little the same patrimonial conception came to include 
the people and every form of personal activity. The right to carry on 
a business, an industry, or a trade was considered a prerogative of 
:the overlo)"d, ~ forming part of:pis eminent domain. So much so 
that every man who wished to carry on his personal activitieS had to 
obtain a 'concession'; or 'license', which did not differ from a grant of 
land, and he had to pay for it. In this way, the levy put upon the
income of industries and professions· also came to be considered by 
the jurists as being on a par with the type of revenue represented by 
the census on land and came to be regarded as the consideration paid 
for a'patrimoniaJ. concession. 

§7 

At this stage of development,the theory of Public Finan~~£s 
_ complete. E"yeo; ce1'/,flLi. or levy, or contribution, or dues pai<l.t e 

overlord is the consi~!:r:aEon paid for a E.atrim~nial cO~fes~iQn~nd.is 
no'16nger'i}ic" payment mad~ fOr11le render,ipg of public services .. 
At iny rate,thls latter typeoffulanCiaI"relationship is hidden behin,d . 
the patrimonial relationship. 

From this followed two conseq.uences which were in -a sense, 
similar, and were yet opposite to one another. The.1i.nt, was that the 
debtor had no right to demand a counter-offering in the form 9f 
public services. Tb-e se£2.qQ. was that the census Could not be increasep 
merely on the ground that public expenditures had increased. l' , ". 

" For the public exchange of a service for a~tax was substituted a 
private exchange of a concession ofland for .an annual rental pay- : 

, ment, with all its legal and political consequences. 
A theoretical conception of this kind fitted' in with the political 

conception of feudaL<!~.9~m and _ absolute monarchy, for two
obvious reasons .. The first was thatth~ sovereign used the revenues 
~s h6 saw fit, merging ilr'fact, if not always withth,I}. .. I',:;tnction oflaw, 

~hi§ personal budget with that of the State. The se~ was that the 
... 

1 The'amount of the censi, according to generally accepted doctrine, was fixed, or at 
least was established in conformity with tradition, whence the censi took the name 
cof2tumes in France; and whenever, as in Italy and elsewhere, it was found possible to 
increase them despite tradition, by sheer political pressure, they took such names as 
maldanaro, maltolti, abusus, etc. -

6~ 
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patrimonial revenues put the dominant class in a position of absolute 
economic and political independence of the subject classes; while, 
at the same time, they protected these subject classes against the 
danger of increasing levies. 

The lands granted in fief were inalienable, precisely and solely in 
order to assure the perpetuity of the political regime, in the interest of 
the dominant class. Inalie~bi~ly is a lirnitattIID Rf..d.omain,c!Ia!".acter; 
but far from modifying tIle patrimonial character of Public Finance, 
it aimed instead to perpetuate it fQr political reasons. 

The ensuing stru~l~, between feudalism.lmd monarchy did·not • 
change the principles underlying patrimonial finance; for the 
monarchy only partially succeeded in its ambition of reclaiming from 
the barons the right of which it had let itself be despoiled. 

The only real difference was that the monarchy softened the. 
rigon of the feudal regime, in so far as the despotism of the central and 
distant power of the king was less of a burden than the local and 
-near-by despotism of the baron. 

§8 

On the other hand, a new circumstance which changed the terms 
of the problem arose the moment that the patrimoni~~ues were 
no_longer sufficient to cover the public an<LPr!y~tc:: ~~ts oLtbe 
sOv!!n:ign. . 

rOn the one hand, the expenditures of the State increased; and on 
'.he other, the patrin)onialrevenues, instead of increasing, ~hed, 
because of the prodigality of the sovereigns in satisfying the greed 
of their favourites, because of the absenteeism and rapacity of the 
overlords, and because of the resultant lack of interest on the part.of 
the tenants in increasing production. 

The budget of the monarchy fell into a state of _chronic 
deficit, and it was necessary to have recOulSe!Q.lT!lnt( • subridies 
which were demanded frQIIl.th~subjects in order to.makt: up fo!Pte 
growing inadequacy of the patrimonial rev.enues. 

The history of these subsidies is the .. hi~!,0r.:r ~~!~ll~n:-t 
Sufislruuwerean-ancientdevice; but they' used to be paid only 

r at intervals on certain definite occasions, such as the departure of the 
prince on a crusade, the reception of the emperor, the construction 
of fortresses, etc. 
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The <:haracteristics {the s~y were two: -"') it had to have a 
public expen Iture to which it could be said to correspond( (b) it 
had to be demanded by the prince and to be assent~d to by the 
nobles, prelates, and the common people, who met whenever neces
sary in: assemblies which were called estates, parliaments; or 'cortes', 
an<i which were the precursors of the modern parliamentary regime. 
'/ The sU~9~,t were the .. 9..~g.L~.gLt~~!i9.Jl an..sI .. ,.th~ . .m.;~~.1>Y 
which the subje~!~B~cJlm~.dJ~ens .• 1 In fact, whereas the patrlJllonial 
r<!venue avoided contact and frict10ns between the sovereign and 
his subjects, assured the economic and political independence of the, 
former and expcisc;d the latter to systematic levies and extortions, the 
subsidies; on the other.hand, forced the sovereign to have ,an increas
ing amount of contact on financial matters with his subjects, and the 
latter tool advantage of .these contacts to reconquer or to ask and 
obtain, at every request for subsidies, old rights and new liberties:'-

Little by little, taxation reversed the old relationship of political 
dependence, initiated the transformation of the old ~bsolute monarchy 
into modern representative states,' and, substituted for patrimonial 
revenues derived revenues. ' 

It is not necessary to review this history. The,vicissitudes of the 
long contest were various. -In England the struggle ended before it 
did on the continent, by a series of compromises from which was 
born representativ.!..&-ov~ment. 1 Ort the continent, as a result of a 
combinatio,n 'of circumstances, the monarchy was able to resist with 

1 The fact is a general one, but one finds it outlined With greatest clarity in English 
constitutional history. 

The landed patrimony of the Crown had begun to diminish under Henry VIII, 
Charles I, Charles II, James II, and William III, thanks to mortgages and generous 
grants. Parliament, called to determine the civil list of Queen Anne, intervened to save 
what it spll could save flf the Crown patrimony, since it was necessary to make up the 
growing. deficiency of the patrimonial revenues out of taxes. Erskine May (Con
stitutiond History oJ. England, vol. I, chap. IV) comments on the fact as follows: 
'While this waste of the crown 'Property had been injurious to the public revenues, it 
favoured the development of the liberties of the people. Kings with vast hereditary 
revenues, - husbanded and improved,- would have been comparatively independent 
of Parliament. But their improvidence gradually constrained them to rely upon the 
liberaIity of their subjects; and their own necessities, and the mcreasing expenditures 
of the State, at lerigth placed them entirely tinder the control of Parliament. 

'No constitutional change has been more important in securing popular control 
over the' executive government, than the voting of supplifl$ by the House of Commons: 
nor has any expedient been better calculated to restrain the undue influence of the 
Crown, than a strict settlement of its revenues by Parliament. In Ute reign of Charles 
II, the .principle of appropriating supplies to specific services by statute, - which had 
not been without previous recognition, - was formally established as one of the 

. conditiPns under which Parliament granted money for the service of the state.' 
. ,64' 
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greater sucuss and for a longer time, but it was finally overturned by 
revolutions. Thus the feudal order all<lpatrimonial finance fell . 
ev~ere. The goods of the crown and of the fief became once 
more the property of the State. 

(. With the elimination of the political reasons which had led to 
the conservation of the patrimonial revenues, economic reasons 
b«ome dominant in deciding whether it is advantageOtiSI'or the '. 

. community to' conserve the patrimonial revenues, or to substitute· 
tributary revenues for them.) 

Now, as has been pointed out, the tenden9:.to seU the patri
monialKOCJds is a persistent and general factin modern states. .. 
" orten the ~ has been made necessary by exceptional pressure 

on the budget, to provide for WatJ;o.'!ts and war iridemmties, or to 
carry out vast schemes of public works, or to paydebis. lIn every case, 
however, the State had and has a choice of selling ~e patrimony, 
with a. corresponding loss of revenue, or of borrowing, with a 
correspOnding interest-burden. 

lGiven the possibility of choice and the absence of disturbing 
political causes, the phenomenon is· explained as the natural result 
of.a UI<:ulation o( ec()no~~rofit.) ------
..; Suppose, for example, that the State, in order to provide for an 
extraordinary expenditure, decides to sell patrimonial goods tq the 
value of 100,000,000 instead of contracting a loan of the same 
amount. In so doing, it will lose the income from the former, but' 
will save the inten:st on the latter, and the transaction will be profit-', . 
able, ceteris pari,W, if it ca,n be shown that the in;ome ~ost is, in fact, I 

less t.Mb thC expenditure that has been saved. . 
In order that this may happen, the m~agement by the __ State of .. 

its patrimony must be less productive than private " -.agement, 
and must be so wi,thin such limits that the bargain betWeen the two 
may be pJ'Q6table.. . . 
. ~ for .example, a given piece oflanded property yields the State 

100 in net income and can yield 120 in the hands of a private pur
chaser, it will be worth 2000 of capital as a public enterprise, and 
2400 as a private enterprise. If the. State can obtain credit at 5 per 
cent, and if the private purchaser is dis~ to give credit at 
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5 per cent, the bargain will be possible at any price between 2000 

and 2400. ' 

If, however, the State were in a position to optain the loan at 
4 per cent, it would have to pay only 80 a year in interest, and for 
this reason it could sell only at 2500. . 

On the other hand, if the private purchaser plans- on investing 
his capital at 6. per cent, he would have to realize a return of" 150 

before he would be disposed to pay 2500, and even at this price it 
would be a matter of indifference to him whether he bought the 
property or nOl 

, <!o sum up"the State capitalizes the net income which it actually 
receives from tile piece of land in question at a rate of interest that 
it would pay in the alternative case of a loan; and the private person 
capitalizes the return which he knows he will receive from the land 
at the rate of interest at which he could make a loan or otherwise 
invest his~savings. 

If, between the two capitalized sums, there ~ a difference in 
favour of the private individual, this may be divided between the two 
bargainers- and thus make possible a sale which will be profitable for 
both.} I 

§ 10 

But this calculation is not always so easy as it seems; because the 
State, which represents the community, cannot quite reason as does 
the private individual, who is not interested in the repercussions 
which the sale may have on the general economic system. 

r There are those who urge that;. the Stateshoulcl sell its patri
monial goods even at a loss, on the ground that> the community will 
gain in any case from the greater production that will be obtained 
from the gqods thus sold.' • 

As a matter of fact, the community, of consumers alw~s gains 
from the greater production of grain which. the private individual 
may obtain from the land in question, even if the State" inste~d of 
selling it, gives it away. 

But then the public treasury Will have to make up for the loss by 
increasing the taxes on the 'community' of taxpayers, with the result 
that the gift made to the group of buyers will be paid for by the body 
'of taxpayers. 
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(As one se~.the pr~lem of the maximumJ~tc!'Lm:gfit - for the 
treasury and for the community - is complicated by a J?,l"oblelJ.l of 
distribYJ!og, since the circle of buyers aoes not com-dde Wlth·that of 
the taxpayers.) 

It is not possible, a priori, to determine with precision *-e limLts 
which should be set for. the sale of patrimonial goods; but perhaps it 
is. not wrong to affirm that the .Erice c~esponding to the CaPitaliZa:/ 
tion of the effecti~~~ WlUchtlieState actually ootains rromlts 
pattrinoruaTgooc:ls represents a price limit below which it would not 
be possible to go with~1.!-~. damaging tliep<:l~~~n of fhe taxpayers tq. 
theacrvaotage:orni~grQup_~>[P.uyers. . . 

On the other hand, there is another and better-founded eleJ;ll.ent 
in the calculation which differentiates the position of the public 
treasury, when considered as a proprietor, from that of the private 
proprietor, and that is this. When the sale permits the forecast of an 
increase of income in the hands of the private buyers, the public 
treasury may coubt upon the increase of taxes that the latter will pay. 
In other words, the State automatically assures for itself, by means 
of taxes, a continuing participation in the greater future production 
of the patrimony which it sells. I 

This does not happen in the case of the private seller. We are 
dealing here with a difference which provides a real element in fiscal 
calculations; but even this difference must be appraised with 
caution. 

For, as a matter of fact, the two circumstances mentioned - the 
indirect economic participation of the community and the participa
tion of the State, through taxes, in the greater production - have 
often been exaggerated, in orc\er to induce modern States to selJ 
their patrimonial goods too hastily, thus providing an advantage 
for the buyers without insuring a maximum advantage for the 
community. 

§ll 

The- theory just expounded makes clear also the error of thf 
contrary opinion, according to which it would be to the advantagl 
even of the modem State to preserve its private patrimony as ~ 
war chest or reserve to be used in moments of unforeseen or pressinl 
need. 
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F~rit is eviden~ that, at any given moment, the sale ,Price of the 
State s property WIll depend on the one hand upon'the amount of 
s.avings available in the country; which may be tl;garded as repre
senting the demand, and upon the ,extent of the 'supply on the other 
hand. For this reason, if, the demand remaining constant, 'an appre
ciable quantity of goods is suddenly thrown on the market, their 
price will be lowered, and the State will'absorb a smaller quantity 
of available savings than it could absorb, 'directly by means of 
taxes' and loans. . 

To the modern State, with its' firiahcial system based upon taxa;. 
tion, it is more expedient to count upon the growth of its citizens' 
wealth than on the growth ofits patrimony, since it is from the former 

'that it c!,-n alw~ys, and more economically, satisfy all~its ordinary 
and extraordinary requirements. For this reas~m, the opinion we 
have been discussing is to be regarded as a survival from the era of 
patrimonial finance." ' 

/tsumming up, we may say t1).at there is an inductive basis for the 
formulation of the 'fol~owing guiding principle. Modern: States, 
assuming that they do not have prejudices which induce them either 
to preserve their private patrimony at a loss:~ order to favour a 
political class, or to sell it at a loss in favour bf a c~ass of capitalists, 
regulate th(;ir conductarording to the principle of maximum profit, 
actual and prospective. . , ' 

From tAe economic explanation of the historic fact, it does not 
follow, as a <rule' of financial policy, that modern States niustseU 
their patrimonial goods in the light of the general principle that.their 
prod1}ctive ,functionS'. tend' more and more to become separate from 
the productive functions ,of private ind\viduals. What does follow is 
merely that the sale has come about as the consequence of the fact 
that State enterprise' has been less productive; and the sale goes on 
to' the extent that this lesser capacity Is demonstrated.t,Thus: _the 
division of labour between public 'and' p,riviite' enterprise is 'itself a 
reSult and not. a cause of the sale<f ' '. 

1 ,The difference between the 'law' which explains i:hed~amie historical -fae'!: ;md 
the 'norm' which the administrator obeys in regulating his conduct at times seems to 
be reducible to zero. And, in fact, it is reduced to zero when present copditions are 
identical with past conditions. Even in such a case, however, the administrator must 
make certain· that the conditions ve identical. . 
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The Increase of Public Expenditures 

'(With the substitution of a systelIl offinance based upon taxation 
for patrimonial finance, there came a rapid increase of public 
expenditures) , .. . 

To explain this fact, it is necessary to recall that the stru&"gle 
between the monarchy and the people came to an end with the 
definitive recognition of parliamentary IiD~reignty in the question 
of taxation and. pl.J.blk.apwditureS: Once there hadbeen removed 
the political cause that induced parliaments to haggie with the crown 
and executive power over the granting of subsidies, above' all when 
the latter were on the way to becoming annual taxes, public 
expenditures increased rapidly. . 
~ that the amount of these levies, instead of merely 

being equal to the amount of the patrimonial revenues, p'eatly ex
ceeded the latter. 

O'he fact is a general one; it was established immediately after 
the cessation of the struggle between par).iament and the crown, of 
which it was a logical consequence.) The patrimonial goods of the 
crown and the fief came under the administration of parliament, 
which used them in the production of public services for the exclusive 
benefit of the community. Similarly, taxes have come to be voted by 
the delegates of the community of taxpayers and are directed toward 
the production of goods which redound to the \>enefit of\his lame 
community of taxpayers. It is assumed that no part of the public 
income shall be spent for the benefit of the sovereign, ofhis favourites, 
or of the. privileged Class which he represents. (:The community c@n
tributes private goods ~d gets t~m back completelYl~nl!forined 
into public g~~ No longer despoiled by the political i .~rmed~ar.y 1, 

the commuwty {ends, on the' one hand, through, parhamentary 
sdpen;lliion, to lower the cost of producing public services, and, on 
the other, no longer has a reason for not obtaining for itself all those 
services which are economically useful to it. tQ:'herefor~ only the 
consideradon of economic profit will decide the proportion in which 
the national and iitdividual income will be divided betWeen the pro
duction and the consumption of public goods, on the one hand, and 
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the proQuction and consumption of private goods, on the other. l 

To this c~ an econoinic character there may be added 
another of a poljtical cbar-acter. This is the fact that, under a repre
sentative parliamentary regime, power tends to pass from the classes 
possessing wealth to the democracy of the many; and the'latter use 
the power to increase expenditures for their own advantage and 
taxes at the expense of the rich.;t, 

1 This statement of the matter may seem excessively optimistic, but .the fact is 
historically established. 'When the Commons had neither information as to the 

. necessities of the state, nor securities for the proper application of their grants, - they 
had often failed to respond to the solicitation of the king for subsidies, - o.r their 
liberality had faJlen short of his demands. But nC?t once since the Revolution have the 
demands of the Crown for the public service been refused. Whatever sums ministers 
have stated to'be necessary, for·aJl the essential services of the state, the Commons 
have freely grailted ••• So far from opposing the demands of the Crown, they have 
rather laid themselves open to the charge of too facile an acquiescence in a constantly 
increasing expenditure. Since they have assumed a control of the finances, the ex
penditure has increased ·about fifty-fold; and a stupendous national debt has been 
created' (Erskine May, Constitutional History of England. Vol. I, chap. VII). 



CHAPTER III 

FORESTS AND RAILROADS 

Summary: Forests and railroads - The forest as a patrimonial good
Shelter forests 1I.S domain goods - Private railroads - The interven
tion of the State in defence of the community transforms them into a 
public service, and makes them similar to the postal and telegraph 
~ystems 

§I 

(SoME writen maintain that modem states tend to re-establish the . 
anc~1!! patrjmQDY ~~_form oUor~!S .. railway~ and p()~tal...atJ.d 
teregraph~c s)1t~ms, the income from which would take the place bf 
the original revenues of an earlier age,> . . 

We are dealing here with a huge patrimony consisting of lands, 
factories and industrial pl~ts, which exist also in the field of private 
enterprise and which seem to be an exception to the general tendency 
toward the sale of patrimonial goods. State forests tend to remain 
part of the patrimony of the State; both they and ~e other enter
prises mentioned yield the State an income not unlike that which 
private individuals draw or would draw from ownership of them. 

<rhe distinction between patrimonial and domain goods, however, 
puts us immediate2lY on' guard against traps which may inhere in 
such an analogy.( F if the State preserves the forests and owns and 
manages the railr ds or the mails in. order to satisfy directly a ' 
collectiye want, these goods have, for this very r~n, the character 
o(a domajn ~ rat~er thin ofa pa~mo~V __ _ . 

lYet the pomt deserves further conslderat1on.~ Jt "- oe,well to 
limit our examination to the forests and the railroads,>which are two 
tr2ic~ forms. of goods, each one of which may be taken as repre
senting a group of oth.er goods, to which it is logically easy to exte~d' 
the conclusions that we s.hall·reach.. _ 

As for the forests, one may lay down the preliminary 'considera
tion that the State, other conditions \}eing equal, is not so bad a pro.. 

. ducer ~ this fielc:t;as it has shown itself to be in other fOrIns oflanded 
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and industrial property, when compared )lith· private producerS. 
This is due to sevetal reasons: 

(ll) while the planting of..,a forest calls for a large initial capital, 
its cultivation does not demand the special oversight and care of the 
producer, whereas this is required in other types of cultivation; 

(b) the most economical application of forestry demands rather 
, vast areas; 

(c) the State; as a perpetual legal entity, finds itself more able to 
wait for the period in which the timber will have i>erfectly matured. 
Other ~nditions being equal, it is during this period that the grow
ing forest attains its highest value; and the period of growth usually 
exceeds the average life of a gt;neration. - • 
, For $($e reasons, which are of what may be caUed a private-. 
economic character, if the ~tate shoUld preserve the forest as a 
patrimonial gOod, that fact }Vould not represent an exception to the 
theo~etical principle expounded. '~The State forests...m;tuklhe.a part • 
of the St:a.tc.~ony. 

But the preservation of the forest as part of the State's"property. 
is dueprincipally to Jhe Prcumstance that forests may, under certain 
definite conditions, satisfy .directly needs of the community which 
have nothing to do with timber or pasturage.~' 

J • 

Shelter Forests l . 
'Jrom forests, in tact, two, diStinct utilibes may be obtained. The 

one, o~.a p,riY.ate--economicCfiaractt!{, jlerives from the exploitation 
for profit of the ~ and pasture-land. The other, of what may 

. be called a tQ.llective-economic characterl derives from the fact,that 
forests assure the slowlrifiItratlon'ot.iam-water in the mountains 

',an.d therefore the regularization of the watercQurses in' th~ valleys, 
prevent the erosion of river-banks, .and, according to some, may 
exert al.benefic~t i@ly'eI!~~_Q.n,theclimatic andliygi~.can.d.itions I 
of the SUll:.Ql!!!..ding regi~IJl...These utilities, which are to the advantage . 
not of the owners, but of the community. confer on the forest the' 
character pfa dom~-.&.~, andjustify the intervention o£the State 1 
in the ownership and exploitation of forests.) v, 

1 [Italian: bosdri di diJesa - Tnmslator's note] 
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& long as the owner finds the cultivation of forests profitable, he 
will preserve the forests; and-in so doing he offers a free utility to the 
community. At the moment, however, in which· (whether because 
of the high price of timber or because there is profit in changing to 
another form of cultivation, or because of difficulties in his private 
affairs) he finds it convenient to cut down the forest, there is evi
denced a contrast between the private interest of the proprietor and 
the interest of the q:>mmunity. 

The ~ontrast can be described precisely as follows. The cost of 
maintaining the forest is borne exclusively by the proprietQi, who 
sets aiainst this cost only the private utility to be derived from the 
timber and the pasturage, and does not take account of.the public 
utility of the forest as such. For this re¥on, the moment that it is to 
his interest to cut down .the forest, ang. it is' to the interest of soc!etY 
to preserve the forest, society must as~ume that part of the cost to 
which the public' utility corresponds. (Only then is the economic 
calculation complete> 

<£be State, then, intervenes in order to defend the community 
against the damages which may follow frolit·the cutting down of a . 
given category afforest. Itdoes so in two ways:' (a) by keeping and 
not selling the forests in itS own possession,ana, if need be, de5l@ng 
them in.l",lienablej or (b) by subjec~llelter fore~~.to fO~~(J~c
tiQ,!s. whereby proprietors musf manage tIleir forests rationally, 
with periodical cuttings. and must not destroy them) 

lIn the firSt case,l the conl!if.U2L.i.!!t~est between the system of 
private ownership of foresp an.2.-coll~ctiye.w.iQts disappears auto
maticaIIY:-l'he community bears the whole cost, arid enjoys all the 
utility. And if, as has been said, the State is not a bad forester,.it will 
have no losses. But even if it should obtain a smaller return than a 
private owner would obtain, this loss would be regarded as part of 
the cost of producing the pubfi.t utility obtained from thc>3orest ... 

lIn the second case,) the forestry law, in imposing '-~triction·SJ. 
recognizes, or sliOcl;trecognize, the proprietor's right to compensa
tion •• The compe~tion is merely that part of the cost which the 
State assumes in order to Rreserve the public utility of the private. 
forest . 
. tIn conclUsion: in the shelter forests we must distinguish the ex
ploitation of timber and pasturage, which has utility from a private
economic point ofvi~w, from the maintenance of the forest area and 
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the body of limitations of a domain character which are placed on 
forestry,) .' 
C We may express this controlling criterion as foUows: the income 

from shelter forests corresponds economically to their private utility, 
not to their public utility, and is therefore patriwoI}j.al) . 

The cost o( the public utility is met out of tax~. And if we 
assume that the State imposes a levy on all those residing on the 
banks of rivers and in the cities on the plains which are traversed by 
these rivers, their contribution would correspond to thepubliG good 
which they enjoy and would have the character of a spedal assess
ment.! 

§3 
Railroads 

(The considerations advanced with respect to forests and similar 
gOo,ds do not entirely apply to railroads:> . ' 

In contrast to the case of shelter forests - in which it is possible 
to separate the pub~c utility arising out of the area subject to 
restrictions from the private utility arising out of the produqion of 
timber - in railroads the road-bed is not separable from the trans
portation industry, though some jurists have attempted to effect such 
a"separation. (from the economic point of view, the railroad is an 
organism formed by the co-ordination of a series of goods bound to 
each. other in a complementary and interdependent relationship, 
such that each good has value if it remains within the organism, but 
loses it when it leaves). . . 

The l'oad-b~ cannot. he separate,(! from the tracks; the latter 
cannot beseparated from the rolling stock and especially from the 

'locomotive; and these, in their turn, cannot be separated from the 
transportation of (reight and passengers. Nor is there an exception 

. to this organic unity by reason of the fact that at times the identity 
of the pro1>rletor IS distinct from that of the manager; for in such a 
case we are dealing with a mere division of functions which is due to 
causes of a provisional nature, and whIch, moreover, is corrected by 
a contract regulating the relationship between the proprietor and 
the operator so as to assure uJ?ity of service, and usually ends by 
consolidating ownership and operation in the s~me person. 

1 Book II, chap. I. 
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In every case, the unity Df the service is never broken from the 
standpoint of the public, which demands only railroad transportation. 

In the case of forests, on the other hand, there are two distinct 
ca~eg6ries of consumers, each of which demands one of the two 
utilities produced. 

Yet the problem of railroads is simplified for this very reason, 
because it thus becomes merely a question of deciding whether the 
State shall treat railroad transportation as a public or as a private 
enterprise. 

• 
~Since we have excluded the possibility of determining a priori 

whether railroads ought to be left to private industry or be turned 
over to the State, for us it is a matter of explaining whY.. as a matter 
of fact, the rail~ in many countries have become, or are tending 
to become, a St~rise) \ 

Established originally as a private industry, their absorption on 
the part of the State has come about step by step, by means of a 
growing series Df acts of intervention which, regulating and limiting 
the right of private oW1}ership more and more, have ended by 
subs~a P~.9fPoratjon fo~'@.t~..one. 

~ow, in all this slow historic process, the undisputed point is that 
the initial and progressive intervention of the State has not come 
about for motives Df a private-ecDnomic character - that is, in.order 
to. procure a patrimonial incDme for the public treasury - but in 
orderfto defend the interests of.th_~ty, which were in con-
flict with the lDterestsCinlie private enterprise.> ..-

Fint Df all, the (private railroad companies)limited themselves 
to the cDnstruction Df the mDre profitable lines, since they \were 
interested sDlely in obtaining the !Daximum profty and a~-:;:Dt sup
port railway development thrDughout the territory of &.e State: in 
such a way as to satisfy the more comprehensive collective wants 
which go beyond the mere transportation offreight.(In fact, the rail
roads are becoming more and more a good which is cDmplc:mentary 
to the public administration, both civil and military, and to intellec
tual and social communications - that is, they are becoming goods 
whi~ are complem!~t~ t~_()~~'public sc:~c~; _ Hence the\~te!
ventlon DflIle-State m Drder to. regulate pnvate railroad ServIce m 
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such a way as to make certain that this service will.satisfy collective 
wants also:) In this respect, it is a case analogous to that of the 
forests. 

In the second place, private enterprises do not always have 
sufficient regard· for the personal safe~ of the passengers an,d the 
passers-by. To public protests on such matters the State answered 
here also by intervening in order EPdefend the safety of persons IDJ.d 
oU>..x:fl1l.l!1"ty ) 

In the third place,i.free comp~!itio between railway enterprises 
often ended, and tends as a d, either by a combination of 
the competing companies, ,w:.by the collapse of the weakest. In both 
cases, there is. a(waste of wealth) and the result is a {monopolistic 
position)more rigorous than ever. -

The harm that railroad monopoly may inflict and has often in
flicted on the community does not lie merely in the height of the 
railroad rates. It lies also in the fact that the railroads establish 
rates, .even though they are monopoly rates, which are not equal for 
all users of the railroads, in such a way as to favour certain definite 
businesses. I~deed, it 'has happened, and may happen, that the 
r~oad compaiUes or their officials may become interested'~ other 
ente~rises the products of which ar~ destined for the""Coi1sumRti~:>n 
of 'distant markets, and whose earmngs depend on great rapIdIty 
'ap.d safety of transportation. Thus there have been caseS in whic~ 
the railroads have established favourable rates and speci~l terms 
with. respect to shipping, speed of transportation, and use of ter
mfuals, for businesses in which they themselves were interested, and 
higher rates, together with delays, jp. arnval and transhipment, for 
competing industries, to the disadv~age of the latter. 

It is understandable that this danger should have increased, in 
the degree that, with the development \!)f long-distance h~uling. all 
the trade of the country threatens to fall under the control of the 

'railroads. 
<Hence the State has intervened once more in order tQ..I~~oncile 

th~~~~tr~z.}~ter~~ . of _~,e_p~oduc~r._group~.n~ ~~!?I!-s~iner 
~, bY Imposing.1.at-'.!s, 'time:tables, termm"-at~~ndltlons, etc., 
which are equal for all in time and spa'ce. It has imposed, that is to 
say .. rates whlch-arefiXed"anagenet~ . , 

As one sees, we are dealing with systematic acts of intervention 
which. have continued to increase and which, little by little, ha~e 
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ended by the total absorption -'- that is, by the nationalization - of 
the private enterprise. 
~ow, since each successive step of State intervention was 

motivated by the necessity fox( defending an interest of the com
munity against the monopoly 'of a group,\we must conclude that 
nationalization itself has come about to the extent that railroad. 
transport~!!~n c_ame -~~!~yJ? ye __ co~sideied a'p'!~~iVice~ -and • 
not 'because olan intelltion to create a source of patrimonial revenue) 

If this conclusion is not universally accepted, it is because of th~ 
fact that there is still, in progress an active debate between those who 
want nationalization and those who want the railroads entrusted to 
private industry. 

Leaving aside the good and the bad arguments with which the 
two theses are defended or attacked, the circumstance which 
deserves emphasis is that the St~te. ciqes not_ne~c1. to go so far as 
n~tion - that is, the total absorption of private industry-in 
order to subordinate the latter to the interest of the community. It 
has alreaoybeen noted that every partialmterventlonof the 'State 
is, in itself, a public service. 

~ If now it is admitted, on the basis of experience;'that the State 
is not a better manager than private individuals wocld be, the most 
advantageous solution, economically, is obtained (a) .when Stat!? 
interventiqn - tha~ is, the system of interventions and of progressive 
restrictions ~remains within the limits rigorously demanded by the 
needs of the community; and (b) when, at the same time, use is made 
of the superior capacity of the private enterprise in the matter of 
technique and management, without absorbing the private enter-
prise itself,) , • ~ 

The very difference of opinion prevailing shows that the rail!:P._'lds 
are on the boundary between p,:!blic .a~~_ pri.~~te !.!lterpris~. __ 
·~e fact remains, however, that nationalization r( ~sents a 

victory for those who consider railroad transportation a public 
service; and for this reaSoJl the railroads, whenever they are nationa~
ized, tend more and more to be assimilated to the group composed 

.of the postal, telegraph, and telephone systems, which are public 
services, and the cost of which is covered by a 'fe1; " 

<.The railroads are the bridge by which wemay'pass from patri
monial revenues, which we have discussed, to the phenomenon of the 
fee, which we shall now proceed to examine] 
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THEORY OFrTHE FEE 

Summary: Derived revenues - The concept of a special public service 
and the conditions for its performance - Law of determination of 
the fee - Manifold prices in Public Finance - The two cases of 
manifold prices - The fee provides protection against the danger of 
uneconomic production 

§I 

The SpeciaJ Public Service 

\FROM patrimonial revenues we pass to~erived or levied revenues, so
called because they are derived from leVIes !IF-on the privatein<:ome 
of .citizens.),! 
;..... To tJie'cfegree that patrimonial revenues disappear from modern 
budgets, levied revenues increase and become a predominating part 
of these budgets. 

{Levies~are divided 4ltQ two large categories: fees and taxes. To 
this division corresponds the d.ifferentiation of PUblic .semces as 
sp,ecil3j or ~l!.eral} . . - _.. ..-

'-'F'rom ()ur Shxdy of railroads, then, we pass, almost without inter
ruption of the analysis, to the study of public services - that is, of those 
goods whose production is regarded by the community, at a given 
moment, as a function of the State. 
\. ti:rublic services may be divided into two groups: sl!!...cial public 
services a-Dageneral public service Included in the first group are the 
postal and e e~llP. c -systems; included in the second are the· 
defe!ife of State territory, the adminis'tration of justice, and the 
maliiteD:ance of roads.J. 

\The firs~gory1 is' made up of those services for which it is 
possible to establish an exchange-relationship of an individual, 
special character .betWeen the Stat~~.:r:9cl1,l.c.er and, each citiien, ~s 
co?s~mer. Theses~rvices ~eca~able ?~. a1..r~!ail- that is, of 
beIng offered froni time to tune to Ulecluzen who demanc;ls them, at 
the moment and in the quantity in which he demands them. In a 
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word, the person of the consumer and the quantity ofhis consumption 
are given individual attention. (fhus ariseslin the exchange between 
the State as roducer and the citizen as consumer, the economic 
phenomenon that we call a pris;.c.. T' rice is ca led a fee . e ' 
pos~~Jem IS pre-eminent among the specla pu c services, and 
may, for purposes of theoretical treatment, be taken as typical of 
them. 

It is obvious, by now, that such an exchange relationship could 
not be realized in the case of the service which is represented by the 
defence of national territory. That is to say, it does not lie within the 
power of the State to assign to a public service which it produces, at its 
discretion, the character of a getItTal or a special service. 

( In order that a special serviceJIlay be performed, ~~~!iQns· 
must be present:) . 

-"'I. 11M mfJ/Jly Dr the service must he tecknically divisihle into saleahle units.t ' 
Obviously, it would not be possible to sell at retail a service that 

was not materially divisible into saleable units. 
The post~ system is a special public service, because the supply 

can be divided into many units (letters, postcards, newspapers, etc.), 
each one of which satisfies a given want of individual consumers. 
The same may be said of the telegg'phic, telephonic, and ra.ilway 
systems. It could n_oJ .be said of the defen{:e of national territory. 

Of course, the divisibility of th~ service must not be understood 
exclusively in the sense ofthc{technical possibilitie~involved. On the 
contrary, it must sometimes be considered also from the point of 
view of(economic exFWieg.cy,)in that it may be felt that even 
though the service may be divisible technically, it is not worth 
dividing. 

Thus, for example, the u~~i!l",~oads might be techn.ically 
divisible mto saleable units, to which a price or fee or JdLmight 
correspond. But such a system, which was applicable in J _ Middle 
Ages to the few roads then in existence and which may still be applied 
to a bridge, would be economically inapplicable to the whole system 
f)f roads, considering the great development that roads have had in 
modern times, and the consequent enormous expenditure on super
vision and collection that the system would require. 
~.ITIze...!.tTVic£ must he constantly demanded hy individuals. \ 

. That is, it is necesssary that the 's~~e of w~t', Q.r theJle!!d of thf 
individual; which the' public service' s~tisfics, be-.E~ri~all) 
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rep~uced .. so, piatthe inducement to renew the demand may 
again be present. '\ . 

Now'l in Public Finance; there are cases in which the demand of 
the indiVidual is made dor)Ilant as '.a result of the perfor~ance of the 
public serVice itseltr· 

, . Consider, for example, the service of pub~fety. The better . 
, , this service is organized, the more it provides against and removes 

the danger'that persons and property may be injured. Hence the 
citizen finds himself less and less in a position to demand the restitu
tion of his violated rights. But if, for some reason, the smooth 
functioning of the service of public safetY is impaired, the demand of 
the citizen is ie-born with the re-birthof the. danger. It is in this . 
sense that it may happen that,(through the perfecting of a public i 
service which has a preventive function, the stimulus of individual 
demand may be made dormant.). . ' . 

When the two above-mentioned conditions are not present, one 
cannot speak of a special public. service., The good produced by the 
State woulCfihen ~f necessity belolig to the category of general public 
services.',' 

. .f' ( The 11Itimate;~difference' between special and. general public 
services depends, therefore, upon \Vhether or not it is desirable and· 
technically poSsible to.divide the total supply of and !otal demand. for 
these services among individuals. ' It does not depend upon a' sup
posed qualitative "difference between the two types of service; or, at 
·any rate, such qualitative difference as may be held to exist depends 
upon the criteria just mentioned. , .. 

• ' To the group of ge!le!.'~!"'p.,,~J)Ii.!(_.s.ex:vi~. belong the adml~istration 
of justic~,. the defence of persons and goods against intf(rnal and 
external" enemies~-the maintenance of drdtn:ary ro~4s, protection 

-+ . . ' "i.·. .;; 
• against infectious diseases of men, ,animals, and plants, etc. So far 
as these service,s 'are concerned, the'phenotn<;!nhn otthe fee disappears 
either wholly or in part an<,l there appe~r{_the phenomenon of the 
~ The latter consists of an aptount which the State deducts from 
~the income of titizens in exchange·,for the use ofllgeneral public~ 
services~' We shall formulate the theory of$e tax in its proper place; 
let us here complete the theory of the fee and establish the law by 

· 'which it is determined. -
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The Fee 

l(It has already been suggested that the fel( is a case of price. It may. 
be called, as some suggest, a Pu..h1ic priceJ provided that this serves to 
indicate only that the fee is coIIecte<f"?y Jp:.e . .§_t~te - i.e., t\lat it is 
the pri~e of a pElUi,(; m:.wce,;t 

Mn PnvateEconomics, ,two cases of price are u~ually studied: price 
under fref.. ~ompelilion and price under monP/Jo!y."'j 

~There is, however, a third e of rice insufficiently developed 
in Private Economics, and therefore insufficiently emp aslZe ~. 
economists: namely. the co:pPerative pricer that -IS, the price whic 
is formed within a co-operative society, andrwhich may partake..of 
the nature ooth of cost-price and of monopo]y-pricerf In fact, a co
~ociety which finds itself, let us assume, in a monopolistic 
position (for example, thr!>ugh the exclusive ownership of a factor 
of production), will sell to its members at co~t-pric~; but it may ex
ploit its monopoly position in dealing with third parties, and also, 
with~!, J~i'!.!imils, in dealing With some o~ its m!!mb~~JSlS1'he 
germ of that 'phenomenon whicb, arises, to. be IIoUre, in Private 
Economics, but which ii developed' and completed in Public 
Finance, and from which is derived the law by which the type of 
price which we call the fie is determined.' 

(We have already said that the modem, state. repr9duces the, 
characteristics of a SO-QPc;ratiye soc.ie!y, in so far as, in both cases~ 
there is p"ers~.!!3l1 identity between producers and consumers) Indeed, 
the State calrles Ptcconcept of such personat identity to its com
pletion, becauSe 'all citizens are at the same time p~--;ers and 
consumers. and one cannot conceive of consumption o~ublic goods 
outside of the State. \. One can make a reservation with respect to 
foreigners, who may be considered third parties and may be subjected. 
to monopoly prices, as we shall see when we come to consider the 
complementary tax. It foUows that the fee must present the ,2!!!e 
ch~~actl(ristics as the' private co-o£erativ~pric.e.) 

C- Now, just -as the price which a private co-operative !lets in its 
exchange-relations with its members can only be a co~e,. so 
also in the modem type of democratic state, in which there is nQ 
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profit-making monopolistic group, the fee will ~e a cost-price.) 
Indeed, one may add that, in pure theory, it will be ,a price equal to_ 
miiJimum cost; because when citizens are moved to demand the transfer 
of the prod~ction of a given good froIll private to public.ent!'!rprise, 
they aim to"obta,in thereby a price equal 'to the private price which 
)Vould prevail'under conditions' of free competition. 1 

By way of driving home this concept; it may be pointed out that 
~ which ~ of the co-operative type is nothing but a 'collective 
us.!:::.ce..c()~~my', in which the goods 'prqdli"Ce<Iaredestilli:Cf ~for 
external exchange with other groups; but for consumption among the 
members who compose it. . . 
~. If this position is accepted, then it follow~: thati£.the State aims 

to maxi,mize the eonsumptiono( a special public service within the 
social group, it must reduce the cost to a minUnum and ask ,a .price 
that merely' covers cost.) .. 

The price of least cost becomes the point of reference for an 
appraisal, criticism, or approval of the productive capacity of the 
State, quite apart from ·the fact that the State may come to occupy 
a ~n?polistio position." . 
• ~hisestablishes the first condition of the law oftlle determination 
of the fee: I'The P~1?~ price Ill,Ust..b.~Leqllat to or Jnust gravit~te 
t~.~x:g._ Eost.~-P!!?41J~tiQ;n.-» . . . 
• But the State - even iflt produces at a lower cost than the pnvate 
enterprise, so that it does not have to fear competition - strengthens 
this position by the establiShment of a <leg~~onopoly.: forbidding 
and penalizing private competition. 

This establishes the second condition of the theory: '['he fee ~s 
also ·a:pot~ntial1!':.,!nop,!ly.price.;1 

1 We shall see presently how,. with the nationalization of the enterprise, .and with 
the realization of a first state-of equilibrium through the elimination of private mono
polistic~nterprise. there is a renewal of the struggle within the state enterprise between 
the various groups of citizens who consume public services., ' 

• In fact, it is only in an exchange-economy that there arises the difference between 
competitive- and monopoly-price. A 'private entetprise aims, in every case, to maxi
mize its consumption of the goods which it_buys~ giving in exchange as little as possible 
of the goods that it produces. When it operates under conditions of free competition, 
it buys and sells at cost-price; so that as a result of the exchange the consumption ,of 
the contracting parties is maximized. , On the other hand, it is only the monopohst 
who succeeds in selling above cost and in buying at cost, thus maximizing his con
sumption of the goods which he buys and minimizing the consumption, by the othc:r 
contracting party, of the goods which he sells. ,But in a use-economy - whether it IS 
individual or collective - there is only minimum cost and maximum consumption, 
frop! ~e standpoint c:>£ tile one who is at the same time producer aJl9 colls\lP1er. 
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. ./ 
~The two conditions seem contradictory. In fact, however, they 

function co-ordinate1y in this way:) 
(0) The fee must be equal, in the oWecote, to the cost of pro

duction of the service. That is, the aggregate amount of the fees . 
which the State collects frOiD. individual consumers must equal the 
ag~rte expenses of production. 

But in the distrjbution . of the aggregate cost among the . 
vari?US cate~ries of consumers, the public price may become a 
monopoly"pn..se. In fact, for the same unit of seI"V1ce the State, as a 
monopolist, may demanddifferent prices from the various categories" 
of consumers, or it may demand the sarnc.ppce fot' units that have 
different costs. For example, it may charge the same price for sen~g 
a letter over various distances .... even though distance is an element of 
cost. ' 

Now, it is only because ofits monopolistic position that the public 
enterprise may establish prices not every one of which corresponds 
to the cost of the relevant unit of service consumed. Under conditions 
of free competition, the State would be constrained to apply a single 
cost-price for every unit consumed. 
)~To sum up:. t1!e law ~fthe·det~rmination oCthe fee must be con- • 
sl~ered as a third case, mteonedlate between the law of the deter
!!lination of competitiveprice ~d_that of monopg~ In the , 
aggregate, so far as the body of taxpayers is concerned, the fee is !l 
cost-price; in the distribution of the total cost of production among 
the various groups of consumers, it is a mono 01 rice. II!.a word, • 
!he State pracuces e .I><>licy 0 ,,::::,':f.fjJ~t.rice!; '111 ~ ~ ',. 

J '-./ 
. §4 " 

~Having established thi$ conclusion, let us add that the double 1 
price-policy which the State applies is not like that which the \1 
private monopolist practises.> ! 

I These are more often called multipk prius; but the word _Itiple has in matho
matica a meaning which is not identical with its meaning in economics. For this . 
reuon. it is better 10 apeak of manifold prices. We speak also, using a phrase that is 
perhapa IIIOfe elegant, of a t/mJJk Fiu po/i£y, in which case it must be understood that 
the prices may aIao be more than two. 
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We know that the latter, when he succeeds in gf!tting around the 
impersonal nature of exchange in dealing with the public and in 
uncovering the differing subjective evaluations of the various con
sumers', imposes for, the same unit of service, not the one price that 
would b~ dele~inined by competition, but as many prices as there are 
sUbjective valuations of the various buyers. 

The typical example that is usually given is that of the theatre. 
In the the,atre, units' of goods, whether orchestra seats or "Gs, 
which are of equal or almost equal cost, are sold at differ}nt prices. 
, (The difference between double price~poIicy in Private cqnomics 
and in Public Finance lies, above all, in thispthe private m,onopolist 
exploits the diversity of subjective valuations solely in ord~.1~L~~~!ize, 
t,h~2?axi~ni posSl.!;le profit. ~ch.ange, and therefore tends~ on 
the wllole,\to an average pnce which IS raised as much as possible 
above the level of cost. ,. In Public Finance, on the other hand, the 
'public ep.terprise, if it demans.s from some buyers prices which are 
above cost, must charge to. others pr~c~~, !"hkh...ar.~, below cost, and 
vice versa, because the total receiptS'must be 'equal tocosf.' \..00"" 

In 'spite of this general limitation, it remains a fact that the State, 
even though it undertakes to produce at cost, practices an internal 
pogcr of dgyb1.c ~e in fav~>ur ,o{ ptle group and to the disadvantage 
of another. :The question arises'whether or not this is a case of class 
politics. 

Let us· recaU that from the moment"when the intervention of the 

'

State is called for, all are in accord in demanding that a public cost
p:ri~e' be substituted for a private monopoly-price; hence the former 
is considered the i~ediate point of equilibrium~ But afterward, 
when State owne~hip has been brought about, the groups that 
dominate politically are led. to exploit the' new position of public 
'monopoly, by practising the policy of manifold prices to their own 
advantage and!"p"thedisadvantage of other-§..;, , 

§5 

lNeveriheless, the adoption of ~3Jlifold ,p.ri.ces does ~ot always 
represent_class politicS1 

~irst orau, ,there is the case of the ~le r~!e-scEe<!~~~(- for_ 
example, the single schedule of postal rates - whichautomaucally 
carries with i~ the practic~ of manifold prices. This doe~ not con-
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stitute class politics if the establishment of the single schedule was 
made for technical reasons, 1n the interest of all the consumers, as 
we shall see.' 

<In the second place, c~s politics are not involved in the case in 
which, ~ the .authorities we~ to establish a sin~lecost-pnce per un~t, 
the tow..cost would not be covered because ¥ the ~~an numb~Qf 
consumers;> 

-ru;-as is well known, happens when the supply of services can
not, fropt,the very beginning of their production, be exactly equal to 
the initlal d~mand and to the successive gradual fluctuations in this 
demand, but must, to some extent, exceed and anticipate movements 
in demand. Thus, it may happen that production must be begun 
with an expenditure on plant which, even if the eltpenditure be kept 
down to the minimum, has a productive capacity superior to the 
consumers' capacity of absorption at cost price. 

A typical example is found in the case of the ra:ilroad~. Even 
though the initial investment be reduced to the minimum possible 
proportions and even though running expenses be cut down, it not 
infrequently happens that the carrying capacity of the railroad is 
greater than the demand for its services at co~t-price. Let us suppose 
that 1000 represents the cost ofpr9duction and that this is divided 
into 100 s;iLle-units. It is necessary to.find at least 100 persons disposed 
to buy the 100 units at the single· price of 10. But these cannot be 
found; instead, 50 can be foUnd willing to pay the price of 10, 25 

disposed to pay 13, and then another 25 willing to pay 7. In this way 
the cost could be covered. . '. . 

(In such a cas~, the policy or manifold prices does not pra-voke a, 
• cl~s stI\lgglej for.it has become a nec~dition f~r the very 
pr~duction_9f....!l:!.~.!eJYice, so that the various classes of consumers 
face this dilemma: either to give up the service, or to accq--:;e three 
prices which correspond to their respective evaluations.) ''H~ on such 
a hypothesis, the various groups of citizens decide on the production 
of this given service, each one undertakes implicitly to pay his own 
price, without comparing it with the price that the others will pay. 
Indeed, it may be supposed that~e policy oChaving three prices, in 
the example suggested, is the result of an agreement by the three 
groups, and marks, for this reason, a point of equilibrium:) 

The group that pays the price that is below ~ost is not a 
I See also Book I, Chap. v, § 7. 
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parasitical group living at the expense' of the gro,!p that paYs 'the 
price above cost; it helps to cover the costs, and lessens the deficit 
of the enterprise, to the benefit of the other groups. 

-{In proportion, however, as, with the grQwth .of business, the use 
of the railroad, or any other special service, is extended, there comes 
a time when a mere CQst-price is enQugh to cover expenses; and then, 
With the disappearance .of the eCQ?omic reason fQr manifold prices, 
the struggle between the variQus groups arises again and class 
PQlitics begirO 

The point of the new equilibrium is reached with th~teturn to 
.the single cost-price. How this point is reached will be told in the 
discussion of the theory of rate -schedules, which completes the theory 
of the fee. 1\ & . 

§6 

q-his theory of the fee as a price seems, in concrete cases, to meet 
with an exception t?-!l.!_E~s.f:x:y(!sto \:)e noted .. NQt infrequently the 
fee exceeds cost and gives a s!!!Plus which cannot be explained by 
the theQry as we have exPQunded ~t.) 

Now, the State does not produce. only one special service; it pro
du£es ~J!al;'among which may be found a grouJ!:Q(gtyices which 
may be treated as a grQUP o~homogeneQus quantlties. Such a gr.oup 
WQuld be represented, for example, by the PQstal, telegraphic, and 
railr.oad systems.. • 

The State may explqit it90lonOpoly position with respect to the 
group by imposing, for example, prices aQ!Jve cost .on consu~eJ.s. of 
tel~~!.a?~ervices, in orcf~r t~~pe~ate ~~,t~e,p~~-~~~w. $o§t 
which 1t may grant to the consumers ofpo~eI"V1ces, an<iVlcc versa. 
The policy of different prices may taketne'W!iore group as its basis. 
And in such a case one may. ap~ly the t!J,et!Y. :_of m~c;lprices to 
the various-speciaLseryices . which form t e _grQUPS, and speak of 
comp.!<~ation. . 

(But when the revenue derived frQm the fees exceeds the total cost 
ofth.e entire group of service;, the excess evidently serves to cover'the 
cost .of general public services, and therefore assumes the character 

. .of a ~ In other' words, the monopoly of the spec~Lservice i~ 
exploited further in order to dra~~ p'rofittherefrom.~ 

1 See Book I, chap. v, § 3. 
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em a revenue w c 15 essen an m ect tax on consum non. 
Tlil5 revenue cou e regarde as similar to that part of the price 
which the State would propose to obtain from a monopoly of special 
public services, over and above their cost of production. 

On ,the other hand, it is to be noted that wht;!!J.h~~n!!r!! cost is 
covered by fees alone, account is not being taken of tW: . .mrurect 
benefi~ whicl! .. ~e...special serviCe.sOlDetim.~t>riIlgs ~es .t1!.~t_ ~r~ 
li6tdirect ~o~u.mc:rs of!!t~.!e~ce. Thus, railroa.d transportatio1l. is 
as useful to the producers anatlie consumers of transported goods as 
it is to the tradesmen who pay the cost of transportation. . d-' 

Hence arises the current opinion that railroad rates ought-19 be 
lower than the cost of transportation and that the difference should 
be covered by taxes at the expense of producers and consumers. 

(o("fhe premise is correct; the conclusion is erroneous.) For' the, 
rruddleman includes the cost of trans ortation in his selling-price, and 
distributes it among those .who, mdirectly but none t e ess actua y, 
partlc1pate in the consumption of rillioad Set"Vlces, whereas the tax 
wowQsfi'ike alSo those who get no advantage from the railroads,! 
ei§r directly or lDili!ectJI.) ~ 

§7 

The Productiviry of the ·Fee 

.. ,A corollary of the general theory of the fee is th'JI ~en the 
State covers the cost of productibn by its system of fees' 1t does Jl01 

run the risk of producing anti-economically, in the long run; since i1 
puts itself in the position of any private producer, who regulates 
supply in such a way that the consumers will absorb it completd} 
at a given price per unit, whether this price is a cost-price or 2 

monopoly-price. In this lies the proof that the production il 
economical, even if it cannot be said that it has attained the maxi· 
mum of economy.} If, wr example, the consumers who make free usc 
of the postal service cover the total cost through the postal fees, thl 
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means that they regard the production as economical. If, instead, 
the revenues do not cover expenditures, it means that the supply is 
greater than the demand, and that the State can and must restrict 
the former~ 

t,)'o sum up: JIDder a ststem of fees, the citizens enter as a force 
tending toward the ex ost facto control of the roductivi of s . al 

u lic services,just as they would in the case of n rivate roducer. 
e same is not true, as we shall se.e; of taxes. ~ 

1 See Book II, chap. II. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE THEORY OF RATE.-SCHEDULES· 

Summary: Determination of units of sale - Process of diversification of 
rate-schedules - Process of simplification and unification - Rail
road rates - Postal rates - Tr:ansition from th~ fee te the tax ' 

§ I ' 

Diversification of Rate-Schedules 

THE theory of fees is completed by the theory of rates. ~ The rate is 
a translation jnto actuality of the general concept of the fee.j The 
expression r~ ~ in fact, intended to refer JO aJY.I.!optic 
p~ iri wbi'h., the units iXY~lll.c;lL.tb~ .:;errice..has..been. divided 
are assigned CO:tIcsponaJiig prices per unit,1 

The construction of a rate-schedule is not an arbitrary matter. 
Ifhe division of public setrices into units follows certain general 

• • ... ~_ .• ~' ..... ,_, ... ,"""" ",,r ___ .... 

cntena:\ 
(a) tEvery unit must represent a unit of consumption which is as 1 

sm'!.!.! as. possibfe'. but is~{)IlJ.plete, account beixig taken of the I 

conditions and habits of each country.) 
(If a~y~_t~f!."procedqre is followed, a wast.t:..~t:;..allh resultsJ· 

Thus, in the case of the t~aph, when the unit was a group of 
twenty words, it was found that thfs unit was too large, because 
usually the nwnber of words sent in '.telegrams at anyone time was 
less than twenty. Hence the adoption' of this unit1ed to a waste of 
wealth, because the user felt oblige<! to we all the twenty words which 
he was allowed, even though a smaller number of words woul~ have r _. 
sufficed. . , 

If, on the other hand, we adopt a U!!..it that is t~an, we go to 
the other extreme. That is, the number of words allowed is too small, 
in ordinarycases;to express a. thought, make an announcement, etc., 
and thus obliges the sender to usc: two units, thereby forcing him to 
incu~te. just as in the preceding case. 

In practice, the proper unit is obtained by proceeding experi
mentally, by successive trials. 

(6) ln the second place, th~ division into units aims_t~ facilitate 
, , 1 [Italian: tIlriJJa - Translator's DOte] 
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thuxtensiop :o1"..co11SYmWion, and therefore, in practice, tends to 
divide the--pulili-c servi~~to ll..!.cl.at~ly large-EuIl!-p!:.r of units) 
Fo;tne la~r thisnu!.tlb~r is, the eas~t is to sati~fr.All...possible 
comb~ons, fo~ and dime~~ns of lD.dfvidUaL~_~mands, to 
attra~~~~~!:"Qu~!>!Or--.9.L~Q:g._s.@Jel's, and to facilli~_~_tl!~_EisEosal 
of the whole_ 'SuPEly of the_~ce p~!!ced. 

Thus it is Uiat the postal service is divided into a large number of 
consumption-units: letters, postal wrappers, ordinary postcards, 
picture p'ostcards, newspapers, packages, insured articles, registered 
articles, and so on. 

I.n railways, also, the diversification is relatively great. The basic 
units are the to,!!:'mile and the passenger-mile. But there are, further, 
different classeS' for passengers and merchandise~ and, again, 
numerous sub-categories -for the shipping of merchandise: fast 
freight, slow {reigh~, delivery to the addressee, etc. 

(Every one of these ))njts_.h~:~)ts price. Now, the classification is 
made by talcing into account not only all differenc~t, but also 
all possible differences ofsubjegiy.eevali1ationj Thus, the transporta
tion of a letter for Which one pays three cents costs somewhat more 
than the transportation of a postcard, for which one pays one cent; 
but the ratio of the costs is not three to one. -

Passing to the case of the railroads, we note that the v¥ious classes 
of travellers represent di1ferent costs for the producer, but that the 
difference between the respective passenger~rates does not correspond 
to the difference in costs, ,The same may .be said of the classification 
of merchandise, which takes acco'\lnt of the "value of the merc~andise 
by putting the most expensive ~ods into the first class, at a higher 
rate, and the cheapest goods intO the lowest ·class. _ 
, '1'0 sum up:Cthe State, in order to extend the consumption and' 
cover the cost of production of a given~ervice, is forced to divide the 
supply into a larglt-Dumber of units of sale, and then to practise the 
policy of manif~"p!,ices.~ iThis explains the general fact which 
characterizes the first perIod of the evolution of .rate-schedules: 
namely, that they become more and more diversified. '<This process 
begins at the moment when the production of the public service is 
begun, and continues and develops thereaftef. It come!! to an end 
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when ~n opposite process of simplification and unification begins.) 
The latter process consists of the gradual reduction of the number 

of units and the s~bstitution of one or a few average prices for the 
whole series of prices which prevailed previously. 

§3 
Process oj Unification 

(That a process of simplification follows the initial process of 
diversification is a normal and recurring fact, and may be considered 
as a contingent historical law. . 

It is necessary to make clear when and why one process succeeds 
the other.,) 

(fhe tiD! co_tion which must be present in order that the pro
cess of unUkation may.begin is that thC(",incre~tin..th"o!1.tul!1ption 
of .the special public service m.E.st increase..!be incomc.,1h~cfrom to 
such an extent as to xpake it possible to cover the C?.Qs.ts <?.~roduction 
bt, means of a ~gJ\;:_£9§!:P~l£e..). In other words,' iii order that tlie 
problem of the unification of rates may present itself, it is necessary, 
first of all, that the cause that had made the policy of manifold 
prices necessary and useful for all concerned should disappear. 1 

When this happens, the preceding equilibrium is disturbed, since 
the classes that had been willing to pay prices above cost will now 
demand that the rate be brought down to the level of cost, while the 
classes that paid prices below cost will demand that there be a pro· 
portional reduction in all the rates' which had been previousl) 
diversified. 

The dispute will end, in fact, as soon as ~er conditions are fulfilled 
The first of these conditions is 'that every consumer, large 01 

small, must utilize, directly and indirectly, all the units r -whict 
the supply of the public service is divided'. Let us suppOse, for ex, 
ample, that every citizen ships goods over all distances - the rich iI 
large quantities 'and the poor in small. It is obvious that it is l 

matter of indifference for both whether they pay: a different priCI 
each time, or pay the same average price each time. 

This condition may be expressed by saying tlm.t 'the average 0 

the different rates which the consumer includes in his budget mus 
be equal to the average which the producer includes in his budget' . 

1 See Book I, chap. IV, § 5. 
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Whether or not this condition is fulfilled in any given case may 
, be established, experimentally, by studying actual indices which may 
be taken as symptomatic of the growth in the consumption of 
the public service and its entry into, the budget of all classes 
of the popUlation. " -

The second condition which must also be present is an absolute 
, reCt\!ction i~ihe c~roduction of the public service. -

"':I"rrem~e faC1:onn:esiiiip!il'iCation Ofrate:scliea'ules";"which always 
represents a benefit to the consumer, resolves itself into an effective 
reduction of the expenses of production; but this is not the most 
important factor. 

::rhe important thing is that the expansion in -the consumption of 
the public service usually leads to a reduction in the cost of pro
duction by virtue of the fact that it transforms the small State entc;r-, 
prise into ,a large one, 'and the large one intO a still larger one. This 
makes possible the reduction of rates whi~ were formerly differen-
tiated) Nor is this all. ' 

The same result is obtained through the co-operation of all other 
external <;~l!ses::-;;f w~ most iiiipOrtaiii is industrial ~~s-
which'at a given moment comb~~.to x:s.~.!!..<::etlt~_C:Q§t.af.p:ro.duction. 
Th«;L.ag:!!erate the process of unification, because they permit the 
adoption of an average rate which is'iiot far'removed from the lowest 
rates of the differentiated,.system which had prevailed previously. 

If, and in the measure to which, the old below-cost rate becomes 
the single _(:.ost~rl,lte" it is extended to the consumers who~sed to pay 
rates above cost. • 

IV this way we remove the possibility of opposition from the 
classes that used to pay the lowest rate,s' in the diversified schedule. 

. Here we see in action, for the first time,:t!ne of the fundam~ntal 
controllin"g ~riIl(;jEles g[ Public Finance: t!!z. principle of comp~~~ 
ti~nd ofaveX:{l,ges5__ . . .... 

The ,phenomena of Public Fmance are phenomena of averages.; 
The process of .a~, however, demands special attention. 

First of all, ·theave~e which the producer includes ,in his 
budget diff~ i!l e~ononuc si~«'l!!!£~_from.!hc..ayuag~whi~l!,.the 
consumer includes in his budget . 

. -..~~~--",--.-~-- .. -.. '--'---"--
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The fint average is an averag~(>[prices per mile which are paid 
by varioJ.a-PCISons and are received by the same person; the second is 
the average of pric~'per ~e paid by the sam~erson.) 

Now, the first type or..!:.y~ge 4.~ accoun.!in significance to the 
extent that it ~wstli~.~_~l cash !«:~ts o(!he pro ucerI>~..,!!!ile; 
and it has a re~.e_cQnQmi!aallJ~Jor_hi_U1, since he can ilien appraise 
his enterprise correctly on the basis of average receipts, average ex
penditure, average income. Similarly, one may speak of the average 
income of individuals, of average revenue-yield per acre or per 
inhabitant, when we take the point of view of the State which 
produces the services and collects taxes. 

If, however, we pass from the problems of production to those of 
the consumer and the payer of these levies, then it appears that this 
type of average per mile becomes an unreal value, because it could 
not be substituted for the series of prices per mile from which it is 
derived - that is, for the series of terms that make it up. And if one 
did make this substitution, the cost of the public service would be 
distributed according to the principle that ·s.2-meJ.~l!.ple are paying fOi 
f!..t!t!s' and would provoke_a re~ction. . 

This does not biippeii i~ the case of the seco!ld typ~ 2(llve!age: 
mentioned above, which arISes from a series of acts of consumptioll 
performed by the same person, to whom the average is a real valu~ 
which can be substituted for the series of di!f~Ii'i1K...2.rices which go tc 
make up the average. In this case, the distribution or the total cost 
comes about...according to the principle that ·e~e!.2 one pgys according tD 
his pwn consumption': 

\...-\.When the two averages coincide, the unification of rates does not, 
broadl.J speAking, disturb the preceding equilibrium~ • 

, 

Proportional, Differential, and Uniform Rate-Schedules 

The general theory orfees and of rate-schedules expounded above 
finds an application in a special case involved in the study ofraiIroad 
and postal rate-schedules, which usually attracts the attentio~ of 
students of the subject. 

In this case attention is confined to the consideration of distance, 
which is an element in ihe cost" of tfansportation, and with respect to 
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which the railroad . rate-schedule is still diversified, whereas the 
postal rate-schedule has become undifferentiated: 

Wjtlu:s:,sp,~.c.t..uwlli!a~.S three tyPes.....9f rC!-t~she~sIIla be 
'disti~shed: -

(a) the prop'orti.Qnal rate-schedple, ~hich exists when the price per 
unit - that is, the pr~~.LtQ!!::....~remains c~t for the whole 
distanc~ traversed, and the total price of transportation is obtained 
.by mul~plying the price per unit by the number of miles traversed; 

(b) the differ~.!i~_ t:at~chedule which exists when the pr,M;.e...p.er 
unit_~~ases withJ~~.~tll.I.1s:e and the total price of transportation 
is .ootained by adding the successive· prices of the miles traversed; 1 

(c) the unifo~~~e:::s.~b.~dule, which exists when the pti£.~er 
unit remains the S~m.!:f.Egilrdless of the mileage involved, . and the 
tOtal rice is indepeI!.~~IJ1J;)(2,§tance:~--""·"~'" _._._" 

¥tIs customary to add to these three types the grad1!~d,....o.r 
I zoned, rate-schedule, which is a composite of two ra~~clu:aYles - for 

example, of the undifferentiated rate~Schedule, which applies .within 
a given zone, and th~o~al ~erential rate-schedule, 
which applies as Detween zones. For this reason the graduated, rate 
is not an autonomous type; in that it does not, in itself, give rise to a 
theoretical problem. It is of significance only in so far as it rePres~nts 
a s~p..iQ.w.a.t.d....fu~...!!nif!<::CltiO.U .. ru:'U,1es. 

Usually, in current literature, the proportional rate-schedule has 
come to be considered as the typical rate-schedule, of which the 
otht;rs are derivatives. . • 

This is erroneous, and the error arises from two causes. The first 
of these is that the problem is usually stated and discussed from the 
point of view of the producer, in whose budget expenditures and 
revenues are global figures, having reference to mileage. The second 
is. that the proportional rate corresponds to. the single price of 
Private Economics; and this' price is . <;onsidered a' natural form of 
price from which manifold prices ~re, as it Were, a deviation~ 

According to the theory which we h;:t.ve expounded, however, the 
type of rate-schedule· from which one must start is that which corre
sponds. to the ,first period of production aiictof consumption of the 
'public service: namely, th~rential rate-scbedu1.l!; for this type of 
schedule takes account of all differences in cost- and utility-calcula-

1 It should be .noted that the adjective differential includes other cases; virtually all 
cases, in fact, involving differential treatment. . 
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tions for each individual mile or group of miles, and in it each indi
vidual act of exchange establishes its own priceo In fact, railroad 
transPQrta!io!!.i pro~ed - within broad limits ..". under decreasing 
costso The fint mile costs relatively more than the second, the second 
iiiOre than the-third, the third more than the fourth, and so oho 

It is not difficult to explain how this comes abouto It has been 
estimated that, under normal conditions and with scarcely noticeable 
variations, about 75 per cent of railroad expenditures are fixed:-. 
that is, independent of distance - and ~p_e.l" cent are variable - that 
is, they decrease with distanceo The fint group of exJ?enditures, 
therefore, varies in inverse proportion to ~tance; the second is pro
portionalo That is to say, in order to find the cost per mile, the first 
type of expenditure must be divided by the number of miles traversed, 
while the second must be multiplied by that numbero 
. On these assumptions, let us - solely in order to make the con
cept clear-establish precisely, in the following table, what would be 
the theoretical share of total costs to be assigned to each successive mileo 
For the fint mile or group of miles, 

the cost is represented by 

for the second 

for the third 

for the fourth 

for the tenth 

for the twentieth 
• 

for the fiftieth 

for the hundredth 

for the two-hundredth 

ror the five-hundredth 
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75 + 25 = 100°00 
75 - + 25 = 62°50 
2 

75 - + 25 = 50°00 
3 

75 - + 25 = 43°75 
4 

75 + 25 = 32°50 10 . 

~~ + 25,_ . .28°75 

75 + 25 - 26°50 
50 

.li + 25 = 25°75 . 100 

1Ji. + 25 = 2,5°38 
200 

1Ji. + 25 = 25°15 
500 
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It will be seen that the part of the cost which is variable, since it 
decreases wjth the distance, becomes less and less until it becomes a 
very small quantity, even though it never drops out completely. In 
practice, however, once an adequate number of miles has been 

I 
traversed, it becomes a negligible quantity and is in fact neglected, 

\ with th~ result that the differential rat..~~~edW~ _~~~,l>y being 
I tr~sformed into a proportion~_ ~~!e-sch..edule. 

If we paSs fromilie'producer to the' consumer, we note that goods 
ne!lr the consumers' marke\ enjoy a rent of situation, when com
pared ~th those that are distant from the market. For this reason 
it is held that the former can bear relatively higher rates, which 
gradually eliminate the rent of situation, in proportion as the distance 
from the market increaseS. 

Finally, it is customary to take account of the value of the goods 
transported by establishing ad valorem rate-schedules. The rates in 
such schedules are higher for expensive goods and decrease as we 
pass to cheaper goods. 

These are the bases upon which a system of differential rates ,rests. 
And, as we have already pointed out, this type of rate-schedule 
corresponds better to the first period, in which, in order to maximize 
the revenue from a given public service, there is a tendency toward a 
maximum subdivision of the units of sale and toward a corresponding 
maximum diversification of rates. 

§6 

r ( The proportional rate-schedule, i~ contrast to the differential' 
schedule, is based upon a price which is the ay~age of the cost for 
sho~di!tances, on the one hand, and the cost fur long distances, on 
the other.) It would be a pzi~~. beI,gw cost. for. the users of short 
distance, and a pri,*-aboye cost for. users of long distance. Hence 
arises the danger that the type of use which does not ~gyet.£XPC...nses 
may be expanded and that the typewhich ~ expenses may 
be ~conffilcrea:---" 

Many facts are available to confirm this general principle. In 
Italy, before 1905, the system of proportional rate-schedules was 
prevalent. Travellers going distances less than ,25 kilometres repre
sented 70'44 per cent of the tot;U; those between 150 and 200 
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kilometres. barely I '26 per cent; and the percentage of those travel
ling more than 400 kilometres was less than 1 per cent. ·The situation 
with respect to freight was similar. In 1889. the amount of freight 
transported less than 100 kilometres was almost 3 million tons; 
between 100 and 200 kilometres, it decreased to Ii million tons; 
between 200 and 300 kilometres, it became a negligible quantity. 

vO~ce differential rate-schldules were put into effect after 1.905, these 
conditions improved, and long-distance traffic increased.' 

These facts prove and do not refute our theory, since they Jihow 
that the application ofpropQr!ional rate-schedules in Italy during the 
first period was a mistake. 

,,,·Differential rate-schedules, on the other hand, automatically 
became proportional rate-schedules, as' soon as the twq conditions 
already examined were realized. The first of these conditions was 
that every consumer must utilize, directly or indirectly, both~bort 
and lon&-djstances. Now, a particular circumstance which hastens 
this process of compensation in the case of railroads is that railroads 
are a means of facilitating exchange at a distance, and fulfil this 
function by means 'of a two-way journey. The result is that the user 
of the railroads must pay. directly or indiJectly, two inverse differ
ential rates - that is, an amount equal to the rate which would have 
to be paid if the proportional rate-schedule wer~ in force. 

The second condition was that the absolJlte cost of transportation 
mus~ di~nish. This comes about in railways - independently of 
technological progress-from the very fact that, and in proportion as, 
within the limits of the carrying-capacity of the railroads, the 
distances travelled become longer and the number of units trans
ported becomes larger. For in such a case the fixed costs - that is, 
75 per cent of the total expenditures, according to our assumption
are spread over a larger and larger number of r-:miles and 
passenger-miles, and therefore become less and less ~i a burden on 
the rate per mile. 

Thus there is a tendency to pass from differential rate-schedules ' 
to proportional schedules. I 

I The pl'OCe8ll of unification of railroad rates practically atopa at the attainment of 
proportional rate-schedules, although there have been attempts at further progress 
to .... ard unification in the application of undifferentiated rate-schedules within zones. 
The immediate reasons for this fact are to be found (a) in the rise of costs in proportion 
to dUtance, .... hich could DOt easily be overcome by the use of an average; (b) in the 
facility with .... hich the consumer ia able 10 calculate and apply the aingle rate to the 
dUiWlc:e traversed; (c) in the circumstsdce that railway travel is in itself a pleasure, 
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t. . . 

If this; tend~ntial process is slow in its operation, this results above 
all from the fact that the· two conditions mentioned are realized 
slowly, and from other combinations of circumstances which have 
no interest for geIl:eral theory. . 

§7 

Postal Rate-schedules 

From the proportional, and sometimes directly from ,the 
difI:erential rate-schedules, there is a tendency to pass to the mYfQrm 
ratx::schedule. Already in the case of the railroads there is an indica
tion of this in the attempts to. establish zoned rate:schedules. In' the 
case of. tramways, on the other hand, t1'iCUnification of rates is 
almost an accomplished fact. 

But the special public service which provides the typical example. 
of the u~Ete-schedule is the post office. 

To be sure, even -lli.·-the transportation of lettirs several different 
rates are stiIImaintained. In most cases, for example, there is one 
rate for letters 'within the country, and another for letters abr9ad. 
Nevertheless, to-day we may speak ora single postal rate, by way of 
emphasizing the fact that the tendency toward the unification of .. 
rat(!g in this ca,se has virtually reached the possible maximum. 

J?ist~u!.£.e is n~ longer a cause f?r the di~~!~Ifl.~a#o!!._.C>f p()stal . 
r~ the price of eactr1ni1rolservice IS fiXed independently of the 
length of .the journey. Yet distance is an element of cost and is not 
always a negligible element. Historically we started with a system of 
postal rates which were differentiated according to distance. In the 
second half of the eighteenth century the process of unification began 
in Europe and it was completed With impressive rapidity. 

The rapid introduction of the sin,.gle postal rat~has been favoured 
by a combination of special circumstances that will be ex~mined in 
the light of the general theory developed above. 

In ,order to make. this matter clearer, it is necessary to divide the 

and therefore ~n undifferentiated rate-schedule would probably bring about a~ 
increase in long-distance travel- that is, trips which would represent a loss to the 
producer. 

But these circumstances, if carefully considered, are consistent with the general 
conclusion that it cannot yet be asserted that each user of the railroad travels over all 
distances. 
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postal system into two distinct transportation agreements: .(a) that 
which is made by the State as the administrator of the postal service 
with the managers of the means of transportation - for example, the 
railroad; and (6) that which is made by the State ~th the users of the 
service. 

In the historical period which preceded, it was the State, or an 
agency to which the State granted a 'concession, that had to take 
care of everything - the collection of the mail, the means of trans
porting it, and its distribution. To-day there is a more nearly 
complete division oflabour, and the means of transportation are not 
merged with the postal service. The State or its concessionaire is the 
agent entrusted with the carrying of the mail; and it carries out this 
obligation by means of a contract which is nowadays made with the 
railroads. . 

The price which the State pays the railroads immediately becomes 
part of the theory of railway rate-schedules, which are to-day, as we 
have said, differential or proportional schedules. Hence the State 
will pay the rate which applies to a ton-mile of letters and of other 
types of mail. 

If, subsequently, the differential or proportional rate per mile is 
transformed into a single rate, or even into a price aforfait, this is due 
to the circumstance that the State carries the mail in all directions, 
over all possible distances within the State. And this is a fresh proof 
of the theoretical concept previously discussed: once the average 
rate which the railroad includes in its budget is equal to the average 
rate which the State includes in its budget, it becomes a matter of 
indifference to the State whether it pays all the various rates one after 
the other, or pays the same average rate each time. 

§8 

Passing now to the relation between the State and the private 
individuals who write letters, we may say that the conditions which 
must be present if the unification of rates is to begin are, as we have 
repeatedly pointed out: 

. (a) th~t..l!S~ of the service must ~ so generalized as to permit the 
conclusion that a process of compensation as between short and long 
distances occurs in the budget of each individual user; . 

(6) that the single rate prevailing must be 10~er_tlJ,ag.!lle av~rage __ .-., r--
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of the rate~ per mile previously ~xisting, in order to guarantee against 
disturbance of the economic equilibrium which had already been 
attained in the budgets of the less important users of the service. . 

Now, these two conditions have rapidly been more than realized 
iri the postal service. . 

Postal correspondence has developed enormously in all civilized 
and progressive countries. Its expansion has been such as to give 
adequate basis for the presumption that everybody is, directly or 
indirectly, a user !)fpostal service over all distances. In fact, one who 
does not use the postal service directly - that is, by writing or receiv
ing letters - uses it indirectly by using all the services with respect 
to which the mails are a complementary or instrumental good. The 
mails are, in fact, necessary for administrative and political .com
munication; they greatly facilitate all commercial relations. Hence 
every citiz~n must be regarded as an indirect user of the post~l.s¥stem. 
PoPulati9!Ll!lovements, moreover, are nowadays becoming more and 
more considerable and frequent in aU social classes. Such movements 
help to facilitate compensation and the establishment of an average 
of the various r(!.tes within the budget of each citizen. 

These circumstances have permitted the State to charge the 
indlvidual Users of the service the single price that it pays the carrier, 
according to the same criterion - that is, a fixed amount for every 
unit.' . • . . 

§9 • 

The cause which has had a preponderant influence, however, has 
to do with the se<;ond condition - namely, the absol:!!te!.~duction in 
cost and in price, which has made it possible to carry the ne~Lngle 
po~ate to' the, level, and even .belo}\" the lev~l, of the lowest' 
differential rate previously existing. '. ' 

To understand this fact, it is necessary to remember, above all, 
that the postal service represented in the past a 'fiscal.p-!~opoly'; 
that is, it was a means of levying taxes, and therefore the rates were 
monopoly prices. It was toward the middle of the eighteenth century 
that this policy was changed. In fact, through the developme~t 9f 
political, economic, cultural and personal communications between 
the various regions of a country, the carrying of the mail began to 
be regarded no longer as a fiscal prerogative, but as a "public service, 
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the expansion of which must not be hindered by monopoly prices. 
It was thought that the maximum development of commwiication by 
letter would be more useful to the community than the corresponding 
revenues for the treasury. Thus it came about that, with the aboli
tion of the monopoly s.£ost-ra~ere substitutec!~Q.Jlopoly-rates. 

This cost-price was further lowered DytIle continuous improve
ment of the means of transportation. Consider, for example, the 
progress which has been registered by the successive stages repre
sented by messengers on foot, post-riders, the diligence, and the 
railroad. A ton may represent more than 60,000 letters. There is no 
doubt that the enormous diminution in the cost of transportation 
has been the decisive cause of the rapid unification of postal rate
schedules. 

From this circumstance some writers have concluded that th( 
cosJ..2I .. merc....t@;nsp<>rtation~3:S become a .. negligible...qu.aJ!tity, and 
they therefore explain the single rate as one resulting solely from th( 
total expenditures on collection and distribution which are ther 
divided into a fixed amount for every letter. 

But this theory, apparendy more simple and plausible, does n01 
explain the phenomenon in all its complexity, because it regards a: 
an exclusive cause that which has, in fact, been only a chief cause 
In fact, it does not explain the evolution that the transportatioI 
contract between the State and the railroad has undergone, thougl 
this represents an integral part of the problem. Nor does it tak4 
accounr of other differential elements in cost, such as the trans 
portation of packages. The coSt of transportation over mountainou 
regions is greater than the cost of transportation over plains; thl 
cost of transportation by railroad is different from that of transporta 
tion by diligence or messenger, to which resort must be had it 
mountain regions subject to snows; the cost of transpor':Jn fron 
the motherland to the colonies and vice versa differs froJ! the cost 01 
transportation within the country. These are differences which are 
not of negligible magnitude; yet they are included in the average 
that is represented by the single rate. 

To sum up: the single postal rate, instead of being an exception, 
takes its place within the framework of the general theory which 
explains the common tendency of all rate-schedules toward. simcli
fica~ation. account l?eing taken of factual circumstances 
whiCh speed or retard the tendency in each individual case. 
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The Price of Season Tickets' 

Neither the general theory itself nor the actual process ofunifica
tion ends with the undifferentiated rate-schedule. From the latter 
we may pass to a further simplification - namely, the price of.a 
sea$Q!LtiCket, which adds to the average of which we have already 
spoken, an aVerage of consumption over a given period of time. It 
is a phenomenon stfhi1at to tl'ie pnce dfoifauwhictl me State pays 
railroads for carrying the mail. 

In the case of the postal system, it would be impossible to have a 
season-ticket price to cover the relations between the State and 
private individuals, because technical reasons (the use of stamps and 
the impersonality of the exchange relationship) exclude it. There is 
a partial example of it, however, iri the subscription arrangement 
made by newspaper companies; and thus the law of general tendency 
.is, confirmed. On the other hand, season tickets are used both on 
r¥1roads, with respect to which it has not yet been possible to 
est'ablis~a unifor.!.!!.Dte-schedule, and on tramways, which have a 
single rate. By buying a season ticket, the holder has the right to 
traverse the whole system or a part of it, without limitation as to the 
number of trips, but with a limitation as to time. 

(No!6..}~_~ ~o.!'th ~~king clear how from the season ticket9.ue 
may pass logically to tbe t3;,!'. The jump is a very small one and may 
be made theoretically. In fact, the. railway . season ticket is almost 
always purchased by business men for use within the zones in which 
their business is carried on; the use of the railroad varies with the 
amount of their business. The price of a season ticket is part of the 
cost of production for the business which 'uses it, and in the budget 
of this business this element of cOst is spread over the units of 
merchandise sold and business transacted.) 

Under these conditions, it is possible to imagine substituting for 
the seasQn-ticket arrangement between the business using the season 
ticket and the railroad an agreement by virtue of which the former 
grants to the latter a share of its annual profits in exchange fot the 
unlimited use of the railroad during the year. The sharing of the 

1 [Prix d'abonnement - Translator's note] 
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profits amounts simply to granting a percentage of net income. This 
is precisely what a.....trur.. is. 

l This comparison permits us, by following the principle of 
compensations and averages, to pass logically, without interrupting 
the thread of the analysis, from the theory of the (e~JQjhe theory of 
thet~. . 

vThe price of a season ticket is the cradle of the t~ . .1 
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DIRECT TAXATION 



CHAPTER I 

THEORY OF THE SPECIAL 
ASSESSMENT 1 

Summary: Concept of the special assessment and payment for improve
ments - Difference between it and the fee and the tax - Some con
trovenial cases - The system of special assessments is a vestigial 

. historical phenomenon 

:FROM the levying of tees and the form which it ultimately takes
namely, the season ticket.A we ao not pass directly to taxation 
properly so-called, but mus.t first deal with a conn~gJjnk between 
~ee and the ~ - namely, the '~eg1!1 as~smeh~ 

The reader is warned at the outset that we do not use the word 
'special' in the sense assigned to it by many writers, who use it to 
indicate ~y particular reason or external circumstance whereby a 
special tax is distinguished from a more important form of tax, even 
when the theoretical elements involved in the two types of tax are 
identical. • 

(A typical case of the speci~t3!!Sessment is 'found when the State; 
undertakes to produce a service which benefits a particular soCial 
group chieflj"_o!_~clusively, and then causes the levy which is 
necessary to cover the correspo~Kc()st to fall thiefly ori:Xclusively 
upon this group. ) 

In this way there·is cteateda '!p-eciaL~hang~clationsbj~ - a 
rendering of a service and a payment for that service - wi Jetween. 
the producer-State and the consuming group.) 

A typical example of the special assessment is the so-callecl 'ey-
mept forimp~'" which is to be found when the prod~cmg 
agency - the State or the city - completes a work that is of general 

r usefulness and therefore warrants the imposition of a tax on eve- -
o!!.~ is 0 such a nature as to JUS e eman g of ail 
ad.2!tio~ ana grea;ter=-:c=o=n::tn:.:.:b:..:u:..:u;::o;:n:.rt;:o:m:;:a:n!.:y~g~I.:O.::u!:p.;O;;::[~C::=.lUz=·::;e=ns::...>iJio 

1 [Italian: ;",posta If>«iole - Translator's note J 
S 1Itali.an= corrtributo di migUorio - Translator'. note] 
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may derive from the public service an advantag~ of the same kind 
as that derived by others,. but do so in greater degree) or derive an 
I~cidental advantage ofa nature entirely different from thatdenvea 
by the other citizens--:::-~ -' -,- '" -. 

~ ------- , Thus,~e opening ofa street or the enlar 'nO' ofa s uare helps to 
/beautify~ to ac tate traffic ,in, and, to improve the ~~ne 0 e 
whole CIty; but those who occupy the property fronung on the 
improvements derive a sJ?ecial or a greater a-aVaiitage. -

.The total cost of the work is ~e citizens b~ 
tax; but a fixed portion of it is made to fallespecially...on the, lots 
,fronting the improvem.ent.\,.-This larger share is the special assessment. 
lThe word special has a precise and technical meaning~ " ------ " 

§2' 

'I tThe special assessment 'must not be confused with the ~ because 
the two necessary conditions associated with the fu are missing: 
namely, thepossibi)ity of dividing the service into units of sale, and 
the pretenq~",of an active iii<TIvidual demaqd. It resembleS the fee 
only in that ,the State controls the consumption of the particular 
group involved mbre ,igerously than it does that of the community 
,at lar$e. ',' '. 

i On the other 'hand, the payment which is made to the producer
State by the members 'Of the consuming group does have the ch~racter 
oLa~axl and this tax becomes a special assessment 'Only in so far as it 
inv'Olves a comparison between the burden resting 'On this group and 
the corresponding burden on the wh'Ole community. ' 

cAs between the'special assessment and the t~ there is 'Only this 
~i~~~ep.c~J the formeriS anoO'Iigi'nonof me 'members QJ the sp,eciaT 

"group and the latter ~ an 'Obli.,gation,o.flhe rp..smbers of the whole 
co;,nmunity. ;Bo~!Uies of pa~ent, howeve!J.....are Jade. to~.e 

, same public body 'On the baSIS ollie same h'Pe 'Of leg claIm; and 
Doth are compuls'Ory. The theoretical elements inv'Olved in the two 
phen'Omena are-urehtical; it is 'Only th~ sphere of applicati'On which 
varies., 

(fr'Om thisconclusi'On may:be derived the following formal 
characteristics of the special asseSsment) it must be a part 'Of the 
revenues 'Of the producing agency and must appear in the latter'! 
budget. That is to say, the producer of the service must be the 
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THEORY OF THE SPECIAL ASSESSMENT . 
Stat~epresenting the whole community, and the special consumer 
Ofihe service must be a ~·whlch is'a part of the same cOl,IlID.unity. 

In other words, the group that pays the special assessment must 
not itself constitute a' self-ruliDg organization, separate from the 
State; it must, on the contrary, be a part of the communIty wbicllq 
subject to the tax-Ievyinz $er of the State-=---~---· -. -

For this reason, a tax-pal to the oty Dr all thc:-citizens constii~ 
tuting the municipal community is -not-a special assessment, be,caus1 
the city is a self-ruling organization. I 

Similarly, we must not consider as special assessments, in the 
technical sense of the term, all those paym~ts ~hich groups of 
citizens organized as chambers of commerce, labourers' societies, 
professional organizations, trade unions, and the like contribute:tO 
their own, OiganizabOrf~ -For1li~eRvies are paid by an tliose who 
make up the small community in exchange for the services rendered 
by the latter to all of them in equal measure. 

COnce these basic concepts have been established, it becomes easy 
to solve certain controversial cases~ • 

There is no doubt that municieal and county, taxes are not spe~ 
~~metl.!; because by general consent the city and the community 
are recognized as having sov~gn_ty~,the levYing of taxes, within 
the limits of the law. 

The military tax is nev~ a special asaessment; nor, in general, 
are those tareswlUdi, 'althougnpiUd by certain special groups, are 
niiTely suos6tUtes-for olhex equivalent taxes w1iiciia:rt: paid on die 
same legal basis- though ia a different form - by all the other citizens. 

Still less in the nature of special assessments are .the C ,,~_ QI! 
l~d, on buildings, or on wages, since,each of these taxes is levied on 
a giVen part or the citizen's general income., 

The so-called 'speC!al:-purpose. wes' , I also, are often spoken of 
as if they were special assessments. 

( Special-purpose taxes are those set apart exclusively for the 
production of a given public service.') Such would be the tax for 

. poor- and unemployment-relief, for public lighting, for drainage, for 
disabled ex-servicemen, etc. 

I [IoWan: ;",post. di U11/» - Tnnslator's note] 
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The fact that the proceeds of these taxes are assigned to special 
uses is not enough to justifY the characterizatiqn of the spgial
purpose tax as a special ;:t.ssessment. If all the taxpayers pay to the 
State or to the agencies which have been create~J~y_!!!~_~.!~te and 
serve as organs of State administration a given Sliare of their illcOme 
for the relief of the poor or the unemployed, and so on, the lery which 
is derived from: the income of all and is set apart for a gfven typeof 
expenditure is not a special assessment, because it does not correspond 
to a special benefit received by the individual or the group paying, 
the taxes. The~pos~t~~9_t?sl'equi~e, to be sure, separate 
acco'Q.nting-that is,a specigJ:jlJ.ulget. This, however, is an entirely 
different thing; and it is from this fact that the misunderstanding has 
arisen. 

The system of special 'assessments is a vestigial historical fact, • 
even though, if it were to be consistently applied .. it would make 
possible a. more. rigorous control of the utilization of public services 
with respect to special groups and regions. 

The use of speCial assessments, however, has been and i~ being 
abandoned in proportion as the consumption of a :service to a group' . 
is extended directly or indirectly to other groups; or whenever, within 
the whole mass of public services, there are compensations with 
respect to consumption as between the various groups of citizens, in 
the sense tliat one group pays a special assessment for service A, and 
another group pays a special assessment for service B. 
. (As we proceed in this direction, there comes a time when the 

. taJWayer, in making up his own budget, .no longer compares every 
special assessment with the consumption of the corresponding 
service, but compares the whole of his taxes with the whole of the 
services he consumes. The differences end by becoming a negligible 
quantity. 

We then pass from tthe .!lystem,'Ofspecial assessments to one of 
taxes, pure and simple) . 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORY G>F THE TAX! 
/'1 

Summary: The tax: and the pt:esumption that the ~nsumption of general, 
public services is proportional to income - This presumption can be' 
regarded as approximating the truth, but contains an arbitrary 
element - The productivity of the tax in comparison with that of 
the fee - ~penditure for general public services always has an 
element of unproductiveness - Mercantilist theory of the produc-' 
tivity of taxes - Problems of the distribution of the tax-burden
Exchange between taxes and general public services 

_ § I 

: -~ 
v1.U'HE tax is a shire of the income of citizens which the State apprO-I' 

pniltes In order to ~roctire for itself the means necessary for the 
p~.?duction of Hener publiC" services.:. ) , , 
\, ~Th~ first lormal difference between the f~and the tn follows 
from this fact~ The fee presuRPoses the prgducQgp of public services , 
and is ~erely a m~od for recove~~.t~~en<lj..!l!r~, ,alr~dy _~ade~ 
Hence,It cann~t re~resent ~t!.~c:JQurce orpu"6iic.revenues, but, 
must ~t siae by si e with other sources of revenue - ordinary and 
extr~rdinary. The tax, on the other hand, supplies the Stats..,ip. . 
adY!!lcC~with the means necessary for the product:!!?!l_2.fpublic goods 
and may' therefore represent a system of public revenues c6r.§EJete 
iIi itself. I> , ~ 

Both, however, have in common the broader function of covering 
and distriQ,uting among the citizt.O!:COnsum~ the c;:~st qK ~~~on' 
of public goods. - . , 
~Now, 'flUs is precisely the function ofP,rice in economics. Hencel 

fees and taxes enter into the general ff~ework of the theory of the , 
value of goods~ ,': : " , 
, ~For this re8$on,it is necessary :to~ re-exaIIl.il;l.e here the queStion. 

wh-.er there exists an exchcmge, t~~~Q~hip in the production and ' 
consumption of general public gooils"Ofth~ kind that exists in thc;t,:! 
productiop. and conSumption of speci~ publi~ goods) , 
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If we consider the State as a collective use-economy. the trans
formation ofpriva.te goods into public goods is an exchange of whose 
economic advantage'the State it,self is the Judge. • 

If, however, we prefer to suppose that there is a personll1 separa
tion 'between the producing State and the 'Consuming ~tizens, the 
exchange of which we have been speaking may also t<Jke on the 
ordinary external app~arance of at! exchange of two goods by two 
persons. This is precisely theQ:typothes~that we adopteq in speaking 
of special public services. 

For those who haye foll~wedthe theory developed in the pages 
which have pn;ceded, there can be no doubt. that, if it is recognized. 
that an exchange-relationship exists ,betw~en. the consumer and the 
State producing the spe¢ial public service.(an exchange-relationship 
also exists between the. State as. the . producer of general public 
services all-d. the comI?J-unity of tax-payers) 

In fact, we have made clear that spe~ial public services differ from 
general public servis:es for re~sons of a mer.ely technical ch,aracter, 
depending on whether these 'Servi~es. are or are not divisible into 
units .o.f sale. 4t foUoW!! that the same public service may assume, 
according to circumstances, the' character of either a special or a 
'g\1neral service.) This is ~ruc with respect to the maintenance of 
.liigbWilYS) this has been', and may be, a special public service if, in 
order to cover the cqst, a toll is imposed; but it becomes a general 
public service if it is found more convenient to impose a tax. Now, 
the transformation of the toll int&., an equivalent share of income 
cannol change the original nature ofth~ economic relationship which 
exists between the producing State and ~e consuming ci4zen. And 
this relationship is one of exchange. . '" ' 

A further example may be seen in the(adtI!.i~~!:'!t:!9I\:ofjus.tice~ 
Its cost is covered in p~rt by tees ,and in part by taxes; but it might 
also be covered by a tax alone or by a fee alone. 

The same may. be said of{Q~blic)nstructioll\ Recourse is had to 
students' fees to cover the ~ost of that, part which is divisible and is 
actual:ly divided into units bf individu'al consumption; the tax is 
adc;>pted !n order to cover the cqst of that part which is not divisible 
or which it is not felt desirable to. divide. ' j • . 

Now .. if it is h~ld that exchange is involved in the' first instance, 
it must be, held that exchange is involved in the secol!rl' also. , 

. ~~nally,.Jt should be noted that the law of taxation in modern . 
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States is based on the assumption of an exchange-relationship;>that 
is, the exchange of a payment to the State for the provision of public 
services by the State,) In the olde~ta.tes, the tax could be paid and 
collected by virtue or the personal dQmination of the subject by the . 
sovereign, or of the conq'$red by the conqll~ror; or by virtue ora 
patrimoqial concession, which, is we have seen, is an attenuated form 
of servitude, ,In the constitutional law ofmqdern States, however, to 
the duty or obligation of citizens to pay taxes there corresponds the 
duty or obligation of the State to provide public services, • 
t(.To sum up::the tax is the price which each citizen pays the State' 
to cover his share of the cost of the general public services which he 
will consume,' (Once this has been pointed out, i~ becomes obvioUj , 
that the law of determination of the price-tax differs from the law of 
determination of the pnce-fee,just as tfie latter differs from the law' 
of determination of competitive price, as well as from that of 
monopoly price. 

It is precisely the se~rchfor this law which is the task of PublicI 
Finance,~ 

The fundamental difference between the fee and the tax lies in 
the difference in the technical processes whereby'they distribute the 
burden of public levies among the members of the community. 

(.We ha~e seen that, by means of~e, the cost of special puQ!ic 
services is distributed acc~g to each person's actual c;onsumption 
of pubfic goods. Individu~~u"!.E§on or ~~!!-~ bas~1 
for the distribution. --

"'TIie'salii'eSfstem cannot'be folI~wed in distributing.·!he-.r.ost of 
general public servicesj for, so far as thesl? services are l .. llcerned,\ 
individual consumption . is an unk,!1O\yn q1!~tity, The proble~ 
consists of solving for this unknown. We proceed, in this case, on 
the basis of certain pr9,umffitiojls) '. 

(We begin by assuming at aU the'members of the community;-. 
not merely some of them, as· may Jiappen 10 the case or special 
public services - pe consumers of general public services; 

This is a first presumpuon which corresponds, or comes very 
close, to reality, since it cannot be admitted that there are people 

. ,who lay no store by the independence of their fatherland, or the 
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defence of their property, or the safety of their pe:r:sons.) Those who 
might disclaim such interests may be regarded as negligible in 
number, or as a pathological group against which society must defend 
itself. On the other hand, we must, for the time being,regard as an 
open question the degree of esteem in which each person holds the 
various general public services and t~e measure in which he ;demands 
their production. , ' . 

In ,the second place, ever 'since Public Finance has existed, the 
,income of each citizen has been taken as an index for measuring his 
demand f~eneral public services; and it is on tTie basis ofthls 
presumption that taxes have been fiXed as a percentage of income.) 

,This is a second preSumption) which must be added to the 
preceding one. ~t is' necessary to see how close it is to reality.) 

There is no doubt that our inc~me is the index by which we 
measure the total of our consumption, present and prospective, 
individual and £ollective. <It is axiomatic that we consume in pro-

I portion ~ But this' proportion, .tr.ue foiThe whole,. may not 
be"uile for the part){Jt may happen that individuals having equal 
incomes distribute them differently, or are disposed to distribute them 
differently between the satisfaction of individual wants and the 

'sa.tisfaction of collective wants. 
--- This is the 'crux of the problem. )In fact, even on the less favourable 
hypothesis of two individuals having equal incomes - in which case 
it would be generally admitted that they owe the jiame amount in 
taxes - it may happen that one demands ,and consumes relatively 
more public goods and th~ o~er relatively more privat~ gOCfds. All 
the xtiore reason for questioning the presumption that Brown de-

• mands and consumes twice the alnoOnt of public services as com:' 
pared with. Smi~ merely.because'he has ·an income twice that of 
Smith. . : . 

. ~evertheless the, pr~umption is closer to reality than it seems1 
. It is net;essary,first of ,all •. to s'!bstitute for individual de~and, 

which in the levying of fees .makes itself felt on each separate occa
sion, at least consumption' as spread over a series of years, during 
which it may happen that Brown may consume, at a given IIloment, 
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public services which he did not consume before, and vice versa. 
The demand for public serviceS presupposes, as a rule, those changes 
in external circumstances to which every individual may find himself 
exposed in the course of his life. And since our society is founded On 
the principle of progressive change (il principio di divenire), it is 
very probable that everyone will experience changes in circumstances 
and therefore compensations over a period of time. (In short,' it is 
possible to maintain that every taxpayer pays taxes to-day, npt only 
in consideration of his present wants, but also in anticipatio~ of 
future wants.~milarly, individual taxpayers-must be faced, 'not 
with the consumption of one particular public service)- with respect 
to which the differences between individual citizens may be very 
great -'but with the total of public services} since it is probable that 
Brown consumes, in proportion to his income, more of service A and 
less of service B, and Smith; with an equal income, more of service 
B and less of service A. "If we have reference to the sum of these two 
services, instead of to '~ne of them alone, the difference between 
Brown and Smith diminishes or disappears. 

To sum up:(for the series of acts of consumption and of con
sumers, different i,n time and in space, we may substitute, within 
reasonable time-limits - fox: example, the life of as:.eneration - an 
average c~nsumption fo; the individ~TOr"j:ven for the family 
group. ) 

IThe process of compensat,iQ!!..Jtnd of aver~es is here neither 
arbitrary nor unreal, but corresponds to a, condition found in 
concrete reality; for it merely transforms, fore,ch ind~vidual ~nd 
for a given time, a series of different prices into a single average 
'subscription' price. - And, in this way the presumption that the 
consumption of public goods is proportioJlal to incoie tak~ a first 
step toward reality:'} '", '-

But this- first step is not sufficient; nor is it the most important 
step. -

The circumstance. which, more than anything else, provides a 
better basis for this presumption, is tha( almost all general public 
services take on the character of goods which are instt:lltnental in the 
production and necessary for the consumption of the goods produced 
by private persons} lTo this should. 'be added the fact that, if a " 
number of the general public services directly benefit some groups~ 
more ~a!l others, indirecty they are useful to all.) This is true of the 
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maintenance of highways, which are used directly by those who 
transport merchandise,; and are also us<rd indirectly by those who 
consume the merchandise. The same may be said of the administra
tion of justice, the maintenance of public security, etc. • ' 

'-From this characterization of general public services is derived 
the fact that their utilization on the part of citizens varies with ,the 
amount of income) The larger the amount of private wealth, the 
production of which is aided and the 'enjoyment of which is assured 
by general public services,' the greater will be' the consumption of 
these general public services. 
, Hence" if account is taken of the average consumption, over time 

and space, of the various general public services, and if account is 
taken,. above all, of their instrumental ~haracter, we may accept 
witb. sufficient confidence the(Proposition'Fhat, the- consumption of general 
publicseruict'f is proportional to the income of eack citizen.) ... -

This b~co'1lles, so far as we are concerned, the premise necessary 
for, the construction of the pure theory of the tax. t . ~ 

Despite this conclusion, it still remains true that income does not 
give an exact and certain m<{asure of the individual demand for and 
consumption of public goods. And it is precisely fOl: this reason that 
the theory of Public Flnance seeks to correct the index of income by 
means of the concurrent use of other subsidiary coefficients; such as 
the number of ~hildre?, or die a.s..e of the tru.r-payers, or the absolute 
amount of minimqIl} taxaQkjncome, etc. 'V:'he truth at which we 
finally arrive is this: that apart, though it be a very small part, of the 
basis o.n which the struCture of taxation is erected is necessarily 
arbitrary')This truth must be a constant warning to the builders of 
systems of taxation, in order that they may avoid the danger of 
adding, to thi two presumptions Jndtcated, which repiesent. the 
necessary minimum for the constr~tion of a sound tax-system, other 
unnecessary presumptions ~hich' ~n the aggregate tend to carry us 
farther and farther away from reality. 

(From this danger arises": inev~l!-bly, !iL two-fold tendency in 
theory and in legislation) . • , 

. One is the, tendencf of those who build their'system on the 
arbitrary element and enlarge'it step by step, until\they arrive at the 
affirmation that the tax is an act of the sovereign will of the State, 
independent of the economic substance of the exchange of tax
payments for public services. It is the theory of the old.jurists of 
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absolutistn, which is coming back through the work of some modern 
jurists who are anxious to increase the power of the State over the 
indivi<\ual. 

The other tendenty is that of those who, starting from tlie 
exchange-relationship between taxes and public services, build on 
the natural play of economic farces, reducing as muCh as possible the' 
margin of what is arbitrary, in order to achieve a more stable political 
equilibrium. • . e' 

(From what has gone before, there follows another difference 
between the ~ and the fee; namely, that of the productivity of the 
t:XHeDditure on general public serviCdI, as compared with that on 
special public sen ices. ) . • 

, ',The fact is that, so far as the fee is concerned, a sure proof of the 
productivity of expenditure is given by the fact that citiz~.buy, at 
the price set, all th~ units produced. In the case of the tax, however, 
this datum of con~l is lacking. \, C) J 

Since the demand for general public services,is a mere presump
tion on the basis of inoome, it may happen that the State will con
tinue for a long time in anti-economic production. The representative 
organs of the community may, voluntarily or involuntarily, make a 
presumptive calculation with ~pect to -the demand· for general 
public goods which does not correspon"d to the effective estimate of 
wants by.the citizens. . 

From this it follows that under a system of taxes it is~ible to 
carry out class policies which are anti-economic from thel.andpoint 
of the community, for a longer time and to a greater eXtent than 
would be followed under a system of fees. The classes which are 
politically inferior or weak pay for publi~ services which they would 
not demand of their own accord. 

. : The unproductiveness of public expenditures produces crises of 
economic exhau;;tion and' of political reaction, which in the long 
run re-establish equilibrium. J . ' 

Now, such a danger cad be avoided or attenuated whenever and 
to the extent that, for the posthumous Control exercised by the 
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consumer under the system of private economic prices or' of public 
fees, is substituted the preventive intervention of tax-payers, which is 
possible when taxes are used. 

Only if the :tax-payers participate in the initial calculation of 
wants, in which each person judges the economic advisability of 
paying a given tax in order to obtain in exchange a given public 
service, and only if this calcul~tion is subjected to annual revision 
and is open td criticism and continuouS public discussion by the 
Press, the political parties, and parliament, is it possible to have a 
guarantee that what is invo!ved is a productive public expenditure'
that is, pne which is regarded as such by those who bear the cost.1 

The procedure just described is tied up with the political consti
tution of the State; since only a constitution which gives to the 
rlargest possible number of citizens the right 'and the means of 
rparticipating in the calculation of value to the community and the 
periodic revision of this calculation can also give the greatest possible 
guarantee against the danger of unproductive expenditures." 

1 Students should be warned against the common error to the effect that 'individual 
yaluations of the utility of general public services are impossible because the share of 
utility which each individual citizen deriv~ from the military defence of aational 
territory, or the administration of justice, or public security, or the maintenance of 
highways, is unknown and unknowable'. 

This -it is said - bas no counterpart in private economics! As a matter of fact, 
however, in order to demolish the series of economic errors contained in these proposi
tioris, it is well to take a concrete example precisely from 'private economics'. When 
Jones buys a ticket for a theatrical performance, could it be said that the share of,utility 
which he derives from the performance is known or knowable? Yet no one can doubt 
that there ,does exist an economic exchange-relationship between the price of the ticket 
and the enjoyment that the buyer hopes to derive from its use. ' . 

The example of the theatrical performance is a case of value or exchange which, 
when carried over from private economics into the economics of Public Finance. 
becomes, in the latter, the typical case of value in the production and consumption 
of general public services. . 

To sum up: the misunderstanding resides in the belief that it is necessary to set 
against the tax which is paid, the share of public service consumed by each individual 
citizen; whereas it is enough to set the individual evaluation of the tax paid, or to be 
paid, against the individual evaluation of the general public service demanded. 

The only necessary condition is that the evaluation must hi! made by the same 
person, as taxpayer and as user of the public goods .. (Cf. the following note.) 

• Many deny that every citizen bas the capacity to judge the advisability of public 
expenditures, and they therefore maintain that the direction of politics must remain 
in the hands of the intellectual elite. 

Against this, which is the theory of absolute government, we may set the following 
alternative proposition: if the judgment with respect to the advisability of a given 
policy is left to one class, this class will end by deciding in its own particular interest 
and not in that of the community. This latteJ: prqposition is, indeed, confirmed by 
history. . '" 

As for the capacity to evaluate the utility of a public expenditure, there is no doubt 
that it demands culture and historical experience and knowledge and aptitudes with. 
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<.Now this theory of the tax, which has a political orientation, has 
a counterpart in Private Economics} Consider the cas'Tin"Which the 
consumers, insteadofbuying a given good after it has been produced 
- thus leaving to the producer the adjustment of supply to demand
give their orders in advance for the quantity which each person 
requires per day. For example, a baker produces 1000 loaves of 
bread daily because he has arrived experimentally at this quantity 
as being equal to the demand of his customers. If, on the other 
hand, it is supposed -that each customer orders in advance the 
quantity of bread which he requires per day, the result is no different 
in practice. The advance orders for bread -will be 1000 loaves. 

<We are dealing, therefore, with two different procedures which 
lead in practice to the same equilibrium position, with the negligible 
difference that the oscillations about the point of equilibrium pass 
from the budget of the produeer to those of the individual consumers. 

The example of the baker who produces at his own risk 1000 

loaves of bread daily is, in essence, the case by which we may pass 
from Private Economics to the part of Public Finance which is 
concerned with th~ fee.) 

(On the other hand, the example of the consumers who, at their 
own risk, order from the baker the quantity of bre~d which they 

which only superior individuals are endowed; and therefore we rnay grant that only 
thia superior elite can and should make the financial calculation in the interest of the 
othen who. are held to be incapable of doing so. 

Granting this much by way of premise, certain facts must be emphasized. 
(Q) Firat of all, the citizen rarely finds himself CQnfronted with the problem of 

whether or not it is advantageous to spend two or three billions at one time, in order -
to provide for a given institution - for example, the army. Few people, when con
fronted by .uch a problem for the first time, would be in a position to answer. 

In reality, the problem of expenditures usually presents itself as an increase or 
decr_ of expenditures which have been made previously, and which hsd been taking 
form only graduaUy. 'la it advantageous to increase or decrease expenditw-e for the 
anny. or for roads, or for public works, or for public safety, or for pub]f - ... truction?' 
It is a queation of deciding the margi"al expenditure for each public st.mce and the 
relative IIImgiIlDl increase or decrease of a tu. Many are in a position to form an 
opinion 1Vith reference to such a problem. 

(b) III the second place, the modem citizen is not isolated; on the contrary, he is 
a member of aome political organization or party which has its traditional position with 
respect to the more important problems involving public expenditures and tues. 
These are discussed in the press. in propagandist meetings, political organizations, 
and in parliament. 

The preparatory public discussion is directed by the elites of aU parties. The 
individual citizen need only make his final choice. 

In the final analyaia, therefore, what is being discussed is not so much the question 
of individual capacities, but is rather the old problem of whether the judgment with 
respect to the advisability of a given course of action is or must be the result of a 
eonftict of the ideas of the various llit~I, or of the unilateral will of only one of these. 
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need each day is, in essence, the typical case by, which we may 
p~s from Private Economics to that part of Pub1jc Finance. which is 
concerned with the tax, assuming that the tax-payers have the right 
to approve and that in fact they do approve. the levying of taxes. ) 

§5 

(fhis is not an abstract economic constru~ti(;>n; on the contrary, 
it is derived from history and explains a fund~ental provision 
which c;;all be found in the constitutions of all cbnntries with repre
sentative government -!-namely, that n~_lM may he dets:r,!llined 
UE,9n.Qr collected uWs:ss it is approvt..cL.h~e. . .t.epr<rsentatives of the 
nati,?.!!.) . 
~he right of the taxpayers to consent to taxes is very old; it comes 

down from the epoch of subsidies, ,grants, donations, and benevo
lences. 1 which the sovereign demanded and the subjects granted, 
when patrimonial revenues were insufficient.· 
. This right was more or less lost on th~ continent under the 

domination of absolute monarchy, and was re~ained bymeans of 
revolution. It was never lost ill England, however, where Parliament' 
and the people defended it by means 01 a tenacious and continuous 
,struggle which had its 'first victorious affirmation in the MagBa" 
Charta of 1215 and ended in 1688 with the recognition of the 
sovereignty of Parliament in the matter of levying taxes. 

'The struggle had three phases. . ."'. . 
The' :fi~revolved about the right of the tax-payers to gran\ ~r, 

refuSe the subsidies or 'donations' which the sovereign had to request 
and could .llo.!..~ose. " ' 

The second revolved about the right to cli,§tribute thF--prQceeds pf
J 

,t~es among th~ v~ous.~ex~~it~. ~he sove~eign! ar 
, representative of the ,executive power. affiImed his excIuSlve rIght 

to spend at his discreUon the, proceeds of the taxes to which Parlia-
menfhad given'its consent; ,and the latter, asrepresentative of the 
tax-payers, claimed that this right 'belonged to the body that ha~ 
granted the taxes. This second struggle also ended with ~the victory 
of Parliament, which, through lfe budget estimate, accomplishes 

1 See Book 1, chap. II, § 8. ., 
• Patrimonial revenues were at that time considered ordinary; the grants represented 

e!lltraordinary revenues. ' • 
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just this aim of distributing revenues among the various governmental 
departments and- the various public services. 

Thereafter, in order to protect itself against the danger that the 
executive power, in administering the budget, might divert funds 
from the expenditures to which they had been assigned, Parliament 
also reserved for .itself the right to superintend the execution of the 
budget, which it does by means of the comptroll~r-~neral in 
England, the Corte dei ClJTlti in Italy, and through other officials. Or 
agencies elsewhere.' 

Once this step has been taken, the condition necessary for a 
solution of the problem does not rest in the fact that the rights of the 
taxpayer are wPUen into constitutional documents, but in the 
degree of strength with which these , rights are felt by the people and 
in the consequent efficacy with which they are exercised by parlia-

, Note should be taken of the relationship between these three phases and what 
happens in every private economy in which the individual first produces the inCO!lle,' 
then distributes it among his various needs and finally consumes it, 

'In my opinion,: writes Thorold Rogers, 'the consent of the taxpayer to extra
ordinary grants had to be obtained at all times, and the framers of the Great Charter I 
were not putting new limitations on the power of the Crown when they drew up the, 
memorable clauses in that ancient instrument, but were simply affirming what was1 
C:UltOmary or notorious.' (The Ecrmomic Interpretation of History [London, 1909r 
p.120.) -

G. Park Fisher: 'The Magna Charta (1215) secured two great principles: first, 
that the King could take the money of his subjects only when it was voted to him for a 
public object; and ,ecrmdly, that he could not punish or imprison them at his will, but 
~uld only punish them after conviction, according to the law, by their countrymen. 

'The Grest Charter is based on the Charter of Henry I (lIOo-Il3S). It precisely 
defi~ and .ecures old customs.' (Outlinel of Universal History [New York, 1885], 
VoL I. p. 296.) • 

Edward 1 "272-1307), against his inclination, swore to the 'Confirmation of the 
Charters', by which he engaged not to impose taxes without the consent of Parlis
ment. (Id'l p. 316.) 

Since file Crown often failed to keep the pledges assumed and the s1!ruggle con
tinued, it waa· constrained periodically to renew them: a fact which suggests to Lord 
Macaulay the conpnent that the rights of the English citizen, instead of r,.L/ being 
written in old and venerable documents, have been rooted for more than 1\ A hundred 
yesn in the heart of every Englishmsn, without distinction of party. 

Thi. right was imported into the United States from England, was preserved as an 
old British tradition, and was then reconsecrated by the War of Independence and 
written into Isw. -

The first effective resistance which assumed a character of general importance 
came whrn Great Britain attempted to impose internal taxes in America. The levies 
proposed did not represent a great burden in themselves; but they were justly considered 
by the Atnerica. people as a forerunner of eventual acts of interference by the Parlia
ment of the mother ~untry in II)Iltters on which the colonies were even more sensitive 
than they were on questions of money. Such, for example, was the threat, already 
voiced, that England might wish to impose the episcopal hierarchy on the colonies. 

When, however, the English Parliament, confronted by popular opposition, 
repealed the Stamp Act, it wished nevertheless to reaffirm its absolute right to legislate 
for the colonies on questiona of all kinds, and this claim took a ~ncrete form in the 
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ments. It is not enough that there be a legal norm;. there must be an 
operating force. To the extent that this force' actually functions, it 
eliminates in pure theory and attenuates in applied theory - where 
it must overcome the inevitable forces of friction - the difference 
between the fee a~d the t~x in the matter of the productivity of 
public expenditures. 

To the extent that these conditions are not present, the tax is a 
reflection of the interests of the dominant class, which may coincide 
or may not coincide with the interests of the community . 
. ITo sum Up: the right of the tax-payers to approve taxes and to 

distribute them among the individual branches of expenditure is 
the most important economic element in modem constitutional 
law and is a necessary and integral element in the modem theory of 
taxationl . 
attempt to levy a tax on the tea imported into America. The American people, how
ever, promptly met this with immediate and general resistance, considering it an 
invasion of the elementary rights belonging to every Englishman, and therefore to 
every citizen of the colonies. who. in transferring his residence to America. had re
mained an English citizen. 

The obstinacy of Parliament and the tenacity of the American people led to the 
Revolutionary War as it was then called, or the War of Independence, as it was later 
called~ . 

I should like to cite, the thought of Washington, which I consider representative 
of the popular sentiment. . . . 

In 1774, a year before he was nominated Commander of the Continental Forces, 
he wrote to a friend (Bryan Fairfax):-'As to your political sentiments, I would heartily 
join in them, so far as relates to a humble and dutiful.petition to the throne; provided 
there was the most distant hope of success. But have we not tried this already? ..• 

'I observe, or think I observe, that government is pursuing a regular plan. at the 
expense of law and justice, to overthrow our constitutional rights and liberties; how 
can I expect a,ny redress from a measure which has been ineffectuall,. tried already? 
For, Sir, what is it we are contending against? Is it against paying the duty of three
pence per pound on tea because burthensome? ,No, it is the right only, we have' all 
along disputed, and to this end we have already;.petitioned his Majesty in as humble 
and dutiful e: manner as subjects could do. Nay, more, we applied to ·the House of 
Lords and House of Commons in their different legislative capacities, setting forth, 
that as Englishmen) we could not :be deprived of this essential and valuable part of a 
constitution. . . . '" . 

'What hope then from petitioning; when they tell us, that now or never is the time 
to fix the matter? ShaH we, after this, whine and cry for relief, when we have already 
tried it in vain? Or shall we supinely sit and see one province after another fall a prey 
to despotism? Ifl was in any doubt, as to the right which the Parliament of Great 
Britain had to tax us withOllt our consent, I should most heartily coincide with you 
in opinion, thafto petition, and petition only, is the proper method to apply for relief; 
because we should then be asking a favour, and not claiming a right, which by the-law 
of nature and our constitution, we are,in my opinion, indubitably entitled to. I 
should even think it criminal to go further than this under such an idea; but none such 
have I. I think the Parliament of Great Britain hath no more right to put their hands 
into my pockets, without my consent, than I have to put mine into yours for money .•.. 

'I wish, I own, that the dispute had been left to posterity to determine, but the 
crisis is arrived when we must assert our ,rights, or submit to every imposition that 
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§6 

<.In discussing the productivity of public expenditures, it is 
necessary to emphasize another difference, of a pe~~en(~!laracter, 
between the fee and the tax. It resides in the fact that, even on the 
abstract hypothesis of a state in which all taxpayers would partici
'pate in the preparation of the budget, ithe expenditures on general. 
public services always contain an element of partial unproductive
ness, as compared with the expenditures of private individuals, on 
the one hand, and those of the State for special public ~ervices, on 
the othert For, as a'rule, the private producer adapts the supply 
only to fue arithmetical sum of th~ individual demands of actual 
consumers; nor does the State act differently under a system of fees. 
can be heaped upon us, till custom and use shall make us as tame and abject slaves, 
•• the blacks we rule over with such arbitrary sway ... If you disavow the right of 
Parliament to tax US (unrepresented as we are), we only differ in respect to the mode 
of opposition.' (Lucretia Perry Osborn, WaJhington Speaksjar Hiwelf [Charles Scrib-
ner'. SOnl, 19271, pp. 61/.) . 

In France the right to assent to tax~s, after having gone by default for centuries, 
was won by the Great Revolution; it was written into the Declaration of Rights, was 
put into practice, and .Iowly makel its way into the people's consciousness, without 
one'. being able to 88y that it has as yet struck deep root. 

But in other continents! countries, into which this right was imported from 
France and granted by sovereigm to their peoples, it was an unesrned blessing, a right 
leldom used by parliaments, hardly understood by the people. A suggestive example 
ia to be found in Italy, where absolute monarchy lasted without being subject to 
control until the very eve of the establishment of the new kingdom. 

Maeaimo D'Azeglio writes as follow8 (La politica e it diritto cristiano, p. 33. Flor
ence. 1860): 'There is a trestise on the duties 0/ wbiects towtUds their montUch, com
piled officially for the primary schools of the Lombard-Venetian kingdom; this treatise 
haa been memorized in aU the schools of upper Italy for forty years; one may get an 
idea of it from the following passage: . 

• "Q.-Why '''lUt the mbjt!t:.U regard the sovereign as their maJter? 
• "A.-The 8ubjects must regard the sovereign as their master because he has full 

rights over their goods and their persona.' .. ,.- --
And the treatise gael on to draw all possible corollaries from this ~,damental 

principle. 
It ia worth comparing thia treatise with the Phi/osophico1 Catechism jar the Use of 

Primary Schoo" (Catechismo filosojico per 1U0 delle scuole in/eriori), published at Pesaro 
by the Tipogralia Nobill in 1832; at Modena in 1833; and at Naples by the royal press 
in 1837. where it had the good fortune to have two further editions in 18501 

I reproduce the only part that has to do with taxes: 
'Student.-Whm the prince overburdens the mbjects with mormous taxes and squanders 

1M money of the State, would rebellion and insurrection 0/ the people be jlUtified? 
'Teacher.-It would not be juatified, because the people have no right to judge the 

need. and expenditures of their princes. And the Holy Spirit, through the mouth of 
St. Paul, has said to the people: Pay your taxes; it has not said: Audit the King's 
accounts. Moreover, if it i. true that a prince dissipates a part of the money of the 
State, it ia also true that revolution completely upsets both public and private finance, 
and injures aU the property of the subjects of the State.' . 
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On the other himd, when what are involved are general public ser
vices, which are indivisible, the State is, to be sure, guided in its 
choice of a given type of production by the anticipated demand of 
the majority; but it subsequ<;ntly adapts the supply to the total 

_ consumption of ~e majority and the minority. 1 

( If, therefore, we are to judge the economic utility of public ex-' 
penditures, it would be necessary to deduct from the degree of pro
ductiveness felt by the majority the degree of unproductiveness felt 
by the minOl;ity) . . , ' 

On .the other hand, it' would be erroneous to measure the harm 
done to the recalcitrant minority by the whole amount of tax which 

'this I,ninority i~ obliged to pay; for the minority becomes a de facto 
consumer of the service pr6ducedand therefore it is probable that 
the minority; or some part of it, would have consented to the produc
,tion of the puhli,c service if a smaller tax had been suggested. The 
damage suffered by the 'minority is. measured, therefore, by the 
differerice b~tweefi the tax which it pays and that lesser tax which it 
would havel:>een willing to pay. 

(From this conClusion results a difference between PriV'llte 
Economics and Public Finance which has noteworthy consequences: 
namely/that demand and. consumption coincide in Private Economics, 
whereas'they do not coillcide in Public Finance;, Public goods are 
consumed by .those. who did not demand them, 'as well as by. those 
who did.'~: !" 

\, On the question of the productivity of the tax, it may be useful 
to call attention to a common error of mercantilist origin) 

It is alleged that high taxes do not harm the community, because 
the wealth which the State takes in' taxes remains in the country 
and rf!turns to the taxjayers in the form of wages. 

To this. argument, it l<:Quldbe ,objected that the proceeds of a 
tax never return to the ~ery same people who have paid it; but even 
if we grant that the 'same people..receive these proceeds in the form 

t This happens also"in those private enterprlses which operate according to decisions 
voted by a majority. But this case, which in' private economics is of a secondary or 
temporary nature, represents the germ of what, in Public Finance, develops to the 
point of becoming the typical case. . 

• II CtWattere teorico dell'economia jinanziaria, Book I, chap. III, § s. 
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of wages for labour, or in the form of a price for goods sold to the 
State, it would still be true that we are dealing here with an ancient 
economic fallacy. 

As a matter of fact, the citizen who sub.sequently gives his labour 
to the State undergoes a second sacrifice for which he expects a 
second compensation. The State, therefore, pays him a wage or a 
price which closes this second round of give and take. The first 
sacrifice, however, remains unrewarded, inasmuch as the payment 
represented by the tax is still to be compensated for; and it can 
obtain such compensation through a counter-offering of public 
services. 

The error in this theory resides, therefore, in the fact that wages, 
which represent the form in which the proceeds of the tax return to 
the community, cannot be the single counterpart of two distinct 
credits which the citizens hold against the State. 

§8 

Value to the Individual 

\Having clarified the notion of 'value to the community', which is 
represented by the relationship between the total utility of public 
goods and the total amount of taxes, we have now to deal with the 
problem of distributing the burden oftaxation among the consuming 
crtiieris=--- that is, the problem of 'value to the individual'~ 

'" '-~efore discussing this matter, it would be well to point out the 
connectibn between the problem of the productivity of the tax and 
the probleth of its distribution.; 

On the abstract hypothesis that all taxpayers are called upon to 
give their judgment in advance concerning the advisability of a 
public expenditure, each one of them will, in his individual budget, 
make a' comparison between the marginal utility of the general 
public service and the marginal utility of the tax. Let us now sup- ' 
pose ~. all the taxpayers decide upon and give their assent to' the 
building of a given railroad line or a given system of fortifications, 
each contributing 10 per cent of his own income. • 

\From the standpoint of this theoretical set-up, it follows logically 
tha~ the probl~m of value to the individual- that is, the problem of 
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the distribution of the tax~burden - is settled at .the very moment 
, that a decision is made with respect.to the problem of 'value to the 
cOJllmunity' -that is, the problem of the productivity of the public 
expenditUre. l"·' ,. . . ' 

Yet even though we remain within the limits set by this theoretical 
hypothesis, the truth which we have just stated is always modified in 
the concrete case, as soon as we pass from the process of making the 
decision to that of carrying it out - the latter process involving the 
determination of the amount of each person's income, an agreed 
percentage of which is to go in taxes. For this second task will start 
a conflict among the very same taxpayers who have decided upon 
the expenditure - a struggle in which each person will attempt to 

. pay the smallest possible tax. 
i. It is in this way that the problem of distributing the tax~burden 

becomes independent of the problem of the productivity of public 
expenditure) • 

Still more obviously does it become an independent problem 
when account is taken of the facts (I) that not all taxpayers participate 
in ~e calct¥ation with respect to the value to the community of a 
given expenditure, (2) that not all exercise the same relative influence 
in the making of this calculation, (3) that not all give their assenf, (4) 
and that over a period of time, during which the first decision is 
subjected to periodic reyision, the same individuals are not involved. 

(.This struggle usually leads to' an actual distribution of the tax 
which does not coincide with our theoretical hypothesis~according 
to which, every contributor is bound to pay an actual JO per cent of 
his income. Even if the total expenditure is equal to 10 per cent of 
the national income, it is highly probable, that some will pay more, 
and others less, than 10 per cent of their own individual incomes. 

(.It is the task ofa positive system oftaxatioIi and of the improvements 
made in such a .system to make the two results coi~cide.'\ . 

-~---." - - -_. 

§9 

\. With this purpose in mind, it is possible, in distributing the tax~ 
burden among the individual taxpayers, first of all.toexact a pe~
centa~ of th~ ~!.~come?f e~~1!. t3.J{payeiXor it is p~Ssible to strike 
separately the vanou~texnents that make uP the total mcome)- such 
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as, for example, the income from land, buildings, or professional 
or business activity. \In the first case, a sing~ is employed; in the 
second, a system of many taxes,) '_ 

Similarly, it is possi~ strike only the income of each tax
payer, or to strike the whole series of acts that make up private con
sumption, or to strike both income and consumption. This gives rise 

i to the problem of direct and indirect tax'!.tion, and of the reciprocal 
'relationships between the two. 

fJ'hese two problems and others of less importance constitute the 
theory of the technical distribution of the tax-burden, because they 
have to do with the structure of concrete systems oftaxation~' These 
systems are established by law, but it is presumed that their structure 
is dictated by criteria of an essentially technical nature. 

\In addition; a tax may vary, not onty according_tQ.§e!l_ahIx:e_of 
in~om_es, but also according~o th~~ize-) It is possible to decree that 
the Targer incomes shall pay a larger percentage than do the lower 
incomes; or, vice versa, that smaller incomes shall pay relatively 
more than large ones; or, finally, that large and small incomes shan 
pay the same percentage. 

(This gives rise to the problem of progr_es~ve, .!~gLessiY.e....de
gr~ive, and proportio,~ation~ to the problem of the exe~tion 
of miDimum or small incomes, to the problem of disc~ation, etc. 
These are problems which enter into the theory of what we shall call 
the ~uridical distribution of the tax-burden; by way of indicating that 
the legislator follows a scheme of his own for the distribution of the 
burden of taxation among the various categories of taxpayers and 
believes that it is ~ble to realize this scheme ope legis, without 
regard to the natural play of economic forces; and even in opposition 
to them.--

It t!!en becomes necessary, however, to take account orl.e action 
of these forces, in so far as they may neutralize, reinforce, or modify 
the effects which are sought by means of the juridical distribution. 
The legislator may have established a distribution which weighs 
more heavily on some categories of incomes than it does on others; 
he may have exempted certain incomes altogether. But after this 
has been done, it is a question of knowing whether the play of 
economic forces will neutralize these differences in fiscal treatment, 
in sl!ch a 'way as to cause a return, in another form, of the economic 
equilibrium which existed previously. 
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(To sum up: the problem of .distribution ni.ay be subdivided into 
three chapters: a first chapter wlllch studies technical distribution; a 
second, whicJ1 studies juridi~al distribution; .~d a third, which 
studies econoJ11ic; Pistribution. ) . . -

It is difficult to give a satisfactory logical order to t;hls threefol( 
investigation, because tach· of the· three problems is connected with 
the other two, and ·the study' of one presupposeS, at several points, a. 
knowledge of the.others. 

Neve.rtheless~ it seems most convenient to begin with the question 
of direct and in~lrect tax~s, which are tpe two largest branches of 
taxation ·and to which it will often be necessary to refer in treating of 
economic and juridical .distribution~ . . 



D IRE eTA ND IN D IR E c:r T A XES 

Summary: The problem of the technical distribution of taxes - The ad" 
ministrative difference between direct and· indirect taxes and. the 
criticism thereof-The economic basis 'Of the distinction .:- Indirect 
taxes complement direct taxes - Diiect taxes complement indirect 
taxes -Indirect taxes r~duce to the minimum the frictional forces 
involved in collection - The ele~entary condition for the appear" 
ance and develepment Qf indirect taxation - A note on method 

,. 
(THE' problem. of the <technical. distpbution of taxes' resolves itself 
into a discussion of' actual tax systems, which distribute the total 
tax"burden among the ~!1rious ~ategories of incomes and taxpayers. 

We take it for granted tha~in every tax three elements are in" 
volved: the definiti~n of taxable incoI!lC';; the ascert.ajument of-the; 
amount of this income; the coUection of the tax) ~ 

Co~rectIon is ~'simply a miller of' ~o'ney"paynient; and the 
determination of the tax-rate results from the arithmetic relationship 
between the financial requirementso£ th~ State and the total of 
taxable incoml. These problems are of no great interest to theory. 

Once taxat:>le Jn~me has been defined, it;s appraisal' remains the 
most important elemeq(ary fact. in aU questions pertainin.K..to taxa" 
tion. For it is the methods of appraisal adopted wV ... decide 
whether the estimate is correct and complete. and Whether it js 
equal and uniform as between the various taxpayers. 

The tax-system is above all a more or less sensitive. mechanism 
designed to ascertain the iJ;1comes or, more generally, the wealth of 
the 'Citizens. It approaches perfection according to the. degree in 
which it succeeds in appraising incomes with increasing precision, 
absolutely and relatively. 

If we could know the amount of each citizen's fortune, the pro
blem of the distribution of taxes would cease to ~xist or would hav~ 
little importance. .., • 
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lTax-systems, as they actually exist, are divided'into the two 
branches of direct and indirect taxes.) , 
1 The direct taxes are. the taxes on income from land, and th'e tax 

on buildings; the tax on intan 'bles or 'movable property', 1 whiCh 
f~ on income ~m investments, .a~ w,ell as on t at an ng rom 
busmess and essional activi ; ana,hnally, -the tax on total 
m ividu:il income.) These, taxes. strIke the citizen's income at the 
~ent of its p'!~ducti.oTt. ~.Ind~ect ~axes .are those. which strike the 1 p~te consumptIon of cifiz.ens and als~sfers of ptoperty. They 
strike the income at the moment when the citizen s~nds it to ac 're 
othe~r...f's"'O""""""""l 

(The crite on for ·distingUishing between the two types of tax) 
which is usually employed in, practical adminis't:r:ation$,as reference 

• to the metl~9dof pj~l¥tion) According to this criterion, those taxes 
are considered direct which are collected on the basis 0& lists con
taining'the naIJle.s-of the tax1>~yers, and which recur at fix~d inter-\ 
vals; those taxes are considered ingir,ect which are collected on the 
occasion of cert~ill.defini!e a.,cts, which do not come at fixed intervals 
~nd . are n2! _su.s~e.ptible to a method of collection involving lists of 
names. 

Against -this distinction it has been objected that taxes which 
undoubtedly have the same eco . c character b ' ct or 
in . ect accor mg to e m~tho~ction chosen for t~m.(" One 
n~minded iliat the taxes on carriages, on dogs, and tin 
motor vehicles, which are usualIy collected on the basis of lists of 
names, are nevertheless taxes on consumption:·: The;administrative 
distinction must therefore be modified so as to read: 'Gtxes collected 
directly', and 'taxes collected indirectly'. In this form the distinction 
may be retained, in as much as it corresponds to the exigencies of 
financial administrati9n, which is precisely the agency of collection. 

kThis formal criterion becomes, inadequate, however, when a basis 
for qifferentiation is sought which shall emphasi~e' the distinct 
economic function ascribed .to each pf the two categori~ 

<rhus it has come about that. some writers have sought the 
scientific character of the distinction in the phenomeno,!Lof shi[ting) 
We shall see presently, however, .that'all ~a~es mayor may not.!>e 

Ishifted. \, Other writers, modifying this concept, have gon« back to 
the intention of the legislato~ so that direct taxes would be those 

... . -ryfiiiliatf:--tmp-Osta di Richezza Momlt: - Translator's note] 
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which are intended not to be shifted and indirect taxes are those 
which are intende<no be shifted. Agam, however, It ,hollId be noted 
that in every case shifting is a phenomeno~ which takes place after 
the intention of the legislator has been formulated, and is inde
pendent of such intention. 

Still other writers, confroqted with the uncertainty of such 
criteria, have ended by giving up the idea of making any sort of 
economic distinction which would differ from the administrative one. 

(On the other hand, a useful basis for distinction other than the 
administrative one mat be obtained if, instead of viewing the problem 
as it presents itself at the moment when the taxes are being c<?llected, 
we go back to the moment when taxable income is being app'raised; 

Let us recall that, in passing from tL.e fee to the tax, it was 
pointed out that the ~own in the problem is the 'individual 
demand' for general public servicesland that 'incom~' is taken as the 
equivalent of, or as an index measuring, individual demand. [Hence . 
it is througb the ascertainment of income that the vat'ue of the 
unknown is determinedJ) '-

(Now, this ascertainment may be made by the direct method of 
appraisal;..and in that case we shall call the tax that follows from such 
appraisal a 'direct' tax.) Direct appraisal of taxable income is not, 
however, always possible or exact. Whatever may be the method 
of valuation, one is persuaded that some incomes evade ascertain
ment in whole or in part, and that such ascertainment cannot be 
equally rigorous for all. Thus, it is possible that the bankevmd the 
professional man may succeed in concealing a greater ~ • of their 
income than the proprietor of lands and bouselS does of his. 

In such cases the errors and the deficiencies involved in the direct 
ascertainment of income may be discovered and in SOIlle measure. 
corrected by an indirect appraisal thereof, as when the private con
sumption oCeach citizen is used as the equivalent of,or.as an index 
measuring, his income. 

In other words{ income which escapes, in whole or in part, 
direct valuation at the moment of its production is watched for and 
seized in the successive moments in which its possessor spends it:, The v' 

Treasury waits for him to acquire private goods - whether they are 
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consumers' goods or producers' goods.-cin order that it' may deduce 
from the value Qf these goods the total income spent or· invested. 

(To sum uP~ we wish to give a greater degree of unity to the 
theory of the classification of public levies, it is necessary to take as 
a point of departure the individual (emand for pUblic services, which 
is the unknown quantity in the problem~ From the standpoint of 
·this demand, only the fee is a direct levy. 'The tax, on the other 
hand, is an indirect levy in its very origin, because it is commensurate 

. not with the demand for public g9ods,.but with the citizens' income, 
which is taken as an index of this demand. In its turn the indirect 
tax is commensurate with nei~er the demand for public services nor 
with. income, but. wi~ consumption and the acquisition of property, 
i~ so far as their vfllue is taken as an index of income. Hence, bearing 
in mind thatwe are considering these levies in their relation to public 
goods, 'we may say. that{clirect taxes are commensurate with an 
equivalent of individual demand for such goods, and indirect taxes 
are commensurate with an equivalent of this equivalent For this 
eason, if the fee is regarded as the only true direct levy, direct taxes 
muId be indirect Ievi~ of the first order, and indirect taxes would be 
ndirect levies of the second order. I 

. , -. 
§3 

Direct and Indirelf Taxes as MutuJJl Complements ' . 
<As can be seen, it is the same income that is at one time estimated 

iirectly, and at another, indirectly. This has given'rise to the old 
criticism that, indirect tax~ a d!!pli~ation..ofpr~ct !a;x:e., . In 
reality, however, the two types of tax dlVlQ.e· between them the 
taxpayer's fiscal obligation, wh1£h .. is· a 'SIngle aggregate deter
nuned In the li fit Of the t a er~ Income ana" the needS of the 
State. ence it is' a qu~ mer y -of" eo mg weer It is 
prererible to pay' the whole ofthi;' Obligation. by' means of clITect 
taxes _ii!o~9r by iiiaireCt Iai:~e; or p~ily by direct ana partly 
by mdirect taxes.'lt rs easy to show the technical superiority of a 

I
fisCal system in 'which, direct and iridirect taxes exist side by side and 
function in such a way that each complements the other.' . 

\Jfwe assume, as our first hypothesis, that it is desired to distribute 
the total tax burden equally - i.e., proportionally - over all in· 
comes, it would ,be well to describe precisely ~e way in whiell 
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indirect taxes con:ect or attelluate the inequalities of direct taxatioll) 
The direct apptaisal of income usually results in a figure which is 

less than the true income; but if it were less than the true figure by 
the same amount in' the <:as~of allJ!1_~, the problem would ~ 
resolved by raising the' tax-rate sufficientl~ to cover the need, and it 
~~l~ ~e unnecessary to have rCl:ourse 19 indirect taxation. In fact, 
however, the errors of under-estimation are not -equal for all tax
payers of the same category,and still less equal for taxpayers of 
different categories. , 

Let us imagine a landowner and a professional man, each of 
whom has a net income of 20,000; and let us suppose that the fonner 
has his annual income estimated a;t 18,000, and the latter.at gooo. 

If the tax is 20 per cent, the former would pay 3600,. and the 
latter, 1800; in all, 5400, which we shall suppose to be equal to the, 
financial need of the"""State.This amount, however, ought to be 

ivided e ually between the two' instead, the landowner ears goo 
ore t an ou, in com arison with the rofessional man. 

Let us now suppose at the tax-rate of 20 per tent is divided into' 
10 per cent direct taxes and 10 per cent indirect taxes. The land
owner will pay a land-tax of ~~ and the prqfessional man will 
pay a tax ofgoo on his income. ' 

.- _ So far as Uid'rrect taxes are concerned, however, the former will 
pay 10 p~r cent on,his net income q£ 2~,OOO minus the tax of~800, 
that is, on 18,200; the latter will pay 01} 20,000 minus goo,'t'hat is, 
on 19,100. In this way, on~ will pay 1820; and theoth~r 19r<l. The 
landowner will pay, altogether, in the way of direct ,and Indirect 
taxes, 18,Q!;! plus 1820, tha.t is, 3629; the professiontil man, 900 plus. 
1910, that is, 2810; the original inequality is notably deC!reased. ' 
since the landowner now pays only 405 more than her.-",llt to as' 
compared with the professional man. '""). -', -.a 

But the State now collects 6430 - that is, 1030 more than iJ; 
needs - because the, productivity of the tax has aISOincreased. By 
reducing the tax-rate proportionally frOm 10 per cent to aboUt 8:3 
per cent, the inequality between the two is further decrea~, 
because the landowner will now pay o@y about 365 more trian he 
shouler as compared WltJl the prolesSlonaI man. 
, .In thiS way It is posSible to xrunlInlZe the me ualit between the: '" 
two taxpayers. w was grea es w en ° y rect taxation was inl 
t'.-::----=-- ... ,orce.,· • 
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• <A' second casein which the two types of taxes comelement ea,ch 
Qther arises from the following two circumstances) (a) incOI.Jles cannot 
~b-t re-appraised as rapidly as they ya:r:y inA£t; and (b) these re-

. ~ j)raisals are not made at the same intervals for all taxes. Thus, the 
tax on land tends to be set for a very long peno ecause it is based 
upon a survey ofland-values; on buildings the re-appraisal is-made, 
or ~hould be made, at intervals shorter than those used in revising 
land-values, but longer .than those ad9pted for appraising income, 
from movable propertY. (Now, in the interval between one re-i 
appraisal and another, incomes change, but the changes are no~ 
ta~en account of by direct taxatio~ they are taken account of,: 
instead, by indirect taxes, which follow closely all .oscillations in 
income. 

§5 

~onversely, direct taxes have the function of complementirig 
indirect taxes) \First of all, the latter do not succeed in striking goods 
~med by the producers themselves, or do not hit them 
to the extent desired) 'I'hiii CIr~umstance has more weigh.~ in. those 
cases in whiCh economic activity is less' specialized, and exchanges 
are less developed., For example, agriculture is usually less specialized 
than are other industries. 

\M?r~ver~ indirect t~es may be expected to ~tr~e.&q,ipco,~es 
equally only. if we suppose; ) .. ' _ ;,~. __ . , 

(a) that the valueoftheg •• ris~Jl!Jle<l8r tra.sfu~. is ascer
tained with equal precision-:m _Nl'cIJ~; In fact~ however, this is a, 
task which is at least as-dlfficult ~:jis'certaining income from land; 
or from professional activity; anl: :,,,,- .. " ! 

(b) that all goods· Flnd, services~ with no exceptions - ar~ 
affected by the tax; in fact, -however, this condition. cannot be; 
realized. 1"' ' 

• Q'klls iIl~inl(ilt tuss als. prtilsut gaJils and ill.e~l!lalitie9 which rna: 
be'partly adjusted or attenuated by a simultaneous appraisal, at thl! 
source, of income produced. The two methods of ascertaining incom'; 

1 See Book IV, chap. I. § 3. 
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act as mutually controlling data. (fo sum UPy'{r we continue to 
assume that it is desirable to appraise and to tax as'-equally as possible 
all categories and all parts of the 'national income~ we may say that 
the division into two parts - namely, direct and indirect taxes - of 
the single fiscal obligation of each citizen makes it possible to 
diminish those inequalities which would be maximized if only one 
of the two systems existed, or if only one ofthem_we.re~"?r:oeveJop'ed. 
From the use of both types of taxation is obtained a more nearly 
perfect, or less imperfect, system' of taxes than could be obtained 
through the use of only one of them, and such a system, by ,exerting 
equal pressure over the whole area subject to taxation, assures, not 
only a greater degree:. of eq~..!yjE-~ation, but also the hi~est 
possible revenu~el~~ -' . ' ' 

§6 

~y way of completing this fundamental theoretical point, we may 
mention other cases of collaboration of direct with indirect taxes, 
which involve a new hypothesis - namely, that it is ,deSired to 
subject individual incomes to differential treatment,> 
~ example is provided by progressive taxation~ which cannot 

be fully realized either through inarrect taxes or through a system of 
manifuld direct taxes, but requires as its rational basis a single direct I 
tax on total income. The effect of such a tax.. may be supplemented, 
however, or neutralized, by the use of indirect taxes. 1 

(Another case is that of the preferential treawent granted by 
much modem legislation to the smallest incomes) especially t~e 
lowest labour.incomes, which are by law, or, sometiIR~, by ad
ministrative practice, exemp~ in whole or in part,'.il direct 
taxes, but are subject to indirtct taxation on articles of consumption. 

Various possibilities present themselves. 
It may happen that the exemption is accorded merely because of 

the difficulty of collecting the direct tax from the hands of the wage
earner; but then the latter is more heavily burdened by the indirect 
~es on articles of popular consumption. 

',_ It may happen, on the other hand, that a country which is 
relatively poor, but is subject to a, heavy tax-burden, «;annot re- , 
nounce a system of indirect taxation on articles of necessary and 

1 See Book IV, chap. I, t I If, 
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general consumption, with the result that the incomes of the poorer 
classes a.re burdened disproportionately; as compared with higher 
incomes; and in such a case, it is only through direct taxes that it is 
possible to grant compens~!Qry.~emptiona...which are limited to the 

, poorer classes.) ; 
Finally, it may happen that fiscal policy, especially that of rich 

modern countries, aims to~~~~mi!n incomes.W.QJ:e.J'a.ypurably, in 
which case it will tend to_~?Cempt such incomes from both direct and 
indirect taxes. - -

IThese considerations show how the co-ordinated action of direct 
and indirect taxes makes possible a mor~4astic tax system, capable of ~ '
b#nging about a more delicate and precise distribution of taxes, 
even on the hypothesis that it is desired to treat individual incomes ' 
differentially;: 

§7 

The Forces of Friction 
-I 

'.In addition to its function as a complement to direct taxation, the 
system of indirect taxes has another function: namely, that of 
reducing to the minimum the action of the frictional forces which I 
operate in the ascertainment of incomes and in the collection of< 
direct taxes.') In fact, direct taxes, being a proportion of ascertained; 
incQme, represent for the taxpayer a visible part of his private needs, 
the satisfactidn of which he must renounce as a result of the payment 
of the tax. The periodic ascertainment of income and the periodic 
payment of the tax, moreover, renew and make more acute the con
trast between the present pressure of the private needs which must 
be renounced, and the remote weaker pressure of collective needs, 
which it is thought the State will have to look after in any case. 
Hence the greater the final degree of urgency of the private want that 
is renounced, the greater will be the resistance to the payment of 
the tax. 

- On this account, an attempt has been ntade, in levying direct , 
taxes, to have the time at which the taxes are paid coincide with that 
at which income is received; also, when it is the State that pays the 
income to the taxpayer, to substitute, wherqer possible, collection 
by means of retention of a portion of wages, iii 'place of the payment 
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of the tax in periodical instalments; and at times it has been necessary 
to renounce completely collection of the tax directly from the tax
payer (fOr example, from labourers) in order to collect it, by law or 
in practice, from the employer. 
• 'Pn the other hand, it is only in indirect taxation that the forces 
offriction disappear, or are reduced to the minimum.)First of all, the 
time at which the tax .is paid always coincides with that at which a 
part of income is spent. Furthermore, the payment is divided into 
very small instalments on each penny of income that is spent, 
and is effected in such a way as to coincide, rather than conflict, with 
the satisfaction of the individual want. The stimulus to satisfy the 
desire for tobacco, salt, or clothes also provides an impulse toward. 
the payment of the tax. If, in direct taxation, it is necessaryfo 
establish sanctions in the form of fines for failure to pay, in indirect 
taxation the sanction consists \n the taxpayer's being forced to re
nounce the satisfaction of a want. 

Similarly, in indirect taxation it is not necessary to ascertain the 
amount of income, since the tax is assimilated to and merged with 
the price of the commodity; and in this way there also disappears the 
preliminary friction which, in direct taxation, arJses as between the 
taxpayer and the Treasury at the time when income is being J 

appraised. 
, Consequently, the more the pressure' of taxation is increased in a 

given country, the ~re, other conditions being equal, indirect 
taxation increases. This explains why indi~ect taxati<;m, in spite of 
the lively attacks on it by democratic parties, represents' a necessary 
and often preponderant part of the income o( modern §tates.} 

§8 

(fhe theory expounded above, which is based on considerations of 
a preponderantly technical character, would also be sufficient to 
solve the problem of the quantjtatjye rei a tjonship between direct and 
inqirect taxes t- a relationship which varies from place to place, at 
any given time, according to the financial need or the wealth 'of the 
country, according to the degree of perfection reached in the methods 
used for the direct ascertainment of incomes, or according as illdirect 
taxation includes or excludes goods of popular consumption, and so 

.. forth. . 
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But if these conditions ire assumed to be equaf, and ifwe abstract 
from the expenses of collection, which are calculated separately for 
each case, and from every disturbing cause of a political nature, the 
quantitative relationship between direct-and indirect taxes is found, 
as a matter of experience, ill that combination which is capable of 
assuring the greatest returns to the Treasury. 

To be ~ure, disturbing causes of a political nature.do intervene as 
a rule and may be summed up in this: that the richer classes press for 
a relative increase of indirect taxes on articles of consumption, and 
the poore» classes go in the opposite direction. 

These oscillations about the point of maximum fiscal return may 
be restrained, in modern states having representative government, 
by the spirit of mutual combativeness which the interested groups 
evidence in their own defence. 

§9 

Conditions for the Development of Indirect Taxes 

<.The elementary condition for th~ appearance and development 01 

a system of indirect taxes is the existence of an exchange~economy. 
If we imagine, for a moment, that each'individual consumes every~ 
thing that he produces and can produce everything that serves for 
his ,conSutDption, no part of his income goes out of his budget to 
lequire -goods produced by others, and there would be no possi. 
)jlity of measuring his income by means ofhis purchllses .. 

(On such a hypothesis, the ascertainment of the incoIll~ prod\i.eed 
by the taxpayer woUld coincide with the ascertainmen~. of the value 
of the goods cQnsumed by him. From this is derived one first .coroI· 
lary: namely, 'thatt..in the absence or"indirect taxes, the taxpayeJ 
must meet his fiscal obligatIon through an adequate in~rease in direc 
taxation. ) . 

. (There follows alSo a second "corollary: namely, that since~e la, 
has assumed it.to be;: the "rule that goods which are produced are als< 
exchanged, if some groups of goods are an exception to this rule, the 
must be subjected to substitute taxes equivalent in amount to thOl! 
which they would have paid if they had been exchanged. I 
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G\ methodological observation will close this chapter) \..Direct 
taxes are commensurate with the income of the producer; indirect 
taxes are commensurate with the value of the things which the con
sumer buys. )In both cases, it is the value of the grain, the oil, or 
the wine which measures, at one and the same time, the income of the 
agricultural producer and of the consumer. ' 

<To be sure, the same datum is treated differently in the two 
budgets~ In the consumer's budget the current price of those com
moditie.~, as it stands, measures the consumer's income; whereas in 
the producer's budget that price is still a crude datum, from which 
it is necessary to subtract the costs of production in order to find the 
producer's income. . 

It should be noted, however, that the cost of each unit of grain, 
or of wine, or of oil is not the same for all units, but varies according 
as the commodity is produced at increasing or decreasing costs; 
according as it is a large or a small enterprise that is involved; 
according as the enterprise - as is the rule in agriculture and other 
industries that utilize by-products - produces one good or several 
goods; and according as the enterprises involved are competitive or 
are monopolistic - in which case, even if we suppose that production 
takes place at constant costs per unit, each unit has a different price;., 
since it varies with the total quantity produced, and the monopolist 
may vary this quantity at will. 

From this it follows that the percentage of tax on the net income 
of the producer does not correspond either to a fixed amount per 
unit nor to a uniform percentage on the value of each 1J:-':lat goes 
to make up his income. ' 

In fact, ifwe suppose that a grain-grower produces 10,000 bushels 
of grain and sells them at one dollar per bushel, his total or gross 
income is $10,000; his net income is, by hypothesis, $6000; the tax 
of 10 per centon the net income-is $600. Ifwe translate the tax on 
income into a taX on bushels of grairi, we may say that the grain
grower pays six cents for every bushel. But this tax-burden repre
sents an average value, because we know that the 10,000 bushels are 
produced at increasing cost; hence the six cents should be distributed 
in such a way as to put a tax 'of more than six cents on the first 
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bUshels, and less than s~ on the last .. This substitution of the average 
for the items from which the average is derived is permissible so long 
as we' are sure that we are dealing Wi~ the budget ~f a single pro.;.' 
ducer and that this budget iscorisidered to be in a static condition. 

Let lIs now assume that the grain;.grower increases his production 
under conditions of increasing costs pet unit; it is obviOl.J,S that six 
cents per unit would not be applied to future bushels of grain. 

Let US make ,the further hypothesis that there are several grain
grower§, e,ach on.e of whom prdduces at different costs per unit; it is 

. ()bviou~ that it ,would, not be possible to apply to each of the~ the 
same percentage of the price of grain per unit, because this uniform 
pertentage 01' specllic tax of six cents per bushel would not represent 
the same percentage of tax on the net income of every grain-grower. 

Still more obviously does this consideration hold in the case of the 
monopolist. . 
C Hence. we may conclude that the translaUon - often made by 

economistS - of ,the tax on income into. a tax on the units of goods 
that make up .theinc~Il?-e presentl! dangers and requires great 
caution.') . 
. \.. ThiS' danger is npt p.!~ent in .the case 'of indirs:cU~es, in whicl 
it is the pric~ of the good that measures the net income of the tax· 
payer.> .-



CHAPTER IV 

ECONOMICDI sTRIB UTIO.N OF TAXES 

I 

GENERAL NOTIONS 

Summary: Shifting - Incidence - Diffusion - Evasion. - ponsolidation 
of taxes - Effect of a growing national income 

. 
1 iTHE most outstanding problem in the economi:c distribution of 

taxes, Jor at any rate the problem which up'to how has interested 
students the most,eJs that ~f-the ~hifting or: the transf!<!.9f tl!xes. This 
phenomenon occtlrs when the tax Wliich the law imposes on a tax
payer, who is called the taxp~y~r dejure, is unloaded by the latter, in 
whole or in part, upon other citizenlS, who are called the taxpayers 
tit fact~"1 .• .' ". -

(It IS easy to understand how this may happen.) Income IS merely 
the conversion into money of the goods which each individual pro .. 
ducesj and in the ultimate analysis it cOllSists of these goods. Grain, 
oil, and wine form the income of the landowner. Now, if the Jatter is 
subject to an income tax and succeeds in selling the grain, wine, and 
oil at a price higher than the one previously prevailing, he i~ in fact 
released, wholly or in part, from paying the tax in so fa.-- .ae shifts 
it to the buyers of the goods that he sells., It goes withoursaying that 
he still remains formally a debtor to the State ~ that he continues, 
to pay the tax. • '" 

When this happens, it is said that the tax has been transferred. 
shifted, or has been thrown back from the taxpayer de jure to the tax
payer de faeto. The pro1?lem consists of investlg~rrng- whetJier, at 
what point, and to what extel1l an increase in prices is brought about 
by the tax per stj since it is ncces~ary to abstract from the possible 
effect of 9th~ circuIllStances wlu1:h may increase prices. 

In any case, the shifting, when it takes place, cannot continue 
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ld infinitum. The taxpayer dejure may shift all or" part of the tax to 
1 first purchaser of the goods that he produces, and the purchaser, in 
[lis turn, may shift the'burden to a buyer of goods th~t he produces, 
mdso on. The chain thus formed will end at the moment that an 
enterpri;e is found which does not succeed in transferring the' tax, 
either in whole ,or iq part, and thus "bears the entire burden itself. 

CUt is then said that the property of the final taxpayer is definitely 
tut into (inciso), or reduced in value; and the phenomen~n involved 
• ~ called ~the J.~Ei~c:n.~.e Qf ta:xa!i?n' . J .}/" 

, 4-< 
,,. 

."Y'~ §¥ 
'I ..' ' 

iShifting ends in incidence; but this does not mean that' th,e taJi 
has nolvrther effects.1 " ", 
,t}n fact; the individual upon whom the incidence falls suffers a 
diminution of income, and therefore, other' conditions remaining the 
sarne/rp:us~re~trict his consumption; but the restriction of consump
tion causes a diminution, of the income of those ~ho cater to this 
c~nsumption; and these, in their turn; contract their consumption 
.and diminish the income of those whQ, cater to their consumption, 
~d so on. '.(I'he tax' comes to be· diffused among all the taxpayers,: 
bringing about a general resv-iction of the consumption of etchl 
individualY . J 

U'his second, process involved in the economic distribution of 
taxes between the enterprise Ion which the incid~nce falls and those 
who-happen to .have exchange relationship~ with this enterprise is 
ca1le~he 'dJffusion' oftbeJ~.> .' 

dt'he two processes, however, :rnay"~be~interconnected, inasmuch 
as diffusion reduces income, and a ,new series of shifts may grow out 
of this reduction in.:income. . , "; , '." . 
, In any caseJ .. i:he· differe.nce be.!.~~,<:I}_shifting ~:n<i di~1!si?~.is ~As: 
the former transfers the tax-and makes i(unnecessary for the de jure 
taxpayer to reduce his private :consumption; the latter imposes a 
contraction of consumption upon, the one on whom the incidence 
falls, and extends this contraction to all the enterprises from whicl: 
the latter buys, u'nle:;s he succeeds in starting a new process of shiftin~ 
on his oWn account.) . . .'-

@!f'!.~9.!l~ unlike shifting, is,a phenomenon which is necessaril~ . . 
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good he has bought; but infact he continues to pay the tax which is 
levied on'the good sold. That is, each party carries along with him, 
infact, the tax that he used to pay} For example, ifland the income 
from which is 1100 and the tax on which is 100 is exchanged for a 
house the income from which is 1200 and the tax on which is 2'00, 

the values of the two pieces of property - before taking account of 
the tax - would. have been 22,000 and 24,000, respectively; but after 
taking account of the tax, the exchange takes place on equal terms 
on the basis of the ~quality of the two net incomes. That is, the 
landed proprietor obtains 20,000, leaving in the hands of the house
owner 2000 corresponding to' the capital value of the tax of 100; and 
the house-owner obtains 20,000, leaving in the hands of the land
owner 4000, equal to the capital value of the tax of 200. Mter the 
exchange, therefore, the landoWIfer will, to be sure, pay 200 in taxes 
on the house he has bought, but he has also held back 2000 more from 
the purchase price; therefore it is aj if he continued to pay only the 
100 that he used to pay. Similarly, the seller of the house will pay on 
the property purchased 100 instead of 200, but it is also true that he 
has had to give up 2000 of capital in determining the values of 'the 
ex<;hanged properties. I 

, If we pass from the case of exchange to that of a sale-transactictn 
in which the land is exchanged for money, it might seem that sil1.ce 
.no tax is levied on money as such, the consolidation turns out to; be 
unilateral. This, however, is merely an illusion} since the selle? of 
the land discounts in his selling price ~e tax which he Will 
pay on whatever investment he has in midd for the proceeds of 
the; sale. 

"'-To sum up( (a) the possible juridical inequality in taxation which 
may exist between the sellers is in fact equalized onc, tl- property 
passes into the hands of the buyers; (h) each contractile:> party, after 
the sale-transaction, continues in fact to pay the tax that he paid 
before; (c) h~ce, the larger tax which may have fallen on' the" first 
sellen remains definitively consolidated, to, their-disadvantage; (d) 
the Treasury continues t~ co~t, both in law and in fact, the same 
amount of taxes as before./( . . 
. If it is supposed that the original distribution of the tax-burden, 
which struck some incomes more heavily tha~ others, was desired 
by the legislator, it should be pointed out that tfiis policy succeeds 
only ~nce in harming the first taxpayers who were heavily burdened) 
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,Another phe.nomenon to be mentioned is that of the 'consolida~ . 
tio;n' ~Qr_ 'elision' of the tax~ A typical case of it is to be found in a , 
sale~transaJtion in which the buyer, ~~fQl!~~_ .!h(LP1!!,chase~pricc: 
which he would otherwise haveooiilined by an amount "pr6j:i()r~, 
tionate to that of the tax,imposed on the property he 'buys, since in' 
all sale~transas:tions the price is deterplined by capitalizing the net 
income -,- thai is, income after deduction of all charges, including
taxes) A piece of prdperty, for example, which pays 1000 and is 
charged with taxes of 100 gives a n~t income of goo; on a 5 per cent 

• basis,therefore, the l?uyer will ,pay 18,000 for the property. Another 
piece of property which alsopays 1000, but is taxed 200, gives a net 
income of800; the buyer, therefore, will pay. 16,000 for the propert}!..., 

<'The tax ~s consolidl.JJ;ed in the purchase price, to the disadvantage 
of the seller and to the advantage of the buyer who has retained a 

,capital ~m proportionate 'to'the amount of the tax), , ....
From this follows the principle 'that the inequality in taxation 

tliat, existed hy law between the two sellers of property is in fact 
eliminated once ,the property passes ,into the h.ands of the two buyers. 

, ,This is Ul;ldeniable so long as t~ PQenomeno~ is considered from the 
standpoil'l.t .of the relative positio~ of the two buyers. 

On the"Other hand, errorieo~usionS' have been drawn from 
thls,-simple truth. Of these,' die most important is ~atthe buyer, 
having, discounted, the tax' in: his purchase:pri,ce, will, 'jn' fact, nc 
longer pay the tax that the sellu used to pay. • • " , , 

Iq order to test the truth of this affirmation, one.has,to.. take int( 
account the relath:e positions of the seller and the buyet. The erro: 
lies in ·not having called attentio~ to, the faet 'iliat,' as between thl 
buyer arid selIet, the consolidation is bilateral. ' Each, of the contr'act
ing parties qeducts the~aJYmpo~ed on'the goodlliat: he buys -- that 
is to 'say, receives in exchange for 'Pt~ good he'sells., , 

" Let us take, as a typical example, an ~xchange between land and 
'industrial bonds. The buyer of the land esc~p"es the rear estate taX, but' 
the, buyer ofindustrial bonds also escapes the t~ on intangihles. <!n a 
word:,it is alw.&Y$..peUI!.comes that are exchanged, or_ bought, oqold) 
(yro~s it follows thai-aftei-die-exchange each of the 'contract~1 

ing parties will, ,as a matter of law, pay the ~a" that ts assess,ed "qn the 
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speaking, however, this is not a case of evasion, because the ne' 
income involves a. new 'cost of production for the taxpayer. 

The question to be asked is rather whether or not a tax can be i 
itself a..~. i~cep!i.YL!Q.Jucr~e. produtti.~ Let us suppose that 
before the tax was levied, an individual had founa his point. 0 

equilibrium in the completion of a fifth hour of work. The Stat, 
takes from him, in the form of a tax, the fruit of this fifth h'our 0 

work. The question is whether this individual is disposed to endurl 
,the sacrifice of a sixth hour of work, in order to procv.re for himsel 
a satisfactiol) equal to that which he had obtained by means of tht 
income from the fifth hour of work. 

If we .abstract from all considerations With respect to the, utility 
of the goods that tpe State Will produce in exchange for the tax, we 
may conclude that such a thing may happen, but only within nar!'<;lw 
limits, ln fact, if the taJt deprive~ the consumer of an article·of con
sumption to which he had bec0!ll~ . habituated, and which had been. 
consolidated in his budget¥ the incentive tQ cpntinue such consumption 
- that is, to satisfy agairi ,an' habitual want...:... ~ greater. thad the in
centive that first led him to begin thisconsumptian;' J?or. this reasonl 
the incentive to increase his income by working bey<1nd the fifth nourl 
.has also become greatet.' /' . . • 

It goes without saying that ':the' increased sacrifice Which is 
involved in going beyond tile' five, nours tends to . neutralize the 
increased incentive to' work longer. It cannot be said with 'c;:ertain,t;t. 
therefore, that the individual. in question, will work the wh<?le 6ixth 
hour; but there is no doubt that the Eoint of equilibrium. tends to l;>e . 
pushed somewhere beyond the fiftli hour of work. 1 The 'whole ~ 
debate' is. h9wever, of merely .theoretica,l interest, wi..!!lPJlt great, 
practical importance~. since we are dealing here wi' degl,igible 
magnitudes, In -the concrete case, 'we cannot count on a tax's 
Lllving a stimulating ~ffect on ·production, without arriving 
immediately. at . the obviousf)C .. absurd conclusion that a tax 
neutr~zes the sacrifice involv~d in paying it. . t-- ~- fl. /II~' 

I If we draw a Curve of decreaa~g 'wantS a;tanged according to their' degre~ of 
urgency, the latter having reference to the moment at which the successive satisfaction 
of these wanta begina, the whole curve would have to be shifted upward as soon as the 
degree of urgency is made to have reference to a situation in which the wants have 
become habitual and are threatened with contraction as a result of the tax. 

Profesaor Ma1feo Pantaleoni has criticized this opinion of mine in a note to page 43 
t>f his Teon. della presrione tributaria. 1;he reader will find there th~ c;liagnun to which 
I refer. ' • 
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inv<?!y"eE in eyery t~ since every tax must somehow bring about a 
-contraction in the consumption of private goods. 

(It is, however, not a process which is necessanly general, or which 
strikes equally in all directio~ 1 On the contrary, since' there are 
some goods the demand for which is elastic and others the demand 
for which is inelastic, it is probable that the one on whom the 
incidence falls will reduce his consumption of the first~ goods 
and not of the second, or will reduce his consumption of the first 
more than h& will of the second. 

(Similarly, it is not necessary to hold that diffusion goes on ad 
infinitum~ in such a way as to strike the whole line of successive 
consumers, since certain frictional forces intervene to attenuate and, 
in the end, destroy the effective!less of the process o,f diffusion. 

~ 

§~ .. 
{Not to be confused with shifting arid diffusiofl is the phenomenon • 

called 'tax-evasion'. which occurs when the taxpayer conceals tax
l!ble material from the Treasury and as a consequence does not pay 
the tax) ~ 

i A typicallexampl~ of ~:-evasion: is the exceptional case of. 
{~m..1."!ggl.!!tg~ ano$er example is the common case in which the .-tax-.. 
payer succeeds in concealing the whole or part of his taxable, 
income from those responsible for its assessment. Moreover, one 
must also consider as a pa~~al evasion the case in which, the tax .. 
payer decreases the production or consumption ora certain good in 
order to. pay less taxes. Strictly speaking, when this happens it 
cannot be said that the taxpayer does ~01: bear the loss z::esulting froI¥ 
the decreased productiotl or eonsumption;. he is; however, com- i 

pensated for this loss,at least in part,' by' the advantage "of not i 

having ~o pay the tax. :I'his may happen if the tax is very high. -----. 
(According to some writel1l" a 'case of evasiotI; to which is usually 

given the name of (tax-removal' ,)is-found "in" the ,case in which the 
taxpayer, in order to' pay t~e tax without contracting his private 

""consumption, increases his income, and in so doing removes the tax· 
burden by transferpng. it .from' 'the old,income to the neW), Strictl: 

i The erroneous opinion to .the contrary has been held by some of the ireatest 
economists, who insist that a tax, however imposed. ends by being divided among t:.f 
de facto taxpayers in proportion to. their respective consumption. 
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by the law; it is annulled in fact as soon as the property passes to 
.he hands of new buyers. 

The phenomenon is not limited to the case of a sale-transaction, 
but applies to all transactions in which it is necessary to make values 
equal from the standpoint of several interested 1>arties - as, for 
example, in the case of the division of an estate through inheritance, 
and sometimes in the case of gifts. 

(fo the extent that the saleability of goods and the liberty of 
contract become highly developed, the principle of consolidation 
becomes a modifying force which is always more effective than the 
juridical distribution of taxesf 

§s 
(from the preceding argument ~e derive the following ~al 

p1;ci.E!e: the combined action of the economic forces of s g, 
dl us lOn, evasion, and consolidation work in the direction of a 
return to an equilibrium dominated by the action of economic 
forces, if this e9,!Ii1iliriuxn was disturbed or modified by a juridical 
distribution which contradicted these economic forces) 
I At this point it is advisable to stress the fact that, in reality, these 
results are often obscured, and even rendered invisihle, by the cir
cumstance that the nation~l income may be continuously increasing. 
We have up to tfow abstracted from this possibility; now it is neces
sary to consider it because it is a normal element in the concrete 
problem. The increase of the national income is used, ceteris paribus, 
for the satisfaction of new needs, and, a fortiori, for the renewed satjs
faction of previous needs, if the latter have tfndergone a con1:I:.action 
because of the tax. C 

Now it may and does happen that the new and larger tax is paid 
by the new ;"ncome; so that the old equilibrium remains undisturbed 
~nd the impression pre~ails that economic forces have not come into 
lay. In fact, however, they have been neutralized by the action of 
<new element in the concrete phenomenon. -
; For this reaSon it is necessary that the solution of the problems of 

conomie distribution be handled by the deductive method, witp. 
t~e understanding, of course, that we must control our results and 
. eate them in quantitative terms if and in so far·as the statistical 
'[laterial permits. 
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I I 

THE Tl'IEORY OF SHIFTING 

Summaryl Th.e problem.of the shifting' of direct taxes - Shifting in the 
··case of free competition - In the case of rent - In the case of 
monopoly - The shifting of indirect taxes - The forces of friction in 
Public Finance . 

'Ike Shifting of Direct Taxes 

(Having established thes~ general notions With tespect to the 
economic distribution of taxes, it is desirable to dwell at some length 
on the problem of shifting, the current theory of which is vitiated by' 
fundamental errors) 

Since we must limit ourselves to the general olhlines of the pro
blem, it is necessary to(concentrate upon two £rincipal hypotheses: 
,The .first is that of a tax commensurate wiihtheiiet infojile of €ach 
citizen, and has to do with the shifting of direct taxes. The second is. 
that 'Of a tax commensurate with ~e valu~ods, and has to do-
with the shifting of indirect taxes.) . • . 

(Let us begin with the first: We must suppose that before the tax 
ts levied, *ere will have been attained a position of equilibrium,
that is, a system of prices at which the demands for ~nd supplies 
of all goods will have been brought into balance. _ _ 

The problem of shifting consists of investigating whether the tax, 
in itself-that . is,.abstracti~g trom the action of Qther forces
modifies the equilibrium position, in such'a way as tdbr4tg about aD 

increase of some prices and fl. decrease 'Of others .. For.in such a case 
the~e will always and necessarpy be phenomena of shifting. 

The price maybe modified either because the sVpply of good! 
vaciesor b'ecause the demand cur'\reg vary; hence the first point to bl 
examined is whether the tax, itffects, and how it affects, s~pply ane 
demand. 

The current theory rests on'twg traditional err.?!:s ~a 
economics') . 
r-----
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. Th~ of these, already pointed out, is the practic~ of consider-
ing ~oblems of Public Fj,pance as if they were completely inde
pendent of the phenomena of Private E~Qnomics. As a result, no, 
attempt is made to see wha~ happens to the tax once it has left the 
budget of the taxpayer; on the contrary, ther~is a general 'disposition 
to suppose that the tax represents a loss of ~ealth for th~ taxpayer 
and for society. ; _ . • ' ' •. 

The other error consists oftre~titlfl;a~ eco~omic phenomena'~!l~: 
therefore also tax~, from the pOUlt ofV1ew C?f the' produ~er, wqo:lf ' 
directly subjec(to the tax and translates ,ii:.in,to .~~ increase; in cost or 
a diminution in profits; whence it is'supposed ~at the immediate 
effect of the tax is~ to increase prices, through a reduction or a 
threatened reduction in supp~y. . • 

The combination Oftheselwo hron'eous propositions leads to the) 
assertion that the tax disturbs the preceding equilibri~m to the extent I 
that it influences supply and induces the producer to react I 
immediately. 

~ One of the most accurate expositions of the curr«nt theory is as 
follows: tThe tax must evidently at first be regarded as an increase iiiJ 
the cost of production For the time being, and until the old stock is 
exhausted, 'those who produced before the next tax was imposed are 
benefited to the extent of the ultimate rise in price. But as soon as 
this interval has elapsed, all woducers are on the same footing. 
Since the tax is an addition to the cost of producing the article, they 
will seek to recompense themselves by raising the price. Unless they 
succeed in this, their profits will be cUrtailed and the production of I 
the article'will diminish. For one of two results must ensue: either 
producen will gradbally transfer their capital to untaxed industries, 
or, even if the transfer ,of capital is impossible because it-is firmly 
fixed in the industry, production will be curtaIled by tIf .:rowding 
out of those who were previously on the very margin of profitable 
production, while the tax will pr~vent the influx of any new cap!tal." 
In either case, then, in the long 11!-n. the supply will decrease; an~ 
this diminuti~J· provided the commodity continue to be produced 
at. all, will involve an increase.oCprice. ~h.e consu~er will, therefore 
bear the; ~urden of the ta!~ 

I So Professor Seligman: The Shijti"ll tmd Incidence of Taxation, p, 220. But all the 
current theories follow the same line. of argument. Ricardo regards the tax as an 
increaae in coat of production, or as a diminution of the profit of an enterprise, and 
IlJ'guee that if the tax strikes one branch of indusU)' only, it will be shifted, but tlJ,at if it 
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, <rills theory, or ar~ent, assumes as an axiomatic truth that the 
ta4 in itself, and in its entirety, and independendy of any counter
offer'·of public services, (always means an -increase in the cost of 
production of private goodSl.\..This opinion is a corollary of the) 
erroneous conception of classical economists, according to which the 
tax is regarded as a net loss for the producer, who then proceeds to 
deduct it from the value of his product. 1 ) . ~ 

Now we have admitted - in general' - that public· goods are 
instrumental in the production and the enjoyment of private goods; 
whence it follows that the price paid by every enterprise for the 
production t>r acquisition of public goods - that is, the tax - may 
be taken, at any moment~ that is, under static conditions -.:.. as a 
measure of the cost o{production of public services. But whether or 
not the increase of taxes always means an increase in cost of pro
duction depends upon the efficiency of th.e relevant public services, 
which may be increased, decreased, or kept stationary.)t may 1 
happen that the instrumental utility of these public services will have 
increased by 15 per cent while the tax will have increased by only 
10 per cent. It could not be said, in such a case, that cost of pro-; 
duction has increased!) . ..p 

To make the issue clear, it is sufficient to abandon the error of .. . ----. 

1 We may accept the accounting practice of deducting taxes from total or gross 
product, for the purpose of separating that part of the value of the product which is 
directed to the acquisition of public goods. from that part which remains available for 
the acquisition of private goods and is thus distributed among the private agents.of 
production. . . ., . 

• This er:rw is an old and persistent one • ..lt derives from the same sort of confused 
reasoning as that which woukl identify cost - represented. for example, by labour-, 
with wages, which are a payment for cost - that is, for labour; 6r would identify 
abstinence, which is the cost of saving, with interest, which is the payment for such a 
cost, etc. 

, :- .~ 

strikes all industries, it will not be shifted. All writas on the Jiubject follow him, 
J. B. Say writes that 'if supply does not !>hange, prices cannot cha!lge'. And Esquirot 
de Parieu writes: 'Taxes fall on the original ~ayer if the commodity on which the~ 
are levied is not susceptible to restriction.' ~. • 

Rau also regards supply as the sole cause of price-changes. Nor do the more recen 
writen hold a different opinion. 

Not one of them takes the trouble to follow the tar into the hands of the Stat 
'which transforms it into a demand for private goods, in order to produce public goodl 
Afoniori, not one of them takes pains to consider the effect which public services hav 
on the budget of the private producer • 
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supposing that a tax represents a destruction of wealth as soon as it 
leaves the budget 'of the taxpayer, and to take account of the use 
that the State will inake of die proceeds of the tax. 

Let us take as an example an association of proprietors who at 
their own expense maintain a private road for the transportation of 
their merchandise. . The transportation is a part of the cost of 
production. 

Let us now suppose that these proprietors agree to pay the 
State, in the form of a tax, as much as or less than they used to spend 
for their private road, and that the State builds and maintains a 
better road, on which transportation is more convenient and 
faster. 
: It could not be said, in such a case, that the tax increased 

the previous cost of transportation. It must be said t9 have 
decreased it.'. 

(From this special example we may p~ to the general case
namely, that the introduction of public services and their growth and 
improvement have reduced the cost of all the productive activities of 
the country~ (Hence it is necessary to discuss the problem on. the 
most general hypothesis that~the substitution ofp1!bJic enterprise f0l:"_ 
private enterprise ~~ul~ i,n!dy~tages f?r th.e taxpayersi But even 
if the contrarynypotheslS IS adopted, 1t will always have to be 
admitted that it is not the tax paid by the producer that decides, 
but the nature of the public services produced and the degree I 
to which each individual enterprise can in fact make use of these 
services. 

(to sum up: the previo~ cost of production may have been 
increased, left as it was, or diminished by an increase in taxes. In 
pure theory it must be said to~ave decreased. 

If, on the other hand,~e tax is regarded, in itself.lD..Lwithout 
reference to the type or public services that it prolLces, as anI, 
expense of production, the ,theory of shifting is reduced to the 
following argument: the tax 'is a part of the cost of production; 
increased taxation increases the cost of production; the price must 
cover the cost ofproduclion and will rise; therefore the consumer will 
always have to pay the higher taxes. 

t... t This is not a theory, but a mere playing with words which settles 
nothing1 
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<Once we abandon the premise on whien the eurr~nt theory of 
:sbifting is based,. we must abandon the theory itse}t Nevertheless it 
as well to call attention to some propositionS in which the theory is 
embodied,). » 

(It is customary to take first the case of a partial tax on some 
~nc61p~l!d then the case:-:ofa general and equaI - that. is~-'prO:
portional- tax on all incomes. And then, looking at the problem 
froni the pomt 01 view of tIie producer, an attemptis made to ascer
tain how the producer would conduct himself according to whether 
he operates under conditions of free ,competition or' of monopoly;,> 

( On the hypothesis 6f :fj:e~tion~ it is said that a partial taX, 
which increases the-cfOlst or l~seJls the pro,fit of one or a few industries, 
induces the entrepreneu/ toI pass from the industry affected by the 
tax to one of the ind1.j.sa-ie~ that are not affected; and in this way the 
supply,.of th6 goods produced ,flY the first industry is'restricted, their 
price rises, and the tax is transferred to theconsllmers. '. On the other 
hand, if the tax on all incomes is general and equal (proportional), 
the. prpducer is unable to. move~ because.in all industries)le will find 
an e~ual reduction in the ratesbf profit,. interest, md wages, and he 

. willlmmediately bear the burden of the lax. 'i 
tori tp.e hypothesis o[monopoly, ifwe take ~e case ofa tax which 

strikes 'monopoly profit, in such a way as nQi.!!" impair ordinary 
P!<?fit, the monopoiist has no inducemep-t to move to ptber industries; 
he will not be able to modify supply and will bear the burden of the 
tax."\ . . 

If, subsequently, the tax impairs ordinary pro!it, we return to the 
preceding hypothesis. ...•.. ; 

<. These are the three 'controlling principles in the current theory, 
which will now be re-examined.) . 

., 
'-First of all, it should be borne dearly in mind that ix:UlO case i: 

the immediate effect of thtE_iax~eh' as ,to m~QifY.J!!.~ exi~t!!l~pl~ 
~~s. )If, beFore the tax was TeVied~·-the agriculturist norman: 
produced and sold 100 bushels of grain, the florist 100 bundJ.es. c 
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Bowen, and the hat-maker 500 hats, the tax of 10 per cent on the 
income of each one of these does not bring about on th¢ market ai 
modification of the previously prevailing supp!y of grain, flowers, or 
hats. The difference is merely this: that each producer will sell for 
the benefit of the, Treasury the 10 pet cent of his product which he 
previously sold for his own benefit; or he will assign to the Treasury 
10 per cent of his product and the Treasury will sell it, directly. In 
any case, 100 bushels of grain, 500 hats and 100 bun.ches of flowers 
will go on the market as before. 

(The supply_rem~~l for the_moment, as it was. 
The same canno!. b~ .!a!<:Lof d~mana} irwe' adopt the 'less 

favourable hypotIlesIS of a genel"aI and proportional tax 'on all 
incomes, and if we admit that the latter are reduced in the same 
proportion, it does not foIl e con.:;um tion of all oods is, 
~es . cted . e same ro~n. In fac~e w that the contrary 
IS true. V 

Before the tax was levied, the grain-gr~c:.r used to divide his 
in~me of JOO 11I.tshels of grain among all his items of ,Ct>nsumption, 
according to the principle of the equalizauon of marginal utilities. 
Mer the tax, he will have only go bushels of grain to divide among 
his various private iteIDS of consumption. Therefore the demand 
curves~eviously -prevailing v~ so far as the taxpayen' are· coil
~ern-ea; alter the imposition, and as a result of the imposition, of .an 
equal and general tax on all incomes~ .' . 

(Nor is this all. We must also follow the 'coune pursued by the 
tax which has given the State J.o bushels of grain. The State will.n2.,w 
present itself on the. market in place of the, taxpayers, and will 
de~a'.l~.J>riv_~e goods iq order to transfQ~ tb.em into.public..gaads;) 
but iL~lf.iioti{eJ:!1a§~the samegoods that the taxpayen demanded 
before the tax was imposedJ'Whereas the taxpayers ma~J-~e used 
the JO per cent of their incomes to acquire clothing adt tood and 
manual labour, the State may use them, for example,. to acquire 
iron, .arms, munitions, and intellectual labour. 

(Nor_c~ itpe a..ssum.edthat thC;E~ma~~ r.~-':ll~I!~~e sa!!!,e,}-that 
is, that the State, in replacing the pnvate consumers,· uses the tax to 
acquire the same goods that the consumen used to demand; because 
such a hypothesis would be in conflict with the very reason for the 
State's intervention, - that .is, the reason for the production o~ 
public goods and for the tax. It is a matter of indifference wheth~ 
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the State spends the tax wisely or unwisely; it is, however, necessary 
and sufficient that it should spend it in a manner different from that 
in which the consumers would have spent it. 1 l The immediate and 
~~ry e:!!'ect of the,~, ~en, is that it changes the preVlo@y pre
vailing demand curves for ~ private goods on the part of the 
taxpayers and the State. )(And for this reaso? the new cIU:,ec!!on~ of 
~-?emand of ~e ~~P!ly~~ __ a!l~ .Q1e _~t~te IS ti!e oIiIY fact which 
neceSsariIy 'diSturbs the preceding equilibrium. This implieS 
variations, upward and ~ownward, in the previously prevailing 
system of prices; and therefore in all cases there will be phenomena 
of shifting, whether the tax affects all citizens equally or only a 
part of them, or whether the producers operate Under conditions of 
monopoly or of free competition. I 

The producers 'of goods the'demand for and price of which 
have increased, shifl, the tax; the others feel its incidence. 

But these phenomena are not definitive~ . 
.;,. , 

1 The student must be warned against the other error, which consists of assuming, a 
Q hypothesis, that demand remains the same., In making sucl1 an assumption, instead o. 
avoiding the impasse we merely add to'the errors of the current theory an error of 
economic logic; since it is not pennissibJe to carey the method of abstraction to the 
point of abstracting from the conditions that constitute the problem.. And the problem, 
according to our argument, arises from the fact that the tax rrec6Ssaril;y modifies demand 
and leaves supply unchanged. 

Moreover, this hypothesis cannot be jU&ti.fied by the consideration that to the in
creased demand of private individuals it is necessary to add the increased demand of the 
State, so that the totalBInount is the same. . 

It is not.3 question here of the total amount, which consists of and remains 100 
bushels of grain; it is a question mther of the different distribution that is made of this 
sum as between the private goods demanded befure the imposition of the tax and the 
public goods that are added later. . 

2 As a sort of curiosity mention may be made here, incidentally, of the distinction 
that has sometimes been made between a personal tax on total income and a real tax 
that .strikes a part of the income at the source. Thus. for.example. thcreroay be a 
single tax which strikes the entire income of 100,000 that the taxpayer derives from 
the sale of the grain he produces, the hats he manufactures, the lessons he gives, and 
the houses he rentsj or there may be four distinct taxes - one of which slrikes the 
income from land, lUlother industrial income, a third professional income, and a fourth 
from buildings. • 

Now it is alleged that, in the first case, the tax will not be shifted, because,the tax
payer is taxed on the whole of his income and does not know whether he must increase 
the price of the grain, or of the hats. or of the lessons, or of the houses; wher~ it is shifted 

the second case. ' 
There is a difference between the. two cases if one starts from the erroneous ides 
the first person to react to the tax is the producer. But if, in conformity with ow 
ry, the first to move is the consumer : the producer will not be slow to learn in which 

. on the new demand is going - toward the grain or the hats or the les5C?ns or tht 
; and thus the supposed difference disappears entirely. 
may also be observed that the hypothetical example of a personal tax on tota 

is realized in ac.tu,allife in the case of the tax on land, which in fact strikes IIJ 
consisting of v8ti'ous commodities: grain, cattle, oil, wine, etc. 
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§IO 
IThis first stage is immediately followed by the new distribution 

of productive services which is effected in order to adapt the supply 
tOthe new demand curvesl " 

\t is in this second stage that we come to deal with the action of 
the prQ!Jrers who) by increasing the supply of goods the demand 
for WIDC has increased, and diminishing the supply o£...goods the" 
demand for which.llas liecreased~ reach the new equilibrium, the 
criterion of which is the equalization of profits. ) 

(This movement toward the new equilibrium, or toward the 
return to the old equilibrium, will be examined, first of all, in the 
light of the two fundamental cases of value: the case offree competi-
tion and that of monopoly. ) -------, 

IOn the abstract hypothesis of free competition the following 
results will be realized: )first, the producers who, as a result of 
increased demand, have shifted the tax will tend to increase produc
tion; second, the producers whO; as a result of decreased demand, have 
borne the incidence of the tax will tend to decrease their own produc
tion, transferring their activities to industries of the first group; third, 
new savings and new labour-power, as they become available, will 
strengthen the two-fold movement of the first and the second groups. 

(['0 be sure, this proc~s -of read~tment of supply to demand 
requires more or less time, and meets obstacles of various sorts and 
resistant forces of more or less strength) There are a number of 
frictional forces the examination of which would require very detailed 
analysis; much depends, for example, upon whether in the enter
prise which feels the incidence of the tax there is more fixed capital, 
which is difficult to disinvest, or circulating capital, which may be 
disinvested rapidly; whether the enterprise operates undr-..reasing 
or decreasing costs; whether the goods involved are s~ject to an. 
elastic or an inelastic demand; whether the incomes involved are 
fixed or" variable, and so forth. 

<Nevertheless, the general framework of the theory permits us to 
say that in the case of free competition there will be a return to ~ 
equilibrium in which the phenomena of temporary shifting and of 
temporary incidence will be elided in the future, leaving iritact, 
however, the gain that will have been made in the 'meantime by one 
group and the loSs that will have been suffered by another) 
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§Il 

~he3~t:_~i,~9E.9EQ~Y7 t?),hic~ we now pass, may, 'for p~rp?ses 
of dlscus~on, be treated Jomtly WIth the case of land r$.IJ.t, wh1ch, 
moreover, is nowadays, considered .asa general caSeaPPlicable to a 
grea~ number of analogous phenomena. ~ " 

In both cases - but for different reasonsc..:....there is a difference 
between the varying cost per unit of the goods produced and their 
single sale price. 'This difference' gives a ren,t ~ the ,ner-m~ 
producers a~d a:q,.J:xtTa profit to 'the monoE2!lst. . 10 

Now the current theory holds t4ata tax, when it does not exceed 
this difference,Jalls pnthe taxpayer, since the latter does riot find it 
proijtable to move to industries operating under free competition, 
the ordinary prOfits of which are also affected by the same tax;' 
,. (But this conclusion, which is reached when the phenomenon is 
considered £tom the point of view f)f the producer and the tax' is 
regarded as representing a net decrease in profits,' is modified if the 
problem is studied from the point of view of the ,consumer) 

In fact, ifwe examine prst the.case ofland rent, we may assume 
that, after the tax is imposed, and because' ofit, the State and priv~te 
individ\lals intensify their demand for grain,' thereby raising its price. 

, The producers of grain shift the tax-burden, in whole or in part. But 
then, at a second stage of the process, the increase in rent will act' as 
t.n inducement to cultivate less fertile marginal lands, or to cultivate 
grain mor~ intensively at increasing cost. There will be an increase 
in production and a consequent decrease in the 'new price of grain. 
Within certain limits, therefore, the first shifttends to be neutralized. 
It will not, however, be completcly'neutralized; because the new 
grain is produced at highe,r. costs and the price of grain will not be 
able to fall below these higher costs, and will not be able wholly to 
eliminate the increase in rent which was the result of the in~rease in, 
pri~e.' Instead, therefor,e, of holding that there is no . shifting in the 
case of ;rent, it must be said that the shift which is brought about as 
a result o~ the tax, l>ecause of the increased demand for grain, tends 
in some measure to be stabilized. 
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For the same reasons it has been denied that a monopolist can 
shift a tax, when the latter merely pnpairs monopoly profit, and 
leaves the ordinary profit untouched. 

L According to our theory, ( on the other hand, shifting may take 
place in favour of the monopolist if the State or private individuals, 
al. a result of the tax, in~e their demand for the goods that he 
produces.) , 

Let us see more in detail how this comes about. It is a common
place that the monopolist decides the extent of supply, that the 
price increases in proportion as he decreases supply, and that he 
will bring to the market that quantity of merchandise whicn, 
multiplied by the corresponding price, assures'him the maximum 
profit. If we suppose that he can carry on propuction withid' the . 
range represented by a maximum of 10 units and a minimum of I, 
that he produces at a.constant ,cost per unit of 2, that the price pet' 
unit ranges from a minimum of 3 to a maximum of 12, and finally 
that the State imposes a tax of 10 per cent on net income, ·we may 
compile the following familiar table, which will serve as a basis for 
our discussion. • 
Urriu Total Price c;,01l Net Net receipt. ofter deduction 

lor .ale am ler urat receipU receipu of ttlJ& of 10 per cmt 
10 20 3 30 1,0 9 
9 18 4 36 18 16'20 
8 16 5 40 24 21'60 
7 14 6 42 28 25'20 
6 12 7 4230 27 
51 11 7'.50 41'25 30'25 27'225 
5 10 8 40 30 ~-.'o·-
4 8 9 36 28 ~ ... 
3 6 10 30 24 21'60 
2 4 II 22 18 16'20 
1 2 12 12 10 9 
From this table it will be seen that the monopolist, by selling 

51 units at the price of 71, realizes a net profit of 30'25 before the 
deduction of the tax, and a net gain Of27'225 after the deduction of 
the tax. The two profits are the maximum obtainable either before 
or after the imposition of the tax. 
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fIt is uwally concluded, on this account, that the monopolist 
bears the burden of the tax, 

We know, however, that this would be true only on the hypothesis 
that the tax does not modify the demand curves of private indi
'viduals and of the State) But such an hypothesis, even if it may 
conform to reality in some exceptional cases, cannot be accepted as a 
general one; hence it is necessary to take account of the two other 
possible cases: namely, the case in which the price per unit rises from 
3 to 4, and that in which it falls to 2, 

If the price rises from 3 to 4, the table given above is modified as 
follows: 
Units Total Price G1-oss Net Net receipts ofter tleduction 
for sale cost per unit receipts receipts oj tox oj 10 per cent 

10 20 4 40 20 18 
9 18 • 5 45 27 24'30 

3 16 6 48 32 '28"80 
7 14 7 49 35 31"50 

~ I2 8 48 JIi 32'4°" 
~ II 8'50 46'1532.-'75 32'115 
5 10 9 45 35 31"50 

4 8 10 40 32 28'80 
3 6 II 33 27 24"30 

2 4 12 24 20 18 
r 2 13 13 II 9'90 

The new table shows that the monopolist has an interest in 
increasing the quantity soldfrom 5f to 6, because he realiZes a net 

,return of 36 instead of 35'75, and therefore shifts the tax, <To sum up: 
(confronted by the increased demand of the market, which is a 
consequence of the taX, the monopolist has an interest in· satisfying 
this increased demand by increasing production, because in this way 
he shifts the tax wholly or iIi part, ) . 

On the hypothesis that the price comes down to 2, the first table 
will be modified as follows: . . 
Units Total Price G1-oss Net Net receipts after deduction 

Jor sale cost per unit receipts receipts of tox of 10 per cent 
10 20 2 20 0 0 

9 18 3 21. 9 8"10 
8 16 4 32 16 14'40 

1 14 . 5 35 21 18"go 

6 12 6 36 24 21"60 
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Net Net receipts after deduction 
receipts of ttu: oj 10 per cent 

Urri,. Totol Price Gron 
for .aU COlt per rmit receipts 

51 II 6.50 35·75 24·75 22·275 
5 10 7 35 25 22.50 

4 8 8 32 24 21"60 
3 6 9 27 21 IS·90 

2 4 10 20 16 14.40 
I 2 II 2 I 9 S· I I 
It will be seen that even in this second case the monopolist has an 

interest in moving from his previous equilibrium position, becaUse 
by passing from 51 units to 5, he in part makes up for the tax. There-~ 
fore, even when there is a decrease in the price of the goods subjected 
to the decreased demand, the monopolist meets the decreased 
demand by reducing supply and increasing the price, aDd thus shifts 
part of the tax. 

<me matter of tax shifting is not at all exhausted by this analysis; 
many other questions remain to be examined) We have discussed 
the problem of shifting on the assumption that the monopolist 
prOduces at constant cos~; there is als'O-ilie'case oftlle -monopoliSt 
who proollces at increasing or decreasing costs. There is the case of 
a tax that strikes gross income rather than net income, or that is 
levied according to the number of units of goods sold rather than 
according to their value. But these are questions for detailed analysis 
giving rise to a series of corollaries the study of which carries us into 
the field of economic theory. 

tOur primary purpose has been to demonstrate the general truth\ 
that the introduction of a tax always gives rise to phenomena oti 
shifting.~ 

The Shifting of Indirect Taxes 

We have been concerned up to this point with the type of tax 
that is commensurate with the income of the producc;r, and have 
thus outlined the theory of the shifting of direct taxes. 

We may now pass to the second case-namely, that pf the type of 
tax that is commensurate witIi'the value of the goods th~t the con
sumer buys - that is, the case of in""'d'lI'ect taxes •. 
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Let us assume, then, that a tax on wine, coffee, tobacco, sugar, 
etc., is imposed for the purpose of affecting the. income of the 
consumer, who is subject to the tax. -. 

Now it often happ~ns that, in fact, the tax is 'paid or anticipated 
. by the ~mEorter or manufacturer, 'who automatically includes it in 
the price of the goOcfs affected and'makes up for it at the expense of 
the buyer. . 

This reimbur,sement is considered by current theory as the case 
that constitutes the problem of the shifting of indirect taxes; but 
this is an error the nature of which is almost self-evident. 

The manufa~turer of sugar, for example,pays the direct tax on his 
industrial income, which may be related, as has already been poi.nted 
out, to the quantity of sugar he produces; he is then called o~ to pay 
a. manufacturer's taxi on this same quantity of sugar that h~ pro
duces; but this second tax is not added to or identified with the first. 
The sugar manufacturer pays, on his own account. only the direct 
tax with respect to which hds the dejure taxpayer,. and he advances 
the manufacturer's tax to the Treasury on' behalf of the consumer 
who is the de jure taxpayer with respect t~ this tax.· 

Hence, one may speak of the relationship between manufacture] 
and consumer as involving 'shifting' only in a book-keeping sense; it 
does not involve any economic phenomena of shifting. 

The latter can begin only with the consumer,after he has bought 
the merchandise and has paid or reimbursed the seller for th~ tax. 

{If, then, we start from the proposition that a tax on the consump
tion of grain and c'offee is nothing. but a tax on the income of the 
consumer of grain and coffee, the tax will be paid in its entirety if, or 
in so far as, the taxpayer devotes 'a larger part of his income to buying 
the same quantity of grain and coffee as he bought before.! Tliis 
excess price, which is erroneously regarded as a phenomenon of 
shifting from the producer tq the consumer is, instead, the tax.which 
is owed by the latter. 

1 [Italian: imposta di fahbricazione - Translator's note] • 
I A confirmation of this - if indeed such confirmation is required - may be found 

in the legislative improvements which tend more and more to relieve the manufacturer 
of the burden and risk of advancing the taxes by making the moment of ,.:ol1ection 
coincide with the moment at which the consumet make~ his purchase. 
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. Now, the indirect tax is absorbed into the current price of the 
commodity affected and raises that price by the amount of the tax. 
In the light of this increase in price, consumption may decrease. To 
the extent to which the taxpayer reduces his consumption, the 
incidence of the tax falls on him; but at the same time, as far as the 
Treasury is concerned, he escapes the tax. No phenomenon of 
shifting has thus far been involved. 

( It should be remembered that the iJ!direct tax is a d-ebt charged' 
against the income produced by the consumer, not against con
sumption; it is a c!ebt that is col1ecte~ mOJl!ent,a.nd in.t.J:t~.!ict 
of consumption. I Hence, if the taxpayer reStrIcts his consumption, 
he fails to pay the whole of his debt.) I. 

The ~ is a comptl~o!y".£~~e~t; hence it carries with it the 
logical consequence that cons~mption also must be, to some' extent, 
compulsory. A characteristic illustration:-riitliiSConnection, is pro
vided by the old octroi on salt, which was supplem~nted by the 
obligation of eVery faniJIytObuy a given quantity of salt annually. 

We no longer have recovrse to this anti-economic J~t"!Jl- (If com
pulsion;' nevertheless we must prevent thefaxpayer-from avoiding 
the payment of the tax. The method for accomplishing this purpose 
would be to levy on all goods and services, without exception, the 
same tax on consumption - for example, a tax of 10 per cent of the: 
value of all goods and services; since the taxpayer would then be i 

unable to evade the tax and at the same time remains free to distri
bute his disposable income according to the principle of the equaliza
tion of marginal satisfactions. 

(It is only by proceeding on this llypothesis that we can ·discuss.' 
the phenomenon of shifting from the theoretical point of view, thus' 
abstracting, at least for the present, from the disturbing element of' 
evasion) 

If we hold fast to this assumption, it will be clearly seen that a 
direct tax of 10. per cent on net income is equal to an indirect tax of 
10 per cent on the value of all consumption goods. In both cases, 

I Cf. Book II. chap. 111.1 z. § 8 and paui",. 
. 'It is aati-economic because it preventa the taxpayer from distributing his income 
i ., according to the principle of the equalization of hi. marginal Batisfactions. 
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at the moment the tax is levied, the supply remains what it was. 
The taxpayer owes the State, in each case, 10 per cent ofhis income. 
Under direct taxation he pays the State 10 per cent of his income
that is, he turns over to the State a tenth of the goods he produces; 
under indirect ~axation.he pays the State 10 per cent of his income as 
he spendsjt - that is, in the ultimate analysis, he turns over to the 
State a tenth part of the coffee, grain, and wine that ht< buys .• 

He has left, in each case, go per cent of his former income, which 
he must distribute anew, and in a different way, among the goods 
entering into his private consumption. But to distribute $90 among 
goods the price of which has not increased because of indirect taxes 
is the same thing as to distribute $ 100 among goods whose price has 
increased by 10 per cent as a result of indirect taxes. In either case, 
he will make this new distribution freely; but this means that he'will 
have to change his previou~. c1e~andcurye: ~ .... ' 

There isiri·addifion~nowever, the new demand for private goods 
which the State will exert in using the proceeds from the tax. 

From this it follows that the old equilibJjum is disturbed by the 
new direction given to. the demand of private individuals and of the 
State; this, in turn~ gives rise to changes, upward· and downward, in 

, the system of prices previously preyailing and therefore, of necessity, 
to phenomena of shifting, which Will be followed by the reaction of 
the producers in their attempt to reach the new equilibrium. 

<:rosum up: the theory of shifting w¥ch we have stuClied for direct 
taxation is also valid, mutatis mutandis, for indirect taxation) 

<.... We now pass to the more complex concrete phenomenon, and 
. introduce the element of~, from which we had abstracted,> It 
is here that a theoretical difference arises, depending upon';)Vhether 
we are dealing with direct or indirect taxation. • 

. (The hypothesis of levying' consumption taxes on all goods and 
private services, without exception, cannot be realized in practicel 
as we shall see later. 1 Taxes on consumption must be limited toa 
group of goods. qf we reason on the basis of this new hypothesis, it 
follows that, under direct taxation, the taxpayer who does not succeed 
in shifting the tax distributes the rest of his available income among 

1 Cf. Book IV. chap.;. § 3. 
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the various items included in his private consumption solely accord
ing to the principle of the egurugation-.Of his marginal satisfactions. 
and thus obtains maximum satisfaction. On the other hand, the' 

(indirect tax on consumption, which is limited to a group of goods, 
creates per se an inducement to reduce preferably the consumption of' 
the goods affected by the tax, because such a reduction permits the 
consumer to avoid the tax.) That is, it compensates him, to some 
extent, for the sacrifice of the anti-economic ,contraction of consump
tion, and leaves him a margin within which evasion is possible. 
'" \ The possibility of evasion, therefore, artificially disturbs - other 
conditions being equal - the taxpayer's equilibrium of marginal 
satisfactions and diminishes the Treasury's revenue. ) 

The Forces of Friction 

<. What has been said about the economic distribution of taxes 
allows us to bring out the following truth: the action of those 
economic forces which are set in motion by the juridical distribution 
of taxes tends toward an equilibrium which does not differ from that 
which would be brought about by the natural play of the operating 
forces in the field of Private Economics . 

. From this follow two corollaries:, 
I. The action of economic forces, if they are to break down a 

juridical distribution which has not taken account of them, must, as • 
a rule, overcome a series of obstacles - that is, a mass of forces of 
friction. Hence the phenomena of shifting, of diffusion, of evasion, 
and of eJisisn or consolidation of the tax require more ~ time 
to be r~alized completely. Equilibrium is established onTy after the 
lapse of a certain period of time, during which the juridical distribu
tion may fully attain its incidental ends. 

If, for example, the law exempts wages and burdens profits by 
the same amount, the wage-eamer will enjoy exemption from taxa
tion until the new equilibrium between profits and wages is re
established. So, also, all confiscatory taxes which are levied only 
once ar~ not Subject to control by rectifying economic forces. 
Suppose, for example, that the legislator proposes a partial expro-
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priation of large fortunes by means of a sharply progressive tax. He 
will accomplish his purpose completely, except that there will be a 
return to the old equilibrium so far as concerns new saving, new 
production, new purchasers and proprietors, and new generations. 

The forces of friction, then, operate in favour of a juridical 
distribution which is carried out in opposition to the natural play of 
economic forces; and they are, on that account a factor of great 
theoretical and practical ~mportance, from which we cannot abstract 
in the study of problenUi in taxation. 

2. An analogous, though.opposite, case is found when the legis-' 
lator does not propose to obtain a juridical distribution that is 
different from the economic distribution, but actually relies upon the 
play of economic forces to obtain the distribution he desires. 

There are several examples of tIPs. There is the case of the single 
tax, by which the legislator hopes to obtain the financial require
ments of the State from one or from only a few categories of income, 
leaving 'to shifting and to diffusion the task of distributing the tax
burden among all incomes not directly affected by the tax. Another 
example is to be found in the practice of regarding as superfluous 
the periodical appraisals of taxable income in order to equalize the 
tax periodically, on the ground that the natural play of economic 
forces in fact constantly operates to bring about equalization. 

Such reasoning is wrong, however, because it .does not take 
account of the forces of friction, which cause 'the processes of shifting, 
diffusion, and evasion of taxes to be long-continued, difficult, un
equal, and partial, and therefore keep alive inequalities which the 
legislator does not desire. 

Nevertheless, there are two cases of inevitable inequality to which 
attention should be called,in connection with the ideas j).lst 'dis
cussed. One is that of inequality as between visible wealth, which is 
always fully taxed, and invisible wealth, which avoids' taxation, 
Lands and houses comprise the first; the professions in general com-

• prise the second. Equalization of taxes as betWeen these two cate
gories of taxpayers is impossible ope legts; economic forces come to 
the rescue in so far as savings and human effort pass from agri. 
cultural to professional occupations, until such time as, through a 
discounting of the tax, on' the one. hand, and of the freedom fran: 
taxation, on the other, the compensations of the two types ofoccupa, 
~tion will be equalized, 
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The other case consists of duplications in taxation which result 
in a greater tax-burden in those instances in which duplication can
not be avoided. The distribution of savings among all possible 
investments takes account of the tax and - given sufficient time
re-establishes equilibrium. 

\From what has been said we may obtain the following guiding 
principle in tax-policy: the distribution of taxes must be made, from 
the first moment, in such a way as not to disturb or to disturb as 
little as possible the existing economic equilibrium. Only after 
having exhausted all means of avoiding inequalities can one entrust 
to the natural play of economic forces the task of ironing out those 
remaining inequalities which the law has not been able to remove~ 



CHAPTER V 

J URI D I CA L DIS T RIB UTI 0 N 0 F TA XES ,. ' 

Summary: The principle of the equality of all citizens before
1

the law in 
matters of taxation - Proportional and progressive taxation - Dis
tinctive characteristics 

(FROM the theory of shifting it follows that if other conditions 
remain the same,( economic equilibrium is disturbed less by an equal I 

and general tax on all incomes than it is by a higher tax levied on 
only a part of income. ) 

IThis i~ ~e economic basis of the juri~ical and politicalyrinciple 
that 'a~ cl~ze~s are eq~al before the law In matters of taxau?n"l 

This pnnclple, which corresponds to the general senument of 
contemporary society, also underlies the political constitutions 
of modern States;~but, as is usually the case with declaraJions of 
abstract and absolute rights, it does not have a concrete and positive 
contentJ It has, rather, the value of a critical and negative position 
in protest against certain historical forms of tax-exemption. 

It was, in fact, this principle that gave direction to the political 
struggle against the fiscal exemptions enjoyed by the nobility under 
the old regime. Mter the ancient fiscal privileges were abolished by 
the French Revolution, the stn:iggle continued to be waged. against 
the possibility of the emergellce of new privileges. . . 

tThe principle finds ,expression in the following two~canons: the 
~~!!~~r!flli~.~!lc!_~~un~'!!Li!y' o~ taxa.ti2!l~ . ' 
1'/ (The first means iliat no ciuzen who 'has an mcome may escape 
I taxation; the second, that all those who enjoy a given income must 
be subjected to the same fiscal treatment.; 

This may be illustrated by the provisions ofItalian positive law. 
For example, Article 25 of the Italian constitution states: 'All 
inhabitants of th~ realm, without distinction, must s1;lare the burdens 
of the State in proportioo to their wealth.' 

Again, Article 10 of the law of ~864 with respect to the taxation 
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orland states: 'All privileges and every special acemption from taxes 
on real property are abolished.' Similarly, the law with respect to 
the- taxation of movable property states that 'every individual or 
juristic person, whether citizen or alien, must pay taxes on mov
able property owned within the State'. 

The eXception made by these laws in favour of lands and build
ings which are of dOIl!!lin character is not a privilege, because 

(domain goods do not yield a private economic income. The patri
monial goods of the State, on the other hand, are correctly subject 
to taxation.' 

A true form of privilege is that which preserves, as historical sur
vivals, certain forms of personal exemption - the civil list of the 
Crown and appanages, diplomatic representatives, etc. Another 
case of privilege which has been created and which has been develop
ing under recent legislation is provided by the exemption allowed 
ill view of particular conditions, objectively stated. 

There are several types of exemption in Italian law, some of them 
recent, others representing a survival from an earlier period. Thus, 
soldiers in active service below the rank of commissioned officers are 
exempt from taxation; so are mutual aid societies; still another 
example is that of the exemptions enjoyed by public officials and 
government enterprises. Finally, there is the case of temporary 
exemptions granted to infant industries. 

An attempt is made to justify such exemptions on the pretext that 
they are granted, not on behalf of certain individuals, but in view of 
certain definite conditions, in which, it would seem, all citizens may 
find themselves, or into which they may voluntarily put themselves, 
and that therefore the juridical principle of equality is not violated. 

It remains a fact, nevertheless, that not all citizens find them
selves in, or can put themselves into, these conditions; ang that if 
they could or did do so, the fiscal advantage of the exeml·.Jns woul<\ 
be annulled. • 

(If we were to take account of the present state of legislation, the 
principle of equality ~uld have to be represented by the following 
formula: 'Two individuaI$ who are alike with respect to thf; amount 
of their incomes and with respect to the other conditions specified by the 

. law owe the same ta.-9 (But this'formula contains within itself a 
negation of the principltj since the law ~n always introduce con
ditions which, though providing an appearance of generality, are 
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applicabie to only a few and thus conceal the element of privilege. 
(The correct formula, therefore; is the rigid one .that limits itself 

'to declaring that 'two individuals with equal incomes owe the same 
tax,) It goes without saying, as has already been observed, that this 
principle becomes politically operativ~ in the form of scientific 
criticism and 'political opposition, whenever the body of ' taxpayers 
resent the injus~ice in~olved in t~e .. lig~tening ~f thel t~-burde~ of 
some group - SInce ,this resolves Itsdf" Into an Incrd.se In taxatIon 
for all the others -and resist; they celille their resistance'when they 
have realized in practice the principle of equality in the rigid sense 
laid down above, or ,an approximation to the principle in the rigid 
sense. Ther~after, the exceptions that remain and are accepted 
without prote~t are usually cases of collective altruism. 

<Having established -the principle of equality in taxation, we tome 
to a discussion of its application in the system of proportional and 
progressive taxation.,> . ,. 
\., ( Proportional taxation exists whep the percentage or rate of tax
ation is the same fW every unit or group of units-or for every group 
of $ IDO - into which individual income is divided. Progressive 
taxation" on the other hand, exists when, income being divided into 
groups of $ IDO, the rate .or percentage of taxation increases with the 
increase iiI income. Y 

It is not necessary, however, tqa.t the progression be geometric 
,iJr arithmetic, or that it follow any other law of increase; It is 
enough that the tax should, in some way and in some degree, " 
suggest uniformity or treatment and yet tUm out ,to be more than 
proportional to the income received. " 
to \This generic concept of progressive taxa'l:ion disposes of several 
superfluous criticisms that encumber the ground.) Thus, it is not 
worth while bothering ~th the objection according to whiCh pro
gressive taxation, if carried to extremes, absorbs' practically the 
whole of income; since it is not necessary that progressive taxation 
,~should 'be "carried to the point of absorbing the "fhole .of income, if 
t1\is is hot "the purpore of the legislator. On the other ~and, even if 
progression. ~tops half~way; it gives rise to the problem with which 
w«are concerned. The criticism in question is a reductio ad absurdum 
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which does not destroy the principle of progressive taxation, but 
merely makes it necessary to aPPly the .principle correctly in con
crete cases. 

( The most common concrete form of progressive taxation is that 
which is ,called ~essive.) Under this type of taxation the highest 
percentage is sef10r 'tTiaf given type of income on which it is intended 
to exert the most pressure; from this point on, the rate is applied 
proportionally on higher incomes and decreasingly on lower incomes, 
falling to zero on the lowest, incomes, as we shall see below.) 

(Included in the concept of p'rogressive taxation is the invers~ 
progressive tax, which exists whenever the tax strikes thesmaIier 
incomes relatively more heavily than the higher ones;>'. An example 
is to be found in the system of taxation that preceded the French 
Revolution, in so far as that system, taken as a whole, was consciously 
intended to put the borden on the less well-to-do classes. 

It is clear, in the light of what has been said, that an example of 
progtessive taxation does not exist when progression is adopted in 
order to compensate the smaller incomes for the inversely propor
tisnal burden which they bear in the form of indirect taxes on con
sumption:tone may not speak, ill such a case, of progressive taxation, 
since the intention is to bring about, in the evd, a proportional 
distribution of taxation:') 

(Having defined the general concepts represented by, the two 
systems of taxflqon,~e may examine some of their specific charac
teristics.lThe 1'0 'drtional tax is a real tax; the progressive is A 
fJ!.rsonal tax.' hese words are ti'be underst~d in, the sense that the 
proportiona tax is IMed directly on things, on goodl, without taking 
account of the persa'D who owns them~the Treasury directs its atten
tion to the wealth affected 'and considers the proprietor, or his 
representative, merely as the int~ediary through whoI!1jhe pay
ment is made. , .: 

The percentage of the total income of the community which is 
needefJ, to cover the needs of the State is applied to the income of 
each individual and to the various components of individual income. 

This is not the case with respect to progressive taxation. The 
latter leviel upon. different incomes; tax-rates that differ according 
to the size of the incomes, ~ that is, atcording to the income-group j.n 
which the p~rson. receiving the income falls. (The State does not 
strike the whole income, or each part of income, with objective 
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equality; on the contrary~ it takes account of the P9sitio~ of the 
income-recipient as an individuaU·lumming up, for this purpose, 
all the forms of income that accrue to him at a given moment. The 
same piece~ of property pays a different tax according as it belongs 
tb a ric3: "ll' less rich, ora poor man. 

\Which'of the two systems realizes the principle of equality of all 
citizens before the law in matters of taxation?" 
. (This is the rather vague way in which the problem of propor
tional and progressive taxation has been posed. ) 

(Of the attempts which have thus far been made to solve this 
problem, the ones that are of some scie~iific value are those that 
seek to relate the two systems to the theory of value.) Thus, some 
believe that they have demonstrated the validity of the pro..E.ortional 
system by treating it as a coroIIary of the theory of objective yalye -
thiit is, .of !,conomic efJ,uipale1J.ce. Others think they have demonstrated 
the validity of the progressive system by treating it as a corollary y 
~e ,theory· of subj~~~ye _~alue - that. is, ?f .the eg':!.,a1it'l. of s~e. 

As can be seen, In ~othcases what IS Involvecf IS a queStion of 
equality> 



CHAPTER VI 

ECONOMIC THEORY OF PROPORTIONAL 
AND PROGRESSIVE TAXATION" 

Summary: Economic theory of proportional taxation and the criticism 
thereof - Economic theory of progressive taxation - Criticism of the 
principle of equality of sacrifice - Is it true that the importance 
attached to successive increments of income by the recipient thereof 
decreases with each increment? - The question of inheritance and 
of productive factors obtained without cost - Conclusion 

§I 
• 

(LET US begin with proportional taxation. ) If we start from the two .. 
premises already expounded - namely,~a) that the consumption of 
general public services varies directly with individual income, and 
~h) that all citizens are equal before the law in matters of taxation -
it would seem possible to deduce immediately the principle of pro-
portional taxation.~ • 

In other words, if it is assumed that Brown, with an income of 
10,000, consumes 100 units of public goods, and that 'Smith, with 
an income ten times larger, consumes ten times as much, it seems 
obvious that he J;Dust also pay ten times as much in taxes as Brown. 

(The reasoning thus used with respect to the two taxpayers is the 
same as that used within the field of Private Economics with respect 
to two consumers,) one of whom buys twopotylds of bread and the 
other one pound, the first ~g called upon to pay twice as much as 
the second. -" '-" ____ __ ._ 

But the analogy does not hold~ It con~ an errol ~-«O.l!omic 
l~cf in so far as it takes for granted what really would have to be 
demonstrated - namely, the asrumption ~t the State, like a private 
enterprise, operates under the principle of the 'single pricC;~ When 
it is stated that SInith must pay ten times as much as Brown, because 
he consumes' ten ~es as.,.much public services as Browri, it is taken 
for granted thai tpe two must pay the same price for every quit of 
public goods de~anded and consumed. 
~ow, the single price is not a necessary feature of the financial. 

I'll 
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PoE.<:r.9.fQle .. §!<l:!~~_yvhic~i~ ~on()pgij~1:i~ it is a necess,!-ry featu;e 
. of private enterprise ~hen cf}ndition~ offree competition prevail. 

Tpe. single pric;e is· a ne~essary result of the forces which operate 
when. sellers ,an,d . cuyers compete, The action of these forces 
eliminatesdi;fferertt subjective apimlisa1s', from whicp., also, different 
prices may ,arise;)f the- competitive regime is transformed into a 

'monopo:U:stic one. ." . , 
.In the financial policy\of the State, however,which is at once 

monopolistic aria authoritarian, the (Drees that lead to the establish
·ment of a single price' are not necessarily operative: The State, iIi 
greater measure 'tp!lll any private ,'mon?polistic l'!nterprise, is in a 
p'osition to practiSe-the policy of ma.Pifold prices;' . 
. WQr this reason; if we retain the assumption thatCeach citizen 
consumes general public' services in proportion to his ineome0it does 
not :Collow that proporti~nal taxation i~whatis'l;alled for. q:'here i! 
missing the intennediate link which is repx:e~entesi by the ~~sumptiol1 
of a single price. " • . 

Hence the principle of objective v~lu~ or of economif:_equivalenct 
does n«;>t explain proportional taxation.1 '. -1 . ' 

.§~ " , 
., >:) 

~ ~he pOSsl?mty .of payi.!!1Ldlf!~r(!~~ p!i~~.I2r_the.sa~e_,:r;i~s ? 
w, .yblic gOq~~_lS, the first ~eneIal co, nditlon ~or progres~lve taxatlOn.~) 
t· \ Indeed, the 'latter eXIsts when.- grantIng that th,t consumpuol 
;of public 'goods is proportio~a1 to incom6-;it is' assumed that th 
~ possessors of larger incomes are willing and are therefore ealled OJ 

i to pay, for each unit of consumption,; it higher price per unit. 
l This summ¥y ;tatement of the problem contains several. assump 
tions'that will rl.ow b~ aiscpssed, •. . 

(Fj!~t of all, let'us adpUt that .when the system of proportiom 
'taxatiot. ';'; that is, the system ·of \:he single price - prevails, cor 

: sumers' rents are establi~ed" jn favour of,some taxpayers, From th 
, first pre\'qmption, may 'l,egitimately be deriv.ed a119t~er -:namel] 

that 'these taxpay'ers are willing to pay different a~d higher pric( 
per unit iha'h are the taxpayel'fl 'who do po£ enjoy a consumer's ren 
, ,L~ us.. also concede 'that. the State, ,through a shrewd policy ( 

'.. t lr . ' . 1 This theory or criticism of proportional taxation may be found completely fo 
mulated in the mimeographed notes of my lectures from 1887 on. 
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manifold prices. mar well appropriate the consiuners' rents of these 
ftaxpayen for the benefit of the community) 

Yet, if these arc' the preliminary conditions which make, it 
possible to speak of progrbsive taxation, they do not constitute the 
problem of progressive taxation. The latter suppOses that. the "rent' 
enjoyed by a consumer depends only on the size of his income; thal 
the readiness of the' taxpayer to pay different prices' increases uni· 
formly with the increase of hjs income; and furthermore, that il 
increases equally for all t~ayers. 

The validity of these assumptions must be demonstrated. And 
the demonstration' consists in measuring the greater or lesser willing. 
ness of the taxpayerS to pay increasing prices ''Per unit for publi~ 
goods, according to the urgency, of the private wants that they satis!) 
with their different incomes: the I?ossesso{of a high income satisfiel 
wants wh!ch are leSs urgenO"tha)1 those which are satisfied by om 
who has a. modest income. • 

°It ,,:as once common to spe~ofa:divisi~nofwants into necessary: 
useful, and superfluous wants; now we speak of a lIcale of wantl 
decreasing in urgency. Ixi any case, however,( it is' held that the 
degre.e .of ,urgency clecreasd llniformly with the incr~ase in income. 
r.~~ from the postulate of the ?ecieaSing ~tensity '~fwimts -i~ 
denved the corollary that a proportlonallevy on mC<¥Des lIDPOSesO[ 
the possessor of the l.arger income a sacrifice which is less than pr() 
portional to that imposed on· the posselsor of the lower income.) 

Given two individuals, Brown and Smith; wfth incomes, re' 
spectively, of 10,000 and'loo,ooo, a proportional tax 'of to per IO( 
would take away 1000 from. Brown and 10,000 from Smith, leavin~ 
the former wi\h an income of gooo, and the latter, with one of go,ooo 
Brown will then have ~o renounce 'the satisfa~tion of private 'wan~ 
which are relatively more urgent than those which Smith.JVill haVI 
to renounce.(From this follows the conclusion:1tl!e tax 1.000st be ~4 
~~r?~Q!1..¥ -:-t!t~!oK!esili;.si~.r.sLatig!!..t?.i.!lC0E!.e- if it i: 
desired that the tax be ~portional to t!!.~~sacrifi.se or eadi in<!ividual 

,Thus far the theory. In ordeflOtU5cus;tt;ret us continu. with th. 
reasoning and see what further conseqqences maybe drawn from it 

Keeping Brown's tax a\, 10 per cent, let Smi~h's be raised to 20 

then to 30; and then to ..b0 per cent; his residual incomes IJf 80,000 
70,000, and 50,000, respectively,. will still permit him !o· satis~ 
wants which. are relatively less urgent than those satisfied by Brown 
• . 173 
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Proceeding on the same logical basis, we come to the conclusion that 
(;mly if a tax of 10 per cent is levied on the income of Brown, and 
one ofgl per cent on that ofSmi~, will it be possible to say that the 
consumption of the two individuals has "Geen equalized. 

(-R;ence, if this. were the way in which the principle of subjective ' 
equality ought to be understood, it would logically lead to the 
objective c;:quality of incomes, -\ -

But not all those who support the principle of progressive tax- I 

arion commit this error, or intend to obtain this result. 

§3 
(Equality of sacrifice is not the same thing as equality of fortunes~ 

The error in logic that is made by most writers lies precisely in jump
ing from the theory of equality of sacrifice - which is derived from 
the theory-of subjective value- to the theory of the equality in the dis
tribution of wealth, which is derived from the theory of objectivevalue.~ 

I Now, for purposes of theory, what is important, above all, is thM 

lthe two principles should not be cdnfused. "They are two absolutely 
differellt concep~ also corresponding to two distinct goats, which 
progressive taxation may set for itsel£ 

.} lProgressive taxation may, indeed, be considered as a means for 
i \ correcting the ~aturaljnequality in die distribution> of private wealth, 
I,by preventing the accumulation of such wealth beyond a given maxi
! mum and encouraging accumulation up to a given minimum. 

(...or, far from proposing an equal distribution of wealth, it may 
recognize all the economic stimuli which in one way or another 
impel men to increase their wealth~ and all the de facto conditions 
which, in different ways, assist them in obtaining we3J.th. ~ence it 
may accept the fact that wealth.is unequally distributed; but; holding 
that the sacrifice involved in· the payment of taxes is inversely pro
portional to accumulated wealth, it may seek a tax that will be pro
portional to the pain or sacrifice experienced by the taxpayers.l('Th( 

I'rich man is willing to pay prices that increase uniformlY with the increas( 
';in his income.' 1 This is the fundamental concept underlying the 
\ doctrine; and it is clear that,~if the taxpayer is willing to pay the 
:higher pri~, the. incentive to increasq production, savings, an~ 
'lWealdl, i~ not restra,ined.) 1,.' • • . 

-: 1 Thill is a different thing fr~m sayiIig and recognizing that in certain definite cases 
i1lfJolving G benefit to certain definite people the rich man is willing to pay for these 
persons. (See Chapter VII ~ediately following.) 
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(In the light of this analysis, a formal and concrete difference may 
be said to exist between the two theories) \ The one - involving a 
tendency toward the levelling of fortunes - is not afraid to push 
progression to the point of absorbing the larger estates entirely. The 
other - that of equality of sacrifice ~ tends, to be sure, to distribute 
the load of taxation progressively, but wishes to do this in such a way 
as not to prevent the indefinite increaseofpnvate fortunes.: From this 
it is an empirical but logical steptto transform a progressive system of 
taxation into a system that is pr~ortional beyond a given limit which 
is fixed at the discretion of the legislator.) 

The fundamental dity"ereq.ce betWeen the two aims does not make 
it impossible that, at given Ciistorical moment!, the sponsors of a pro
gramme of equalizing the distribution of wealth and the sponsors of 
the principle of equality of sacrifice may work together, at least for 
part of the way. In politics the two aims may be joined, but in 
theory they correspond to two distinct principles. 

rWe shall examine later the theory of progressive taxation, which 
proposes the levelling offortund or in any case a modification of the 
natural distribution of wealth, ,and which has a social or political 
characterl It is more important, at this point,tio clarify the economic, 
principle of equality of sacrifice, when this principle is cor,rectly. 

"Understood. 1 ' . 
Since we wish to pass step by step from the major arguments to 

the pUnor ones, let us first make all necessary concessic;>ns with 
respect to ~e.d~ecr~asing sca.Ie of wants. and ~e c?nse9-u~l!tr~_adiness 
of the taxpayer lo pay taxes represenung urufOririIy lilcreasmg per
centages of his income, Even on this·hypothesis,'we do ngtflV'ercome! 
the fundamental difficulty - namely, that the principle & subjective 
value does not allow comparisons of sensibility}- \fhether to pain or I 
pleasure, sacrifice or enjoyment --{as between different individuaJ.s.\ 

The elementary principle on which this structure is built is that ' 
for each individual, decreasing importance is attached to successive 
increments of income. But this principle, assuming that it is tru~ 
is true on condition that one confines oneself to the budget of each. 
separate individual; only then could it be concluded that one is 
willing to pay lower rates on the first increlI!ents of his income and 
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'higher ones on·the following incrementS. And that, in itself, would 
be something. ' , . 

. Nevertheless, in order to pass from this conclusion to progressive 
daxation, we must get out of the closed economy of an individual' 
land make comparisons between different individuals. 

In lact, let us suppose that Brown, with,an income of w,ooo, is 
willing to pay the following tax-rates: . l • 

on the first 2000, 5 per cent, i.e. altogether 100 
" "following " 6. " "" " 120 
"" ~, ,,7 ." .,,~,' 140 
"" " "8,, " ,;' )60 
"" " "9,, " " 180 

,! Total income 10,000 TQtal, tax .. 700 

Brown will' pay '700 on an income of fo,ooo, distributed pro
,gressively by percentages from 5 to 9, which is equal to a propor
tional tax of 7 per ce;nt. 

Let us now consider the cases of two other·taxpayers:Jones, with 
an income of'6000, and Smith, whose income is 16,000. Dividing the 
incomes into groups of 2000, we, ~~y ,construct two tables analogous 
to the preceding one. ' 

~:m the 'first 2000, 5 per cent, i.e. altogether 100 
" "following "6,, " " 120 
.,,, " "1,, " " 140 

Total income 6000, Total tax 360 

This would ,constitute a tax of 6 per cent on the totaUncome. 
Smith. would pay: 

oft the firsE 2000, 
". "following " 

" " 

" " 
" " 
" " 

" " 
"~"',, 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
.''' 
" 
" 

Total incoIn,j:: 16,,000 

5 ,per cent, i.e. 
6 
7 
8 

.'9 
10 

II 

12 

" 
" 
" 

. 
". 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

altogether 100 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

• 120 
140 

160 
180 
200 
220 
240 

'" ~ Total tax.I,360 
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This will be a ~ ofS.5 per cent on the total "income. 
(Thus, a tax orB per cent will be paid on an income of 6000, a 

tax of 7 percent on 10,000, a tax of 8,5 per cent on I6,000.\!he 
progression seems to be the automatic result of the decreasing im-. 
portance that each taxpayer attaches to the successive portions .of 
income within his budget, ·without comparison with other individu~ 
But this is not so; since in the example if is supposed that the decteas
ing scale of sacrifice is equa,l for all three taxpayers, whereas the 
theory of subjectiVe! value does not permit us to adopt such an hypo
thesi~. On the contrary,1 it is more probable that the scales are 
different for each:of the three. Th~example amounts to comparin~. 
the sacrifice of different individuals and ~easuring these sacrifices 
by the different levels of income.b 

Even for the advocates of progressive taxation it is true that, tw:o 
individuals -receiving t1ie same income owe the same amount in 
taxes. ~s is obvious on the basis of the theory of.objective value;1 
but it is false on the basis of the theory of subjective value~sihce, even 
if incomes are equal, the pain or sacrifice of the two taxpayers may 
be and usually is different.\ Nevertheless, it is this proposition that 
underlies the structure of progressive taxation. 

tAt this point it is alre:1dy permissible to conclude that( the 
principle of equality of sacrifice, correctly interpreted, does not· 
demonstrate the validity of progressive taxation. And, strictly 
speaking, we might content ourselves with this negative contlusion, . 
just as we did in the case of the theory of objective ecpnomic· 
equivalence. 

(Neverthelps, it is well to push the analysis somewl:{. lurther; 
since the negative conclusion just stated says only that the marginal 
importance attached to each new increment of incom«. does not 
decrease uniformly for all; it does not deny that il decreasesf~r.every .. 
one in some measure. In other words, the progressive principle would I, 
still have been demonstrated within the autonomous sphere of each 
individual economy, and its practical application WQuld be impossible; 
only because of the, theoretical impossibility of comparing the'. 
autonomous l>rogressiye scaleS of the differeht taxpayers, and because' 
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.of the technical -impossibility of establishing, different progressive _ 
·taxes for each individual,) , 

This uncertainty and this logical gap in the analysis follow from 
the acceptance as an axiom of the principle that less subjective 
importance is attached to successive increments of income as income 
increases. 

Q:his principle, howevet, must be re-examined. It is usu"ally 
, formulated as follows) Given an income ofa certain size, its possessor 

values each successIVe increment of it less than the preceding 
increment, because the degree of urgency of his wants is 
lecreasing. 

~It should be noted, first of all, that the income is treated as a 
:iven quantity and not as a quantity that is produced, or that is 
nherited by its present possessor; and therefore, while It is put into 
:elation with the decreasing scale of wants,.it a not compared with 
:he cost of producing it by an exptnditure of effort or of acqUiring 
,t withotl.t effort. The two cases must be kept separate. ) 

Let us suppose, first, that the given income has been produced by 
its owner. In this case, every increment of income produced includes 
an increment of cost; and, in dealing with values, it is not possible 
to avoid a comparison between the utilitarian apprais.al of each 
successive increment of income and the corresponding sacrifice 
which is represented by each succeSsive increment of cost. 

Whatever the type of labour - whether it be manual" or mtellec
tual - ~ach new unit oflabour, or of risk, or of time, or of responsi
bility, or, in general, of effort ~ected to the production of a- new 
unit of income, represents for the producer an increasing mbjec!:W:! 
sacrifice, while each successive unit of consumption represents to him 
a decreasing satisfaction. Every labour effort is, therefore, subject 
to t1ie law of progressive exhaustion. And smce the factor of labour 
is part of all activity ~toward the production of goods and is 
the element of co~t which far outweighs the other elements, it may 

, be seen from this what part of the increase of wealth is controll,ed by 
the principle of increasing sacrifice. iIence, fortthe greater p¥t oj 

, the incomes which are th~t of the work of the present generation, 
Vf the scale of human 'wants follows the law of diminishing s~tisIac· 
tion, theIroduction of \:he income itself follows the law of increas~ 
sacrifice: We know that" everyone finds for himself the point wliid 
he regar s as equilibril1m and at which he decides to ,stop. Withir 
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th~ limits it is not clear why the wealthier person, who has pro- I 

duce.d and produces with increasing sacrifice, would be willing to , 
pay in taxes rates or percentages which increase with the successive. j 

increments of income.' The proposition is not demonstrated. 
(The relationship between the decreasing satisfactions and the 

corresponding increasing costs points to the idea of proportional 
taxation, and not of progressive taxation - to the concrete system of 
single price and not of manifold prices. ) 

§6 

(Now, not all incomes are a fruit of the actual labour of the 
reCIpients of the incomes. The typical, if not the only, case of this 
sort is that of mheiit~~. ) 

In this instance, wealth which was produced and. saved at 
increasing costs by the past generation becomes mor~ or less costless 
as far as the heir is concerned. Jurists presume that the heir carries' 
on the personality of the deceased; but this presumption, which is 
vajid in explaining formal relationships inJaw, and also economic 
relationships of another sort, Qs not valid with respeot'to the relation
ship between the heir and the deceased in the matter of satisfactions " 
and sacrifices} since, at the death of the testator .. there ceases tobe : 
physical continuity between the one who has borne the cost of pro
duction of the inheritance and the one who uses it -only for'the satis
faction of his wants. Bence, in the case of inherited wealth, as far .. 
as the heir is concerned, t1}e law of decreasing': I11_3!g!ttlll_ yaluAtionj~. 
appli~able; since, there being no C;o~ Qfp!oau~tion ~ !h_e_otll.~I: terll}.. 

1 There are thoSe who, while accepting the principle of increasing marginal sacrifices 
(or labour, deny it not only in lOme special cases, as, for example, the very sRecia1 case 
o( the inventor, which we may ignore, but also in the general case oW-- .ng, The 
maD who uvea begins to save at increasing costs, but then, having assuL.J himself of 
the maintenance of hia present and prospective stsndard of living, which his habits 
prevent him from abandoning, he continues to save and to accumulate automatically 
at constant or even decreasing coat, 80 that he justifies the popular saying that ·savin.B' 
prodw:auaving'. • --

Even if we grant this point, we may note that the greater the amount of saving, 
the greater is the demand for labour, and hence, other things being equal, the more 
accentuated it the lCale of increasing marginal sacrifice on the part of workers. Further
more, there it a decreaee in the remuneration of the saver, and in this way, the decreas
ing sacrifice which ultimately comes about is discounted. 

• See 'Inheritance Taxes', Book IV, chap. v, § 7 ff. It goes without saying that 
the coneideration .tsted in the text is only one of the elements involved in the 
complex phenomenon of inheritance. . 
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of comparison, the evaluation of the successive doses of the patrimony 
is measured only by the scale of intensity of wants, which is a de-

o creasing one.) 
In any case, however, this circumstance must be limited to 

inh~tance; h wl?uld be a mistake to extend the progressive principle; 
: from incomes that have been inherited to those that are in the pro

cess of formation; and for this reason the special consideration of 
Zinherited incomes could not, in and of its~ provide an adequate 
basis for the adoption of the general system of progressive taxation; , 

§7 

l...Nor is-this aiL The second circumstance to which it is necessary 
• to direct our attention is the relation between the subj~..roargi!lal 
• valuatiQll_o[JJ;come and the subjectiye mai:girtal valuation of pu,blic 
, ~f_es. For if it is maintained that the taxpayer sets a decreasing 

'

valuation up?n successive increments of wealth or of income, it is also 
. necessary to main.?in that he will set a decreasing valuation upon 
successive increments'of public servic~ the latter, as we have pointed 
out, being goods which are inst::n!!!lentiU in, and.a ~~essary condition 
for, thel production and the enjoyritent of private income. In other 
.words, if Brown values his second piece of property relatively less 
than the first, his third less than his second, aIld so on, he will also 
value the second policeman who insures his possession of the second 
piece of property relatively less than the first, the third.1ess than the 
second, and so on. 

<It should be noted that the comparison of subjective value as 
jetween the tax and public services applies both to incomeS' in 
formation and to inherited jncomes. This fact, of course, leads to 
a modification of the conclusion stated above~ . 

To sum up:puter having examined the theory in all its aspects, 
we may confirin the negative conclusion, l that the principle of' { 
equality of sacrifice. or of subjective economic equivalence, does not· , 
demonstrate the validity of progressive taxation, just as the principle, 
of objective economic eq~yaIence does not demonstrate the validity i 
of proportional taxation:.~ 
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58 
Before we conclude this chapter, it may be worth while to mentioll 

an old theory which has been readopted by writers who hold thaI 
all large inco!,!les. when they pass a given minimum or average level, 
are necessarily the Eroduct of cmtless fact~rs . ..Jbese writers consider 
it legitimate that the Treasury should respect that part of income 
which coven cost of P9XiuCtiOD, but should consider everything 
above this as belong4lg to the community and should absorb it 
through taxation. 

<'This statement of the problem deserves to be cleared up, inas
much as it is not based on differences in subjective evaluations and 
consumer rents, but on the difference between o!:ie£~v~_<:.OSts l:\~d 
p~oducers' rents." The basis is sounder. But above all, it Ipust not 
be limited to the income from lands and buildings, as was the case 
with the earlier writers; it must be broadened to incl6.de' aU i,neomes 
in whose production some costless factor plays a part, a ph~no~ebon 
of rent thus being created. 

For this reason. if we take as the basis of comparisol]. the current 
rate of remuneration - profit, interest, or wages -L," aU income above 
this level represents -l case of rent and ought' to be absorbed by 
taxation. 

What we must decide, therefore, is whether the owner of a more 
fertile piece of land must contribute to the State all or part of the 
greater income that, expenses of production being equal, he obtains 
as compared with the marginal farmer. We must decide whether or 
not the more capable entrepreneur must contribute all of the larger 
profit that he makes in comparison with the marginal enterpriseJ 
We must decide whether the more intelligent, the more skiJ1.ed, or 
the stronger worker must contribute tlie higher wages th(..ae earns 
as compared with the marginal worker. (We must decide, m a woCcr,1 
whether or not the more fortunate producers must pay for the les~ 
fortunate, and thus produce public goods that satisfy collective wantif 
felt equally by both groups~ -. 

trhis method of distributing taxes is not new; its counterpart is to 
be found in the institution of the family, in which 'each member pro-~ 
duces according to hiacapacity and consumes according to his needs~( 

,This is the germ of the phenomenon which may logically be 
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carried over from the private ~conomy into t,!le collective eCQIlOmy 
and -may provide the theoretical basis for a distribution of taxes 

• wherel}y 'the m~re forttlnate paYf0.I:_t:l:t~lessf()r.!lJ!!.litc·) 
To what extent can the sentiment of solidarity among th~ mem

bers of a family be transferred and transformed into the feeling of 
social solid.arity? And to what extent will this transfer and trans
formation - if they are possible - be useful to society? This is a 
problem which it is not our task to solve, because, so far as the pur
pose of our theory is concerned, It t.nerely states the conditions under 
which a given .fiqancial principle may be. applied. ~ 
< It is important, on the other hand, to emphasize the fact that the 

principle of distribution followed by the family does not lead to 
progressive taxatio~ which progresses uniformly with the increase of 
income and avoids a <:letailed examination of the wanfs (or which 
the less fortunafe are not in a position to provide; it implies only that 
when faced by the ascertained need of a social group with respect to 
which it has been established that its members are totally or par
tially unable to :take care of themselves, and when the social desira-

1 If one wished to discuss at some length the possibility' and the desirability of th. 
State's adopting the principles which regulate the economic life of the fatnily, it woui( 
be necessary to extend greatly the limits of the problem of Public Finance. But if w. 
wish to remain within the present limits of the latter, we can only call attention to I 
few general concepts. . - • 

The functions of the-family are nowadays distinct from those of the State, since the 
family has lost the character of an embryonic political society and the State has absorbed 
the corresponding functions of the family, fi.t the same time absorbing nuclei of several 
families. 

Because of this increasingly shatp division of labour, the family restricts itself to 
members joined by natural bonds of blood and affection, and ita economic function 
consists of educating the offspring and preparing them for the struggles of life by 
developing in them aU the latent aptitudes that make victory easier when they will have 
entered society, where the struggle takes place. This is why, in this preparatory activity, 
the head of the family and the stronger members produce according to their capacity 
and spend aooording to the W8llts of the younger and weaker members. 

But as soon 8lI the latter, having become ready for the.,struggle, enter and become 
active members of society, they are compensated according to their merit, not accord
ing to their wants. This is the selective principle that assures to the community the 
survival of the fittest. In this principle Herbert Spencer sees the fint and most general 
reason for the historical fact of the division of functio(l$ between the State and the 
family. But the principle has the value lJIlly of a first approximation; for the modern 
State produces services and makes expenditures that benefit the weak, -the less able, 
without causing thereby any adverse selection, since it intends, bY' these expenditures, 
to reinforce the function of the family - that is, to select the more capable and to separate 
them from the mass of those who are and remain without adequate means and for 
whom modern society provides through the system of charity. " 

We must, therefore, proceed case by case. The selective principle sets the limits, 
in the sense that the contribution of the rich to the less fortunate social groups mus! 
stop when there i$ a danger that an exaggeration o~ this pollcy may lead to ~e surviva· 
of the less fit. 
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bility of caring for them is recognized, the richer come forward to 
hdp. And this is th~policy that is practised, as we shall see, in 

I modem States. - - . 
It mwt also be pointed out that the principle according to which 

the richer or more productive member of society turns over a part 
of his income to the less productive or more needy member tends to 
make equal, op, legis, individuals who consider themsdves different 
but whose incomes and needs it is desired to make more or less equal 
in/act, and that this has nothing ta'do with the theory of subjective 
value. ;Jt expresses, rather, the s~nd aim that progressive taxation 
may set itself - namdy, that of attempting to equalize the distribu
tion of wealth - and thw opens the way for a treatment of the problem 
as a political one. 



CHA:PTER VII 

POLITI CAL THEORY OF PRO P 0 R or 10 N A L 
AND PROGRESSIVE TAXATION 

. Summary: The political charact:e~ of proportional taxation - The political 
. character of progressive . taxation --'- The struggle _ between the rich 

and the ,poor":'" The policy of exempting the smallest incomes from 
taxation leads to ~rogressiV'e taxation - Effects of progressive taxation 
on the production and distribution of wealth and oIl the budget of 

, the' State - The theory eXamined in the light of actual conditions ..:... 
The 'removal' of the tax from the ~maller incomes to the larger is 
impeded by progressive taxation, but is not impeded bYPlirPportional 
taxation • ' 

§I 

<JIAVIN~ arrived at the nega~ve conclusian, stated in the preceding 
chapter, which prevents our considering eitner the proportional or 
the progressive system of taxation as a' torollary of the theory of 
value, we have only to treat the two sy~tems as two primary facts 
deriving from political tendencies, each system corresponding to the 
interest of the classes that happen to be domj.nating.) 

(In history, there are examples of taxation inversely,~ro~tional 
~o wealth, as. well as of pro~ and progressive taxatlOn~ 
B~fOre the French Revolution there was in~ in~ely 

pro)2ortional system which exempted the dominant classes and put 
the burden of taxation on the mass of the peasantry and the industrial 
bourgeoisie. The tax-e~e~ptions were a part of the whole system 
of political privileges enjQyed by the secular .and. ecclesias,tica~ 
nobility. . 

With the triumph of the Frenc~ution, the third estate found 
in proportional t~~on the tax tyste,m which harmonized with the 
general political tendency that it. championed. 

Finally, ,with'the growing influe!;l.s.~ of the masses, the tax systerr 
turned in the direcqQllQf prgge5S.lve for~lli~on, which tenc 
to modify the,distribution of wealth in favour of the le~s...fortunat. 
classes, r . - --.--.-- -'- ,----
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When the phenomenon of taxation is thus put on political ground, 
it cannot be treated as an abstract problem, isolated from the general 
political tendencies of a given historical period . .It is a necessary part 
of a whole; it is connected with the other parts that form the whole 
and is determined by the causes that decide the general political 
tendency.( Once this fact is established~ the theoretical investigation 
consists of~{a) ascertaining in what .. elationship taxation stands to' 
the general policy of the State; and (b) q.escribing precisely what are 
the economic and fiscal effects of the system adopted; in order that 
in the struggle of opposing interests, each class may ~onsciously 
choose its own method of realizing in practice the aims that it 
pursues. I . . 

The French Revolution affirmed in its legislation the system of 
proportional ~axation. The latter', despite the fact that it was opposed 
by the extremists;who championed the progressive system as a means 
for equalizing thCl distribution of wealth, was the natural result of 
the political and economic thought prevalent at that time. 

(For proportional taxation strikes lV~alth obU;&tiydy. That is, it 
strikes the 'thing'", without regard to the person of the proprietor' 
I t was this objective, DOn=-personaI cliaracter of the proportional 
system that led to its beihg carried into effect by the men -of the 
Revolution, who wished, above all else, to protect themselves against 

- the danger of a return to these privileges. fI.hey conceived the 
equality of all citizens before civil and tax law in a rigidly objective 
.sense; hence their choice of proportional taxation, the application 
of which fogically excludes all possibility of allowing favouritism on ' 
behalf of persons and classes.) 

~This was the political merit of proportional taxation; but it also 
has an even more important _econQ..mic:.._!!!erit) ~ince it harm~ed ~ 
wit?"-Ttlle econ?.~~.!eg~~tiQ!! of~_ey!pe, Wlllch was gujded by'$e: 
prinClpleof the maximum ,production a~ the 4tJIefinite.1-:mula-. 
cion' of wealthl . .. 

Feudal civilization, with its privileges of the dominant landed 
class, with its relationship of status a~d not of contract, which subjected 
the vassal to the whim and the personal exploitation of the feudal 
lord, with its systems of emphyteusis, tithes, and quit-rents, which 
made intensive cultivation unprofitable for the vassal, had sterilized, 
agricultural production and therefore undermined at its roots the 
political existence Qf lhe dominant class. 
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Hence'the necessity, with the increase of the population and the, 
wants that arose therefrom, of breaking the chains that were an' 
obstacle to tlw increase of production. __ 

The scientific criticism which preceded'and prepared the ground 
for the French Revolution had shown, above all, how the mass of 

'!estrictions placed upon the free circulation and cUvision of landed 
pr()perty (entail, primogeniture, feudal property, mortmain, right 
of usufruct, etc.) '~ade it impossible for such property to pass, by 
'Jrieans of free contract, purchase, or the division of inheritances, into 
the hands of the persons most able' to realize their maximum 
value. 

, 'In the second place, it had pointed out how the increase of pro- , 
duction was hampered by the contractual forms then in force 
(emphyteusis, quit-rents, tithes, ,etc.)~ These contracts, while they' 
forced the worker of the land to bel'lr the risk involved in 'every new 
investment of capital and labour, continued to obligate him to pay 
the same share of the total product. This arrangement, which usually' 
resolved itself into an increasing annual levy on net income, ' dis
couraged the vassal from any new investment for the purpose of 
introducing infensive cultivation. . 

Finally, the organization of the various crafts into gWlds 
diminished the efficiency of human labour; this was the economic 
cause of the abolition of the guilds ang of the consequentsubstitu
tion offree for unfree labour. Other laws made it possible to transfer 
freely the property that 'had been tied up by mortmain, entail, etc., 
and transformed payments in kind into fixed and redeemable ground. 
rents expressed in terms of money. 
~In harmony with these reforms, proportional t~ation .l:s the fista 

system which respects to the utmost the producti'on of wealth anc 
~apital accumulation.)I~ fact: (a) it does i'lot ~~rcise, per se, an~ 
lDfluence on the prod'uctlOn of wealth, because It Imposes the same 
burden - i.e., the same tax-rate - on ea~ new unit of wealth pro
duced, after deduction ofexpencJitures of production; (b) it does not 
exercise any influence on the distribution of wealth, since it levies a 
uniform tax-rate on all incomes, and thus does "'not of itself create 
relatively; more favourable terms of exchange either for those possess
ing smaU incomes or those l?-ossessing large ones; (e) in regard to the 
State budget, the proportional taX ip.~a single tax-r~, so that 
the ratio of total taxes~al national income is the same as the 
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ratio of the taxes paid by each individual to his income, the tax having 
the exclusively fiscal aim of covering the financial needs of the State. 

To sum upi1Proportional taxation respects the natural play of the 
economic forceIinvolved and remains neutral all between them. For 
this reason it is the type of tax which was proper to an historical 
epoch that was dominated, on the political side, by the fear of a 
return to class and personal privileges, and, on the economic side, 
by the desire to avoid hindering the indefinite accumulation of wealth.~ 

f In other words,lthe problems of production prevailed over those 
of distrihution, and found their natural expression in the system of 
proportional taxation., \... ' 

! It is different with progressive taxation. 
After the great advances that have in fact been accomplished with 

respect to the production and the accumulation of wealth, relatively 
greater importance has again begun to be attached to the problem 
of the distribution of wealth) , 

Just as, before the French Revolution, scientific criticism)had 
initiated the movement against the obstacles that stood in the way' 
nf the increase of production, so, subsequently, i1(began the cam
paign against the social dangers involved in the formation and the 
concentration of large fortunes.) 

Hence the tendency to legislate against capjt~ti~_J;()~~i!l~, 
against inheritance and in favour of the breaking up of large estates, 
and then the whole growing structure of social legislation: laws with 
respect to woman and child labour, compulsory accident and un
employment insurance, workers' pensions, maximum working hours, 
minimum wage laws, ftte public schooling, free medical service to 
the poor, public baths, hospitalization, maternity care, ~-forth. ,(This system of legislation, which we shall call the pol~ of special 
henefits for the ma.rses, involves an iQcrease of public outlays at the 
expense of all the taxpayers)Moreover, in order to prevent its coming" 
about that the nettssary taxes would be paid by the very classes 
which benefit from these expenditures, the system is logically 
supplemented and assured by tax exemptions - articles o~ulai 
conslWlp~on being exempted fromm'illrect taXes, and sm-all incomes 

"" --,-.- -.-...... - --....,. 
exempted from ~~c~~es. 
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'~ll these measures, taken together, culminate in progressive 
taxation, which becomes the tax s.ystem corresponding to the new' 
general orientation of economic policy, in which the problems Ofl 

\ distribution predominate over those of production.~ " i 

§3 

JThrough progressive taxation, ~omewhat distinct ends may 
. bought.' In the economic fieldi progressive taxation is t1iem.eans, 
'~according to the formula of Helvetius,t'of decreasing the wealth of the' 
few and increasing the wealth of the many'l that is, it aims a~ 
'equalizi~ ~be. dis~gb .. tion of wealth. ..iIn. th~. j fi. seal fiel~,; it is the. 
means of·distnbutinLth.C;L~~LQfJ>.l!.~~c_~eryt~.~ .. acc~t:Q._Ing to the' 

. principle that (some pay for the otbeta:.)/ 
. In both cases, it does not hide behind the screen of the theory 'of 

subjective value, but affirms its wish to realize a greater objective 
equality among the citizens and their property, by calling on the 
more fortunate to pay, in greater or less degree, for the less fortunate. 

The aspiration toward the equality of men is an irresistible force ~ 
that has overcome all the political and religious barriers which had tl 
been created for the benefit of the dominant class, and has been~ 
checked only by the insurmountable natural barriers whi.chare se~' 
up by the inequality of individual abilities. Hence arose awl arises 
agai~ - along with other problems - the problC!!",l qj P'r0esf.ve, 
taxatlOn. ~ . ! 

.• (t Other conditions being equal, it may be said thatJn the collntries ~ 
in'which the numerical strength of the masse~ has acIrteved a pre- ~1 
ponderant political influence, progressive taxation becomes the' 
banner of the struggle between the rich and the pootlt. The latter', 
advance by attacking with progressive taxa.tion; the former defend' 
themselves by advocating proportional taxation.' " >I 

'This is the present position of the political problem: . 

§4 
It may be useful to point out, incidentally; that in the more' 

civilized.and progressive countries, the contemporary struggle has . 
• lost som~ of the primitive violence offormer times. The old formilae, .. 

which proclaimed that proper~~th.cft and demanded its expro
priation without indemnification, the insurrections of the labour:ingl.: 
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classes, and the violent OQ:upation of landed estates and factoqes, 
have given way to the demand for pationalization, the winning of 
higher wages and the right tiiirike, social l~lation, and exemp.
tions lCOm tax~tion. 

More attenuated forms of struggle succeed more violent forms. 
Various reasons combine to explain this fac;) 

'The organization of modem society is founded on the principle oj 
tJdvanctTMnt (principio del divenire) - that is, on the right of every 
citizen to pass from an inferior to a superior class - and not on 
status, which restricted everyone to the conditions in which he was 
Dorn/ . 

, The struggle between the rich and the' poor no longer takes 
pillce between two well-defined classes, in a closed field. To-day 
there exists a scale m~e up of increasingly numerous groups 
which, shading closely into one another, represent all gradations of 
wealth. Thus each group finds itself between the group immediately 
beneath it, from which it arose and to which it may return, and that 
immediately above it, to which it aspires; in this way it serves as a: 
natural cushion in the struggle between the two. The series of groups 
forms a system of cushions which lessens the shock of conflicting 
interests.\ -

( Passing now to the economic canses\ we may point out that the 
unprecedented l~hi4oduction too1.in the nineteenth ce~tury 
has shown leaders of the proletariat that thi" increasing share of 
wealth in process of formation which is obtained by the worker'is a 
more importanf'quantitative factor affecting his welfare than would 
be a splitting up of lands or a general redistribution of c;,xisting, 
divisible property. 

Similarly, the largeiildustrial organizations have made these 
leaden see the importa~ofthe directinK~nd intellectual factorsJiI 
prod'n. The worker fights the capitalist, the entrepr~, and 
the Inventor, in order to modify the distribution of the ~roducUn 
his own favour; but he knows that without the capital of the first, the 
ability of the lecond, and the inventiveness of the third, large-scale 
industry could not,"by means of labour alone, pro~uce increasingly 
numef9,laJ\Jld"beaper p!QWu:ts. . • 

.From this it follows logically that the labouring classes do not or 
ought not to have an interest in obstructing the increase ofp.roduction 
and the formation of large enterprises and large fortunes. 
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As far as the (employing classes)are concerned, moreover, the 
complaisance with which they have accepted the growing policy of 
sp~ts proceeds pari passu with the increru;e of production. 

(While they have accepted the policy of special benefits, however, 
'they have resisted and resist the adoption of progressive taxation.) 

§5 

lut is true that thlU'oliCI of special benejjts is, in its general effects, 
th~o the....econ . in" ertY aU!! the 
:fis<;..al~¥s..~I.!l ofN~onal t~ati.on, but it is still not the saine thing 
as progressive taxation-:>Qn the contrary, from public expenditures 
made for the special benefit of the classes co~dered poor and from 
the fiscal exemptions made in favour 9f the latter, one cannot pass 
logically to progressive taxation. J 

<The proletariat, in fact, attempts to enlarge the sphere of its class 
,benefits)by urging the increase of the taxes from which it is exempt, 
but it has no interest in whether the tax-burden which is involved is 

'distributed proportionally or progressively among the propertied 
classes. 

To be sure,<;to the extent that the system of special benefits is 
~ enlarged, there must also be an increase in the levy imposed on all 
. the taxpayers. Given the system of proportional taxation, a point 
will be reached at which the economic condition of the upper prole
tarian groups will be superior to the condition of the lowest brackets 
of the Jlmaller taxpayers, who will react against such a situation) 

It may then happen either that the smaller taxpayers will ally 
themselves with the larger taxpayers in order to resist the increase 
of proletarian privileges, or that they will m~e lommon cause with 
the proletariat against the larger taxpayers: The proletariat is 
anxious to break up the taxpayers' bloc by detaching from it its most 
aggressive group; the lower middle class ,is anxious to ally itself with ' 
the stro~ger party. In this way, the seco~d alternative represents 
the line of least resistance, and prevails. • 

,As a. result, the lowest bracket of smaller Jucomes obtains com
pensatory tax-relief: that is to say, it obtains a reduction in the rate 
of proportional taxation) For, in proportion as the distance between 
the proletariat and the lowest bracket of taxpayers decreases, the 
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, distance between the latter and the next bracket of taxpayers in
creases; the latter, in its turn, will demand reductions in the tax-rate, 
even if only to prevent the possibility that, after having paid the 
whole tax, this second class of taxpayers will have an income equal 
to, or only slightly higher than, the income of ,those in the <ilass 
beneath it, which has obtained the tax-relief. 

(At the same time, the Treasury, ceteris paribus, must find within 
the higher income-brackets some compensation for the graduated 
reductions granted to those in the lower income-brackets. 

From this readjustment of tax-rates, kept at the start within 
modest limits of a technical and fiscal character, is born progressive 
taxation in an attenuated' form, which is logically connected with 
the policy of special benefits; and becomes an integral part of the 
programme both of the proletariat and of the lower middle class, I 
which likes to call itself the intellectual proletariat. . 

This is the first stage in the life of progressive taxation. {It is born 
of the internal pressure which the groups of smaller taxpayers exercise 1 
on the groups of larger taxpayers; but it is set in motion by the 
external pressure that the policy of special benefits exercises on the 
smaller taxpayersJ v 

§6 

CAs soon as the principle of progression attains this initial success, I 

it has before it a free road for all further development.> For, by' 
reason of its formal struc~ure, it does not know the checks and limits 
to which the policy of special benefits is subject. In the caS'e of the 
latter, evert expenditure is discussed as a separate case in relation to 
a definite purpose and a definite group of persons, and with the 
expectation that the sacrifice of the rich taxpayers will elirnh1ate an 
inconvenience or an evil or a social plague which repre':..:1 a nee<;l 
also of those classes' which pay. Once the discussion is put on this 
basis, it usually leads to a cbmpromise-that is, to a legislative pro-
vision that guarantees celative stability for the future. ". ~ . 

\ Progressive taxation, on the contrary, is a general method of \ 
distributing the tota\. amount of public expenditures - whether old. 
or new - ~ccording to a formula that causes the ,tax-burden to 
increase automatically with increases of income. In order to put the 
whole tax-burden on the rich, all that is necessary is to increase at a 
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glVen moment the progressive ratio. (In modem countries, at the 
,same 4me that the prolt,:taciat a,nd the low~r middle class exercise 
their increased political influence in order to' demand continually 
ne\Y,expenditures, ~ey find at hand the instrument best adapted 
forl_hifting .to the.w.~alt~er classes the burden of!ncre~ng taxesJ/ 

ll:hus arIses apd ls'acq;ntuated, the danger - InvolV1nj a funda
mental econoirliC~nd constitutional,contradiction -lthaytn increase 
in expenditures will be demanded by those who do not pay taxes, 
while the taxes;will be paid by those w1;lo do not demand an increase 
in 'expenditules:1 '. " 

. This is.la.reploduction, with J:li:·r~les ~, o~on 
that exist&!, b~f~e Fre~ R~v~.' ' 

Once the Erst' dam has been, breached, therefore, progressive 
taxation tends to break out of the modest limits set to it at the 
beginning and to become transformed into a weapon in a remorse

, less. struggle. against ,the propertied classes. The latter oppose 'such 
taxation not so much for what it was in its beginning or for what it 

• may bc;:ata given'llloment, but for whatit may become: it thr"eatens 
• the gradual confiscation of large and growing fortunes. For this 
• reason, it cannot provide a point of political equilibrium. 

</; • 

.. . .. ...".. 
.' 

4 ,.' .. 
what the oJtJ'ome of this cl~gle will tum out to be in the 

long run may be foreseen if we take 'as a norm the historical ex
perience of the past. But our task is to ~ake clear the more immediate 

<-economic and financial effe~ts 'of the system of progressive taxation. 
This constitutes the second part of our theoretical investigation.') 

, We must take as ourq,remise>the(assumption that th;, p~~ 
t~ which we are now about to discuss must have attained, jnthe 
course of its legislative development, a heig4t\capable of ~xercising. 
a noteworthy effect on the distribution oflwealt@. \ For, if it ,retairi(a 

, mild form, in which the tax-rate rises by a few dollars, or ,a fraction· 
.of a dollar, for every $ lOOO of higher income, it is very probable, that 
th~re will be no tangible effectJ but then ~e pr~blem itself would {lot 
exISt. 1 • ' , 

1 Such 'mild' fonns are in use in complementary taxes on income, w~ch represent 
a secondary and sometimes negligible part of the tax system, the latter continuing ~o 
remain l)n a proportional basis. It should be remembered that we tak.e as our hypothesIs 
a progression that runs through the whole tax system. ' 
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IlAsspming sharply progressive taxation, however, we may say that 
a progressive tax reacts on production as a cause of.decreasing_yi~IQ.1 
From this we have the following cODSequences:J4) progressive taxa-. 
tion is an obstade to the increase of p!,qduction and sa'!ing;" (Ji'f it 
modifies the previously prevailing terms o!l which goods were, ex
changed.*because the tax-burden per uQit changes according as 
production is large or small, and. according as eVery unit produced 
is part of a larger ·or smaller whole. Thus, a large business that 
produces 1000 units as compared with one that produces roo will, 
tltem paribus, have, after the paYment of the tax, an income less 
than ten times larger than that of the smaller enterprise. And since 
in exchange incomes are capitalized on a net basis after deduction 
of the tax, the capital value of instrumental goods (governmental 
bonds and industrial shar~, professional clienteles, houses and lands) 
difI'en according as the sale is made by the less rich to the· richer, 
or vice versa. 

Let us take as an example an owner of ten farms, who pays ar . 
progressive ta~ that ranges from I per cent on the· first farm to' I 

10 per cent on the tenth. If he sells a farm to someone who has 
twenty farms and already pays 2t> per cent and would therefore have 
to pay 21 per cent on the new acquisition, the transaction is made· 
difficult, since the two parties will have to divide a margin of loss 
and not .of gain. But if he sells the same farm to the owner of. two' 
farms, who will pay 3 per cent 'on the new acquisition, the exchang~·' 
will be facilitated by the fact that the two parties will share a margin: 
of profit as a result of the smaller t~. . 

The same may be said of the distribution of the shares of 
business cO!]lPratioDS; since it would be t-aovantag;;us to avoi<r 
their 'COncentration in a few hands, in order to give them up.) 
to .malI shareholden, whenever the tax: strikes the divjcL-1 as 
~eceived by the individual stockholder and not the Corpo\4tion as 

iUch. . 1 
If.rogressive t.axation •. then,. w. orks in the direction ot a breaking-up v. 

)f large estates a,nd large e!1terprises.] . . 
And even if this retrograde process '¢Ii not be rapid because of 

I Cf. my C.attw. ternit:o, etc., Chap. III, § 7. p. 162. 
• The tithtl on /and was • proportional tax 011 the total product of the Boil. but it 

,ec:ame progre.ive on the net product, and WB8 an obstacle in the way of increased 
'roduction, whence ita commutation into a fixed payment in kind or in money, and ita 
~b6equent.bolition. . 
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le action of frictional forces, it is certain that. new savings and' new 
I.bour will by preferenc« turn -:- ceteris paribuS' ~ to ~he formation of 
mallet forms of property and enterprise. 

'§8 
(Against this ,conclusion it may be 'objected that the process of 

breaking up large fortunes cannotcpme about, since .the seller will 
pay, on ~e price obtained, the iaxth!l.t he. used to pay on the pro
perty that he sold, and that the buyet will continue to pay, Oli the 
property he has bought, the tax that he used to pay on the price of 
the prop¥ty 'he has sold. But such an objection does not take into 
account the fact that the forms of wealth range from the ownership 
ofland, which represents the maximum of immobility, to circulating 
capital,. which represents the maximum of'mo1;>ility; hence the latter 
offers possibilities for evasion that the other lacks, and succeeds more 
easily in evading proper appraisal by the Treasury. 

Moreover, if it is, true that it .becpmes more and more difficpIt 
. to escape the methods' ()f app~aisal which the fiscal authorities ;"" j 

, perfecting every day, it is also true that it is becoming increasingly 
I easy to invest one's savings !l.broad. 

Nowadays, it may be, stated' with certainty that the country in 
which the return on free' capital is highest functions as an equili
brating market. 

Hence it will come about that. free capital will tend, first, to pass 
into the hands of those who own luge fortunes in the form of 
movable property, and then to emigrate abroad, to the extent 
that it will not succeed in evading the rigours of appraisal. , 
~ (The foregoing analysis leads logically to the conclusion tha(pro
gressive taxation i~ a force that tends (a) to check th~ forIi'ultlon of 
large fortunes, and (b)- to'encourage the breaking up of the existing 
large fortunes consisting'oftangible property.).In a w,ord~ taken by 
itself and on the assumption that other conditions are equal, it work 
in the direction of the lev£!lirig of fortunes, which Js, precisely the am 
assigned to it by the political theory 'If the subje~t 

§9 ' 
~These ,$.collQ.mic,.eifects all the, production and distributipn ( 

wealth react, however, on the State budget, in as much as, if the 
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b~ about tax-evasion, and to the extent that they bring about sud 
4iWon, they must cause a decrease in the public revenues'; 

( The investigation of the fiscal effects of progressive taxation con 
stitutes the decisive point of the theory.; Let ·us start from th4 
premise that the tax serves, above all, to cover the financial needs 0 

the State; and that only eventually and in a subordinate way can i 
serve as a means for modifYing the distribution of wealth. For if i 
had to serve principally as a means of combating the accumula· 
tion of large fortunes and favouring small fortunes, other ane 
more efficacious legislative ~ethods would take its place: 

, Let us now suppose that it is desired to pass from a proponional 
system, in which a rate of 10 per cent covered the financial needs oj 
the State, to a progressive system by which the same needs must be 
,overed. \ 

If all other conditions remain equal, it will be necessary to impose 
a tax of less than 10 per cent -let us say 6 per cent - in the lower 
income-brackets, a tax of 10 per cent in the medium income-brackets, 
"nd 14 per cent on the higher incomes. Let us suppose that, at the 
(art, the t!tree p~ogress.ive percentages of 6. 10, and 14 are c~l
.:ulated anthmetically 10 such a way as to cover the finanCIal 
needs of the State, instead of a single rate of IO per cent being 
used. 

Now. as soon as it is established that the economic effect of the 
breaking up of the existing . large fortunes has come about, these 
rortunes tend to enter into the category of medium-sized fortunes 
and will pay 10 per cent instead of 14 per cent. In this way, the total 
yield of the tax will decline. I The financial needs of the State are not 
covered, and it is therefore necessary to raise the scale of pro
!:1"essive ratel. (This will accentuate the process of breaking up the 
1argJ; fortunes and will tend to extend it also,to the med!l!.-m-sized 
fortunes, which will enter into the catego~ ot small fot: _.es. The 
process will continue until, with the tendency. towarq an «:Clualizing 
of fortunes': we shall in fact have returned to the equalizing ef rates -
that is, to pro.£ortion.a\ taxation. In this way, ~~,?~«:~si~e_~~~tio~_ 
t~nds .to deSl!_oy itse.lf}t-1.--

<.Now that we have arrived at this result. it may seem that the sum 
of the small and medium fortunes resulting from the breaking up of 
the ,laige and very large fortunes will not have decreased the total 
of national wealth; so that when the rate of 10 per cent is again 
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established, the Treasury will have realized its sodal aim of equalizing 
the distribution of income, without any sacrific~ of pUblic revenues.' 

Nevertheless, the fact would ~till remain that the further increase 
of saving would have been hindered by the increasing rates of pro
gression, which would again begin to funsY~n. <rhe amount of the 
national wealth would tend to become stationary. From this fact 
tollow two consequences 1 (a) the Treasury could not count on a 

I:.. :fqture -increase, of public revenues; and (6) the small fortunes 
would have to renounc~ the -prospect 'of future reductions in taxa:. 
tion which the progressive system had ptomised them) 

. J Hence the policy which ~ims at an equalization of the distribution" 
o wealth i~ inconfiict with that which aims to shift the tax-burden. 
from the poorer classes to the rich. The one eliminates 'the other. If, ~ 
therefore, modern states aim to lighten the tax-burden of the poorer 
classes, the policy is necessarily confined to limits which are the 
narrower in'pl"Oportion as progressive taxation succeeds in equalizing 
the distribution of wealth. Conversely,. this poli«y of lightening the 
tax-burden of the poor is capable of an increasing development to 
the extent that, other conditions being, equal, the larger fortunes 
increase in number and importance. 

(The point of highest returns for this policy is obtained (a) by 
applying a proportional rate on the medium and larger incomes, so 
as not to interfere with the incentive to save, and (b) by lightening 
·gradually the burden on smaller incomes, in proportion as th( 
accumulation of wealth automatically assures increasing revenues t< 
.the State. .[ 

Then it is said that taxation assumes ~.degressive form., n 
. § 10 

(The theory that we have. sketched in broad outline on the basis 
of the tendencies brought about by the play of economic forces gains 
in precision when it is examined in the light of actual co,ditions) , 

How national income is distributed among the various 'classes of 
income-receivers in the civilized countries of our time is well k¥wn. 

In order to describe this distripution, recourse has been had to. 
the figure of a peg-top, or a spindle of yarn. Without entering into 
subtle discussions about the variants among the proposed curves, 
of income-distribution, we may siy that for purposes of d,iscussing , 
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the problem that concerns us here, it is important to lu\ow what 
. part of the· total income of the country belongs to each category 
of incomes and income-receivers.' 

Financial statistics give us fairly complete data for the incomes 
that are above the line which corresponds to the maximum diameter 
of the pe.s-top or the lipjnd1e. _ 

The sum oT the larger individual incomes which ~ccupy the top 
section of the upper part of the spindle represents a percentage of the 
total national income which is less than the percentage represented 
by the sum of the lower individual incomes which occupy the second 
section as we pass from the upper point toward the centre of the 
spindle. 

In general, in proportion as .the size of the individual incomes 
decreases, this percentage increases until it arrives at the maximum, 
which is found at the centre of the spindle, where we find those 
incomes which are regarded as. the medium-liized. ones for any 
given country. _ . 

But as we pass down from the centre toward the lowest point of 
the spindle, the sum of the small incomes also tends to represent a 
decreasing percentage of the total national income. 

Below the line of the greatest diameter, sufficient and reliable 
data are not always available to show what the- curve really is, since 

. financial statisticians usually group in a- single bracket the mass of 
lower and smallest incomes, which are exempt from taxation. There 
are, however, enough inferential data to warrant the statement that 
the law of distribution for the lower, tax-exempt incomes follows, 
invenely, the law of disgibution for the higher incomes. _ 

In the absence of these data, the distribution takes the shape of a 
pyramid, iD which the relatively largest part of the national income 
would be compOsed of the incomes that tend to become concentrated 
toward the base - that is, the mass of small incom~ . .-- --

For purposes of illustration, some statistics may be adt.uced which 
are not in all cases recent, but are nevertheless important for pur
poses of theory. 

I It ia well DOt 10 eonfuse the number of taxpayers, which becomes smaIl as one 
puaa from the ImaIler 10 the larger incomes, with the relative importance that each 
group of incomes bas .. compared with the IOtal wealth of the nation. If the number of 
the ownen of large fortunes, for eumple, were very sma1l, and the IOtal of their for
tunes were very large, thie last datum would be the one that we should need in order 10 
.tudy progreaeive taxation. 
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Wagnell gives the folloWing table for Saxony: 
Income-bracket Number of Total amount in 

Below 800 marks 
recipients 
830 ,000 

marks 
381 ,000,000 

from 800 
" 

to 3,300 227,000 330 ,000,000 

" 3,300 
" " 9,620 24,000 134,000,000 

" 9;6°9 " " 
26,000 4,00C? 62,000,000 

" 
26,000 

" " 100,000 9 00 39,000,000 

" 
100,000 

" " 3 00,000 85 16,000,000 

Here the distribution ofinc9mes and that of their recipients suggests 
the P~~mi~ rather than the peg-top or the spindle. But if we could: 
follow e. istribution of incomes below 800 marks, the figure of thel 
~ would probably appear. 

The data of Giffen for England are well known ... 
Professor Mazzola takes from Boiteau the following statistics witlI 

respect to the distribution oflanded property in France: 
Smallest class, up to 2. hectares 5,200,000 he'Ctares 
Small "from 2- 6 " 7,750,000 " 

Medium " " 6 - 50 " . 19,000,000 " 

Large " ,,50 - 200 " 9,300,000 " 

Largest " more than 200 " 8,000,000 " 

But recent Prussian statistics1 bridge the gap, since they show the 
conformation of the curve of incomes below 900 marks, which are 
exempt from taxation, and represent exactly the figure of the spindle. 

It is w;orth reproducing these figures, or at least the totals' 
referring to the various classes of tax-payers. 

Groups or classes 
of taJcpayers 

I. The richest class 
with more than a 
million in indio. 
vidual (personal) 
income 

II. The next class, 
from 100,000 to 
1,000,000 marks 

Total income of 
each group (in 

millions of marks) 

Percentage of 
total national 

income 

Percentage of total 
number of tax

payers 

0'3 

1 Zeitschrift des Preussischen Statistischen Landesamts, s8 Jahrgang, 19X8, p. 69. 
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III. The next class, 
from 40,000 to 
100,000 marks 

IV. The next class, 
from 10,500 to 
30 ,500 

V. The next class, 
from 3,300 to 9,500 

VI. The next class 
from 1,050 to 3,000 

VII. The class of 
900 and less 

Total income of 
uuh group (in 

rnilIioM of morks) 

1,237 

Peuentage of Percentage of total 
total natitmol number of ta%-
i_ payen 

o·g 

4.0 

44·43 

But this group of more than 5 billion exempt from taxation breaks 
up into the following decreasing series of small incomes: 

(a) Incomes of goo marks 1541 6·g 
(6) 

" 
800 

" 
1203 5·3 

(c) .. 700 .. 867 3.8 
(d) 

" 
600 

" 702 3.1 
(e) 

" 500 
" 440 2·0 

(f) " 400 " 
260 1"0 

The first column of this table may be represented by ta'-:;Jlowing 
diagram, in which the area of each square measures thl"amorint of 
income of each individual class, exclusive of the seventh, the place 
of which is taken by the six classes of income less than goo 
marks: I 

I The &qutUel were CIOII8trw:ted by taking the &quare root of the figure representing 
the total income for each c ..... 80 that the area of each square is equal to the total 
income of each cIaaa. The figure cloeely resembles that of a spindle. It was construeted 
by a atudent of mine during the academic year 1925-1926. 
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1St class \224\ 

... nd cl= 1,0271 

>2
37 1 

I 
I 1779 . 

5th class 3130 

6th class 9942 

I 
7th class 1541 I 
8th class 

9th class 

10th class 

11th class 

12th class 
200 
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<The data and. the diagram confirm the general statement that 
nowadays the total amount of the medium~sized incomes occupies I 

the central and largest section of the spindle, while the large and very' 
large incomes tend toward the upper point, and the small and very' 
small incomes tend toward the lower point of the spindle.) I 

What the typical amount of the medium-sized incomes will be 
depends on the wealth in each country; but what it is important to 
establish is the fact that in every country there is such a typical 
income, which represents the relatively largest part of the national 
income, and which in fact makes the largest contribution to the 
financial needs of the State. 

(A. progressive tax which proposes to modify the distribution of 
income must begin by respecting the 'typical size', whatever it may 
be, of the medium incomes: since, if there were to be applied to such 
incomes a percentage smaller than the proportional rate existing 
previously, or a higher percentage which would work in the direction 
of breaking up the holdings of property into smaller units, this would 
reduce the public revenues, ultimately if not immediately ~ 

If, in the case of England, 1 respect should not be paid to the two 
nuclei of incomes which are located between £200 and £1000, and 
between £1000 and £10,000, respectively, the English budget would, 
in the end, lose the largest source of its income. The same would 
happen in Prussia if the proportional rate which had previously 
prevailed on fortunes from 1500 to 3000 and from 3000 to gooo marks 
were lowered. 

From this it follows that the supposed social influence of pro
gressive taxation, when it is subordinated to, or allied with, its 
financial function, cannot modify, to an appreciable extent, the 
status actually prevailing in any given country. 

§II 

~There remains, as the only possibility for the use of progressive 
taxation as an instrument of social policy, the lightening of the 
burden on small incomes, the revenues thus sacrificed being made up 
by heavier levies on the large incomes. \A lightening of the burden 
on the former and a compensating increase in the burden on the 

1 I have reference here to Giffen's data. 
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latter are' the two mutually complementing factors in the more 
modest problem as it presents itself in reality. 

Iri order to practise this policy of tax-relief in such a measure as 
to be noticed by the recipients of smaller incomes, it is necessary to 
put a very much greater burden on the large incomes. Given th~ 
quantitative relationship that. exists between the total amount repre
sented by the large incomes and that represented by the small 
incomes, a slight amount of relief for the latter brings a notable 
increase in the burden on the former. 

According to the data on the distribution of income in Prussia, 
the large incomes - if we regard incomes of 10,500 marks as 'large' 
....:.. amount to 4,~87,ooo,000, and the small incomes, of 900 marks 
and less, amount to 5,014,000,000. 

If, for example, under the proportional system, all paid 10 per 
cent, it would be necessary. in order to provide exemption for the 
incomes of goo marks and less, to raise the tax to 22 per cent on the 
larger incomes. And if, as is probable, the group of large incomes is 
made up of incomes of 100,000 and higher, the compensating per
centage would have to be raised from 22 per cent to 50 per cent. 1 

, The higher the progressive percentage on large incomes, the more 
the spirit of thrift is discouraged in the recipients of medium-sized 
incomes, since they no longer find the same incentive as before to 
pa&$ into the upper income-brackets. Thus, in the end, there is Ii 
weakening and destruction of those sources of taxation which were 
expected to provide the necessary compensation, and the policy of 
exemptions is found to be feasible within increasingly narrow limits. 

On the other hand, the development of this policy depends on 
the accumulation of wealth. And for this reason the formula that 
assures the maximum development of this policy is that of a de
gressive tax that would become a proportional one lor the medium
sized and large fortunes. If the financial needs of the State remain 
constant, tax-relief can be gradually extended from the lowest 
incomes to the lower incomes and from these to the lowest brackets 
among the medium-sized incomes, in proportion as the total amount 
represented by the large incomes increases. 

This, however, is nothing but the practice of 'exemption of the 
1, In Prussia it has'been possible to exempt a toU;l of S billions of small incomes 

because it has been possible to work with small talt-rates. since what was involved was 
a complementary talt, which was expected to take care of only a small part of the total 
financial needs of the State. -
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minimum incomes' that is embodied in the legislation of all pro
gressive countries and which is capable of continuous development. 

<The logic is conclusive, and experience confirms it~ 
The country which has been able to push to the maximum the 

policy of exemptions and relief in favour of the smaller incomes has 
been England, where the accumulation of wealth, favoured by a: 
liberal economic policy and by proportional taxation, has been 
greater, and where the minimum exemption had reached, in the 
pre-war period, the limit of £160, while the full rate of income tax
that is, income tax and surtax - begins only with incomes of £2000. 

Q;'o sum upfthe interest of the Treasury in assuring itself the 
largest possible permanent and increasing yield from taxation, and 
the interest of the less well-to-do classes in obtaining the largest 
possible permanent and increasing exemptions are the two automatic 
checks that prevent or should prevent progressive taxation from 
becoming a weapon to be used against the accumulation of wealth; 

The leaders of the masses often forget that the indefinite accumu
lation of savings has reduced the cost of living, increased the reward 
to labour, and assured a steadily increasing yield in taxation and 
therefore has made possible a policy of increasing exemptions froml 
taxation for the benefit of the small incomes; they give way to thl 
common illusion that they will be able to preserve the benefits 0 

greater production and at the same time to win, to their advantage J 
the benefits of a better distribution of wealth. But to wish a better 
distribution of wealth and to impede the growth of that which is to 
be distributed, to want tax-relief and to hinder the increase of 
taxable income are fundamental and indestructible contradictions. I 

1 See Book III, chap. VI. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THES1NGLE TAX 'AND THE ORGANIC 
STRUCTURE QF A SYSTEM OF 

• MANIFOLD TAXES 

SUIIimary:' Thl{ problem of the single tax and of manifold taxes - The 
single tax on to~ insome - The system of manifold taxes develops 
into a ':fiscal organism' - The single complementary tax 

§I 

Up to this point we have discussed the problems of the distribution 
of taxation upon the hypothesis of a single tax - that is, a single 
ti' -rate on th~ total income of the taxpayer. 

Historical reality, however, does not correspond to this hypo
thesis, since both ancient and modem States havl! lived under a 
system of manifold taxes. The total income of the' taxpayer is, 
first of all, divided into varioUs categories - income fr~m personal 
property. income from buildings. income from professional activity, 
etc. - according to its nature ana. origin. and each category of 
income is subject to its own tax. Income is also classifiedaccordirig' 
to whether it ~ being produced, or distributed, or consumed, or 
invested, and on each of these occasions a direct or indirect tax: is 
leviedA 

, So far as the historical antecedents ai-econcemed, it is sufficient 
_ to state th~t we have inherited from former ages a mass of taxes 
which arOse as mere expedients, assembled not according' to any 
criterion of organic co-ordination. but 'rather as the result of a 
mechanical process of juxtaposition and superimposition which 
followed the line of least resistence-- that is, of greateSt political 
weakness of those taxed. All the-1"axes' were independent of one 
another; an increase in one did not involve an increase in another. 
On the one hand, some incomes were exempted from taxation; 
arid on the other, some incomes were burdened with double, triple, 
and multiple taxation. These are the characteristics of a system 
which is at once the effect and the cause of the most unrestrainec 
sort of class politics. 



SINGLE TAX AND MANIFOLD TAXES . 
Because of this situation the oppressed classes started and 

gradually strengthened a political reactioq, to which has been 
joined a scientific criticism, directed toward the simplification of the 
tax system and leading extremist doctrinaires to the uncompromising 
demand for a single tax. . 

( The French Revolution destro~d the old system of manifold 
taxes and introduced a new system of such taxes,' which, since the 
new iaxes were reduced in number and simplified, and were based 
on the principle of the equality of all citizens bef6re, the law in 
matters of taxation, tended to avoid duplication and to fill the gaps.) 

Then the system developed anew along the' old lines; .the number 
of taxes being increased and the previously existing inequalities 
reproduced, though perhaps in a more attenuated torm. . 

To many writers both before and after the French Revolution, 
the single tax has seemed the most direct and radical means of 
correcting these inequalities. 

, Now, it is obvious that the income which in the end bears all 
the taxes is' a single income; it is also obvious that th~ single ta~ 
would give th~ taxpayer a clear understanding of exactly how much 
public services cost; it is obvious that such a tax would make it 
easier for the taxpayers to draw comparisons between their several 
tax-bills;in order to arrive at a fairer distribution of the tax-burden; . 
ir is obvious that the ,ingle tax would reduce to a minimum the l 
expenses of collection.lY 

\All of these would be clear advantages of the single tax) each of 
them corresponding to a disadvantage which was pointed out oy the 
criticisms levelled against the system of manifold taxes. (But all this 
abstract .discussion presupposes that the total income of every 
citizen is. already known in concrete terms. On the contrary, it is 
in the possibility of ascertaining this income that the real cru..:' ,.pf the 
problem lies. 'I, ~ 

. 
\ (J'he first projects cherished the idea of a single tax that would • 

faD, not on the sum of individual branches of income, but on only 
I)ne of these brancbesi A classic example was the single tax of the 
physiocrat('on the net product of the soil' ~ and this was followed by 
proposals for a shtgle tax on 'expeQditure', a single tax on 'capital'. 
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a single tax on 'houses', a single tax on 'visible incomes', and so fortll/ 
4n every one of these projects, what is involved js a single partial 

tax: i.e., a llingle tax which is intended to strike only a part of total 
ineom-e. In order to provide their projects with a reasonable basis, 
the authors usually supplement their theory of the single partial tax 
With a theory of the shifting and diffusion of taxation) Accordingly, 
the whole of the tax-burdm would be by law concentrated on only 
one category of income, and it would be left to shifting to diffuse it 
and distribute it equally among all the citizens. 

It is not necessary to enter into a specific criticism of each 
individual proposal, since we have already seen that the phenomena 
of shifting cannot be counted upon to rectify all initial tax inequalities; 
on this account, the necessary presupposition of the theory of the 
single partial tax falls. 

(,J:'he only single tax that may still be discussed nowadays is that 
wIJich aims to strike the total income of each individual) 

(But even on this concept a first limitation must be placed: 
namely, that it is not possible to speak of a single tax that shall take 
the place of direct and indirect taxes. For, as we have already seen, 
it is necessary for technical reasons that the two types of tax should 
exist side by side. Hence the absolute principle of a single tax 
becomes c~anged.into another, and more ~odest, proposal: na~elY'1 
thatef a 'smgJe ~ect' tax/as compared WIth the system of manifold 
direct taxes. J 

The presupposition ~f the proposal for a single tax is that it is 
possib1e to as..certain total income directly. If a synthetic method 
were available for the ascertainment of the total income of every 
citizen with uniform results, the single tax would solve the problem 
of simplification. But the concrete problem resides precisely in 
making the hypothesis a reality. We do not posSess such a method, 
unless we are prepared to accept as true and unimpeachable the 
declaration of the taxpayer, despite the fact that he has the 
greatest interest in evading the high single tax that threalens him. 

The declaration must always be examined critically. But the 
control can be made only by means of an analytical procedure which 
goes back of the declaration of total income to the source of each 
individual part of the income,ascertaining it at the moment of its 
production, or acquisition, or investment, catching it in the act of 
circulation or consumption, and discovering it by means of 
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controlling data derived from bequests, contracts of sale, lease, 
insurance, or loan, and so on. <I'his analytical procedure of control ' 
is precisely the basis of the system of manifold taxes) 

<For if, in order to control the declaration of the taxpayer, it is 
necessary to go back to the source of the various parts that make up 
the total income, this fact provides the natural basis of the system of 
mznifold taxes. To go back again from this to the single tax would 
be a mere arithmetical operation that would complicate, rather than 
simplify, the system~ 

This is one of the causes that explain why the tax system has 
taken its present form. 1 

§3 

~ The sponsors of the idea of a single tax desire, ~ssentially to insure 
to all taxpayers a greater equality of treatment; lbut from what has 
already been said it follows that the defects of a system of manifold 
taxes are not eliminate<t by the substitution of a single tax) that 
strikes the whole, in place of the system of several taxes that strike 
separately the individual parts of the whole. me solution of the 
problem - at least for the present -lies in the continuous perfec
tion of ntethods of appraisal~ This comes about according as all 
jncomes tend to be appraised with equal rigour. But in order to come 
close to such a result, it is necessary to follow different methods for 
the various categories of incomes. 

The same thing holds for the tax-rates. It would seem that a 
single tax-rate gives a greater assurance of equal treatment. This 
would be true if all incomes were ascertained with the same degree 
of exactness; but since this condition is never completely realized, 
~nly different tax-rates can neutralize the inevitable ineqllality in 
the appraisal~ assuming that the legislator really wishesJ'- ~move 
such inequality. For example, if the salaries of public fu8ctionaries, 
or even the incomes of landowners, were subjected to the same tax
rate as that to which the incomes of professional men are subject, 
this would not be equal treatment. 

I I do not wish to esclude a priori the possibility that where greater credence is given 
to the declaration .worn to by the taxpayer, and the Treasury contents itself with 
controlling it by coefficienta of correction established on the basis of the style of living 
evidenced by the taxpayer, the reason for the analytical control discussed above would 
disappear. With th .. prrmises claangeci, the conclusions would change. All this varies 
8CCOrding to the period ami the country involved. 

• 
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\:To JIe extent that the conditions stated ~bove are realized, the 
system of manifold taxes becomes transformed, or tends more and 
more to be transformed into a co-orwnated system;- that is, into a 
'fiscal organism' in which the various taxes rigorously ~condition 
one another, and co-operate to produce the f<;lllowing three-fol~ 
result: 

(a) no income or part' of an income escapes appraisal, and 
therefore escapes taxation; 

(b) no income is taxed more than once nor pays more than one 
tax; 

(c) all incomes are affected equally. • . 
The present tendency is for the system of manifold taxes to be 

perfected as a fiscal.Q(ganism, in order to accomplish the end which 
. theoris,ts assign to the single t~ on.fota] inComef 

(There remai~ to be considered an intermediate system, which 
consists of the transformation of the various taxes into just as many 
su~-categoriCf ~f a single tax, the respective incombl being subjected 

, ::to the same tax-rate., • 
The type of system here suggested is that of the English income

'tax and also the Italjl.lIl tax on income from mOvl!,~Ic;:property.l 
This system differentiates several categories of incomo - as, fOI 

, ,example, income from land, from capital, from industry, and from 
the professions - but the rate is the same on all. 

In this way, it is said, when the law raises or lowers the tax-rate. 
the increase or diminution is reflected automatically in all categories 
of income. . 

Ii has already been noted, however, that each category demands, 
at best, a treatment that is formally different; if the various types of 
incol!le are to be treated equally in fact .. In view of this considera
tion - and for other reasons that· will be discussed further onl
recourse has been had to the!-expedi~nt of allowing different quantita
tive deductions for each category of income, so that although 
apparently a single tax-rate prevails, each ~ategory is treated as if 
it were subject to a different rate . 

• 1 [Italian: imposta sui Redditi MoUi/iari - TranslatQr'~ gQte] • 
I See Book III, chap. v. 
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In this way, the single tax-rate beComes a method of protection 
which is more apparent than real, since, at the moment it is raised or 
lowered, a change may be made in the deductions that were formerly 
allowed in the various categories - and indeed, this has actually 
happened in Italy and in England - in order to increase or to lighten 
the tax-burden on some categories of income as compared with that 
borne by others. 

\From this we may conclude that science lays down the principle 
that must be followed if ids desired to assure equal treatment to all 
taxpayers; but that the attainment and preservation of such a result 
depends on historical experience!.. on the political combativeness of 
the interested groups, and on the sense of equity displayed by the 
dominant class.) 

§s 

\ Though we have- excluded the possibility that the single tax • 
may serve to simplif)4or to correct the system of manifold taxes, 
luch a tax might be regarded as an element of the tax system that is 
necessary in order. to introduce progressive taxation, which pre
supposes a knowledge of the total income of each individual. On· 
this assumption" the purpose may be accomplished in two ways! 
(a) a single tax may be substituted for the various direct taxes in 
force; (b) or the existing system may be left intact, wJ:ile another tax, 
progressive in form and ,of a complementary nature,' may be super .. 
imposed on the existing system. 

In modem states ... there is an increasing tendency to establish a ~ 
single. complementary tax on income, which accomplishes most 
economically the purpose of progressive taxation, inasmuch as it 
does not disturb the historical structure of the exisiing dir~ct taxes. 
Indeed, such a tax may, as we shall see, serve to perfect J- existing 
system. I \ ' 

I The tratment of the complementary taz OD total income must be left for our 
discuasion of the poe.itive atructure of direct tazatiOD (see Book IV. chaD. I),. 



CH,APT:ER IX 

T H EB A S IS OF DIRECT TAXATION 

Summary: The basis of taxation is the 'value of the goods taxed - Defini
tion of the concepts of w~alth, capital, property, product, and income
Does taxation fall on the value Of capital, the value of the product, or 

: on income? ':- From the tax on the product we pass to the tax on 
I income -- The classification of taxes is derived from the concept of 
,,,income • 

§I 

< Up to this poiJ.?t. we. have been discussing the t~il j!!~Q.'ffI:e, which. 
was a logical deduction from the principle that income is taken as 
~1!_i.I!4c!'x .for measuring, the demand fur. anq.ilieing.j.v.i<iual.con-
~2.!ion-Q!~li~al..£.~l?IJ£..s~ices~- -_. -

. Moreover, it is a fact that all our direct taxes fall on income. To 
be"SureJ th.e law always speaks of 'net income'; but before coming 
to net income, a long historical road .had to be traversed. 

The tax, on land was based, in relatively ancient times, and in 
some new countries is still based, on the area of the land taxed. In 
the same 'way, the tax on persons and on intangible property took 
the form of ~ fapitatipn or poll-tax, and th¢ tax on houses was fixed 
on the 'basis of the number of doors and windows in the house and 
the length onts fas;ade. 

<It maybe adzhitted as an obvious truth 'that the fiscal relation
ship is a value-relationship) and that the area of the land, or the 
number of ploughs, the length of the front of a house, and the 

. number of Its doors and windows are ta~en as undices measuring 
value. ~ What is ·involved, more than anything else,- is a method of 
inferential and rough valuation, of the kind that sufficed under 
primitive economic conditions, in which there was less differentiation 
and more uniformity as between one piece ofland and another, one 
house arid another~ 'and one type of personal activity and another. 

(As economic ptogress, comes about, jJ.owev«;r, the process of 
differentiation of values becomes accentuated, and these indices 
l>ecQl1l~ ins\lffiden; .In place of the area of the land and the number 
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of ploughs are put other methods of appraisal which take account 
of the diflerences in productivity between one piece of land and 
another; in place of the frontage" of a house is put a valuation which 
takes account of the cubic content of the house, the size and number 
of its rooms, and the street on which it is located --<.elements which 
give a different value for each building> The poll-tax becomes 
transformed into a tax according to 'classes' and then into a tax on 
individual income. 

<.If we accept the proposition- that taxation involves a value
relationship, the question then arises whether the basis of taxation 
must ~ the 'Lalue of instrumen_t&..goocis; or the value of direct 
gQ2Qs:,_If the former is called capital, and the latter is called product 
or income, the question is whether a tax should fal! on the value of 
capItal or ~n the value of the product. ') :..,.-

Since we shall have to discuss taxes on property and taxes on 
product and income, it would be well to clear up in advance the 

(meaning of these elementary concepts) . 
We have already called attention to the fact that tthe quantity: 

with which economics deals is Il9ulie thing of the jurists, bu1.!t.ili!i 
!n what~er form, time, or place it shows itself, just as physics deals 
with heat and electricity.) .Economic utility is, in general, the 
capacity attributed to things, persons, and services for satisfying 
human wants directly or indirectly. </ul 'economic good\is every 
thing, every act, every service that ar. individual considers useful 
and wishes to acquire, in a given quantity, at a given time and 
place, in order to satisfy a given need. 

For this reason, the sphere of economic goods cannot be rigidly 
delimited a priori by bdng made to include only material gQ()(}s and 
not immaterial goods; only exchangeable goods, and not those thatl 
are not found in trade; or merely goods which are obtainable only 
~t some cost, and not goods that are regarded as costle.--': here is 
general agreement with. respect to the 'economic' character of the 
more restricted types of goods, and this is all that matters; the possible 
broadening of the central nucleus must be left to the particular 
criterion set up by the investigator, and to the nature of the concrete 
problem under discussion. 

r By 'wealth', then, we. mean the sum of all the economic goods. 
available at a given time and place.) 

elf it is desired to call attention to the oWnership relation which 
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, . . 
associatesgoods!"ith an iridividual,..it is convenil:;nt to designate by 
the word 'property' the wealth that~belongs to a persoh.) 

eCapital' is that part of wel:llth ~r 6£ property that" at a given time 
is ~~ployed in the pr~d.uction: of future go.OO~it consi~ts of g~ods 
which. are also calledtinsftun:ental,)and w}:llch maybe elther things 
or pers~mal services. 'what characterizes tlwm is their productive 
functio*, hence the concept of capital does not coincide with that of 
property. ',. \ 

With respect to the cohcept, of a \'product\. we may say that the 
l~tter,c~n ,ke ~.>nl~ ~:(go?d or se~ce-for t~~R~?~~cti~!!yf~!llc.h_al 
gJ.v.!!l~~t~tP!..x.st: ~~s. .. m..f~ct ~~l::>ljsh~fQ Gram, IS the product of the 
eRtetprise organized for wheat-raising, but 'gtain becomes capital in 
the hartds of th,e miller, jho regards flour .as . the product of his 
busin~s, and so on. • 

• §~, 

(Now, there ~re taxes on product ,and taxes on income. What is 
:the difference??, • "' 

(The product consiSts of goods in kind, considered in relation to 
the ente;rprise from ~ich they come an'd before they are distributed 
amohg ,t!J.ose who take l>art i~ their, production.' In a primitive 
economy, the tax is ~ percentage' of, the produ~t; this was the case 
for example, with the tithe, which .Was deducted in kind on the 
threshing-floor, and fell on ,:~I;l~ enterprise,itst;lf. (In the concept of 
in£Q...me, on the other han~ there is. a personaJ.~~It::~ent that is lacking 
in the case of the 'product')( Whereas tlie1atter has reference to the I 
'ell>t~ri~e ¥ such, the:furm~r has reference to the per~on to ~h~m ~e{ 
product belongs.) I~ prdmary speech, we make no.~hstmctlOn 
between the jitatement that a piece of land produces .I 000 gallons of 
win'e and the statement that it yields $ 1000, although this second 
formulation {tlready suggests the iq.ea £It a proprietor. But' the 
difference becomes evident if we :Q.aye r~gard to the moment at 
which the product is divided among those who have taken part in 
its production; because then' one does not spejlk of 'the product of 
the proprietor' and 'the :product of the labourer'" but r<l,ther of 'the 
income of.the proprietor' and 'the income of the labourer' . ( Usually, 
oI).e sp~aks, correctly, of the 'E!~clu~t9nncl~try' and the 'i!!-~9!U~ C!.f 

. ~_p~en9p.') '. 
The ~econd condition that is necessary~f the produ,;.t is to become 
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'income' is that the former must be sold apd expressed in money. 
The expression in tenns of money would be a secondary circum
stance, if it did not carry: With it the consequence that the tax-rate 
is no longer fixed as a percentage of product, hut as a percentage of 
income. The result is that whereas the tithe took 10 per centofthe 
goods in kind and aU fluctuations in price were borne - to' its 
advantage or to its disadvantage - by the State, the tax on incomes 
places the burden ·of price-fluctuation on the taxpayer. The tax
payers must sell annually such a quantitt of the goods produced as 
is necessary to pay the, fixed sum owed to the Treasury. 

(It may be seen from this that the tax on income contains an 
element of insurance in favour of the State:) -, ' ' ,,' 

Q'low'that our terms have been defined,' let us take up again the 
question whether the tax ought to be co&m~nst.Irate with the value 
of capital, or with the value of the product -.:. that is, income) 

'The phrase has a double me'aning, since it may invoive either a 
question of merit or merely a question ofform. , 

(In the first case, by a tax on incQme is meant that which the tax
payer will normally be able to pay p'f .reducing his private con
sumption and seeing to it tllat the incorne affected by the ~ax con-
tinues to be received permanently.) , .. 

\. On the other hand. a tax on capital would be that which the 
taxpayer cannot contin\l:ej6 p~y by merely reducing his income and 
his standard of living, but which he pays by being forced to trench on 
his capital. '} . ' ' 

If it is supposed that every' individual distributes h,is income 
freely between expenditure on private and eXpenditure oil public 
goods, the case just described canno~ occur. Qn the otllerhand, it 
may occur if we, adopt the hypothesis of' the monopolistic' state, 
whenever, with tho increase of taxes destined to be wa$ted in unpro
~u.ctive public expenditure, capital is destroyed or its,a(""~lulation 
1.1 unpeded. • 

,These are concepts that do not lend theInselves to' a rigorous 
defuiition. At this point, however, it is sufficient to repeat the 
axiomatic truth that a tax the continuing payment of which in fact 
consumes part of an individual's capital is absurd; because, even ifwe 
assume that it may exist, it would impoverish and ultimatc:ly 
exhaust the source of public reVenues and would lead to the gradual 
disappearance of the State that levies such a tax ... 
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Not to be confused with the tax on capital in the sense just 
described is the 'extr~Q!diI!~ t~...9!!'p,~oEerty} whic.h is regarded -' 
erroneously, as we shall see - as a levy on capital, but which, because 
of the size of the levy, could not be continuouS and must therefore be 
tr~ated in the chapter on public loans. 

(Whenever, therefore, one speaks of a tax on capital or on income, 
it is intended to do so in a fQ.rmal sense} hence it is a matter of 
indifference whether, for example, the tax is formally commensurate 
with income on the basis of a rate of 20 per cent, or with the cor
responding capital value on the basis of a rate of I per cent. 

. Once the question is put in these terms, the answer is easy. It II 
known that the value of instrumental goods depends on that of th( 
corresponding direct goods. The market gives us the price of th( 
latter and the current rate of return on capital. The value of a piece 
of land is found by dividing the income from it, which is suppose< 
to be perpetual, by the rate of return, and multiplying the quotien 
by 100. For temporary incomes the process is different, but th, 
principle is the same.' . 

. (Since the primary datum that must be emphasized is that of the 
product and its value, it is not necessary to go back from this to the 
capital value of the piece of land, or the house, or the industry, or all 
the instrumental goods, and therefore also the capital value of a 
man, the estimation of which would also run up against obstacles of 

':r~c:::=e. (The ::-~~' arises naturally as a tax on product 

. In this way we conie to the other question: whether the tax should 
strike the 'product' of industry while it is in the hands of the head of 
the enterpris~ and beforS it lS divided among the various persons 
engaged in its production, or whether it should strike each part of the 
product when it is in the hands of these persons, and has become 
'income' fur each one of them. ') 

The inductive basis, of our reasoning is 'the historic process. 
'Historically we have pasSed from the tax on product, of which the 
titlut is typical, to the tax on income. We shall reason on the basis of 
this example. 

The landowner, who was usually also an entrepreneur and 
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capitalist and sometimes a labourer, paid a tenth part of all the grain 
produced, on his own account .and on behalf of his labourers, aJ! 

well aJ! for the smith who made his ploughs and the carpenter who 
built hit carts. The tenth part of the total product of the soil was the 
lingle tax that the proprietor paid for all those who had contributs::d 
to the production of the grain. _ 

In proportion aJ! the division oflabour and industrial occupations 
became more clearly marked, there WaJ! also evidenced a tendency to 
split the single tax on the product into aJ! many separate taxes on 
income aJ! there were individuals having a right to share in the 
product. 

From an embryonic. or less developed. economy, in which the 
various functions are merged or are of slight importance and are 
entrusted to the head of the business, we pass to a more developed 
economy, in which each function is specialized in the persons of the 
proprietor, the entrepreneur, the capitalist, the labourer, the insurer, 
and the State, respectively. Each one of these acquires his own 
economic personality and, his own financial personality, and all of 
them deal and bargain among themselves on the basis of complete 
juridical equality. 

None of the recipients of these incomes could any longer - given 
the principle of the universality of taxation - avoid payment of his 
own tax on the ground that the landowner would pay the tithe on 
all the grain produced. But on the other hand, if they are ~truck 
directly by the tax, the system of the tithe automatically ceases to 
exist; for its survival would involve an obvious duplication. 

(l'he old tax on product, or the tithe, must, therefore, be divided 
into as man~ parts as there are individuals having a right to share in 
the product. . 

<In this way the tax on income is born and developed) 
Now, among those having a right to share in the ,r--!uct are 

so~e enterprises outside the agricultural unit, wfth whilu the latter 
has exchange-relationships for the furnishing of raw materials, 
machines, manure, etc.; within each enterprise, moreover, are the 
entrepreneur, the capitalist, and the labourer, in so far as they are 
in fact, or tend to become, different persons. 

We shall call the first 'external agents' of production and the 
second 'internal agents'. For the production of each individual 
direct good there exists a co-ordination between the two groups. The 
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grain will be divided, first or alI, between ·the external agents - such 
, as the manufacturer of ploug~ and machines, and the furnisher of 

maIllire - and the~grain-growa himself; but then, within the budget 
of each spec;ialized enterprise, there. takes place a diyision aII¥>ng the 
internal agents, who are the sam~ in all businesses. Thus, in the 
last analysis, all the grain produced ends by being divided among the 
entrepr~n~lirs, capitalists, and employees o~.each enterprise. 

The same' process is repeated for other goods. 
(From the c~ncept or-th!!taX,on income is derived the ~urrent 

cl~ssification whidr,is based~.rt 'the economic theory of the distribu
tion of thelproduct?li~ .so far as ohe }ax t~D(ls, to strike 'rent' in the 
hands of the propnet~r~ another, 'profit':u{the hands of the entre
prene'll:r; another, 'irt~erest' in the hands of thecaJ;>italistj another, 
. 'wages'in the hands o[fhe l~bourer. ) '. 

On the oth~x:; :h'a~c;l; ~~in the' original concept of the tax on 
,product arOl?.ea tJa:;lsificatlQn, based' on historical juxtaposition, in 
whichtlie tiUli:was,ex.~cted t<i:stnke the total prod1,lct of every new 
enterprise'o~~profession. ,Thus, ,the tithe on lands was followed by 
the tith,e on fore~ts; and later by the tithe on mines; and it will be 
easily unde:r;,<!tood to what complications and duplications such a 
system would have led, ifit ~ad bc::en able to survive in the f~ce of the 
continuous increase of speCialized new industries. 

(The modem classiiicatiOn, With. its simpJe structure, has the 
character of organic. ,ktability; •. b~cause it embrafes alI possible 
present and futq~ ~qustrieS.) . , . ' 

To be sure, it DillS! b!!,'remembered that we are dealing with a 
law of historical tendencies:whicQ: follows the actual development of 
the division oflabo\lr .. 'WheJ"e the. latter is lacking, therefore, the 
several 'Parts of the total pro.du"t 1\re 'taxed whil~ in ~e hands of the 
same:person, ~in fact they belong to him. 

These 'are, cases, bOw'ever; which th~ development of the division 
or'labour is ma14rig int:reas~ngly rare, and whic.h positive legislation 
is attempting to elitrllna,te. " ' 

, r • 
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CHAJ'TER X 

THEORY OF NET INCOME 

Summary: The tax on net income'- The quantity of direct goods producel 
and consumed annually within tho country is' the' basis of the tax
The distribution of direct 'goodspetWeen the cXternal and internal 
agents of production leads to. the concept of net incQme - Some 
controlling principlQj based '-on the theory pi the derivation of net 
income from gross inctm\e -Positive and negative taxpayers' rents -
Each part of income, no matter how small, bears a tax-liability from 
the moment' 9f its origin - The deductioh of interest owed - The 
case" of the domestic servant -The probl~ pi'saving - John Stuart 
Mill's error in accounting -.Discriminaqort and .the political factor 

. . . ' " . 

• ~ FIlOM the concept of a tax on income we pass to .that of. a: tax on • 
'net' income. \ ~ 

The word 'net' implies the existence of a gros!J' income - that is, 
an income from which expenseS o('production have not yet been 
deducted. This is correct, at l~~tfro:r;n the point of view of account
ing; but it implies also that tlu: parts' of gross jJ:lcome which are 
deducted as expenses of producti~n are not subject (0 taxation; and 
this is incorrect. 

CThe notion of net iricome- is fundamental for :public Finance; -. 
but with respect to.. its d¢inition, 'the usual uncertainties prevail 
among economists. ') lIt is necessary to clarify the concept; and in
order to do this, it 'would be well to examine, in· broad o'!-t1ine, the 
phenomenon of production) , . . J .' 

Let us picture; first of all, an imaginary society. of 100 mdividuals, 
each of whom is an isolated ~onomiC'\lwt accomplishing by himself 
the whole series of productive acts, from the cultivation of the land 
to the production of bread. Each one will plough his own' ground, 
will sow and cultivate his grain~ will build the road for the transporta
tion of the product, will provide for the defence of the schvn field and 
the gathered grain, will make his own ploughs, will build his OWIl' 

mill, and will have his own bakery. 
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At the end of the crop-year, each is assured 0"£ a supply of 100 

loaves of bread, to the production of which he has Pirected all the 
successive steps in his activity and the consumption of whi<;h repre
sents his sole compensation for the successive series of costS incurred. 

If'now we pass to the hypothesis of an economy founded on the 
division of labour, the only difference will be this: that, previously, 
ea<:h of the 100 individuals performed a series of productive acts, 
whereas now every individual act of the series is performed by a 
group of individuals. 

One group will plough all the ground and will produce the graln; 
another'will build and repair everyone's ploughs; another will build 
the roads and will see to the prevention and repression of theft; 
another will transform the grain into flour; and a final group will 
transform the Hour into bread. There are five specialiZed groups, 
each with 20 members. 

At the end of the crop-year, thanks to the new and perfected 
organization, the bread produced will mount from 10,000 to 12,000 

loaves; but in all other :respects the phenomenon will remain the 
same. All 100 members of our society contribute, as before, to the 
production of bread, and all expect only from the distribution of the 
12,000 loaves the sole compensation for: their labour. 

Among the five specialized groups there is, by hypothesis, one 
that assumes the function of defending all the others against possible 
theft, of passiDg jpdgment on controversies between members of 
the commUnity, and also of building and maintaining roads. If 
we call this group the State, the share ofthe'I2,ooo loaves of bread 
that belo~gs to it we shall call t!te tax. ~ 'to> . 

. We have not yet arrived at the concept of net product. On the 
other hand, there emerges another elementary truth: namely, that 
only the 12,000 loaves of bread constitute the income or product of 
the community; the ploughs, the land, the grain, the roads, the 
bakery, and public safety are instrumental goods necessary for the 
achievement of that end.1 _ 

This permits the. following generalization: <::me proauct or income 
of society consists of the quantity ofgoods of the first ortier annual{y proaucea 
ana consumed. J \". .' ~- , 

From t:hi! it also follows that the tax and the rewards due to the 

1 For this reason thE'}' are not yet income; they will become income if and to the extent 
to which they will be transformed into future bread. 
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various agents of 'production are paid out of the 12,000 loaves of 
bread, - that is, out of the quantity of direct goods in the annual 
productio~ of which all, including the State, take part. 

The members of the community, collectively and severally, must 
wait until the bread is produced. Each group, including the State, 
will have a right to 2400 loaves. \. If the bakery deducts the 2400' 
loaves belonging to the State and then shares the remaining 9600,1 
with the other external agents of productiQn, we have a tax on th~ 
produc~ The State then asks nothing of the group that manufacturd 
ploughs, nor of the others. 

~ We may now pass to the tax 'On income:) The ·State, which by 
virtue of its function has direct and simultaneous relationships with 
all the groups, waits until the four groups will have divided the 
12,000 loaves into shares of 3000 for each group, and then demands 
from each one 20 per cent of the 3000-that is, 600 loaves. The 
result is the same as before;(hence the problem of the tax on income 
consists of seeing how tJie division of the 12,000 future loaves among 
the four groups that take part in their production comes about 
t~chnically.) . 

(The first difficulty is that of waiting) For in practice we do not 
have to deal merely wfth-the-~ol~tea'case of bread; what happens 
in that case happens in others; the number of producing groups 
increases ad infinitum; along with the group organized for the pro
duction of bread, others are organized for the production of meat, 
clothes, houses, shoes, jewellery, domestic utens~ _automobiles, 
theatrical performances, professional services, and so on. 

Moreover, these groups do not live in isolation from one another; 
on the contrary, they are tied together by reciprocal j<--:Jnships, 
so that each one has contacts with"all,the others, an . the others 
have contacts with it. 

\Given this complex series of relationsQips, the division in kind of 
all future goods of the first order is im~ible.) <Here money comes 
to the rescue; by its use, each process of give-and-take is concluded 
legally, in each case, at the moment in· which the exchange ta~es 
place.,\ Thus, the manufacturer of ploughs receives the price for 
them at the moment in which he sells ploughs to the grain-grower. 
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But ibis' price - which. is correctly called his .i,ncome - is only a 
~laim..:check on . ...future_ bread; it is his credit-voUcher, which gives 

, him the right, to take' part iii. the firtal division of the bread, which 
, will conclude the process of ,give-and-t.a.ke economically as well as. 
legally;. and his',in~ine finds its fruition' ill' the fact of consumption .. 
The same process is repeated in tlle,case of the grain-grower and the 
miller. • 

The State fol)ows th~ same pr~cedure, and tUrns :in~o cash its 
fiscal claim .ag#f all the speciali~ed enterprises by levying 20 per 
cent o(~e price \hat ea<;:h enterprise obtains at the mom,ent it sells 
its proquct. But even [of the State the tax, collected ip this way, is ~ 

. claim-check on fritl!.Te bread and on all future direct goops. 

§3 

. ([he, ~econd cl,ifficulty lies U1 th~ pos~i~ility _ofdouhle taxa..ti9n} 
but if one exami~es a little mort; closdy the accounting-procedure 
involved, one sees that the danger does not exist. 

Let us.suppos~ that the State turns first to the manufacturer of 
ploughs ..L: .which :we have tOl!-sidered as the enterprise with which 
the cycle of bread:pr.oduc40n begins'~ and takes from him 20 per 
cent .of'the price of ~ ploughs sold to the grain-grower. It then 
~urIlll to :the:: grain-grqwer, to collect 20 per cent of the grain sold to 
the miller. The grain-groWer:however, objects on the ground that 
from the, vaiue of the ~ain sold to the miller should be deduc.ted 
.the·p~ that the manufacture!: of ploughs has already paid, and the 
State allows this, oecaus!? iOzoJalready collected the tax {In this part of 
the product. At,Id when it (urns to' the miller, from the flour or the 
price of the flqur is deducted the' part that the mi~ler has paid the 
grain-gro~er (in whlth:ls; 'also included ~e share of the plough
manufacturer) became- the State'hlis already collected the tax on it,. 
And 'Yhen the St~iel:urns to the baker, it deductS the part which the 
'latter has afrea~y paid to the miller (in which is included the share 
belonging .to the grain-grower, a~d a second time that belonging to 
t:he manur.~cturer of~loughs), and on which .theState has already 
collected tli,e tax. . 

The sq.mttreasorung is again ~nvolved in the ~el~tionships between 
the internal.agents. of; production, among whom is divided the whole 
of the shru:e belonging. to each individual enterprise. And, for this 
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reason, when th~. Treasury demands 20 per cent of the price of 
ploughs, the entrepreneur deducts the part that has already been 
paid to capital and to labour, because the Treasury has already 
collected or will collect t4e tax on the interest of the first and the 
wages of the second .. · . 

AI. a result of the double serie$ of deductions - the one in.·We 
external creditor-relationships between enterprise arid enterprise, 
and the ()~her ,in the internal creditor relationships between entre
preneurs, labourers, and capitalists - it is said that gross income has 
been translated into net. income, so far as each agent of production 
is concerned. 1n reality, all that has been done is to divide the total 
income - that is, all the bread in our example -'-: into the shares 
belonging to each person; thus, the determjnation, of taxable 
'iqdividual Income' is part of the ~eternUnation Df total taxable 
'national income'. . 

LTo sum up:)the trans!~tiQ.~_of ~ss in.£Qme .iQ!.~U!.~~ il!EQ.ro.~~ or: 
what we sh~carrthe 'drimratlOn <?(.lncomes',llS merely a techmcal 
accounting procedure, by mean,s of which (the total quantity of 
direct goods produced an:r;n1ally in a country and the corresponding 
total tax-burden are divided among those engaged in· production 
and among the £axpayers. \ N'; part of so-called gross or total income 
escapes taxes on income. The'deduction of ,expenses of production, 
as revealed by the budget of eac:;h individual business, prevents any 
part of income from being taxed mor! than .once. , 
\. By perfecting the procedure for reducing gross incomes to ilC!t, we 
perfect the fiscal organism:) 

T axpayef s rent 

«De theory of the depuration of incomes, as expounded above, 
allows us to establish some general principles.) . 
~ first of all,(the process of depuration can be puShed. o~ly s6 fa; 
.."as the division of industrial and personal laboUr has In fact- been 
accomplished.~ Hence, lithe gram.-giower is also a maker of ploughs, 
the tax strikes all the grain while it i~ in his han~. SinUlarly, if the 

I [Italian: epuraione dei reddit; - Translator's note], 
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entrepreneur is also a capitalist and labourer, the tax strikes the 
total income composed. of profit, interest, and wages while the 
income is in his hands. . . 

In order for th~ .process of depuration to conform strictly to the 
real facts of the case, it would be necessary to examine the budget of 
each individual enterprise, since in real life the division of labour is 
not uniform, at the same time and place, as between one enterprise 
and the other. In some cases, the entrepreneur is already distinct 
from the capitalist, in other cases they are one; in some cases, the 
landowner is distinct from the .tenant, in other cases he is not. 
Usually the labourer is distinct from the entrepreneur; but there are 
cases in which the labourer is also the owner of the land that he 
cultivates, just as the owner of a small workshop is simultaneously 
1a~urer and entrepreneur. 

If the Treasury were to ascertain incomes in each individual case, 
the depuration would correspond closely to the actual facts, and 
would .exclude all possibility of differential treatment as between 
one taxpayer and another) , ., 

\But it is not always technically possible or economically expedient 
to ascertain income separately, in each individual case. Instead, the 
law proceeds by making use of typical or average values and by 
adopting uniform percentages oC deduction for all the individual' 
cases, although one of these may differ in some measure from another, 
and both may,differ from the selected typ9 Thus, for example, the 
law with respect to the tax on land may deduct from every income 
from land a percentage for expenses of administration, though not all 
businesses incur such expenses; the law may deduct expenditures for 
wages, though not all businesses employ wage-earners. 

(Out of these discrepancies between the typical value and concrete 
individual values arise phenomena of ~yer's rellfJ which may 
be P¥sitive) as when the taxpayer beneflts fromaaeduction to which, 
if his case were treated individually, he would have no right; ~d 
negative) as wnen he does not benefit from a deduction to which h( 
would be entitled. In the first case, there is a gap in the tax system; 
in the second, there is double taxation. 

what are involved, in any case, are vestigial phenomena anc 
slight inequalities which the law has not been able to reach, bu 
which tend subsequently to be further attenuated and even to dis 
appear in. time in prop,ortion as the taxpayers change their manne 
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of running their businesses, in such a way as to get rid' of the negative 
rents or avoid losing the benefit of positive rents; and all tend to 
approximate a more nearly uniform type. For. this to happen, it is 
necessary that the ren~ should not be negligible quantities. 

§5 

\ (Another principle deriving from the theory is that each part of 
/ income produced) no matter how small, contains its proportionate 
share of the cost that the State has incurred in providing its pro
ductive services; and since the tax corresponds to this cost in the 
same way that wages correspond to the labour provided by labourers, 
it follows that each part of income, no matter how small, fQmtS into, 
existence bearing the corresponding tax-debt,;> 

If one such part of income does not pay its tax-debt, another must 
pay more than its share. 

From this elementary truth it follows that the deduction$aIlowed 
by the law.Ior the purpose of reducing gross incomes to net must be 
subordinated to the concrete condition that the Treasury will find 
them again, as taxable income, in the budget of other enterprises. 

For this reason, anyone who would wish to give a complete 
demonstration of the fact that a given portion of income is not 
obligated to pay a given tax ought to prove not only that this part of 
income is included among the deductions allowed by law, but also 
that it is not subject to another direct tax. 
\. In those cases in which a legal interpretation to this effect is not 
possible, the law should be revised. 

§6 

,~. (Another corollary is this: that the sum of individual inrAmc;S: or. 
, net incomes must be equal to the national income or grclLncome; if 
it is larger, there is double taxation; if it is smaller, there is a gap in 
the tax system .. The perfecting of the process of depuration must 
bring about this equality by uncovering and avoiding ,duplications 
and gaps.) This can be only the gradual result of statistical surveys 
and analytical studies of the account-books of businesses. There are, 
however, some cases in which it is evident that equality of the kind 
described does not exist. • 



'D I RE C T T A X A T ION ' 

\.A tYPical examJili: of c;l~l~ ~B. exists whepever the law 
does not allow the deduction of it~.terest that the taxpayer pays on 
his debts. . 

This holds in general for all debts, of whatever nature, regardless 
of whether th~y are secured by mortgages, or whether they are 
contracted for the purpose of consumption or of production. For, 
in every case, the annual interest paid by the debtor is taken from 
his income, however the latter may happen to be composed. From 
the economic point of view, the creditor participates in ~e division 
of the debtor's income, and therefore the interest is deducted from 
the income or taxable income of the debtor, always assuming that! 

,the State, as is usually the case, collects the tax on interestin the 
hands·of the creditor. 1 

. ([he cas~ of wage~ demands some special ~orWderation) That 
wages ow~es IS lor us a corollary from our keneral principles. The 
deduction C?f' wages from the value of the industrial, product is 
inc1udea' under the common expression 'expen~ <oi.llro~uction'; 
but then wages do not always figure-- either by law or in fact -=- in 
a schedule of personal incomes under which they would be obligated 
to pay the tax. (There is am in the tax system, due to the practical 
difficulty that the Treasury encounters in following up so large a 
number of people with small personal incomes. 'J • 

!fit is desired to overcome this difficulty, which is merely one of 
collection, there are two other possible_ solutions: (I) a general 
exemption may be grante<1 to an ~ the fiii'incial needs of the 
State being covered, by correspondingly higher tax-rates assessed 
against the employers, who would be expected to discount the tax 

, in the lower wage-rate which, other conditions remaining equal, 
would be the natural economic result of the system; (2) or the tax 
owed by the labourers may be assessed on the amount paid in wages, 
the ,entrepreneur being obliged to pay the 'tax, while at the same 
time he has a legal right to recover the amount he has advanced in 
taxes when he pays the wages. . 

Each system ~as its advantages and its disadvantages; the essential 
1 Italian tax law pernuts the deduction of interest by the entrepreneur only in the 

case of loans incurred for purposes 'of production; but it also denies such deductions to 
the landowner, on the obsole~e ground that the tax on land is a 'real' tax. Here, then 
is a Case of double taxation, 

Vice versa, it allows to income from land a deduction of interest on the value of the 
jnventories of livestock and material belonging to the proprietor; but then this interest 
is not subject to the tax on 'movable property' (lmposta mobiliare), There is a gap here. 
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thing, however, is just this: that once a method has been adopted, it 
must be adhered to in positive legislatio'1 in such a way that all 
labourers will receive the same treatment. 1 

Another typical case is that of the ~ages of domestic servanl$. 
The person who uses a part of his income to pay wages to a s(!~ant 
has already paid taxes on his whole income and therefore also on the 
part that becomes the servant's wages. Must the servant also pay a 
tax on his wages? 

It seems that there is dou~tion in such a case, but there is 
not; for the servant is a prod~_~~G~nd_ seller of services. Between the 

eMPloyeranQUie-servanils an exchange of goOds on which two 
direct taxes are owed by the respective producers of the goods that 
are exchanged. The employer has paid his tax on the income that he 
has produced; the domestic, who has not yet paid the tax, owes it at 
the moment at which he produces and sells his services. In the case of 
producers of personal s~!Ykes, the momen.!-<i.pz:~u~~Q!I_a!l.(L~~t qf 
sale coincide. • 

-siriillar to the case of the domestit; servant are the (caset£f the 
physi~~n, the la~r, th<; engineer, and all proeJucers ·of.personal 
sernce,.fln the exchange between the bread of the baker and the 
service of the physician, there is one price, but there are two goods 
exchanged, and therefore there are two incomes on which the tax is 
owed. There is no exception to the general principle. 

§7 

Saving 

(But the case that calls for special attention is that of savingj with 
respect to which there has been the most discussion, in order to deter
mine whether it should be subject to or exempted from taxation. 

( According to a current opinion, nothing is inco~ unless it is 
consumed0 Hence bread, which we regard as income, is not income, 
or does not becomemcome until the moment of actual consumption. 
From this the current theory wishes to deduce the co~equence that, 

(income produced and not consumed - that is, saving - is not income. 
and cannot be subject to the tax on income. ) 

(This is a logical play on words, rather than a demonstration) In 
1 Thia cannot te said of Italian legislation. 
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order to clarify the argument thoroughly, it is necessary to establish 
precisely what the <function of saving) is (in the phenomenon of 
production) .. 

(We,.also, have defined natiQJ;m
' 

jncome as the quantity of goods of 
the first order PJ'oducedflnd c..onsumed annualll. Now, if society is regarded 
as a whole, it:Is obvious that the quantity of goods produced is 
equal to or ends by becoming equal to the quantity of goods con
sumed. We produce in order to consume, and nothing else is possible • 

• The individual -may produce to-day for to-morrow's consumption; 
but if he is to distribute his consumption oyer time, he must transfer 
- '---
the goods he has saved to those who will consume them to-day 
in order to reproduce them and give them back to him to-morrow. 

Ahd what is true of society is true, a fortiori, of the single 
individual) , 

"In both cases, we are dealing with the same goods, considered 'in 
two successive moments or from two different points of view:' 

lfwe look at the productive process in its entirety - that is, from 
the arising .of a feeling of qissatisfaction to the satiSfaction of the 
want - ~e find no break between th~ economic process and, for 
example, the phY.l)iological process through which the direct good, 
by being actually consumed, really satisfies the want and at the same 
time rebuilds the energies of the worker so that a new productive 
cycle may be be~un. It is a con~u~. iU!Q 
other good~ which never stops; It IS a ~le m which there 18 no 
p~nt of departure or point of arrival, and which may be broken 
only for the purpose of solving certain concrete problems. 1 

Thus, in passing from an isolated economy to an economy in 
which there is division of labour, it is possible to separate the goods 
that an individual produces from those that the same individual 
consumes,and to speak of an income produced and an income con-. 
sumed. The baker produces bread; the bread represents his produced 
income. The tailor produces clothing; the clothing represents his 
produced income. At a later time;they exchange bread for clothing, 
and ~en we say that the clothing is the income consumed by the 
baker and the bread is the income consumed by the tailor. But since 

1 Thus, in order to separate physiological or hygienic or moral activity from econ
omic activity, most writers hold that economic activity begins with the want"inas 
much as the latter represents an external impulse, which in fact induces man to under
take a series of productive acts that end with the possession, or material control, of the 
thing that he considers adapted to satisfy the want. 
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ex£lli!!1~othing but a form of production, we may say equally 
well that the clothing bought IS· mcome prOduced by the baker and· 
the bread bought is income produced by the tailor. 

Hence - if we still hold to the hypothesis laid down above, 
according to which we suppose that society is composed of only these 
two enterprises - the income of the baker an~ the tailor, produced 
and consumed at the same time, is equal to the sum of a certain 
quantity of bread plus a certain quantity of clothing. 

/ The qualitative and quantitative difference between the two 
disa ppean. 

On the other hand, the claim of the State is established and 
increases in proportion as the productive process develops, since the 
assistance given by public services does not end with the prodUction 
of the bread and the clothing, but includes also the exchange between 
bread .and clothing, as well as the consumption of bread and of 
clothes. 'Ibis claim is a given quantity corresponding to the cost 
that the State incurs, and can and must be paid out of income; and 
tt is a matter of indifference, or of secondary importance, whether. 
the income be ascertained at the moment it is produced or at the 
moment it is consumed, the same quantity being involved in either 
case) 

§8 

It might seem that in adopting the hypothesis of an isolated 
economy in which production is for use rather than exchange or in 
considering society as a unified whole we are excluding, by our v.ery 
hypothesis, the problem with which we are co~cemed; b~~ ~ 15 

not so. (S~ving, in a modem economy charactenzed by diVISlOn of ~ 
labour ames from the fact that an individual does not c.oQSume all 
the .. in~ome he prOd~~~Dut saves a pa~jt;-W1iijl •• .::1.hen! ~Y 
means of a loan-contract, turns over to t11~Qr.ker, who consumes It m 
increasing the production of future goods. In ~e light of this fact, • 
(there might seem to be no truth to the hypotheslS that, so far as the 
saver is concerned, income produced is equ~ to income. consu.me~; 
the truth would seem to lie with the opposite hypotheslS, which 15 

what gives rise to the problem under discussio.n. ') 
It is not difficult to show that the new Clrcumstance does not 
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change·the economic problem, nor the conclusion previously reached. 
The error lies in holding that a loan, which itself arises from the 

separation of the person of the capitalist from that of the labourer, is 
the ongin of saving, whereas it is only one form of saving. 

Saving is, above all, a phenomenon that may arise within the 
isolated economy in which production is for use rather than 
exchange. . 

Let us take up again fora moment our very first elementary 
example - that o~ an isolated producer, who himsc:lf constl\lcts the 
ploughs, himsel~>producesthe grain, and himself transformS the 
grain into flour and the flour into bread. 'It is while he is cOI.lsilming 
the bread that he resumes his productive functions - repairing the 
ploughs, cultivating the land anew, and so forth. -

Since we are dealing With an economic man, we may assume that 
he never stops with the merere~Qnstitution of his working energies, with 
the result that he al';Vays produces the same quantity of bread;'we 
may assume rather that he gradually tends to increase the quantity: 
He accomplishes his aim by being economical in his present con
sumption of bread - that is, by distributing his consumption over a 
longer period, so as. to have the time necessary for the construction 
of an ~dditional plough and for the cultivation Qf another acre and 
for the enlarging of his mill and, his. bakery.. ' 

< No~> to distribute more economically in time the consumption of 
the available quantity of bread means the diminution of his daily 
consumption. 

This is saving.) . 
f (The example brings out two elementuy ,truths. The first is 
~hat sa16.ng aris~_ and develops in e~.~lJ:d....ec.ono.{Dy :-The 
secOIUl is th~aving1san eleme~nd original factor 9.f..m:,Qg.uc
tiOii,"'indissolub~up with ~SaYing aiidlihoU:; condition 
eaCh other recrprocaliy. fr~e. very beginnings of production. The 
primitive man who lives on'wild fruit must economize in his con- ~ 
sumption of it if he wishes to find time to make a bow and arrow; 
the first stag that he kills is the . product of both his labour and his 
saving; and ifhe must turn over a part of it to his chief, this levy falls 
equally on saving and labour.l 

1 For this reason I consider it incorrect to pose the problem of saving by supposing 
at the outset that production has proceeded for some time without the factor of saving, 
and then, at a given moment, introducing savW/r 311 a new factor that acts from that 
moment on. ' 
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§9 

(J..et us now study the phenomenon in an economy in which 
divisi_o!1_oflab()\l!_exists and let us take up again the example of the 
four specialized enterprises - the manufacture of ploughs, grain
growing, milling, and baking - which we left producing 12,000 

loaves of bread. There are two possible hvpothe§es.) 
< Th~t is that all four save bread in equal amounts, and that all 

increase their labour in equil amount~ The 12,000 loaves of bread 
will become 15,000; £fie 15,000 will allow greater saving and more 
labour, and will become 18,000, and the 18,000 will become 
20,000. 

In every case, the bread is the product of the same factors; in 
every stage of its increase it is the result of more saving and more; 
labour; it increases without interruption. Moreover, there is ~o 
technical possibility of separating the part due to saving from that 
due to labour. Hence the 20,000 loaves of bread pay the tax for 
the same reason for which the 18,000 pay it, and the latter for the 
same reason that the 15,000 pay it; and in this way, by following the 
process back, one could arrive at 'the first man who succeeded -in 
making the dough for, and baking, the first piece of bread on a 
heated stone. 

(l'he ~ypothesis is that ~e saver and the labourer have 
"become separate pe!!.~...and3e boun_cl7iiie ~y.~

conTfi:P) 
- s may happen when not all four producers are in a position to 

increase their labour equally and at the same rate, since some may 
prefer to increase their labour more and. others to increase their 
saving more. . 

The manufacturer of ploughs, instead of contributin[l! dose of 
greater abstinence and a dose 'of more labour, will Iw'. ~t to con
tribute two doses of greater abstinence. But the final product will 
continue to be what it was before - namely, the result and reward 
of the same factors of production. The only change that may possibly 
take place is a change in the distribution of the final product among 
the various agents ofproductioD; but the tax will follow these varia
tions according to the theory of the depuration of inc<?me. 

Let us take anot~ample, by way C?f making the issues clear. 
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We have supposed that the four producers have increased the pro
duction of bread from 12,000 to 15,000 loaves, all contributing 
equally a dose of greater abstinence and a dose of more labour. ~ 

Let us now suppose that they_achieve the same result through the 
use of the fopowing combination: two of them contribute a doSe of 
greater abstinence and a dose of more labour each; the third 
contributes two "doses of more labour; the fourth, two doses of greater 
abstinence. The 15,000 loaves of bread are the product of the same 
factors of production and will be divided among the four in the same 
proportion as before, or in whatever other proportion will result from 
the contracts that have been made. The part that will now be 
assigned to the saver for the larger dose of abstinence was previously 
included in the share assigned to the labourer; and the part that will 
be assigned to the labourer for the dose of more labour was mCIuded 
in the share assigned to the saver. Otherwise the consequence would 
b!! that the worker would have to pay for both himself and the 
saver! , " 

So far as relations with the Treasury are concerned, the State 
contributes tlle saine services and bears the same expense "th"at it 
undertook in the preceding caSe, and will cover this expense by 
following the division' that the various enterprises involved will in 
fact make of the 15,000 loaves of bread. 

(The circumstance, therefore, that the saver has become a person 
c;listinct from the labourer <!oes, not change any of the qualitative 
elements that go to make up the problem} whence it follows that the 
tax will fall on the 15,000 loaves ofbreacl in their entirety, just as it 
fell on them when the combination assumed in the preceding case, 
was used. 

me only difference is that when it falls on them, they wiU be in 
different hand~ If the new element in the problem is the fact of a 
changed division oflabour, the case will be covered by the tlieory of 
the depuration of income and not by that oftax-discriII1ination. 1 

fA policy oftax;xemption.in favour of those who hav~ contril:!ut~ 
a dose of more savmg as agamst those who have contrIbuted a d 
of more labour does not follow from the economic analysis of the.. 
phenomenon. On the contrary, since the financial need of the State 
is a given quantity, such a policy would produce the following un
expected result: after the separation of the person of the saver from 

..-
1 Set: § 13. below. 
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that of the labourer, the former would pay less than he paid before 
or nothing at all, and the labourer would pay more than he paid 
before, because he would be obliged to pay the difference:' 

§10 
( mus conclusion of a general theoretical nature is strengthened by 

the further examination of some special arguments, by means of 
which some writers have attempted tto defend the exemption of 
saving, and which we cannot avoid takin~ into account.) 

One of these arguments is as follows: JSavings are capital, not 
income, but they give rise to income in the form of interest:-taxes 
fall on income and not capital; the~Dg must not be tax.ed, 
since the income from savings will be taxed in ,.any case.) v-

The syllogism is only a play with words. 
To begin with, savings are not capital; they are il!C::Qm~ the:: con.

sumption of which is postponed and which may be transformed into 
capital" it and when it is used to acquire machines, raw materials, 
and human "labour, in order to renew or increase production. 

Once this is understood, it will be clear in what sense taxation 
falls on income, and not capital. A!, soon as..the lau,er ~.lr~.r.Q!p!ed . 
iQ.to income. it is sufficient"tO trl-W.I;Q!De jJLOr.q~,~.J9_J~.J'~P_~t~U>y 
im~lication. But if, for the reasons of a technical and accounting 
nat\ire"'iIready discussed, or because of other possible considerations ' 
of expediency, we tax capital- that is, the ploughs in the example -
it is not necessary to tax income. 

There are other cases in which the matket value of the capital is 
known, whereas the amount of income is not known, so that it is 
felt to be better to tax the former than t~'lle aIL~!lY.med 
income. Such a case is represented, for example, by land in colonies, 
whfch is not yet cultivated and does not yet give an income that can 
be directly ascertained; and another is represented by building 
areas in a similar condition. ... --

~f the theory under discussion were to be understo~d in a rigidly 
literal sense, It would lead to the following resulv.~ngs should not 
~e taxed, because savings are capital; from capi arises income" 
which is the only thing that is taxable;Cbut then, if this income is 
saved again, it becomes capital once more and is exempted from 
taxation. and so on~ Conclusion:(a person who saves at compound 
interest ceases to be a taxpayer.) v1 
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§ I I 

I The tru~. is that the value o£.i.nstrumentiU.gQQds...a.mt the value 
otd~s - that is, 'capital and interest, respectively.-~ld 
~bQth be taxes;! at.one and the same tittle. And suc.h taxation is 
avo~ed by dep~ti(m, which separates interest fromcapital. 

. Nevertheless, it is thought by many that double taxation exists 
wh;.?!.~~.~!!.Let~J~vj.ed 'O~bth saving~ and t.he~t~.~~~~\. Thill 
supposed. danger was emphasIzed III a careful;Lh'6tigh erroneous . 
argument by John~:' ... The proper mode of assessing an 
income tax would be to tax only the part ·of income devoted to 
expenditure, exempting that which is saved. For when saved and 
,invested (and all savipgs, generally speaking, are invested) it thence
forth pays income tax on the interest or profit which it brings, not
withstanding that it has already been taxed on the principal. Unless, 
therefore, savings are exempte~ from inc~~tl3:~JhE9.m:.riQ.ut~e 
tWi~ On w~at they ~~e, ~ry'2PC~ ?E:.w.I:c~:t.. tJ:1~Y spWd. 
A person who speiiO'S'arrne receIves, pays 7d. III tIle pound, or say 
3 per cent, to the tax, and no more; .but if he saves part of the year's 
~inct1me and buys stock, then in addition to the 3 p~r cent.which he 

• has, paid oh the prirtcipal, and which diminishes tbe interest in the 
,.: .sa~era,iio,.fle pays 3 per cent annually on the interestitseIf, which is 

equivalent to an immediate payment of a second 3 per cent on the 
pcinoipal! l\nd he concluded:trhe principal and the interest cannot 
both: togather foim part of his resources; they are the same portion 
'twice cobnted. ') J 
. , In thIs reasoning, thete is no confusion of economic' concepts; 
out there is a fi 'n 'nt a sin I du' Ie o(wbat a~ny 
two...pro~e cY5 that in which the sav.!;d income was p~
ducea,and thetOllorWi'Jng one in which the interest,.wIilch i1 a new -- . --1IlCOm-e. .l.s pr.odu.ced 
It is generally agreed that all productive operations must be 

referred to a period of time. During each of these periods there is 
an economic transformation of instrumental goods into direct goods; 
in each one of them costs are.incurred again, the product is produced 
anew, and there is a division of the product amont those taking 
part in production; in each period, labour is employed and paid; in 
each period, public services are utilized and paid for. 

I.Principles oj Political Economy, Book V, chap. II, § 4. 
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Each productive cycle has its own economic individuality, which 
is represented by the budget of the business; the budget is annual; 
the income produced in 1936 is not the income prodllced in 1935; 
the grain produced in 1936 is not the grain produced in 1935. 

From this it follows that those who save income produced in 1935 
and use it to increase production in 1936 will demand more raw 
materials and human labour and public services, and will pay more 
ill prices, more in wages, and more in taxes .. 

The position of the State does not differ in kind from that of the 
worker or any other agent of production. It incurs an expense cor
responding to the whole of the year's production, as in the case of the 
worker who undergoes hard labour corresponding to the whole of 
the year's product. If the entrepreneur maintains that he does not 
owe the State taxes corresponding to the part of the product saved, 
he could just as well maintain that he does not owe the labourers 
wages corresponding to the part of the product saved. 

But this, which would obviously be an absurd claim, if set up 
against the labourers, appears plausible ifset up against the State. 

Why? . 

. §12 . 
This happens either because economists have not yet come te 

think of the State as taking part - whether for good or iU-iD tht 
production of private goods. and as entitled to receiv~ an annua 
payment for its services, or because in carrying on the bUsiness () 
the State it is possible to rob Peter to pa~ Paul. 

The explan~tion of the phenomenon can be found in reasons oj 
a Jl:Olitical character. 

ane.classes that propose the exemption of saving - such as, fOJ 

example, professional people and public functionaries - are th4 
classes that have political power and use it to obtain ex~ptions 
from taxation for their own benefit. ... , " -

In the same way, under the old regime, the propertied classes 
t enjoyed notable tax exemptions at the e1CpeIJSe of the industrial and 

working classes. The position is similar, except that it is reversed. 
To sum up{the taxation of savings is not a case of double taxa

tion; on the contrary. the exemption of savings creates a gap in the 
tax system - that is, it is a case of exemption which forms part of 
the theory of discrimiMhon. J v 
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Discrimination 

, 4>iscrimina.tion among incomes is a phenomenon entirely different I 
from that of depuration of income. The word means 'differential 

... treatment' of net incomes,) It consists of some further deductions 
which the law grants to certain categories of incomes over and 
above the amounts deducted for the purpose of translating gross 
incomes into net. 

Thus there is the case of some net incomes which do not reach a 
gIven minimum limit, regarded as necessary for the satisfaction of 
the elementary needs of physical life, and which are freed, wholly 
or in part, from the duty of paying their tax obligation. There"is 
also the case of m;t incomes arising from labour, which enjoy a 
special deduction for savings, over and above that granted to net 
incomes of equal amount 'arising' from invested capital. We shall 
have occasion to notice other examples. 1 \, 

The dt;,ductious allowed under the respective headings .!i..d~. 
~m and of discrimination among incomes are usually confused in 

e classification employed in positive laws; but they are entirely 
different things. 

T~e fundam.ental ?-i,trerence i~ ~s: whereas ~e mere process. oj 
reduclllg gross lllcome to net~ dlstnbutes . among the taxpayers all 
taxable material and withdraws no p'l1rt ot the latter from taxation 
discrimination deprives the Treasury of taxable "material. In thi: 
way, other conditions being~equal, the yield from taxation decreases 
and in consequence there must be an increase in the tas.-!ate 01 

incomes that do not enjoy deductions as a result of discrimination. 
It is for this r.eason thauthe phenomenon of discrimination j 

necessarily bound up with phenomena of shifting. And it is boun< 
up - when the discrimination is in favour of the smaller incomes -
with progressive tas.ation.(Jn fact,the policy of special benefits OJ 

behalf of the masses and the labouring classes consists, in large part, 0 

cases of discrimination.)\ 
The device of discrimination tends in fact to enlarge its sphere 0 

1 See, below, in connection with income from 'movable property', Book III 
chaps. V and VI. . 
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action and to take the place of progression, which is becoming 
relatively restricted. For the superiority of the first over the second 
lies precisely in the possibility that it offers of treating separately each 
individual case of tax-exemption or tax-reduction; whereas pro
gressive taxation, being uniform and mechanical, is not only less 
consistent with differences found in reality, but also provokes a 
reaction, on grounds of principle, against uncertain and unfore
seeable dangers. 



BOOK III 

THE SYSTEM OF DiRECT TAXES 



CHAPTER I 

TAX ON LANDt 

Summary: Object and subject of the tax - The elements of the income 
from land - Income from the landlord's share of the produce ....... The 
deriva$ion of the net income from land from gross income 

TH2 general theory of the tu - as distinct from the fee - must be 
supplemented by an examination of the organism of iz;tdividual 
direct and indirect taxes. 

In treating the theory of the fee we did not enter into a study of 
individual types of fee, but limited ourselves to taking from each 
. type those positive elements that could be utilized for the construc
tion of the general theory. 

The reason for this is that the fee is not a part of an organic 
whole, but stands by itself; it is the price of each individual special 
service the explanation f,?T which is found in the general theory. 
In the same way, in Private Economics, we formulate the general 
theory of price, but we do not supplement it with an examination.of 
the price of grain, of iron, of cottont and so on, although it is from 
the cour,se'taken by such prices that we derive elements for construct
mgt confirming, or criticizing the general theory. 

It is different in the case of taxation, in which we set over against 
the total cost of general public services the total yield from taxes; so 
that each one of the latter does not stand by itself, but is a part of a 
whole-that is ofajiscal organism, the historical and theoreti~~ forma
tion of which is dominated by certain controlling prin<jf .... 

This leads to the necessity for judging the relationships, of a 
mutually dependent and complementary character, that exist 
between the various taxes, in order to see whether or not they form. 
the organism of which we have already spoken. 

t [Italian: ,,,,pod4 JOfIdiari4. - In this, &II in the Rtnflining ehaptenl of Book III, a 
considerable amount of material having to do with the details of the Italian tall: 
l)'ltem hu ~ deleted. - Tf&SI&1ator'. IlOte} . 
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Our ,examination, therefore, will be of a critical rather than a 
descriptive nature, so that it will be possible to keep within narrow 
limits as much of the discussion as may be necessary in order to 
proceed with the analysis on a concrete basis. • 

Now, it is a fact that all taxes in all modem countries fallon 
income, and that their technical structure is not profoundly.different; 
so that by starting from the Italian tax system, or rather from those 
taxes which give that system its general form, it will be easy for us 
to pass on to a discussion of the problems that are coinmon to all the 
tax systems of modem states. -. 

In Italy, the national income has been divided into income from 
l~income from buildings, and income from 'movable property', 1 

the latter, in its'1:lIrfr,-tieing subdivided into income from capital, 
industrial income, professional income, and income from labour-:-

IT is a classification that corresponds fairly well to thepresent 
division between the various productive activities and producing 
groups and provides a satisfactory outline of the system of corres-
ponding taxes now in force. _ 
," To this has been added recently a compleIP-en~ on the total 
income of each citizen. -

Tax on Land 
,. 
!~ The tax on land I falls on that part of the total product.of the land 

which remains to the owner after deduction of expenditures and 
possible losses.) This cOPl"esponds to the concepts exp.ounded in 
earlier chapters, inasmuch as the basis of the tax is the income that 
remains to the proprietor after deducting the expenditures - that is, 
the sh~res due to other agents of production, external and internal
from the total income. The deductions o~ account of possible losses 
will require a special explanation. 

The law, then, regards the owner as the head of th~ enterprise' 
and therefore as the subject of the tax; while his income is regarded 
as the object of the tax. 

1 [Italian: richezza mobile - Translator's note 1 ~ 
I In,Italy, the tax is administered on the basis of the laws of July 14th, 1864, and 

March 1st, 1886. 



TAX ON LAND 

Theoretically, the product of the land may be divided into five 
parts: rent in the technical sense, or J!:icardian.I$Jilt; in~st on capital 
permanently invested; interest on working capital; the profit of the 
enterprise; and w!SSS. - , -

In 'capital permanently invested', many \vriters usually include 
the capital used for the purpose of making improvements designed 
to make cultivation possible over long periods. But, strictly speaking, 
the 'capital permanently invested' consists only of expenditures on 
reclamation, dearing, drainage, etc., which are indispensable for the 
preliminary· preparation of the land for any sort of cultivation. 

It is desirable, in any case, to keep' capital permanently in
vested' separate from 'capital used for improvements'; for the latter 
may to soine extent be administered in such a way as to avoid the 
consequences of fluctuations in prices, since the type of cultivation 
may be changed, or its extent enlarged or restricted, and agricultural 
operations may be carried on with greater or lesser intensiveness or 
expense, whereas capital permanently invested is a relatively fixed 
quantity which, in itself and because of the expenses ofmainteriance, 
is tied up with the fate of the land-rent and with it undergoes the 
consequences of changes'in prices. 

Our problem then becomes that of establishing which of the five 
elements of the income from land belong to the owner, and are the 
object of the tax. 

There a~ two tendencies in doctrine and in legislation. One of 
them would wish "iOliiiift'tlieobject of the tax to that part of the total 
inco~e w?ich is "~!!,t'. Legislators who hav~~en ~1Oder the influenc.e 
of Ricar,dtW, do~nes and lwt.ve tended to think 10 terms of a claSSI
fication of tans based on the economic theory of the distribution of 
the product intended..!o assign a priori to the tax on land the task of 
striking rent as the only part theoretically belonging to the lan~~ 
owner, and to the 'tax on movable property', or its equivalent, the 
task of striking separately profit, interest, and wages...,.. P'_.I1 if these -
arose from agriculture - at they were received, ~spec4vely, by the 
entrepreneur,. the capitalist, and the labourer. 

But economic reality has resisted such an abstract theoretical 
construction, which is valid only for purposes of indicating a general 
ttpdency. ' • 

'i,-.,First of all, po~icai-dian. eCQnomics has made clear that,. the 
phenomenon of rent is not confined to land, but extends to all 
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branches ofproductiv:e activity.) Costs being equal, the income from 
different mines may be different; there is a difference in the usable 
power of different watercourses; there is a difference in the fertility of 
different human intellects. • 

Hence a taX Ilmited to rent would have to extend its action to 
every industrial and professional income in which there exist elements 
of rent. ' 

Thus this classification was found wanting with respect to its most 
important theoretical basis: the idea that rent is limited to land., 

Moreover; this classification ran definitely up against tlie fact that 
the actual state of the division of labour in agriculture is such that it 
does not evidence,or has not yet realized, the logical categories of 
rent, profit, and interest, as clearly as they have come to be realized 
within manufacturing industries. . 

For this reason it is necessary, according' to the principle ex
pounded above, I to examine whether and to what extent there is a 
correspondence between the abs,tract division of the product of the 
land into rent, profit, interest, arid wages, and the actual personal 
distribution of functions among those taking part in production, 
which necessarily varies from country to country and epoch to 
epoch. 

§s 
Income from the Landlord's Share of the Produce· 

If we go back to the old contracts..of emphyteusis, we find that 
the landowner and the owner of capital permanently invested 
appear to be distinct perSons. But it has not been possible to main
tain such a s~paration in the long run, as is shown' by the evolution 
that has been undergone precisely by emp~yteusis contracts; ~thes, 
and similar devices. In the end, first through the commutation and 
then the redemption of the traditional dues, the user of the land -
that is, the concessionaire - has come to ·acquire the quality of sole 
owner. 

Now, it is· customary, as a matter of traditional doctrine, to call 
th~ of th~jn~!p-~Ji:QmJa,D:.ci~n~.Q.1~. ~ntc:!est on the c~ta1 

1 Cf. Book II, chap. x, § 4' 
• [Italian: f'eddito drmrinicale - Translator's note] 
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immob~..1.herein 'th~ income rep"r~c:..ntin&.the landlord's shar~ 
thse.roduce' {ffliJito dominicarey:-xnd economists have accepted the 
conclusion that th~ 'iqcome representing the landlord's share of the 
produce', aI!..d no 12nger 'rent' alone, m~ form the basis of the tax 
ouJa"pd. But the income representing the C3andlord's share of the 
produce' was, for them, still a logical category - that is, it repre
sented not what in fact remained to the landlord, but what in 
prindple in law belonged to him as landlord.) It was therefore always 
necessary td deduct interest, profit, and wages from the total product 
of the land, in order to establish the basis of the tax on land. 

But even this more modest abstract concession has had to yield in 
the face of reality. 

Just as, earlier, it was necessary to add to the rent of land the 
interest on the capital permanently invested, so, later, it....was...lm
pos~iQk ~par~~ompletf;ly_the ~~<:9E!~_!c:p!:.esentingJb.~d
lord:s share.dlhcpr!> .. Quc!:'. from E~J-AP..E the i!!!ri-e~tQn eve.ry type 
of capi~a.!iIlvest~~jn th..e la,!!d. 

In fact, 'capital used for improvements' experienced rather 
quickly the fate of 'capital permanently invested'. 

A typical example of personal separation of the landowner from 
the agricultural entrepreneur is to be found in the old crop-sharing 
arrangements of an emphyte-usis character. But, even then, the 
separation could never be perfect, since the income from land-rent 
depends on the fertility of the land as affected by the quality of the 
cultivation. That is, a piece ofland used for the cultivation of grain 
may yield no rent; used for viniculture, it may yield a very high rent. 
Hence one who has a right to the rent alone and wishes to preserve 
this rent cannot be disinterested in the question of cultivation. And 
this is confirmed by the fact that in the old emphyteusis grants the 
landowner imposed on the concessionaire the obliga!i0n to make 
certain definite improvements.' _ ._ . 

It is well known, however, that insuperable conflit'. ~1 interest 
arose, in the execution of the contract, between the granter of ~he 
concession and the concessionaire, and that these conflicts were an 
obstacle to improvements in the method of cultivation and the 
increase of production, until finally the contractual foIms of divided 
property to which we have referred were abolished, and the user of . 
the property was given the right to redeem the property excl¢;ive 
of improvements and become the sole owner thereof. 
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The final consequence of the reform was that 'capital used for 
improvements' was consolidated with the ownership-of the land and 
the permanently invested capital', and that, the interest on such 
capital also came to be part of th~ 'income from the landowner's 
share of the produce' and to be subject to the tax on land. 

There rem::tinli the question ofagricultuUlI.profit, which falls to 
the person who has the supreme direction of anctresponsibility for 
the enterprise, as well as the question .of wor!ing..!:(flPital ~of 
labour. .,' 
tthe existence of the share-cropper, and above all of the tenant

farmer, has given rise to the idea that the landowner does not 
perform the function of an entrepreneur; and this opinion is strength
ened by the fact that the landowner does not usually take a director 
personal part in agricultural production. ) It is possible to imagine, 
theoretically at least~ a true entrepeneur, who would pay the land
lord for the use of the land and of the capital permanently invested, 
and would relieve him of the consequences of what was happening 
to the product. ~ On such an hypothesis, the entrepreneur would be 
ilie responsible head of the enterprise and wcmtd . .haveJo_.llC-the 
subLect of fruU_?X. ) The landowner would take on the nature of a , 
capitalist who lends his capital in the form of land and absents him-
se1ffrom the enterprise. , 

But th,is theoretical construction does not correspond to historical 
reality, or corresponds to it only in some cases or in some countries in 
which the system of leasing land in large units prevails. In fact, the 
owner of average or small holdings cannot be indifferent - even 
where share-cropping is prevalent - to how the land will be ex
ploited in the productive process. If the capitalist advances $5000 
to the entrepreneur, at the expiration of the agreed time he will 
receive $5000. But if the owner advances land, he is sure, indeed~ 
to receive the same numbe:r;- of acres, but the land may have deteri<?r
ated in valQ.e. In' short, the landowner cannot be disinterested i~ 
the enterprise and is for ~is reason always an entrepreneur, e~en ~ 
he shares the enterprise WIth other 'people. ' 

The historical evolution of the old contract of emphyteusis has 
alsot and perhaps most of all, been determined by the interest the 
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tenant-farmer has in obtaining absolute control over the direction 
of the enterprise. The concessionaire who redeems his ground-rent 
aims to acquire the full right to direct the enterprise in his own way, 
without the owner's intervention, which was not eliminated by the 
mere commutation into a ground rent of the obligation to pay a 
share of the produce. 

The figure of the present-day landowner, then, resembles more 
and more that of the entrepreneur-owner, rather than that of the
owner-capitalist. 

In relation to him, the share-cropper is one who contracts to 
execute the necessary labour, and works under the supervision of 
the landowner. l Nor is the position of the tenant different, though 
he enjoys greater liberty of movement than does the share-cropper. 
The rent-contracts often specify, down to the most minute detail, 
how the tenant must conduct the farm, how he must carry out the 
rotation of crops, fertilize, etc.; I this shows that the supreme direction 
remains with the landowner. 

Nevertheless, the sh<U:C::.l:Wpper and the ten~ are also entre
preneurs within the limits of the organization of the actual perform
ance of the work. In reality, they are smaller enterprises within the 
larger enterprise; and for this reason, in the amount received by 
the tenant and the sharc:-cropper, there is the whole of wages, but 
there are also elements':'- more or less considerable, according to 
local usages - of profit. 

If we assume' that the enterprise is divided between landowner 
and tenant, in a proportion that varies from place to place, this 
explains how the working capital is also furnished by the two 
agencies between whom the enterprise is divided.· 

The consequencc= of what has been said is that the 'landlord's 
income from his share of the produce' as interpreted in most exist,ing 
law is no longer the economic abstraction by which earlier le~slators 
thought to identify the part belonging to the landowneit .... a matter 
of law; it is, rather, the whole of the income which in fact goes to 
him on the basis· of the contract, and in which are included rent, 

1 The Italian courtll have also gone on r~cord to this effect. 
• Thi. ill especiaUy true in certain regiona of Italy. 
• In Italian agTiculture. in fact. the working capital ia usuaUy contributed by both 

the Iandower and the ahare-cropper, or by both the landowner and the tenant. ~he 
separate figure of the capitalillt is .till far from being a typical phenomenon in Italian 
agriculture. 
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interest on capital permaneittIy inveSted, interest or part Qf. the 
interest on the capital used for improvements, profit or part of the' 
profit, as well as the interest of part of the interest on working 
capital. , . 
Only~dqd.ed; and they are excluded even if the 

owner c~tivates ,the sordirectly. This results from the fact that it is 
an almost universal rule that the wage-earner is a different person 
from the landowner. In distinguishing' t\te share-cropper and the 
tenant from the landowner, one distinguishes by implication the 
mere labourer from the landowner. If the owner manages the farm 
personally, he hires the wage-earners. It is a rare case in which the 
owner is also a mere labourer. 

In order to ascertain what is in fact the part of income that 
remains to the landowner, it is necessary to proceed to derive.,.!1et 
income from .-p"oss; that is, it is necessary to deduct the amounts 
w)ucli in TaCtbe10ng to.. the other agents .of production and which 
the Treasury will tax after they have been received by the latter. 
For this reason, the law usually deducts e~es of production, 
baving regard to the customs and conditions of each place,
that is, to the particular terms of the contracts involved. 

, Similarly, there are deductions for fees paid for the use of water 
for irrigation, for permanent corutrudion of a prot~tive nature, for 
the rehabilitation of the soil, for expenses of adrni.Iilitration, etc. 
What are involved are always parts of the total product that the 
Treasury will come across again. as income, within the budget of 
other taxpayers. 

On.. the other hand, not ipclrided in the process of depuration 
are .the amounts which the law allows individu'hls to deduct for 
atmospheric, metereological, 'and volcanic disasters, since these 
concern the ascertainment of the ~tatproduct, not its distribution 
among the various individuals whQ take part in production. It is 
obvious, that is, that a hail storm dci::reases the product in the yeID: 
in which the disaster occurs. If the ascertainmen.t·oftaxable income 
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were annual and direct for every, farm, there would be no occasion 
for this average and fixed deduction. 

But when - as in Italy - the ascertainment of income is made 
through the use of typical values, and includes all farms, and is 
extended over a long series of rears, the law allows the -deduction 
of a percentage based upon the normal occurrence of disasters due 
to atmospheric conditions, - which may come once in every ten 
or twenty years. The P1J!P8Se, then, is to assure an average value 
or product, ,which will approach the real value with increasmg 
accuracy. Then there are cases of exceptional serious disastersTlOt 
lontemplt.zted or foreseen in tM making of tM estimate, for which the law 
grants temporary tax-reductions. 

Now, it is to be noted that not one pf the deductions referred to ~ 
involves agricultural profit; and this confirms our conclusion that 
such profit, in so far as it belongs to the landowner, is in fact inCluded 
in the income which is subject to the tax on land. 



CHAPTER II 

. 
ASCERTAINMENT OF INCOME FROM 

LAND 

Summary: The various systern.S - The cadastral method of ascertaining 
income 'from land - Funotions of the cadaster -'The parcell~
G~o!petrico-1~pographic operatio~s - Operations of appraisal 

.... H:A.VING defined the object anGl the sllbject of the tax. on landvve 
~ay now discuss the ~ethod of ascerta.£l~!L~~~!>~:.~~mes . 
. If \:rhe first method IS that o£ declaration, in whIch the taxpayer 
takes the initill:tive in the process of ascertainment.) The declaration 
is. checked over by the agent of the Treasury and is given definitive 
form either through amicable agreement between the parties, or 
through litigation, ending with a decision by administrative com
mIssions appointed for the purpose . 
.. l It is customary to contrast :with the system of declaration that 
of oJfidgL~~on, in which it is the. agent of the Treasury who takes 
theihitiative in the process of ascertaimp.ent.) The taxpayer may 
lodge a complaint against the official valuation and inaugurate the 
same procedpre as that described above, ending either by amicable 
agreement, or by the deCision of administrative commissions 
appointed for the purpose. 

The two methods are based on the notion of making use of the 
opposing interests of the two parties,. in the expectation that the 
result so obtained would be economically more acceptable. 

At times, however, it is found more convenient not to make use 
of, but to avoid,fric.tion;, which in certain places and at certain times 
may ~ssu~e too bi~ter aJorrn, ~i.ther because of an excessiv~ ten
dency' of the taxpayer to conceal ,his income, pr because of a 
domineering spirit on'the part of the Treasury agent. 

It is sought, thj'!refore, to substit~te fot both the official valuation 
and the taxpayer's declaration an. 'automatic' method; Such a 
method may be said to be used when the appraisal of income is 
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made on the basis of external indices and factual data which the law 
prescribes with precision. Thus, a determination of professionai 
incomes may be arrived at by establishing a classification of the pro
fessions and setting !IP for each profession a series of objective 
criteria, such as the population of the place in which the professiqn 
is practised, the office-rent and the number of clerks employed,' the 
number of cases on a lawyer's docket, the number of projects 
executed by an engineer, etc. To each one of these data is assigned 
a coefficient of valuation. From this. the estimate of professional 
income results automatically. qne example is to ~e founq in the 
French tax on licenses. . . 

Similarly, for the income from buil~gs, a 'Classification may 
first be made of cities according to popul~tion, and then, within each 
city, recourse may be had to circumstantial evidence and external 
indicia, such as the area occupied, the cubic content of the building, 
the number of doors and Windows, the length of the street fa~ade, 
and the position of the house ~th respect to the various centres of 
the city. 

For the tax on land recourse has been had to the cadastral • 
system, which is the typical and oldest form of quasi-automatic 
ascertainment. 

It may be noted that the system of declaration prevails in Anglo
Saxon countries, whereas the automatic methods have prevailed and 
are still in use in the Latin countries.' ' 

The Cadaster 

The c_adaster, stripped of its historico-political and juridi_co-civil • 
functions, and reduced to its purely fiscal character as".- ..;thod of 
ascertaining income from land, is a set of books and regISters con
taining (a) a JisLoflan<:iowners owing ,the. taX.; (b) the corresponding 
list of lands belonging to them; (e) the value ot; ot the income from, 
the lands on which the tax is levied. 

The inf~~matioii with respect to the landowners and the incomes 
• 

I In Italy. the aUlOmatic methoda have been abandoned in the' aa.: of.the tax on 
buildings and the tax on 'movable property'. The cadastral a)'lltem 18 still used for 
the tu on land.' • 
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can be obtained with more or less precision. This gives rise to various 
types of cadasters - from the descriptive cad aster, which' is least 
rigorous of all, to the geometric cadaster based on ·the pa'.E!lle, which 
represents the most exact type and which is to be found in its most 
,;>erfected form in the Italian law of March 1, 1886. 1 , 

. (Cadastral operations are divided into two categories: the first 
includes the 'geometrico-topographic' operations that are designed 
to establish 'the extent and configuration of property in land, its 
location, and also the identity of its owners; the other includes the 
'technico-eC?~lOmic' operations, .or, more simply, the operatio~ of 
'appraisal' ,which r~present the method adopted for the ascertain
ment of income. ) 

All these operations, however, presuppose a cadastral unit, to 
which they must be applied: 

( The cadastral unit is called a parcelle, t which is composed of a 
continuous portion of land or of a building situated in the same 
municipality, belonging to the same· owner, of the same quality and 
class, or having a given use! ) , 

Of the elements constituting the parcelle, some, such as the 
element of ownership, have reference to the juridico~liscal aims of 
the cadaster; others, such as the quality of cultivation and the class 
orland involved, are intended merely to aid in appraising the income; 
others, such as the type of 'use' to which the land is put, have 
technical aiIllS, the principal ~>ne..of which is that the whole area of 

1 This law assigns to the cadaster two functions: the one, the juridico-civil function 
of 'ascertaining the amount of immovable property (Ie propriettl immobiliari) and keep
ing a record of changes therein'; the other, the fiscal function of 'equalizing the tax on 
land', by means of the appraisal of income, to be carried out uniformly throughout the 
State. 

But Article 8 leaves for other laws the reforms necessary in order to give to the 
cadaster juridico-civil effect, so that the law of March 1st, 1886,:is concerned only with 
the fiscal cadastel'. , 

I [Italian: particella - Tmnslator's note] 
• The elements of the parcelle, ·therefore, are: (z) the 'continuity' of the piece oj 

land, since it might be interrupted by a road, a canal, etc.; (2) the 'ownership', whicl: 
might be public or private; (3) the 'quality of cultivation' (vineyard, crop-land, forest 
etc.); (4) the 'class' or degree of fertility of the soil for each quality of cultivation 
(5) and finally, the element .of 'utilization'"which may have reference both to areas 
not directly cultivated, but serving agriculture (farm buildings, roads on the farm, 
etc.), and to areas which neither are cultivated nor serve agriculture, but which are part 
of the territory to be subjected to cadastration (public roads, canals, rivers, centres of 
habitation). 

From this definition it follows that the larger the number of the elements that 
define the parcel/e, the smaller it becomes, and the more stability it confelll OD the 
cadaster in the face of changes in land-utilization. 
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the land of the State must be subject to cadastration without ex
ception. 

C. Cadastral operations consist in practice of applying to the land 
the definition of the parcel/e. ) 

It may be of value to focus attention briefly on the significance 
oC the various operations involved. 

The first and fundamental one is the delimitation oC the properties, 
which consists of the recognition of the boundary line between muni
cipalities and adjacent properties, and, where necessary, of the draw
ing of boundary lines. I 

The process of delimitation identifies the land on which the tax is 
to be levied. If for the appraisal of income recourse were to be had 
to the taxpayer's declaration, or to the rental-contract, the cadastral 
operations would end here, since the declaration, or the -rental, 
would indicate the total income from 'the property. 

On the other hand, if the law adopts as the method of ascertain
ment an appraisal by experts, it becomes necessary to have further 
subdivisions with respect to the quality of cultivation and the 'clal!s' 
oC the delimited area. The expert makes a survey of the territory 
and If all the parcelles, giving· the configuration, dimensions, and 
exact position of each of them: -.nd. in this way is obtained the 
'paTetlle-map·. \ 

With the making of the map, the geometrico-topographic oper
ations come to an end. 

After the determination of the paTeelles, we pass- J.o the 
'techniro-cconomic" oper'!!!.ons, or operations of appralil". 

The appraisal maybe I.l!!!.heti£. or areca!. 
• 

I In Italy, the delimitation is made after hearing the opposing Views of the owners 
of adjacent properties, who are invited. by the commis9ion. of experts to be P!eB~t 
while the boundaries are being determmed; but these heanngs have no standing m 
civil law, either with respect to the person of the owner or to the nature of the property. 
Italian law npressly prescribes that the ~ion of nperts, in case ~f disagreement 
between the owners of adjacent properties, should not suspend operstJonsl but s.houJd 
punue them IUcordirrg to the C<isting flU" with respect to actual possession Without 
prejudice to the legal conaiderations involved. 
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The synthetic system exists when the information as to the income 
from the land is obtained from the rental-contract, and, by way of 
check, from sale-contracts, divisions of inheritances, mortgages, etc. 

• The method is called synthetic because the rental-charge on which 
the parties have agreed is a synthesis, of the analytical calculation 
that each party has made on his own account, with respect to the 
productivity of the land and the expenses of cultivation. The rental
charge, properly checked, is the economic market-price, and ought 
to be preferred to expert valuation. Moreover, it would render 
superfluous .the operations of establishing the 'quality' and the 'class' 
of the various properties, and would save the expenses involved in 

· those operations. I 

The rental-contract, however, is n.21. as ~le, used in all parts of 
• a country. ~ in order that a' uniform method of appraisal may 
• be followed, the analytical sy~em is usually pr!ierred. This system, 

ignoring the rental::Contracts or haVIng recourse to them only as a 
datum for 'Checking purposes, appraises the income from land by 

• means of direct expert appraisal. This consists of attempting to ascer
tain the amount of production in kind for. a given period of years, 
and. then the corresponding selling-prices per unit of product, in 
ordeJ;' to determine the annual average income, from which are 

. deducted expenses of production, thereby obtaining the taxable 
income. . 

In view of the fact that the Jl.Umber of parcelles is very large, il 
would not be practically possible to appraise each one of them 
directty. For this reason they are usually appraised indirectly, by ascer· 
taining, municipality by municipality, the taxable income of som( 
typical parcelles, then'reducing it to the acre as the unit of measure 
and finally extending it, in proportion to their area, to all the othe] 
parcelles which were not examined directly. 



CHAPTER III 

TAX ON BUILDINGS 

Summary: Legislative basis of the tax on buildings - Farm-buildings 
factories, and residences - Residences are direct goods of repeated 
utility - The owner is the producer of the res.idence, and therefore 
the subject of the tax - The tax on buildings is not an indirect tax 
on consumption - Depuration of income from buildings - Criticism 
of a common method - The tax on rental value 

§I 

Basis of the Tax 

( IN many countries, the tax on buildings is combined with the tax on 
land. In such cases, the building is usually regarded as an adjunct of 
the land, or, more precisely, as an improvement of the land on which 
it is built.) 

This theoretical construction has, however, been made ohwJ.tle 
• by the fact that the increase in urban construction and the conse

quent ~evelopment of thct industry of building houses for rental 
purposes have made it impossible to regard the value of the building 
as an adjunct of the soil.) HenCe, in some countries - as in~y
the tax on buildings is no longer discussed from the standpoint of its 
analogies with the tax on land, but is discussed rather from the stand
point of the differences that distinguish the two types of tax; and thus 
it is possible to eiiiiiine separately the tax problems involved, in 
accordance with the true facts of the situation. 1 

According to lta1i~, which may be taken as trEicalofla~. 
which regards buildings as a separate object of taxatio~Je subject 
of the tax is the owner of the building, or the occupant, or the one 
having the use of it;' the Objects of the tax are buildings and all other 
permanent structures, which are taxed in proportion to their ~et 
income., 

I The law which in Italy baa eepanated buildings from lands and which now regulates 
the matta is that of January:l6th, 1865. Lata laws and decrees have not changed the 
basic principles of thia Jaw. 
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For the definition of taxable 'income the law takes as its standard 
of reference a building which is r~, and not orie which is inhabited 
by the owner; so that, in the first case, the in~me is given by the 
rental, and in the second, it is estimated, by analogy, from the rental
value of other buildings in a similar conditi6n and location. -

1"fu total income is translated into net income by deducting a 
certain percentage of the rental for repairs, insurance, and all other 
possible sources of expenses or loss.) 

This, in broad outlin'e, is the legislative basis of the tax on build
ings. Despite its apparent simplicity, it involves many theoretical 
questions. 

§2 

First of all, it is necessary to define the economic function of the 
b~. (J'he la.1;!er may be 'camtal' if it serves for the production 
of an income, as in the case of farm,;;.mwdID~M4J~c::tories; on the 
other hand, it is a ~ood when it s~ ~~Aabitation, either 
for the owner or a tenant.) Now, farm-buildings and factories 
co-operate in the production of an income ~ agricultUral or indus
trial- which is subject to the tax on land or the tax on 'movable 
property' (or its equivalent), respectively. 

Hence arises the tendency· of both theory and legislation to 
exempt farm and industrial buildings from the tax on buildings, m 
order to co~.hasis.toresid~~y .. 

The Italian laws have recognized that farm-buildings have UU 
ch!!.~cter gfc~pital; and for this reason these buildings have n~eI 
subject to aP.£!.3._isal, but onII to t~~[!"aEhica!~y, because the 
income whlch they help to prOduce is already struck by the tax 01 

land. 
The sa~ent ought to have been applied to factories 

which help to prod~"p'JlStii~liru:.wne. But the authors of the firs 
Itatian law on the subject stopped short in the face of the practica 
difficulty of defining a factory in such a way as to distinguish it, j] 

the concrete case, from residences, as well .as from other building 
which have the character of capi~: 

The difficulty is accentuated in centres of population, where 
building may easily change its. purpose and where the principJ 
ought logically to be extended to warehouses, cafes, and shops, whie 
are instrumental goods for the trade and industry that they serve. 
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(The Italian legislation has overcome this obstacle by renouncing 
any attempt at sub-classification of buildings according to their 
economic function and has put all non-rural buildings into a singl( 
category, taking as the criterion of classification the rental-contract, 
which is common to b'oth residences -and industrial buildings in 
general.) . 

The rental-contract shows that the owner of the building is a 
penon distinct from the entrepreneur; hence the total income from 
industry is divisible and is in fact divided between the two. AU 
danger of double taxation is avoided; the problem is resolved in con
formity with the principle of the depuration of incomes and the 
treatment for all buildings is equal. . 

It still remains to be decided whether the share due to the owneJ 
of the industrial building must be subject to the tax on buildings OJ 
the tax on 'movables'; 1 but there is no doubt that it must be subjecl 
!O the latter, because it has helped to produce an industrial 
mcome. 

If the two taxes treated the two incomes equally, the questioll 
would be of secondary impOrtance; since the inevitable errors oj 
classification would not offend against the principle of tax equality. 
But if income from buildings is taxed more heavily than industrial 
income, as is the case in Italy and several other countries, this make! 
it to the interest of the owners of buildings to pass from one tax-class
ification to the other. 

This is the crux of the problem. 
( The reform tending to exclude factories from the tax on buildingl 

demands, therefore, as a necessary miJllmum: (a) either that aU 
buildings (factories, shops, stores, hotels, etc.) occupied by businesse! 
that already pay the tax on 'mQvable property' be excluded frOJI 
the tax on buildings; (h) or that the two taxes give equal treatmenl 
to income fro~uildings and income from 'movables'. ) _ 

It goes without saying that the buildings whose char.~ - .. as busi· 
ness buildings is clearly recognized need not be appraistil separately 
any more than farm-buildings are appraised separately. 

In spite of the difficulty presented by the solution of the probleJI 
of factories, there is no doubt that the taxon buildings tends tc 
strike only residences. 

I [Italian: import" ~. or impost" nci reJditi tJj IUcIle.:a Mobile - Translator', 
DOte] 
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§3 

Residences Are Consumer's Goods 

From this fact adses another theoretical problem that has been 
raised recently.1 A r~i<1.~p.~e.~ a COJ:lSllm~r'fI g<?9d; it is not ~ capital
gQOd;1tis thereforea_productoran.incom~~and the;: tumay fall on 
the value of the house, but not on the income from .the .. hopse"
that is, 011 the iit~ome-frorn ~m income!' This point calls for .sbme 
clarification. • 

lIn the current language of accounting, a res.llkn£.e is ~.ttd..as 
c!Eit~ and its renta!i!1!:~~ted as income. ) If this us<lge has reference 
to the fact that there ~e those wqo use their savings in the construc
tion or in the purchase of hous~s in order to draw therefrom an 
annual return, the residence ~ght, as a matter of formal analogy, be 
rega:~~L~.L.~.P.~~ so ~t_~!1t!!!A!~e::f!7fJ_n~r..~._C!l,nf~ed, just as it is 
customary to call the quantlty of bread that the baker puts on sale 
daily in his shop capital so far as the baker is concerned. And in' this 
way the tax on buildings may well be modelleB. after the tax on land 
and.;the tax on 'movable property', the house being regarded as 
capital and the rental as income; and all three direct taxes may be 
regarded as constituting an homogeneous group for purposes of 
accounting.lBut this analogy does not solve the economic problem, 
since it is still a fact that the residence is, per se, a good intended for 
direct consumption, as is the bread of the baker, and hence is differ
ent froII\ 'a farm-building, a factory, or machinery, which are In
strumental goods giving rise to income, ') . 

It is, however,not difficult and it may also prove useful to include 
the tax on buildings wi~in the group of taxes on income, by retain-. 
ing the idea that the house isa direct good - that is, the final result 
of a productive act which has transformed instrumental goods 
(materials of construction, land~ human labour, etc.) into a con-' 

. sumption good - that is, into an income. 
If, therefore, we regard the residence as an income-good, it 

lOut of this theoretical difficulty arose Professdr Irving Fisher's long discussion of 
the concepts of capital and income. Mter having posed the theoretical problem, he 
believed that, in order to solve it, it is necessary and sufficient to change the traditional 
nomenclature, thereby increasing the terminological confusion which existed and still 
exists with respect to the definition of capital and incomll. 
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. follows that the tax on buildings is not owed on the income from the 
buildings, but on the value of the buildings itself. 

If a landowner produces 100 bushels of grain, he must pay the 
land-tax on the value of 100 bushels, minus the expenses of production. 
Similarly, if an individua1 builds a house, he QWes a tax on its total 
value, minus the expenses of production. 

If a house were like bread, which is consumed at one time, this 
would be all that need be said. The analogy would be complete . 

. ~ence, howev~r, is ~ically a "~irec~g()od_~f re~ 
utihty. A loaf of bread IS consumed 10 perlllrps three or fOUr mstal-
ments durihg the day; a pair of shoes is consumed in six months; a 
suit, in two years; a pianoforte, in thirty years; a house, in a hundred 
years. Let us retain these figures in order to provide an example 
which will help toward a better understancling of the train of reason
ing involved. 

The ~t .charact~ristic of. direc.t g,oods ,5'f or;e~~ty 
shows that It IS technically pOSSIble, as a matter 0 accountmg, to 
distribute the cost, the consumption, and the tax over the period 
during which such goods last, instead of making these items refer to 
the initial moment o(production. 

Moreover, what is technically possible becomes economically 
I expedient for various reasons. The ~ that the value of the goods 
of repeated utility changes as they are co~sumed during succeeding 
years .... The s~d is that goods of repeated consumption usually 
require the making of continuous expenditures if their utility is to be 
preserved or increased during the succeeding years. The thil:d is that 
the cost of acquiring or constructing a house is almost always too 
great to be paid for out of the annual income of any individual; 
hence the savings of several years are usually required for the pur
chase of a house, whereas the annual acquisition of a hundrpdth part 
of the utility of the house is possible within the limits Ofl)Lc'S annual 
income. 

Hence the initial expenditure on construction may be considered 
as the original capital-investment to which it is necessary to add con
tinuing or periodical expenditures on maintenance (ordinary and 
extraordinary repairs), and possibly on improvements-this second 
group of expendjtures being comparable to expenditures out of 
working capital. ( In this way, account is also taken of the annual 
variations in the utility, the cost, and the tax.) 
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To sum up:(the annual tax on a residence falls on its direct utility, 
l divided by the number of years the residence lasts.) 

Assuming that a house will last a hundred years, the owner may 
live in it or rent it -.that is, each year he may consume a hundredth 
part of the residence or he may sell that hundredth part to others. 
The value of this hundredth part of direct utility would be measured 
by the r~al. It is of secondary importance whether or not this is an 
exact measure. 

In conclusion: the annual rental may be taken, in every case, as 
the ra}\" datum on which the tax on a house may be base~. 

If it be admitted that a res~ce is not capital, which aids in the 
pr()duct;ion offuture continuing incomes as land does, it follows that 
it is~ pr.§uct<iJJi~\!,~tion; and if a residence 
itself cannot be divided among these factors as grain, for example, 
can be divided, its value c~ be divided among them. In fact, this 
~alue may be broken up into the s~t of the iu-ea covered, inter
est on the capital permanently invested in its construction, p~ 
andwa~.) " -

We have now to deci& on which of these elements the tax on 
houses is to fall-' that is, which of them belong to the owner of the 
house. 

The sum obtained by adding the site-renLtQJh~jnterest on the 
capital investe,d in construction represents;iD. a typical way, what was 
called, in the case of the land-tax, the 'income from the landlord's 

,share of the produce' (reddito dominicale). In this case, also, th~ Qlder 
tax systems used to distinguish between the owner bfthe land and the 
owner of the building; but what has already been described as having 
happened to the old contracts of emphyteusis and ti~e has happened 
in the case of houses also; the person holding the concession for the 
use of the land has redeemed the right to its ownership and has be
come the sole owner of the land and of the building. 

To-day there exist credit institutions which furnish capital in the 
form of loans at long term and 'with slow amortization; but the} 
always end in the same way,as the old census contracts ended
namely, in the unification of the ownership of the land and the 
structure thereon. 
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There is no doubt that the profit belongs to the entrepreneur, 
who is usually also the owner, or to the owner who builds the house. 

As for wages, they are paid, in every case, during the process of 
construction. . 

So far as the owner is concerned, it may be noted that in order to 
build or buy a residence ~thout having to hire the house of some
one else, he must spend a considerable sum, which usually represents 
an accumulation of savings over several years. 

In fact~ he considers this sum as capital that he invests in the 
acquisition or the construction of the house; from this it follows that 
the rental that he will obtain from now on by letting his house, or 
that he will save by living in the house, represents for him nothing 
but interest, and he will generally speak of having invested his capital 
at 5 per cent or 10 per cent. 

Nevertheless, the future fluctuations in the value 9f. the.hogse 
deP,$lld not only on fluctua'hons in iIierate o1"liiterest, l>ut also, and 
above all, on the variations in the rental of buildings, in profits and 
in wages - that is, ~0!L0f ~~on' ~ as the expression 
once ran. 

This analysis of the elements involved in the value of houses is 
necessary in order to decide the amount of the tax or its. variations 
over a period of time, especially in countries in which rent, interest, 
profit, and wages are differently taxed. 

$5 
From this analysis we pass more easily to a decision as to what 

part of the value of the house must be subject to the tax on 
buildings. 

The problem of depuration presents consideraQ}.l - :;-ificulty, 
given the complexity of the concrete phenomenon ancf the multipli
city of the possible combinations. 

The theoretical principle is always the same:( it is necessary to 
avoid duplications and gaps.) In particular, the greatest danger lies in the 
possibility {that some one of the elements that make up the annual 
value of the house may be taxed several times.' 

One cause oflhis danger derives from the fact that the depuration 
of income may be made, and in part is made, as soon as the hoUse is 
constructed. Thus the part belonging to the workers as wages and 
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the part belon#g to the enterpriSe as profit fall at that moment 
within the scope· of the tax on 'movable prop~ty', or of some 
other tax designea to strike personal incomes~ 

SimiIarly,\.all the materials of construction, which h~ve been 
paid for during the period of construction, have ~eady paid a tax 
while tb,e materials w~c: in the possession of their respective 
purv~yors.) '- . ' , 

If we deduct these shares from .the total value of the house, or 
deduct the corresponding taxes already paid from the annual tax 
'on buildings,- the ba¥s. for the latter would be restricted to the 
income from the 'owner's share of the product',- or, as we shall 
call it more briefly, the 'owner's income' .... 

But eve-il: then otherdis'tinctio~ould have to be made. If the 
owner~ has borrowed the capital for the construction of the house, 
the interest that he pays to the creditor would have to be deducted 
from the 'owner's income'. On the other hand, if the owner is also 
the builder of the house, the profit woula be added' to the 'owner's 
income', if this profit has not already been subjected, or is not about 
to be subjected, to the tax on industrial income. 

The share going to wages would give rise to other distinctions, 
depending upon the nature of ~ting legislation with respect to the 
taxation of wages. If the legishition of the country makes explicit 
provision either for exemption or for taxation of wages, it would 
follow, in either case, that the owner would not owe any more taxes. 
If, however, .the law establishes the principle that wages are to be 
taxed and imposes the burden of paying the tax on the employer of 
oflabour, the share going to wages would find its proper place in the 
tax on incomes from labour; but it might also be joined -'- for sim· 
plicity - to the owner's income from the house.' 

In the tax on holises, as in the case of the tax on land, the i~1 
owed by the owner· on mortgages ought always to be pt:0tectec 
against double taxatio·n. 

A final question presents itself. Should it be permissible t( 
deduct amortization payments on the capital invested in the con· 
struction o~ houser- . 

If one takes as the standard of reference a commercial enterprisl 

engaged in the construction of houses, there is no doubt that such ~1 
enterprise must recover its capital over the period of years representee 
by the life of the building; nor is there any doubt that the ownerwh 
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buys a house must payoff the capital either in a lump ,urn, or, in the 
event that he h~ flgreed to pay it in fifty or more years, he must add 

- to the interest an amortization-payment. -
In any case, the amortization payment, calculated on the basis of 

the presumed life of the building, is always a very small quantity 
and may be inchi~ed among the deductions granted to those house.
owners who build their own homes, who will thus, by analogy, be 
put in a single group with the professional builders. 1 

It goes without saying that no deduction i~ granted on this account 
for the value of the land, since when the house ceas$!S -to exist the 
owner retains this value unimpaired. • 

The deductions mentioned lead - inconformity with our theory 
of the depuration of income - to the determination of the basis for 
taxation. 

Yet it is precisely of this group of deductions that the laws of 
many countries make no mention.· They take as the basis for taxa-

1 A question - of more significance for purposes of theoretical refinement than for 
ito practical utility - could be raised, if we were to divide into separate categories the 
habitual professional builders of houses, on the one hand, and the owners who have 
bought houaea or have had them built as personal residences, on the other. For the 
latter may be cl888ified (I) as producers of their regular income, on which they pay a 
direct tax, or (3) a8 consumers of all the goods that they buy, among these goods being 
bread, 8 pianoforte, and a residence. 

It would follow from this second case that they ought not to pay a direct tax on the 
nJue of the house, any more than they do on the bread and the pianoforte; but they 
could be called on to pay an indirect tax on consumption, just as they do on the 
pianoforte. 

Here it may be recalled that the tax on residences has such close connections with 
taxes on consumption that early economists - even some of great competence, such as 
JOM Stuart Mill- have not always succeeded in separating sharply the tax on resi
dences from taxes on consumption. Thus, there was often discussion of the inequality 
involved in putting the objective value of the house into relation with the general income 
of the owner who lived in it. A comparison was made between two equally rich indivi
dual., one of whom lived in a provincial city, where he could rent a large apartment 
for a low price, while the other lived in a large, densely populated centre where he 
would have to pay a high price for only a small apartment. .~._ 

Such criticiama have their place in a discussion of indirect taxes; bid( ,are some-
what out of place in a discussion of direct taxes. r . 

Without entering into further subtleties on this point, it may be recalled that we 
h.~ already Been that the line dividing the vari~us e][changes.be~een t:"'0 prod';1cers, 
which may give riee to four types of tax - two ~rect and two. Indirect - 19 an .r~I~~ 
one, in the aense that it varies and ahifts continually according to the actual dlv19lon 
Prevailing between productive occupations. Thus it is possible .in fact that in one place 
a man who ordinarily produces grain may have to build by himself the ploughs, the 
eert, the bam, and the house, whereas in other places 8uch a man may be able to buy 
them from a specia1iaed enterprise. .• 
. Where both cases eIist, there is an equal basis in theory for the ~eglslator·. ~king 

either of them as the stsndard type, referring the other ~ It as a b~ls of companson, 
and treating both individuala as producers of houses, subject to a direct tsI. 

• This is true also of Italian law. 
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tionthe total pr annual value Qf the house, whence arise inevitable 
duplications, which make the building of hous~ unprofitable. and 
restrain their development until the increase of rentals will have 
discounted the increase in cost which is due to the tax duplicatiohs . 

. 
§6 

On the other hand, it has come to be generally recognized that from 
die annual value, or the ~l!ti!I, of the house must be deducted' ex:
penses for repairs and maintenance, which are designed to preserve 
the value of the house and to prolong its life, and therefore to benefit 

. equally the house-owner and the Treasury, both of whom must, for 
this reason, share in the expense. 

Similarly, there are deductions for expenditures for illumination, 
water, elevator, and janitor-service, etc., according to local cuStoms, 
when these services are rendered by people other than the owner. ,. 

But th~ dedu,ctions that the laws allow for possible losses do not 
ent~r into the theory' of the depuration of income, since these de
ductions depend on the fact that for buildings also - as was pointed 
out in the case of land - an average is made on the basis of exper
ience over a series of years, and the deductions on account of possible 
fires, vacancies, inability to pay the rent, etc".serve to bring it about 
that this average is, as far as possible, a real value. 

The deduction for repairs ought to be calculated separately for 
each house, at the time when the taxable value of each house is 
determined. For reasons of convenience, however, the laws usually 
establish inclusive and uniform deductions calculated as a percentage 
of the annual value. Thus Italian law makes an inclusive reduction 
of a third of the rental for-all buildings and for all of Italy. And this 
third thus includes expenditures for repairs as well as for accidents 
and losses of all kinds.~· 

1 The Italian law used to allow the deduction of 25 per cent in the case of residences 
though it has increased this to 331 per cent. But tIPs 331 per cent is allowed on accounl 
of repairs, insurance, and all other possible expenses or causes of loss. 

English law allows 25 per cent for repairs, this 25 per cent not includin~ 
losses from vacancies and other causes. Furthermore, it establishes that if the hOUSi 
is not occupied for any period during the year, it is not subject to the ta.-e during that 
period. Similarly, it permits the owner to obtain a reduction of more than 25 per cenl 
whenever he can show, on the basis of actual expenses during the preceding five years 
that the allowance of 25 per cent is not enough. 

Another circumstance that merits consideration is that the English legislator has 
sought to attentuate the rigid uniformity of the 25 per cent provision by classifying 
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Quite aside from the fact that aJ!Jjrd seems in some cases to be 
in~cient to cover repairs, maintenance, accidents, and losses from 
vacancies, the more serious criticism of the system consists of this: 
that its uniformity takes from it all concrete value, since it transforms 
the tax on houses into a tax on gross rentals. 1 In fact, to levy a tax of 
J 2 per cent on two-thirds of the rental is the same thing as levying a 
tax of 8 per cent on the whole rental, the taX on houses being thus 
transformed into a tax on gross income. 

Now, houses give, ceteris paribus, net incomes which differ consider
ably because of the fact that expenses on repairs and maintenance 
and for amortization and losses through fire and vacancies differ 
in fact from place to place and from building to building. 

The differences depend, above all, on the material used and the 
habits and density of the population of the district. There already 
exists, in some countries, a classification of houses according to 
quality, and this classification is being made more and more precise! 
Once we have admitted, in some way, that in translating gross ip
come into net income it is convenient to proceed by using typical 
rather than individual cases, it is not difficult to increase the number 
of type-cases and to define them better. 

From this fundamental error it follows that the structure of a 
tax system based upon this device of a fiat percentage reduction is 
such as to lead to inequalities. 

In the first place, there is no exact division of the total or gross 
income between the owner and the other enterprises in whose budgets 
the deductions will figure as net income. 

In the second place, the tax bears more heavily on houses of the 
poorer classes than it does on houses of a luxury character, since th~ 
expenses for repairs, maintenance, and amortization are relatively 
greater for houses of the poor. _ 

I This c:riticism, which is obvious and decisive, has been advancett,. a long time 
in Italy, but without effect; I read it for the first time in one of the earlier editions of 
Professor Einaudi'. treatise on Public Finance . 
. • Thus, in Italy, houses are classified into ~o~~es of a.l~urious character (cas, 

IIgnori/i), houses of moderate comfort (case ti.. cwrle eondlZ.one), and hoU9~s of. the 
masseo (case papo/an); and some of the old laws gIve us an example of such a classificatIon. 

houses according to their value, inasmuch 88 the houses of lesser value demand 
relatively greater expenditures on repairs, as follows: 

HoUll'll having an annual value of not more than £40, 25 per cent. 
Houses having an annual value between £50 and £40, £10. 
Houses having a greater value than £50, but not more than £100, 20 per cent. 
Houses exceeding {.IOO. 20 per cent plus a sixth of the sum exceeding £100. 
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FiD.ally, other conditions being equal, the tax-burden is lightened 
in proportion as, with the growth of the city, the site-rent increases. 
Let us take as an example a house rented for $1200. When such 
rentals are not excessive, it may be assumed that one-third of the 
rental- that is, $400 - represents the real total of expenditures; 
the taxable income is $800, on which the owner pays 20 per cent, 
that is, $160. 

Let us now suppose that the house is rented at ~h650, and that 
the increase is due only to ail increase in the site-rent. If a third is 
deducted, the taxable income becomes $ 1100, on which the o~er 
will pay $220 in taxes. On the other hand, the expenses ha,ve 

-remained constant, and therefore the new taxable income should 
have been $1650 minus $400 - that is, $1250 - and the tax $250, 
instead of $220. - - .. 

Thus, in the course of time, an inequality is established as betWeen 
houses in the centre of a city and those on the outskirts in favo~ of . 
the former, while, at the same time, the Treasury gives up the right 
to collect a tax on rent and on increases in site-rent. 

§7 

The Rental Yalue t 

There is a fairly widespread opinion that buildings ar~k not 
only by the tax just examined, but als~that o~ rinliir-J!91ye, which 
in Italy iSp'irt of local finance. 

The tax on ren~is paid by the tenant on the basis of the 
rental he is charged. And since the tax on buildings is usually com::
mensurate with rentals, it is said that. the same income is struck 
~; and it is futther stated that the tenant shifts the tax to' the 
owner by forcing the latter to grant a correspo~g reductioiim.th~ 
r~tal. To sum up:\the tax under discussion would be, direc~y or 
indirectly, ~ duplication of the tax on bUildings.) • 

The opinion is sound only in small part. ~t of all, it is n<?t 
sound with respect to the object of the tax, since in fact the rental js 
taken as the single measure of two different incom~. So far as the . 
owner is concerned,lthe rental measures the value of the house 

r [Italian: 'IHIlore locative - Trans1ator's note] 
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which is subject to the tax on buildings; so far as the tenant is con
cerned, the rental value is taken as an index of his general income, 
when this tax is intended and is administered as a direct tax.') It is in 
the tradition of tax-legislation to take the value of the house as the 
index of the general wealth of the individual, though it goes without 
saying that the index is insufficient and inaccurate. Fresh proof of 
this is given by the fact that usually the tax on rental-value is pro
gressive in relation to the rental, since it is held that the expenditure 
o!, h~'!ili!g is~<!.~,~~_~_~!~nt, ~~~~ly pro'p'0rE~I?-al to t!t~B~~.!!t -
iliat 15, to the mcome - orthe cluzens. A person who has a small 
income spends a relativelyiarger proportion of it on house-rent than 
a penon with a large income. For this reason, th,!; Erogressive tax 
on rentals is intended as a ttI1'.porti~~~L~......J)n the..gePJi;il1iiCQm~f 
the fenalit.Tfie-object ort e two taxes is, therefore, different. 
~ is, on the other hand, some truth in the second affirmation. 

Fint of all, the demand for .hQ..1.!~~ .. ~,nQtJ:igi.d, since it is possible to 
contract consumption by restricting oneself to smaller quarten or by 
sub-dividing very large apartments, or by sub-letting extra rooms. 
Since this is so, th!U~..9~J.ental:yaluc; .!=l!..'!.se~ !1 gen~r;!.l.COD.tr.action 
in demand and therefore a lowering oUcntals. In this sense it may 

-De sard that the proprieiOr bears in ~!l..Qk..or in p'art the tg on r.ental 
value. -

To be sure, there is i*l?henomen~ng involved, since the 
tenant who cuts down consumption of housing bean the burden 
of the tax precisely because he does cut down his consumption. But 
in cutting down his demand for housing he brings about a diminu
tion in rentals, and hence imposes on the owner also a lowering of 
income and a consequent contraction of his expenditures on con
sumption. It is. a typical case of 'diffusion', which is a general 
phenomenon common to all taxes. ._-

What happens specifically in the case of rental-valuJlf~· that ~e 
tenants are driven to contracttheir consumption of housing in pre
ference to cutting down their consumption of other things, in order 
to evade the tax. But this follows from the circumstance that general. 
income is ascertained by the use of rental as an index.. . 

In fact, the same thing does not happep in the case of the 'familJ. 
lU-' I which is adopted in many local communities in Elace of the tax 
on 'rental-value' and which is also a general tax on income. The -I fItalian: impostG di famigliG - Translator's note] 
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ascertainment of the latter, however, is made by means ofa complete 
declaration by the taxpayer, or is derived froIl}. the sum of ail the 
direct taxes that he pays, and is then corrected by all available 
indices of his standard ofliving. In this case, also, the taxpayer will 
have to restrict his private expenditures on consumption; but each 
person will restrict his consumption of things that he considers re
latively less urgent, and he is not forced, in order to evade the tax, 
to restrict, by preference, his con"sumption of housing. In this sense 
and within these limits, it is true that in most cases the tax on rental
value· falls. on the house-owner - that is, the diffusion of the tax is 
directed especially against him. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE TAX ON INCOMES FROM 
'MOVABLE PROPER TY'1 

Summary: The characteristics of the tax on 'movables' - The categories 
of income from 'movables' - Interest on lent capital- Industrial 
income - Professional income and wages - The depuration of 
income from 'movable property' 

Characteristics of the Tax on 'Movables' 

FIlOM ancient times, side by side with the tax on land we find ot~ 
taxes on personal and industrial incomes and on income from 
capital, which have appeared under the various designations of 
tax~ on~es, persona!.S?tes, industria!...~es, and taxes on.,.pro
fesslo~ an emplgyments. 

"Tlie taxation of incomes from 'movables', fragme:p.tary at first, 
developed rapidly during the past century, along with the great 
growth of industry, commerce, and the professions. .. 
v t To-day, movable property is greater, in progressive countries, . 
tHan wealth represented by' land, and tends to become greater by an 
increasingly large margin.J, The reason for this can be easily under- . 
stood. Other conditions being equal, the production of wealth in th~. 
form of 'movables' has no limitations of area and is' .... not subject to the 
principle of deq'eas~g returns in the way in which, and to the extent 
to which, agricultural production is subject to that pW~·.Jle~ On 
the other hand, the incessant increase in man's consumFftion depends 
more on the creation and development of manufacturing industries 
than on the increase or perfecting· of agriculture. In shor~ in the. . 
budgets of modem States, the tax on 'movables' yields a p!ep~der
ant and continually increasing part of direct derived revenuesl Con.:. 
sequently, it has assumed, in the theoretical construction of the 

I The Italian law with regard to the taxation of income from 'movables' or 'movable 
property' (rrdditi mobiliari, redditi di richulIlG mobile) corresponds to Schedules C, 
D, and E of the English income tax. 
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system of direct taxes as well, the pre-eminent place which in the 
past was held by the tax on land. 

The characteristics of t!Iisia.x,. may be illustrated by an examin
ation of the ItalialiTaw on the subject. l' 

• The basis, or ~ct, of the tax is established in, the following 
4 terms.· After having made a Pbsitive list of taxable incomes from 

'movables' - namely, incomes from mortgages registered within the 
country, salaries, pensions, annuities, interellt and dividends paid by 

/national, provincial, and municipal governments, or by business 
c6rporations; incomes arising from industry, commerce, employment, 
,professions ,carried, on within the country - the law concludes as 

, follows:t'~nd, in,$ener~l, ~very ~~t of incom!O...!U!!,er than income from 
land that litroduced. Wlthiii::tEe.~;;;t;fi~' ' 

It" was ought that in this way the boundary between the tax on 
land alld the tax op 'movables' wOil$' w~ll marked out. Subsequently, 
howev;er, it was observed that SOme incomes which were in the nature 

- of income from lind were' as a matter of fact escaping the tax on 
land, and were as a matter of law escaping' the tax on 'movables', 
thus creating a gap in the fiscal organism. Thus it came about that 
later legislation' established that/incomes in the nature of income from 
land will also be subject to the r on "movables" whenever in fact 
~&~~~~OO~' . 

From these legislative provisions it follows that: 
(a) The tax on 'movable property' (richeaa mobile) has the char

acter of a g~~!ll t~, since it falls, as a matter, oflaw, o~~~l,~,!~.s?m~s, 
making an e!f~!i'?,~P_~!¥. QfiIieJnmm~ .~~E~ by !~aJf onTand 
anl1hat,onQM,il<;lLIlgll,4 The Italian tax, following the English in
come tax, thus unites under ,one tax incomes from capital, industry, 
commerce, the professions, and labour; which under atherlegislative 
systems are dealt with and struck by separate t~es; 

(b) The. tax on 'movable property' has the character of a../flX 
~bjck ~u?e_.t~.Q.l~~ ?Il/~a: 'prop~rty (i.e., the t~ o!! l~d 
and the tax on bUIldings) smce It.lsJomed Wlth them on the prmclple ------>'"<' 

1 The matter is regulated in Italy by the f:mdamental law of August z4th, 1877· 
Other laws followed; and among these laws special mention should be made of the law 
of July 2znd, 1894. as well as of the decree of October 16th. I924. 

Italian law owes much to the English income tax. 
·-See Article 3 of the law of 1877. • See Article 4 of the law. 
e In accordance with this concept, the Italian courts have correctly declared to be 

subject to the tax on 'movables' the incOme from suclt land as, by mistake or otherwise. 
might not have been subjected to the cadaster. 
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that the three direct taxes form a 'fiscal organism', in such a way that 
no type of income escapes some one of the three, and none is struck 
by more than one. There are, to be sure, exceptions, some of them 
already mentioned, I and others of minor importance, which the 
further development of legislation will be called upon either to cor
rect, or to maintain as intentional exceptions for social or political 
ends or for reasons of law, which are beyond the scope of financial 
technique; 

(e) Finally, the tax on 'movable property', like the tax on land 
and on buildings. has been conceived by the Italian legislators asa 
':!.al tax - that is. as a lax whose PU.!l~2~$Jtjs~toJ.n:~e i!lcQ.xn«~tjts 
so..!!!!=e. A logical conSequence of this is that or territorialY" whereby 
both Ita~ans 3!!d...far.rign~!:S_are~~u!>je.c~.1Q...th~~~~nly s~s 
concerns tnat income or that part of their income which they have 
produ~thin._~~~tiy. -

Basis of the Tax 

The positive but unco-ordinated list of taxable sources of income 
given in the Italian law' includes. in a broad way and as a first ap
proximation. the econo~ories of P.:;!/!t, in!!!!!!, a1!d wac,!s. The 
first elaboration of the law was made by a regulation' th"it puts into 
one category (Category A) incomes from capital- that is, interest; 
in anbther category (Category B), industrial income ...... that is, 
profits; in still another category (Category C), income derived 'ex
clusively from human labour - that is, wages. Later. however, still 
other criteria were introduced. with the res1,1lt that the categories set 
up by the law as a second approximation do not coincide-,,:,ith the 
economic categories, and tend to become more num~()\.:1 than the 
latter. 

This is the first point to be cleared up. 
From an economic point of view, profit, interest, and wages 

lOne of the principal aamples ia the failure to pennit deduction of interest on debts 
encumberina landed property, which thua pays two taxes. Another ia the permission 
to dc-duct interest OD capital invested in live-stock and stocks of materials, which pay 
no tax. 

• See Article , of the law. 
• See Article 50 of the Regulation of November ,I'd, J89 ... d. Article 54 of the law. 
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arise from the distribution of the total product of an enterprise 
among the entrepreneur, capitalist, and labourers. And from this it 
would seem that Category A - interest - and Category C - wages 
- would derive from the distribution of industrial income, which is 
placed in Category B. 

But in fact it is not so. Italian law· defines as industrial income 
that which capital and labour co-operate to produce. At the time 
the earlier Italian legislation was framed, the dominant concept was 
that entrepreneurial profit was a composite of 'illterest' on the capital 
ihvested by the entrepreneur in the enterprise and of 'wages' for 

. the labour of direction and superintendence. • 
Nowadays, in economic theory, a more accuni.te understandingof 

the special functions of the agents of production has been attajned; 
and the entrepreneur is assigned a function distinct from that 'of the 
capitalist and the labourer. But if account is taken of reality, the 
concept of the Italian legislators still corresponds to the present stat~ 
of affairs, since the entrepreneur is also to some extent a capitalist, 
and the shareholder who contributes capi~aJ. cannot help being to 
some extent also an entrepreneur. 

It is generally recognized that from ipdnstrjaWnco{l1e should be 
d~ed, first of all, the expense.s_~I9..2~tion p~4. o.1Jt!~Jernal 
agents of productioni and, secoDaly, interest and 1.ages., . 

As far as"iitteresris concerned, however, Its de uction is possible 
only when the capitalist is distinct from the entrepreneur, as is the 

;. case, for example, when a loan-contract exists between them. If this 
possibility is lacking, recourse is had to the expedient of collecting 
from the entrepreneur the whole tax, with the understanc;Jing that he 
may recover a proportionate amount from his credit<;>rs' by legal 
processes,if the law allows him to sue fow such a purpose, or, other-
wise, in a general economic way. r 

It should be noted that the 'interest' of CategoryB does not in
clude all instances of income frOxlt .capital, Besides the interest on 

. capital invested in industry, there is interest on capital lent with
out reference to the use to which the borrowed capital is to be 
directed. In short, there is 'the business of lending', in itself. It 
includes loans made to the owners of land and houses, loans for pur
poses of private consumption, and public loans. The interest onsucb 
loans does not fall under the industrial income which we have'dis ... 
cussed. There is capital which is invested directly in industries and 
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shares the risks associated with such industries; there is capital which 
prefers to be independent, so far as possible, of industrial risk; such 
capital seeks investments that range from industrial bonds to public 
loans. The owners of capital of this sort are always persons distinct 
from the entrepreneur and the enterprise, to which they are bound
by a loan-contract bearing a fixed rate of interest. 

Hence Italian law has established Category A, which includes 
interest on capital lent. The existence of a loan-contract is the 
criterion for inclusion within this group. 

The result is that the two categories, A and B, mutually com
plement each other, in such a way as to strike every income having 
the character of interest, thus avoiding gaps and duplications. 

Let us now pass to w~, or, as the Italian law says, th~'income 
from human labour withoutJhe addition of gpital'. - - .-- -, 

Just asuiteresf iSaeducted-from industrial income, in the way 
described above, so the wages and saIarie& of employees are deducted 
from that income. The .deduction of wages is the regular rule, since 
under present conditions the labourer is almost always distinct from 
the entrepreneur. ' 

In accordance with this rule, the wages deducted from industrial 
income are moved over to Category C. But these wages do not 
represent all the cases of income from labour. In fact, they do not 
include either the salaries of State employees or income from the 
professions. Hence arises the necessity for bridging the gap by in
cluding in Category C every form of income due or believed to be 
due to labour wi~out the assistance of capital. 

The number of categories into which the various types nwncome 
have been grouped, has varied, at times increasing an" times de
creasing, for reasons that we shall discuss presently. 

In the meantime, it may be pointed out that it is possible, on the 
basis of what has preceded, to draw the conclusion that the ",:ariou5 
categories of income form a framework that includes, as a ma~ter of 

I logic, and is able to include, as a matter of fact, all incomes fro~ 

I 
'movable property'; and" that these categories border on ea~h other 
in such a way that no income from 'movables' escapes'some o~e of 
them and no income is included in more than one category. 
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The principle that regulates the external relationships betweeJ 
income from 'movables.' and the two taxes on real property (i.e. thl 
taxon land and the tax on buildings) also regulates the iriterna 
relationships between the various categories of the tax on 'movables' 

The Categories 

But though all incomes are taxed, not all are taxed to the saml 
degree, since each category pays a differ~ t~~rilte; hence the grea 
importance of the classification of incomes from 'movable property' 
This is the second point that must be explained. > 

The different taJNates levied on the various categories are applie( 
after the incoJ;lles have been translated from the gross into the ne 
and therefore depend on the principle ot:disc;riglinationA,Thus, ne 
income from labour is taxed less than the same net income fron 
capital; while temporary /let inc~me is taxed less than the saml 
amount of permanent net income.) v , . 

As a result of this differential treatment of, or discrimination be 
tween, incomes, it has come about in Italy that the few fundamenta 
categories have sometimes been subdivided and at 'other time 
,merged, according, to variable criteria which have moved the 
legislator to accord more or less favour to some incomes than t( 
others. . 

A<;:cording to thefi,rstJtali'an law on the sub,ject there were three 
categories: A, B, and C. Thereafter, State employees, advancing the 
argument that their salaries and pensions could not escipe the 
rigorous' ascertiUnmentof income, obtained the new Category D 
Then the law of J;894"holding that interest on public loal:l: 
guaranteed by the State' offers a greater degree of safety as com 
pared with that on private loans, split Category A into A' and Alt. 

The decree of October, 1924, abolished the division into sub· 
.categories N and AU, and merged them into the old Category A; oi 

'f' 

l The Italian tax on income from 'movable property' followed verY closeI: 
the law laid down by the English income tax; but it differed in one important respect 
namely, that the Italian law adopted from the beginning (i.e., as early as the first law a 
1877) the principle of discrimination, which did not exist in 1j:ngli~h·law. where it ha 
onlytecently been introduced. 
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the other hand, it subdivided Category C into C', comprising incomes 
from the professions, and C", comprising the salaries of employees of 
private business concerns and life annuities" 

Thus, over the whole period covered by the legislation, the cate
gories have nUIl'\bered a minimum of three and a maxiI}J.um of six, 
and the , tax-rates on the various categories have varied almost every 
time that the total tax-burden has been increased" 

It may be of value to present in a summary table the changes in 
the categories and the tax-rates: 

Tax on 100 Lire of Net Income from 'Movables' 
Category 

A' 
A' 
B 
C' 
C· 
D 

Statrupriort0l894;Ltzw of July zz, 
general tax - rate " 1894 ; general 
13":ZO%; deductions tme - rate :zo%; 
byeighthl deductions by 

13"20} 
13"20 

g"go 
B"25} 
B·25 
6"60 • 

fortiethl 

20-

15-
10-

g-} 
g-
7"50 

Decree-law of 
Oct. 16,1924; 
tax-rate on net 
income with
out deductions 

20-} 
20-

14 
12-
lO-

B-

Total increase 
in the tax-,.ate 
exp,.essed as a 
pocentage of 
income 

6·80 

4"10 

3·75 
1"75 
1"40 

This table shows that the diversification of incomes and the num
ber o(categories develop in an arbitrary way; they do not correspond 
to any guiding economic criterion" 

Category D, for eXample, was taxed, under the first legislation, 
only half as much as income from capital was taxed - that is, it paid 
a tax-rate of 6·6 per cent instead of 13.2 per cent. This relatio!lShip 
was retained in the reform of 1B94; but it was changed by the 
reform of 1924. according to which salaries were obligated to pay 
8 per cent, while the tax-rate on Category A' wflj ..r"':.sed to 
20 per cent" p. 

Thus it may be said of all the relationships among the various 
cat~ that ~ey have been m~ifie.d....withQ.t,lDl!Y xisiW: or 
plausl e economIC reason" 

On the other hand.-ifwe compare the first.period with the last, it 
will be seen that the tax-rate increases by 6"80 per cent on the income 
of Category A, by 4"1 per cent on that of Category B. by 3·75 per cent 
on that of Category C' • by 1"75 per cent on that of Category C", and 
by 1"4 per cent on that of Category D" 
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One ~gh~ have thought that once the criteria for discrimination 
have been fiXed in some way, the increases in taxation necessary to 
provide for the growing financial needs of the State ought to be pro
portional in all categories. What is clear from the laSt column, how
ever, is that ili:e tax-burden on the wages of empl~yees of the State 
and of private enterprises has experienced. a relative decrease, the 
difference being unloaded upon. incomes in other categorie~, espec
ially Category A. 

The fact that emerges, then, is this: the total tax-burden, or the 
total quota assigned to the tax on 'movables', has tended to be dis::' 
~buted in such a: 'way as to put a greater burden on incomes from 
capital and a s~aller and smaller burden on incomes from labour. 

This tendency is a general one in all countries; it may now be 
1;'egarded as a principle which - quite apart froin the question of its 
limiUi and its remote economic effects ~ underlies the tax policy 0/ 
the present era. Thus we 'see a reversal of the 'positions with regard 
to relative political power that existed among the various social 
classes before the French Revolution. ... ,. . , 



CHAPTER V 

DISCRIMINA't.ORY TREATMENT OF 
INCOMES FROM 'MOVABLE PROPERTY' 

Swnmary: Temporary character of incomes - Incomes from labour and 
incomes from capital- Discrimination and progressive taxation
Interest on,private loans and public loans 

§I 

WE now pass to an examination of the criteria generally adopted for 
discrimination between different types of income, taking as the basis 
of our discussion the. provisions of the Italian law on the subject. 
The deductions permitted by way of discrimination presuppose that 
gra.ss incomes have already been translate.2)nto net tn~es. 
~after industrial and professional incomes have been sub-

~.jccted 'co de.I!llA:tion, the Italian law allows furth~~_g~~uctions
wtnlOh were at st set at two-eighths for industrial incomes, three
eighths for professional incomes, and four-eighths in the case of the 
salaries of public officials. They are deductions which increase 
according as and to the extent that the incomes are regarded as per
petual or temporary, according as they arise from capital or labour, 
according as they are more or less certain, and according as they are 
ascertainable with more or less accuracy.l 

This last circumStanceit explains why the incomes of public offi
cials are granted a deduction of more than 30 per ce2:~ .... :..:.ce they 
are ascertained with much greater exactness than arr:professional 
incomes. But a deduction made for this reason does not enter, 
strictly speaking, Into the theory of diversification, since it has rather, 
the character of a cqefficient of correction, used in order to make the 
appraisal of income as neatly accurate as possible. 

Apart from such considerations, I~alian legislation discri.!!!!!!ates • 
I The eighths of the original law were ~fonned into fortieths, and in the last 

law enacted it was preferred to abandon that system in order to diversify directly !he 
taz-ntea applied to the various categories of income. TheRe are matters of form which 
do not alter the principle of discrimination. 
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acco:ding to the crite:rion that(incom,!!,s derived fE2~_!.p()1!r,.tl.~ 
tem~whereas incomes ~!!y,d fmID,..capita l are b~ tsW?e 
perm~t.) • 

The mere fact that some incomes have a temporary character 
would not explain the increasingly preferential treatment which is 
accorded as one passes f~om indu.§.t;r,ial. inc~II!:e !2!~ of 
public officials, since in fact the former is more temporary than the 
lattef.The second basis of discrimination isQ:he source of incomes, 

, which may arise either fI;om labour or from capital) '"'nm ~plains 
why. inde~U~'?!!le, waich arises in part from...£aEit~l, is allowed a 
smaller deduction than are professional income a~ waK.es~ which 
the,laW regards as arising solely from labour. Inthe concrete case, 
moreover, the two circumstances are louna to merge, since all in
,,,~mes from labour are regarded as temporary. 

:Nevertheless, since we wish to establish precisely what is meant 
bY' iempo~ary income or, by permanent income, it should be noted 
tha~ the point of view of society taken,as a whole and from that 
bf the Treasury, all incomes are' permanent, since they represent a 
continuous flow of'gbods. ---.:---' _ .." 

Industries are re-established, succeed one another, increase and 
yield continuously an annual prQduct. To. make this product tax
able it is sufficient to translate gross product into net by making 
provision for the amortization offixed and working capital. '_ 

Professions succeed, professions, professional men professional 
men, from generation to generation; from 'father to son. To makt 
professional income permanent, it is sufficient to amortize the capital 
that was invested in the father, so that the latter may in turn invl!s1 
it in his son or successor. 

Hence the perpetuation of industrial and professional income: 
does not require any preferential treatment in order to put them or 
a position of equality with income from capital; it is sufficient t< 
make, the deductio~s which are involved in ,the depuration-o 
incomes. ' 

If, then, it be admitted ,that the annual production 'of all incomes 
is a Permanent phenomenon, we may speak of a temporary char,acter 
of incomes only with respec~ to the p~rsons who enjoy them; but in 
that case.l!-ll incomes are tem~rary. " • . 

We may conSIder the totaf national income, which is perpetual, 
as being turned over to various and changing persons for partial and 
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temporary enjoyment. Each one of these persons owes the tax on the 
part of the income that he enjoys and for the period of time that the 
enjoyment lasts. 

It has already been shown that the total product of an industry 
carries the obligation to pay taxes from the moment of its origin. If 
this income is divided among two or more agents of production, the 
tax also will be divided among two or more taxpayers; similarly, if 
the income is enjoyed successively by two people, the entire tax will 
be divided up in time, and will be paid first by the one and then by 
the other. A typical example of this is inheritance. And inh~ce 
includes not only the case in which a person invests his savings in 
order to form an estate which he passes on to his heir, but also the 
case in which he invests his savings in the person of the heir, in order 
to insure for him the continuity of his professional income. .' 

On the other hand, there is a difference between the two cases in 
one respect: namely, that a person who inherits an estate in the form 
of land or capital can obtain a yield by making use of the laboiu:...gf 
oth.gs; whereas a person who inherits an 'intellectual' estate musf, 
ifhe is to obtain a yield from it, contribute his personal labour. This 
difference brings out the second element in discrimin~tJon: labour. 

, For this reason a distinction is made between income produced by 
/thepresent labour of the taxpayer, and income produced by the 

labour of past generations; this is the basis of the distinction made by 
other legislation between earned and unearned jncome. In any case 
the one is the fruit of the labour of the present generation; the other 
is the fruit of the saving of past generations. It is alleged that taxa
tion based on this distinction corresponds better to the principle of 
equality. And it is further alleged that the producer of a labour
income, in order to assure comfort in old age for himself and the 
continuity of income for his children, must save mpr-:!lan the 
owner of an income from capital.. ... 

From this is derived the theOIY, passed down without criticism 
from one writer to the other, thafmcomes from labour should be 
permitted to deduct a certain percentage for saving, which shall ,be 
exempt from taxation/ 

We have already shown, in a general way, that savjngs should.be 
taxed, and we have refuted the error of John Stuart Mill. :In this 
speCial case, moreover, this error becomes more serious"since 1t has 
to do not only with actual savings but with presumed savings, and 
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would'result in granting exemption even to those who in fact do not 
save. {Thirrjs a first contradiction, ~hich makes it clear that the real 
purpose is ,tQ grant prelerentiaJ tr~:H1nent to incomes from .labour, 
regardless of Whether thiHatter are destmed to be saved or consumed.) 

By'\yay:of confirmation of this conclusion;. other considerC}.tions, 
,more directly associated with the problem of discrimination, may be 
• added. Let us admit;:- although the proposition has not beeqd,emon
strated - that the recipient of'an income from labour amounting to 
1000 is obliged to save .more than the recipient of an income {rom 

" capital amounting to' 1O~0, But t9 admit that the recipient of a tGm-

: POEry:i~ome is obliged to save "more than the recipiept of a p.et:man
":e~e is not equlval~nt, to saying that he ought to,Pay a -rela-
uvely smaller true.; '. . . . 

This widely 'held opinion oligin1ates fulm the error of cOQsidering 
\ as' equal ~d ,comparable tWo quantities which are unequal a.nd 
I dissimilar. . 

To make the two incomes .comp~rable, it is necessary either to 
transform the income from capitalinth- a.. life annuity or to transform 
the income from labour, no matt~r!h~w'iong it lasts, 'or even a,life 
annuity itself, into a perpetual income. For example, given certain 
conditions of age and hea}-th, a life annuiJ:)' of 1000 may be trans
formed into capItal giving' a perpetual income of 600. Thus it may 
be seen that tax equality consists in paying either a temporary tax 
on 1000 or a perpetual tax c1ll 600. For t;he temporary incom~, a 
temporary tax; for ~e permanent income, the perm~ent tax. 

A differential treatment leads to this consequence, that it would 
be to the interest of the o'Yller of a perpetual income of 600 to trans
form it into a life ann,uity of 1000 in order to evade the tax; and in this 
way, precisely a$ the result of a policy supposedlY.designed to en
courage saving, he would be induced to increase his consumption. 

On 'the other hand, if the temporary income of I 000 is permitted to 
dedu~t a certain percentage for saving, ,there i~ no reason for not 
allm0ng such a deduction also to the perpetual income of poo which 
is equivalent to it; and, if the perpetual income of 600 is allowed to 
make greater deductions than is a perpetual income of 1000, there is 
no reason for not allowing the perpetual income of 1000 to make a 
greater deduction than one of 2000, or 'tor allowing the latter a greater 
deduction than an in,come of 3000, and so on. 

But, once this is ,admitted, the special theory under examination 
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falls to the ground. For u: a constant percentage for saving is deducted, 
the result will be a proporti~n~ with higher ratejl on all in
comes; and this leaves things AHney were before. And if the amount 
allowed for saving decreases in ·proportion as ipcomes increase, the 
result will be a progressjye t~ which - despite the ~crent phras
ing in which it is presented - 1eaves the problem of progressive 
taxati~n in exactly the same position in which it was discusse<J 
previously. 

. . 
A seco£! pqjnt deserves to be emphasized. Assuming that the nectds 

of the Sta e are constant, discriminatianl!l~OW'...of.M~om.es 
in process of formation ~lUfts the tax burd_en from income whicI!. is; 
the fruit orl!r~enf~r tOincome whi~)s ~~~ fruit o!,J>astT'l'J>our. 
That is, in or er 0 exempt tneactUaiOr .assumed saving of to-day" 
it is necessary to strike the accomplishecl,saving of yesterday. . 

In order to make cle.tr,this,relationship, it is necessary to isolate 
the problem by abstracting frOth inherited incomes from land and 
capital, and by supposing that the taxpayers who make up the 'four 
groups included in the tax on 'movables' represent the whole com
munity. It then becomes clear that th~ taxpayers' of Categories B, 
C, and D w~th their savings must form and maintain Category A. 

From this it becomes evident also that/the benefit from. dis
crimination is .attenuated and may even be annulled; since the 
exemption of some fraction of income would automatically lea~ 
for the same taxpayers, to a corresponding increase in the tax-rat~ 
on their remaining income from which the resources corresponding 
to the given financial needs of the State will have to be: drawnl 
Furthermore, the exemption granted for possible savin~ in Cate
gories D, C, and D are annulled, wholly or in par\:l iI.. ...:ategoiy A, 
where this saving is subjected to a greater burden of taxation. 
From this it follows that the greatest advantage is obtained from 
disc;rimination when the taJtpa~ b\1t consumes 
his whOIe"iireome. - - -"'--.- --
~mutes a fundamental theoreti~tradiction, which 

prevents our explaining the practice of applying differentia~ tax
treatment to the various types of income by a supposed desire' to 
exempt the part of income directed toward saving. . . 
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If we pass now to atttt~l conditions, t1lis c~ntradiction:' is elimi
nated for two reasons: (4)" ';be~ause qategory A is maintaine::l not 1 

only by savings arising from th~ incofue of Categories B, C, and D, 
but principally by inherited saving;, on which the Treasury makes 
up for the preferential treatment granted to incomes from labour; 
(b) because Gategory A includes investments - such a~' long- and 
short-term government bonds - which do not pay a tax. For these 
reasons, the industrialist, the professional man, and the employee 
get the advantage of asmaUer tax within their respective cafegories 
and, ,in case they actually save, they evade the higher "tax of 
Category A. " ' 

The final result is this: cljyersification in favour oflabour-incomes 
is a practice WIllCh standSby itself, and which finds its immediat~ 
and sufficient explanation in 'the political preponderance or the 
industrial, professional, and labouring classes, who use it to gain 
tax exemptions. 

Discrimination and Progression 

" '. !~om what has precededJ..it i.s c~ear. that ,~~e is a ~eoretical. and 
pol!!t91,.a..u~ .~~~,~~.Jl.;nd pr~gress1Ve taxat}on. 

. Strictly speaking,~discrinunation aims to shift the burden of 
. taxation from incomes deii"ved from labour-to incomes from capital, 
without regard to the size of incom~. Progressi~atjon, on ,the 
other hand, aims to shift the burden of taxation from smaller to 
larger incomes, without regard to the type of income.) v 

The spheres in which the two concepts apply do not coincide 
theoretically, but they may find a common basis fQr p.olitical a&yon 
beca~e,C!~ ~~m~ of class i~~~~ asso~a..tt:.cLwi1h....tb.tm. . 

In fact, It seems contradictory that small mcomes from 'capItal 
should be treated kindly under the sy'Steni"Qf progressive taxation, 
only to be later mistreated by discrimination; and that large indus
trial and professional incomes - which. often also depend on intel
lectual rents "7 should be favoured undera system 'of discrimination, 
only to' be harassed bX a system of progressive taxation.~' 

But the tw~es: when carried over to the ground of political 
struggle, may and in 'fact tend to be co-ordinated, either by having 
discrimination take account of the sizeofincome, or-by attenuating 
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the rigours of progression ill the case of the larger incomes from labour, 
. as compared with the treatment of th~ larger incomes from capital. 1 

, It is precisely by this process that the political compromise was 
originally made and has since been strengthened. 

y CDisc~the advantage over pro~~~ion in that it 
proce~e,. appealio:g to the actual circumstances in 
order to o.lmljg~r~Q..9ctions, now for one group and now tOI 

. another.nn this it resembles the policy of ~ecial benefits for the 
masses, and succeeds, just as the latter has succeedeci;m gradually 
peDetrat'i.!!gjnto 'positive legislation, without prOYOkingt~ec
tions' o~~.u~ds. o(Ju:iru:iple which the richer clas~rais~ains1 
progr~slY.!~.taxat1on. 

But on the whole the target on which are concentrated the co· 
ordinated forces of discrimination between incomes and progressiv( 
taxation is inheritance, the incomes from which are not earned, 
according to the former, and are susceptible to high progressiv( 
taxation, acc;ording to the latter. 

The two devices are supplemented by the inheritance tax, whic1J 
will be discussed further on. \.Discrimination, progressive taxation, 
and the inheritance tax ate integral parts of the general tendenc} 
of the taxation policy ~JUch is prevaleIl,! to-day. ') 

I 

A third case tlf discrimination has to do with the interest or 
. private lo~, as ~gainst the interest on public loans. The criterion 
for discrimination is alleged to be the different degrees of safety 
that they give, respectively, to the creditor. 

, In Italy, according to the law of 1877, aU incomes of Categories B, C, and D pay 
las than the incomes of Category A and less than incomes from land and h<?uses. even 
if the fonnel' are very high and the latter very small. .. -

In England, the discrimination between incomes from labour • Nmed incomes 
and incomea from capital or ""etJnled incomes is recent (1907), but was limited from 
the beginning to incomes between {.16o, which were entirely exempt, and {.1.ooo, the 
deductiona adopted being graduated in .uch a way that the final tax-rates came out 
approllimately as foUows: 
. lrtannn from 1Abotw 

from {.16o to {. 400 
up to {. S40 

"£ 600 " 700 .. -
Ta:r-rate, iff percmtage terms 

2'25 
2'61. 
3'00 

3'38 
3'75 

ahove{._ 
Five per cent ..... at that time the rate of income tax •. 

.S·oo 

• RBI 
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The hlstoryof discrimination in favo~ of the interest on 'prIvate 
loans deserves brief mention bec~1.Jse of the valuable contribution 
that it makes to the completion of'the theory . 

. The, Italian law of 1'877 did not discriminate b(!tween public 
andptivl,lte loans. It was said at that time that interest represented, 
in its.entiretY, net income. But the law of,,1894 reflected a change 
of opinion, since it held that the greater degree of safety afforded 
by investment in a public loan should permit the. ded)lction from 
the interest on private 16all,S of a given percen~age as a risk::premi_~, 

Thus it came about that in 1894 a new sort of discrimination 
was introduced as between the interest on a loan made to the 
State or guaranteed by the State, 'andthe i~teiest on private loans. 
To the former was applied the entiretax-,.rate, without any deduc
tions; to the latter was granted a deduction of ten-fortieths, so that 
only thirty-fortieths of the income from capital was taxed. 

But the decree of October, 1924, again denied that there exists 
a different degree of safety as betw,een' the two types ,of loans and 
applies the whole tax-rate, without deductions, to the interest on 
bc;>th public and private loans. 

Is there really a different degree of safety in the' two cases? 
The market affirms that there is, inasmuch as it contents itself 

''With a lower rate of interest on public loafis. Economic reasoning 
explains why this should be so. 

In fact, the person who lends $5000 toa private enterprise, no' 
matter how much he may try to avoid the industrial hazards 
involved therein, in fact is dependent on its vicissitudes.{The person 
who lends $5000 to the State shares, the hazards n~t of one but of 
all of the country's industries, which become responsible to him 
as a group, through the intermediary of the State.") The State pays 
interest by means of taxes; but the taxes are levied ,on the income 
of all industries and professions; if one industry fails, or Upnd.red, 
othenJ;ak~1hcir.J>ja<=-e..s. . .. 

"The interest on public loans depends on an average, whereas 
that on private loans depends on one term of the average~ It is, in 
this that the different degree of safety lies. 1 

If the ascertainment of the amount of interest received were 

1 It is obvious that other oircumstances may contribute to this result; - such as the 
superior saleabilit)!: of a public security, which makes it possible for the creditor to 
realize on it'at an)" time •. 
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made at long intervals and depended on, an; average, as is the case 
with income from land, it would be possible to grant on private 
loans a deduction for possible 'losses. 

In fact, however, the ascertainment is made at very brief inter
vals, and therefore the only consideration that is valid is ,thai the 
different degree of safety is already discounted in the different rates 
of interest which the two types ofloan bear. These two rates present 
themselves as quantities which have been put upon an equal basis 
economically, and the,Treasury has only: to apply the same tax-rate
on both. 



CHAPTER VI 

EXEMPT'ION OF MINIMUM AND SMALL 
INCOMES 

Summary: The practice of exempting minimum ~pcomes ~'Theory of the 
reconstitution of the capital value of a man - Theory of the minimum of 
subsisfience - Theory of compensation and impossibility of collection -
Progressive exemption of lower incomes 

§I 

Exemption of Minimum Wages 

BETWEEN discrimination and progression comes the practice of 
completely exempting the lowest incomes from taxation. This 
practice is found in all advanceq legislation; there .are, however, 
various reasons which cause the technical details of this legislation 
. to be different in different countries, and this fact makes it im
'possible to give a single theoretical explallation of the phenomenon. 

Above all, it is necessary to distinguish two tendencies: one, 
which reduces exemption to the smallest amount possible; ,the other, 
which tends to extend it from the lowest incomes to the somewhat 
higher ones, - that is, to those incomes that w~ ~hall call lower 
Incomes. 

Italian law is an example of the first; ,English law~. of the second. 
Comparison of the two is necessary for a more exact. Understanding 
of the theory. 

The original Italian law1 granted absolute exemption from the 
tax on 'movables' to taxable incomes - that is,. incomes already 
translated into the net and subjected to the discrimination deduc
tions - no higher than 400 lire a yeal'. After the World War, the 
income exempted was raised to 2000 lire· in order to take account 
of the paper money depreciation, which brought it about that 
2000 lire of the present day are approximately equal- to 400 lire 

1 That of August 2nd, 1887. 
• By the decree-law of October 16th, 1924. 
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of the earlier period. In both cases, apart from :the quantitative 
limit 'set by the law, the following conditions must be fulfilled if 
incomes are to be eligible for exemption: 

(I) The incomes must fall under Categories B; C, and D; that 
is, they must be incomes which derive wholly or in part from 
laltour; incomes from capital are therefore excluded; 1 

(2) The. sum of tlte income from labour and other possible 
incomes fron\. tangib1ct or intangible property mu§t.Ilo.~great~r 
than the minimum. 

In other words, it ~is necessary to have a ~e~rr.!aJ,I!o~al income 
in order to obtain ·exemption on that part which is income from 
labour. The legislator has had in mind the exemption not of 
minimum incomes( but of minimum wages, on condition that the 
labourer lives only by his labour. ) 

On that account, the Italian practice of exemption appears to 
be a logical extension of discrimination, which is employed on 
behalf of incomes that are labour-incomes in whole or in part. 

One woUld not venture, however, to speak of saving and the 
allowance for saving in the case of incomes that are not high enough' 
to purchase ;t sufficient supply of bread; and for this reason all 
authort have attempted to discover a. different phraseology, which 
should have the flavour of economic theory. 

Thus arose spontaneously a. first idea, - namely, that of' con
sidering the minimum income from labour as an amount necessary 
in its entirety for the rebuilding of the energy consumed by the 
worker during the process of production. Man is regarded as 
capital, similar to a machine or a horse, which wears out and must 
recover in the product the value of that part of it,.wl ~:i is worn 
out. When net income, after discriminatory deductions; is not more 
than 2000 lire. i. is supposed to be the allo~ necessary for th~ 
reconsti.tl!tion o£..tbe capital value of a IU~n. 

This case would thus again make part of the general theory of 
the depurjltion of income. But this explanation does not stand up 
under criticism. ' 

I Life annuities and penaiona are exempt, .inee they are regarded a8 a continuation 
of ..... ges and aalaries. 
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Let us first consider the case of the horse. There.is an. pwner 
who breeds and feeds the horse and sells its labou:.:. tQ the farmer. 
The latter draws an income of 100, from which is' aeducted 40 
belonging to ilie horse, - that is, the owner of the horse. The 
farmer pays die tax on 60; the owner of the horse,on 40. ' 

If for the horse is substituted a slave, there is no change in 'the 
reasoning: The farmer deducts from his inCfme an axpount repre
senting a sum corresponding to the labour 9f the slave, - that is, 
tAe wages on which the slave-owner pays a tax.' , 

If now the slave becomes ,a free labourer - that is, his own 
master---;~e will receive, 'his wages in cash from -the farmer and will 

, pay directly the tax that was previously paid by his owner. The 
object of the tax is still the same. 

Thus, the theory of the reconstitution of the capital-value of a 
,man falls to the ground. 

It must be noted, furthermore, that if one were to adopt the 
principle of the reconstitution, of energies expended in labour, this 
principle could not be' limited to minilIlum wages, but would have 
to be extended to higher wages and subsequently also to professional 
incomes in general. 

§3 

With the abandonment of. the theon: of the recopstitPtio!LQf 
the ca~yalue of a ma.~ recourse was had to the broader eco-
nomiC con~ept oLth.e 'I$imYID ?f w.bw~,~ , •. . 

The mImmu~ pi subsIstence IS not the same as, the mlmIDUm 
wage" since old men, women, children, and those unable to work 
who nave a small, wcome from capital or land also have the right 
to a minimum of subsistence. This concept set up as the theoretical 
basis for the exemption of the minimum of subsistence the relation
ship petween the demand for and the supply of public services. 

(It is alleged that those who have scarcely enough to satisfy the 
elementary needs of existence cannot appreciate the, marginal 
utility of. public goods.) That is, it is held that they do not demand 
these services, even if in fact they consume them. 1) V .' 

For us it is enough tq re~all the principle according to _which 
every income owes taxes from the moment of its origin, as long as 

1 See Book iI, chap. II, § 6_ 
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public services figure in its cost of production. This means that 
the demand fOJ: public services exists, at least in part, prior to the 
production 'of income. 

To cIarify the argument, let us take as an elample a large 
factory. In order to produce, it has requested State assistance; and 
for this reason the whole product owes" the tax. Now, according 
to the theory under d~cussion, if the product is divided into small 
wage-~co~es, ~ese incomes w~uld .b~ free? from. the corr~pondinp 
tax-obligabon; if the product 18 diVIded mto high wage-mcomes, 
the latter would pay the tax. This is absurd, since the cost of 
public services must be paid in any case. r 

The demand for and the consumption of public serVICes have 
come from the enterprise, and the tax-obligation is the obligation 
of the enterprise; and if the total product is divided among the 
various agents of production, each one must pay the tax on his. 
part of the product. The worker may be exempted from paying 
his share of the debt; but this means that another - the entre
preneur, for example - in~t pay for him,,' 

Other explanations have been prbposed. . 
V (One is that of compensatiWl, which starts from the familiar' 
premise thatjPdirect taxes, which fall on ~c:c~si!!~and .articles . 
of,.p?, ,~P\llar. c~nsumpfi.on, result in t~!i.()I!.. thl!1.. ~ In,ve{selY pr,oPor
ti<:>llal to into~ H~ order to £?m~f!Sate the sn:t..~!!.inC:~!!les f2!: . 
this relativd)'largq~ur<ietl. of t8?CatiOll.,fausedpy indir~ct ~~ _()II, con
'ump!!Qrt, these jn<:.om~ ~r<= granted ex.empqpn from (,iirect taxation. 

This consideration has been adduced in parliamentary discus
sions and has prevailed in relatively poor countries which cannot 
renounce the yield from indirect taxes on necessities .. W·"':71 have a 
very broad base, and must limit themselves to giving a compensation 
confined to the group represented by the poorest citizens. 

It is easy to show, however, that the theory of compensation does 
not explain the general practice of exemption. It does not explain 
it in Italy, where exemption is limited entirely to incomes from 
labour, whereas compensation ought to be given to all pOssessors 
of smaIl incomes - whether from land or capital- who have paid 
c::onsumption taxes inversely proportional to their incomes. And it 
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does not explain it in richer countries, in which it comes about that 
while the minimum income exempt from direct taxatidn is suc
cessively raised and broadened so as to include not only incomes 
from labourbuialso small incomes from capital, objects of necessary 
and popular e~msumption are exempted from taxation pari passu. 
This double; synchronous, and general tendency shows that the 
two phenomena, in'their evolution, _are "parjIlel effects of common 
causes, and exclude the possibility that they are bound to' each 
other by an interdependent, £oIripensatory relationship. 

This brings us, by a-process of elimination, to Professor Mazzol~'s 
theo~ the only one which gives an -immediate explanatIon 'of the 
practIce when the latter aims to reduce to the minimum, as in 
Italy, the benefit of the exemption. -

This theory calls attention to the diffifultr t~t the Treasury 
encQ!!nter§.~lkcling the .tax on wages fro . ions of workers 
who have small incomes and are pressed by immediate needs an 
do. not offer air real guarantee that they will par taxes. Hence it 
~ mor~' e~n~micaIthat the tax which is o~e~ ~y tIle p~rts of 
Industrial Income that gp to pay thousands of IndiVIduals theIr very 
small wages should be p~ in fact by the ent~rise - that is, by 
the entrepreneur - on behalf of the labg.urers. The entrepreneur 
will then have -economic recourse, which might also be legal re
course, against the w~rkers, retrieving-the tax either at the time 
when the new wage-rates are agreed upon or at the time they are paid. 

This -theory explains why, in Italy, exemption is no!- allowed 
w~n the small income from labour, combined with a suppre
mentary income from capital on land, exceeds the minimum;" since 
there then exists a real guarantee for the payment oithe tax. 

TIlls explanation finds characteristic confirmation in the appar
ently contradictory fact that in Italy it has several times been 
proposed to extend the exemption to the very small Incomes from 
land, on the ground that the tax on land alsQ is practically uncol
lectable if the owner of a small piece of land does not pay it, because 
the State is not able either to sell or to get more income from the 
small piece of la~d that it would have to expropriate. 

Another fact which confirms the theory is that the Italian 
Treasury has had in fact to give up the collection of the tax on 
wages· in general, even when they are higher than the exempted 
minimum. 
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§5 
Exemption oj Lower Incomes 

In carrying exemption into effect, it is necessary to avoid the 
danger that an income not much larger than the exempted mini
mum, after paying'th, tax, may be reduced to the level of the 
minimum. Thus, if an income of 2200 lire had to pay a tax of 
12 per cent, it would be reduced to '1936 lire. 

In order: to obviate this possibility, Italian law establishes that 
incomes from 2000 to 2100 lire shall be allowed an exemption of 

01000 lire, and shall pay a tax only on the remainder; incomes from 
2101 to 2200 lire are allowed an exemption of 800 lire; those from' 
2201 to 2300 are' allowed an exemption of 600; those from 2301 

to 2400, an exemption of 400 lire; and those from 2401 to 2500, one 
of 200 lire. From 2501 on, the tax is applied without exemptions. 

From 2000 to 2500 lire of income, taxation becomes progressive, 
and it must not be overlooked that if it had been desired to avoid 
only the technical difficulty to which attention has been called, it 
would have been possible to do so by stopping this side of 2500 

lire;and it would also have beelJ possible to diminish the percentage 
deducted in each bracket. Hence the opinion may be expressed 
that in the graduated treatment of incomes from 2000 to 2500 lire, 
there is the germ, small to be sure, oc.progressive taxation. In any 
case, it is certain that this intermediate scale, introduced for technical 
reasons, is capable of developing into progressive taxation. , 

In fact, this has happened in 'rich countries, as may be seen 
from the following table for England: 

Income Amount exempt 
Up to [160 (whether from labour or 

capital) 
From [160 to [400 

From [400 to [500 
From [500 to [600 
From [600 to [680 
Above [680 

[160 

[190 

[120 

[70 

o 

TDJe-rate 

~empt 
3 per cent. 
3'55 per cent. 
4 per cent. 
4'50 per cent. 
5'00 per cent.' 

I To thi. acale haa been added the other, reproduced above, of discrimination, which 
appliea only to earned incomes, and which goes up until it stope at the maximum 
income of £01000, reducing by • fourth the progressive percentsges given in thia 
table. 
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{. Thus the English practice of exempting minimum incomes no 
~onger permits the explanation that such exemption is due to the 
impossibility of collection. . , 

Given the size of the exempted income and the breadth of the 
zone of larger incomes which enjoy graduated exemptions, it is 
c1e;,tr that, we have here an application of the progressive sEem, 
which has passed from minimu.m,j!!fQ!!}~ to the lower in~!!!Js. - , 

The form.is degres.,;;ive and seems to be contained within the 
lim~lread"y lndicatedas those which allow _~~.J~~~a.ual shifting 
of _th~1:>}!!<;lt;n..J~(.~t~!!-tiQI! frol!.Lili,~ :~Illa.U~! j(u.b~ larg.eL ~c~mes, 
without makin~_tE~~<:.~l~_o£..prog!'~~~Q.!L§!l<:.ll_~S tctjmpedeand 
preven,t tIl~, Jor:~ation~n.<!$!<?~m_ ofJ:h~cr ,higl,).er incomes. ' 

1 Given England's wealth, the partial or total exemption of incomes practised in that 
country would provide a concrete example of this theoretical possibility. To the 
exemption of incomes of which we have spoken, however, has been added a supertQJI: 
on large incomes, which might; give the tsx-policy inaugurated by Lloyd George in 
1907-1908 an entirely difTerem political and economic meaning. It is hardly necessary 
to observe that it is not my-intention here to defend the English system, or to point to 
it as an example to be followed. 
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CHAPTER VII 

EXEMP'TION OF INTEREST ON THE 
PUBLIC DEBT 

Summary: The economic reason and the legal reason for taxing interest 
011 the public debt - The State as debtor with respect to interest and 
creditor with respect to taxes - How, in Italy, the. principle of 
discJ:imination has transformed the tax,on mov~bl~ p'ioperty into a 
SpeCIal tax - The absence of a matunty-date 10 public debt-con
Jl'acts - The alternative solution: exemption- Consolidation of the 
tax, or of exemption from taxes, at the time of issue - Privilege of the 
creditor and compensations for the State as debtor - The question 
of foreignen 

The Rule with Respect to Liability to . Taxation 

IT is an old and continually debated question whether interest on • 
the public debt should be subject to taxation, as is interest on any 
private debt, or whether it should be exempt. 

The problem may be discussed on the basis of leg~ments 
having to do with the nature of public loan contracts, or on 
the basis of considerations of economic expediency having to do 
with the credit of the State. But before we come to this type of 
consideration, it is necessary to provide an econo~lution of 
the problem. • 

Let us fint adopt' the hypothesis that in order to...I!fV'·.!de for 
extraordinary expenditures the S.tate has, recoune t<Jl.;vying an 
utraordinary tax, which not all are able to payout of their annual 
income or oul of savings held in the form of dispos\ble capital. 

Given this hypothesis, it is obvious that all those who lack 
sufficient liquid capital- professional people without other sources 
of income and ownen of real property are usually in such a situation 
- ,will. in order to pay their share of the extraordinary tax, be 
obliged to contract debts with those who keep their savings in the 
form of disposable capital and who make a business of l~ding, 
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These private loans will give rise to the payment of annual sums 
of interest, and no one would question the obligation of the capital~ 
ists to pay taxes on such interest received. " 

Now the State, for reasons of a ie~hnical economic character 
which will be discussed later, transforms the extraordmary t~ into 
a voluntary public loan by substituting itself for the private bor
rowers and lenders. 1 

What is involved is an operation whereby the State substitutes 
a single public loan for a series of private loans. On the one hand, 
it frees all those who do not have disposable capital from the neces
sity of contracting private loans, and obliges them to pay only in 
the form of a tax" those sums which they would have had to pay to 
the private lender in tJIe fomi' of interest. But on the. other hand, 
the ~tate, having become a "direct debtor, turns over to its creditors, 
as interest, .the sum that it has collected from the taxpayers as a 
tax. In this way, the creditors of the State receive the same interest 
- except fol"'·the ques.tion of its amount and oilier terms that may 
be mvolved in the loan::contraCt ~ which they used to receive from 
the private debtors. The object taxed is the same. 

From this it follows that interest on the public debt is obligated 
to pay taxes. 

The....t;aar..is' owed by the creditor, wh,ether he be a citizen of the 
country levying the tax or a foreigner. The basis for this condusioI 
~ll. become obvious from an examination of Italia!!..l?!actice' in the 
matter. 

As has already been pointed out, the It~lian tax on movable 
property ~as a territorial character, and is owed by Italian citizen 
and by foreigners on all their ~ncome that is produ~ed in' Italy 
Now, a person making private loans owes the tax on the'interes 
q,erived from such loans, since this interest is produced in Italy. 

The fact that Italian legislation regards the tax on' movabl 
property as a 'real' tax - that is, a tax on things, rather than 01 

petsons - puts this tax c;>n a par with the taxes on land and OJ 

buildings and carries in!o effect the principle that all are eqUl: 
before the law in matters ot taxation, in so far as all the categorie 

l Compare Book V, chap. t. 
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included under the tax on movable property, as well as under the 
taxes on land and on houses, are given equal treatment. 

Thus, there is no basis for the claims that foreigners who have 
purchased govetnment bonds do not owe taxes under Category A, 
on the alleged ground that the relationship between them and the 
State' is an obligatory personal relationship, and not a real one. 

On the contrary, the foreigner pays the tax on land arid on 
buildings if he is the owile"r orlands and factories; he pays the tax 
on movable property according to Categories B and C if he invests 
capital in Italian industries, or if he practices a profession; he pays 
the tax on movable property on interest received from capital lent 
to private individuals; logically, therefore, he ow~!h.~.J.~n 
interest received fromJQa.ns maquQ.J;hc..Sute. 
-Ii rs-hiu-dly neces~ary io-c~ll attention to the erroneous nature 

of the common argument to the effect that foreigners do not owe 
the tax, because they do not consume public services. According 
to our principles, public services have I;>een. cOllsumed during the 
process of producing the income from land, industry, capital, and 
the professions, on which the tax falls. 

Nevertheless there are still some aspects of the question that 
merit discussion. 

As a second stage in our inquiry, it is necessary to see whether and 
to what extent this first and more general principle - namely, that 

\interest on the public debt should be subject to taxation - is JPodi
fied through the action of other circumstances with which it comes 
in contact in reality. ) 

It is to be noted, above all, that between the pubUc loan and 
thc-,cri~tpri~~~eJ!?_an.!.!<?! ~~,~h it is ~ ~1Al?~!iJ.llte, t,her,.-ire ~ 
d\,[erences. ("'The first is that the Swe becomes 3.t'm .. .:: and the 
lame time a debtrwith respect to the interest that it owes, and a. 
creditor with -resPeCt to taxes that it is entitled to ~vy. The second \ 
iSiliit the public <teJ>t..is ofteIL,Perpetua1- th~t is, it has no fixed 
maturity-date 'arWhich the creditor may eltercise his claim. against_ 
the State, the State being the sole judge in choosing the mome~t 
at which to payoff its own obligations. ) 

From the first fact arises the danger, of which the creditors of 
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the State. are .constantly . aware .and to which they are continually 
exp(Ysed, that the State, by raising the tax-rate on the interest on 
its debt, may progressively balance. what jt gives out by what it 
receives, and thus maskitslnsolvency. , 

. It is not worth while to spend any time on the usual. objection 
that the State acts in a different guise in the two cases, - that is, 
as a public authority in the act of levying the tax, and as aprivate 
person in the act of paying the interest .. 

These are scholastic differences the concrete significance of 
which is not evident; since it may be said, with more justification, 
thatJwhen the Stale acts as a public authority.in.the levying of 

, taxes it represents 'the interest of the creditors,and when it acts ,as 
~ private person, it represents the int~rest of the~ebtors'l And since 
Ill'modern states the class of tax-payIng debtors IS more numerous, 
and may also, at a given moment, be politically stronger than the 
class of capitalistic creditors, there is by no means any elimination 
of the risk that the State:may assume the cloak of sovereign authority 
in order to increase the taXes on interest. due to the capitalists, to 
the end that the taxes owed by the taxpayers may be diminished. 

The danger is so real that the authors of the Italian law on 
'The Great Book of the Public Debt', thought it necessary to re
assure the creditors by promising them that in .no case would ,the 
interest on the public debt be decreased by a speci~l tax. 1 

§4 

The ,legal provisions just referred to must, be ,interpreted as a 
formal pledge to the effect that interest on the public debt will. not 
be subjected to an exdusivL taX. B~ gen,JZ!:.af t~ that strikes 
equally all categomsofiii"cOni"esubject to direct taxation must be 
extended also to the category of interest on the public debt. 

The argument derives directly from the formal principle of 
eqllali,o/ before ~; but it has a politico-economic content that 
merits discussion. . ' . 

Tp.e dangers to which the creditors of the State are exposed 
r-' .. 

1 Law of July loth, 1861, n. 9, Art. 3: 'The income insCIibed in the Great Book may 
never, for any reason; even of public need, be subject to any special tax, and its payment 
may never, for any ~eason, even of public necessity, be diminished ,or delayed." 
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arise from the possibility that each group of taxpayers may sucs:eed, 
when it is a question of increasing public expenditures, iIUhifting 
its own tax-burden on to the others. This is more likely to come 
about un#~ ~e s~tem ot..!!l.IDlifQ1d taxes, each one of which is 
legislatively mependent of the others. Thus, it is technically easy 
to increase only the tax on land, or only the tax on buildings, Of 
only the tax on movable property, or only the tax that falls on 
the interest on the public debt .. 

Under the hypothesis of a single tax with a sinlili:J:ate, on the 
other hand, the increase in taxafi6n alltomaticallYstrikeLQr. o~t 
to strike al!~~~~i£i¥s~?f.~~:i>~~rsr Wlienceii follows that the t!!- . 
paym, instead of fightmg each other, become unite~ in .!J!eir 
d'Ctermination .. tQ_conuoLtheiJ.lc;rease i.n Ptililic. ~I>e~9il\U'es aI!Q 
to c~ck. in the interest of all categories of income, th~a.se..in 
taxes. 
-,.he. significance of this conclusion may again be illustrated 

from Italian experience. 
In Italy, the laws regulating the taxation of land and buildings 

are autonomous; hence it was necessary first of all to detach the 
owners ofland and of houses frOQ1 the bloc of all taxpayers for their 
common defence. 1 • 

There still remained, however, the tax on movable property 
which until recently included and subjected to a single tax-rate 
four groups of incomes and taxpayers who already formed by 
themselves an important bloc for common defence against excessive 
taxation. According to Article I of the law, the tax-rate anc\ 
possible increases in this rate were intended to strike equally all 
categories of income from movable property. And this would have 
been a sufficient guarantee for the owners of government bon~s, 
if the promise of Article I had not been evaded by the principle of 
discrimination, which may transform, and has transformed at the 
discretion of the legislator, the general Itu on movabf r-;erV' into 
four or five special ltues, one for every category, each different from 
the other.' 

1 It ia weIllmown, on the contrary. that in Englilh legialation incomes from land 
and from buildings are included under the categories of the Income Tax. 

I The law of 1877 had made a giVeD discrimination, keeping in Category A the in
terest on public as weD as private loam, and allowing a deduction of ZI. 8d., 3S. 8d., and 
.... 8d .. respectively, to categories B. C, and D. 

The law of J 894 first of all raised the tingle rate of Article J from J 3 'zo per cent to 
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At ,this Po.int, and fo.r the reaso.ns given, the co.nsideratio.n o.f 
foreign~ ag~ beco.mes impo.rtant, inasmuch as they have no 
dkect means o.f parliamentary defence. And i£ the publi,c Io.an is 
placed abroad, the dan~ o.f a co.alitio.n of all do.mestic taxpayers 
ag~o.rs becom~re prObable. 

§5 

The o.~tance which renders precario.us the Co.nditio.n 
of public credito.rs as co.~ared with that o.f private o.nes, <ill has 
been Po.inted o.ut, is that(. the Rublic debt is o.ften ~!:£dual from 

. the_s_!a~~p~~!~of the cr~~,,?rs"'and is payable_at, ~will_ ofihe 
d~!4 From this irTo1fows that if the tax on interest IS increased 
in e manner described, the creditor must bear it, not htlving in 

. his favour either a fixed maturity-date· o.r the right to. demand 
reimbursement.) 

-In. private relatio.nships, o.n the co.ntrary, if the tax decreases 
the.amount o.f interest stipulated, in such a way as to. carry it belo.W 
the current rate, at the expiratio.n o.f the contract the creditor with
draws his capital and renews the Io.an under the new co.nditio.ns o.f 
the market. 

Given, then" the possibility that under a system of manifold 
taxes, and under the principle of ~criminatio.n, a general t~ may 

20' per Cent; it then divided Category A into two Categories A' and An, and modified 
the scale of discrimination in such a way as to increase slightly the old rate on Cate
gories D, C, and AU. and to shift the new rate of 20 per cent only to Category A', 
In this way the general tax of Article I was transformed without ~ to do SO, intt 
a special tax on interest on the public debt. 

The following comparison shows how in fact the categories of income from mov, 
able property are treated by the two laws: 

Category A 

. " B 
C 
D 

Law of 1887: uniform 
rate of 13'20 per cent 

13.20 per cent 

9'90 

8'25 
6'60 

Law of 1894: uniform 
rate of 20 per cent 

j A' 20'00 per cent 
lA" 15'00 

10'00 

9'00 

7'50 

This shows that discrimination is used merely as a device for arriving, in the case 0 
each category, at the result that was desired. 

Thus, while industrial profits experienced an increase in the tax-burden of 0'1' 
per cent, and interest on private loans an increase of 1'80 per cent, interest on the publi 
debt experienced an increase of 6'90 per cent in the tax-burden. 

The latest reform abolishes the protection supposedly given by Article I, which i 
this respect hss now become useless, and establishes directly different rates for each c. 
the four categories. Thus they now constitute four independent taxes. 
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be transformed in fact into a special tax; and given the fact that 
the crediton of the State have no right to demand reimbursement 
of the capital they have lent, the only alternative solution is that 
of absolute exemeti?~JroJll.tax,a,!!on. 

ThiS IS, not m itself a bad solution. Its logjcal basis is to be 
found in the theory of the consolidation of taxes or of freedom from 
taxes, which is discounted in theissue-price Of th-;Public loan. 
--:rhe State contracts the loan, offering for public and volUntary 
subscription, let us suppose, bonds the nominal value of which "is 
$100, but the real market value of which is usually lower, depending 
on the net interest that the State will pay. If the State promises 
$5 free from taxes, the actual price of the bond will be 100 or' near 
100 •. If it promises $5 liable to a tax of 20 per cent, it is as if it 
promised $4 net, and the actual price of the bond will be 80 or near 80. 

Thus it is said that ~e.t.Q!.3~Clm ,taxes.Al~ di§£Q..q!lted 
and consolida~iD tbe ~ellin~ ~" 

Accordingly, at the initial moment ofiss!le-that is, of the sa1e.JU" 
lubJCript.ion of the bonds J:. it is a matte~ of indifference for tile State 
and for the investQIwhether the interest is free from or liable to taxationJ 

Tritlie one case, the Stateo6faliis~ IoO in7apftaf and nothlng 
in the way of a tax on the creditor; in the other, it obtains 80 in 
capital, but collects annually one dollar in taxes, which is the interest 
on the twenty dollars which it failed to realize on the selling price 
of its securities. 

The subscriber, on his part, in one case pays $100 and receives 
$5 net in interest, while in the other he pays $80 and receives $4 
net in interest. 

To be sure, this initial condition of equality is modified in the 
future, according as general taxes increase or decrease. Assuming 
that they increase, the owner of a tax-exempt bond will continue 
to receive $5 in interest and escapes the increase in taxes which 
will fall on all other incomes; while the owner of t. t - ,;-ole bond 
will bear this increase like all the othen. ' • 

§6 
Now it cannot be denied that th.sJirst creditor acq.ujfQ..~ 

erivi1e,e. In theory, certainly, th..s..£2!l1!..!r:L!!l.ll~JsQ....bappen
that is, gent!.al taxes may decrc~e; but this case is in fact generally 
held to be less probable. - 297 
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On the other hand, the privilege is in fact attenuated by some 
. compensations that the State derives. Thus, to the extent that the 

taXes ori all incomes increas(!, savings will seek investment in tax
exempt State bonds and thereby raise the price of the bonds -at the 
.same time that they depress the value ofland, houses, 'and industrial 
bonds. It follows from this that the price 'of government bonds; 
precisely because of the fiscal privilege attached to thein~will rise 
very quickly to par arid will go above par, thus haste,ning the 
moment at which it becomes profitable to bring about a conversion 
whereby the State may renew the (lId debt at a lower rate of 
interest. 

Similarly, freedom from taxes, which makes the creditor inde
pendent of the vicissitudes of taxation in the debtor country, influ
ences the capitalization of the interest at the initial moment of 
issue, since the m,vestor is willing to pay an insurance premium 
against the risk of new taxes in the future. 

Through these compensations the policy of exemption would 
provide a radical solution of the problem without distinguishing 
between domestic and foreign creditors; and, in the end, this 
policy comes to be adopted by countries with a high tax-burden 
which must have frequent recourse to internal and external 
borrowing. 

Here, also, speci~ consideration forJQr~j~ers, which is excluded 
in pure theory, comes agam to prevail in the concrete case. For 
foreign capital is sought not only by countries that go into debt 
because they are poor, but also by rich countries which CIo' not 
wish, through the flotation of loans, to withdraw domestic savings 
from investment -in native industries. 

Now, what is an obstacle to, or renders burdensome,\a foreign 
loan is Rot always the remote danger of special or confiscatory 
taxation, so much as the daqg,er ofdgn,bl,e..tMlHion to which interest 
on the debt may be subjected, - once in the country of the debtor 
and once in that of the creditor.) 

This explains why there is riothing unusual in the circumstance 
that wealthy countries of high credit standing should extend special 
treatment to foreign subscribers to their, loans, by applying only 
to such foreigners the policy of_~.eJ!l.Ption and by giving them 
ot1!~-Im:;Lrantees, such as that of the paymenLof interest. in gQld 
and possibly the righ!..~o_ d~~~n<!_!:c:!1Il!>.!lrs~~~I1:.t9ftheir cap'ital. 
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After this extended treatment of the problem, it seems permis
sible to conclude that the first method - that of taxtnp interest on 
the public debt - is p!:£Eer fQUQYDWl'.§..ih;H hold tbelt credit h.i,gh 
by means of a traditional observance..2fJ>l<:Qges ass~d, 'll!l1 that 
~e se£.Qn.c;l»..Jh~ _altc;,!!l~Ey.~.J~ftjQ...go~ments_ whic:;h ~t 
~ire the same ,depee of c(:mEgence. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE COMPLEMENTARY TAX ON 
GENERAL INCOME 

Summary: SUbject of the tax - Foreigners - Object of the tax: ne 
incomes which have been subjected to discrimination - Deduction 0 

debts - Coefficients of correction 

§I 

( THE complementary tax on income is added to the system of d~1 
'-t~s and is the crowning feature of the syst,m; if it satisfies' certait 

fundamental pri~les which we shall now examine.) • 
; W!' From the fisc~t of view, the complementary tax represents 

an increase jn the am~f diz:ect taxation; it strikes the sum of 
, theincomes that were separately subjected to direct taxation, even 

in those,· cases in which, as the result of some sort of preferential 
treatment, these separate incomes in fact pay no taxes for '3, time; 
.and usually, but not necessarily,-it has it progressive form.i)' 

,From this definition it follows thati~~subject of the hQmple
~~~!a2'._,!~i.s_j::h~ Q!ken, a physiclJl p,erson, .9-'" at the most, the 

1 "If we go bl/.ck to its historicaf'origiit, the most valuable material on which is con
tained in the inquiries and parliamentary debates of the House of Commons, we find 
that the income tax was proposed in order to compensate for the bitterly criticized in
equalities which were involved in the taxes on consumption. But the protests were 
satisfied not by the introduction of progression in a symmetrical form, but' by the 
'exemption of the lowest incomes derived fwm labour and capital and by the granting 
of percentages of abatement to minimum and small incomes. ' " 

In the United States, also, the income tax was originally regarded as a device tend
ing to correct the inequalities of the system of taxes, direct as well as indirect, which 
burdened agriculture almost exclusively, while industrial and professional incomes 
escaped adequate taxation. ' , 

But one must not lose sight of the fact that the two taxes on income - in England 
and America - are not complementtl7y taxes, but are basic taxes, more nearly comparable 
to the Italian tax on movable property (imposta della ,.ichezzfJ mobile) than to the Italian 
complementary tax. 

Since there is a growing tendency, nowadays, to exclude the goods consumed by 
the masses from indirect taxation, we cannot IIssign to such a tax as the Italian comple
mentary progressive tax the purpose of counter-balancing the inequalities involved in . 
indirect taxes on consumption. There is no,doubt, however, that in judging the dis
tribution of the total tax-bUl'den among the various classes, the' complementary 
progressive tax is an important new factor in the problem, since in fact it represents a 
notable increase in the tax-burden of the richer classes. 
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family dependent on him, since it is only with respect to such a 
penon or to his family that it is possible to sum up all incomes 
for the purposes of this type of tax. (Business co!,£?rations, therefore, 
are not s~ect to an inclusive tax of this type, sin~yltave <!.~_!l 
sing'll income - deriving from their special type of productive 
activtty=which is distributed among the different shareholders, 
in whose private budgets the income thus received may become a 
part of ~ch person's general income. '\ . 
t It also follows that each individual- whether he is a citizen or 

an alien - owes the complementary tax on the sum of his various 
incomeS, on each one of which he already pays, or theoretically 
ought to pay, direct taxes. I) 

From this fundamental concept it follows that (a) the fo~er 
who draws his income from the country levying the complementary 
tax and consumes it in his own country owes the com£lementary 
t~, because his income is intended to be subject to the direct taxes 
to which the tax under discussion is complementary; (h) the foreigner 
who derives his incomefroDI' his own country and consumes it in 
the country levying the complementary tax do~ the com
plementary tax, because this income is not subject to the various 
direct taxes of the country in which he lives; (c) the ci~n of the 
country levying the complementary tax who finds himself in the 
same situation as the foreigner just described does not owe the 
complemen~ tax; the fact that the one is a citizeilaDl-ilie-other 
an alien does not modify the'economic~relationship, which derives 
from the exchange of taxes for public services .. 

It may seem, and it may in fact be true, that the foreigner and 

I In the literature on Public Finance, it ill still the practice to treat the c:omplemen~ 
Ip at a fJ4t'nmtJ fq IJIdthe various direct. taxes as real.. 

It baa alrady been" iioted that,From-our standpoint, the difference between the two 
ill ~Iy Uclmiud - that ill, it does not have the legal significance which is usually 
aaigned to the word. 'personal' and 'r~'. The relating of the sum . ~ "":;c:omes from 
nrioua aouroes to their single poaseuor facilitates technically tbI so, .. tion of certain 
problam, auc:h at that of the deduction of interest on the personal debts of the tax
payer, and may correct, in part, the enol' of not having deducted such debts from the 
HpUtlte mcon:- when they are aubjected to the various direct taxes; but the 111m of 
"- incomca baa the lime character - real and territorial- as the terms that go to 
make up the aum. Thia ia confirmed by the fact that the $8JJ1e questions that arise 
CIODCO!minr the complementary tax have been asked repeatedly in the case of the tax on 
movable property in Italy, and in the case of the income tax in England and America. 
'I'bt.e who have wished to appeal CO the penonal criterion of the political status or the 
citiRnship of the taxpayer have found themselves faced by insurmountable formal 
contnldictiofta, since it ia not posaible to ignore the fact that income ill produced and 
ia tbeRfoR tlUble 1ritbin the territm;Y of the State! 
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the Citii~n ~ho consunl,e in. the country levying the compl~mentary 
tax income proQuc,ed abroad pro~t from the public services repre
sentedby the,..proVision of safety, roads, Illumination, etc., and that 
they dd !lot'payth,e price forsuchservices on an equal footing with 
o~er . residep.tS'of the country ... T!lls woUld b~ a <,;ase' of economic 
eyasiop.; let iUS admit this, and see how existing legislati6ntakes 
care of the difficulty. ,,' 

. . . §2 . 
'" ~Nowadays, ~ihe forei~er and the citizen pay direct taxes in the 
country,:}~ which ,they produce the income, and pay indirect taxes 
in. 'the country it! mhich they spendit~lJhis'is, tq.e basiLrQLtbe 
solut~on of the problem. If ~e suppose 'that direct taxes are equal 
iililie country of origin and in that of residence and that in both 
countries. the indirect taxes counterbalance the direct, it is no longer 
true that thc;re is tax evasion on the part of the two taxpayers. 

Reasorp.rig··now theoretically; and assuming that the Treasury in 
th,~ ~ountiy of residence succeeds. in striking income produced 
abroad, thC1 tax is an evident dup~tion .. And if the same policy 
is practised - either by way of reciprocity or by way of reprisal
.hythe • other State, there will be doub~licati?n. This will 
induce both taxpayers to return-and live in the country in which 
their income is produced. . 

Ther6by the expectations of the Tre<;tsury are disappo,inted, 
wholly or in·part.. • 

The solu'tion mentioned above has prevailed not only by virtue 
of this negative reasoning; it rests also on a solid positive basis of 
an economic and political character. . 

We 4~ye established the principle that ind~~s arl::.J!n 
j~te~t.p.~r.tQf the.~.~I}Kl~.j~de~t O~_SclJ:rY...Q1(L~itizen .• Tor this 
re~son,' if, the citizen <,;onsumeS1lls income abroaa, lie escapes~e 
payIrienl: of a part of his tax-debt; hence arises, without further 
need for justification, the right of ,the ¢lomestic Treasury \ t6 tevy 
upon him either increased direct tax6; or substitute 'taxes or export 
or emigration duties, or some other form of tax. 

On the other hand, the indirect taxes thatJhe...stat~QlIects 
from th~Joreigners who come aiia stay in-its territory correspond 
to"tlli-i,ggirect .... taxes that it .!lo.es not collect' from it~ <;itj~~h() 
g'OaI;;~ad,---~"'-""" .~~ ----- ... -------. 

•• _4"'~ 
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Herein lies the com~atioD. 
The 'presumption 01 compensation is c'oming.to accord more 

closely with reality eaclJ day in p~oportion as 'the exchango of 
persons between cou~tries aevelops and becomes intensified. ,It 
derives from the; ancient right ~o free movement, which was one 
of t~e first conquests of the modern wprld ov~ feudalism in the 
field of individual ,libertY; and it expresses itsel~ .in international 
relations, in the prinCiple of reciproc\ty. 

Each country may govern its tax-legislation by; this principle, 
without needing to conclude a formal intetnational agreement; the 
latter serves to insure citizens against the danger that tlle.principle 
may in fact be violated and that double taxation may result.l 

The solution which has prevailed up to now seems, because of 
its simplicity and its sound foundation, to be the most satisfactory. 

But if it is still maintained that indirect taxes on con,sumption 
and local taxes do not suffice to pay for the services ~t,'foreigners 
receive from the State in which they live and in which illey consume 
the income produced abroad, a substitute tax - such as a visitors' 
tax - may be adopted without falsifying the character of the 
complementary tax. 

§3 
Object of the Tax 

( The object of the ta¥ is the sum of the incomes, whatever their • 
• • Bource, that belong to one person. ) , 

It should be noted that we are dealing here with a £oJ!lplementary r 

tax - that isi, a tax that strikes the sum of many income3~ each 
one of which has already been struck by another direct tax. From 

I The principle of reciprocity and comp~nsation goea beyond the lIO~of tl,te 
complementary tax. and hu a much broader field of application. It aims'aI ~lifl'l.inate' 
aU CUel of double taxation, and might be made the first,step toward I ,Jre unifor1X\ 
international talIt system - a goal very remote from contemporary kah.y. • •. 

Many ca&eII which are regarded as duplications can be eliminated by applying the 
principle of the depuration of incomes \"hen an income pasSel from one country to the 
other and pays tu..un both. On the otller hand, there are cases of inevitable technical 
duplication: for example, that of the talIt on rental value, which necessarily strikes every 
tenant, whether citizen or foreigner, and bringa it about that since the rental is used 
.. an indo of ,enerel income, the foreigner and the citizen who derive incomes from 
abroad pay taxes indirectly on the latter also. It is a typical case of those capillary 
ilU'qualities which the law is incapable of reaching, and which become adjusted through 
the action of the talIt-payer himself, who will chooae hie residence in such a way as to 
psy, in total tax_, an amount which he regarda .. adequate on the basis of his personal 
evaluation of the facta involved. 
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this'it follows that it must form, with these;' a harmonious whole, 
so as to avoid the possibility that the provisio:ps of one type of tax 
'may be in conflict with the provisions dfthe others. It is 'not neces
sary to take such precautions when we deal ~th a single tax which 
strikes the sJIm of several incomes .belonging to 'oneindividual, no 
one of whic4 has been struck before by anotRer direct t31. 1 

If thq!e incomes, to which it is proposed to apply a co:nple
mentary tax, were all ascertained with the same degree of accuracy, 
their arithmetic Sum would also be the definitive basis of the 
complementary tax, wh1ch, under the conditions indicated, would 
have soJely. the function of introducing progression. '., 

Bu,i.)¥C'know that the conditions thus assumed are'unreal; hence 
to take the arithmetic sum of the incomes from various 'sources as 
the basis of the complementary tax would only aggravate that 
inequality that already exists as between the different direct taxes. 
Yet the arithmetic sum is a first crude dat:g.m, whi~Ii must be 
subjected. to' furth~oration-:--- , 
~ of all, we deduct the debts, including the pers..2!!..al debts, 

of the taxpayer, if accOUnt was not taken of them in the depuration 
of income from land, buildings, etc. Once this deduction is made, 
it becomes evident that the incomes. ascertained for purposes of 
levying the compler:pentary tax are put on a more equal baSis one with 
the other, since in fact we shall have eliminated one cause' of' duplica
tion and inequality which existed in the stjucture of direct. taxes. • 

, . 
1 The criticisms that are directed against the Italian complementary tax - and on 

these it is not necessary to pause.., derive precisely from the fact that Italian legislation, 
in borrowing provisions from foreign laws (those, for example, with respect to the 
Income Tax), has not taken into account the fact that these laws have reference to the 
single taX on general income, and has applied them to the complementary tax, thereby 
creating sEW-erai contradictions in principle. " 

[For a detailed' accoUnt of the criticisms mentioned, see the Italian text. - Trans
lator's note] 

• We are, however, still far from having thereby corrected the more important 
inequalitY that remains in the relationships between the various direct taxes. In this 
connection, for example, it should be noted that Italian legislation falls into the contra
diction of recognizing the principle of the' deduction of debts in the case of the small 
tax-rate used in the complementary tax, and yet does not recognize it in the case of the 
various direct taxes, which tax the interest on debt twice, and at considerably higher 
.rates. . ' . , 

It is not necessary to devote much attention to the false argument alleging that the 
direct taxes are real; since if the owner of lands and of houses and of industrial and 
professional incomes shows that he has a debt due to a third person who pays the tax 
on the ,interest, this interest can and must'be deducted from some one of the debtor's 
incomes, or from those that have a relatively greater importance in his budget. The 
technical legal question could in any case be easily solved. 
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Anoth~uction that the law often allows is the sum of...aJ1 
t~s tha! _!h~.!axE.~er:_~~ alrea~~~? to the State aQ5i.!g 
local governmental units. .This is contrary to the general principle 
according to which all taxes strike, contemporaneously or succes
sively, the same net inco~e; but the' exception that is'made in the 
case .of the complementary tax has a technical reason, in so far as 
it.aims to ellininate the differences in the tax-rates which are paid 
on equal net incomes under the various direct taxes. Thus, the 
tax-rate on income from land might be as high as 60 per ceQ.t and 
even higher, on income from .buildings 'as high as 25 per cent, 
on income from capital 20 per cent, on income from W9fessional 
activity 16 per cent, etc. . .. 

Even if we grant that this differential treatment ~ a 'justifica
tion, this justification must be understood to be removed as soon 
as the stn1ctnre..ot:.direct...taJtation..xeceives..& definitive Io~ 

It is therefore only in order not to. aggravate the 'inequality of 
tax-rates' that talS:es already paid are deducted. To be sure, the 
deduction of taxes already paid does not correct the 'inequality of 
appraisal', in which lies the real problem to be solved. We have 
already insisted many times on the inequality as between the 
various direct taxes which is due to the different degree of accuracy 
with which it is possible to ascertain the incomes subject to these 
taxes. If we take one taxpayer whose total income is composed 
mainly of income from land and another whose income is made 
up principally of industrial and professional income, and theri 
subject the two sums to the complementary tax, the ineqyali!y 
referred to persists if the complementary tax is proportional, and 
is aggravated if the tax is progressive. In the first case;the com ple
mentary'laxwouldoe a useless-organ added to the· tax-otganism; 
in the second, a harmful organ._ 

Let us, in fact, take two incom~s which are really fqt. ", amount
ing to $5000 each, but which, according to the appraisals arrived at 
in the administration of the other direct taxes, amount to $5000 fol" 
one and $2500 for the other; and let us also suppose that in paying· 
their direct taxes they are subject to the same tax-rate - for example, 
20 per cent. The second will then pay half as much as the first. By 
hypothesis. the two incomes are struck by the proportional com
plementary tax with an additional tax-rate of 10 per cent. This is 
~qual to an increase of 10 per cent in the two direct taxes previously 
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p~id; but if the complementary tax is progressive, the first.income 
will pay a higher rate than the second; for example, one 10 per cent 
and the other 5 per cent. The inequality is aggravated in such a way 
as to 'defeat the very intention of the legislator. . • 

We may:.mention, further, the limiting 'case of incomes derived· 
from public bpnds' payable to the bearer, which evade the tax on 
mova~le property and the complementary tax; also that of private 
securities payable to the bearer, on the income from which the busi
ness cprporation pays the tax on movable property for the shaie
holders, but which, after the compant"s profit has passed to the. owners 
of the stocks and bonds, completely escape the complementary tax. 

. If the' a'ctual iIi60mes are equal, therefore, a person who succeeds 
in concealing a larger part of his income will also, besides paying less 

.AD.direct taxes, pay' a smaller progressive rate as compared with a 
person who did not succeed in concealing his income - that is, the 
original inequality would be aggravated. This can be partly avoided 
if the incomes already ascertained for the purposes of direct taxation 
are reviewed and corrected by means of coefficients based on the 
standard of living evidenced by t11e taxpayer,. the value of whose 
residence, automobiles, horses, servants, and country houses are the 
usual indices. 

The process is difficult but necessary;~··correct.ion of incomes 
appraised in the administration of the various direct taxes in force 
must be considered as an essential element of the complementary 
tax; since only to the extent to which this tax equalizes the appraisal 
of incomes already struck by direct taxes does it become a useful 
organ perfecting the 'tax organism'. 1 

. , 
1 In the light of these considerations. it may be stated that the Italian complementary 

tax does not serve the purposes of a better structure of direct taxation. It is merely a 
progreSSIve supw-t_. which increases the rates on incomes of 6000 lire and over, 
leaving intact and often aggravating the inequalities existing among the various direct 
taxes· 
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'[HE SYSTEM OF INDIRECT TAXATION 



CHAPTER I 

INDIRECT TAXES ON CONSUMPTION 

Summary: The two branches of indirect taxation - The basis and the 
distribution of taxes on consumption - Effects of the distribution: 
are indirect taxes inversely proportional to income? - Tendency to 
limit taxes on consumption to one group of goods; character of this 
group - The exemption of articles of popular consumption and 
minimum incomes 

§I 

WE have already seen tha{indirect taxes represent, not a duplication 
of direct taxes, but a division into two portions of the single tax-debt 
which every citizen owes the State}) I 

After the taxpayer has paid direct taxes on the iRcomes he has 
produced, he owes indirect taxes on the same income, to the extent 
that he in fact spends it either in the acquisition of direct goods, in 
order to satisfy present wana, or in the acquisition of instrumental' 
goods, when he saves his income in order to satisfy future wants. .' 

. (From this arise the two branches of indirect taxation:baxes on 
cons~n', and 'taxes on the transfer of prQperty'.) The first 
strike ty!'~n~rt;the second, sqving; the two together strike the total 
income of the taxpayer." ...... . ' 

Hence. the relationship between the two branches of indirect 
taxation is a mutuai!Yc~mplementll,!y_one"of the kind that lias 
already been discussed severarnmes: first in connection with the 
relationship between direct and indirect taxation. th).~i--~nnecti()n 
with the mutual relationships of the various direct taxes to one 
another. and then again in connection with the rdationships of the 
various categories of income from movable property to cne anotht::r. 

Given this complementary relationship. there ceases to be any 
basis for the old criticism according to which(taxes on consumption 
involve inequality because they strike. not the whole income of the 
citizen. but only his expenditure. which, moreover. varies from individ-
ual to individual) v • 
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I~ fact, the inequality involved in the indirect taxes on consump
tion is paralleled by the inequality involved in the indirect taxes on 
property-transfers: the latter mike, not 'the whole of iricome, but 
D~y savings, which vary, like expenditures on consumption, from 
individual to individual, but vary inversely to such expenditures. 
A person who spends muc'h and saves little pays' more in taxes on 
consumption and les$.in taxes on property-transfers; and' a person 
who spends little and saves much will pay more in taxes on property
transfers and less in the form of taxes on consumption.)As a whole, 
therefore, we may ·admit, by way of first approximation, that both 
expendjtures and savings are subjected to e£l!1aUi~l.treatmcnt i~ 
the case of each mdiVIdual Taxpayer; or, at any rate, that there is a 
tendency toward such equality, and that it is at least technically 
possibte to obtain such equality, 

This is the fundamental principle regulating the distribution of 
indirect taxation as between the taxpayers. 

But in considering the relations between the taxpayers and the 
State, we must emphasize the fact that the Treasury loses no part of 
the consumption-taxes which were owed on income that has been 
saved. As a matter of fact, the ~yerreinvests hi~ s<\vings In_!l~w 
pF.oduction; instead of buying an automobile or going on a pfeaSure 
trip, he buys industrial equipment and human labour for the pro-
duction of new goods. ' 

. Between the saver, on the one hand, and the labourer and pro
ducer of machines, on the other, an exchange takes place, through 
which the labourers and the producers of machines' pay the con:" 
sumption-tax on lhe income saved by the buyer, who in 'his . turn 
p~ys the transfer-tax on the instrumental goods which he buys. 

'-Through this excllange the two taxes complement each other, 
but remain distinct; since 'go~ ~~'!!"lI),ption' and 'goods ~ 
,gE,oducti.on' cannot be treated equa y by the two indirect taxes, for 
the reason that the formeE affect only presenl.f~ns~mption, whereas 
~e latter ~ec..!Jh.t:-~~e-EroCf~~.9f1?rodw:tion. - , 
----'Th-eexCllange IS' regarded as taking p'lace at the moment when 

the saver'makes his payment; but this ex~hange may itself give rise 
to another tax, also, when it is regarded as inv~lving the provision of 
a special public service, as we shall see later on. . 

This is the general butline of the theory .. 
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The immediate object of indirect taxes on consumption is repre
sented by the mass of go~!..QfJh.ULrK.Qrder which the ind~'(idual 
intends to devote each year to the satisfaction of his current wants. 
Since we live under an exchange-economy, we may say th~es on 
consumption strike every part of income that every individual spends 
in the acquisition of goods of the first order. 

The ascertainment of this income is made in successive instal
ments, as the taxpayer spends each instalment of his income. The 
price of every good that is bought measures exactly the part of the 
income spent. On this basis, total income would be ascertained 
exactly by summing up the purchases made in a year.' Itis ~bvious, 
therefore, that in order to strike the income, it is necessary that the 
tax be commensurate with, or have reference to, the val.ue of the 
goods bought. 

We also know, from our general principles, that the whole income 
of the citizen is obligated to pay indirect taxes; whence it follows 
that it must be ascertained in its entirety. This requires that all con
sumption-goods - none excepted - must be subjected by law to an 
ad rJalorem tax. 

Reasoning, for the moment, on the basis of this hypothesis
which is abstract, but is necessary in order to make precise the guid
ing principles involved -let us see in what ratio - proportional or 
progressive or inversely progressive - the total burden of taxes on 
consumption is distributed among the various categories of tax
payers. 

$3 
( It is possible to classify dir~<:t KO~ds by beginnin/W.:n those thai 

satisfy relatively more urgent eleme~!ary ~~nts, passing on gradualI) 
to other goods that satisfy more refi~~~Lwants. each of them relativel} 
less . ~rgent than its predecessor in the scale, and ending with so. 
called articles of luxury. ) 

I On~ should avoid th~ ~rror, in dealing with indi~ taxation, of regarding eon 
.wnptioa AI lID indu: measuring income in the sense in which, for example, the con 
lumption of houain, is, or i8 taken AI, lID index of the presumed general income of th 
inhabitant of the hOUB~. 
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Nciw, the indirect tax is necessarily a case of single price - that is, 
it cannot differ, for the same article, from cons1,lmer to consumer. 
If a rich man- buys ten pOJlllds of sugar and a poor man one pound, 
the first Wilt" pay ten times the tax that the latter pays. tthis means 
that the tax on sugar is necessarily proportional to that part Pi his 
income which each of the two spends on the consumption of sugar; it 
is not proportional to the total income of the two.) V " 

-If, however; the same ad valorem rate is levied on other goods and 
services, the total tax-burden will be proportional to the total in-
comes of the various taxpayers. ' 

( On the other ha;nd, if the tax-rate increases as we pass from goods 
"that serve the consumption of the poor to goods that serve,higher and 
luxury"'Consumption, the distribution will be progressive~ 

SiII}.ilarly, absolute exemption of the goods that make up the 
irreducible standard of living of the poorer classes corresponds to the 
exemption of small incomes in direct taxation~ 

\Jf, instead; luxury articles are exempted and those of prime 
necessity are heavily taxed, inversely progressive distribution exists: 

From this parallelism it is permissible to -infer that the principles 
and the forces that determine the policy of direct taxation also operate 
in indirect taxation and explain its organic structure and develop
ment. Persistent and intended contradictions between the two would 
be impossible; for example, progressive c;l.irect taxation would not 
be logically compatible with a heavier burdening of articles of popu
lar consumption by indirect taxes; As for the effects of the tWo, more
over, it may be pointed out that'- alwa~ assuming the hypothesis 
stated above - evasions are either impossible or are ,reduced to 
negligible quantities; since the contraction in the consumption of a 
good that is taxed leads to an increase in the consumption of other 
goods which are also taxed.' . 

This, in broad outline, is the picture presented by pure theory; 
but it is not one which is capable of compl~te realization in practice, 
because the hypothesis of inclusive taxatio~ of all goods and services, 
without exception, is not realistic. . 

The attempt to obtain such taxation- has, to be sure, been made, 
and one may admit that it is possible to persist in such attempts; but 
success has been lacking for various reasons which prevent its 
achievement in practice. First of all, it is not I1Qssible to ascertain all 
consumE!i~oods, 'because of. the circunlstaIlce thaFit would be 
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necessary to include among them those personal services. which 
escape ascertainment and which represent, especially for higher 
incpmes, a notable part of expenditure, and which, moreover, are 
extremely variable in value - as, for example, the fees ofprofessionai 
men. Hence arise gaps and inevi~J?le inequalities. 

In the second place, ~uplj.catiQDS are numerous, une~cted, 
and repeated, because it would not be possible to avoid taxing at one 
and thesame time raw materials and direct goods. Indeed, the 
larger part of direct goods may also be the raw materials for the 
manufacture pf other direct goods, which in their tum may be the 
raw materialS for further transformations. The grape is a direct 
good, and is also a raw material for the production of wine; wine 
is a direct good, and is also a raw material for the production of 
alcohol; alcohol, in its tum, is a direct good and is also a raw material 
for the manufacture of liqueurs. 

To this must be added the detailed labour that would be necessary 
in order to ascertain the value of every_f2~!!!I1l>.tion gOOd and to 
depurate itorthe value of the instrumental gooch..already-1axed; and 
thini of the complcLb~a~ra~~_Q~I!~~tion and the expglSC that 
IUch work would necessitate! 
v To sum up: ~he failure of the attempt to tax all goods makes it 
necessary to solve the problem of the distribution of indirect taxes on 
consumption b.J limiting the 1Illmber of the goods to be taxed. This be
comes the new premise of the concrete problem. ) 

Now, if the taxation is carried out in progressive form, in order to 
make the burden fall predominantly on rich consumers, a large yield 
cannot be counted upon, since we already know that the large in· 
comes form a small part of the total national income, as compared 
with small incomes.' ,.. --

To overcome this difficulty, it is necessary to raise the rates; this 
will lead the rich to contract their luxury consumption all the more 
rapidly. Thus, the yield of the tax, as a whole. will grow smaller; to 
make up for the deficit it will be necessary to raise the consumption
taxes on the classes with small incomes and at the same time it will 

'Conwmption, by· iJlcome..cta-. may be measured by the table and diagram 
g;Veft for the distribution of ineomea, in our discussion of diRc1 progressive _tion 
(Book II, chap. YU. t 10). 
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be iinpossible to allow tax-reductions or exemptions on the consump
tion of the classes with minimum incomes. 

The play of economic forces tends toward an equilibrium in 
which progressive indirect taxation tends to become proportion~l to 
incomes. This explains why the yield from surtaxes on luxury articles 
is often reduced to a negligible quantity. 

The same phenomenon was pointed out in the case of direc,t pro
,gressive taxation, except that in that case the effect was slower in 
appearing, because one had to wait for the rich to liquidate their 
estates, reduce their savings, or send them abroad. Iii the system of 
indirect taxation, the effect ,is more prompt. , 

The result does not appear in the case of taxes on goods subject 
to an .inelastic demand, which are usually consumed alsO'· by the 
classes with modest incomes. , , 

No class escapes such taxes, because no one can contract sufficient-
ly his consumption of bread, meat, or salt. Here, then, is the broadest 
p~~~l)le...basis for taxation. But it is precisely here that the greatest 
~~c.1..Pf taxes on co?,sumption ,appears! for, while they are pr~por
tional to that part ofmcome wIDch the nch and the popr respectively 
spend for the most necessary goods, they .ar.e inversely.~prop.ortional 
,t<?.,!~~ .!9..t.~.uE,!;.Qro.e .. pLthl:.1w.Q~ .. The part of income spenf for bread 
and salt an!! other similar goods represents a relatively large part of 

, the income of the poor, but a relatively small pa~t of the income of 
the rich. Take, for example, the case of salt: the per caput ,£QnsuI}lption 
, of salt is fixed - that is, it is independefit;" or almost indepenpent, of 
thecOOsUrner"s income. Take the case of bread: the workman spends 
a relatively larger part of his income on bread than do the wealthier 
cl~sses. Take the case of dwellings: the same is true, though to a 
smaller extent. These are three typical examples. , 

§s 
. The Group of Selected Goods 

Now that the elements of the problem have been given, we can 
constructla system of indirect taxes on consumption which reduces 
to the minimum the defects mentioned. ) . . 

. Since it is impossible, for the reasons indicated, to strike alI. the 
goods and, services on which the income of citizens is spent, it is 
necessary to work with one group of goods. . 
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This group cannot consist only ofluxury articles, because it would 
then provide only a limited basis for taxation and because the high 
rate to which it would be necessary to subject such articles as a result 
woAld restrict their consumption, and hence the tax-revenues. It is 
not possible to take as a basis the group of necessities and articles of 
mass consumption - although such a group would yield an appreci
able revenue even at low rates - because the taxation would be in
versely proportional to income. By a process of elimination, the 
problem is capable of solution if and to the extent that there exists a 
~ of direct goods which satisfies the following three-fold re
qUlfement; l{ay-it must represent a~es of consumption which are 
no~tiesj {brthese articles must be consumed on a broad sca.1ej 
(e) the consumption of these articles must be capable of incteasing . )---expansIon. v-

ThlS group exists everywhere, with more or less notable variations 
from country to country. v'Coffee, tea, tobacco, wine, alcohol, 

"liqueurs. beer, sugar, andfa' few other articles satisfY these three 
requirements. ~d the requirements are satisfied also by other .. 
articles of cODSumption which reflect more directly the standard of 
living of the family - such as serv!!lts, riding..hctses, autoElobiles, 
bi~es, pianofortes, etc. 

Naturally the group varies· according to the habits of differen~ 
peoples; but it varies above all according to the wealth of each coun
try, tending to include fewer commodities in proportion as the stand. 
ard of living of the population is raised. :Articles that are not regarded 
as necessities in relatively poor countries become necessities in richer 
countries in proportion as there is an increase in the well-being of the 
masses. (A. typical example of this is tU$ which is regarded as a 
lux\!'!y"i~n!ries. and hence liable to heavy taxation, while in 
rich countnes itli~ecome an article of necessary consumption 
which the masses try to exempt from indirect taxaUon.l,jI ---

In proportion as it shrinks, the group under discdSsion acce,ntu
ates th~ characteristic of including goods of practically unlimited 
consumption, which increase with the continuous increase of wealth 
and general well-being, even independently of the increase in pdp
ulation, while the taxes on necessities, which are rapidly satttrated, 
increase almost er:.tirely as the result of the increase in population
that is, slowly .. 

Every tax-reduction, moreover, that is accorded to necessities 
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leav~ a free margin of income which maybe devoted to higher 
forms of consumption, which can bear a somewhat higher tax; from 
the standpoint of the Treasury, this resolves itself into a compensa
tion which is partial, but is immediate and destined to mcrease. 

§6 

This solution of the problem is not immune to criticism. In fact, 
it rests on the presumption that the consumption of the goods that 
form the group is an exact index of the general consumption of the 
citizens, and that therefore the taxes paid on the consumptiOll of the 
group are "proportional to the income of the taxpayers. 
. Now, since we are dealing with an indirect and inferential deter
mination of income, it is obvious that this presumption is not exact 
and may be criticized. 

We do not have statistical data that permit us either to affirm or 
to deny; but we can advance some further considerations which have 
the effect of weakening the criticism mentioned. . 
~t of all, 'consumption,-n;ust not be limited to a compar4on of 

two individuals; it must, in addition, take account of the n.uclei
members of a family, the number of servants, etc.-which are grouped 
about the individual who pays. If Brown, a labourer, has an income 
of $200, and Smith, his employer, has an income of $4000,. it is 
difficult for Smith, as an individual, to consume 20 times as much 
coffee, wine, spirits, sugar, and tobacco as Brown. But when account 
is taken of the fact that Smith pays for the consumption of all the 
members of his family and of the servants and often of friends ~nd 
guests, the conclusion stated above undergoes a first modification. 

Nor is this all; for every good within the group is susceptible to 
division -into units having different degrees of excellence, to which 
different market prices are attached, and with tespect to which the 
State, by means of a tax on consumption., applicl the policy of mani
fold prices. If it is difficult, therefore, for Smith to drink twenty times 
as much wine as his workman, ~it is not equally difficUlt for him to 
drink wine twenty times as expensive, if in place of ordinary wine he 
puts fine wines for himself and for the group with which he has social 
relations. . 

Finally, it must be borne in mind that the comparison is not made 
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for each individual good, but for their sum, since some do not enter 
at all into the consumption of the less fortunate classes. 

If these circumstances still seem inadequate, there remains the 
consideration that the consumption of tobacco, of alcoholic bever
ages, of coffee, and other similar things is not necessary: everyone may 
renounce such consumption wholly or in part, or may get along with 
articles of inferior quality and substitutes. In the final analysis, the 
result is that these two types of action - that of the Treasury which 
bases the tax on goods that are not necessities, differentiates these 
goods according to quality, and subjects them to the policy ofmani
fold prices, and that of the consumer who has great freedom in con
tracting consumption - meet in an equilibrium' point, at which the 
tax finally comes to be distributed proportionally, or almost pro
portionally, to the income of the citizens. 

Raw Materials 

Another principle for the determination of the group to be sub
jected to indirect taxation is that in!!!!.lmen~oods - that is, raw 
materials - sh~~l~_!l_ot be incluC:ied3:~()~.K-!hem:--

We have already said that indirect taxes on consumption are in
tended to strike the citg~n'U.!l_co.!De. Now, income is measured more 
exactly by the value of the goods of the first order and less exactly as 
one passes to goods ofincreasingly higher orders. Furthermore, dlel 
indirect tax on raw materials becomes unequal in its effects upon the ' 
various consumen, since from the same raw material are obtained 
products of different value; hence if a tax is levied on the ra~ _material 
rather than on finished products, the poorer taxpay,.. iOrce~ 
pay a relatively larger tax. , 

This second condition which must be satisfied by the group of 
goods chosen as the basis for indirect taxes on consumption is ex
pressed by saying that(these taxes should strike the goods as near as' 
possihl, to 'hi CORSUmu:) It goes without saying that what is meant is 
ecouomic..nea~~!!.S, in the sense that it is necessary (a) to strike the 
article aUb~oment that it is finally transformed intQ.A..~ir:~g9Od;, 
and (h) to avoid phenomena of reperc~siqn_undIriction..beJ;ween 
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the colJ.Sl,l.llJU, on ~e Qne hand, an.2.fue prod'!!£~u>~!ht_~ddJeman, 
on ~~ other, by avoiding, so far ai possible, compelling the latter to 
pay Instead of the former. 

'\/ {. To sum up: the tend,~ncy'to concentrate th~ burden of indirect 
taxation on an increasingly res,tricted group of goods of general con
sumption which are neit necessities represents the law offoriIlation or 
transformation ofindirect taxation in modern countries.) . 

. The extent to which this general tendency is in fact realized is 
limited by the actual position of the :public budget }n· relation 'to the 
private wealth in each country. But the general condition for its 
realization is that private wefllth must increase more rapidly th;m 
public expenditures, since only then can the citizens employ the new 
margin of incop1e to increase their private consumption, passing 
from the moret~" the less urgent article~ of consumption and making 
possible the shifting of the burden of taxation from :the first to the 
second. 
" (In rel,atively poor countries with a high tax-burden, it is not 
possible to exempt entirely goods of general and necessary consump
tion, since they are the only goods that provide a base broad enough 
to assure an adequate revenue for the Treasury:') Every exemption, 
no matter how small, that is made for the benefit of the poorer class 
would resolve itself into, a reduction iIi the tax-burden for all the 
wealthier classes, wit1).out compensation for the State. 

We are dealing with a state of fact with respect to economic and 
financial conditions iI;l which all modern countries have found them
selves in the first stage of.their economic development. And it is at 
such a time that the countries concerned adopt, as the only expedient 
of limited scope and transitory character that is available, the ex
emption of minimum incomes from direct taxahon as a compensation 
for inverselyproportional indirect taxation. 1 But. as soon as the coun
try emerges from this first period, and, with the general increase of 
wealth, initiates' a broader policy tending to make the bu~den of 
indirect taxes proportional to incomes, and subsequently also to 
transfer it progressively fro~ the less fortunate classes to the 'richer 
classes, the two practices :1,-that of t1J.e exemption of minimum in
comes from direct taxation and that of the exemption of articles of 
popular consumption from indirect taxation - are developed along 
;p.arallellines, as two corollaries of a single tax-policy. ) 

1 Book III, chap. VI, §4. 
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CHAPTER II 

ASC~RTAINMENt AND COLLECTION 

Summary: Ascertainment of the objects on which taxes are to be levied: 
ad valorem duties and specific duties - Direct collection from the 
consumer, indirect collection from the producer - Revenues from 
State monopoli~ are different from fees and patrimonial revenues -
Critical examination of the difference between revenues from State 
monopolies and taxes on manufactures - ConditioQs under which' 
each is likely to prevail - Comparison between taxes on manufac
tures and sales taxes - The principle that all indirtc(taxes on con
sumption are mutually complementary 

§I 

Specific Duties 

HAVING defined the basis of indirect taxes on ~o~sumption, or the 
objects on which such taxes are to be "levied, let us pass to the prob
lem of ascertainment of these objects. 

Ifwe start from..1he principle already expounded - namely,.that 
the iiiliiUSt be Proportional to the value of the5~~m~ctit)l w.hiclUt 
is a::c_si[e~ttQ::t~x-=-theoreticnty theso-ciille(rsY~~~4.J!~lormz 
~uties' o~.to.prevail. .. 

In the concrete case, however, this system givc;S rise to almost 
insurmountable difficulties m.-cQ.tI~s:tion, as soon as an attempt is 
made to aScert;Iri-'Yah~es'. Every commodity is subdivided 'into 
BUb-speCies each ot:which has a different quality, different uses, and 
a different value. Take, for example, wine, which has a national 
market and with respect to which the circumstance ju~t --:ationed 
might not seem significant: the wine of each region ane! 01 (en of each 
municipality has 1- different alcoholic cont~nt, a different composi
tion, a different price; the wine of one region i~ a raw material, that 
of another is ready or almost ready for consumption; the one can be 
be kept and transported and allowed to age, while the other cannot. 

Moreover, ascertainment. of the different values ought to be made . -...._, ________ .4 
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at th,e time of colle~on - that is, when investigations for the pur
pose of aScertammg market value are most difficult, and when the 
disputes between the t~payer and the Treaslllj' agent are most 
bitter.(In order to make collection r~id, certain, and not too ex
pensive, it has been found necessary to fix th;duties on th~basisof 
wright or ca2,agty or vo!!!..me or nul!!!>er, substituti.,!!g for ad valorem 
duties 'specific duties', as they are called when they are commensur
ate with weight, number, etc.) Thus, ordinary wine. is taxed, ~thout 
further qualifications, at so much per gallon. As a result, the duty 
comes to involve inequality; but an attempt is made to avoid this 
evil by subdi~ding ercf!1OIp,IUodity intQ.Il~veral.class.es and att~mpt
ing to-nave ea_c::~lass c<i!t_cid_~ with_uifferenurice, although 
the evil is thereby merely lessened, rather than eliminated. In any 
case, it is along this line that an attempt is made to reconcile the 
economic basis of the ad valorem duty with the practical basis of the 
specific duty. 

Forms of Collection 

In passing to the problem of actual collection, it should be noted 
that what is important is the choosing of the most convenient moment 
f~~ction. Now, accordingTo-the principle afTeaify expounded, 
the most convenient moment is that at which th~m~ is 
nearest the consumer: '. 

yea) Hence-the group that best satisfies this criterion is that in 
which the in~ arecollec~t1y _(rom the COllSUmer: 
this is the case with respect to tax~~ts, bicycles, h~)J;~es~ clogs, 
automobiles, pianofortes, a!!..d sg<>.~. . .' 

. T~thod -of collection is the mo.,agirect and the~p~
sive; but it can be applied o~goodswhich are used more than 
dllce, and not even to all of these, for ~guld reglliJ:-C!j~q\!i§itoriaI 
invesj~.!io.ns into domestic life whic~.would not be tolerat~d. I~ 
order to stnke other gooos, therefore, It IS necessary to ascertam then 
existence and their value while they arean the hands of the producer 
and the merchant, who, as we have already pointed out, will pay the 
tax in advance on'behalf of the consumer. 

(h) Now, it may happen that the pro~:Kable goodi~ 
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the State i~elf, in which case no agency intervenes between the 
Treasury and the taxpayer. It is necessary, however, that the State 
shouldno! be ill compet!ti<>n with Pr!vll!C:j>!"odu<:~rs ofsimilar .. anides, 
iftai"evasiOJa-ll:[e to..be av.oided. 

Thus arises the 'P!~topti.ve' 1 or fiscal mQnQ.poly, which we may 
regard as the second method for the collection of taxes OD...J:;QmlJ..mp
tioo. Through such 'prerogatives' the State becomes proprietor, 
entrepreneur, manager, and merchant under conditions of legal 
monopoly, and sells the goods produced at a m~nopoly price. The 
differen<:~J2-C<!~eJOl costJUldp..rk~ .. .is.. .the .tax ~.ngunption. The 
t<?bacco monopoly is atypic!ll exa~pl~ 9fj:h~.&!:~_uJ>' 

As a result of the fact that the ~tate becomeslan entrepreneur, 
these monopolies have often been put on a par with the posia.l sy:~t~!!t, 
the telegraph system, railways, and even with patrimonial goods. 

But it is easy to see the difference. ..' 
(We know that the ~isa price for public service and that itJu. 

cost:p~ce.) The manufacture of cigars, on the other hand, is not a: 
pu6lic service and the pri.f~_~!:. cigars is a monopoly price. We ax:e 
dealing with tw~D!~~opolies that areellurely a.i1Ierent i~oJ?e, 
cOJ.ltent, and pric«:"p?hcy. In one case, the State wins at the highest 
possible gain through monopoly price; in the other, it aims at the 
maximum expansion of the consumption of public goods through 
the charging of only a cost-price~ 

Similarly, the cigar factory is managed by the State for the pur
pose of, and within the limits necessary for, collecting a tax. If, how
ever, the form of collection were to change, th~e would abandon 
the industry, but would not sell it to oth~rs. a$j(it~g~_~aJrimorual 
a~et. In other words, it would se!UheJ'~E.!o"!y"'~s ~uild!ng, but 
would not sell the monopoly for the manufacture of 9K!lruo. a prirate 
enterprise-:-Nevertheless, an analogy does exist between a State 
factory for the Ihanufacture of cigars and patrimonial goodS; for in 
both cases the State is an entrepreneur and behaves - "t .... ·...:t to the 
,limits set by the 1i$cal aim that it wishes to achieve and the time in 
which it hopes to achieve it - like a private monopolist. For this 
reason, the lame objections that are advanced against fiscal monopo!. • 
lies are advanced against other forms of state enterprise, these objec
tions being summed up in (a) the relatively inferior.h.usiness cap~city 
o(~~_~tat~J and (b) the gre.~ter .. ~~~~ indepen~~~ce t4at revenues 

1 [Italian: privatifJG - Translator'. note] 
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frQ~:f!scalmonQP_Qlies.gbre..to the powe!._of th~~utive, as against 
the legislative, branch of the government. 

Both of these causes tend to bring about the same result: namely, 
that they work in the dir~ction of the ~boli~.~_?i.~~.~Lx.n.onop?l.ies, 
unless reasons of econOmIC and financial expediency or of pohtlcal 
interest prevail. 

§3 

The alternative to fiscal mQ~lies is the tax on manllfa~tures, 
which, though it is intended to be pa~telyby .the..con !J.mer, 
is col~t,ed whi~the gQ()~sar~ still in: the hands of the producers. 
. Between the fisc~li~s - a typical example of which is 
the tobaccQ...mQnopoly - and the tax on manuf'!!:.~o.res - a typical 
example of which is the tax ou·llie·d\\till.iiii oLspirits - there are 
relations. of ~~utual su~stitutional character, in the sense that one 
may ,be used lh th~ pla-ce of the other. 

Abstracting fr<!m possible pressure by special interests, and 
reasoning only from. the stand point of the· fiscal interes t of the com
munity, we may· say that the development of the system of fiscal 
monopolies - which excludes private competition - reaches its 
limit of expediency as soon as the adoption of the tax on man-qfac
tures, which strikes all manufacturers, provides relatively greater 
advantages. . 

The calculaHol.l must be carried out case by case, all the ele:rp.ents 
ofthe concrete prOblem being assigned due weight. 'But a consider
.ation of a general economic character is this: tha!..i.I;t:~()th...c~s~..!h~ 
m~~..K~~ .• ~yailabl@-. .fbr taxatiQn..is giyen by the difference.Jletween 
cost ,and s~...Price. 

The selling price may be assumed to be equalin both cases; for, 
by use of the tax on manufactures, the State can bring the price up 
to the level of the price that would be set by a fiscal monopoly; hence 
the difference between cost and price can be increased only by reduc· 
ing cost. 

All the difficulties that the State meets in organizing and man 
aging a monopolistic industry - difficulties of a tes..hnical aI.!dpolit 
icatcharacter, those having to do with relative abilities, the preven 
tion of evasions, and so on - result in increased cost. If the Stat 
prbduces at a cost higher than that which private enterprise woull 
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incur. it condemns the nation's capital and labour to relatiye un
productiveness and decreases that difference between cost and price 
which is the margin available for taxation. 

The contrary usually happens in the case of a private enterprise. 
On the other hand, even if the State does produce at higher cost, 

thus condemning the nation's capital to relative unproductiven~s, 
it can find some compensation in the following two circumstances. 
(4) In actual fact, the State hardly ever succeeds in raising the tax 
on manufactur~ up to the theoretical limit of monopoly price that' 
would be charged by a fiscal monopoly, because offrictions and evas
iom and the expenses of supervision and enforcement, which increase. 
as the tax increases, so that, other conditions being equal, the tax on 
manufactureS' cannot, as a rule, attain levels that are so high as to 
equal the prices which are charged by fiscal monopolies. (b) Under 
monopoly, on the other hapd, it is possible to practise the policy of 
manifold prices, to which the. products o,some m9nopolies - such 
as the tobacco monopoly...:... lend themselves. 

U, To sum up: it may be said - and this is also confirmed by exper
ience - that through the use of the tax on manufactures the State 
utilizes, to' the' country's economic advantage, the greater productive 
capacity of private industry, at the cost of some sacrifice of public 
revenues; and that through the use of fiscal monopolies it obtains 
larger revenues, at the cost of some sacrifice of the.producttveIiess of 
the nation's capital and labour:,\ 

From this may be derived the following law of general tendency: 
whe" the fiscal needs of the Treasury are more pressmg, fiscal IiiOno
polies take the place of taxes on manufactur~s, at the same time,in
creasing the amount of taxation; but wnen fiscal pressure is lessened 
and the interest of the general economic system again asserts its 
dominance. taxes on manufactures again replace monopolies. af 
the same time reducing the amount of taxation . .' ._ 

The tax on manufactures is further removed froIf t.. ~ consumer 

I The Italian taxes that strike conswnption goods while they are in the hands of 
the producer or the middleman are many, and were increased during the World War. 

Taxes are collected on the following commoditia while they are in the hands of the 
producer: spirit!!, lUgar, matches, beer, chicory and coffee substitutes, gas, and so 
forth. Recently there wal inuoduced a tax on wine in the hands of the vine-grower, 
but this hal Iince heen abolished. , 

Municipal taxes He collected on the aale of the following articles while they are in 
the hands of the middleman: wine, vinegar,liqueun, meat, etc., 88 well as on the aale 
of luxury artic1es, and 80 on. 
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than ~ll other indirect taxes; and for this reason recourse ought not 
to be had to it so long as it is possible to strike the consumer direcdy 
either through internal or external duties on consumption, or through 
taxes on ewes' or 'fur~ver', levied on goods while they are in the 
hands of the middleman who sells direcdy to-the consumer. 

To be sure, sales taxes. 1 which ih Italy are now levied on both 
wholesale and 'retail sales, present other incQDvC!!iences, among them 
that ofng! striking the produGer, or~ at any rate, of bringing it about 
that evasion by the producer and those dependent on him becomes 
almost iiiCVitable. 

Sales taxes are parallel~Jlties on consumEtion and custo!lls 
. ~, which strike merchandise upon its entrance into 'the m~ci
pali!)' ,~d upon its importation into the country,and are paid by the 
midc;Ileman o~ by th"e consumer himself. . 
'. From: this' first general oudine of the, various methods by which 
indirect taxe~-o~consumI?tion are collected, it may now be seen that 
~y_~z:yJn.ethod, 4as jts own.sp~ere of application, and must not he 

. -examiileq ):>y its~,.~part trom the others. Eac:h has its particular 
.deficiencies and itsJDerits, which others either do not have of have 
in an inverted ordfr; a!ld all together make up the orgaDi! structure 
of indirect taxation/tending, in their total effect, to avoid duplica
tions and tax evasions and to assure the distribution of indirect taxes 
in a unif&rm ratiq -let us say proportionally - over all incomes, or 

"over the part of ~ll incomes that representsexpendilure. .' 
. Nevertheless, it seems to us useful to study, at somew~at greater 

length, certain fiscal monopolies and also customs duties, both of 
which have 'is: long histOry ana present major theoretical interest. 

'.~ , 
~ ...... 4 

,.. , 
1 [Italian: 'imboste di spaccio',and 'imposte di $Camhi,,. - Translator's note ] 



CHAPTER III 

FISCAL MONOPOLIES 

Summary: The tobacco fiscal monopoly - Other methods of collection -
The salt fiscal monopoly and the exemption of minimum incomes -
The lottery fiscal monopoly: the fiscal theory and the moral theory -
The compromise between the two solves the concrete problem and 

. prepares the way for the abolition of the public lottery 

§I 

Tobacco Monopoly 

\..WE shall first discuss the 'tobacco monopoly. &ob,acco ~s 't~ 
mateti~a, excellence, since it presents ag the el~~n,ti that-a com
modity suI>jectto indirect taxation should have~ it is a di!'s..ct good., 
and is not...tlu:.raw material fO!..!.l!Y.,~Ql"€:~~i$nififilP\ pt:Od?t~; it is a~ 
article vef"y widelX.fonswned, but is no~ necessitY; its cOnsUUlP.tiOll 
is-Sk~c, and is more likely to vuy il]. the ai~ction of pro.esive 
expa.mign than of con~llction.). \,.; , . 

Indeed, the possible consumption of tobacco may be regarded as 
being practically without limit, above all in countries, like Ital11 in. 
which the average consumption of the inhabitants ·is still far be~w 
the average consumption in richer countries. Furtherrtlore, tobacco 
lends itself,. because of the multiplicity of fts product~ of different 
degrees of excellence and value, to the satisfaction of the require
ments of the various consumer~, who differ in taste and' financial 
standing."'·.; 

In..rul£.QJJ.ntries. tobacco is be~~~d, but it is not taxed in all 
countries by means ofa monopoly .• We shall begin, hoy.......-:,r, with a 
discussion of the latter method; and we shall use, folthe pUrpose of 
illustration, the Italianlaw on the subject. 

According to t~is law,V(a) the State limits the culti,.Y!ltion of . 
tobacco to certain tpecified zones, and grants cultivation concessions 
to private individuals, who exercise these concessions under the 
lupervision of Treasury agents; (b) toba'Cco-.eafis sold to the,State. 
exc@jyely, at prices corresponding to the ~uality Of the product, the, 
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price ~~hedules having been made known to the growers in advance; 
v(c) t1itst~ carries out directly in its own factories the transfQIlIla
tion of the leaf into tobacco ~ducts and sell~ these products in 
retail shops. -

'From this it may be seen that the ~e ~ the superior te.ch
nical ca~city of the private farmer, and might also use the superior 
te"i:'hnical capacity ~ privat~nufacturer, reserving for itself 
only the supervision and the control of the cultivation of the plant 
and the supervision of the manufactUre of the products.' 

In order to provide the quantity of tobacco required by domestic 
consumption, neither l~~areas of land nor numerous factories are 
needed; hence it is economically possible- to concentrate the maIlU
facture in a few large fa~tories. This circumstance also makes pos
sible a reduction in the costS of supervision and makes it easier to 
prev«!!!. illicit activity at least outside of the zones of cultivation. 

\The re~me .of monopoly is completed by forbidding private 
<!ndi~als tQ,. iri'l~qrt tob,af.G2 frm.n ab,oad, except for small quanti
ties fQr personal use~ on which a high2t1!oms.Jfuty islevied~ 
,. In ,its price policy, the State behave.s_.!!!!.~~~rt:ect private 
monopolist, who aims at the hi~(iiOsSlble profit, without invok
ing t'onsiderations Of any other sort; for tobacco, if it is not injurious, 
within certain limits, certainly is not a hygienic object of consump
tion, so that its use may be diminished without bad effects, if it suits 
the monopolist's advantage to. effect such a reduction in its use. 
Furthermore, tobacco products lend themselves to a policy of mani
fold prices. 

( The alternative to the monopoly would be < a tax. on (njtilGiJtion 
and manufacture.) 

The tax on cultivation would be paid by the ~ower according to 
the area of the land cultivated and the numbtt .. afplants grown on a 
given unit of area. - - ".' 

.J Recourse is had to the double criterion of the area of the land 
and the number of plants in order t2.~ent e~y evasio.n$J)tt.lie t<iX. 

In fact, if the tax were established only on the b~~1"ea, there 
would be a tendency td increase the nu~!!~x:..()Cplants which can be 
cultivated economically ~m each ~nit of area, with the purpose of 
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evading the tax. On the other hand;tif the tax were commensurate 
only with the number of plants, there would be a tendency to prevent 
the cultivation of plants of the most economical size, since the growers 
would raise larger plants in order to evade the tax:} v 

To the tax on cultivation must be added a tax on manufacture,' 
which is intended to tax the different articles on the basis of their 
quality and degree of fineness . ....,,-. . 

The ta~~~ manufactu~~ ~D.1hc..1iscallI1O.I1Op.oly does, 
probably because, given the fteedom to manufacture and the num
ber of manufacturers, the high tax encourages sm~ling and obliges 
the StaJe to. undertake.' supervision which is expensive, and, tQ a 
large extent, futile. The system has, nevertheleSS; advantages from 
the economic pornt of view, because private enterpris~ht either 
produce at lower cost, or manufacture articles more satisfactory to 
the variety of consumers' tastes, or have the suppleness and ·elasticitY 
which are necessary for the maintenance and expansion of the fac
tories, the prompt provision of raw materials, the fofecasting and the 
satisfaction of consumers' demands. These are the respects in which 
all the shortcomings of State monopoly were evidenced during the 
World War. 

To sum up;(the system of taxes on cultivation and manufacture 
may be preferred when the Treasury does not demand an excessively 
high tax on the consumption oftobacco~ If, however, considerations 
of a fiscal nature predominate, monopoly has given and will give 
greater revenues. l 

§s 
The Salt MonopolJ 

{ The second ancien.1.mwl~ is that of salt. Salt presents char
acteristics opp~hose of to~co; it is, to be sure, an article 6£ 

ropula.!.consumption, but it is also an article of consumptign which 
1 A third method of collection which had been perfected in EngtlPk .• ld which has 

ncently b«-en radically modified, is the prohibition of the cultivation at tobacco within the 
country, in order to force domestic consumers to obtain abroad both the raw materials 
and the finished products. The' Treasury collects high import duticK.'\ 

But the traftllformation of the raw material into finished products which is sub. 
sequently carried out must be subjected to a new tax, which may take the form either 01 
a taX on manufactures or of a fiscal monopoly. 

In the final analysis, therefore, the difference would reduce itself to the prohibition 
of cultivation witlun the country. This cannot be economically injurious to a country 
in which the cultivation of tobacco is not "atUTal; but it would be economically harmful 
to a country like Italy, in which the cultivation of tobacco is natunlly remunerative. 
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.~ necessarY. fu!: the physiological ~aintenance of the humanorg~.n
ism;:-if is a direct ,good, but It is also a raw material usei.bya con
tinually increasing nUI!!t?£r ofjp,dustries; itis'-~ article of g~al 
and neceerx con~mption, but the dem3,qQ. for it is E.~ elastic, and 
dO~-!!!.St.e~se wl~h~th..iJ:;l...we~.) 1."-

The production otrock salt is concentrated in a few mines, which 
are easy to supervise; on the other han<;l., it i~_efCP~n~~YJ:.tQ~up(!I:Vise 
th~~~.:<;()ast, where it is possible to carry on il.!!-£t.9.p.!!rations, by 
means of the evaporation of sea-water«!he monopoly is therefore 
based on the prohibition of the use o.t: a good which is fr.:e or 
almost free; it is this faCt that has ah~ays 1llade the' tax on salt 
unpopular.) ,-, .. 

For this reason the principal question is not what method of 
collection is to be preferred, but the very principle of liability to 
taxation. 
• Salt was a taXable m~erial par excellence in the past, when fiscal 
policy, through necessity or 'as a result of the will of the dominant 
classes, tended to' shift the burden of taxation to, the dominated 
masseS. There was a time when each family was assessed a minimum 

• annual consumption of salt. Thus' the 'salt tax corresponded, in 
indirect taxation .. to .the.p.olktax ixuiirect taxatIOn.' -

t l For these and other reasons, in modern countries salt is the 
typical commodity ex~-in~t t;ges op C0tWl.mption.) 

The solution of the. problem depends on the relative importance 
of one or the other or 'these two genera! tendencies in fiscal policy. 
All the considerations of a technical economic nature which are ad
vanced on behalf of the preservation.or the abolition of the sal~ 
monopoly have only a secondary importance. ( 

. Nevertheless the tax and the monopoly are still defended or 
. attacked by the use of argumentS whichinay be met by other argu
,ments, and thus leave the problem unsolved. Thus, to the criticism 
that we are dealing with an article of consumption which is physio
logically necessary, it is replied that we are dealing also wit~' an, 
article the 'consumption of which is limited; to the criticism that we 
are dealing with an article of consu:;'uption that is inversely propor
tional to income, it is replied that su~ptuary taxes on the rich re
establish a proportional relationshiMt<t the criticism thattsalt is a 
raw material for stock-breeding, and subsequently for the manufac
ture of manure and several other industrial products, it is said that 
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salt as a raw material may be denatured and sold at cost-price or:at a 
price close to cost. ') l 

In fact, an attempt has been made to set up several classes of 
salt - namely, sa!tas,i1 raw material, salt for coqking, and table 
salt - each class having a differe~Jl!ice. But the spread between 
the different prices must be kept within very narrow limits if evasion 
of the tax is to be prevented. 
t An argument in defence of the tax on salt is that the ~o~t of Er~

duction is so lowthat it is able to beat.a m()derat~ tax which, though 
it involves only a sm~ ..!,\crifice on the rart of .the taxp!lyer, 
assures a consid~rable revenue to the State.) But it is replied that 
the State's cost of manufacture is much higher than the cost would 
be to private enterprise, and that it is high as compared with the 
cost of the salt that can be extracted from salt water, which is almost 
a free good. . 

The following two facts, which are taken from Ita,lian experience, 
have more weight than any of the arguments that have been used in 
an attempt to clarify the question. 

. (a) The first is that it has been impossible to maintain the mono
poly in either Sicily or SarClinia. 

(6) The second is that in Italy the average consumption of salt is 
lower than in richer countries; and that in more than half of Italy -
the South - the average consumption is lower than average consump
tion in the nation as a whole. And when it is.remembered that the 
diet of the Italian population of the South is 'made up primarily of 
vegetables, and that the Italian people would therefore be expected 
to consume more salt than would meat-eating peoples, it" must be 
recognized that the elementary sources of the demand for salt are 
Dot saturated and that the tax is an obstacle in the way of such 

. saturation. And it must be noted, further, that since we are 
dealing with an article the consumption of which should not be 
allowed to fall below a physiologically indispensable pi: -.dum, the 
reduction of a small part of such consumption causes' more than 
proportionate changes to the health of the poor taxpayers. 

To sum up(poor countries with a high tax-burden do not easily 
give up the ancient tradition ofa salt tax. The defences of it aim only 
to prolong its feeble existence in countries that are not yet in a posi
tion to practise with some liberality the poliey of a progressive tax
exemption of minimum incomes.) V' 
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But as soon as economic progress permits such a policy, salt can
not avoid being affected, in spite of all defences that might be made 
on technical grounds, by the action of that higher law~ 

The Public Lottery 

In,certain countries - as in Italy - the public lottery is also a 
mO!!9£Qly_£f..1h~ Treasury. In every game of chance, 'there is one 
who accepts the wagers and 'holds the bank' and there are those 
who wager. If the game is open to everybody and competition 
exists among those that hold the bank, the latter payout winnings 
which leave them a profit very near to what ordinary profits would 
be in other types of business; if, on the other hand, the banker Is in a 
monopoly position in fact and by law, he pays out smaller winnings, 
so as to assure himself the maximum profit over longer periods. 

When the law forbids private lotteries, as it does in Italy, it there
by creates a fiscal monopoly for the State. 

The desire to gamble - whether 'it be regarded as a need or a 
passion or a vice - is innate in human nature; it is a concrete fact. 
This fact is susceptible to moderation as a result of the influence of 
private and public education, of habits of work and thrift, of prop
aganda and State policy. But at any given moment, in spite of the 
action of these influences, the passion. for gambling survives as an 
indestructible residuum. It is With respect to this minimum that we 
raise the theoretical problem: sh~ a c:onsu.mptieD-tarbde¥ted 
o~ambling? 

There seems to be no doubt that the answer is in the a1lirn!ru:ive: 
(gambling does not satisfy a necessary want; it is, adir~~t-g";;"od like 
the theatre or any other public spectacle. If the theatre- or cinema
goer pays a tax, it is difficult to understand why gamblers sh<?uld 
enjoy a fiscal privilege.) 

It does not matter, moreover, whether the desire to gamble is or 
is not a general want; for even if it is, the intention is to restrict it; 
and a monopoly price is suited to this purpose .. 

Granted that gam~lj!.lg.:;hDuJd p;nr~, a m~!?PQly..is the mos1 
advis~~.c2ll!:!:tion, from a technical point o~view;.~t, 
because the bUSllless of gambling does not present difficulues 01 
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organizatio!!...9[.!llEagement; and second, because monopoly price 
may be carried to the maximum limit at which the private monopol
ist would set it, without adverse consequences resulting. 

This, broadly speaking, is the strict theory of the matter from the 
ltandpoint only of economics and public finance. 

The problem contains, however, a moral and legal element. It 
is said(a lottery is a game ofcbaoce; it is not a necessity, b~e; 
it is a crime punishedby the law.~ Hence the fundamental contra
diction: the gambling of some people is punished for the purpose of 
maintaining public morality, and the gambling of others is legalized 
for the purpose of obtaining a public revenue. 

This contradiction is sharpened by the very form of the monopoly; 
for the monopoly unites, in the person of the State, the agency which 
is called on to combat the vice with the one which derives profit 
from it. 

The tax would perhaps arouse fewer objections. if it could be 
levied on private wagers, to which the State would not be a party. 
But as it is, the Staib pa!1isipates...io. priXClt~mbling, becomes a 
ga~, as well as e exclusive and perpetual hol~~ of th~nk; 
this, more than anything else, offends one's sense of what is called 
for in morals and law. There is a fiscal stake involved; this pre
dominates, and' paralyses any attempt at repression by the public 
authorities. 
L For this reason some people want the State to get out of this false 

position and to concentrate on opposing more effectively and uili
formly all games 'of chance. ) 

This, in broad outline, is the j~cl.ic-moral.!heory, ,which is 
absolutely contrad..ic.tory.tQ .thc.~conQmic::-iis.cal t!!eory. 

( The former starts from the premise that gambling, a - :'::e and a 
crime condemned by morality and punished by the law; the lattel 
starts from the premise that gambling satisfies a want which is like aU 

lCompan, for aample, the foUowing provision of the Italian penal code (Article 
..a.); 'Wboewr in a public place or a place open to the public conducts a game of chance 
. , , i. punishable by impruonment up to one month, which may be extended to ewe 
monthl in the caoc of repeated offenden , , , and by a fine of not leu than one hundrecl 
Ilre.' 

Article 4870 'Camea of chance lire held to be those games in which gains or losses, 
at the end of a game. depend entirely, or almost entirely, aD chance,' 
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other wants, and that, within the limits in which this want exists, it 
should pay like all the others; it does not exclude action by private 
agencies and th<; State which is desigped to impro!Ve mo,als and 
punish departures therefrom, but it does not concern itself with such 
action. ). . . 

The latter position leads to the logical result of recognizing the 
right to gamble; the former position leads to a complete denial of 
such a right. 

Both theories are one-sided, running parallel to each other with
out any common meeting ground in logic. 

§6 .. 
Nevertheless, they constitute the two actual elements of the 

problem; and {the solution is found in a compromise which will be 
different in dift'eren'f1iii'leS and places, depending upon which of the 
two factors predominates. ) . . 

( First of all, from the economic point of view gambling not only 
prqvides the satis~~ of a want, but tnch bY_l>!!coming an!!.~p!.o
dyctive occuJ;myon which permanently distracts the gamble!:...ft.om 
any kinil9i.work; and for this reason it is economically advantageous 
thatthe tendency to gamble should disappear.) 

But it is precisely to the attainment of this result that the lottery 
monopoly may contribute; for if ids true that the State is led by its 
fiscal interests to oppose private gambling in order to increase its own 
clientele, it is also true that by establishing monopoly prices It may 
discourage gamblers, or alienate them from the practice.. ' 

Moreover, from the point of view of the the~Qf.JIl.QIals(it is a 
mistake to believe, or at any rate much exaggeration is involved in 
the belief, that gambling depends on the monopoly and that if the 
monopoly were abolished, gambling would disappear. Similarly, it is 
a mistake to believe that repression, by itself, ~as ever succeeded' or 
can succeed in eradicating completely the desire to gamble and in 
suppressing private and clandestine organizations that satisfy this 
desire.) It can become efficacious only to the extent that the general 
enyironmental conditions continue to be improved.. ' 

tThe causes of gambling in lotteries are to be found in the h~ts 
bred byJdJ.~n~ss.~~d .clisorder, ill the h~out 
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woding for them, in jgna-ance, an, d in smal1Lc:.~ance upon getting 
ahead through labQUL.aD thrift.) , , 

Now, these-causes are being gradually, but surely, eliminated by 
the economic progress of our society. To the extent that their effec
tiveness becomes attenuated, the tendency to gamble also becomes 
attenuated; the number of gamblers is reduced; the profits of the 
monopoly decline to such a point that they no longer make the enter
prise sufficiently remunerative. The public lottery may end auto
matically as a result of the action of the taxpayers themselves. 

This is the surest way to abolish it. Moralists can help by acting 
on the causes and by inducing the gamblers to stop; the State, driven 
by the force of public opinion, will support the movement by making 
use of the monopoly itself to raise prices gradually beyond the limits 
which would be set by the desire tbr maximum profit - and will do 
so with the definite intention of discouraging gambling. 1 

But if a hasty policy of ultra-monopolistic prices, instead of 
alienating gamblers from the public lottery, should throw them 
into the arms of private gambling interests, thus making more diffi
cult the task of suppression itself, there is no reason for not turning 
to the advantage of the Trersury - that is, the community - a part 
of the gamblers' stakes, which otherwise would go to the benefit of 
the private 'bankers' and would escape taxatibn. 

1 The fact i. that the policy of the Italian Treasury has been in the oppoaite direction, 
in ~~ it haa incited people to gamble by di!fusing gam,b,ling-booths thr0!1~hout com
mUnltJea that did not ask for them and even m commurutles whose authorities opposed 
their introduction. The author, in hie long experience as a Deputy, has known of 
eaaea of the latter type. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ;FISCAL THEORY OF CUSTOMS 
DUTIES 

Summary: Basis of the taxation - Free trade and protection in relation 
to the development of international trade - Effect of protectionism 
and free trade on the fiscal yield of customs duties -The types of 
fiscal duty ~ The disappearance of transit and export duties
Treatment of raw materials - The 'drawbaGk', temporary admission 
duty-free, and compensatory dlJties - General tariffs, conventional 
tariffs, and differential tariffs - Commercial treaties and the most
favoured-nation clause - Maximum tariff, minimum tariff, and 
autonomous commercial policy - 'Coefficients of increase' --"- The net 
fiscal income from protective tariflS 

§I 

The Volume of Foreign Trade 

I ANOTHER method for collecting indirect taxes on consJ!mption is b~ 
means of duties.) These duties are levied on commodities in. the pro
cess of circulation, either while the conimodities are in the hands of 
the middleman, or while they are in the hands of the direct consumer; 
and the levy is made either at the moment when the commodities 
cross an administrative boundary - in which case the levies are 
called in~l!!~ties or duties on consumption - or whf?n the commodities 
cross the po!itic~l boundary -=-in which case they are called external 
d.!!:!ies ~ or CU$10J!!!~_ duties, which are collected when the goods are 
imported, exported, or pass through the country.' 

, In some countries, as in Italy, the internal duties are a part of local finance; the 
State takes part in their collection either by reserving fbr itself a group of commodities 
distinct from the group assigned to the municipalities, or by claiming a fixed share of 
the municipalities' receipts (the so-called ciinorri di abbonamento). The actual collection 
of these internal duties is usually entrusted to the municipalities, apart from certain 
exceptional cases in which the State undertakes collection on its own behalf and on 
behalf of the municipality. . 

In Italy, only customs .duties concern the finances of the central government 
exclusively. • 
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I Customs duties presuppose;, the existence of intern.lltiona! traEle; 
for this reason they find a theoretical premise in the principle of com
parative costs, and a political premise in the orientation of commer
cial policy, which may be eitheI{.mercantilist or protectionist or 
free trade. J 

The general basis of the tax - that is, the taxable object - is 
given by th~ volume of ilitematieRai U:ade. The p01itical premises 
must be examined, first of all, from this point of view. 

\ Now that the world has passed beyond the period of mercantilism 
and the system of duties characteristic of that period, the sole pur
pose of which w~ to create, bx..means of exp.2!!_ ~qllE-_ti~J andJm~rt 
duties on all manufactured goods,la favourable balance of inter
nauo~. a.1 ar ments, and thereby increas_<:..ili~!9~k o(m,Qne,y i~t~in 
the cOYIltry,)he only matter in debate to-day is the choice between a 
policy of prot~nism and a policy of fr~de.1 

The maximum development of international trade comes about 
when the countries concerned adopt a policy of absolute freedom of 
trade, which makes .it possible to extend to the maximum - i.e., to 
the extreme limit indicated by the principle of comparative costs -
the geographical distribution of the productive activities of the var
ious countries. F nder the system of fre~e, two or more countries, 
by trading freely with each other, become virtually a single market, 
in which the available capital and labour are distributed in such a 
way as tQ give the maximum economic return-that is, the maximum 
of production, exchange, and consumption - and therefore the 
broadest base on which to build subsequently the system of customs 

dUtlTh·es.)l .. I . I ·th h I f' . 1 , e statlstlca matena WI respect to t e vo ume 0 mternatlona 
trade provides the first basis for the construction of the system of 
custo~ies according to the principles of indirect taxation which 
we have already examined. ,Subsequently, these duti~ ... ":ginally 
established merely as taxes on consumption, will reactor~.ae volume 
of foreign trade, probahly restricting it. But this effect is inevitable 
whenever a tax restricts the consumption of the articles taxed, 
whether, the consumptio'ii involved is that of private individuals, ?r 
that of the State, or that of both. , I 

IThe diff~re_n~etween the effect of a duty ~stablished:1!,.UL1u 
on consu~tlon and-niit ofa protectI~ is this: the prot~ve 

I See Book II, chap. IV, § ,ff and § uff. 
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~eS.hiCt9Pte volume of intern~al trade - that is, the basis 
of the ia~t'-:liIl~the very outset and with certainty; the dut,r on con
sumption,~ W. ~the other hand, will ultima.tely biin~.2!lt ,i]'UilIier 
comraction. just. as every .s does. \ .. 

InTact, the policy of protectionism attains its goal when it re~uces 
the importati,on offoreign products which are competing successfully 
with domestic products; this results, subsequently, in a reduction of 
exports, and in a reduction of the volume of international trade 
generally - that is, a reduction of the taxable material. 
'Even though it is ad~tted that the volume of fore~ trade is 
red~<J.J1!!d~ poU~y,~ion, it is alleged that, In compens
ation, the volume of internal excha~Ees increases; but this' is an 
error which is almost seltevioent. 'Ine p~tive dUJY_~h-Y~~, a'iJi 
rcle;' to cover, and even more than cover, the greatg..!~lativ:~.~cost 
of domesticproducts. The effect of increasing the pric~ ot these 
procfucts iIi'the'-domestic market is that the available capital and 
labour are withdrawn from the less. costly production of goods that 
were formerly exported, and are attracted to the more costly pro
duction of goods that were formerly imported, with,the result that 
the capitaL~ lab2,.ur involved are condem_l!~d to relative .YJlPCo-

\ductivenessfAs a result, the:,e is a decreas~:'11Lthe nationa~ome; 
withtIie"decrease in income there is a decrease in consumption; and 
With .. the decre~se in cQnsumption, t!I_e_~ry .~~~~_2.U~<li!'.e£~t~.won 
is diminished.}. 

... To be ~~re, this truth is concealed, in the concrete case, by the 
fact that protective duties themselves provide an income for the. 
State; for this reason it is often said thai: protective tariffs are adopted 
in order to obtain public revehues. . 

To clear up this point, let us suppose that und~r a policy of free 
trade the physical volume of trade is "estimated at three billion units; 
and that after the adoption of a protective policy, it is reduced to two 
billion. If we assume that these two· billion give the Treasury a 
revenue of 200,000,000 - that is~ .10 per cent -'this means that in 
order to obtain an income of 200,000,000 u~der free trade, it would 
have been sufficient to tax the three billion at the rate of6 per cent. 

1 Sometimes a case may be found in whi<;h an import duty is levied against articlt;s 
of which the country levying the duty is a natural exporter; in such (,.8jes, the duty 18 
.merely a device designed to make dumping possible by preventinl!' good~ that have been 
exported and sold on the foreign market at a loss from ret\WWl~ to the country ,of 
origin and being sold there at a profit. 
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.. 
Fiscal Duties 

Having established the general premise of economic policy 
which would assure the highest revenue to the Treasury, we may 
go further, and specify the technical characteristics that distinguish 
fiscal duties from economic or protective duties, it being understood 
that our task is the construction of merely the fiscal theory of customs 
duties. 

We have already established the general guiding principles of 
indirect taxation; they are valid also in the special case of customs 
duties. The only additional point to be borne in mind, in app¥ng 
theSe general principles to our special case, is that we must· take 
account of the circumstances that\while an internal tax does not 
distinguish between the product of one factory and the product of 
another factory and treats all equally, in the case of custoIt\Uluties 
it is necessary to discriminate between the product of dO!ill!stic 
factories and tlie produciOnor~ign TaCtories. Hence it is necessary, 
on technical grounds~'1o ·sUbject these'.£!oducts to different taxes --..: 
for example, the one may be subjected to a tax on manufactures,. 
while the other will be subjected to.customs duties., ..... 

Let us first suppose that we are dealing with commodities which 
are imported from abroad and at the same time are produced domes~ 
tically. If a customs du~ is-levied on the former, and the latter are 
not subjected to an equivalent tax on manufactures, a case of evasion 
arises, for the consumer would buy only the domestic product and 
the State would collect nothing. But this is precisely the result de .. 
sired by protectionist poticy. It attains its goal in proportion as the 
duty eliminates or decreases imports; whereas if the effect of the 
customs duty is neutralized by a tax on manufactures, ,.J[ection is 
annulled. If the commodities from. whose competition it is desired to 
defend the domestic producers are the same as those from which the 
Treasury wishes to obtain a revenue, the protective tariff annuls this 
revenue. 

But this does not mean that the domestic consumer does not 
pay the tax. \;rhe customs du!y' incre~es the pcice.Qf t1!~ ~om.estic 
commJ1siity; the consumer "ea:YT the higlic:r: Rrice, but this goes to 
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the profit, or, in any case,l into the coffers of the protected industries, 
and ;;;;t into those of the State~ I . 

We may clarify this pointby means of a con<,:rete example,-
namely, the Italian duty on grain.. . , 

If we cOllsider""asenes of years in the pre-war period, we find 
that the amount of grain imported into Italy was' about a fourth 
of that produced within the country. It was calculated that if we 
should deduct from this the grain used for seeding and for the 
,direct' consumption of the Italian mezzadri, or share-croppers, fOI 
'every 100 lire of higkrprice paid by the buyer of grain, 30 lire 
represented the duty paid to the State and 70 lire the higher price 
that the consumers paid to the grain-growers as a result of the 
customs duly.' . , 

tIn s~ort: ~n~er the system of protective tariffs, the total.sacrifice 
Dt ioo lIre sustamed by the mass of consumers does not accrue to 
the benefit of the Treasury, but is divided between the State budget 
and the privatebudge~s of the protected industries. } 

'Now, if it is desired that the whole of the burden borne by 
domestic consumers as a direct or indirect result of a customs duty 
should accrue to the financial benefit of the State, the im,Port ~uty 
mu~e ma!s.hed Ex.. an equivalent _tru: on d2I!!.~stic J2!9.9:~_ctlon. 
Only m such a case can one say tllartTle <IlitY(a) does not provoke 
anti-economic distortions of the natural line of investment for the 
nation's capital and labour, because it does not push stl,.ch invest· 
ment toward the production of the goods ,affected by the duty,' 
and (b) maximizes the public revenues. ' 
l In this case,the du~ is said to be afi.!;.al one.]) 

'§3 

lA secon.!.Ltxpe .of.6scaJ dlity)S to be found ~hen~~m 
modi ties taxed are not apd ca~q!.~~od.£Sc:.~lt..hin_the £Qun!ry 
Thisls true,ro:f'WestqJL.countries, for example, in the case of w 
or coffee. I" . 

In fact,~ere.is no doubt ra) that the domestic consumption 0 

1 If the duty exactly covers the greater cost of production, it gives no money-profi 
to the producer, but merely harms the economic structure of the country and th 
Treasury. . ' 

• It goes without saying that we must ,here abstract from the possibility that thi 
may happen as a result of changed circ1!JIlStances - as, for example, in the C'8se thaI 

'after the: tal[ is imposed, the demand for the goods struck by the duty increases. 
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.uch commodities, which is entirely dependent upon imports, turns 
over to the coffers of the State all that it pays in the way of a higher 
price, - that is, in the way of a: tax; (b)'11iat the duty itself does 
not modify the natural direction of internal investment of capital 
and oflabour, because it does not push them toward the production 
oC tea and coffee within the country. But in order that this may 
be entirely true - especially in view of the fact that these exotic 
goods are highly taxed - it is necessary to prev~nt the consumer 
from evading the t~ by the use of substitutes, such as chicory. It 
is necessary, therefore, to impose a tax on the manufacture and 
the importation of the substitutes, also . 
.f .AJhird case is presented .when ~e dutt}s ?~~.~~gh~~?t.tgh !o 
m~~eup!or the differenc~ In _rrl~1!,ye costs, smce suCli a duty is 
not high enough to change the direction of investment and to 
substitute internal production for importation~ This theoretical 
principle may be translated into the empirical rule that/a small 
duty, precisely because it is small, is not a protective duty, but a 
fiscal oneil But the case may have a broader field of application, 
extending to lij.l those duties of a protective character which are not 
completely exploited by domestic industries, as we shall see presently. 

The caseS described thus far are cases of fiscal duties on imPQ!ts. 
Another case is that ofdu!,ies W.-9'P'2!:..ts. We shall see that the 
duties on exports ~or pure y fiscal reasons, ~ppear; but 
exc~tions to this roe are provided by some goods which, although 
they are produced within the country under conditions of free 
·competition,lconstitute a natural monopoly in production .foJ:...the 
~xporti.!lUou~rr taken _as..J!. ,z-b?Je.) Until recen~y:, for example, 
It used to be said that It<!.ly enJ~eq, such a posillon _QL!!~!1lral 
monopoly in the case ofsulphu!a w ch is produced under conditions 
of free competition within theocountry and of which Italy used to 
be the sol~oducer. The same thmg'is usually saiclr':"':;- respect 
to Carrara marble. In any case, if we assume the cEe- under dis
cussion as an hypothesis, there is no doubt that if t»e domestic 
producers were to unite in a trade combination, theylcould enjoy 
a monopolistic position in international trade.( The State anticipates 
the formation of such a hypothetical combination and provides a 
substitute for it by placing a tax on exportation which transforms 
the internal competitive price into a monopoly price in the foreign 
market.) v 
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Import, Export, and Transit Trad£ 

I Custo~ties may strike commodities u~n importation, when 
they come from abroad .and are destined for domestic consumption; 
or upo..,!!..£!l!Ortation, when domestically pro<\uced commodities are 
destined for consumption abroad; or, finally, in transit, when the 
,commodities produced abroad and destined for-cOnsumption in 
another foreign country cross the territory of an intermediate 
country. . 

CNow, it is a 'fact of general and constant observation nowadays 
~t transi~ and also expo!! duti~ are tendin~~_~appear.: r ' .. The transIt duty has the charac!C':I'_«?L,!-!oll- that IS, a fee, and 
not a tax on consumption - which is collected by the country 
through which the trade route passes:( If the country has a geo
graphical monopoly of the route"it can"benefit from its monopolistic 
position~ But nowadays the routes of world trade a{e multiplying 
on land and on sea, and the means of transportation, especially by 
sea, are acquiring a continually increasing degree of autonomy; 
the result is that monopoly of the great trade routes has practically 
ceased to exist. On the other hand, transit trade is advantageous 
to the country traversed, for other reasons; so that the competition 
of the various countries to obtain the t:ra.Dsit has led to the abolition 
of the relevant duties. J . . 

The disappearan~the duti~n ~rts is to be attributed 
to more complex causes . 

...; (The policies of m:-ercan~ and protec:..tionism tend, though 
for different reasons, to favour exports, and hence op~e the use 
of expo~.) The protectionists, to be sure, make an exception 
in the case of ra~ materials; their general attitude, however, is one 
of opposition to duties on the exportation of direct goods, which, 
after all, is the essential point in the matter of taxes on consumption. 

We wish, however, to abstract from the political factor. 
I The economic premise of the pUre fis~ ~~ry oLcustomsdutif!! 

is that imporls are paidJor by exporls-4 For every value that is export~ 
there is "lfOOl'teSI)()lldiiigvalu~-lbat is imported. If we suppose· 
that the amount that it is desired to derive from customs duties is 
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.a given quantity, the problem is to decide whether this amount 
should be levied on exported commodities or on imported com
modities, or whether it should be divided between the two. 

The question is answered by the principle that the tax should 
strike the commodity as near as possible to the consumer. Exports 
arestill- mstruiileIitar"gOOds destiDea~(ooe tcinsroniied, through 
trade, into goods of the first order or of an order nearer the con
sumer; and the latter are precisely the goods which are imported. 

The value of expOrts in the market of origin is lower than the 
price realized by the corresponding imports in the market of arrival, 
- that is, in the domestic market; hence it is the_~ports whi~ 
reveal th~(:t __ a.!DO_@.LoUaxablc.Jnto.ms: ~4 .th~ .person-of the 
tlUedehtor. , 
- these considerations usually establish the rule that export duties' 

should be gradually abolished, and that customs duties should be 
levied on imports only; and they furnish the economic content of 
the form~ juridi~ principle that fthe State has no right to tax 
merchandise destmed for consumpnon abroad'.'1;,...-

It is probable that all States would be glad to violate this precept, 
if they could. And they violate it in fact whenever they are able 
to impose an export duty on merchandise the production of ~hich 
~a domestic monopoly. 1)unrweexcept the case of monoPQly, 
in which the intention of making ~r~KJl:co~uD.lerspay is success
fully realized, we may conclude that in all other cases it is an old 
fallacy to argue that an export duty raises the price of the exported 
commodity on the foreign market, so that the duty is shifted, in 
whole or in part, to foreigners. Let us follow for a moment a com
modity which is subjected to an export duty of 10 per cent of its 
value. This means that 10 bushels out of every 100 exported belong 
to the State; but since it is advantageouS to export the commodity, 
the 10 bushels belonging to the State are'also exported-The ex
porter will offer on the foreign market 100 bushels, a..ft.;Iore; other 
conditions being equal, the price will be as before; the merchant 
will obtain in exchange the same quantity of goods as before and 
will transport them and sell them in his home country, and ~ 
turn over to the State 10 per cent of the goods importe? 

It may also be supposed that an export duty prevents the 
exporter from covering his total cost of production by meaDs of the 
90 bushels that remain at his disposal; but his position is really not 
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changed if, instead of paying 10 bushels on the merchan~ise ex
ported, he pays.1O bushels on an equivalent amount of imported 
merchandise. In this case, he will have to change the dimensions 
of his ~ enterprise, lower his cost of production or reduce the supply 
according to the usual rules. . v. xc' 

,(It seems ()bvious, therefore, (a) that foreign countries do not 
pay the tax imposed by exporting countries on domestic consump
tion,and (b) '1h.at it is more advantageous for the State .to collect 
a duty on imported goods than on exported goods, for the same 
reasons for which the' private individual finds it advantageous to 
export domestic goods. and exchange them for foreign goods.1f 

Nevertheless, in the tariff regulations of certain countries, as in 
Italy, the number of export duties ~)D raw materials is still con
siderable. Almost all of them, however, have an economic or pro
tective character, and tend to lower the price, in the domestic 
market, of the raw materials that serve protected home industries. 
The duty is paid,in the form of a lower sale-price, by the domestic 
producers of raw materials; and it has the effect of reducing, first 
of all, the amount of raw materials exported, and, subsequently, 
the amount of foreign goods imported, and hence has the effect of 
educing the amount of taxable material available for the future. 

Ro,wMaterials 

It is a corollary of the principles already discussed thatJin the 
natter of im1iirt duties the taxation of raw material.sJho.ulOe 
tV~ and e burden should be' concentratedoo-direct goods.) 

ere also the purely--ftsee:l'1'l'obletfi--lS'cbmplicated":O~tor 
)f commercial policYl . . : 

(Mercantilism and protectionism fav()ur this position, but they 
:10 so for endfl.. and within limits that do not coincide with the purely 
fiscal reasons.) . 

The fisc~olicy abstr~cts from thooe considerations and appeals 
to the princIples that regulate the material of indirect taxation. 
Hence attention may again be called to the fact that raw material 
is far from the consumer; and that a duty on raw material, from 
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which are obtained manufactured goods of different values, dis
tributes the tax in such a way as to make it inversely prsrtionaI 
to incomes. (On the other hand, raw material is always tr ormed 
into iOOds of the-rfrSt order, which may be struck directly by other 
methods if they are destined for ~ternal consumption. \ v 

Finally, raw material may be transformed into goods destined 
for re-export, in which case a duty on importea. raw materials is 
equivalent to a disguised export duty on manufactured articles; and 
it would be still further removed from the domestic consumer. 

This guiding principle, however, meets with several exceptions 
in concrete cases. 

There are cases in which the raw material comes exclusively, 
or almost exclusively, from abroad, and supplies many small and 
scattered industries within the country; hence, if we wish to strike 
the finished products, it is technically advantageous to tax the raw 
material at the moment when it is concentrated at the border and 
is easily appraised. Of two evils, the lesser is chosen. 

Moreover, there are many goods which are direct goods for 
certain types of consumption and are indirect goods for certain 
industries. 

In such cases, the consumers suffer to some extent from the 
defects of the distribution of taxes which the taxation of raw 
materials involves. They suffer, that is to say, with respect to those 
manufactures which are destined for domestic consumption. The 
producen, however, do not resign themselves to the assumption of 
a similar burden with respect to those manufactured articles which 
are destined, in whole or in part, for export; for in this case it is 
possible - at least theoretically - to eliminate the disadvantage. 

§6 

r Three devicca have been designed to eliminate It; clrects of 
an importduty on raw materials. ) 

~ (One is the 'wa~1>~k', - the reimbursement or restitution of the 
duty paid on the raw material when the corresponding manufac
tured articles are exported. \ . . 

The 'drawback'. if kept exactly within the limits of the duty 
that was paid on the corresponding raw materi~, has .an exclusiv?y 
fiscal character. But it is difficult to establish this equivalence Wlth 
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exactness; arid thus the 'drawback', which, was origi~tro
d,:uced fg.r,..fiscal reasons, very quickly degenerateg into a PL2tec
tio~!t e~dieiit;'Siiice the State, as part o~ a generally protection~st 
pohcy, tends to set the 'drawback' at a higher level than the duty 
paid on the raw material, so that it becomes, as a result of the, 
difference between the twd,ta digguised bounty on expo..rts.) 

Similarly, once 'the principle is adoptep: ~t comes to be extended 
to~~l!i.~t~~ption; so that thetax on manufactu;es, 
for example, is paid back as many times as the commodity taxed 
is destined for export. Nor is it logically possible to prevent .tb,e 
extensiv~ application"of the 'drawb""tk'. The law c~not allow the 
decision to be made in, each indiVidual case at the moment of 
export, but fixes the amount of reimbursement a priori for each 
commo~ty; and the ;r:epayment is :rp.",de.even though the productive 
process~s,may have reduced the quantity or changed the quality 
'of the raw material used. And it may also happen, and has hap
pened, that the raw material qsed is no longer that which was 
imported from abroad, and on which a duty was paid, but is a 
domestic raw material, on which no internal tax on manufactures 
has been levied. Thus it is that the "drawback' has developed 
historically into a protectionist expedient for con~e~liE~' under the 
pretext offi~cal theory, a ~t?!yon_c;xp?!.ts., ' 

Against the system of e drajba.ck' it is also emphasized, and 
with good reason, that the importer of raw materials must anticipate 
the duty, though, to be sure, herecoveri it when the corresponding 
manufactured goods are exported; and thus he is obliged to employ 
a larger working capital and lose interest and valuable time as th~ 
result of bureaucratic practices. ' 

Furthermore, the 'drawback' is an inconv~ll:!li-..temporary 
entry, in private budgets as:-well as in the public budget; this leads 
tounnec.el!sary.~~!!1I)lication0n ~~J;mmting and, so far as the 
finances o( the State are concerned, it makes it impossible to know 
exactly the amount of the net income from each day's customs 
collections. 
C In order to obviate these itlconveniences it has been proppsed 

to substitute for the 'drawback' temporary admission ~aw ~rials 
Jr:,.e ~' the importer being obUgaredto re-export the ~orre-
sppn ng m~nufactured goods within a given time.) . 

This proposal has a restric!!y~_character as compared with the 
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'drawback', because it is limited to raw materials really imported 
and really subject to duty, as well as to the person of the importer, 
and substitutes for the anticipated payment of the duty a pledge of 
securities on which there is no loss of interest. 
) I Now the device of 't~'por~!Y....a!:l~s.si~~' has also been progres
sively broadened. This process of broaderung began with the desire 
to substitute for th~,.p.r!!tJ.:iple of id~ntity, according to which one 
h"id"tOuSe··-the same raw material that had been imported, the 
principle of ~iu.[val:!!!£!, according to which it was sufficient thata 
given quantity of raw material be used, independently of its place 
of origin; this .raw material might even be domestic and untaxed. "-

Even if we overlook these criticisms of detail, there is still a 
fundamental ~t which is comm~.~~~_~.2.~~' - namely, 
that it is not easy to deter~ne .:lli_e q'!-_ll:.n~t!l.!i~~.!!~.~~o~ship that 
really exists between th~jn~£tE.!~c!g~9.g and t1!Ull-.w....mate.rialj 
and since the number of the goods admitted under exemption from 
duty has increased considerably, even this second device has de
generated from the purely fiscal form in which it was" originally 
conceived, and has developed into an expedient for the execution 
of a protectionist policy. . 
q Finally, mention should be made of the device of so-called 

) 'COmpensatory duties', 1 which ~xist when, after foreigp.Jaw ml.!terial 
has been t~<Lypol! itLi!!lPQIt.aJ;ion, . equi~ale~Lc1uti!;.L~..rueric:d 
.upon g~«?g.~manufa~tllred ~broad frol!l si~ar...raw-lXlateR.al.)J 

-Yor example: iet us suppose that raw cotton pays upon importa. 
tion 3 cents peJ' unit of weight, and a slaughtered pig pays 18. IJ 
the thread or the sausage which comes from abroad were to pay 
a duty equivalent to that levied on the raw material, domestic 
consumption would tum to imported pu-ead and sausage; and thi! 
would give rise - apart from any economic considerations - tc 
evasion of the tax on consumption. If --

Within the limits set by the assumption of a perfecr equivalence 
between the two duties, the device has an exclusively fiscal basis. 

. In fact, however, compensatory cIJlties have had the same exp.eri. 
ence as that we have described in (he case of the 'drawback' anc 
the practice of 'temporary admission'. Hence it may be concludec 
thatl~ three devices, although their ori~al basis was exclusivel) 
~ have develo~~J~.tQjIls~l!lenta..P.lir5>tec:~nist policY-) 

1 [Italian: diritti campematarl - Translator'. DOte) 
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Their degeneration militates against the practice of the exemp
tion of raw materials, since an import duty on these is no longer' 
opposed, as it used to be, by the interested industrial groups, who 
are able to derive from the 'drawback' greater protectionist com
pensations than they could from exemption itself. 

Tari.fJs 

• Customs duties are collected on the basis of a tariff, in which, 
on the one hand, commodities are enumerated and classified, and, 
?n ~he other, the d~~ unit of w"elghf;"ca@lli:'::or m.unher is 
mdig.ted. ), 
~ A. t~riff .tna~ be general, conv~n~ional, or differenti~q Th~sis 

for dIshnctlOn IS the lace of on In of the commodIty' on whIch 
the duty IS being leVIed. T e general tanff IS, one which is applied 
to all commodities regardless of ffieir place of origin, unless some 

-agreement has been made to the contrary;)tThe conventional tariff 
~s applied to commodities coming from countries with which tra~e 
'conventions' or treaties are in force. The differential tariff is applied 
to commodities coming from countri~s against -;'hich ~ 'tariff war' 
is being waged) . ' 

Hence the dffferen~iff is harsher than the general tariff, 
because its purpose is to htgt imports from the country against 
which reprisals are being made; and the conventional tariff is lower 
than the gefieral tariff, because through it the two contracting 
parties aim to grant: reciprocal favours - to exports of the' other 
country., ' 

A protective tariff is contrary .to the interest of those industries 
which find therr7xport outlets blocked directly and indirectly,'and 

t is favourable to the industnes that wish to block the channels 01 
importation. , . 

The orientation of the system of customs duties in the directioI 
of protectionism or free tra~e is.the re~lt of an intema~ struggle 
between the grpups that desIre a' monopoly of the domestIC ma.rket 
and the 'groups that wish to conquer the foreign market. 

The two groups which thus struggle against each other e?rist 
in eve~ountry. The struggle fnay be fought exclusively within 
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each country and may lead to the moderation or even the one-sided 
abolition of a protective tariff, regardless of the commercial policy 
followed by other States; in this case the result may be the triumph 
of a free-trade policy withoul reciprocity. 

Usually, however, given two protectionist States, each of the 
groups that fight against each other in one of the two countries 
joins hands with the corresponding group in the other country; 
and' they succeed in obtaining a moderation of the two general 
protective tariffs, which then become transformed into conventional 
tariffs, by means of trade agreements or treaties. In such a case a 
policy o~~'p~ said to prevail. 

To 5 m· matter of trade negotiations, of the interests 
of the respective countries, as such, is nonsense. If, for example, 
a trade agreement is being negotiated between Germany and 
Italy, one ought not to speak of 'German' versus 'Italian'interests; 
one ought, rather, to say that the interest of the German metallurgical 
and mechanical industri~ in export coincides with the desire of 
Italian agriculture to export, and 'that the interest of the Italian 
metallurgical and mechanical industries coincides with the interest 
of Gerinan agriculture, in so far as both aim to guarantee for 
themselves a virtual monopoly of their respective internal markets. 

This is the real position that is involved in trade negotiations. 
If we take any two trading countries at a time, we see tliat each 
country permits reductions in the tariff on the products which are 
exported by the exporting group of the other country; and vice 
vena. Action designed to change the duties on the commodities 
agreed upon in the negotiations between the two contracting 
countries remains restricted until the expiration of the treaty. 

Now it· may happen that one of the two countries, in a later 
treaty, will grant a third country larger reductions in the duty on 
lOme of the articles with respect to which action wau~1 re
stricted by the preceding treaty. When this happenl,"" ~e second 
country would seem to lose the benefit it had gained, while the 
benefit it has granted still remains in force. . 

To avoid this danger.\tr~ are concluded on the ba§i~L~oj 
1M mosl- aDoureJ-l'Ullio" .. lISt.. by virtue of which evc!ygreater tantl 
reducuon w is granted in treaties subsequently conclude4._witl: 
other-COUntries is extended-asa matter of taw to the nations whiclJ 
had ~gned pre\ious agreements. \ 
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\ Fiom this it follows that under ~ system characterized by the 
use of this clause, each country has, iIi the en'dz only two .taEiffil.: a 
t.maxi~tono us tari , which is the general tariff, and a minimum 
conventionaL tari . '.~ ."<,. .,,' •••.••••• " , --

§8 

Contrasting with this system is the system of the maximum tarijj 
and the mini!!!!E!1 ta~both auto,nomous. The first correspond'Sto1he 
general tariff of most. countries; 'the second. corresponds t6 the 
minimum conventional tariff of such countries. The difference 'lies 
in the following: "Ca) the minimum tariff is approved by Parliament 
before the trade negotiations are,-<>pened, whereas the minimum 
conventional tariff is approved afterwards, at the ti~e when the 
proposed treaty is subjected to parliamentary discussions; C b) the 
minimum tariff: restricts the mandate of the negotiators, who are 
able to offer only the minimu}Il tariff ill exchange for the most· 
favoured-nation clause, whereas the minimum conventional tarifl 
assumes that a broad mandate has been conferred on the neg~tiators: 
though the giver of the mandate reserves the right to approve the 
results of the trade negotiations; and .(c) the minimum tariff i~ 
autonomous, in the sense that Parliament can, whenever it wishes 
even during thelj.fe of the treaties, raise .the tariff or otherwis( 
change it, it being, understood that the contractual pledge assumec 
is limited to granting the same treatment to all the coiltractin~ 
parties, and that Parliament is free to modify this treatment on aI 
equal basis for all countries concerned. 

It i~ above· all on account of this last circuxnstance that no~aday 
the commercialEol~ which is so much desired b'y the protectionist 
of all countries is called autonomous. . 

It will be understood thaTtiri;system makes it difficult, and iJ 
many cases impossible, to conclude commercial treaties which redilC< 
tari!fs considerably, or'to conclude them for a long period, in sud 
a way as to give an adequate basis 'of stability to international trad 
and to those par1;Sof the nation's produ.ction which are dependen 
thereoIL ~ 

Hence the system amounts to nothing but an intensificatiQll...Q 
the...E!QtectlOllist.l'.egjxne:· Even if it is adopted by only one ~ntry 
it has the indirect effect of making international agreeme~t§jlifficuI1 ""'348--' .--.. -.' -
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$9 

The exaggerated protectionist "policy which i~_~l!c~)}r,ag~cl..J~y 
a desperat~'pir!! o(!!~!Jonansm Ie~ to !h~. at;o~~~~ of t1J.~~~
favou.!ecI;..MUQ.IlSJ~se, so as to make each Individual commercial 
treaty autonomous on both sides. 

This is perhaps the most acute moment in the crisis that is being 
experienced in the trade relations between nations. It is this that. 
makes it impossible to conclude lasting treaties and preventi· the 
exporting industries of each country from attaining a relatively 
stable position. 

But even before this moment was reached, the customs-duties, 
already high, had been .aggravated by means of the so-called 'co
efficients of increase",'" which permit the raising of a given duty by 
50 per cent or 80 per cent or 100 per cent or even 250 per cent.· 
The coefficients may be ~odified by the Executive. 

Thus, the tariffs would have a stable base, determined by the 
legislature, tc? which could be added a changing element, which the 
executive power would have considerable freedom to manipulate in 
order to modify the tariff schedule itself. 

Theoretically, such a device might be used to correct one of the 
defects of specified duties, which do not vary with fluctuations in 
prices, especially at a time like the present when prices change 
rapidly and drastically. 

After having constructed a very minute progressive classification 
of the items in the tariff, in such a way as to make them correspond 
to various market values, the coefficients would, theoretically, bring 
about a further perfection of the system by keeping the specific duty 
in closer relationship with the value of the goods taxed. " 

If this were so - apart from the danger ofleaving in t.bl"-~nd~ of 
the executive a weapon of this kind, which could so eal.y disturb 

I [Italian: eoetJicienti di maggiorazirmtJ - Translator's note] 
I Thus, Article a of the Italian decree of June 9th, 19Z1, says: 'To the import duties 

establiahed in the appendrd tariff on the commoditiea specified therein shall be added 
the increase in duty resulting from the application of the coefficients of increase fixed 
by the tariff itaelf m each case and indicating the figw-e by which the amount of the 
duty must b. multiplied in order to determine the extent of the increas,e. , . 

'The Royal government is authorized, by means of a decree which will be presented 
to Parliament for translation into law, to modify the coefficienta of increase, whenever 
thi. may be necessitated by changed conditions of production and international trade. 
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private contractual relations - we should have a theoretical explana
tion of the new device that would at first sight be plausible; because 
we should then have' a purely fisCill reason for'its use, inasmuch as 
indirect taxes should be commensurate with incomes ~ that is, they 
should represent a percentage of the value of the goods consumed. 

But it is pot so. . 
The advisability of adjusting the tax on consumption to the new 

values of goods furnished the pretext for getting the device accepted; 
but the device itsel(was intended to intensify tariff protectiOn. In 
fact,if the coefficients of increase were intended for the purpose of 
adjusting the specific duty provisionally to new prices, they ought to 
have been applied first of all tothe goods which are' subject to a fiscal 
duty, such as coffee, tea, oil, etc. In Italy, however, it is precisely 
these goods that are excluded from their operation. 1 ' . 

On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the higher coefficients 
have been granted to the industries ,which already enjoy"d high 
protection and asked for an increase in protection. ' .. 
~ In short, lthe coefficients are fixed in direct proportion to the 

amount ofpr6tection demanded DY the industries conc~rned; and in 
inverse proportion to the tax;-revenue they yield; they depend on the 
exe<;utive power, which can modify them and even perQ.~ps abolish 
them; it had been announced that they were to be temporary, but the 
law does not say this. In any case, the interests that have ob~a~n~d 
them will take care, as they always haye in such matters, to make 
them perpetual) 

§IO 
[Customs receipts that appear in the budget, repre~ent a gross 

income from which must be..dedllcted. (a) the 'dra~s', which 
ha;'e been discUiea-;Tb) the expensewfcollection, which increase. in 
proportion to the increase in the.number and classification of items 
in the tariff schedules; (c) the expenses of supervision and th~ slW
pression of smuggling, which increase as the duties are raiSedJ ' 

'Io make i1le suppression of smuggling at the border more effec
tive,there is established a zone for customs supervision, which 
extends for some miles from the coast out to sea and from the frontieI 

1 The responsible minister said in his Report to the King: 'For the items of this 
category no c.lefficients of increase are fixed, since the products involved are those 
which we must of necessity import.' 
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into the interior. Within this zone a special regime is in force, under 
which every dutiable good that passes through is held to have been 
smuggled ifit cannot be shown that the duty has been paid. 

It is also customary to make treaties between neighbouring 
countries in order to allow the authorities of each country to pursue 
smugglen beyond their own borders into the tariff zone of the 
neighbouring country. 

t'In any case, after the necessary depurations, of which we have 
spoken, have been made, and the net income of the customs adminj.s
tration has been ascertained, we should have to deduct from the 
resulting figure the economic burden that is placed on the consumer 
when - as is the case almost everywhere nowadays - the customs 
regime has a protective character. IThis second residual will tell how 
much of every S 100 of the total tax-burden which the cquntry bears 
really goes to the Treasury, and will give the net income - not only 
from the accounting, but aI'90 from the economic, point of view -
from customs-revenues) 
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T A XES 0 N T RAN S FER S '0 F PRO PER T Y 

Summary: Object of the tax; registration and the use of stamps - The 
various theories - Judiciary fees -I Fees' levied on contracts and 
successions are indirect taxes on saving - Relationship to indirect 
taxes on consumption - Continuous increase of taxes on business -
The tax on successions: debt of the deceasea and taxon the heir -
The two periods that characterize it - Its recent and ,rapid quantita
tive development - Its political character - The economic and finan
cial effects - The reaction and the recent abolition of the tax on 
successions in Italy - The two substitute taxes 

~T ~ on transfers of property represent the second branch of 
'irldirpct taxation~ To it are subject all legal documents - public 
and~: private, civil and commercial, extra-judicial and judicial
wh~h establish a right or'transfer it, with consideration or without, 
between living individuals or on the occasion of death. 1 ~ 

The tax is collected (a) asa 'stamp fee', I when the citizen is 
ob1igat~d to use stamped paper or to. affix a stamp to ordinary 
paper; and (b) as a 'registration fee', wh~n the citizen is obligated to 
register all documents and contracts, as well as transfers of property 
associated with gifts and inheritances. . 

Italian law, for example, divides taxes~ on ~sfers ll!to. three 
groups: those levied on contracts, those levied for judiciaryeroceea: 

• i~-;-and those.leviedOiiSuccessions.1 Tliese taxes are collected 
tmough registration and throUgllthe qse of stamps. Registration and 
the use of stamps are, however" merely methods of collection; they 
~e not the tax, and they must not be confused with the taX. More
over, in view of the differential characteristics of the three groups on 
which the fax is levied, it is difficult - perhaps impossible - to bring 
these gx:oups together in a unified theory. 

1 See, for example, the Italian law with respect to registration fees, a.q approved by 
royal decree, May 20th, 1897, Number 217; also the law with re"pect to the stamp fee 
and the substitute fee, as approved by royal decree, July 4th, 1897, Number 414 •. 

• [Italian: tassa di bolla - Translator's note] . 
a [Italian: imposta successoria"" Translator's note] 
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To this difficulty must be added the fact that indirect taxation on 
property-transfers has had, in the historical period through which 
we are now passing, a quantitative development of staggering pro
portions. This has reswted, not from the natural increase of wealth 

,and business, with the tax-rates remaining the same, but from an 
increase in these tax-rates; and the latter increase, in its tum, has 
resulted from the new fiscal functions that have been assigned to 
this group of taxes. 

Thus the quantitative factor becomes a new problem in itsel£ 
A tax on successions which, in the case of the father-and-son relation
ship, ranges from I per cent to 30 per cent of the capital value of the 
inhmtance, and in the case of distant relationships rises so high as 
to absorb the whole of the inheritance, does not present one and the 
same theoretical problem, as one might be led to believe by the fact 
that the tax-rate rises gradually from a minimum to a maximum 
without interruption. On the contrary, the minimum and the maxi
mum represept two distinct problems'. 

The system of taxes on property-transfers, then, is a complex • 
phenomenon which has taken its present form as the result of a slow 
historical ~ess; and each part ofit requires its own explanation, in 
which differences due to temporal and quantitative factors also play 
a r6le. 

R.e~tration kin. itself..a sepice which the State provides for ~e 
citizen. It consists of the recording of the documents and the trans
fen in public registers, whereby (a) the legal e.'ti.stence of the docu
ments is affirmed; (6) the doCu~ ar:e...J.YmIIlarize'!M:"~ (c) a 
deJini~!i~.tt: again,st, j)OSSi.ble action bJ.,JhiJ:d parties is. blished. I. 

lknce arose the opinion, at 'the outset, that ~e made at. 
the time o!5~~tion has_the ch~~~g..9J~'. And, indeed, 
this charge showd &; regarded as a fee when it first comes into 
existence; for at that time, in view of the fact that the charge is so . 
small, it may stand in close relation to the tost of production of the 
servic.e provided. But very soon th~ bec~~«:fon-
da.r:r.unpo.nance• . 

• Cf. Article a of die Italian law of May 30th. 1897. cited aboYe. 
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First of all, the price of the stamp and or registration is -com:' 
mensurate with the amount of value which is the object of the 
contract, and- not with the cost borne by the State. The price 
increases, whereas the cost remains unchanged. In fact, the coSt is 
very much less than the amoun~ collected by modern States, which 
are continually increasing their charges for stamps and registration. 
~.tax. 
In the second place, registration is coIU1!.ulsory; and in this 

respect it does not have tlJe peculiar characteristic of the wecial 
public service - namely, that the consumption. of such a service is 
left to the free demand of the individual. The contracting parties are 
not allowed to renounce the advantage of having a definite date 
established against possible action by third parties. 

Thus, the facts that registration is compulsory, that the levy is a 
high one, and that it is proportional to the value covered by the 
document, point in no Uncertain way to the conclusion that the 
change involved has the characteristics of a tax, and has nothing or 
very little to do with the fee for mere registration. 

It may be said, in summary, that the law imposes on citizens the 
compulsory consumption of a special public service, because at the 
moment when the service is provided the State can ascertain the 
existence of a piece of property on which a tax is due, this tax then 
being added to the fee. The registration fee represents the original 
trunk on which the mdirect tax on property transfers has been 
grafted. 

This is the fundamental guiding principle. 

In order- to explain the element of ~n, which has become 
the preponderant element and ~constitutes our real fiscal problem, 
recourse has been had to various theories.. --

There are those who have. emp~ed the circumstance that a, 
(transfer involving a consideration increases the marginal utility of 

the goods exchanged, to the advantage of the two contracting parti~.) 
From this fact the attempt is made to deduce the conclusion that the 

C I ) basis of th...sJ;I.X § .l!recis~ly..the higher va.lm:..~~~~ by' the exc.haa,ge. 
We already know that indirect taxes - eitner on consumption or 
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on transfers - strike the whole value of the thing bough~Q!!!; 
whereas the difference in vaIue or marginal utility between the thing-_· 
bought and the thing sold 'constitutes the trader's pm.fit, on'which
he pays a direct tax. 

It should be noted, moreover, that the th!:pry under examination 
would not cover the case of transfers which do not involve a con
sid~n ' for example, a donation. Such transfers have nothing 
to do with economic exchanger-yet they are taxed even more 
heavily.' -.-

dn the other hand, it is true that both in the case of exchange 
for a consideration and in that of transfer without consideration at 
least one of the contracting parties gains in wealth. Now it is this 
circumstance that explains why, from time immemorial, the act of 
transferring property - whether or not a consideration is involved -
has been utilized in the construction of tax systems as the most 
opportune moment for collecting a tax. But the choice· of the most 
favourable moment for paying and collecting a debt is only one 
element in the theory of taxation; it is not the theory itself, because 
it does not give the reason why the tax is paid. _ . 

lHence other writers have regarded the transfer itself as the ~ 
of!!td JQ~ reason for the tax. The State, it IS SaId, guaranTeeSto all 
the nght toown'property"3,; a general service, and incurs a given 
expenditure for this service\ But at 'the same time the right to own 
property finds concrete expression in the deeds by which individuals . 
dispose of their property or in the claims they enter in Courts when 
their rights have been violated. Accordingly, the State is regarded 
as dividing its total expenditure into "three parts, the first of which 
would be a ~~r general a!).Jl .. preyentive pmte.ction, which is 
provided for out 0 the proceeds of the total of direct and indirect 
taxes, and not merely out of the proceeds of the tax on _t!'.ansfers ; 
the second would consist of 'judiciary fees', paid by,.".: who in 
fact appeal to the Courts; anathe third would represent 'fe~n 
cQ.D.tracts', paid by those who in fact exercise the rigp.t to dispose of 
their property. 
T~- which is the prevalent a,ne in the current literature 

on ~e subject - covers a large number of cases and ~an ..!!!£ient 
historical tradition. In fact, it goes back to the epoch of patrimonial 
finance~ when the right of eminent domain was held to involve the 
consequence that for every transfer of property it was necessary'to 
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obtain the consent ~y'ereign, and to pay for such consent. 
This principle is no longer applicable to. the modern State. 

Nowadays, however, the same theory is provided with a ne~asis 
, by invoking the principle of the fee, on the ground that the protec
tio~~e~ty ;;g;ts IS, In part, a i£ecial publk.§..end.ce, since h is 
POSSI e or tea e to provide such protection in the form and the 
amount in which individuals demand it. 

A similar de,!,elopment has beep' witnessed in connection, for 
example, with publiuducation, the cost of which is covered partly 
by taxes and partly by fees. . . 

Now, it is true that. this theory explains the group of charges 
represented by judiciary fees, which are related on the one hand to 
the iq.dividual demand of the citizen, . and, on the 'other, to the 
provision of personal and expensive services by the cou!'ts - thaf is, 
by the State~ But it does nQt seem equally convincing when extended 
to fees on contracts and inheritances; for in these cases what is 
involved is ,at 1jansfer of property between two private individuals, 
in which the buyer or' the heir does not. ask for a different or a more 
expensive public service than:- the State was already providing the 
seller Ot the testator. 

In spite of this, many writers insist that so far as fees on contra~t~ 
an? also on successions are concerned, the<.$tate does intervene tc 

, guarantee the present'validity and the futur;e execution' of the will 01 
the contracting parties or of the testato:r) There is no doubt that ir 
this it is possible to recognizeJotmally a special exchange relationship 
between the State and the"individual citizens; but there is doubt 
whether the fee to which this exchange-relationship gives rise is 
capable of giving a complete and satisfactory explanation of the 
'fees on contracts'. . 

In fact, if the contract is violated, it is necessary to have recourse 
to the courts and to pay judiciary fees; if the contract is not violated 
as a result of fear and anticipation oflegal action, there comes into 
play what we pave called preventive justice, the cost of which is 
covered by the taxes already paid by all the citizens. 

For this reason it seems more logical to regard the documents 
affecting the disposition of property as identical with the right of 
property itself - not as giving rise to the phenomenon ofthefte, but 
rather as pointing to that ,of the tax. . 
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If, therefore, we leave the concept of the fee and go back to 'that 
of the tax, the explanation of the phenomenon follows from our 
general principles. . 

The levies which are called 'fees on contracts and inheritances' 
ar~~.~~gory of indir~!.EXes on sav~ngs wIpcli nave ill common 
with indirect taxes on consumption the further functioJi of su££!.e
mentinJl ths ~rect t~es; they differ from indirect taxes on consump
tionin the fact that the'latter fall 01\ income prgduced and 
consumed, whereas taxes on contracts and inheritances fall on 
income -E.roduced and saved; but even though the two groups of 
taxesare CIlffereni; tlieymutually supplement each other. 

In~rect t~xes on prpp'e~~.!£.1!~~~ers,: like ~ndirect. t~es on con- . 
lumption"strike every legal transactIOn ·lIUVh}.ch . .ilie. taxpayer - far 
from asking die State for a c(mnter-offering in the foTt of a special 
service - re.vea~! and ~~.e..!r~~ury ascertains, the exittence ora'piece 
of propcOy which has e.§<!~p~~Ldiltct tues-or whi~h, in any ~ase, 
has n0tUsuidated its whQle..tu..debt'!.ly-,the payment of s~axes. 

SinUrarly, mdirtct taxes on busine.ss, ~e those on consumption, 
foUQ.w closely the norm...ililli:Le.ase oi th~!lat!QrgLwealth, an index 
of which is the growing volume of business. Finally, they are 
coll~ed at.tl..t«:"'I!!~m~!l!.\Vhen the taxJ?~Y!=..r~~.i;l;es.a profu, so that 
the stimulus to profit also becomes an inducement to pay the tax, 
just as in the case of indirect taxes on consumption, in which the 
stimulus to satisfy a want becomes an inducement to pay the tax~ 

On the other hand, an important difference must be pointed out: 
namely, that indirect taxes on consumption avoid the taxa!ion' ~ 
instrumental goods ~t:QireCtry'-ori co~umption, wh_ereas the 
o~er..mtes of in~~~~diiilike in~tr.YmentaL.: -4. a~t 
drrectly on proaucuon. This latter effect 18 a consequence of the f~ct 
thatlllese tax--es'fall on savings.. 

From this whole complex of resemblances and differences arise 
two problems that are of special interest for the theory of the subject. 
The first is the problem of the external relationships between the two' 
branches of indired taxation; and the second is that of the int~rnal 
distribution of the tax among the various groups that are involved 
in transfers and legal transactions. 
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In pure theory, the. pril!ciple that solves the two problems is the 
same'in botkcases: the taxpayer-must be left free to distribute the 
inc .. ome 4e has produced bet~n consllII]-ptjon..and saving, and tlien 
to distribute the inco,!,lle. saved_between the various PQssible invest
m~ in conformity with his judgment as to where his greatest 

-advantage lies. In other words, if the various indired taxespnt no 
pressure on the taxpayer to change his decisions with respect to 
spending or saving, and also with respect to the acquisition of mobile 
. or immobile investments, lending to private individuals or to the 
State, and so on, the distribution oU!t~e w~ll be made according 
to~p.rri~nncci~ Ie o.f ~xim.!:!IE..!:~?~c ~2~ for the iii'a'ividual 
an~~..s..uJJ" 

If this principle of equal treatment in matters of taxation is 
violated by positive legislation, it is re-established by the na~ural 
play of economic forces; for, in _the administration of his private 
budget, the taxpayer always finds the point of equilibrium by dis
counting the possible differences in tax-burden, assuming that the 
latter is great enough to influence the conduct of the consumer and 
the saver. This implies that he will avoid the employments which 
bear a relatively greater tax-burden, thus disappointing the expecta-
tions of the Treasury. ' 

§s 
The taxes on rontracts have been increasing as a result of the 

broadening Oftheir field of application anCl"The continual raising of 
the rates. 

They strike new savings through the negotiations that direct 
these .savings to new production, and they follow the savings through 
to every new transfer and every occasion on which, from time to 
time, they manifest themselves. If, after years of slow accumulation, 
the saver seeks a permanent placement of his funds through the 
acquisition of an immobile investment, this investment is struck by 
highertax~rates; and at his death, his estate, which is the accumula
tion of his annual savings, on which all the taxes of successive transfers 
have been paid, is still subject t~ the higher tax on successions. 

Throush®,t the series o~llSfers...$ereis as~s. . .of duplications. 
It may be granted that eve~ransfer - whether or not a considera
tion is involved in the transfer - brings to the b~r an increase i~ 
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his patrimony. Th~, however, is not limited to striking only the 
increase; usually it strik~he whole yalue, which is th,!Lobject.9fthe 
contract, and therefore s~thc-clriginahaving.again..and..again. 
The point may be made more precise by means of examples. 

Let us suppose first that out of an income of 15,000 Brown has sav.Cp 
5000. From our principles it follows that ifhe has paid a 10 per cent 
consumption tax on 10,000, he ought to pay a 10 per cent transfer 
tax at the time that he buys 5000 worth of bonds. Let us suppose 
that later he sells these bonds for 6000. The buyer will have to pay 
the 10 per cent tax on the 6000, since this is new saving entering the 
market. But the seller will also have to pay a tax on the 6000 when 
he spends the money in the acquisition of other securities. It is'here 
that the duplication appears, since he has already paid on the saVing 
of 5000 and should owe the new tax only on the 1000 by which his 
patrimony has increased. 

Another characteristic case is the following: Browri has bought a 
house for 100,000 and Smith has bought land for 100,000. Both have 
paid the corresponding tax. Now they decide to exchange the two 
properties, the value of which, by hypothesis, has not increased. 
They should not owe a new tax, but they pay it. The duplication is 
partial, but it does exist. 

To eliminate these duplications is difficult and often impossible. 
It would be impossible in the daily transfers of securities and of 
mobile property in general. But this category may be provided for by 
keeping the tax-rates low, so as to make it possible to argue that the 
taxes collected on the basis of these tax-rates correspond approx: 
imately to the greater value which the exchange for consideration 
assures the buyer, who is the subject of the tax. 

It would be possible to make an analysis which would avoid 
duplication in the transfer of ownership rights in immobile property; 
but it is precisely on such transfers that almost alliegisla!i~n main-
tains higher schedules. •• 

It is alleged, as a reason for this, that immobile property - such 
as land and buildings - changes hands infrequently, as compared 
with mobile property and securities. But this explanation leads one 
to think that the legislator considers the real property and its owner 
as object and subject of the tax, respectively, instead of regarding 
the purchase price as the object and the buyer as the subject. 

The purchase price is the saving accumulated by the buyer who 
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owes a tax on the amount saved. This axp.ount is not changed by the 
fact.thatit is used to acquire a piece ofieal property or a government 
bond or an industrial stock. In any case; moreover, the sewer does 
not submit without 'resistance to such disparitY of fisca:l treatment; 
for he will discount the purchase price, to the disadvantage of the 
seller, to the extent that the tax is excessive - that is, LO the extent 
that it requces the current rate of interest on capital investments. 

\ -

§6 
'. , 

-To sum up: we find ourselves confronted by two theories: that of 
t~_ and that of the~. 

The first would argue that all transfers, as such, should pay a fee 
as the charge fora special public service. 

The second regards saving as the sole basis orand reason 'for the 
tax, and utilizes the transfer' as merely the occasion for' collecting 
the tax. This theory, when elaborated in such a~ay as to take 
account of the criticism stated above, would be sufficient to explain 
the .ph~nomenon of t~ husw.ess. 

·But in order to explain the cortcrete phenomenon, as it results 
from existing laws, it is necessary to have recourse to the combined 
action of the two theories. 

Hence the charge that is levied at the time of registering a deed 
of sale would consist, first, of a part. that is the fee for the'special 
service of registration; second, of a part that is the fee corresponaing 
to the special servke which consists of the pledge assumed by the 
State to insure the execution of the .contract; third, of a part - the 
largest.!... that is·an indirect tax on saving . 

• 

Tax on Successions 

The' high taxation of tran:tfers~ship rights jp immobile 
prQl2.erty-whic~, after all, represents the beginnings ofa consolidated 
nucleus of savings that is 'incapable, of avoiding ascertainment 
by the Treasury - foreshadowuhe,~ritance ~. \rhe inherited 
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estate represents the net. savings accumulated by the decCllSed 
durin~ his) life-time, as well ~.~_c::.._~_vin~ ~hich he may have 
inherit..!. 
v'~:ne value of tbjs estate ~tes the object of the tax on meres:
sions and is ascertained at the time of transfer - through bequest or 
tbrough administration in accordance with the legal provisions 
covering inheritance - from the deceased to the heirs and legatees. ') 

Th~ subject gftbe ti1* is the heir or legatee, because the testator 
no longer exists, a,pd the heir is called upon to pay. According to the 
law of most countries, however, the heir accepts the inheritance with 
the privilege of inve.!!tory - that is, he pays a tax on the inheritance 
only if he finds that the estate whiclLbe jrberia u.large enough .to 
pay the tax, after deduction of all debts. The sacrifice involved in 
the payment of the tax has therefore already been borne by the 
decs.ased, whose estate pays the ~.l 

If we suppose, for the moment, that the inheritance tax is abol
ished, and that other conditions remain equal, then the deceased 
would have had to pay a larger tax on his income every year. For 
this reasonl it is theo~ally correct to say that the inheritance tax 
is an income tax the P~Y.D!~~t.~~ ~hic.h h~ been postpone'!f"IiOhe 
m~~h~n the .P~.P~_p~~ at~~eath~ In other words, the 
object or basIS oTtIle tax 15 the accumulatlon of annual incomes saved 
by the deceased during his life, and the tax is the accumulation of the 
annual taxes not paid by him during the same period., v 

Hence the t~~esents a t~ deb.! of~ased_1QJhe 
TrC',iWlry which falls on the inherited estate and is paid by the heir. 
But this payment, which concerns the deceased, is only a part of the 
tax on successions. 

It is this circumstance which has given rise to the old lIIuestion 

1 If the heir is to be regarded as the subject of the tax, we should be going bsck to 
the old concept of eminent domain, by virtue of which the State woylj ~ --e granted 
a new conceuion and the heir would have paid for that concession. p., . . 

• This theory mIIy be applied to all indirect taxes, inasmuch as all of them may be 
considned income taxes, the payment of which is postponed to the moment of con
awnption or uving. But while reoourae is had to these other in direct taxes because 
of the impoaaibility of ucenaining income diJectIy and completely, in the case of the 
tax on lucceaaiona the ._ of the incomes lived is,ausceptible to direct ascertain. 
!Dent. •. 

On account of this circumstance the tax on IUccessioDS has been regarded by some 
writen .. a direct tax on the estate (imt>&tII dWeUJI nJ patrimorrio); but this is a question 
of words, more than anything else. The fact is that the inheritance tax bas possibilities 
of devel<>pment and of fiscal functiona of which taxes levied on the documentary 
transfer of property would be inc:apable. (See Book IV, chap. v, t 9·) 
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whether the tax on successions, in being commensurate with the 
capital value of the inherited estate, consumes a part of the capital. 

If we admit that the tax on inheritance is the sum of the annual 
taxes whlch were not paid by the deceased, it follows that the basis 
of the tax is the sum of the corresponding annual incomes, which are 
translated into the capital value of the inherited estate. Now, in 
order to decide whether the tax consumes part of the capital, it is 
necessary to break up the tax and distribute it over the number of 
ye~rs lived by the saver. It is a question of fact, pep ending on the 
height of the taX-rates; but in a majority of cases it will appear that 
a tax on capital is not involved. 

Even if this criticism of the ·tax on successions is not always well
founded, it is nevertheless true that the annual savings have been 
invested in productionJ with the result that in order to make defini
tive payment of the accumulated debt, which is-due in a single 
instalment, the heir is usually forced to liquidate some investments 
quickly. The consequence is a corresponding disturbance of the 
equilibrium that had been achieved - that is, financial embarrass-
ment of the business. . 

Hence the mere fact of postponing to the time of death the tax
debt accumulated during the)ife of the deceased would not explain 
and make acceptable the tax on successions. For the latter tax is in 
excess of the mere sum of the taxes which were not collected during 
the thirtY~two' yearS of the average life.of the deceased; and it is 
this e~hat constitutes the specific problem of the tax. 

This excess is the part that concerns the heir. 
'" Thus the tax on successions consists oftwoJ?&.ts: one is the debt 
accumulated by the deceased; the ~er is die new tai which falls 

• on the heir. In all cases, however, the sum of the two is assessed on 
the inheri"ted estate; this means that the excess d~.endson the sjlb-
jective valuation o~. - . 

$8 

The inheritance tax is very old; but in the course ofhistoiy it has 
undergone several transfom:LatiOiis --that is, it has provided the 
theoretical cover for payments of different kinds. Sometimes it has 
been regarded as a participation by th~~ i_~.the inh~4ritance, 
perhaps as a reminiscence of ilie State s nght of dominion over 
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everything and everyone; at other times it has been regarded as a 
recogni.!!?n ofthcllosition omlisalage occupied by oruuYhoJ.nlw:.its 
lLfi.>f; it has also been regarded as the price due from th_~_d~s~~ed 
f~ the acquisitk>..!!-EL~~ Egh.t lQ..l2IQject liiSWill beyond the..grave, 
and so forth. 

But the very fact of the antiquity and permanence of the tax, 
despite the multiplicity of theoretical constructions which have 
grown up about it, makes it possible to emphasize the common 
e~nt in these oonstructions: namely, that the moment at which' 
the inheritance passes tQ the hejrs is the most favourablC;Jime to 
i~lSt upon and obt<iliun9~ilY-1liC payment of a tax from tlJe 
h~ Assuming that a giv~n sum must be exacted, it is less painful 
to divide this sum between the decedent and the heir than to place it 
exclusively on the former, by increasing his annual income tax during 
his life-time. I • 

This is an elementary truth, which is valid whether the tax is 
proportional or whether it is progressive, and whether, in striking 
the heir, it does or does not take account of the degree of relationship. 
between him and the deceased. It is a basic guiding principle which 
cannot be renounced if it is desired to construct a tax system that 
will reduce the sacrifice of the taxpayers to a minimum and facili
tate the collection of taxes. 

If, then, we accept the proposition that the inheritance tax is a , 
useful organ in a perfected fiscal o[g~qism, the problem that is really 
important IS that of its amount. 

We must separate sharply two periods, which also correspond to 
the two purposes that the tax on successions -like progressive taxa
tion in general-may envisage. One of thJ:Se purQoses is ~sfer 
the ~ax-burden from income which is being pmducedto income 
which iiaiI>eensaved, and from present saving ttua.Ying a~~ted 
by_past geqCi~tions~ without destro.vYt~the jg.celltive@ .• ncrgsing 
accumulation. The oth~r pu:n:ose works in the direction of equal
iziEllhe d!~tribution_ 0 wea th, thrqugh the comple!~ ~pa"i'tial 
transfet...9f ~~ances to ~State. 

In the first case, if it is desired that the amount of the tax should 

I I .hould like to point out that this consideration ought not to serve as a pretext for 
legis laton. in countries in whic:b the tall: on lucc:easions bas been abolished. to le-eatab
lish a tu of this kind by simply aJding it to the tues that have been introduced or 
inc:reaaed in compensation for ita abolition. When theory speaks of distribution, it 
alway. IUPpoaea that the quantity to be distributed remains constant. 
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l,eave intact the incentives to save, the tax must be regarded as bear
able.1?Y,_!~~ir - that is, the height anne tax must not exce~dilie 
limit which is set by the greater inclination or willingness to pay 
taxes which is evidenced by the heir. We have admitted that, from 
a hedonistic standpoint, there is a break of continuity as between the 
deceased and his heir, inasmuch as the former has had to incur a 
cost of production, whereas the latter is able to enjoy the accum
ulated patrimony without incurring such cost. But we must not 
jump from this circumstance to the conclusion that the heir is dis~ 
posed to pay the tax, or does not mind paying regardless' of how 
much higher it is. {We must not forget that the heir ofto-day will 
,be the deceased ofto-morrow, and that the tax paid by him to-day 
cannot help influencing his future conduct as a saver. Thus is re
established, through the perpetual circle whereby each heir becomes 
a testator, a higher economic continuity. \ ,,,-

Economics is not in a position to state the concrete extent of the 
limit to the tax on successions which is provided by this circum
stance; its extent is, however, to be found by the experience ~hich 
has been obtained through the moderation of the absolute height of 
the tax, the adoption of proportionality or only slight progressIon, 
and the exemption or the very light taxation of children and close 
relatives. 

The legislation that regtllates inheritance taxation in the first 
period of its existence is guided precisely by these criteria, which 
harmonize with that general orientation of economic policy which 
tends to avoid impeding the indefinite accumulation of wealth.
And it is also in this period that the tax .2.-1!..~lJ,~~~.simlsJ.s}!!~!1(Iy: ~ne 
of the taxes on transfers and constitutes, together with the taxes on 
contracts, a single Pf.o1?g~whi.c1i--maYJ)~,_~pl<lil1.ed .pythe s~me 
.:theory. --- - .. . 

§9 

But with the introduction and the development of the principle 
of pro..s!~on and that of the discrimin~n _~mes there begins. 
a secon(llife-RS~riod for the tax on successions also.lThis period is" 
characterized by the following circumstances:"",( a) children of the 

1 This proposition has been advanced in some recent treatises. 
a Cf. Book II, chap. VII, § 1. 
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~ctlheJncentiy-<:s_tR save, thetax mus.tJ:~1e rc::garded as bear
a~. ~y' the !,1sir - that is, the height ortIie tax-must not exce7<IThe 
limIt _which is set by the greater inclination or willingness to pay 
taxes which is evidenced by th~ heir. We have admitted that, from 
a hedonistic standpoint, there is a break of continuity as between. the 
deceased and his heir, inasmuch as the former has- had to incur a 
cost of production, whereas the latter is able to enjoy the accum
ulated patrimony without incurring such cost. But we must not 
jump from this circumstance to the conclusion that the heir is dis
posed to pay the tax, or does not mind paying regardless? of how 
much higher it is.'\.We must not forget that the heir of to-day will 
be the deceased ofto~morrow, and that the tax paid by him to-day 
cannot help influencing his future conduct as a saver. Thus is re
established, through the perpetual circle whereby each heir becomes 
·a testator, a higher economic continuity.) .,. 

Economics is not in a position to state the concrete extent of the 
limit to the tax on successions which is provided by this circum
stance; its extent is, however, to be foun~ by the experience "Yhich 
has been obtained through the moderation of the absolute height of 
the tax, the adoption of proportionality or only slight progressIon, 
and the exemption or the very light taxation of children and close 
relatives. -

The_ legislation that regulates inheritance taxation in the first 
period of its existence is guided precisely by these criteria, which 
harmonize with that general orientation of economic policy which 
tends to avoid impeding the indefinite accumulation of wealth: I 
And it is also in this period that the tax..,2.n successiona.is merely 2,ne 
of the taxes on transfers and constitutes, together with the taxes on 
contr9:rn;asingl'eprot'ilem wwIi may be explained by the s~me 
,lh.eory. -

§9 

But with the introduction and the development of the principle 
of pro~on and that of the discrimination 2f incomes there begins 
a secona life-period for the tax on suc~sions also. {J'his period is 
characterized by the following circumstances: t a) children of the 

1 This proposition has been advanced in some recent treatises. 
• Cf. Book II, chap. VII, § I. 
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testator are taxed and the: tax-rates levied on the 'other relatives are 
~ased; (6) continually increasing p!:.~essive taxes are levied on 
inherited shares; (c) another progressive tax-rate is applied to the 
total value of the estate before it is 'divided into inherited shares; 
(dran addirl..9n,al tax is levied on those hclrS..who have a patr~niony 
of their own. 1 ) v 

These four points derive from the principle of progression. 
In fact, if it is supposed that the latter principle prevailed during 

the life of the testator, it is clear that his tax-debt has grown .in 
amount as the reSult of the increasing tax-rates which were not 
paid on the increasing annual savings during 'his lifetime, and that 
this tax-debt must in the end be assessed against the inheritance 
in a progressive form before the estate is divided among the heirs 
and legatees. 

Similarly, the percentage of tax on each individual inherited 
share is progressive also with respect to the heir, whose evaluation 
of utilities decreases as the amount of inherited share increases. 

Thus, also" the principle of progression leads to the more severe 
treatment of distant as compared with close relatives. Such a 
differential treatment would hardly have been understood when 
the family was a small state, a political nucleus, which was regarded 
as being represented by the legally designated heir. But nowadays 
the family has come to be regarded as an exclusively natural organ
ism based on spontaneous relations of affection, which becoIJie 
attenuated as we pass from children to grandchildren or to brothers, 
and virtually disappear beyond the first degrees of relationship. 

This successive loosening of the bonds of affection can be included 
within the framework of the general theory of progression, in so far 
as it is possible to argue that the gap in economic ~ontinuity between 
the deceased and his distant relative is greater than th,p.t...hetw.een 
the deceased and his son. Hence the subjective valualvn by the 
heir of an estate which he inherits from a distant relative or from 
a stranger is small as compared with that which he would attach 
to an estate inherited from a father. . . 

,/ And finally, if the heir has a patrimony of his own, to which 
the inherited patrimony is to be added, the margiIial evaluation 

1 This programme, which outlines the gmrral tendency, h.u not been adopted in its 
entinty in all countries. In Italy, for example, a progressive estate-tax - i.e., a tax 
OD the whole patrimony before it ia dividrd into inherited ahares - was proposed, but 
waa not adopted. 
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placed upon, the latter will vary inversely witl,t its size. If, for 
example, ~ person inherits $ 100,000, his marginal evaluation of the 
inherited patrimony decreases more'rapidly if he already has a 
patrimony of $ 100,000.' . • 

This is the framework within which the tax on successions has 
developed. 

Now, if it were a question only of distributing a given amount 
of tax in accordance with these four criteria, it is not 'impossible 
that the final result would be a fairer one. 

But the problem changes if, instead, this framework serves ~s' 
, a basis for in~reasing the -absolute burden of the tax in four differen,t 
yet converging ways. 

This is precisely what has h.appened, 'chiefly as a result of the 
princiPlo{ disq;iwVIation, according to which~) the person who 
has a p~ imony - even if he has formed it out of his own savings
must pay more than the 'person who is engaged in, ~pe process of 
forming it~ an? (b~ person who inherits a patrimony ~ obligated 
to pay a solI higher tax, on the ground that'he thus acqmres wealth 
which he has not earned. 

To the political tendencies favouring progressive taxation and 
discr~on .. are added popular ideas and da~ri!!aire pre
conceptions ag~nhe.ci1a.nce. - \_ 

The result of the combined action of.these operating forces may 
be seen from an examination ofa few conclusive figures illustrating 
Italian experience. 

§IO 
In Italy, taxation of inheritances from father to son began with 

the leryof a pr:oportional tax-rate; of .::. per cent, the so-caned 
'legitimate portion' allowed by Roman Law being exempt from 
taxation. But by ~ 897 the tax-rate had already risen to 1,;,9 per cent. 
From 1897 to 1921, - in less than twenty-five years, therefore,
under the influence of Socialism, the tax-rates were raised from the 
proportional rate of 1'6 per cent to il maximum progressive rate of 
~er cent for direct descendants; from a proportional ra~ of 4'5 
per cent to a maximum progressive rate of 43'2 per cent on bequestS 
between husband and wife; frolll a proportional rate of 7 pet cent 
to a maximum of 50'4 per cent on bequests between bt'Q~fiers; from 
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a proportional rate of 15 per cent to a maximum rate of 22,Per cent 
between relatives more than ten times removed, relatives by mar
riage, and non-relatives. 

Nor is this all: Italian law has ordained a complementary fee, 
whereby the heirs - with the exception of parents, descendants, 
or husband and wife - pay ~er cent, 9 per ..cent, and I!"per cent 
of the sum inherited, whenever the latteF'iS more than 80,000 lire, 
and when they have a patrimony of their own of 200,000 ljre, 
400,000 lire, or 600,000 lire, respectively. 

In this case, the maxim~:Gt!LI!!~~~cas. high as go Per 
~ and even 102 per cent, whenever the inherited property 
consists or tmmoblle property the registered transfer of which is 
obligatory! 

If, now, we take a patrimony of a million lire - which is not 
unusually high, in view of the depreciation of the lira - and suppose 
that the transfer is from father to son, we find that in 1866 the 
latter would have paid 2000 lire; in 1888, he would have paid 
12,000 lire; in 1897, 16,000 lire; in 1921, 168,000 lire; and if we 
suppose that the transfer is from uncle to nephew, - who often stand 
in a family relationship similar to that existing between father and 
son - we find that in 1897 the nephew would have paid 85,000 lire, 
and in 1921 he would have paid at least 360,000 lire, on the further 
supposition that he had no patrimony of his own. . 

It is. illuminating to compare what a son would pay in Italy 
and what he would pay in other countries on an inherited estate of 
a million lire: 1 

Belgium 
France 
Germany 
Italy 

39,000 lire 
60,000 " . 
66,500 ". 

168,000 " 

At this point, taxes on successions pass out of the framework 
provided by the general class of taxes on property transfers. They 
are no longer used to complement or counterbalance indirect taxes 

1 I bave not takm account of other secondary conditions, the cumulation of which 
inc:P.ase. the magnitude of these figures. in some c:ases notably. Particular mention is 
merited by the little volume of G. Guasti, which is full of data and cases that came to 
the author'l attention ill the course of his Drofession as notary - c:ases which seem 
improbable, but Ire neverthelesa tnJe (n regi_ jiscQ/e delle lII£ussioni e d~, 
Milan, St~ _cUIle, 1932). • 
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')u consumption; on the contrary, they become. distinct from the 
atter, being intended to. fall upon and~~2!!L.rurec1Jy. .. ~~~~ 
lccumula.t~d..Q.1}U(jllCOUV:. 

This constitutes a new and difficult problem. 
We are no'longer confronted by a~tax, but rather by a device 

laving the form of a tax which, as a result of the pressure of the 
;oci~, the timid acquiescence of the propertied classes and 
the indi~erence of the professional classes - was tending toward 
the con~catiou of ipherited.wealth. 

This is one of the . most characteristic modem aspects of the 
struggle that is being waged on the matter of inheritance between 
the haves and the have-nots, between those who live on the proceeds 
of present,labour and those who live, wholly or in part, from the 
labour of past generations. We are now faced by a 'prime fact' of 
a political nature, which is tied up with the levelling influence of 
progressive taxation and the device of discrimination. The three 
devices constitute a fiscal group in themselves. . 

• 0 

§II 

We know, then, that our further theoretical investigation must 
consist of ascertaining the economic and fiuancial,etFeus ~gh 
inheritimce tax on the prgdiic"tjp~ddj§tribution of wealth and 
on ~blldgct of the TFfiIMiiY. -

- UPt of all, it works against the incentiye to save and accumulate. 
\,. (People save to assure themselves a comfortable old age, but 
above aUto assure and improve the future prospects of their childr~n 
or to insure the continuity of the family.') There may be other 
motives which impel the individual to accumulate, but they are 
usually motives which are of secondary effectiveness; in any case, 
they are associated with a desire on the part of the saver to dispose 
of his savings in his own way, by devoting them to certain defjnite 
cultural or charitable or religious purposes - that is, purposes 
different from those to which the State would devote the proceeds 
of the tax. In any case, it is not our purpose here to make a list 
of all the possible motives for saving, but to recognize th3;t the 
larger or a large part of saving is produced by motives which have 
reference to the future of the family, or which' are tied, up with the 
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particular purpose to which the saver wishes to devote them, inde
penrntly of the purposes of the State. IT this is granted, it follows 
that saving were to be entirely'absorbed by the Treasury at the 
dea of the saver, the saver would have recourse, so far as he 
himself is concerned, to forms of insurance, and would cease to 
save for his children and descendants, as 'well as for the particular 
ends that he wished to achieve., 

Now, that which is obvious if we reason on the assumption of 
the limiting CilSe represented by the total confiscation of saving, 
seems to be so no longer when the tax is, indeed, increased, but 
still leaves to the saver and his children a part of the accumulated 
patrimony. (Many writers maintain that man s~~j::Iyj,nsti!tc;t as 
do_~~_~....!!!<1J>~~But in any case the instiOCt of saving is sub
ordinated to another instinct, - namely, that of providing for !Q.e 
continuity Q.f the.1amily~ If the possibility of satisfying tIle second 
instiiict is removed, the first instinct becomes weakened. In any 
case, for the saving of the community to be decreased, it is enough 
that some men should think through the economic aspects of the 
case. Thereby the rhythm of the increase of production is checked 
directly, and that of the increase of revenues is checked indirectly. 

Undoubtedly there are effects, which work themselves out only 
in the)ong run and are not always visible, because one would have 
to be able to compare the actual amount of present saving with the 
saving that might have been undertaken if the obstacle of taxation 
had not existed. 

Nevertheless, even if we admit that the depressive effect of 
inheritance taxes on saving has not been considerable, this derives 
from the fact that even nowadays the tax has a more potent and 
immediate effect on the djrtrihuJio1I of saving, in so far as i,!..,kowes 
to the saver the possibllity.oU:ho.osWg westments ~~e 
~atlon. t-

In fact, savings may be invest~d either il:l immobile property, 
which does not escape ascertainment by the Treasury, or in mobile 
p~ger' which escapes sucliascer!~~nment mo.re.eaW~, or ill bonds, 
payab e to thcD1earet:Whi5_~_.~~peJ:;.Q.Q!Pl~tely; hence si"vings will 
cliOOSethilatter way.) And if the Treasury should succeed in dis
covering and tracing such savings, there is the possibility of sendirig 
them abroad; and, in the last analysis, they may always be hoarded. 

These possibilities give, above-all, an immediate explanation of 
M 3~ 
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the fact that the expected yield from the tax has not corresponded 
to the extreme tax-rates. This may be explained by adt.nitting 

, either that saving has decreased or that it has succeeded in evading 
taxation. Moreover, numerous bits of confirmatory historical evi
dence are to be found in the past, and they are still visible in the 
characteristic tendency, in our time, for the political power of the 
richer classes to rest, not, as formerly, upon the ownership of land, 
which is national, but upon the possession of capital, which is inter
pational. (The mobility of capital is uncontrollable in its choice 
between investment at home and investment abroad.) 

v (Inheritance taxes, then, as a result of their height, influence the 
distribubon of wealth by encouraging the formation of patrimonies 
invested in mobile property, and by deterring saving from forming 
or increasing patrimonies invested in land. Now, this distribution 
is anti-ecoDQWic, because it is determined not by the calculation 
or maximum productive'ness, bp,t by the desire to . avoid t~ation. 
Hence, to the extent that the latter' influences the distribution of 
wealth, . ..it reduces, indirectly. the productiveness of saving, a...!W, 
directly, Publi~ rev~es.) -

Frgm the fiscal poiW- Of uirw, the inheritance is -one of th.$ 
mQst unsqual. For, as has been pointe& out it sb,ows favouritism 
t~ mobile prope{ty in the form of private and public s~i.ties 
payable to the bearer, and hence concentWcs the tax-bumc;,n and 
it.!.~~'<;!~~_Erincipally on lands and houses, - that is, on .!1!.J:.IY,ted 
categs>ry of t3.2tPayers.) c= 

Confronted by tax-rates of 30 per cent and go' per cent of the 
capital value, one asks how # has been or is possible to pay them. 
The answer is that the taxes were· paid by those patrimonies in 
liquid form which escaped ascertainment~In other words, the high 
tax on successions has induced the testator to accumulate his wealth 
in the form of mobile capital, with the result that the heir distributes 
the tax, which falls only' on the immobile part of the inh~rited 
estate, over the whole patrimony.) Thus, if we assume that a son 
inherits a patrimony of a milliQn, a half of which is in landed 
property reported. to the .fiscal authorities and the other half iIi 
hoarded cash or in bonds payable to the bearer which are not 
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reported to such authorities, it follows that the tax-rate of 30 per 
cent, which he ought to have paid on the" whole patrimony, falls
as a result of the progressive form of the tax - to 10"8 per cent 
on that part of his patrimony which is in the form of @~d, and in 
fact resolves itself into a tax-rate of 5."4 per cent on the whole of the 
inherited estate. 

But the composition of the patrimony - that is, the relation 
between the mobile and the immobile part - is not the same for 
all citizens and for all parts of a country; whence arise two ~ 
caus~ty. 

It snould be noted, further, that the income from these bonds 
payable to the bearer, as well as - to a smaller extent - profes
sional and industrial incomes, escape in whole or in part the tax 
on 'movable property' and the complementary tax (or their equiva
lents). as compared with incomes from land and buildings. (The 
r~ that the inheritance tax, instead of helpmg - as one· of 
tIle indirect taxes on transfers - to correct or lessen the inequali.tie$ 
of direc~taxation, mer'py increases and aggravates these ineqyalities , 

From what has been said we may proceed to conc~ of a more 
general character, analogous to those re~c~ed for progressive taxation. 

"'1a) If it turns out that the tax on successions gives ~ relatively 
smaller yield, to the extent that it succeeds in its function as a leveller 
of fortunes, the policy tending to remove the burden of taxation 
from income and saving in the process of formation to saving accu
mulated by past generations .miliJ:~~!=S. against .the .~~h!~v~IIlen.t" '!f 
the aim that it is desired to. accomplish. 

(h) If it is admitted that saving is useful to the community, then 
it follows that ~avers are the technical instruments fo~"".7 accumu
lation of capital, which increases the demand for labour and assures 
the increase of production to the advantaee of all the agents of 
production and the consumers. 

Now the saver is inspired by the incentive to provide for his 
children and to assure the continuity of his family; and for this 
reason inheritance is a necessary corollary_C?f.sa'f.ing, at least until 
it is proved that people are iiri~I!~~rio~saveJ'?r the poJjtical....£9m., 
m~ty as ttHlay they save for their families. 
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There is no modem and progressive country without the insti· 
tution of inheritance; for only through inheritanee can each new 
generation carry on the work of the preceding one and so give 
continuous and progressive movement to the--eeonomic development 
of the country. . 

A tax policy that would force each generation to consume what 
it produces and to produce what it consumes in the course of its life· 
time would create a static society, a sort of 'proletarian -republic', 
surrounded by capitalistic countries and destin.ed to be absorbed 
by them. 

A policy which recognizes the individual and collective useful
ness of saving and opposes inheritance faces an insurmountable 
contradiction and must, sooner or later, provoke a reaction. 

For an example of such a reaction we may again turn to I..tal¥, 
which has abolished the tax on successions within the family.1 

But the reform - precisely because it resulted from a reaction -
has overstepped the mark. Its error lies in the fact that it has 
given up the opportunity to utilize the moment when property is 
inherited to levy on the heir that moderately increased tcu: which 
h~ is capable of paying and which it is not to his . advantage to 
renounce. 

A reform that follows logically from our premises would consist, 
in broad outline, of th'"e following: 

'(a) The transformation of the tax on successions - that is, the 
amount it yields - into an in~ of a11-slirect taXes, whereby 
two of its major inequalities would be eliminated and it would be 
possible to avoid the danger of having to pay the tax all at once, 
through the liquidation of savings that have already been or that 
ought to have been invested to the community's advantage. . 

,(b) Le~on!he heir ,that ..Eart oL~~~~erns 

1 The Italian reform includes within the family nucleus (a) parents and children, 
(b) 'hUsband and wife, ee) brothers and sisters, (d) uncles and nephews. 

At the time of writing this reform has already undergone a modification in that the 
exemption is made contingent on the condition that the husband and wife must have 
had at least two acknowledged children, including such as may have died; and the 
exemption is limited to such transfers as may have been made by parents to two at 
more children and their descendants and from a husband to a wife (or vice versa) 
ltavin¥ two or mc:>re children.' 
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bim. and which ought to be a ... tax that is merely 'complementary' 
to the direct taxes. in order to utilize the moment when lie gains in 
weaIth to bri~bo1!t..~_qJ,Qt:~,~cgn()mic,distri!:>ution of th,~
burden. But the tax. regardless of whether it is rdated to the 
capiraT on a proportional or slightly progressive basis. ought to 'be 
paid out of annual incQme~ ~g_ ,its Pl!ym_~pt.Jlistrih~ver--the 
income of several years. 

, (c) The taxation ofbusines!.f.9~ns and gciv~m,ment .bonds 
through some form of taxation which would be a substitute for the 
inheritance tax, the security holders being exempted from the 
formal obligation to report their holdings. I 

I (d) The exemption or partial exemp!!l;m..D(chjldren, a surviving 
husba!1~e, direct~ndants and parents, m.the rela.,ili:s:ly 
heavier taxatIOn of lPQte distant z:rlatives, account being taken of 
the fact that natural attachments tend to restrict the so-called 
family nucleus more and more. 

§I5 

The Two Substitute Taxes 

We have established the general principle that indirect taxes 
rest on the. exchange economy and presuppose the ruTe that 'all 
goods are objects ore~~ ~From tTUs follows the corolI<i.!Y_!!l'!-t 
~here exchange is lacking, or cannot be ascertained, the reason for 
the tax does not disappe<l.r; on the contrary, it is necessary to adopt 
other forms of equivalent taxes in order to strike. the goods thai a~e 
~n exceptio~ to the rule. ' . 

This general principle leads us to the problem of the substitute 
taxes to which recourse is had' ilL two opposite c~er-.l-::;) t'l'lat of 

. ~sthth~t change hands very frequently, !@' oft~n tmE,Ssonally, 
WI e result that they evade ascertainment and taxation at each 
separate transfer, and hence escape regisb;ation and stamp t<l.xes; 

"'{b) that of ~ ~~i£!J:~h~~g,~.J~a~du~~th~r...llo.L.a.t all ~ ver.y 
scWom, - as in the case of goods belonging to undying juristic 
pc:apns, and which would therefore escape .inheritance taxef. ' 

In the first case the place of the registration and stamp taxes 
is taken in ItaTYby the '!legotiation tax'i which is paid bY}'!ls,!rance 

1 [Italian: 'imp~a ;U "egO:lf~' - Translator'. note] 
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co~es, ,business c~or_ations, and in general hy organizations 
issuing bond.§., Sh~~~I!.<!,~<?!!a~kJi,e.(;U,rities, aU(L~_commensui:ate 
with the value of the hoods is~The' individual security holders 
are thereby freed from the obligation to pay on each ~arate 
transfer. 

The val~ as the ba.l!is of the tax is the real or market 
v~e of the securities and therefore of the capital of the-corporation, 
not the nominal v~ue; this is an obvious corollary of the principle 
that the tax falls on the savings of the buyer and hence the actual 
amount that he invests in the purchase. 

In the se~d case, the so-called tax OD 'mortmain' .ta~e 
place ~t:.!4.e.jnheritanGt1;.'tall~mld strikes the property o£-uadying 
junstlC pers~ through. ~l!Duili~ op-~me, which 'is added 
to the oilier direct tries. In Italy, the tax-rate, which used tabe 
4 per rent annually. 'has been raised to U per cent. 

It is assumed that the annual tax of 7'2 per cent on the income 
of the -mobile and immobile property which constitutes the patri
mony of the organization is equivplent to the tax on successions, 
which ought to be levied about every thirtf-two' years;on the 
average. The usual progressive form of the inheritance tax makes 
it somewhat difficult to verify the mathematical exactness of 
tl)is equivalence. What is involved, therefore, is an average calcu
lation of a broadly approximate character, which is not of decisive 
importance. ' 

On the other band, the ,importa.uce..Qf the tax on 'moWain' 
j!om the standpoint of th~is ~~~tgJhan itsimp.Qnance 
in practice; for it confirriiS the principle according to which all 
goods ar-; ohligilted t~. pay_~tirtc~E...!!!ilire£L!~,.g, so that the 
abolition of indirect taxes brings an automatic increase in direct 
taxes, Thus the tax adumbrates the reform indicated above, con
sisting oCthe transformation of the tax on successio~jnto.@ all!lual' 
incre~ in ~ the direct taXej.---'- - .-'-
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CtlAP'l'Ell ,1 

THEORY OF PUBLIC LOANS 

Summary: Concept of the extraordinary budget .in the" i~dividual 
business - The same concept in the business of the State: the extra
ordinary tax on {>toperty - The private sale~ and loan-transactioI;\S 
that derive from It-- The subjective preferences of the groups made 
up of owners of immobile property. capitalists, and professional 
people - The series of private loans is transformed into a single State 
Joan - The differences and the economic superiority of the public 
loan - The question of professional people - The extraordinary 
levy is not a levy on capital - Interest on the public debt is a matter 
of debit and credit - The role of these debits and credits in auto
matic amortization - The importance of the expenditure in the 
economic calculation with respect to the advisability of the loan; 
from the standpoint of future generations' ' 

TlU fiscal organism examined thus far provides for the ordinary, 
normal, and continuous expenditures of the State; hence it is not 
complete unless there are added to it other instrumentalities designed 
to provide for the 'extraordinary' nee~s wlUch may possi~ly arise 
at great intervals in the life of the State, as they may arise in the life 
of an individual. 

\"e may abstract, for the moment, from the nature of'the expendi
ture, but not from its amount; for, whatever the cause or the purpose 
of such expenditure, our problem arises whenever the ordi!la1Y.taxes 
01) income ;u:~hdd to be i~um.cie!.lt t(tc9ver expenditu{. Wliit is 
involved, therefore, -is-an expenditure whicncan 6emade only once 
and may be provided for out or revenue which i$ to be raised only 
once; since, if we take the wealth of thecountry as given. neither the 
expenditure nor the revenue"';" on account of their magnitu~e-
could ever become a regularly recurring item in the annual budget 
of the State. 

I The theory of the public: loan which is expounded here was first published in the 
Giamale <kgli «t1PIOfItUti (january". 1893), and wu reprinted with lOme additions in my 
SQ(gi iii wnttntfial jinalqll (1898). 
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. We start with the customary elementary pre~e that\the btEget 
~f modem States dtvelops in harmony with the budg~ts of .JJ1e 
citizens, the. two tog~er representing the organic hlldg..:t sf the 
nay§:i:t. In fact, we may begin with these private budgets in order 
to establish-more precisely where ordinary finance ends and where 
extraordinary finance begins.! 

Let \lS imagine a person called upon to face an expenditure 
which, becaus« of its _ magnitude, he decides he cannot meet out of 
his annual income; even if, in order to make as many concessions 
as possible, we should include in his annual income the amount of 
savings that he was accu_stomed to make annually, or even the larger 
amount of savings that he might be disposed to make by reducing, in 
the course of the year, his ordinary standard of living. 

Now, if the sacrifices that he makes during the- year are not 
sufficient, he will have to sell a part of his property, or he will be able 
to contract a loan which, from the economic point of view, is an 
attenuated form of alienation. 

At this moment, we may say, an extraordinary administration of 
his affairs begins, since the equilibrium represented by his old budget 
is definitively ruptured. This means that, ceteris paribus, he will have 
to reduce permanently his futurei!tandard of living. . 

But even if we accept the broad and empirical ~oncept which is 
involved in regarding his extraordinary administration as beginning 
with the concrete fact of the sale of his property, the boundary line 
between 'ordinary' and 'extraordinary' adininistration will 3.Iways 
depend, to some extent, on the capacity and the will to save, which 
varies from individual to individual. 

t This subjective element prevents us from discovering a more 
rigorous and more objective formula which would fix the line of 
demarcation, within the budget of each individual, between extra-
ordinary and ordinary adm4llstration. \ t. -

Let us now carry this concept over to the finances of the modem 
State, which operates in ·-the name of the community arid whose 
conauct cannot be separated from that of the taxpayers. 

First of all, the extraordin~.£.ublic e~.Qenfoture - for example, 
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a war indemnity - which appears in its budget, must be distributed 
among the individual taxpayers, and the share assigned to each ~
payer becomes an extraordinary expenditure for which each taX
payer must make provision. 

lBefore coming to the determination of these individual sqares, 
. the modem State will also consider the problem of reducing ordinary 
. publiffi e~n~tures'l Nevertheless - and in this respect it differs 
from e a so ute State, in whose budget extraordinary expenditure 
would be merged with the private expenditures of the sovereign
it will nol be able to go far in this direction, in view of the instru
mental character of publicservices,{ a reduction of which might react 
on . the production of private goods, thus simultaneously blocking 
and drying up the very source ofbotlt private and public income:) l.-

t In the second place, the State will seek to increase direct and 
indirect ~ on income, whereby it will induce each taxpayer to 
1!L~er, as we have already said, his present stan~(t~fIiving.)· . 
f(; ~en this limit is regarded as having been reached, the State will , 
pass to the sale of its patrimonial goods, ~ it has any. But we have 
seen that it will, as a rule, already have sold such goods to members 
of the community, because it can recover their value from the com
munity, whenever circumstances make such action desirable, by 
meam of a tax.' . 
. This tax is the 'ex~rdin~_~_on property'. In pure theory it 
IS supposed that the modem State WilI'lia've-recourse to such a tax 
at the very moment at which the individual has decided toseU his 
property in order to pay his share of the extraordinary expenditure. 

This share may be, for example, a fifth of his property; but it 
must be POinted out immediately that 20 per cent of his property 
is not a fifth part of the value ofhis property. We already know that 
modem taxes exclude payments in kind, the sale of wrwould 
then have to be undertaken by the State. We have alread'y seen that 
the tax on the product (the tithe, for example) has been transformed 
into a tax on income, in order to force the taxpayer to undertake 
the responsibility and the risk involved in sale. The same is true of 
the extraordinary tax on property; hence the owner will, in fact, 
have to sell as large a part of his property as is necessary in order to 
realize 20 per cent of its value. (This value is fixed by appraisal at 
the moment when the tax is £ist levied ~ that is, before the new 

• Cf. Book I, c:hap. n, t 10. 
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offer' of lands and houses and securities, which will be thrown on 
the market, wgI~~j!_QpriCfS. '\ -

To sum up: from. ordinary taxes on m.come we pass to the increase 
of such taxes, and then, merely as a result of this quantitative 
increase, to, the extraordinary tax as a percen~ge of the value of 
property. 

\.J'he extraordinary tax presents itself, therefore, as a logical 
extension' of taxes on income, and must be considered as the first fiscal 
ins~ment a~re-rg;.,Ut~ .. S~g\lJ~u1iua.ry",jiJ;J.anq:: ... c;>f m<l.dern 
St~.es': ~rv" ..... ~ ,.,0. • ' .' .•• , 

§3 

When, in dealing with the economic probleIgs of the individual, 
it is said that an individual sells a part of his property in order to 
meet an extraordinary expenditure, the problem is thereby ex
hausted-th~t is, it doesnotgo beyond the budget of the seller, since 
we do not have to concern ourselves with the buyer of the property. 

But when we pass to public finance, which has to do with the 
economic problems of the com'"inunity, the buyer cannot be ignored, 
since it is impossible to conceive of all taxpayers' selling their 
property without taking account of t:he other parties who buy it .. 

As against the State, in this specific problem, the community 
consists of two persons.!-. a seller and a' buyer, or a borrower and a 
lender. 

The extraord~y!!§.risCl-t~le-,9rJQil.n..::!!t!:~action 
betwee.!!...ill'Q,.~p.ayen-who '.2!' not have ...hoglOgen~ests . 

. If all wished to sell and none wished to buy, or if all wished to borrow 
and none to' lend, an extraordinary levy would ,not be :p.~ssible. . 

It is on the existence of these, relationships tliat the. theory Df 
emergency fulattce is based. 

This is not true of ordinary taxes on income, with respect to which 
all taxpayers form a homogeneous group, since all have an income -
from land, or buildings, or capital, or industrial or professional 
activity - and the tax-relationship exhausts itself in the dealings of 
the State with each individual taxpayer. 

Similarly, if all property had the same composition and each 
property-owner had at his disposal a certain amount of consumers' 
goods or of money, the extraordinary tax on property would be paid 
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directly by everyone, and would give rise to neither sale- nor ~oan~ 
transactions; the tax-relationship exhausts itself in the dealings'of 
the State with each individual taxpayer. 

But this is not what happens in reality; the sole hypothesis on 
which we can reason is that the various holdings of private property 
di1fec in composition. 

As the result of individual preferences, there are those who choose 
to put their savings into immobil.sJDvestments in the form of land, 
houses, or industrial plant. For the sake of simplicity,' we shall 
include all these owners of fixed capital under the single heading of 
'~'!'IIler.s'. Over against these, there are others who prefer to 
accumulate and keep their wealth in liqu,id.,fDrm 7""" that is, in short .. 
term investments - so as to be able always to turn them to new 
uses, in whole or in part. We shall call this group the pure 
'ca~ta'. . 

Side by side with these two groups there exists a group made up of 
professional people and w~!S, who li~ the income...Imm 
l~~r. These we shall have to dis~uss separately. . 

Thus the extraordinara; tax on property fulls formally J>,!!...aI1 
prope~ own$rs; but we ow that behind this apparent uniforp:llty 
it acts differently on the various groups by creating contractual 
relationships involving sale- or loan-transactions between the' first 
and the second group, and creating a separate problem-for pro~ 
fessional people and labourers. 

Up till now we have not differentiated between sales and loans; 
n<\w we must distinguish between the two possibilities. _ 

• In the first case, since we have excluded the possibilit(" ..... lat the. 
State ma~llect the tax on property in kind, the State has no 
alternative to the extraordinary tax on property, which is theoretic
ally bound up with the sale-transaction tOt. which taxpayers have 
recourse. ' 

t.ln the second case, on the other hand, there arises the possibility 
of transforniiilg the series of private loans into a public loan.\ . 

Let us first see which of the two hypotheses is closest to the reality 
of the present day. 
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From the point of view of objective value, it is a matter of in
difference whether one sells _or contracts a loan. That is, it is all the 
same whether one sells a piece of property in order to realize $5000 
onc« and loses for ever the annual income of $250, or contracts a 
loa~ of $5000 and pays an annual interest charge of $250 in per-
petuity. .-

From the point of view of subjective value, however, observation 
tells us that the landowner will prefer to contract a loan, in order to 
preserve his land as a field offuture.investment for himself or for his 
heirs, to whom he attributes tastes and preferences like his own. 
W4en he uses his future savings to pay the debt, it is as if he were 
inv~sting them in the purchase of land.· . 

Similarly, the capitalists who have chosen for their savings short
term investments - that is, loans - for the sake of preserving the 
greatest possible freedom in the disposition of their property, dislike 
'immobilization' and will prefer thc!making of a loan to the purchase 
of land and houses. 

We may therefore start from the premise thatJ.he extraordinary 
tax on property resolves itseIf,by preference, into a network of 
private loans bearing interest .. 

On this network of private loans is founded the theory of ~ubY.c 
Jg.aDs. In fact, the State can abolish the instrument of extraor mary 
taxation if it asks as a direct loan from the group of 'capitalists' the 
total sum that they were prepared to lend to the owners of immobile 
property, and if, at the same time, it asks from the owners of im
mobile property a sum equal to the interest that they were prepared 
to pay the 'capitalists'. 

The State makes itself intermediary between private lenders and 
borrowers, combines in a single inclusive figure the sums demanded 
as loans, contracts in its own name a single loan fdr the total amount 
it needs, and obligates itself to pay a uniform rate of interest on each 
hundred dollars subscribed by the lenders. 

Even at this 'point the operation thus concluded by the State ill 
fact transforms the multiplicity of individual obligations into a join1 
obligation of the debtors --" and this is true not only of the debtor~ 
who in fact had contracted or would have contracted the loan, but o~ 
all the taxpayers, including those who have the money to pay the tax 

It will immediately be observed that this extension of the joinl 

obligation from the actual borrowers to those who, having at theil 
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disposal a sum sufficient to pay the extraordinary tax, did not have 
recourse or would not have had recourse to borrowing, does no harm 
to the latter, since they can now use the same sum to subscribe to the 
public loan, thus becoming, at one and the same time, creditors with 
respect to the interest and debtors with respect to the equivalent tax. 

At this point it may already be concluded iliafthe transformation 
of individual obligations into a single joint obligation of all the tax· 
payers explains why the rate of interest on the p1.lblic debt is usually 
lower than the current rate of interest on private debts-J In fact, this 
result is advantageous for both the debtors. and the creditors: the 
former pay a lower rate of interest, and'rtfe latter ar-e more certai.!U.<J 
collect their interest:- .- .. -- . -

"This is fuefirst cause that explains why the public debt is, ru 
compared with the extraordinary tax on property, a more econom· 
ical fiscal instrument for the community, and therefore for the State 

But it is not the only cause. ~ 

§ 5.,. 

-( Priva.1e loans necessarily have a fixed maturity-date; public loans . 
often do not have one.) The State obligates itself to pay the interest' 
annually; but it usually reserves for itself the right to pay the principal 
at that moment which it considers the most convenient.) This is the 
prevailing form of public loan in modem States\ and we shall take 
it as the basis of our argument. .. 

It is said that this comes about because the life of the State - or 
the life of the community, in the name of which the State functions
is perpetual as compared with the life of the sovereign of ancient 
StateS, or of the form of government, which· is also short-lived' in 
modem States. This is true, but this formal condition still does not 
give a good reason why the relatively perpetual charact~~o(the 
public debt would be qlore advantageous to the borro4- . ' 

In order to explain this fully, it is necessary to take account of 
another circumstance: namely, the fact that the public loan is con
tracted by means of voluntary subscription to bonds which are 
negotiable, and which the State seeks to make as negotiable as 
possible by issuing them to the bearer and for round fi~ures, which 
range from a minimum to a maximum amount: 100, 500, 1000, 

10,000, 20,000, 50,000, 100,000, etc. 
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In view of this circumstance, the State could not pay at the date 
of maturity such large amounts of debt, unless it had recourse to a 
nqv loan; it might just as well keep the old loan. 

'-\\lrivate loans necessarily have a fixed maturity-date, which pro
vides protection againstthe risk of failure, death, or disappearance 
of the individual debtor; this danger is eliininated in the case of the 
public loan by the anonymous solidarity of all the taxpayers, present 
and future.'} 

The sub*ribers to the Eublic loan h~ double advantage: 
C they may either hold on to a stable investment, or they may realize 

on it at any time by selling the securities':) Similarly, the State can 
buy on the open market the securities representing its debt, and thus 
in_effe.~!..~~guish it iii part. There is, therefore, an advantage to 
both of the contracting> parties. • 

To be sure, the debtor State seldom has recourse to the buying of 
its own securities. Instead, it exe'tcises its right to pay the old 
'creditors at that moment which is most favourable from its own 
standpoint. Now, this represents a unilateral advantage; for, if the 
accumulation of savings reduces -the rate of interest, the State is able 
to contract a new loan under better conditions and rei~burse the 
old creditors; and, vice versa, it does not have recourse to conver
sion when the rate of interest rises. In order to equalize these two 
possibilities, in the interest of the first subscnbers, it is customary to 
include among the conditions of the loan the provision that the 
State will not retire or convert its securities before a certain numbeI 

. of years have passed. 
Naturally, if one were to undertake a minute analytical investiga. 

tion, and were to take into account personal circumstances, om 
would find that sometimes the lack of a maturity-date may harm tht 
creditor. (But on the whole, it may be concluded that, given tht 
easy negotiability of the securities, the absence of a legal maturity. 
date has, in fact, resolved itself, in the great majority of cases, >into ~ 
d<illy. maturity-date, which may b«; enforced freely by either of the 
two contracting parties. ,-

§6 
The circumstance that the securities are negotiable has otheJ 

consequences of considerable importance. First of all, it brings abou 
a_continuous redistribution of the public debt among savers, with th4 
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result that the. securhies are always placed with people who consider 
it .relativdy more advantageous to have their own savings invested 
in this way. - I 

Because of this process of continuous aad easy redistributio~ -the 
raising of an extraordinary levy through the flotation of a public 
loan causes less of a burden than an extraordinary tax on property 
would cause. The private debts to which the latter would give rise 
could also be transferred, but not with the ease and safety character
uticofgovennnent~ties. 

~ Similarly, the public loan broac!~.the market of subscribers to . 
the extent that it attracts fOl1!~vestors. It is obvious here also 
that foreign capital may participate in the Jirivate loan to which an 
extraordinary tax on property would give rise; but it ~ also evident 
that the difference is very great, either because of the publicity that 
surrounds every issue of " public loan, or because of the greater 
security, or because of the possibility of realizing the principal at 
any momenL~-

To the extent that the circle of initial subscribers is enlarged, the 
financial needs of the State remaining constant, the burden of the 
extraordinary levy on the country's economic structure is lightened. 

Finally, the flotation of public loans solves in a radical way the. 
question of professional people and labourers who declare that they 
do not own property, and hence do not owe the extraordinary tax on 
property.) ... 

Before we examine the question whether professional people, as 
such, do or do not own property, it is necessary to'decide in principle 
whether they should contribute to the extraordinary exnr-··":ures of 
the State. a,. 

II we take as our point of departure the fact that thg already 
pay ta.x.«;:S_().D i,!c.o!!l~ and that they would pay more of these taxes ~ 
it were possible to cover the extraordinary need by an increase in 
such taxes, it follows that they owe the tax on property whenever 
the increase of taxes on income is not sufficient to cover the needs of 
the State. 

But, it is said, professional people do not own property, if we 
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accept the usual definition of property given by jurists, according to 
which property consists of material things which ,are external to man 
and saleable, and, in any case, excludes man himself, with his 
intellectual and physical capacities 'assuring him an income. But if, 
for a momellt, it were supposed that the delinquent debtor'may be 
reduced to :slav~ry, as in former times, this conception would dis

,appear. It would lead to the conclusion that the labourers and pro
fessional people of to-day, having acquired the most absolute personal 
liberty, worlld also have acquired the right not to pay taxes on an 
equal basis with all other citizens. By starting from an antiqua,ted 
juridical conceptiqn, we go back to an antiquated fiscal conception, 
which is precisely that ,the free man does not pay taxes and that the 
payment of taxes is a sign of personal subjection and of slavery. 

The circumstance which constitutes the difference between the 
owner of proE~rty ~ the professi~xp.an is this: the former pro
vides a real guarantee for the payment of the extraordinary tax, 
whereas the latter does not provide such a guarantee, with the result 
that, in fact, he may not pay and may even remain, accordlng to the 
laws of various countries, free from all punishment for non-p~yment. 
But this is a factual difference which exists in the cases of other taxes, 
including the taxes on income. The professional person who does not 
pay his tax debt falls, not within the group of those privileged by 
law, but withIn the'group of bankrupts and delinquents, who are 
subject to punitive laws where such laws exist. ' 

If, then, we grant that professional people also must pay theiI 
share of the extraordinary levy, no difficulty exists from the economic 
point of view. For the value of property is merely the capitalization: 
at a given r'ate, of income; so that every professional person can b( 
appraise~ in terms of a capital sum on ~he basis of his income - nOI 
for the purpose ofiransforming him into a thing capable ofpurcnase 
and sale but only fot the ~urpose 5lf determining his share of the 
extraordinary tax. , ", 

But, it is further said, l:te'willn,ot be able to pay the tax, beca~s, 
it usually exceeds his j,ncome. Let us take the cast; of an attorne~ 
who earns, normally or as an: average, 100,000 a year, on which hi 
already pays the ordinary tax on incoJI?e; let us suppose that b~ 
capitalizing his professional income at a rate much higher than 5 pe 
cent, the attorney is said to have a capital value of only 400,000 

let us now suppose that an extraordinary tax of 20 per cent is levied 
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the professional man in question must pay 100,000 - that is, a sum 
that absorbs his whole income. 

Having assumed, as a hypothesis, that he lives only on the inC(>me 
from his labour, he will not be able to pay the 100,000. But if he 
contracts a loan of 100,000 at 5 per cent, he will be able to pay 5000 
annually to his creditor and his share of the extraordinary tax to the 
State, as do the owners of immobile property. 

To be sure, we are confronted here with a new. difficulty
namely, that the professional person, not being able to give any 
tangible security, either may ·not be able to obtain credit or may 
obtain it only on terms that are too burdensome as compared with 
those available to the landowner. 

And it is precisely at this point that the State intervenes by con
tracting the loan of lod,ooo directly, and levying an annual tax of 
5000 more on the professional man. _ 

To sum up::(professional people are treated like those owners of 
immobile property who prefer to pay an increased tax on land, rather 
than sell their property.') 

From all the considerations thus developed, it becomes clear why 
the institution of the public loan is a more economical fiscal instru
ment than the extraordinary tax on property and, in the end, takes 
the place of the latter. 

§8 
l It is commonly said that in employing an extraordin~ tax OIl 
pr~ the State puts a levy on capital, and that in employing an 
extraordinary tax on inco.!De, it puts a levy on consumers' g09ds. 
The statement is n~t, and must be clarlfied.) . 

Whatever may be the expenditure -large or small - that the 
State must incur, it has need of the same quality of goods - that is, 
I#rtct goods, which must be drawn from the national incf.-:: 

If the State levies on my property - whether it consists of land, 
houses, or a business enterprise - an ad valorem tax of 20 per cent, il 
does not really demand an equivalent share, in kind, of the land 01 

the houses or the machinery and factories; what it does is to fox:cc 
me to transform these things into direct goods or money, and to pa) 
the proceeds tb the State. The property was built up by saving out ~: 
income; the extraordinary levy forces the taxpayer to transform Iili 
property back into income. 
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It follows that, in the case of an extraor<lin<tfY _ty.x, the possible 
limits of the leyY are given not by the needs of the;: State as compared 
~~li the appraised value of the country's property, but by those needs 
a~ 'compared with the amount of direct goods which, .at a given 
moment, are available on the market. The one who decides what the 
tax will yield is riOttliesclf~who is legally subject to the tax,but 
the unlmown buyc:;r. The unknown quantity in the problem is the 
demand for immobile property; it is necessary to know the amount 
of available savings which their owners are willing to devote to this use. 

e. The extraordinary tax does not create direct goods, and a hlgh 
tax-rate does not increase .~e quantity of direct goods; it can only 

. raise the price of direct goods and lower that of capital goods.) v 

Undoubtedly, the raising 'of the price for s<!.ving increases the 
supply of saving; but the saving which is forced in this way finds 
in the saver a growing resistance which is more than proportional; 
for he must renounce the satisfaction of increasingly urgent wants. 
It follows from this that a tax-rate which is not calculated on the 
basis of available savings runs the risk of inflicting on landowners 
an amount of damage that is' disproportional both to the small 
benefit that the Treasury derives from it and to the large benefit 
experienced by owners of money capital. 

§9 

What has been said of the extraordinary tax can be repeated, 
with some variations, in the case of the puplic loan. In making 
use of the latter, the State goes directly iii" search of available 
s,2;.vings, and~btains them through volunta!'Y.!.1!}:~.§criPi1ons.lThe 
latter tend to increase as the amount of interest promised increases; 
they do not tend to increase proportionany,-as we have-already 
pointed out.) '-' 

The State competes for the available savings against industry 
and commerce, which also exercise a demand for' them. What 
decides the distribution of savings between the Treasury and 
industry is the rate of interest paid by the State. Loan policy 
consists of determining the interest-rate and the, other conditions 
under which the loan is floated. The State finds a safe term of 
reference in the current rate of interest on the open market. . 

'1;'hree hypotheses may he made with respect to this datum: the 
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State may fix a hi~her ~ate of-interest, or an equilLrate, or an 
apr.reciably lower r_~te. \ '" ' 

.The hi,g,her the iate of interest promised by the State, the more 
available savings it withdraws from industry and commerce, ~ 
resulting disad~anta,ges similar to those produced by ~cessiverates 
of extraordinary taxation.~ ' ...... 

If the State does not depart from the rate cun;ent on the market 
or if, taking account of the preference accorded i1 by a considerable 
proportion of the savers, it keeps its own rate only Q little bel,?w 
the market rate, the result will be th~t the disposable savings will 
be distributed between the Treasury and industry according to 
which use offers the greater advantages to the savers. The result 
will be - ceteris paribus - a new eqUilibrium that will involve a 
higher interest rate;\..this may eliminate from the market the weaker 
marginal industries; but it will not disorganize the vital 'nucleus of 
the industrial activity of the countryJ ... 

Finally, one may adopt, and some writers have adopted, the 
hypothesis that the interest-rate is too low to induce savers to 
subscribe. This means that all the taxpayers prefer to pay a 
perpetual tax equal to the low interest promised by the State, and 
that no one finds it advantageous to accept this low interest on a 
loan. '.This hypothesis may be excluded, because it is in contradiction 
with the principle of public loans.), The freedom to subscribe or 
not to subscribe must be understood in a purely formal sense, 
since the flotation of a public loan must give a positive result. 
t There is no legal compulsion, as there is in the case of the extra
ordinary tax, but an economic compulsion must be exercised through 
the height of the rate of interest promised and the other conditions 
of the loan;) These must be such as to establish, at the least, a point 
of indifference as between subscribing voluntarily 100 in capital 
and paying 5 annually in taxes as a matter of comp~':-. After 
this financial equality has been established, it is, as has teen pointed 
out, the personal preferences of the various groups that decide. 

This represents the necessary minimum. 
From the preceding analysis it follows that lthe flotation of a 
p~~ is a problem of financial policy for the"sol~n of whiCh 
1t 15 necessary 

\,- (I) To know approximately what, at a given moment, is. the 
a~'_~1 savi"gs available OJ:!. ~e~~rket; 
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(2)' To decide wEt P'!!!2f. these ,savings it is desira~~ to draw 
into the State budget and withdraw from the consumption of the 
citizens and the needs of industry and commerce; . 
\. (3) To establish tht...teIms of the loan in such a way that they 
give the Treasury the amount desired.} . 

One consequence of the difficulties involved in carrying out the 
necessary investigations is that governments are usually accustomed 
to float the loan through banks or banking consortia - that is, 

,specialists who are in a position to know best the real conditions of 
the money market and the means of their clientele and can guarantee 
success or some degree of success. ) 

§IO 
Th!:....loan burdens~Jld~e with a new expenditure 

in the form of interest, to which there correspOnds a revenue equal 
in amount. For the State it is a matter of debit and credit; but 
this is npt true. of the economic budget of the community, as has 
sometimes been alleged. The community· is not a homogeneous 
group, which pays 50 mipion in taxes and receives 50 million in 
interest; the State receives 50 million in taxes from one group of 
citizens and pays 50 million in interest to another group. 

According to the theory expounded thus far, the State would 
have to collect the 50 million from the taxpayers who are in fact 
or who would have been. the debtors to the private capitalists. The 
State, however, could not maintain this sort of individual accounting, 
nor could it follow it .through the continuous changes which would 
result from the negotiability of the securities.. . 

The State treats all taxpayers uniformly. Let u.s suppose, th(!re
fore, that it floats a loan of a billion, leavillg each citizen free to 
subscribe or not to subscribe. At the same time it levies on all the 
taxpayerS-on those who subscribe as well as on those who do not 
subscribe - an ordinary tax on income for the sum of 50 million. 

Given these technical requirements, let us see how the interesl 
charges are handled as a matter of accounting. It is a point -oj 
great importance, which sheds light on the whole 'problem. . 

It remains true that the 50 million which the State levies it 
taxes and pays in interest always represent, in its own budget, ~ 
debit and a credit. ' , 
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With this point definitely established, let us see, through art 
example, how the phenomenon develops as between the various 
groups into which we have divided the population. _ 

Let these groups be represented by a capitalist, a landowner, 
and a professional man, each having a taxable income of 60,000. 

The State demands, as an extraordinary levy, 1,200,000. 

If it has recourse to an extraordinary tax on property, each 
person will owe 400,000. But the landowner and the professional 
man do not have this sum at their disposal; hence they will borrow 
it from the capitalist who has precisely 1,200,000 to lend. 

The capitalist will give 400,000 directly to the State as his share 
of the tax and will furnish the remaining 800,000 to the landowner 
and the professional man, from whom he will receive' altogether, 
as annual interest at 5 per cent, an income of 40,000. 

Thus the income of each of the thre& is in fact reduced from 
60,000 to 40,000. 

If, instead, the State has recourse to a loan, it will obtain directly 
from the capitalist 1,200,000 by obligating itself to pay him annually 
60,000 in interest. At first sight it appears that the State pays in 
interest a sum larger than that which the private borrowers paid 
when the extraordinary tax was used. But this is only a matter of 
appearance, because the extra 20,000 are the equivalent of 20,000 

in taxes that the State also levies on the capitalist. And thus it 
comes about that in the case of the capitalist, also, the 20,000' that 
he receives in interest correspond to the 20,000 that he paid in 
taxes. In effect, he has 40,000 of net income from interest, as in 
the preceding example 'Of the extraordinary tax on property. 

Up to this point, therefore, our conclusions are as follows: 
(1) The whole 60,000 represent, in the State budget, a debit 

and a credit. 
(2) The 20,000 represent a debit and a credit in tbr·.J-.:dget of 

the capitalist-lender also. . ,. . 
It remains to see what happens to the 40,000 that remain in 

the budget of the State as the actual burden of the loan. 

§1I 

This sum does not disappear from the budget so long as the 
debt is not repaid; and the repayment can be made only as new 
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savings are formed in' the country. The formation of savings is 
gradual; the repayment can be <>nly gradual~ whether we are 
'dealing with the case in which 40,000 represents the individual 
'debts of the landoWners to the capitaJists, or the case in which this 
sum represents a debt of the State. ' 

,Let us suppose, first. that the State does' nothing to repay i~ 
debt;, and let·us see the direction that',new savings will naturally take. 

In our society, 'pliblic~ebts' otrera large field for normal 
investme~ts. On the one ha",d, the capitalists, who were the first 
l;~ders,·~ to sell gov~rDInent .. se~urities, a~?, on ~e 9thet hand, 
WIth the Increase of s,avmgs there IS also ali Increase In the tUlmber 

, of people who seek modest aqdsecun; investmeJits'. Now, in order 
that a part of the new savings may'flow toward the purchase of 
bonds representing public debt,.. it is enough that the State should 
pursue a policy of scrupulous observa~ce of iis initial pledges. That 
this is what happens in fact is confirmed by daily experience. . 

If we start from this premise it follows that every acquisition of 
securities representing the public debt by the landowner or the 
professional man transforms a part of th'e 40,000 into a debit and 
a credit, in~much as the debit of taxes is compensated, in' their 
budget also, by the credit of interest. . 

This process, which follows, 1n every country, from the absolute 
increase of savings, . regardless of their distribution;, is further 
hastened in countries in which the habit of accumulating small 
savings and .the tendency to invest \hem in State bonds are diffused 

,:among all levels of the population. With the democratization, as it 
l~usually called, of the public debt, we arrive logically at the con
~sion that.the 60,000 ill our example which the State pays in 
interest and collects in taxes tend to be divided h.lto three parts of 
20,000 each, which are, or become, debits and credits in the budgets 
of the capitalist, the proprietor, and the professional man, respec
tively. 

At this moment the public debt may be regarded as extinguished 
~~ , 

This proposition, by virtue of its truth as an abstract propositioIJ 
and its truth as a statement of concrete tendencjes, demolishes t4( 
current opimon that modern States, because of their enormoU! 
expenditures in the form of interest-payments, will not, in the lon~ 
run. be able to bear their weight. 
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On the contrary, the burden of a loan on the economic position 

of the taxpayen is ·bome entirely at the moment of subscription, 
when provision is made, out of the ordinary resources of ~e bud~et, 
for the payment of the corresponding interest. Consequently, as we 
get further away from the time of fi~tation, the tax:-burden of the 
loan becomes progressivety less. 

There remain the alarming figures or the original public debts 
and the interest thereon; but,the interplay of debits and credits 
tendJ gradually to make them devoid of any economic content. 

ThiS phenomenon ~ay be regarded as an autQJnatic amortiza
tion of public loans. 

§ 12 

'The State helps to reduce.:th~burden o(the public debt 
i~sc¥craJ ways. 
~ of all, it waits until sa~gs increase to silch a' point that 

it becomes possible to contract ~_p.~wJoanJo!.!P~ amortization 
of the j>!.~~Jlg..o,ne, but u~ moreJ.ayQu..rabk£Onditions, - that 
is,-at a 10~~!~terest.1 The proceeds of the n~w loan are 
then used to eXtinguish the' old one. In reality, moreover, only a 
portion of the old creditors will ask for actual repayment; most oj 
them will not be able to refuse the new lower rate of interest which 
is current on the market. and will consent to renew the loan b) 
converting, for example, the 01d'5 per cent bond into a new 4 pel 
cent one. \.This operation is precisely what is called 'conversion'; 
it leaves intact the princiral of the debt, but diminishes the interest 
burden.) v • 

tIn the second place. with th~ increase in the amount of national 
savings pubIiC'Cevenues will, ceteris paribus, increase, and the State 
will have the choice of using its budgetalX...JuJ1Uw; r ~wering 
taxes, or increasing the amount of public services Jl-ovided, or 
acquiring its securities freely on the market in order to cancel them.' 

It must be presumed that the State will choose that use of its 
funds which at a given moment represents the greater advantage 
to the country. 

Hence, if this process continues, the public debt would in fact 
be cancelled, and would also be formally reduced in amount until 
we reach the minimum at which it would seem advantageous to stop. 
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in' fact,given the easy'negotiability and the comparative sta
bility in price of governmental securities, the fJotation of public 
loans often renders subsidiary services in the facilitation of credit 
operations between private individuals by offering, in its securities, 
a safe investmentJor the property of minors, funds held in escrow, 
funds belonging to public bodies, surety bonds, and so on. It 
would not be true to say, in accordance with an old belief, that the 
public deQt is a part of the wealth bf the country; but its presence 
and its continuance in the market pr,QQllceURadditional utility, 
which must be taken into account. ) 

Nevertheless, this leaving of the solution of the problem to the 
natural play of t;conomic forces is not sufficient in the eyes of those 
in control of the financial policy of modern States.,.This poliCy is 
dominated by the--ideathatevery debt contracted formally ~nd 
publicly must be formally and publicly extinguished. So much the 
better] 

(Thus it is that rycourse has been had to the device of sinkin~ 
funds,l to which a~ devoted such budget~ sl!!l>ll!ses as maY)l.ri§e, 
~ oth~ deriving ft;Q!!l.....annual savings:) -.... -- --
Th~ns devised fot the functioning of these funds are numerous, 

ingenious, complicated, and often fantastic~ Many" have failed 
because of technical errors; but many-perhaps all-have a fund~
mental error in their origin. And their error comes from the failUfe 
to realize that a pl~mor~on which is rigidly fixed 
a priori by law, in which the dates of repayment. and the sums to 
be repaid' are established in advance, may not and often ~ 
correspond either to the real....canditions in which taxpayers and 
savers happen to find themselves, or to the requi~ements of the 
State budget at the moment at which it becomes necessary to mak( 
the collections .and repayments. 

If we should suppose that the State, after having contracted ~ 
first loan, would not have further reCourse to credit, it is ve'X; 
probable that no one would think of establishing sinking funds. 'a 
a matter of law. -. 

1 [Italian: 'casse di ammortamento' - Translator's' note] 
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, But the concrete phenomenon is more complex. "~ State that. 
has already had recourse to borrowing may need to have further 
recourse to j!. -

Good financial policy, foreseeing this, must keep the credit of 
the State high; and the credit of the State, like that of an individual, 
depends not only on the real solidity of its finances, but also on the 
opinion of its finances which is formed by the market. 

Now, only when the State pays its debts does it give visible and 
tangible evidence. tha~ the proceeds of a first loan have not been 
invested at a loss llnd that, in any case, the savings of the debtor 
country which asks for new credit have increased in the interval,. 

This circumstance is of secondary importance, though from it 
is deri~a-dle reason for amortization by process of law and the 
systems of amortization which are most widely current. The cir
cumstance in question, however, does permit us to draw the following 
first corollary: namely, thatlthe plan for amortization, which is 
adopted in order to keep ilie credit ot the State high, must l>,~ 
scrupulously carried out. For the failure to carry it out is more 
damaging to the credit of a nation than the absence of some plan 
fixed in advance. It follows, as a second corollary, that the siJ?king 
fu~ust not be saddled with new debtsl} 

§I4 

We have abstracted from the question of the nature of the extra
ordinary expenditure which may be involved in any concrete case. 
Now this circumstance becomes the other necessary term in the 

~ equation, if it is desired to obtain a value jud,gwent wj!b-.r.especl 
to thl!_util~ gf tlie publjc ~n. _ . 

"""Many criticisms which have been wrongly directed against bor· 
rowing as such could with more justice be raised againsJi, tbA. na!urf 
of the extraordinary expenditure. ... 

The extraordinary levy can consist only of present goods; this 
is axiomatic. The useful effects of the expenditure, on the other 
hand, usually concern future generations. . -

In the future, the heirs and future generations will receive from 
their ancestors a budget which, on the liability side, is depreciated 
by the amount of the extraordinary levy, and, on the asset side,. is 
increased by the utility of the expenditure incurred. 
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The State, say, has used a billion to build a railroad system; 
fu~ri.eratiQn~will..inheri!..a hillioR less in private gooE,s, qut 
w,ll!..J:cceive ~e systeJ!l <!s21Jlpkted railroads. , . 

The State has waged a successful war .. which cost many billions;' 
future generations'will inherit so many_billions less" but will receive 

. a' unified country, "enlar~,.iI.lJtrritQ.l'.f, colo:tlie)l" min~., ma.!erii;lls, 
pre~.!~~~.~~4.1I.!!!.1;!~nce iJ:!...l'YOrid politics. 

The State has waged an unsuccessful war, for which it owes a 
huge indemnity: future generations will receive many billions less, 
but~ill receive a country' that has avoided invasion, de'-:.~station 
of territory, and eyen loss of its liberty and independence. 

Now this reaso'ning can be repeated for allState expendi"tur~~, 
large and small, ordinary and extraordinary. The State constructs 
a man-of-war for the maintenance of its navy:, future generations 
will receive 100 million less and a battleship more. _ . 

In the light of these obvious considerations, there is no basis for 
the old, but still widespread, opinion that\a .Joan, unlike an extra
ordinary tax on property, makes it possibl€1O shift a part of public 
expenditure to future generations, Q,n the contrary, in every case 
tlu<..hcirs-either recei~t-rimen~hichia.les.s.cru:.d.~mQYnt 
equal t~ capital Sl!,.I!l in~yed, '~. held resp01'l:si~Jg!Jhe 
co~nUlng payment of the corresEo~~P.!9J!'I}.t 01 ipJ:ere~t;. there 
is, as we have seen, no difference from a finan..ci9Lp~hiew. 
'The heirs who pay peq;etual interest canr(;'deem their obligatjon 
by paying a corresponding capital sum. But this operation is volun
tal)', and does not represent a burden; if it is carried out, this is 
because it is hoped to derive a gain thereby. 

§ 15 

Quite different is the true economic and financial problem, 
which lies at the bottom of this outmoded discussion. This problem 
arises from the circumstance that in the life of the community future 
generations are forced to revis~the economic calculation of the 
generation that decided on the extraordinary levy in order t? cover 
an extraordinary expenditure, and to recognize either that the pre
ceding generation invested the sum usefully, or that 'it erred in i~ 

'forecast. It is a retrospective criticism, which may help the genera
tion that makes It, by preventing it from also committing errors of 
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evaluation to the detriment of future generations; but it cannot 
modify or destroy the fact, universally accepted, that every economic 
calculation - whether undertaken by private individuals or by the' 
State - is, in the nature of the case, a responsibility of those who 
live in the present and not of those who have died or of those who 
are still to be born! 

Now, since what is often inv~ved in these calculations is the 
makin" of fort~asts on behalf ,Qt:...tb.c:Jutw:e. ..gCIleta.tions whose 
interests are always borne in mind by the present savers, we mi~ht 
deduce, from this consideration, the rule of a policy'of mod~ration 
,in deciding on extraordinary expenditures, which offer the certainty 
of present cost and the uncertainty of future utility. 

Instead there is diffused throughout the theory of our subject a 
more radical opinion: namely, that the extraordinary tax. is prefer
able to the loan, precisely because it sets up great frictional forces 
to those 'governments which seek large sums in order to follow a. 
policy of waste and war. 

The ~a£Y of such an argument is obvious; it is like counselling 
the use 0 a horse-drawn carriage to the person who owns an auto
mobile and is in a hurry to arrive at his destination. . 

The problem resides in the purpose - that is, in the type of 
expenditure - not in the means of procuring the necessary sum. 
ThoSe who would have the politi<;al strength to force a government. 

, to adopt an extraordinary tax. instead of a loan would have tlie\ 
political strength to prevent the expenditure which they consider . 
harmful to the country. -

Another sterile discussion is that inaugurated by those who 
champion the extraordinary 'tax. against the public loan on the. 
ground that the former obliges the present genera~on to incr~ase 
its savings, which later accrue to the advantage offuture generations' 
who inherit a larger patrimony. " .---

This opinion has a basis of truth, in so far as - ce~ paribus -
private loans, which bear a fixed maturity-date and a higher 
interest-rate, induce the "debtor to free himself from them, whereas 
the public loan allows him more time and greater freedom of 
movement. 

Even if we admit that this is true, it has not been shown that it 
is useful .. 

The action of the State that would force the savers to reduce 
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their present consumption below the limit which they consider 
useful for their well-being rpns up against the. economic pri~ciple 
according to which the individual attains the hedonistic maximum 
when he is left to distribute his income between the satisfaction of 
present wants and the satisfaction of future wanf:!;~ a~cording to 
his own appraisal. . 

The public loan. follows this principle; the extraordinaryAilx 
EE.~le in the way of its application. Nor has it been 
shown that it is usefu~ to the community, considered in its entirety 
over a period·of several· generations, that a first generation should 
be induced to save to the maximum, in order to permit one of.the 

. following generations to consume to the maximum. Theecopomic 
principle referred to above, which is valid for the individual, must 
be assumed to be true also with· respect to the aggregate o( indi
viduals who make. up a given generation. 1 

1 I wish to call attention to the fact that .these words were written upon the assump
tion of the existence of a liberal and democratic State and at a time when all the 
individual citizens were universally accorded the right of participating, in some way 
and in some degree, in the formation of the financial evaluation of public costa in 
relation to public utilities. 

To-day, in several States, this evaluation is left to a single individual or a small 
oligarchy. But in this case, also, the same fundamental economic principles are true, 
even if they are not applied to the one or the few. There is only this difference: that a 
political equilibrium cannot be attained unless the appraisal of the one coincides with 
the suppressed evaluation of the many. This, however, implies a new problem! 
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THE ISSUE OF PAPER MONEY 

Summary: The issue of irredeemabl~ pa~r money arises from 'requisi
tion' and leads to 'inflation' - Inconvertible paper money acts as 
'money' and is at the same time a 'government obligation' - Its 
continued issue brings about a progressive increase in prices and ends 
by destroying 'money' - Stoppjng of inflation; beginning of defla
tion; stahilwuion - The monetary and financial problem is neces
sarily interconnected with a banking problem - The real burden of 
rllvallll.ltion on the State budget 

§I 

A.3 we proceed along the route followed by the State in its emergency 
'financial policy, we come to a point at which the State must appro
priate from the national income as large a sum as possible,leven if 
this involves a reduction of the consumption and the savings of the 
citiz~ns below the limit to which they were willing to go, and a dis
regard of the competing needs of industry, with the exception of 
those branches producing goods which the State cannot do without:) 
,The economic compulsion which is involved in a loan is not enough:'l 
it is necessary to find a more direct and effective form of COID.ill!lsion. 

This must be regardeaas a case or ultra-extraordinaryfiIl'!ll:~e,. a 
case which often has presented itself in time of~r, andpresented 
itselfin an acute form during the World War.' , 

The independence of the nation is at 'stake; the State must 
requisition all the fOTc;&&owhich are available within theC.atri. It 
requisitions able-bodied men for the front, less able-bodied men and 
women for the manufacture of munitions and clothing; it requisitions 
the services..of physicians, nurses, and engineers; it requisitions the 

1 The matter does not lend itself to a thorough treatment in a treatise on Public 
Finance, because it ia bound up with problems of a general economic and monetary 
nature more than it ia with the problems of government finance. I have done my best 
to k~ the di8CUS8ion of paper money within the limits of the theory of public loans, 
and have had recoune to the use of footnotes whenever I have thought it necessary to 
enter the field of 'monetary theory'. 
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factories, ships, grain, metals, wood and timber, cotton, etc., which 
lie within the country. It !mEorts from abroad the ~s which'it 
does not find within the country. . . 
I For the imported goods it must~. It does so with tl?~e,.l?t:os~s 

,t i!!l exports, ths,..draf~ covering Wliich it may likewise requiili,ion, 
:llus for~ . .J>.!:!Ya,!~ ~iti;z;ensJ9 . .t(!-,11l~e . .the .importatiQ.Tl_QL_gQPds 
lestined for their personal. ccmsumption. It pays for its jmport;s also 
through the exportation of the Erecious metals, having, as a nIle, 
:tppropriated for itself all bank reserves; it pays for them thr:ough 
the export~on of ~eign securities, which it requisitions .fro~ the 
citizens owning them, and through loans, in so far as it may be 
successful in obtaining such loans ab;6"ad. 7 

But i~he ca§.S:. of gogd:l g.Qlll!;~:tiCi.ll!y prndlJc~d, neither a~ extra
ordinary tax on property - no matter how high it may be - nor an 
internallmin -no matter how high a rate of interest is promised -
would ,succted iIi overcoming the resistance of the taxpayers, whose 
elementary Iiving requirements, after they have once been reduced 
to a given limit, take precedence over all considerations of public 
interest. 

Hence arises the idea ofrequi~it.iQn: the State requisitions goods and 
services of which it has need; and it requisitions them where it findj 
them. . 
( This last circumstance has led some economists to hold that ill 

such crises of supreme public necessity it is not possible to pay very 
much attention to the principlell. of tax ~stribution!) But this is a 
mistake. The principles of the distribution of taxation are not th~ 
abstractions of doctrinaires, but rather livingopera,ting forces whicl:J 
the State must overcome, and b6lieves it has overcOme when·it ha! 
paid for its requisitions. . . 

In reality, ,the State pays by giving its IOU's, which at most ma) 
be regarded as 'promises to pay' to be honoured later - at the end of 
the war, for example. This means that the State i1!9!!La ~ 
eve!y ll~n subjected to ~quisit!on and that every such person 
makes a loan to the State. 

\ At the end of the war, the sum of the promises to pay becom~s a 
debt.of the entire nation to the group of those who have been subjected 
to requisition, and at that time the debt is dis~ibuted precisely accord:' 
ing to the principles that happen to prevail with respect to the dis
tribution of taxationtThe only difference between this. type of 10an 
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and a voluntary loan is that in the former case, the group of creditorS 
is made up of IIwsr subjected 10 rtj'lisitiort, whereas in the latter case, 
it is made up of the capitlJlists'IJ 

Immediately afterwards, however, as the result of the 
negotiability of all State obligations, the latter are automatically 
absorbed by savers. 

The real problem does not lie here. It arises at the very moment 
of requisition.(J or the ~n (a) strikes those who~()wn the g90ds 
which the State needs and leaves the others untouched; (h) exac~ 
loan f!'o~.9tose whopt:9"bably~Jlg Ilothaves~~ and arUlOLin..a 
pOsition_to ~ave; (e) pays with promissory ~otes ha\jng a future and 
oftenjndetinite maturity-date; and thes~..Pr.W!l~SO!Y.~Qtes, no matter 
what degree of confidence they may inspire, <!~_~ot E.rc~ate ~ 
Ill0g.ey and therefore do not allow those who have been subjected to 
requisition to use them in the purchase of other goods which they 
nttd. '> \-

L Consequently, the people threatened with requisition resist by 
concealing the commodities demanded by the State, and prefer to 
sell them, secretly if necessary, to private people who pay in cash.) -

lTo overcome this resistance, the State has recourse to the issuance 
of pa£<! moD.sI, which beco!l!~_p~y ~e ~tash:'-Without which 
the markefCannot1imction. "-

We are thus confronted by a new form of public lQaD.l 
Paper money already exists on the market in the form of fiduciary 

I Until recmdy the issuance of irredeemable paper money was universally regarded 
.... form of Sta~ debt. But in the newel' economic literature that grew up during the 
War and the poet-war period, this view, also, was questioned. 

Some have put the issue of paper money on • par with the coUection of • 'fee' 01' 
'iDdinct tax' on the tnDsfer of property. When it comes to analogies, aU are possible, 
becawe aU are _ 01' less wrong. Fees. apec:iaI assessments, direct r--- ",-indirect 
-. extraordinary tala!S on property, and loaDs are aU levies on the naa..ual income. 
11 _ 10 back. far as the conc:q>t of. '1"1', the distinctions disappear. 

Theae writeR, then. __ that the State, beca~ it supplies money as • medium 
of nchange. baa • right to compensation. and obtains such compensation by issuing 
a betch of inconverti~~J:~ money, which could be made equal to • PftC>entage of 
the total value of the I!e8 concluded within • year. 

Now, it ill perfectly possible to conceive of the S_ as being entided to a compen.sa
bon for the 'aemce of iasuing mooey' which it provides for the community and for 
individuab each ~ they make an ezcbange. But by virtue of what right does it aact 
this kovyP • 

The wn-iee of issuing money ill entrusted to the S_ beca~ the community 
belinea that the StJl& ill in • better position than any other enterprise would be to 
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bank;notes convertible into gold at the demand of the holder. 
The State ought really to issue its own notes quite separately from 
these. It often prefers, however, to preserve the form of the bank
notes, but at the same time to authorize their-'issue ,to its own 
account in '3. quanti cories ondin to its etttraordinary fin.w<;ial 
needs, over an a ove theJl . ..- e. . He~ce it frees 
the':Bank generally from its obligation to redeem, either because the 
two types of note are not distinct, or because those of the State are not 
isslled through the discount of bills and therefore are not destined 
to return to the Bank when the bills come Clue; in that case, the' gold 
reserves would not suffice to pay the, difference between the possible 

guarantee stability in the value or weight or fineness of money in 'defence of public good 
',faith'. 

According to this theory, however, the tax would resolve itself into an alteration 
of the value of the money, in defiance of public good faithl 

Furthermore, if the public service is a permanent one, the tax ought also to be a 
permanent one. Instead, as a result of the issue of paper money, which is destined to 
progressive depreciation, the tax would, in the end, destroy itself. A true tax or fee 
would be involved if,at each exchange in which $100 were involved, the State were to 
keep $ 5 for itself and leave the rest to the contracting parties. 

It is not necessary to insist on this point, in order to refute the sophism involved. 
In contrast, it may be of value to call attention to legislative provisions from which it, 

follows in a normal way that the printing of irredeemable paper money is a temLorary loan 
which the State proposes to repay some day by making the note.convertible once more. 

In Italy, which may be taken for purpose/of example, the first royal decree that 
established inconvertibility was dated May 1st, 1866. According to Article I of the 
decree, 'the National Bank will lend to the State Treasury the sum of 250 million lire'. 
Article z: 'From May 2nd until further notice the National Bank is released from the 
obligation to redeem its notes in specie on demand.' 

Article 3 declared notes to be legal tender for all internal payments in spite of any 
agreements to the contrary between the contracting parties. Article 6 provided that the 
National Bank's ordinary circulation - that is, the circulation issut'd to accommodate 
trade - must not exceed the amount fixed by the bank's statutes. This is an important 
formal provision, because it aimed to keep the two -circulations separate, so that at the 
time when the debt contracted by the Treasury was repaid, the note-circulation would 
automatically have reassumed its character of a convertible fiduciary circulation. 

By the law (>f Atx-il 7th, 1881, provision was made for the abolition o( irredeem
ability and- emphasis was, laid on the separation of the bank's circulation fr<>m that of 
the State. Thus it was declared, in Article'!, that 'beginning with July 1St, 1881, such 
consoTtium notes' (those issued by the consortium of banks of issue to the account 1)f the 
State, which were formally distinguishable from the notes issued by each of the six 
banks of issue on their own account) 'as will then be in circulation will constitute a 
direct debt of the State'. 'These notes.will be legal tender, but will be convertible 
at the request of the bearer and on sight into lawful gold and silver money' (Article 3). 

By the law of July 22nd, 1894, number 339, irredeemability was again declared in 
the following terms: 'The obligation to exchange notes of the State for their corres· 
ponding metallic value is temporarily suspended.' This implies that it was intended to 
restore this obligation at a later date. 

The loan character of the note issue is more evident than ever when it takes the 
form - and it usually does take the form ~ of a subvention guaranteed by the bank 01 
issue to the Treasury, or of a discount of Treasury bills, which represent a debt of the 
State payable at a fixed maturity-date. 
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sight demands of the note-holders and the amount of notes paid into 
the Bank when diScounted bills become due. 

Thus ~ll nQt~ - those of the Bank itself and those issued to the 
State's~account - circulate_3:S irredeemableJegalJender. The public 
continues to receive them without distinguishing one type of note 
from the other, and, for some time, it may also be unaware that two 
types of circulation, each having a different economic significance, 
are concealed behind the bank-note~ Thus the Bank has the position 
of sole debt9.[ to all note-holgers.lbut in fact ontYthe part issued to 
the account of the State constitutes thUl!2y~pebt' which gives rise 
to the phenomenon ofinflatioI!.as affected by governmental finance.· 

I A. usual, there is no agreement on the exact definition of the concept of 'inflation' 
By way of first approximation, we speak of inflation when we allege that the quan· 

tity of money in existence is in excess of the needs of trade. Money must be likened tc 
a machine which operates at maximum efficiency when a maximum of exchanges i, 
accomplished .with a minimum of money. If, now, we assume that within a givel 
country - that is, a national market - a point of equilibrium has been reached a 
between the amount of circulating medium (this expression being understood to includ, 
.180 the velocity of circulation of the circulating medium) and a given volume of trade 

unftation may be aaid to exist when, with the volume of exchanges remaining constant 
the quantity of money or its velocity increases. ) 

When, however, the circulating medium consists of metallic currency - on th 
anumpt;on that free coinage and free redemption exist - many of the phenomen 
usociated with the type of inflation wbich we are here discussing are not experienced 
because if, for example, the quantity of money increases as a result of the discovery ~ 
gold mines, the money tends (a) to leave the domestic market to be distributed amon 
aU trading nations, and (b) to be divided between the monetary and the industril 
market. 

Into the concept of inflation it is necessary to introduce the element of volun~r.J' 
acts of policy, which may be those of the State or of the bank. Let us first discuss the 
bank. In order to reduce to a minimum the stock of metallic money it requires, the 
bank increases the 'velocity' of that stock by issuing bank-notes in correspondence 
with the natural expansion and contraction of business. 

The fiduciary Issue - which is a debt of the Bank - has two counterparts on the 
anet aide of the bank's balance sheet. One of them - and it is the chief one - is the 
portfolio of discounted billa which must be paid at maturity, at which time the notes, 
after havillg accomplished a series of exchanges, return to the bank and are cancelled 
aimultancously with the cancellation of an equivalent amount of discounted bills. 

Thia normal process cannot be regarded as inflationary; for iI the matured bills 
were not paid or if a part of the notes were presented for exchange ~ --maturity, 
the bank would pay an equivalent amount out of its metallic releroe, whi&,s the second, 
and lubordinate, asset securing the fiduciary paper money which has been i.qsued. 
And ii, finally, not even its metallic reserve should be sufficient, the bank would atone, 
or ought to atone, for ita error by becoming insolvent; in which case all notes which are 
not covered by assets of the bank lose all value and cease to exercise any monetary 
fwlction. 

Un pure theory, therefore - that is, if the bank perfonns its functions correctly
true inflation, in our sense of the term, cannot come about, or, at any rate, can be of 
only short duration.' 

We are thus brought to a consideration of the phenomena of inflation as brought 
about by actio!l9f ~ State. . 

Under normal conditions, the State, also, is a customer of the blUlk. whenever it 
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I In any case, our first task is to study the problem of inflation 
in so far "as it is the result of the action of the State, without reference 
to the .related prob~em of a possible banking inflation. \ 

( Let us suppose, then, that the, State issues, directly or through 
the Bank, a first billion of paper money; the billion is added to 
the other revenues of the State and increases its demand for goods 
on the open market by an equivalent amount. By this action, the 

(State drives tip the prices of the goods that it needs to such a point 
that ~t eliminates 'the competitio~ of private. ~uyers;) and in th~s 
way It g,n reduce thecons~~of the cw.zens as much as It 
reserves for itself the right to request amJances up to a given amount in eXchange for 
granting to the bank the exclusive right to issue paper money. 

These advances, however, have reference to the administration of the budget and 
are undertaken in anticipation of public revenues which have already been provided 
for and 'authorized by Parliament for the fiscal year, but have not yet been collected 
at the moment when it becomes J!.ecessary to make provision for the corresponding 
expenditure. Hence the advances to the Treasury have their counterpart in the taxes 
that will be collected during the fiscal year. 1t is for the Bank to fix the relationship , 
between the amount of these advances, which represent a fixed sum, and the amount of 
note-circulation destined fOr trade, which is a variable quantitt and which the bank 
regulates in such a way as to avoid the risks inherent in it'> activity. Advances to the 
Treasury of this kind cannot, therefore, give rise to inflation. 

Inflation begins, rather,' when the State issues paper money - that i~, wh"en it 
incurs debts beyond the credits represented by its budgetary receipts. Hence the 
necessity for making notes legal tender and irredeemable; this is the condition that 
leads to inflation. 

Accordingly, if the bank issues paper money on behalf of the State, and assumes 
the debt represented by a corresponding amount of bank-notes, it must be granted 
the same conditions - i.e., irredeemability and the legal tender provision. 

Now, it may happen that the bank, protected by the general irredeemability of all 
its notes; will issue them to trade in such amounts that the corresponding assets will 
b! only a weakened portfolio and, in general, will represent credits on which the b~nk 
may not be able to collect. It is only when this happens that we have true banking 
inflation, arising from the abnormal functioning of the bank. " 

\.. ( To sum "up: inflation begins as soon as the debts contracted by the bank exceed 
the amount of credits, which, at maturity, should provide enough cash to meet the 
bank's debts. ) "... 

The law prevents the failure of the note-issuing institution by permitting a sort of 
moratorium which is called irredeemability (corsoforsoso). . 

There are some writers who regard the issue of Treasury bills as inflation; but this 
is inexact, since the purchase of Treasury bills by the PUblic represents an investment 
of savings, which does not increase the quantity of paper money in existence. 

If, on the other hand, the Treasury bills are discounted by the bank, to which 
they are turned over as security, for accounting purposes, against the issue of paper 
money, then this process, and not the Treasury bills per se, constitute inflation. The 
same may be said when the Treasury bills. in the possession of the public are paid at 
maturity not out of budgetary resources, but by means of the issue of new money • 

• Finally, the excessive issue of Treasury bill, may be regarded by speculators as a 
premonitory indication of future inflation. ' 
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wishes, without the latter having any means of resistance or 
evasion.' ) \' 

This billion, once it is spent and gets into circulation through 
successive exchanges, brings about an incr~ase itl, the general JeYeLof 
mices, as we shall see presently. 

When this happens, the issue of the billion ceases to be of any 
use to the State; on the contrary, it harms the State; because the 
old ordinary.J'~.Y~!lllCl..h~we lost the .E'!!.<:h~~~wer which they 
had previously. In fact, given the. generaT rise in ppces .and given 
the fact that direct taxes are levied on the basis of fixed valuations 
and that indirect taxes on consumption are usually levied on a 
specific rather than on 'a~ ad valorem basis, the owner of land and 
houses and the professional man and the industrialist pay their 
tax debt by means of a relatively smaller part of the goods that 
thc;Y produce. 

lIaxes ought J.Q_kCLI.aj~~ncomitmt1Y--J:yi1:h...:the...iru:ease .of 
p.rke&:-The State, however, may ,prefer, and did in 'fact prefer 
during the War, to avoid provoking a reaction on the part of th,e 
taxpayers, and finds in this circumstance .3. further reason for having 
recourse to a second .. issue. of pa er money. ) \,. . . . 

If, moreover, e tate continues to 'have extraordinary needs, 
another and more general cause tends to 'lead to furthSI-issJles.' 
This is the fact that the prices of the goods needed by the State 
will have increased as a result of the first issue; hence the State will 
need more than a second billion to buy {be same amount of goods' 
that it bought with the first. -

Thus it comes about that a second issue follows the first, and a 
third the second;{paper money is printed either in successive waves 
or continuously, until the period of extraordinary need has passed 
or the source of this revenue becomes exhausted. ) v 
\It should be added that the paper money is a de1ir-~lo\lhi(.h 

the State does not pay intere§t, and with respect to 'ruch it has 
aSs lImed 'tl~Tr..the..~~~~on to rest<zre, i!!. its own goo~e.-the 
convertibility of the paper lDto gOld. \ 
I By--meaDs, then, of this extraordinary form of loan - half forced 

""and half voluntary-thi-State' overcomesthe resistance of the 

1 The only exception is represented by the case of those who consume directly goods 
which they themselves produce and which are not intended for sale. This was the 
cue with the ItsliaD .hare-c:ropperll (the meuaJri) during the War. 
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consuiners, counteracts the resistance of the taxpayers, and post
pones to the future the definitive disposition of the debt. 

To sum up;dthe issue of temporarily irredeemable paper money 
presents itself t<i'The State for the moment as a fiscal device which 
is q~ker and less cosdy !han a voluntary loan would be, just as 
the latter was quiCker and less cosdy in comparison with an extra
ordinary tax on property. From.. a purely fiscal point of view, it 
represents the path of least resistance; and on that account .every 
State sees itself f?rced to follow it when the other sources of public 
revenue-- both ordinary and extraordinary - are exhausted or are 
held to be exhausted)\ v' . . 

§4 
But if ~tem costs the Treasury little or nothing, it is 

extremely cosdy to the nation's economic stru<;!ure. 
'- Paper-lilOney, as has been pointed out, is a debt of the S..tate; 

bu'i: at the same time it is mone~) Two functions are thus as~ed 
to the same ins~ent. \ It "is in following through the action of 
each function, WIthout forgetting their re~iprocal interactions and 
without confusing one with the other - as is ~ften done - that the 
crux of the concrete problem and the secret of its solution lies. : 

If we could imagine, for a moment, that the issue of paper 
money entered into general circulation at one stroke, and if we 
were to assume, other COJ;ldiponS remaining the same, that the 
quantity of the circulating medium existing in the country and 
possessed by each individual were doubled, we should conclude that 
each individual would find himself posseSsed of two dollars instead 
of one; the static problem would resolve itself into the nominal 
doubling of all prices; people would count two where previou~ly·they 
had counted one, and economic equilibrium would not be disturbed. 

The hypothesis, to be sure, . is an unreal one; but all it says is 
that the problem begins and ends within the period intervening 
between the moment at which the State issues the billion iIi papeI 
money and the moment at which the billion, as a result of a series 
of multiple exchanges, has entered and become a definitive pan 
of the general circulation of the country. During this period, every 
act of exchange yields gains and losses which are due solely to·the 
fact that paper money is being issued; and after the period is ende~: 
the operation is liquidated, leaving behind definitive gains and losses, 
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Our problem, therefore, is one of dynamics. 
Let us first con~ paper money in its exclusively monet;!ry 

f~. .-
The first billion of inconvertible notes translates itself, as has 

been pointed out, into a new demand for goods on. the part of the' 
State; the prices of these goOOsris~;tlius;-forexample, there is a 
rise in the priCeS of cannon, mwutions, copper, etc. Meanwhile, 
however, the State continues to pay the same prices as before, 
whenever these prices are fixed by a previo~act, as in the 
case of the salMies of its officials and the in~st on public loans. 
Similarly, no advantage from the increase in paper money accrues 
to the produc~~.QrgQods.that ar~ot.p.~ede<LbyJ.b~State, nor to 
those whose p~are fixed bylaw. 

Here we have a ~ o(gains and losses. 
The same phenomenon, reduced in dimensions, is repeated in 

the case of producers of the goods which the State demands jp 
greater Quantity than before. • 

Let us take as an example the producers of arms and TQlW.itions. 
In consequence of the iqcrease in demand and prices, they will be 
induced, in their tutn, to increase their demand for metals and 
other raw materials arid machinery and circulating capital and 
labour .. Meanwhile, however, they will continue to pay the price 
which they had previously contracted to pay to their purveyors of 
raw materials and the owners of the. fa~tories they have rented an~ 
their employees and workers, whose wages do not tend to rise with 
the same rapidity as do the prices of arms and munitions. 

Here is a seco~LOf..P-ro~nd !oSSlil8. 

This process is repeated as we pass from the manufacturer of arms 
and munitions to the produrr of piciro~nd sted, and so on froJIl 
one person to another until t e whole series of exchanges is completed. 

. The depreciation of the paper money follows a ur~ht line, 
from the first recipient of such money to the second, '0 the .third, 
etc., until it arrives at the last recipient, who at the same moment 
he receives twice as high a price for the goods that he sells finds 
that the market-price of the goods he wishes to buy is already twice 
as high as it was before. 

l The paper mon~is then said to have been dCllreciated, - that. 
is, has lost it;rormer value as compared with all other commodities.' 

This happens, to be sure, only in so far as the paper money that 
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has been issued is not redeemed and remains in .ci.n:u14tion. It is 
~~·-···v - -

only then that the issuance of paper money exercises a posjtiye aad 
direct inHuen~ on.pri-CeS.l This is specifically the case with respect 
to the paper money issued on account of the State; but it is not 
the case With respect to the issue of fiduciary notes by banks.) The 
latter type of issue, in fact, whenever the Bank of Issue fiuictions 
correctly, foUows the movement of prices instead of determining 
it. Here is an example: I sell 100 barrels of wine and receive in 
payment for them a bill of exchange for $ 500, - that is $ 5 a barrel; 
the bank discounts the bill and issues bank-notes in an amount 
slightly less than $500; when the bill becomes due, the maD. who 
buys my wine pays the bill and the $ 500 return to the bank. Let 
us now suppose that the price of wine has doubled; the buyer gives 
a bill of exchange for $ 1000; the bank discounts it, issuing notes 
in an amount slightly less than $ 1000; when the bill becomes due, 
the bank collects the notes it previously issued. In each case, when 
the bill becomes due, the notes prc;viously issued return to the bank 
and le;:t.'-':e.....th~market~ 1 

1 It is, therefore, in~~ to speak, as many recent; writers do, of a 'I;mnkj~ infl.I
timl' as if it were theoretically necessary that such a phenomenon should develop 
as a concomitant of fiscal inflation and must take its place eVen if and to the extent that 
the State withdraWs its notes. 1t is of course true, as has already been pointed out, 
that if the bank, under cover of fiscal inflation and the protection and encouragement of 
the government, i'Ild counting on the inconvertIbility of all its notes, discounts bills 
and grants credits which it knows Will not be paid at maturity, the condition in question 
comes to be realized in the case of the banking issue also, in 80 far as the bank's notes 
also remain in circulation and herfte act on the genenlIleve1 of prices. It is obvious 
that when there is a rise in the price-1eve1- as the result of government inflation or 
any other cause - the bank may be expected to discount bills in correspondingly 
higher amounts; but this by no means implies that it must discount bills which do not 
grow out of trade and which will be 'paid' at maturity by means of other bills that 
represent, in. whole or in part, renewals of the first set of bills. 

Nor is it correct to sfIinn that notes issued in aaordance with sound banking 
practice influence prices at least during the period they remain. in circulation. before 
they return to the bank; on the ground that if the price of wine in the first exchange 
between producer and wholesaler was doubled, this increase in price is retained in all 
subsequent exchanges between wholesaler and retailer and between retailer and 
consumer. This weaspning finds its typical application when the genenlI rise in prices 
is a consequence of fiscal inflation. Under such conditions the bank is bound to grant 
credit in larger nominal amounts in proportion to the nominal increase in prices. 
But this has nothing to do with the fact that the notes llrising from the fiscal inflation 
remain in circular:on like a dead weight, whe1eas those of the bank enter circulation 
only to leave it when the bills become due. 

Now, the degeneration of the banking function is not uecessarily bound up with 
fiscal inflation; it is due, rather, to two causes: 

(a) The temptation to make large banking profits by printing notes; 
(b) The political pressure exercised by the govemment when the latter is in the 

bands of the producing groups. The bank then becomes a quasi-bureaucratic organ 
for the State'. inflation policy. 
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§5 

Once the general rise in prices.is effected, some o£.the ·gains 
and losses ceas«; t2..~t. Thus, wag~e, adjusting themselves to 
the new nominal prices; ol~I!!D.~.3!,~written; the sal&,ies of 
government employees are raised; the ne'!j>ur<;hasers o[goll.ernment 
securities will make payment in the new. .depreciated money, etc. 
etc. 

But there are other cases in· which the. gail!~nd.J!l~.w.§ survive 
and take on a permanent character. In this respect, the class most 
lIerio~l~t is that of the savers, in so far as their capital is the 
fruit of saving accumulated gore the currency had depreciated. 
Within this category the first place is occupied by creditors of the 
State who subscribed to 'perpetual' loans and whose capital is now 
reduced from 100 to a real value of 20, or 25, or 30, the interest
at, say, 5 per cent - being reduced in the same proportion. 
Cap~h21ent to private individuals find themselves in a 

somewhat better position; for when the debt contracts become due, 
these capitalists will be able ~ share in the rise of the rate of interest 
which the shortage of 'real' or 'economic' savings produces on the 
market for .private loans. l 

Conversely, the d~ who have paid a debt o(Yoo full-value 
dollars with 100 depreciated dollars obijP!ULpermanent ~ain. , " 

I It baa been observed that the discount rate Bnd the rate of interest on bank loans 
are usually low during an inflationary boom; this results from the circumstsnce that 
the lupply of paper money increases as fast as it is desired. ·This cannot help exerting 
B depressive influence alao on the rate of interest for the use of 'economic saving'
that is, real IBving in terms of good. - the supply of which has diminished. 

If a private penon who has lent 100 full-value dollars and at the maturity of the 
loan receives 100 depreciated dollars should again lend these dollars, he could not make 
up the loas he hal .uffered. He will therefore look for a different sort of investment, 
which will allow him to participate in the rise of prices. 

So far as new IBvinga are concerned, the case is rather different. U- ".:e of loan 
interest on these IBvinga alao iI relatively low: for enmpIe, 6 per cent.'.ll the case of 
producere, however, the new IBvings are made out of goods the nominal price of which 
hu risen. Let ua imagine an individual who saved and continues to save a barrel of 
wine, the price of which, as a result of the depreciation of the paper money, has risen 
from Sao to S40. He will continue to collect 6 per cent in interest, but he now collects 
it on S40 instead of OD Sao; that is, OD the same 'economic saving' he will collect lZ per 
cent. 

I( the depreciation of paper money still continues, however, he will find himself, 
It the maturity of the contract, in the same condition as the lender described in the 
pn:ceding case. 

UDder inflation, therefore, lending operations, especially if they are made OD long 
term, are not profitable. 
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Opp~ to the interests of $~~ are those of. the land
owning class. ""1'he' price of agricultural products rises, and the 
value o( land rises as a result.1 • . 

In the caSe of property consisting ofh~ the State has thought 
it desirable to prevent the raising of rentals while all other prices 
were rising. .Thus the owners of houses have been desE.Qiled tQ...the 
advanJl!ge_of . .t1wir tenants. 

Without pushing the detailed analysis further, we may conclude 
that the issue of inconvertible paper money, regarded from the 
standpoint of its monetary function, temporarily or permal!ently 
robs one group in order to enrich others. 

§6 

It was noted above that the price-changes, in so far as they are 
due merely to the fact of an increase of the monetary medium, s!J.ow 
a relatively uniform line of development, which may al~o be given 
a statistical basis if it is possible to follow the money as it passes 
from the first receiver to the second, to the third, and so on. 

Some such phenomenon was witnessed upon the discovery oLthe 
CalifOl:@an and Australian gold,:;Dlines. The new mass of ~ -
which was allowed to flow to the mints and be transfonned into 
money freely "-to the extent that it entered into circulation, br~t 
abo~t a rise. in .E..rices that; fol~rl""~_cl~Jinite. Qiiecti.9ns, be
ginning fromtbe mining centres and proceeding through the series 
of associated industries or through the series of countries which 
successively absorbed the new metal. . 

The parer monsyinflation which occurred during and after 
the World War, on the other hand, gave rise to pdc~ges which 
di.!!Y.QLe~e any tenaency towa!'d uniformi,ty... . 

The changes came about in a spasmodic' way, in all directions, 
at an uncontrolled rate of speed, and took such contradictory foints, 
even over short periods, that' all forecasts became imposs.ible imd 

1 Here, also, it is necessary to draw certain distinctions between a share-croppel 
and a tenant farmer, lor example. The former shares the gain with the landowner; 
the tenant farmer, however, since his contract is often a long-term one, obtains the 
whole gain for himself. 

• If the law, for example, denies to the public the right of free coinage, the rapid 
communication which previously existed between the market for gold as metal and 
the market for gold as money breaks down or is obstructed, and the price of a clainI 
expressed in dollars differs from the price of the gold contained in the dollars. 
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all rational explanation uncertain in the daily course of business. 
The diff~rence derives from the fact that the go~~~s,Jll.c:rely 

m!'!!1, whereas pap~r_.mQIIey is at .onc. audJhe, sa~e, !i!11~ !!1:0ng 
aE.~ !!.c0v~men'-!.bllgf!!i2n. Paper money, therefore, undergoes the 
variations wlUc1i are due to monetary inflation and also those whicp. , 
are due to the state of government credit, the latter depending on' 
the confidence that some dealers have and others do not have, or 
that the same dealers have 3:t one moment and lose at another, and 
finally on the soundness of public obligations as compared with 
other possible investments. 

The price-changes due to the increase of money in circulation 
are an objective quantitative phenomenon, representing the impact, 
of a specific quantity of money on prices; the changes due to the 
daily purchases and sales of government obligations, on the uther 
hand, are a subjective phenomenon resulting from th'e judgment~, 
of savers, which vary from moment to moment, from place to place, 
from individual to individual. 

§7 

\ Let us pause briefly to consider paper money-in its second 
function !s a government obligatjrm ') • 

A person who has received a note of $ 1000 in exchange for 
merchandise, and saves it, becomes a creditor of the State, just as 
a person who subscribes to or buys a $ 1000 government hond 
becomes a creditor of the State; the person who gives the $ 1000 

note to the seller of the merchandise is like one who has sold on the 
bond market a government security of equi'!alent amount. For, 
as a matter of fact, in order to sell a $ 1000 note, it is not necessary 
to go to the security market, nor to a broker, since in order 'to 
find a buyer it is enough to use the note as money in thf'->=lfchase 
of any good whatever. The same result would be achlved if, fo~ 
example, the law should make government securities legal tendel 
for private and public payments. . 

( One difference between the two obligations is that governmenl 
llec4dties bear interest and assume that the purchaser desires. t 
relatively stable investment. The note does. not beari:nterest, bu' 
does carry wifhifi promise of redemption or a reasonable exp~cta' 
tion of redemption. ) 
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Thus, the person who buys a government bond follows the 
fluc~ns in its v~ue, especially in so far as ~hey result from the 
difference between the rate of interest borne by government bonds 
and that borne. by other bonds, since it is with the income from 
these bonds that he is particularly concerned. A person who saves 
$ 1000 notes concerns himself with nothing but the variations. in 
their val~ver a period of time; he buys paper money, for ex-~ple, 
when its purchasing power is 60 per cent of its original purchas
ing power, in order to sell it when its purc~ P..Qwer, in 
accordance with his prediction, rises above 60 per cent; and he 
may also wait until the State redeems the note at 100 per cent, ifhe 
is optimistic enough to hope for such a result. The person who 
saves in paper money has in hand, therefore, a securirY w~ 
necessarily s~e; whence it follows that the ilegree of cOJIfi
dence tnat he~ the credit of the State is the decisive factor 
so far as this category of operations is concerned. . 

( The qua~ of paper money issued is one of the many circum
stances that may destroy the holder's confidsu:e in it, if in fact he 
believes that the increase in thequantity·removes the probability 
that the State is in a position to redeem it in whole or in part, 

I within a short or a long time. It may happen, therefore, and it 
has happened, that inflation may increase and the general prlce
level of domestic commodities may rise, without depressmg the 
foreign exchange-value of paper money; and the contrary ~ay also 
happen.' \ , 

§8 

Amon,g the savers who invest in money there is.JY.s.t, the category 
ofhogders, who continue to amass paper money, as they previ~usly 
amassed metallic money, confident that it will remain stable in 
value over a period of tim~. The amount of paper money thus 
hoarded may assume considerable proportions, and during the first 
stage of inflation - as long as the hoarder continues to have Confi
dence - this fact tends to co1intera~t the effect· of the increase in 

1 Among economists there have been extended discussions of the question whether 
the quantity of paper money or the confidence in it is the cause of the depreciation of 
paper money. According to the theory expounded above, the quantity is directly 
associated with the monetary function of the note, and eonfidence is associated with its 
credit function. It goes without saying that there continues to be reciprocal inter
action between the two. 
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the quantity of money, - an effect which depends not on the 
quantity issued, but on the quantity spent. Thus the quantity 
issued may increase" withQut..prices...in~~QP..Q!:&.o"pall-y.-

(These savers run the risk - if the paper money inflation proceeds 
qwetly - of losing the whole difference between the initial value 
of the paper money hoarded and the value to which it finally falls 
at the time it is spent., I.-- " 

For the avoidance of such a danger, without being forced to 
immobilize their savings in land an"'Qbouses, the savers have few 
channels open, since, as we have seen, the solution of lending their 
money is closed to them. 

Some of the savers will then throw all their monetary- savings 
o~~e !lla,'rket, buying,an~ s~Il!.I?-$ .. commOd}ti'es" whicli are"iiP!dly 
cQQsumable. O~rS w11I-p~~f~~. the::, m.arketJo! securities and ~r 
foreig~L~ills. . 

(Those who prefer to operate in the securities market will b!!y 
securities not with a view to the income they yield, but rather with 
a yiew.jg,,~,futur~Ld~r.eci~tionofpaper m()!ley, - that is, the 
1!igher pricelhat thell~curitywiR bring. For example, an indi
vidual uses 100,000 to acquire industrial shares at 1000; the price 
per share rises from 1000 to 1200; when he thinks that the rise 
has reached its limit, he sells and collects 1200. He repeats the 
operation with other'securities which, in his opinion, are bound to 
rise in price; he buys at 1200 and sells at 1400, and so on. His, 
original saving of 1000 has increased to 1200, to 1400, etc., foll~wing 
exactly the successive inflations of paper money.) t.. 

Thus it comes about that the formal and apparent negotiation 
of securities is merely the technical process whereby money ·is 
effectively negotiated on its own account as a government obligation 
which does not bear interest and whose value must be protected. 

This becomes more obvious in' foreign bill~.f...h_~IJi('-·:;' which 
the Italian saver, say, buys 'dollars and sells lire, if OIl' the other 
side there is someone who buys lire and sells dollars.( The ho~ 
along with others, as soon as they sense danger, buy b'ills of exchange 
drawn in dollars and hoard dollars instead of lirei Tney try to 
invest their savings in dollars. They are not importers, and do 'not 
need dollars to pay for merchandise, since they have imported' none 
from America. Side by side with the trade in bills which arises 
from the international exchange of merchandise and serves to settle 
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internatiDnal payments - in which mDney is merely the medium 
Df payment - there takes fDrm and develDps an autDnDmDUS trade 
in fDreign bills which serves to. bring abDut" a direct exchange 
between dDllars and lire as if they were gDDds in their Dwn right
that is, crediLDbligatiDns. Hence it may happen that the demand 
fDr dDllars i~creasesas cDmpared with the demand fDr lire, and 
vice versa; and as a cDnsequence the exchange value Df the lira, 
Dr the value Df the paper lira, will fall Dr rise withDut there being 
any increase Dr diminutiDn in the amDunt, Dfpaper mDney issued, Dr 
an)' mDdificatiDn in the relatiDnship between impDrts and expDrts. 

l To. sum ul?:\the DperatiDns just discussed are based Dn a fDI"~Cast 
Df grDwinginflatiDn; but they rest Dn a belief that the State will 
pay its debt.)\v . 

§9 

As inflatiDn prDgreSSeS, there will CDme a ~t at w~ch cDnq
dence is shaken and IDst. This is the beginning of.a.Sal.JJtary li~uida::, 
iion;'in order to' safvagewhat it is still po.ssible to' iaIvage-;r Dne's 
~rigs, all hDldt;rs Df paRer mon£:y ~p to get rid aLit. This 
is the sali~nt charact~ristic ,2.f the new situatiDn;t but we have not 

1 It has become the prevalent opinion among writers on monetary matterS that this 
general tendency to get rid of paper money increases its 'velocity of circulation'. 

This proposition is not exact; or at least it needs several qualifications. The 
quantity theory assumes: (a) that there is a given quantity of money; (b) that it is in 
circulation; and (c) that it circulates at a given velocity with reference to a given unit of 
time. 

Veloc~ty incr~es whenever, assuming that the volume of trade remains the same, 
this trade is taken care of by a smaller quantity of circulating medium, and vice versa; 
this comes about to the extent that the system of payment by means of credit·instru
ments becomes perfected. In the case we are now discussing, however, what happens 
is that in order to get rid as quickly as possible of the money which is rushing toward 
precipitous depreciation from day to day and even - as happenj!d in Germany - from 
hour to hour, the owner hastens to complete ina shorter period of tIme the exchanges 
that he used to make over a longer period; thus the worker who has collected his wages 
hastens to buy provisions for the whole week on the first day of the week, whereas he 
used.to buy them every two or three days. There is, as a result of this, no change either 
in the total volume of purchases or in the quantity of the circulating medium; there is 
only a different distribution within a given unit of time, inasmuch as three days of 
intensive exchange are now followed by three days of less frequent exchange; as a whole, 
however, the unit of time assumed in the problem has not changed. Everyone competes 
with everyone else to see who will be the one who runs fastest to rid himself of the 
paper money: the velocity with which the owners of paper money move their legs is 
not to be confused with the velocity with which money circulates! 

On the other hand, there is an increase in the quantity of money in circulation, 
since no one any longer keeps the stock of money which he used to keep with him for 
his daily purchases.- The sum of these small amounts may assume considerable 
dimensions, and will have the tendency to raise prices. 
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said that all this happens at one step. The movement begins with 
the most far-sighted; it then spreads; and in the end it infects 
everybody, so that all are dragged along in the same stream. 

The crisis presents-the characteristics of a gigantic crisis Q(gte 
securities ""'jijarket; that is, it represents the complete collapse_ of a 
go~ment 9b1igation which-because it also perl"orms the fiiiic
tions of money-has ~ted and very.rapid repeml~n 
the whole ec~!1omi2_.nru~~ of the ceomtty. 

Summing up:ttwo causes of a permanent character combine to 
make the value 01' the paper money ".!!)'ing and unce,nPn from 
day to day. First, the ~~ti-'Yainqeasin~ in periodic waves, acts 
automatically on partial price-levels and then on the general price
level in the direction of a ris~Q(Prices; this effect would be present 

l even if the 'quantity of money' had reference to the quantity of gold 
money instead of inconvertible paper money.) Secondly, varying 
degrees of confidence or lack of confidence in the future converti
bilitY of the notes, in whole or in part, is rtidenced by those who 
buy and sell the paper money as they would any government 
obligation.I,\ v 

§IO 

The price-changes which are due exclusively to money, when 
all other conditions remain equal, create - as we have seen - gains 
and losses which mutually compensate one another. From this has 
arisen the opinion th!ltlthe communi!!, taken as a whole! neither 
gaJ.ns nor JnSf'S;\, '.",-

On the contrary: the ~Qr da!Jlage is precisely that which the 
community suffc:n, ~much as Uhe absolute lack of all stability 

I Anyoae who would wish 10 aplain the C!OOCfttC phenomena as they were aempli
tied duri.,. and aha the W ... would haft 10 take 8CICOUDt, in each separate country, of 
all the Othft nutnaoua circumsamc:es which have been c:ruted by ac;tll - -:-gislative 
intervention, and...tUc:h. thftdore, have a temponry character. It is ~ . .o determine 
the dift'Ctioa in which nch act of intervention operares, either sttengthening 01' muD
tft'aCtiq the action of _U-~ genua! principia; but the sum total of all these adS 
of interwntion. in apite f1I away ananpts, does not provide, and has not provided, an 
inductive basis for the diacovery of new wliformitiea and new ecooomic laws. 

To theM CIOIlrin«mt facton f1Ia legisIatne and political nature must be added all 
the other innwnrrable facIon of aD economic: c:bancIer which influence the prices 
__ of one croup and DOW of a.nnther croup of mmmodities. TIle effects of this type 
of factor hlft ~ Iwen put in causal ftlationship with the ftuctuations in the 
InOIW1aI'y cin:ulation. 01' coo.fwed with these ftuctuations. with the result that hasty 
and inuact criticisma and corftCIiona haft been applied 10 principles which are well 
~ and ao1idIy establ.isbed by theoftticaJ --mea. 
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in' the value of ~oney upsets the basis on which the structure of 
excJ:ling~ .:!.«sts, :.....0. that is, the whole economic life of modern 
countries. ) . ' 
t 'I~n thr~gh successive waves of incol1..vJ;,tliblepapeLlll.Qney 

destr2Ys EIoney'} in this is summed up the social.9..€lll,lage, whl;ch is 
incalculable. To obtain some notion of its significance, it is necessary 
to go back to the history and function of money and all the improve
:rnents which have been devised therein throughout the centuries 
in order t« m,ake money a'unitofvalue possessi~'gincreasing relative 
stability,\ - , 

, An indication of ~e seriousness of the sosial damage is to be 
foum;l in the, fact that, iu the end, \the public actually repudiates 
th!; paper money arid begins economic life ex novo by returning to 
barter; or by making exchanges by gold weight, or by substituting 
a foreign currency. '\ ' • 

Once it abandons. the naive idea of punishing private' citizens 
who repudiate paper money, thf".fuiJJe a~~sts igelf to the real con
ditions of the market b.zgbsolutely stopping a ijurther issues of paper money. 

{ T)lis is the first step.:.-' of a .!!:!1f.a:!i.ve, but fundamental nature
towargJ:l].~ cle.ar~p p(the..mQ,lletary .situation. But in order to 
proVide a real guarantee that the government will not return to 
the issue of paper money for the sake of 'balancing' th~ State 
budget, it is necessary' that balancing of the budget be achieved 
soundlr by means of an increase in orcijna.rr revenues.1 , • ' 

·Thereafter. the State' musv.~£c;...~.9 ~zv~..prQQk.rps, which are 
connected with the two functions of paRer money: (I)'-it must 
restorSJ:.Q the COuI1..~!Y a c.l!~~c!I!~Y based:..o.u..gold; and (2) it must 
paY)Ei.~d_ept. \.. ) . ' 

In pure, theory, if the State pays i~"'febt, ~t also solves,' by 
implication, the problem ,of sound money, because it restores the 
convertibility. of its notes: Hence the problem has a primarily 
financial character. 

1 This is the only relationship that exists between monetary policy and financial 
policy, 'Whenever the State, in order to 'baltlnr:e its buJget', had in fact had recourse O'VeJ 
a series of preceding years to the issue of paper money, instead of to an increase of taxes, 

In pure theory, however, not even this connection between the two policies is & 

necessary one. This is demonstrated by the fact that there are countries with budgetary 
deficits which have gold money in circulation. In Italy, on the other hand, an opinion 
has been allowed to become widespread to the effect that a balanced budget would 
automatically have been the touchstone for solving the monetary and the economic 
problems. 
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lIn order to pay its debt the State ought to have recourse to an . 
extraordinary tax on property~ still better, to the flo~e 
or mor~ .Qrdina.nr..Jgaw;; or to an increase in annual taxes, which 
w""ould serve either to carry the inter~t charges on State loans or 
gradually to pay the principal of the State debt~) 
- The re~ent is accomplished automatically~ destro~ng as 
many convertible notes as are collected through the taxes evied 
for the purpose, .2!-through the proceeds of OI~e or more ~ry 
loans. Hence gold is not used, and. need not be used. Nor need 
the" reserve ot the Bank of Issue be reduced; this would be necessary 
only if the Bank had to redeem in gold all the irredeemable notes 
in circulation I -

Far from substituting for the paper inflation a gold inflation
which, for that matter, would be eliminated from the internal 
m¥ket through the necessity for paying for the consequent increase 
in merchandise imports - the problem consiits Q(...'.!:!d,u,fin!....JIJ!. 
t'1!!nti!Z' of the p~~!Sirculating medium. 

In. fac~'"1r the conv~i:lbility of the-' notes which are at pre~ent 
inconvertible is to be resumed, it is axiomatic that their quantity 
must be reduced, in confonnity with a well-known economic iaw 
that regulates the distribution among trading nations of the gold_ 
money existing in fact in the world. l 

This new policy is initiated at the moment when the State 
budget goes beyond the period of budgetary equilibrium and enters 
the period of budgetary s~lus, since the s~lus represents. the 
annual sum to be devoted eIther to the gradual repayment of the 
debt or to the payment of the interest on a loan designed to bring 
about more rapid retirement of the paper money" 

I The repayment of paper lire in full-value gold lire, or of paper marks in full-value 
8Old-marka, etc., would presuppose the existence in the world of a gold supply of 
flUltaatic proportiona. And even if 8uch a gold supply did exist, it would be anti-
economic to give it 8 purely monetary use. - --

• The consideration that paper money, under conditions of inftatlli .s also a 
government obligation of the State is of great importance in theory. Fbr-it explains, 
in and of itaelf (though other contributing circumstances may be present), some diver
gences that have been repeatedly observed as between internal and extemal prices. 

That nay permanent fall in internal prices reacts on the foreign exchanges in 
the direction of raising the foreign-exchange value of the domestic currency is an 
obvious truth; but the convene of thia proposition has not been demonstrated. Now it 
has been aUeged to be a fact that the fall in internal prices has come about not as a 
reault of the reduction of the paper circulation but as a result of the improvement 
in the nte of foreign exchange. 

Even if we admit that the nte of foreign exchange may improve without. decrease 
in the quantity of paper money in circulation, DO one has as yet explained to us how 
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\ The process of defl~tion is. automatically ar;sted when the 
quantity of paper moneym circulation again functions in fact as 
bank-notes, convertible into gold. It is not necessary that the 
limit be fixed by law in advance. 1 \ 

Only in this way is the double problem of money and the State 
debt resolved in its entirety. But the. solution of the financial 
problem meets obstacles in the more complex problem otconcrete 
reality. 

1 As a rule, the limit is fixed by law; but such a p~ovision represents an expedient 
for protection against possible dangers arising out of the policy of the Bank. Similarly, 
when one speaks of complete revaluation of a depreciated currency, one does not imply 
that the amount of bank-notes in circulation must return to the limit which prevailed 
during the pre-war period; for the true limit is a function of the volume of internal 
trade, which may have increased in the meantime. It is from this circumstance, 
indeed, that some writ~ d",rive the opinion that monetary reconstruction will come 
about by itself, gradually, in proportion as the development of internal trade requires 
an increasingly large note circulation. This might happen in countries in which the 
issue of paper money was relatively moderate; but such hopes would not be likely t& be 
completely realized in practice in those countries in which the paper circulation has 
become five or ten times as large as the pre-war circulation. 

And it is also necessary to bear in mind that if, on the one hand, the volume of 
internal trade increases, on the other hand methods of payment are being perfected 
which tend. to reduce the monetary use of gold. 

the foreign exchange influences internal prices. Some say that as the- exchange 
improves imports increase, with a resulting increase in the volume of internal 
trade, which leads tQ an increase in the value of the paper money in existence. But 
such people do not notice that if importS increase, exports will also have to increase. 
At best, the reaction involved is temporary and of small importance. . 

If We follow the theory developed above, the phenomenon is to be explained 
ditIerently. . 

. First of all, we must imagine a government that follows the policy of complete 
revaluation. At the moment when a substantial budgetary surplus is achieved, the 
possessors of paper money foresee that the government obligation which they hold 
will rise in value. They therefore sell foreign currency and buy their own currency; 
others hold on to such amounts of the domestic currency as they are able to 
save. The domestic currency used in this way is withdrawn from circulation as 
money, and there is a reduction in the quantity of circulating money, which appreciates 
in value. . • ' 

If the forecast is not justified by the event, people will again sell domestic currenC)! 
in order to repurchase foreign currency, and the notes that were being hoarded wiU 
be thrown back into circulation. We come back to the point from which we started: 
that is, the raising or lowering of internal prices resolves itself into a temporary phe
nomenon. In order that the forecast may 'COntinue in the same direction, the forecast oj 
the so-called speculators must be a correct one: that is, there must be an actual reduc
tion in the amount of notes in circulation. This is always the basic presupposition fOI 
the partial or total revaluation of paper money. 

Those, on the other hand, who hold that such revaluation depends on the coW'S< 
of the foreign exchanges would have to show that, ceteris paribus - that is, on tho 
assumption that the volume of internal trade has not increased - it has in fact happene< 
that irredeemable paper money has been definitively revalued without a reduction iJ 
its quantity. 
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§Il 

If we wish, first of all, to obtain a notion of the quantitative 
importance which the paper money debt has relatively to the other 
public debts, we should not compare it with the total of these other 
debts, in comparison with which it might be and usually is a small 
matter. Thus, if a State: already owed '70 billion in ordinary debts 
and 10 in paper money, the question of increasing the former to 
80 in order to extinguish the latter would not be of great importance 
and would not be difficult to solve. The problem really 1ies, how
ever, in the relation between the 10 billion of inconvertible paper 
and the 21 or 3 billion of convertible notes which would be sufficient 
for the needs of circulation. This relation of 10: 3 gives the measure 
or the effect that the quantity of paper money has on the general 
level of prices, and gives a more exact idea of the difficulty of the 
problem. 

~Broadly speaking, the process of d~n brings about p!,y:
nomena inverse to those examilled during the process of inflation; 
that ls,llhe average level of prices tends to thll, but the partial price
levels... - that is, the prices of the various groups of commodities - do 
not fall uniformly, so that there are phenomena of gain and Qf.wss In 
a ~~UQIU;.Q~tr£Y to those observed during the process of inflat!iri0 

Consequently, until the new general equilibrium of gold prices is 
reached, it is inevitable that there should be a nelX' periQd of ilis
turlwu:es of the equilibrium that had been achieved when tile in
flation ended and as a result of its ending - an equilibrium tq which 
everybody had by that time adjusted himself. 

It seems, therefore, more advantageous to be content with a· 
compromise solution, which consists of fixing (that is, stabili{.ing) the 
gold value of paper money at the level, or somewhaa ..... -:Jve the 
level, to which the process of inflation had made it fall. f"ri any c~e, 
the difficulty stated above has been regarded as the chief reason 
why several States stopped in their progress toward complete J:e
valu~tion and .adopted the sy~f s\flbilizatiop, - th~_tjs, Q[ 
paru~!reYllI\l_ation.l 

Once the money is stabilized, the monetary problem is solved, since 
1 In fact, B~lgiwn. 1~ly, and Fnmce at first declared that they favouted the com

plete revaluation of thar money. Later they contented themselves with stabilizing it 
at different levels. -
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it is a matter of indifference whether the standard coin is eq1,ial to 
15 per cent or 25 per cent or 50 per cent or 100 per cent of the former 
gold coin, provided that a new monetfirz..rmit, specified by law, is 
adopted, ,and provided that ffi"e note-holders may exchange their 
notes freely at, the bank-window for their equivalent in gold. This, 
condition represents the necessiUY minimum.1 ' 

§ 12 

\ But stabilization does not solve the problem of the State debt; 
on the contrary, it represents partial or even total repudiation of the 
original debt.} For this reason, the phenomenon demands, from the 
point of view of Public Finance, a further b~f~"~a,mination. 

The issue of paper money has been compared not only to a sort of 
fee or tax on transfers,· but also to an extraordinary tax on property. 
Thereby' paper money would lose its formal character of a debt and 
the State, would no longer be obligated to pay it. 

Now, the issue ofpaJ2er money is not the same thingas~a
ordi~ry ,tax on E!0pe!,!y. We established the differences between 
the two, In the course of our· earlier argument. It is true, however, 
that the State may have recourse to an extraordinary tax on prop-' 
erty equal in amount to the debt represented by the paper money 
and may set one off against the other. Let us suppose that the paper
money debt amounts to 10 billion. The ,10 billion which the State 
owes to the community and the 10 "billion which the community 
would have to pay in taxes offset each other - that is, beco.me a 
credit and debit, respectively; hence it would be economiCally 
advantageous not to cause useleSs. diSturbances of the equilibrium 
already achieved, but to leave things as they are. ' 

Now, this reasoning is obvious with respect to the relationsp.ip 
between the State and community taken as a whole; but it does not 

1 We cannot enter.here into details; but it should be noted that if the bank is obliged 
to convert only when the bearer shows that he is using the gold and gold-exchange to 
make payments abroad, or when legal provisions make it difficult in practice for the 
notecholder to have access to the redemption office, or insist that the right to exchange 
notes for gold be limited to fairly large sums, etc., we have a case of limping stabilUration. 

• The repudiation is partial if the stabilization is made at a gold value higher than 
that which would correspond to the degree of depreciation attained by the paper 
money; it is total if the currency is stabilized at exactly the gold value registered by the 
currency in the market. 

S See Book V, chap. II, § z n. 
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help to solve the fiscal problem, which is a problem of distribution 
among the various groups of taxpayers. 

(The ~ on property - that is, on the 'Qalue of the property -1s 
not the same flung as a tax on the 'Juantitl of paper money which 
eadicitizen liappens~to Jlossess1 If the latter bore the same relation
ship to the value of the property owned by each citizen, we could 
lay that stabilization is ~ means for levying a tax on property which 
would be perfectly or sufficiently equitable; for, under 'such circum
stances, the so-called credit and debit as between the State and the 
community would become also a credit and debit as between the 
State and each individual taxpayer; this would just solve the fiscal 
problem of distribution) \ . 

But such an assumption is unreal, even if the paper money served 
only as a medium of exchange; since the quantity of money necessary 
for the conduct of business varies from one business to another. It 
is all the more unreal whenever paper money functions as a govern
ment obligation, or as a means of saving, because not all save, nor 
do all save to the same extent. The result is entirely- to the disad
vantage of the group of savers who deal in money and have almost 
the whole of their property in paper money. 

Even this theory, therefore, does not eliminate and does not atten
uate the pledge assumed by the State to withdraw the paper money. 

We are dealing with matters of credit, in which the observance 
of the contract is the element that represents the greater and per
manent interest of the individual, and, afortiori, of the State. In the 
field of private economics, in fact, a person who does nOl pay his 
debts may really find it impossible -to pay them because he has not 
produced the values which he hoped for and which induced him to 
contract a loan; in the case ofa collective public economy, however, 
which includes creditors and debtors, the failure to p~rmeans leav
ing definitively to the debtors. wealth that belongs t", .• <! creditors. 
The passage of such wealth from one group to the other, therefore, 
in conformity with the contract, is a ',problem of distribyti0n'. 

Undoubtedly, a change in distrtl!I!!i..Q!lJc;fl~ itsjlfin a ch~e • 
in production.(It is, in fact, asserted that inflation stimulates ero-'" 
ductionana exports, since the entrepreneur baseS-rus action- on the 
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expectation of a continuous rise in prices~ This depends, above all, 
on ~e c~rcum.sta~ce that wa~es do n~conterriporaneously wiSh 
the r,l~~..!!!...tb~ces.2f tht;..,gQQ9i .. p.wd:u~d; hence the premium on 
production and export is taken from the wages of the workers:'} But 
if the latter wer!;! organized in such a way as to obtain an increase in 
~ages sufficient to discount the future depreciation of paper money, 
the so-called encouragement to production would disappear or 
would be negligible.1 . 

• < In the second p~ace~ inflationen~ges the cn:ru;ion and the 
anti-~c,{).n?micdevel()pmeI~t ofJ1.larginal enterpI~s which rest on the 
easy and uncritikaUssue. m:-J?~per credit ~. that is, on the eXEloita-
tion_9f !b~Ja.b.QuringJUasses. \) ---

For similar reasons, with the positions reversed, it is asserted that 
deflati..Qn discourages P12duction, because as prices fall, the profit qf 
the entrepreneur decreases, since expenses of production and, above 
all, wages do not fall with the same rapidity; and also because the 
contraction of bank-credit hastens the collapse of marginal enter-
prises with the result .that u~p'!Q~ent ensues~ . 
\. lFrom this has arisen the opinion-that -the crisis which is due to 
deflation is more damaging to a country than the disturbances due 
to inflation and that it is therefore best, on the whole, to follow the 
policy of stabilizariQn and not of revaluation,:) 

Here also it must be noted that if grofits ~.!l~~~re lowered 
simultan~ously during the transitional period -'- which in any caSe is 
necessary Tn order to pass from a system of paper money prices to a 
system of gold money prices - the so-called disGOUT9-geJI,lJ:nt to ~ro
duction would not exist, or would be negligible. ' - ------., 

1 1:'his is precisely 'what happened in Gennany after the inflation was considerably 
adv\lOced, when the workers and capitalists, educated to the danger they were running, 
obtained an actual increase in wages II1ld interest as an insurance premium against 
further inflation.. . 

• The phenomenon of unemployment must be regarded here as an indication of the 
absolute lowering of the total mass of wages - a lowering that may be expected as a 
consequence of industrial crisis, but which is concentrated in the unemployment of 
comparatively few, instead of being spread, in the form of slight reductions, over the 
wages of all. 

This is the result of other causes, among which should be included (a) the fact that 
the trade unions in the various industries have become closed organizations which 
no longer permit competition by outsiders; and (b) the fact that trade unions oppose 
the reduction of wages on a priG'; grounds. Subsidies to the unemploye~ strengthen 
the resistance of these organizations and hence increase unemployment and induce the 
employers more than ever to find more economical forms of business organization by 
reducing the number of less efficient workers in order that high wages may continue 
to be paid to the more capable. 
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The problem would then be reduced to this: to proceed in such a 
way that while nominal profits are falling, wages do not resist. It 
would be a problem of secondary importance. 

On the other hand, the fundamental error of the theory under 
examination lies in attributing to the monetary phenomenon of de
flation the phenomena of a crisis which is the necessary .consequence 
of very much more profound and remote economic causes. If, for 
the moment, we abstract from the influence of money, profound 
economic causes of the crisis, or, better, of the general depression of 
the post-war period, are to be found in the destruction of wealth 
brought about by the long war, the resulting reduction of consump
tion and saving, the necessity, faced by the colossal war industries, of 
demobilizing themselves, and the high cost of the capital which they 
required in order to transform themselves into peace industries, 
without even having certain knowledge of the new demand curves 
for their products, which could not coincide with those of the pre
war period. 

Similarly, another and grea..!!:I....cause of the deEr~ion is to be 
found in tariff policy, the intensification of which in the direction of 
pro~n, besides increasing the ge~!dal pm-erty of the._vacious 
countries, has made it necessary for all exporti!!!tindustries to find a 
neW, more expensive, and less..£!ofitable egui.li.Qrium in.,th.e..internal 
market. 
-It was not difficult to fo~esee that this tremendQus task of in

dustrial reconstruction would have increased the costs of plant and 
equipment, while, given the increaSed poverty of the country, the 
prospect was for lower prices.(.:rhe seve.ti!v ofthe depression is thus seen 
to be due to caus~_9f. an e~()~J!1ic rather than _a monetaryi:har..acter. , 

Undoubtedly, monetary policy, involVing, as it did, inflation on 
the upswing and deflation on the downswing, aggravat~ the situ
ation,. since the high an~ rising. ~rices gave an illusi,t",. prosperity 
and hid the real econOInlC condltIon oCthe country. . 

But inflation could not go on ad infinitum. It was inevitable that 
at a given moment it would be stopped; and when that day came, 
with the fall in prices that it brought with it, it marked and intensi
fied the outbreak oCthe crisis. 

If this point, which is fundamental, is admitted, then de~n, 
when it begins, ~o be regarded as the next step wbich follows, with
out interruption, upon the stopping oCinft~. 
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t Now, the effects of the crisis may be attenuated by deflating 
slowly - that is, by lengthening the period which is necessary for the 
achievement of the new equilibrium of gold prices.)In this way, the 
gradual fall of prices - in so far as it is due to deflation - can be kept 
within the limi.;s of those normal fluctuatioDsfor which every 
entrepreneur must be prepared. . . 

The policy of slow deflation, however, is to be contrasted with a 
policy of rapid ddiatiOD., which-has the advantage of accelerating 
the liquidation of the crisis through' the disappearance of jliling in
dustries. This is a benefit for the general economic structure, the 
recovery of which it hastens. Moreover, it has the specific effect of 
provoking a contraction of the demand for labour - that is, oHead
ing to the reduction of wages, thus making it easier for those enter
prises which are sound to overcbm~ the crisis. 

§ 14 

Between these two extremes there is the problem of deflationary 
policy in the concrete case. LSuch policy may be carried out with 
more or less speed, according iQ'a'wholeset off actual circumsta!l~, 
which vary, necessarily, from country to country, and whose abso
lute and relative evaluation goes beyond the competence of pure. 
economic theory.) , . ", 

Speaking generally, it may be said,1n the first place,that the~n 
for revaluation ac!.opted m:u~ic and ,thatit must be put into 
executIon some time - for example, a year L after its ap~l, so 
that~a) no one is taken by surprise and all the agents of production 
are prepared for a nominal and tempora!), reduction..9Itheir remun
eration in view of the increasing purchasing power of money; (b) L 

soD:le"entr~eneurs may be able to adatrtheir conditions ofs~ly 
to-!k.q~~mg-:prices in the future; and (c ,that the d~on should 
not affect current contracts in process of execution. 

: ''1:iitile secon'a-place;the execution of the plan for revaluation pe
. comes one oIthe tasks of the bank of issue, above all in countries 
where the paper circii1ati.o~~offi of issues made for the 
account of the State and of those made for the account of trade, but 
which, as a matter ofform, all represent a debt of the bank. 

Thus it is that the monetary and financial problem is necessarily 
interconnected with a ba~g pmblem. I - - 424 ., 
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If the bank has advanced strictly commercial creCut on its own 
account. all of its notes which remain in circulation after those re
presenting the State debt have been withdrawn automatically be
come convertible again. But if in fact - as has happened - the 

(Bank,' on its own initiative or as the result of State pressure; issues 
paper money for the salvaging of shaky and moribund industries, or 
has abused the provision of irredeemability in its own private inter
est. or has been lavish in granting credit to the manufacturers of 
anns and munitions in order to expand production to the maximum 
,and without regard to any strict economic criterion, then the so
called commercial circulation is, in fact, i!J.~()nvertible - that is, it 
represents a real case of 'ban.!9ng ipBaQon" very similar to that of 
governmejlt juRation:) It may, however, be regarded as representing 
in large part an indirect fiscal inflation. 

Hence the bank of issue also must adogt, in accord and in co
operation with tlie State. a deffati~nary polig with respect to the 
so-called commerc:ia.l.E~!!l~tion. The two policies, however, always 
present notable differences. 

The State. in fact, in order to pa its de t. must C?btain fr~es 
or~ th~~.t:i.ty ofnot.es wi which it proposes to pay the debt 
that it has contracted directly or indirectly wi!1J the bank; credit 
and debit offset each other when the n~es arre.p~ically desu:.oyed. 
The State must proceed automaticallY, devoting to this purpose 
a fixed sum annually - for ttample. 100 or 500 or 1000 million a 
year. 

This fix,e4.-mnueduces thecircuJatjon at a..!!I!!form_~l!d s~htly 
progressive, rate; for if. for example, 500 million a year is 5 per cenl 
of the annual circulation of 10 billion, the next year it goes up to 
5.26 per cent of the residual circulation. the following year to 5·5~ 
per cent. arid then to 5.88 percent, and so on. Thus,9le effect of the 
deflationary process on the general level of prices H. --.ill in, the 
~ginning; subsequently. however, it ~mes incrwlIlgly intensi· 
fied. and it is helped along also by the speculation which is boone 
to proceed upon the assumption that the varue of the paper mone~ 
will increase. 

It is not 10 in the case of the bank. The reduction in the amoun 
oT its circulation may be effected according as and to the extent tha 
its notes come back to the bank in payment of discoUnted bills. or iJ 
payment of whatever form of credit was granted. Only at a secon. 
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stage Will. it be able to contract its circulation, by reducing the amount 
')f credit which it grants to trade in the future. 

If the bank, as we have suggested, has granted credit which is not 
iestined - either as the result of a tacit understanding, or by express 
agreement - to be extinguished at maturity, but is merely written 
off and renewed, the return of the notes also -becomes slower and 
banking deflation requires a longer period of time, which is deter
minable a priori only with difficulty.l 

§ 15 

In addition, it must be noted that it would hardly be wise ~ank
ing policy to reduce the granting of new credits automatically, by a 
rigid quantity per annum and by an equal amount for all customers. 

The ~i~ which is in a position to recognize and follow the 
evolution 0 e industrial crisis, is the organ !>~t suited to discrim
inate between businesses that can be rehabilitated it: they are not 
aeprived of credit and the weak hnsjD~ iliii."ffiavc-been kcpUlive 
artifi~y_ by inflatiO'ii, to which credit shoUld be refu~d in order 
that their failure may be hastened. It IS the bank that must choose 
the most convenient moment for restricting credit and thereby Con-
tract; as a whole, the quantity of notes in circulation. " 

Moreover, it is not impossible that the bank may at times atten
uate the rigorous effects of State deflation by taking over part of the 
State circulation." \J:n short:$veral of the cOllSequences feared from 
a rigorous deflation may be attenuated by banking policy duiing the 
trallSitional period which is necessary before the complete revalua-
tion of paper money can be achieved.' , ' 

During this period, the bank must be sufficiently ~O}ll~ 
sure in its distribution of c~nd it must not be subjected to in
fluen;;es oIapolitical~cter. It is for the State to controibaii'king 
policy, in order tfl;tit may prevent its plan for revaluation from be
ing completely frustrated. 

The task of the State itself> on the other hand, is to adopt, during 
the transitional periOd; a rigorous policy of economy; since it· is - -"-

1 The plans for revaluation usually fix this period and impose it on the bank; but 
this provision is an empirical and, in most cases, an illusory one. 

• This does not imply agreement with the theory - which we have already refuted -
of those who hold that if the State reduces its circulation, the bank of issue takes its 
place, as if this substitution were a theoretical necessity or a right of the bank. 
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hardly probable that the taxpayers will be able to bear the burden 
occasioned by the old taxes, which increases automatically with the 
revaluation of paper money, and to pay, in addition, new taxes de
signed to support a prodigal policy of public expenditures. 

Thus we have, at such times, another necessary connection be
tween the policy of monetary reconstruction and fiscal policy. 

To sum up:Vhe influence that a deflationary policy exercises on , 
production is far from having the importance that people have wished 
to attribute to it. It remains a secondary accompanying factor, 
wholly inadequate to explain the policy of stabilization which has 
prevailed. )\ 

§16 

On the contrary, one result of the circumstance that the public 
cannot be unaware of deflation - in contrast with its attitude during 
the process of inflation - is that the mere announcement of a defla
tionary policy is enough to bring into action all the forces of 
friction - that is, to provoke the immediate resistance of all those 
whose interests are opposed to such a policy~ 

It is here that we find an adequate explanation ofthS difficulty of 
ca!O'ing through a deflationary polky. 

The banks of issue that have misused their credit for their own 
benefit byoIscounting bilis of exchange not destined to be paid at 
maturity no longer possess the assets which are necessary in order to' 
be able to meet their demand obligations to the holders of paper 
money; hence they oppose a deflation that brings with it a return to 
convertibility of the notes. 

The ordin~ry coml!l.!!.cial banks are opposed, because they would 
not find it so easy to rediSCOUiit as theyused to find it; and their 
custom!,rs are owed because they would find it more difficult to 
discount their b ; entrepreneuru,~p~sed. becaUJI· .:y wish tc> 
avoid friction with their workers; the labouring class 15 9.Pl!.osed, be:' 
cause it is unwilling to accept a present reduction of wages in anti
cipation of a future increase in the purchasing power of money; 
St~lunctionaries are_~PEosed for the same reasons; the tax~yers 
are opposed because they are exposed to the danger of having to pay 
thl!if1ligh taxes in money which continues to appreciate. Their de
mands are willingly granted by a government which will not resign 
itself to the necessity for reducing public expenditures. 
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We, p.a.ve here a spontaneous ,coalition of interests which isolates 
and leaves undefended the group made up of those whose preponder
ant interest lies in the fact that they are creditors of the State; and 
this explains why the policy of stabilization has prevailed "iii those 
countries in -which monetary policy is dominated by the groups 
whose interestS'are best served by such a policy. ,. 

Whatever the monetary policy adopted by the State as a means of 
disposing oftheJpan which is contracted in the form of paper money, 
it is reflected in all other existing public debts. For, if the paper 
money is completely revalued, the original value is, to be sure, 
restored to the old creditors who had subscribed to publicloaps in 
gold money; but a premium is accorded to the subscribers of those 
loans which were floated during the period of depreciate<\. paper 
money. If, on the other hand, the lira;for example, is stab~ed at 30. 

gold centesimi instead of 100, the finanqal burden represented by all 
ordinary debts which were contracted when the lira was worth more 
than 30 gold centesimi is lightened - that is, less is paid in real interest 
and in real capital than was received by the borrower - in this case, 
the State. Similarly, so far as those loans which were contracted 
when the lira was worth 20 gold centesimi are concerned, the State 
bUdget is burdened by a sum greater than that which was received. 

NoW; if the dates of issue' of an State contracts, the amounts in-, 
volved in such contracts, and the value of the money in which they 
,were contracted are known, it is easy to put these contracts on a 
comparable basis by reducing all of them to a given'gold valu~. ' 

For example: let us suppose that before the War a loan subscribed 
in full-value gold money amounted to 16 billion; . that during and 
after the War three other loans of 16 billion each were successively 
contracted; but that the first was' contracted when money was de
preciated 25 per cent, the second when it was depreciated 50 per 
cent, and the third when it was depreciated 75 per cent. 

Altogether we have a nominal debt of 64 billion, involving, at 
5 per cent, a nominal interest burden of 3,200,000,000. 

If the State, in returning to a currency which has beeI\ com
pletely revalued, would have to p.ay this 3200 million in gold, instead 
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of in depreciated money, we should have an.increase in the budget 
which would be very considerable and by no means justified. 

On the other hand, if we preselVe the gold value of the old loan 
of 16 billion, the second 16, translated into gold, are equivalent to 12 

billion, the third to 8 billion, and the fourth to 4. Altogether, there 
are 40 billion, with an interest burden, at 5 per cent, of 2 billion in gold. 

The increase in the budgetary burden, therefore, is not represented 
by the difference between 3200 million in paper and 3200 million 
in gold, but by the difference between 3200 million in paper and 
2000 million in gold. 

If we take, as an example, a lira stabilized at a gold value of 32 

centesimi, the 3200 million would be worth 3200 X 32 = 1024 billion;
hence the increase in the budgetary burden, as a result of the re
valuation in the example given, would be 976 million in gold. 

It shQuld be added that the real fiscal burden which is represented 
by the higher taxes would not be measured by the whole 976 million, 
since it would be necessary to take into account and deduct the direct 
compensations which many, perhaps very many, taxpayers would 
find in their own budgets. 

( In fact, if we imagine a patrimony composed ofland and govern
ment securities, the greater tax levied on the income from land would 
find an immediate compensation in the greater purchasing power of 
the interest paid by the State; and to the diminution of the capital
value of the immobile property would correspond the increase in the 
price of the government securities."" 

If, in addition, the tax were Irener~ so that it fell also on interest 
onthe public debt, the tax-rate levied on all incomes would be lower; 
and within the budget ortJle'Owners of government securities the 
new tax would find an immediate compensation in the greater pur
chasing power of the interest paid by the State. 

One should not lose sight of the fact that the oper'-;-:just de
scribed aims only to distribute the fiscal burden with the greatest 
possible degree of equality between those citizens who are creditors 
of the State by virtue of the fact that they lent money to the State, 
and the citizens who are debtors.ofthe State by virtue of the fact that 
they owe taxes; but financial policy may have other aims besides 
this one. 

\In fact, the choice between revaluation and stabilization re
presents a complex problem wtuC1i11as elements otboth an eoonomic -429 
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and a po.litical...dIaracter. Many arguments are adduced in defence 
of one policy or the other. But theory does not provide arguments in 
defence of either of the two; it merely analyses and explains. Now, 
the analysis of the opposed forces allows us to explain the final result, 
which has been different in different countries, and to arrive at the 
following conclusion: namely, that/iurthe countries in which it l.1as 
been possible to revalue depreciated currency. the State has com
pletely honoured its pledges and ~as distributed the tax-b!JTden 
equally among all the taxpayers; and that in the countries in which 
it has seemed convenient or necessary to stop at stabilization, the 
State has not fulfilled its pledges, and has made permanent; for the 
\>enefit of those groups whose political influence preponder~tes, the 
inequalities brought about by inflation. \ 
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I. Monda, preaj (Money and Pric,s, or the Quantity Theory in 
Relation to the Monetary Question). Citta di Castello, S. Lapi. 
1885. Pp. xi, 256. 

A discussion of the limits within which the quantity theory is 
valid, and an examination of the problems of monetary dyn~mics in 
relation to the rates of discount and interest, the foreign exchange$~ 
the international distribution of the precious metals, shifts in the 
social distribution of wealth, and crises. 

2. II carattere storico dell' "onomia jinanziaria (1M Historical Character 
oj Puhlic FiTlll",e). Rome, Pasqualucci, 1888. Pp. xi, 163. 

The three chapters are entitled as follows: 
(I) 'Theory' and 'applications' of economic doctrines. - (2) 

Economic activity and 'financial activity' as objects of theoretical 
sciences. - (3) Financial calculations and the special character of 
'natural laws' in matters of finance. 

3. Sagg; di tconomia , di jinanza (Essays in Economics and Finance), 
published by the Giornalt degli tconomisti, Rome, 1898. Pp. viii, 188. 

( I) Le teone tconomiche d; Antonio Serra, which makes clear the real 
originality of the theories of the Apulian writer of the first part of 
the seventeenth century. 

( 2) Conlrihuto alia teoria del prestito puhblico (Contribution to the Theory 
oj Public Loans), in which, starting from the Ricardian statement of 
the problem, a comparison is made between the extraordinary 
tax and the public loan. The argument anticipatl d.nd goes 
beyond most of the discussion which, without mentioning De Viti's 
exposition, arose in connection with the proposed post-war levies 
on capital. 

(3) Entrate patrimoniali ,demanio (Patrimonial ReverllltS and 1M Public 
DOrrulin), which analyses the economic and financial differences be
tween the public domain and the State patrimony, and the causes 
of the progressive reduction of patrimonial revenues. 

I Prepared by ~uigi Einaudi. 
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4· LaJunzione della hanca (The Function of Banks). Reprinted from 
Rendiconti della R. Accademia dei Lineei, Clam di scienz;e morali, vol. VII, 
No. I. Rome, 1898. Pp. 36. 

Theory of the bank as an organization distinct, from credit 
institutions. 

5. Scien<;a delle jinan<;e (Science oj Finance). Lectures, reported by 
V. Lionelli and summarized under the direction of A. de Viti de 
Marco. Rome, Manuzio, 1923. Pp. 285-

This is the first printed edition of the lectures given by De Viti at 
the University of Rome. It was prefaced by the following note 'To 

. the reader', dated January I, 1923: 
'After some hesitation and solely in order to add to the effective

ness of instruction, I have been led to publish this broad summary of 
my lectures as they were carefully reported by Signor Leonelli. 

'It.is a "summary", because I have left out everything 'which, in 
the form of elaboration, examples, and references to general econom
ics, makes a more or less extended part of oral lectures. 

'This su,mmary includes, however, those theories which are al
ready to be found in the mimeographed report of the lectUres I gave 
at the University of Pavia (1886-87) and which have been elaborated 
and completed from that time up to the present. 

'It is only the theory of shifting that has undergone a radical 
change; and this change dates from between 1910 and 1912. 

'Nevertheless, I do not mean to say that the present pUblication 
represents my final scientific formulation .. 

'In making these references to my earlier pedagogical labours, I 
wish to thank those of my colleagues who have paid me the signal 
honour of taking account, in their valuable writings, of my mimeo
graphed lectures, whether or not they mentioned their existence.' 

6. I prim; principii dell'economiajinanziaria (First Principles of Public 
Finance). Rome, Sampaolesi, .1928. Pp. 400. 

Third printed edition of the university course, on which the Ger
man translation of 1932 was based. It was prefaced by the following 
Note, dated December I, 1927, at Rome: 

'The reader will find in this third edition neither references to 
other authors nor the usual expository account of their doctrines, 
along with the victorious confutation of these doctrines in the usual 
academic manner. This is a method that I have abandoned com-
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plctely because the authors, dead or living, whose theories would 
thus be expounded and interpreted and refuted are not present to . 
defend themselves. 

'The absence of citations does not mean, however, that I aspire to 
originality and that lowe nothing or little to those who have pre
ceded me. 

'To them lowe everything; but I could not to-day establish with 
precision just what lowe to whom, since this book is, above all, an 
independent elaboration - as it matured under the continuous stimulus 
of teaching - of the theories and opinions of the greatest economists. 
These theories and opinions are in fact to a large extent well known, 
and constitute the scientific heritage of all scholars. 

'I have, moreover, avoided useless polemics with those with whom 
I disagree, since, in accordance with the general set of ideas which I 
laid down in 1886-87 - in my II carattere teorico dell'economiajinan<:,iaria 
- I have proposed to undertake a positive exposition of the theories of 
Public Finance which, starting from the premises of that earlier pub
lication, arrive at the logical conclusion by virtue of their qwn content. 

'Whether this publication is, because of its organic conception of 
the subject or because of some particular characteristic of its own, a 
contribution, however small it may be, to the progress of the theory 
of Public Finance - and this is the author's hope-only competent 
critics can say.' 

7. Un trentmnio di IOtll politic'" (Thirty rears of Political Struggle). 
Rome, Colll<:.iolll Meridionale, 1930. Pp. xxii, 480. 

This is a collection of twenty essays, articles, and speeches by De 
Viti, representing the history of the political thought and practical 
action of De Viti and the group of which he could, from 1894 to 1922, 
be considered the leader. A suggestive preface clarifies th~ position 
that De Viti took against privileged groups or th<fl. ~esirous of 
privilege before, during, and after the War. The essays end with 
1922, when, with the advent of Fascism, the liberal group of De Viti 
was dissolved. An accurate 'historical note' by Umberto Zanotti
Bianco, editor of the series in which the volume appeared, tells of 
the vicissitudes of the anti-protectionist movement in Italy, and an 
appendix by Emesto Rossi recounts the vicissitudes of the tariff 
question after the War and the more recent intensification of protec
tionism. 
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8. Finanza straordinaria. Appendix to I primi principii dell'economia 
finanziaria. Rome, Sampaolesi, 1932. P. 66. 

Contains Book V of the Principii (No.6, above), and has been in
corporated with the rest of the work. 

9. Grundlehren der Finanzwirtschaft. Tilbingen, J. C. B. Mohr 
(Paul Siebeck), 1932. Pp. xxviii, 334. 

This is the German translation of I primi principii and Finanza 
straordinaria. The volume bears the following dedication: 'I dedicate 
this volume to those students of the University of Rome who, suc
ceeding each other during my forty years of teaching, have been my 

. most effective collaborators.' There is a preface by Oskar Morgen
stern, a preface by the Author, in which he thanks Luigi Cardelli 
and Ernesto Rossi for their help in revising the volume, and an in
troduction, with bIbliography, by Luigi Einaudi. 

10. Principii di economia finanziaria (Principles of Public Finance). 
Turin, Giulio Einaudi, 1934. Pp. xxXii, 425. The 'definitive' edition, 
with an introduction by Luigi Einaudi. The present translation is 
based upon this edition. 

II. Die Funktion der Bank. Vienna, Julius Springer,. 1935. A 
translation of No. 4, above. 
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